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INTRODUCTION 

The Assistant Secretary - Indian Affairs prepares this proposed finding in response to the 
petition received from the (BLB). The BLB seeks Federal acknowledgment as an Indian tribe 
under Part 83 of Title 25 of the Code of Federal Regulations (25 CFR 83). 

Through the acknowledgment regulations in Part 83, unrecognized Indian groups may seek 
Federal acknowledgment of a government-to-government relationship with the United States. 
To be entitled to this special political relationship, the petitioner must submit documentary 
evidence that it meets the seven criteria set forth in Section 83.7 of the regulations. Failure to 
meet anyone of the criteria will result in a determination that the group does not exist as an 
Indian tribe within the meaning of Federal law. 

Publication of the Assistant Secretary's proposed finding in the Federal Register initiates a 
180-day response period. The petitioner and any other interested or informed party may submit 
arguments and evdence to support or rebut the evidence relied upon in the proposed finding 
during this period. Comments should be submitted in writing to the Office of the Assistant 
Secretary - Indian Affairs, 1951 Constitution Ave., N.W., Washington, D.C. 20240, Attention: 
Office of Federal Acknowledgment, Mail Stop 34B-SIB. Interested or informed parties must 
provide a copy of their comments to the petitioner. 

After consulting w; th parties to determine an equitable timeframe for consideration of all written 
arguments and evic ence received during the comment and response periods, the Assistant 
Secretary will make a final determination regarding the petitioner's status. The BIA publishes 
notice of this final determination in the Federal Register. Under Section 83.11 of the 
acknowledgment regulations, the petitioner or an interested party may request reconsideration of 
the final determination with the Interior Board of Indian Appeals, but must do so within 90 days 
of publication of the final determination. Unless the petitioner or an interested party requests 
reconsideration pun:uant to the regulations, the final determination will become effective 90 days 
from its date of pub 'ication. 

Administrative HistOl:Y of the Petition 

The Bureau ofIndia:l Affairs (BIA) received a letter of intent, in the form of a resolution, to 
petition for Federal <.cknowledgment from the Burt Lake band of Ottawa and Chippewa, Inc. 
(BLB), on September 6, 1985. The petitioner submitted it in care of Donald A. Moore, 
4371 Indian Road, Bmtus, Michigan. Donald Moore, "Chairman," and Irene Howard, 
"Secretary," signed the certification of "Resolution 5-15-85," dated August 23, 1985, that said 
150 members and 7 members of the petitioner's governing body voted to adopt the resolution on 
May 15, 1985. Pursumt to Section 83.9, the BIA published a notice of receipt ofa letter of 
intent in the Federal Register on October 15, 1985. 
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Burt Lake Band (#101): Proposed Finding - Summary 

After the petitiortE~r submitted this certified resolution, the research staff of the Branch of 
Acknowledgment and Research (BAR) on numerous occasions provided technical assistance 
(TA) to the petitioner. BAR staff met with them in person in the BAR Washington offices 
(1/2611995; 8/22/1995; 1126/2001) and during visits by BAR staff to the Brutus offices 
(311 011994). They also provided T A by letter (4/5/1995; 8/26/1997; 1112512002), and by 
telephone (711911994; 811411995; 8/2511997; 1111412002). In addition, BAR staff met with 
individual memb,~rs of the petitioner involved in a "recall" (711411994). 

On numerous occasions between 1987 and the present, Congress considered recognition 
legislation introduced on behalf of the petitioner. The Department opposed this acknowledgment 
legislation. Several administrations took the position that the administrative process at 
25 CFR 83 allow(~d detailed analysis of each petitioner to determine the facts of each case and 
applied an equitable standard (Manuel 1111411995). In later years, the Department's testimony 
also expressed conce'rns about the composition of the petitioner and concerns some of the 
petitioner's members raised about the genealogical background of its leadership and 
membership, which changed significantly after 1984 (Deer 612411997). In 1994, legislation 
acknowledged the Little Traverse Bay Band (LTBB), an immediate neighbor of the petitioner. 
Since then, many aLB members have relinquished their membership in the petitioner and 
enrolled in LTSS. Others joined LTBB without formally relinquishing their BLB membership. 

Under sections 83.1 O(b) and 83.1 O( c) of the regulations, the BIA made an initial review of the 
petitioner's submi~;s,i()ns in a letter on April 5, 1995. This "preliminary determination" found 
that the "historic Burt Lake band was previously acknowledged as a tribe and that the present 
petitioner is the same group as the Burt Lake band at the last point of Federal acknowledgment" 
in 1917 (Morris 4/s/1995). This T A letter advised the petitioner that it could either direct the 
BIA to go forward with the evaluation based on the materials the petitioner had already 
submitted or respond to suggestions made in the T A letter. The letter suggested that they submit 
more information en social interaction, on the connections of people living away from Burt Lake 
to the petitioner, or disagreements, on the group's involvement with the Northern Michigan 
Ottawa Association (I'MOA), and on the relationship between the leaders and the members. The 
letter suggested that the petitioner provide more detail through oral histories. It advised the 
petitioner to compare their governing documents to the actual political activities of the group. 
The letter stated that the membership list required certain elements including "maiden names of 
women, addresses, ,:and] birthdates" (Morris 4/511995). The letter requested "previous lists of 
members" (Morris 4/5/1995). These weaknesses continue to characterize the petition, as this 
proposed finding demonstrates. 

At the end of the aclrninistration of former President Clinton in 2000, the Department explored 
the possibility of "reaffirming" the BLB based on the Justice Department's representation of 
the Indians at Bun Lake in litigation between 1911 and 1917. However, in part because of 
questions raised in the .\1ichigan field office about the composition of the petitioner, the 
Department dropped this effort and the BLB was not among the three groups "reaffirmed" in 
2000 (Shawa 1129/2(01). When the administration of President George W. Bush did not 
continue this "reaffirmation" effort, the petitioner sued the Department. In their complaint, Burt 
Lake Band v. Norton, filed in District Court on March 30, 2001, the petitioner alleged that it was 
entitled to recognition and that the acknowledgment regulations did not apply to them because 
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Burt Lake Band (#101): Proposed Finding - Summary 

the Government previously recognized them and provided "limited Indian health services." 
They further alleged that the BIA violated the Administrative Procedures Act (APA) by failing to 
place it on the li~:t of tribal entities, which Federal statute requires the BIA to publish annually. 
They sought to compel the BIA to place them on this list. Two federally recognized tribes, the 
Little Traverse Bay Band (L TBB) and the Sault Ste. Marie (SSM) tribe, moved to intervene in 
this lawsuit in opposition to the petitioner's efforts to circumvent the regulatory acknowledgment 
process In August 2002, the District Court in Washington, D.C., granted the Department's 
motion to dismis!; this lawsuit because plaintiff failed to exhaust its administrative remedies. 

On November 14,2002, the BrA staff held a teleconference with the petitioner, represented by 
Gary Shawa, LO[I~tta Parkey, consultant Barbara Madison, and attorney Patricia Marks. After 
this teleconference, the BrA sent the petitioner copies of a former BAR researcher's notes, 
including documents with notations on them, and other materials, which were possibly 
comments on the petition, such as Congressional correspondence. The staff told the petitioner 
that the T A rcvic'd of April 5, 1995, concerning previous recognition was "pre-decisional" and 
could change during in-depth evaluations for the proposed finding and final determination. The 
staff emphasized that change could result if full evaluation reveals that the TA's pre-decisional 
finding is not supported or if the facts of the case change so much the group no longer qualifies 
to proceed under S(~ction 83.8. 

On December 16,2002, Patricia Marks, attorney for the petitioning group, met with the BAR 
branch chief and researchers in their Government offices. During this meeting, Marks submitted 
eight boxes of petdon materials in advance of active consideration (Bird Bear 12117/2002). 
Many of the documents were duplicates of previously submitted materials. The petitioner's 
attorney explained that the purpose of submitting them again was to ensure that all materials 
were before the BfA researchers. They also submitted these materials on CD. The BrA scanned 
all of these materials into the Federal Acknowledgment Information Resource, or "FAIR," 
system, a database system providing access to the scanned documents, which appear on the 
computer monitor. 

In a letter to chairman Carl Frazier in December 2002, the Director of Tribal Services detailed 
three significant omissions that the group needed to address before evaluation could proceed. 
The petitioner needed to submit a certification of the recent submission as required in the 
regulations at SecticlT\ 836(b), a membership list with the elements required in the regulations at 
Section 837(e)(2), and certification of this membership list as required in the regulations at 
Section 83.7(e)(2) 

The February 11, 2000" Federal Register notice describing "Changes in the Internal Processing 
of Federal Acknowledgment Petitions," provided that the evaluation in the proposed finding 
would not consider Evidence submitted after December 16, 2002, when the BrA placed the BLB 
petition on active consideration. New evidence would be held for consideration during the 
evaluation for the final determination (Smith 10125/2002). However, consistent with other cases, 
the BIA considered the petitioner's January 21, 2003, submission of a membership list and 
certifications because the material corrected technical omissions in the BLB submission made on 
December 16, 2002 (Smith 217/2003). 
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Burt Lake Band <#l01): Proposed Finding - Summary 

BIA researchers visited Michigan in the summer of 2003. The genealogist visited the BIA 
Michigan Field Off[ce at Sault Ste. Marie to compare the petitioner's membership lists with rolls 
of recognized tnhes, among other tasks. The cultural anthropologist visited the petitioner's 
offices in Brutus and nearby locations, the Upper Peninsula, and several urban areas to interview 
current members of the BLB and people who had relinquished their memberships in recent years. 
The historian performed research in archives and libraries in Chicago and Michigan. The 
purpose of these n~search trips was to verify and evaluate the petitioner's research. 

The BIA placed t 1·e petitioner on the "ready and waiting" list of petitioners on October 26, 1995, 
and on active consideration October 17, 1998, but a team was not then available to commence 
its review. Multiple court-ordered deadlines in other cases caused the BIA to rearrange its 
priorities and schedules. As a result, active consideration on this petition actually began 
December 16, 2002. On December 12, 2003, the BIA extended the December 16, 2003, deadline 
for completion of a proposed finding to February 20, 2004, because the BAR fell behind when it 
physically moved and administratively realigned within the Department of the Interior to become 
the Office offederal Acknowledgment (OF A), in the Office of the Assistant Secretary - Indian 
Affairs. Also, peu review on other cases, some with court deadlines, and other litigation 
diverted the OF A research team from work on the BLB proposed finding. On February 20, 
2004, the deadline was extended to March 25 in order for the staff to fully brief a new Assistant 
Secretary, David Anderson, on the acknowledgment process and this decision. 

Historical Overview of the Burt Lake Band of Ottawa and Chippewa, Inc., Petitioner 

The petitioner claims that it is a successor to a Cheboygan band of Ottawa and Chippewa Indians 
who had a historical village on Burt Lake near the northern tip of Michigan's Lower Peninsula 
(see Figure 1). It also claims to have entered into treaties with the United States in 1836 and 
1855. The petitioner seeks acknowledgment as the Burt Lake band, asserting that this band has 
been separate from and autonomous of other Ottawa and Chippewa bands, including any 
historical confederation of treaty tribes and the federally recognized Little Traverse Bay Bands 
of Odawa Indians (LTBB) at present. The petitioner maintains an office in Brutus, Michigan, 
just west of Burt Lake. The petitioner submitted a membership list of861 members. Some of 
those individuals have relinquished their membership, have never submitted a signed 
membership application, or have died. The petitioning group appears to have 490 current 
members. 

The available evidence indicates that just less than half, 46 percent, of the petitioner's members 
descend from the hi,torical Cheboygan band. All of the petitioner's members who demonstrated 
descent from the historical band descend from one of 10 ancestors who appeared on the portion 
of that 1870 annuity roll identified as a list ofa Burt Lake band. The petitioner's members also 
have 14 ancestors who were included on lists of the residents, at the end of the 1890's, of the 
"traditional" Indian ,ettlement, hereafter referred as "Indian Village on Burt Lake," or "Indian 
Village." 

About half, 48 percent, of the petitioner's members descend from John B. Vincent (b. 1816). 
The petitioner considers Vincent to have been a member of the historical Cheboygan band 
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Burt Lake Band (#101): Proposed Finding - Summary 

because he rccci'red a land allotment in the area reserved by the Treaty of 1855 for the land 
selections of the Cheboygan band. The historical evidence indicates, however, that non
Cheboygan Indians also received allotments in the Cheboygan reserve. The BIA's allotment 
schedule of 1875 did not identify Vincent as a member of any band; its 1873 report referred to 
the Cheboygan lnnd as holding allotment certificates while Vincent had not received one; and its 
1857 list of "Sheboygan" allottees did not include him. Vincent did not appear on the treaty 
annuity lists of the Cheboygan band. Evidence indicates that Vincent was born on Michigan's 
Upper Peninsula, perhaps at Keweenaw Bay on the shore of Lake Superior. Various records 
place him in Cheboygan County between 1846 and 1903, but in the town of Cheboygan on Lake 
Huron, rather tha1 at Indian Village on Burt Lake. None of the available evidence demonstrates 
any association bl~tween Vincent or his children and the residents of Indian Village during their 
lifetimes. The aV:lilable evidence indicates that Vincent's descendants were not involved with 
the petitioning group prior to 1984. 

Another 4 percent of the petitioner's members descend from two individuals ofIndian ancestry 
who had no demonstrable connection to the historical Cheboygan band, but were living in 1910 
in Burt Township in the geographical vicinity ofIndian Village on Burt Lake. An additional 
percent, less than 3 percent, of the petitioner's members have Indian ancestry with no 
demonstrated connection to the historical band or to John B. Vincent. 

The historical Cheboygan Indian village was located on a bay on the western side of Burt Lake 
(see Figure 2). The village was situated along the northern shore of Maple Bay and on the 
western side of a r,eninsula that sheltered the village from the body of the lake. According to the 
petitioner, this vilbge sat on an inland water route between Lake Huron and Lake Michigan, and 
the Cheboygan band at that village took its name from the Algonquin word for a portage, or 
passing through, that was used as the name for the largest lake on that route. Non-Indians named 
the lake Burt Lake about 1840, when the land was surveyed. Scholars have identified this 
village, which they .labeled "Cheboygan," as existing as early as 183 O. Plat maps of the area 
made in 1841 and 1855 by the U.S. General Land Office (see Figure 3) documented the 
existence of an Indian village and fields in this location. 

The treaty with the "Ottawa and Chippewa Nations ofIndians" made in Washington, D.C., on 
March 28, 1836, provided for a cession ofland to the United States and a reservation of certain 
tracts of land to be hel d by the tribes in common ownership. Article 2 of the treaty provided that 
a tract of 1,000 acres "on the Cheboigan" [River?] was to be chosen by Chingassanoo, or Big 
Sail. A scholar has identified a "Chingassamo" village at this time as located where the 
Cheboygan Ri vel' e !Cited Mullett Lake. Chingassamo was listed as one of eight signers for 
"L' Arbre Croche" bands, and the treaty did not explicitly mention a Cheboygan band. Although 
the original draft of the treaty provided that these lands would become permanent reservations, 
the United States Senate amended the treaty by limiting the existence of the reservations to a 
five-year period after ratification. The treaty also provided for annuity payments to the "Ottawa 
and Chippewa nations," by geographical regions, for 20 years. 

The lands ofIndian Village were purchased by Cheboygan Indians from the United States land 
office between 1846 and 1849 and were patented to the Governor of Michigan in trust for the 
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Burt Lake Band 1#101): Proposed Finding - Summary 

Cheboygan band These State trust lands were purchased from the Federal Government, at the 
prevailing public price per acre, as six separate parcels. In April 1846, four tracts totaling 
242.9 acres were purchased, which covered the band's historical village site. In August 1847, a 
tract of71 acres was purchased along the western edge of the original parcel. In January 1849, a 
tract of 61 acres was purchased which consisted of the lands between the eastern edge of the 
original parcel and the western shore of the lake, with the exception of the tip of Colonial Point. 
By 1850, the Gove:rnor of Michigan had received six patents in trust for the Cheboygan band for 
a contiguous tract of374.9 acres ofland on the western shore of Burt Lake (see Figure 4). 

The treaty with the "Ottawa and Chippewa Indians of Michigan" made in Detroit on 
July 31, 1855, indic.a.ted that it was an agreement with the parties to the Treaty of 1836. The 
petitioner contends that the Cheboygan band did not approve the treaty until July 2, 1856, at 
Little Traverse, when Ke-zhe-go-ne, along with other chiefs and headmen, who were not 
identified by band, gave his assent to the Senate amendments. The treaty provided that 
individual Indians could select land in designated reserves. The seventh reserve, 
designated "[t]or the Cheboygan band," consisted of two townships in Cheboygan County 
(Township 35 and 36 N, Range 3 W) that included the village and trust lands (see Figure 5). The 
original draft of the treaty reserved one township of land for the Cheboygan band to be selected 
at a future date, btt the United States Senate amended the treaty by reserving two townships and 
describing them sp(~cifically. The treaty also provided for per capita payments, which could 
extend for 14 yean after ratification, or until about 1870. The available evidence indicates that 
10 of the 33 family heads of the Burt Lake band on the 1870 annuity payment list have 
descendants in the petitioner's current membership. 

The Treaty of 185S provided that an Ottawa and Chippewa Indian who was a head of household, 
single adult, or orphan minor could select an allotment of land. The treaty required Indian agents 
first to prepare lisw of all the persons entitled to receive land and eligible individuals then to 
select their land. El:lgible Indians were those entitled to receive annuities under the Treaty of 
1836. Indian agents prepared schedules of individual land selections in 1857, 1863, and 187l. 
In 1872, Congress 13nded the temporary reservation ofland provided for in the Treaty of 1855 
and restored the ulBelected lands to public entry. The Act provided, however, that Indians who 
had not made allotment selections under the treaty could make homestead entries within the 
reserve, and some Cheboygan band Indians did so (see Figure 5). No allotment schedule was 
approved for the Cht~boygan band reserve prior to the Act of 1872. The Indian Office in 1873 
prepared a supplemental schedule of land selections, including individuals associated with other 
bands and individuals not on previous Cheboygan band lists, and in 1875 obtained legislation by 
Congress that authcrized patents to be issued for those lands. A schedule of allotments in the 
Cheboygan band re;;erve was quickly approved and the lands selected by 45 individuals were 
patented in 1875. 

The Cheboygan band lost title to the lands of the traditional village through tax sales of the State 
trust lands because of delinquent taxes. State and local officials considered the band's State trust 
lands to be taxable 2S non-exempt private property. In 1897, John McGinn, who purchased most 
of the State trust lands at tax sales, notified the Indians living in Indian Village that he was the 
owner of the lands en which their homes were located and that they were required to leave. In 
1898, he sought a writ of assistance in county court to claim possession of the lands based on his 
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tax title deeds. Some evidence indicates that some of the residents of Indian Village moved to 
new locations after receiving McGinn's notice. In October 1900, McGinn came to the village 
with the sheriff to evict the Indians, removed all the residents and their possessions from their 
homes, and sct flH~ to the houses of the village. This tax eviction is commonly referred to as "the 
burnout" of 1900 

Thus, the existenc(~ of an Indian village on the State trust lands at Burt Lake, which outsiders 
called "Indian Village," ended in 1900. In 1957, a former resident of that settlement described 
its appearance, about 1900, as an Indian village of 26 mostly log homes. Other sources 
described the village as consisting of a dozen, 14, or 16 buildings. Former resident Albert 
Shananquet creatt~d a list of the heads of23 households in the village in 1899, and noted that the 
village had a church and school house. McGinn identified 22 household heads in his legal notice 
(see Figure 6) The McGinn and Shananquet lists combined appear to identify 24 households in 
Indian Village pri')r to the burnout of 1900. The available evidence indicates that 14 of these 24 
Indian households have descendants in the petitioner's current membership 

After the burnout, some of the village residents settled along Indian Road north of Indian Village 
at Burt Lake. It appe:ars that they were able to settle in this area because some Cheboygan band 
Indians obtained homesteads there in 1872 under the provisions of the Act of 1872, and remained 
land owners in 1900. At the core of this settlement was an Indian church, built about 1908, 
approximately twe, miles north of the historical village. This location became known as 
"Indianville." A plat book of Cheboygan County published in 1902 revealed the existence of an 
exclusively Indian settlement along Indian Road. According to this plat book, all of the residents 
along Indian Road for two and one-half miles north of Brutus Road were individuals who can be 
identified from other sources as Indians (see Figure 7). The available evidence indicates that 
6 of the 11 Indian landowners in the vicinity ofIndian Road have descendants in the petitioner's 
current membership. Most of the Indian homeowners along Indian Road had previously lived in 
Indian Village. How(!ver, the Indian community that persisted on Indian Road after 1900 was 
but a portion of the previous community located at Indian Village. 

Within months after the burnout of 1900, the Governor of Michigan recommended to the 
legislature that it pa~:s legislation for the relief of the Cheboygan band because the State had a 
"moral obligation" to restore the lands that the State had held in trust. The legislature did not act 
until 1903, and then it did not buy back the original State trust lands from McGinn, as the 
Governor had recommended, but provided other State lands in lieu of those lands. The 1903 
Joint Resolution of the State legislature provided a maximum of 400 acres ofland, to be chosen 
by the State land commissioner in consultation with representatives of the Cheboygan band and 
to be held by the State in trust for the band. The State Resolution provided that the right of 
occupancy and use of those lands would continue until five years after the tract had been vacated 
by the band and its lineal descendants. 

The lands provided fbr the Cheboygan band under the provisions of the State legislature's 
Resolution of 1903.vere located on Mullett Lake, just to the east of Burt Lake. A Cheboygan 
newspaper in 1909 referred to the "Indian reservation" on Mullett Lake, which it said had been 
provided to the famililes there in exchange for the land at Burt Lake. The paper indicated that 
some families had b,~en there for two years, or since about 1907. The paper printed several 
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articles about the Mullett Lake Indians between 1909 and 1911. The 1903 Resolution lands 
appear to have cc nsisted of 137 acres of State lands with lakeshore frontage on a bay on the 
eastern shore of Mullett Lake, south of the town of Aloha. Historical notes from an anonymous 
"private collection" submitted by the petitioner suggest that several families moved to this site. 
These notes indicate: that the lands were held in common rather than in individual or family 
tracts, that there were no roads to the site, and that the closest school was two miles away by 
boat. These note~; also record that most of these families moved away from the site at Mullett 
Lake by 1914. 

A list of Ottawa and Chippewa descendants, known as the Durant Roll, was created to identify 
the recipients of a monetary award won in the Court of Claims for a fund due the Indians from 
the United States under the Treaty of 1836. By an Act of April 1908, Congress appropriated 
funds to pay the award and directed the Secretary of the Interior to make a complete roll of the 
"Ottawa and Chippewa Indians of the State of Michigan" who were entitled to receive a share of 
the awarded fund~. The Department of the Interior used Horace B. Durant, an attorney from 
Oklahoma, as a s~e:clal agent to compile this roll, and issued him instructions in July 1908. 
Durant produced a preliminary roll in October 1909. After the Department disallowed some 
names, the Secretmy approved the final roll in January 1910. The Durant Roll listed descendants 
of the Burt Lake band among the descendants of the "Traverse" band, the other categories being 
"Mackinac," "Grand River," or "Sault Ste. Marie" bands. Durant based his descendancy roll of 
1910 upon the trec.ty annuity list of 1870, and identified the page of that annuity list that listed 
the Burt Lake band. Durant's linkage of an individual on his 1910 roll to the historical Burt 
Lake band is evid~:nce that demonstrates descent from an 1870 member of the Cheboygan treaty 
band. 

In 1911, a US. district attorney in Michigan, on behalf of the United States acting as guardian of 
the Cheboygan band ofIndians, initiated litigation in Federal court against John McGinn to 
compel him to retLfn the band's State trust lands. The available evidence does not show that the 
Indian Office requ,~sted that such a lawsuit be filed, but the Department of the Interior provided 
information and personnel for the Department of Justice to use in the litigation. The Federal 
judge stated that the central issue in the case was whether or not the State trust lands were 
taxable, and he found that they were. The judge held that there was no Federal trust relationship 
and no Federal restrlctions that precluded State taxation of those lands. He found that the 
Government had fi...lfilled its treaty obligations to the Ottawa and Chippewa Indians, that the 
treaty had dissolved their tribal organization, and that those Indians who had received patents for 
allotments under the provisions of the treaty had become US. citizens. Therefore, he concluded 
that the United States had relinquished its guardianship over those Indians. In 1917, the Federal 
judge dismissed the US. complaint and left McGinn's estate in possession of those lands. 

The 1930 Federal census revealed that a small but exclusively Indian settlement continued to 
exist along Indian Trail Road [Indian Road] north of the historical Indian Village. In that year, 
the census enumerator listed nine consecutive households along Indian Trail Road that contained 
Indian residents. The enumeration designated all 46 of the individuals listed in those nine 
households as Indians. Seven of eight residents age 60 or older along Indian Trail Road in 1930 
had been residents of Indian Village before 1900, and the eighth was a resident on Indian Road 
in 1902. This evidenoe demonstrates that a number of major family lines persisted at a Burt 
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Lake Indian settk~ment from the 1890's to 1930. The only apparent additions since 1900 to the 
settlement in 1930 were several spouses who had married into these families. A 1938 survey of 
the rural property of the county also revealed that, as in 1902, aU of the residents along Indian 
Road for two and one-half miles north of Brutus Road were individuals who can be identified 
from other sources as Indians (see Figure 8). The 1930 census and 1938 survey, when 
combined, identi1ied 30 possible adult residents of the Indian settlement on Indian Road during 
the 1930's. The available evidence indicates that 23 of these 30 adult residents or landowners in 
the Indian Road settlement in the 1930's have descendants in the petitioner's current 
membership. 

According to oral histories, probate records, and government records, employment was scarce in 
the small agricultural settlement along Indian Road and poverty was a problem for some families 
(Martell 7/23/2003, Cheboygan County 7/17/1933; Holst 1939). Long before 1920, many people 
who had grown up in and near Indian Village on Burt Lake in the 1800's or had historical ties to 
the annuity list of 1870, had already moved within the region because they married into other 
Indian communiti,~s, such as Harbor Springs, Cross Village, and Middle Village or found work 
there, according tht~ genealogical database. In the first decades of the 19th century, labor 
migration for permanent residents of Indian Road was often short-term and temporary, as 
implied by oral hl~~tories and school records. Indian Road residents found work in nearby lumber 
camps in winter and resorts in summer (Martell 7/23/2003; School District No.1 5/30/1920). 
U. S. Census, birth school and other records, however, demonstrate that a small number of main 
families remained in the Indian Road settlement, and that as many as three-quarters of the 
children left the settlement when they reached adulthood. Nevertheless, those young adults who 
stayed and had chi [dren maintained a stable population in the settlement until the late 1930' s 
(U S Census 191 Ob, 1920a, 1930a; School District No. 1 5/23/1930). 

In the late 1920' s, men began to seek employment in the Upper Peninsula, Charlevoix County, 
and locations farthl~r away, while families at home maintained "subsistence" gardens. Some 
people found that they were "pretty near starving to death" (Martell 7/23/2003). Because their 
families were in difficult economic straits and physical condition during their absences in the 
1920's, John Nongleskwa and William Shenoskey took them to the UP, where they took up 
permanent residence (BLB FTW, Vital records 1920-1940; Shawa 7128/1995; Martell 7/2312003; 
Kiogama 7/15/200~:) The school at Burt Lake closed before 1938 and children began attending 
school at Pellston (5hawa 7/2811995; Martell 7/23/2003). Oral histories conflict on the exact 
date of its closure. Some respondents claimed it closed as early as 1926 and others said as late 
as 1938. New Deal programs hired Indians in the 1930's to do crafts and build roads for the 
Works Progress Administration (WPA) or work with the Civilian Conservation Corps (CCC) 
(Holst 1939). Thes'~ sources of employment in the region temporarily slowed down migration in 
that decade, according to oral histories and records of birth locations (Shawa 7/15/1995). 

In the 1930's, Indi(u.s were the target of a Federal New Deal program, the Indian Reorganization 
Act (IRA), to provide benefits to Indians who owned common land. The grandfather of several 
current members notarized an IRA petition, but only a portion of the Indian Road residents and 
their close relatives signed it (Kishego et al. 1935). Similar petitions were submitted by other 
Northern Ottawa. Simultaneously, another man, raised on Indian Road and resident there until at 
least 1930, was identified as a member of the Michigan Indian Defense Association, or MIDA 
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(Cheboygan Dai,'y Tribune 512/1935). He worked with local township officials on a 
development scheme "along the lines of self support" (Cheboygan Daily Tribune 5/2/1935), but 
other Indians wht) may have joined him were not named (Cheboygan Daily Tribune, 3/13/1935; 
McGinn 4/261I 9:15). Documents describe activities of the Northern Ottawa in this region of 
Michigan for the Great Depression. Different approaches developed between Indians who 
supported obtaining land bases and organizing under the IRA and others who may have opposed 
the IRA because they feared becoming wards of the state and losing self-sufficiency (Walker 
3/1211935 & 2/611935; Burns 4/611936; Keuter 3/17/1936). The petitioner did not submit 
evidence concerning the participation ofIndian Road residents in dealing with the IRA, which 
may have shaped their specific history. After several years of internal discussion, the 
Government did not buy land for these Northern Ottawa, including Burt Lake, because funds ran 
out. Without a laCld base, Burt Lake and these other Michigan Indians were never eligible to 
vote on the IRA and never received benefits under the statute (BIA 5/2911940). 

Before 1938, residents ofIndian Road celebrated seasonal holidays in distinct fashion. Families 
held "ghost suppers'" in late October (Shawa 7/15/1995; 9/9/1994). In December, they 
celebrated Christn.as Eve with a midnight mass at S1. Mary's Mission Church, and in January, 
they marked "Thr,~e Kings Day," called by others "Twelfth Night." On New Year's Day, they 
circulated from hc,use to house to greet each other with "Boozhoo," apparently from the French 
"Bonjour" (ShaWL 7/15/1995). The men played in a "band," with violins, guitars, and an organ 
(Shawa 7/28/1995; Parkey 7/14/2003). They held dances and social activities inside in the 
winter and outside i.n the summer. Relatives who lived in nearby Pellston, Emmet County, and 
in other regional Indian communities visited and socialized with Indian Road residents (Shawa 
712811995; MarteL 7/2312003). 

St. Mary's Indian :~oman Catholic Mission was closely associated with Indian Road residents in 
the 1920's and 19:::0's. St. Mary's Church and cemetery provided a focal point of residents' 
identity, because they baptized their babies, married their spouses, and buried their dead there 
(Shananaquet 7118(2003). A circuit-riding priest served this and other Indian missions in Emmet 
County (Keuter 2/2311933; 12/1811934). Indian Road women cooked for the missionaries 
(Kiogama 7/21/20(3). They held church picnics on the grounds organized by women (Shawa 
7115/1995), and they attended similar affairs at other missions where they had close relatives 
(Shawa 7/15/1995). Other residents ofIndian Road, who were members of the "altar society," 
cleaned and maintained the religious paraphernalia, church structure, and grounds (Shawa 
7/1511995; Kiogalr;a 712112003). Residents held funerals in the church, preceded by a wake in 
the deceased's home (Shawa 7/1511995). Nuns came to the community to teach the Catechism 
but stopped coming sometime in the mid-1930's (Shawa 711511995). In the 1930's, the priest 
wrote to his superiors that, because of his far-flung duties, he was unable to celebrate the Mass in 
every mission on inportant religious holidays. The congregants at St. Mary's on Indian Road at 
least once held sen ic(:s on Christmas Eve without the priest, and he feared that, if he tried to stop 
them, they would kave the faith (Keuter n.d.). 

The State of Michigan provided welfare services to the Indian population on Indian Road, as 
they did to any othEr citizen (Cheboygan County 7117/1933; 5/4/1941). The probate records 
indicate that some residents ofIndian Road were "in very poor financial condition" (Cheboygan 
County 5/411941). Some families sent their children to Holy Childhood School in Harbor 
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Springs where th<:!y were educated, fed, and clothed (Kiogama 712112003). Because these 
students returned home only rarely, they did not learn Ottawa and other traditions (Kiogama 
7121/2003). By t1e end of the 1930's, the economy could not support the community. The 
lumber industry moved north and agriculture moved west. Fishing was competitive and 
modernizing. The old summer resort system declined during the depression. As the 1940's 
began, lack ofwcrk in rural areas pushed, and World War II pulled, the Indians into Detroit, 
Grand Rapids, and Lansing to work in wartime industries. One attraction for those who entered 
the armed services was that they "got three squares a day," according to one man (Shawa 
8/26/1995). Many prospered in subsequent decades (Shawa 7/1412003). Older Indians left 
behind on Indian Road continued to rely on the State for their welfare in many cases. The 
population ofInclian Road became older as young adults married and left. The birthplaces of 
children after 1938 show that most people aged 20 to 40 who grew up on Indian Road during the 
first half of the century had children elsewhere and were no longer Indian Road residents, with 
some exceptions, ac<:ording to the petitioner's genealogical database. 

President Truman signed the "Indian Claims Commission Act" on August 13, 1946. In 1947, a 
close kinsman of many Indian Road residents, Albert Shananquet, who was active on claims 
during the 1920' 5, contacted an attorney in the city of Cheboygan concerning timber cutting on 
"lands located in what is now Township of Burt" (Cain 1947), at the historical village site. 
There is no eviderce that these activities related to the Claims Act, other than the timing near to 
the Act's passage after 20 years of inactivity. The available documentation indicates that little 
came of this inquiry, and no Indian other than Albert Shananquet initiated it. Nevertheless, his 
actions set in moti In research by the State into the tax loss of Indian Village. It took officials 
several months to determine that the court in 1917 had already absolved the Governor of any 
possible trust responsibility for the land at Indian Village (Black 5/13/1948). The Governor's 
office sent Shananiuet and the Chebgoygan attorney copies of its research. 

Robert Dominic, an Ottawa from Cross Village who was not a Cheboygan descendant, and a 
Petoskey attorney .vrote to the Office of Indian Affairs in 1948. They asked for information 
about organizing a claims committee and authorizing an attorney's contract under the Indian 
Claims Commissicn Act (Dominic & McClellan 2127/1948). He soon formed the Northern 
Michigan Ottawa Association (NMOA) (Hillman 1984; LTBB 2/19/1999; Petoskey News 
Review 1217/1971; unidentified newspaper 6/1 0/1961). Dominic and his wife continued for 
some 20 years to ilnther the Northern Ottawa claims at the head ofNMOA (Petoskey News 
Review 9/19/1977) Some of the older members of the petitioner and ancestors of younger 
members paid dues to this claims organization between 1950 and 1970 (Shawa 7/15/1995; 
Martell 7/23/2003), and a few older members held offices in local units in Lansing or elsewhere 
(Shawa 7/15/1995). 

On March 12, 195E, a "Harbor Springs Group" ofIndians and others met with the Governor. 
Jonas Shawanesse, described in one newspaper as the "manager of the Burt Lake band of 
Ottawas," present(~d a document, sometimes referred to as a speech (Grand Rapids Press 
3/14/1956). Its the!;is was that the Indians had not ceded the burnout lands by treaty and the 
United States had sold them illegally, apparently to the Indians, and then illegally taxed them 
(Shawanesse 3/12/1956; Hillman 1984). The people attending this meeting had little actual 
social or political connection to the post-1900 Indian Road community (Shawa 7/15/1995). 
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Some who attended descended from Cheboygan annuitants (Williams 3/1211956). According to 
one man present at the meeting, Chief Moses Gibson of Harbor Springs, the "band" moved to 
Harbor Springs a:1:er the burnout. 

Oral histories, which appear to have been from people who grew up at Indian Road, but had 
migrated away b~ the 1950's, said that Jonas Shawanesse's political activities "died out a bit" or 
"kind a slacked oJl" because "no one really wanted to take over doing" political activities after 
Shawanesse (Shaw·a 711511995). The evidence in the record implies that it is possible that 
Shawanesse was working on behalf of Cheboygan descendants who did not live at Indian Road. 
His activities conG(~rned their interest as burnout descendants but did not include their personal 
involvement. The Governor dealt with this complaint by setting up an Indian commission, which 
then became invo:ved in numerous issues, but never dealt specifically with Burt Lake's burnout 
problem or finish{:d its report to the Governor (Hillman 1984). The available evidence contains 
references to "factional bickering" among the Indians, none of whom have been identified as the 
petitioner's ancestors, as a reason for naming someone other than Shawanesse to this 
commission (Hillman 1984). 

The activities of the petitioner's ancestors between 1950 and 1977 are practically without 
documentation in the record. Oral history recounts and vital records document that older people 
living on Indian RJad, who had been alive at the time of the "burnout," were dying and not being 
replaced by younger individuals. Oral history reports that Government commodities helped 
residents eke out a living, according to oral history. Ghost suppers were small and attended only 
by local residents, although sometimes people from Harbor Springs would come if they found 
transportation (Massey 7118/2003; Kiogama 7/15/2003). Relatives living in Lansing and Grand 
Rapids visited their families from time to time, but urban residents reported that they were active 
in inter-tribal social activities in Indian neighborhoods and institutions where they lived. Urban 
Indian centers set up by the State Indian commission or NMOA sponsored these activities. 
Reportedly, Burt Lake migrants did not attend activities or set up institutions that catered 
primarily to other people from Indian Road while they lived "downstate" (Martell 7/2312003). 

From 1900 to 1977, the activities of the descendants of John B. Vincent are undocumented in the 
record, except as n::vealed by vital records in their enrollment files. These documents trace the 
movement of John Vincent's children to the Upper Peninsula, islands in Lakes Michigan and 
Huron, and beyond state borders. For several generations, the ancestors of the group of John 
Vincent's descendants in the current membership commercially fished and took on other 
employment typical of the area. Brothers or close male relatives often owned fishing boats, gear, 
and businesses. According to oral history, some of these families were poor and some interacted 
with Indian communities in Bay Mills, Sault Ste. Marie, or temporary lumber camps, particularly 
before 1960 (Moore 7/18/2003). While individuals may have interacted with Indian neighbors or 
workmates, the families descending from John Vincent in the petitioner did not identify as Indian, 
and they did not liv~ in exclusively Indian communities. His own relatives and others denied 
one man's claims to Indian ancestry, which he made as a child (Moore 711812003). Most 
attended Catholic churches where they lived (Moore 7118/2003; Frazier 7117/ 2003). 

In 1973, the United States brought litigation to affirm the right of treaty fishing in the Great 
Lakes. This lawsuit, Us. v. Michigan, threatened the livelihood of John Vincent's descendants 
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who depended on commercial fishing. Indian tribes would eventually manage the treaty share of 
the commercial (shery (Shapton 8/24/1971). Although some non-tribal Indian descendants who 
were commercial fishermen attempted to organize and to be included in tribal management plans, 
evidence did not show Vincent's descendants were involved with them in those efforts (Zettle 
8/25/1971; Hatch, 8/2511971). There is evidence that several Vincent descendants continued 
fishing through 1 ')79 under the auspices of Sault Ste. Marie, a Federal tribe (DNR 9/6/1979). 
There is also evidence that several of Vincent's descendants became active in a commercial 
fishermen's association which sought unsuccessfully to intervene in US. v. Michigan, to protect 
the non-Indian commercial fishery (Green 11118/1983). One ofthese descendants, Carl Frazier, 
became the presicE:nt of that organization (Borgeson 3/5/1986). 

In the mid-1970) s, Margaret Martell, a woman who, at age eight, had left the Indian Road 
settlement in 19P and moved with her family to the Upper Peninsula, became senior coordinator 
at the Lansing Indian Center (Martell 7/23/2003). There, she came into contact with attorneys 
from the Native American Rights Fund (NARF) and began to explore legal options involving the 
historical village lands located at Colonial Point on Burt Lake, using the Indian Center as a 
meeting place (Locklear 10/26/1977). In October 1977, Margaret Martell sent a letter to "Burt 
Lake band Member[s] and Heirs" to inform them ofa forthcoming lawsuit and invite them to a 
meeting about it (l\llartell 10/26/1977). In 1978, Martell and others created a "Committee for the 
Burt Lake band of Ottawa Indians." It had nine committee members representing six 
geographical area~:: Burt Lake, Grand Rapids, Petoskey, Cheboygan, Lansing, and Detroit. 

The formal organi lation of the current petitioning group, which occurred in 1980, had its origins 
in this informal or.?;anizing to pursue litigation with NARF. A local newspaper described a 
meeting in Pellston:, in April 1980, to "formally organize" the "Burt Lake band of Ottawa and 
Chippewa Indians" (Petoskey News Review 511/1980). Attendees approved a motion to create a 
board of directors elf nine members, and then elected those members. In July 1980, BLB filed 
Articles of Incorporation with the State of Michigan as a non-profit corporation (Harrington et al. 
7/16/1980). 

The people involv{~d in the BLB organization before 1984 came from the Indian Road settlement 
as it formed betwc\~n 1900 and 1920. The relatives and in-laws of Margaret Martell were heavily 
represented and very active in this new organization. The petitioner did not submit membership 
lists created before 1994. Therefore, only by examining available records of attendance at 
meetings and other activities can a researcher determine the composition of the petitioner for any 
period before that date. An analysis of sign-in sheets submitted by the petitioner shows that a 
majority of individ .tais, whom the records identified attending anyone of 11 meetings between 
January 1980 and March 1983, attended only one time. An estimated one-third attended only 
two to four meetings. The 10 percent who were most active were primarily middle-aged women, 
who were close associ.ates of Margaret Martell, her relatives, and a handful of people still living 
on Indian Road. 

By 1983, the petitioner had dropped geographical representation on the organization's board. 
Board members and officers came from downstate urban areas, Indian Road, and communities in 
Emmet County. n.is group worked primarily with Michigan Indian Legal Services (MILS) on 
their land issue and they had made contacts in the Governor's office and were studying land 
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options near Ind ian Road. However, they also held picnics, camp outs, fund-raising events, and 
other events (Pc1:itioner 1983). They held meetings near Burt Lake, Lansing, and Grand Rapids 
(Petitioner 1983). The group may have been having problems keeping board positions filled 
with appropriate and dependable individuals even though a core group met and socialized. 

After apparently loOsing rights to fish under tribal management schemes in 1979, Vincent 
descendants had begun to seek membership in Sault Ste. Marie and Grand Traverse Bay Band, 
both Federal trib~s (BIA 511811984). However, no Vincent descendant approached BLB until 
early 1984, when Don Moore joined after Margaret Martell vetted his documentation (Moore 
7118/2003; Martell 7/2312003). There is no evidence in the record that he or his family had any 
history of association with the Indian Road residents and their descendants. Despite his lack of 
prior social and political connection to BLB, he was asked to stand for election to the board, won, 
and became chairman (Howard 4/511984; BLB 4/3011984). He and long-time Secretary Irene 
Howard produced a record of the activities for the group on a variety of issues for two years. 
Chairman Moore and Irene Howard took a vigorous approach to obtaining land through a 
transfer of State 1,1Ods near Indian Road to the BLB organization (Howard 411911984; 511611984; 
711211984; Beech 1112611984). It looked as if the transfer would go through (Petitioner 2/111985) 
until the proposed agreement encountered local opposition and caught the attention of the state 
conservation org,mizations (Grand Rapids Press 2/l/1985). The State did not complete the 
transfer. 

At the same time, the petitioner's newsletter reported that the membership clerk was 
overwhelmed as t le "membership grows in leaps and bounds" (Petitioner 1111985). Several 
different events may have caused this increase. First, parts of the commercial fishery closed to 
non-tribal fishermen such as many of Vincent's descendants. Second, newspapers reported that 
the BLB could shortly receive property near the old site of Indian Village and per capita 
payments from c1c:ims judgments. Third, the petitioner may have formalized membership 
procedures in advance of submitting an acknowledgment petition. 

On April 10, 198:5, the DNR told some ofJohn Vincent's descendants and others fishing on the 
southern shore of the Upper Peninsula to remove their boats and gear from the waters of the 
Great Lakes according to court order (Skoog 5/7/1985). Some commercial fishermen from the 
Vincent families participated prominently in yearlong negotiations with the State seeking 
compensation for loss of their livelihoods. The BLB organization had never focused on 
commercial fishing or taken any position on Us. v. Michigan. But, in March 1986, the BLB 
chairman, Donald\-loore, placed fishing rights on the BLB council's agenda for the first time. 
He then turned to 'local members," apparently meaning the residents of Indian Road area, for 
support (Petitioner 3/1986). His goal was to establish a fishery managed by the BLB 
(Moore 711812003) He formed a fishing committee to obtain treaty-fishing rights in the Great 
Lakes (Frazier 711 ~'/2003). The MILS attorney working with BLB said that he would not 
represent the BLB)n this issue because without Federal recognition, it would be premature for 
BLB to pursue a "tl~st case" (Petoskey 611311986). Donald Moore then dropped his participation 
in the petitioner without explanation to the members or board at the time. He recently stated that 
he left because he was frustrated with the MILS position on treaty fishing. 
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Little documentatlon was submitted by the petitioner about the group's activities during the next 
three or four yea;-s. Secretary Irene Howard retired (BLB 6/29/1986) at the same time that 
Donald Moore left, and it is not possible to tell if the dearth of documentation resulted from lack 
of activity or lack of documentation of activities. However, it does appear that levels of 
participation and business dropped for at least two years (Frazier 7/1987; Parkey 712911987; 
BLB 10/1987). The board made no official interim replacement for Donald Moore, but Margaret 
Martell and Katherine Beech acted in his place. At the end of 1989, Carl Frazier, another 
descendant of John Vincent, emerged as a leader. He was working on behalf ofBLB with 
Confederated Historic Tribes (CHT) consultants in Lansing who were working with several 
unrecognized groups in Michigan. 

The results of the April 1991 election placed four descendants of John Vincent on the nine
member board. One of them, Carl Frazier, became chairman. The board soon hired Gary Shawa 
as executive director and sent the members' enrollment records to CHT in Lansing. It appears 
that soon thereafb~r a "recall petition" called for removal of the descendants of John Vincent 
from the board of directors (Doris Massey et al. n.d.). Most recall signers were residents of 
Indian Road or tl1:::.ir close kin. The signers included many close relatives to the volunteer 
enrollment clerk, Loretta Parkey, who actively sought information from the BIA about John 
Vincent and expressed concern that Carl Frazier had removed BLB' s membership files (Bolton 
6/25/1991). NonE of the family members of the organization's founder, Margaret Martell, or of 
the executive dircl:tor, Gary Shawa, signed it (Doris Massey et al. n.d.) A year and a hal flater, 
a group behind the n~call withdrew BLB's funds from the bank, and the petitioner sued them. 
The judge found in the petitioner's favor and enjoined the group behind the recall from 
"engaging in any acti:vity which purports to be the operation of Burt Lake band ... " (Johnson 
3/22/1995). This recall failed. The recall may have been costly, however. A number of 
members appear to stop participating in the group at this time (Shananaquet 7/18/2003; Teuthorn 
7/18/2003). 

In September 199L:, Congress passed an act that "reaffirmed" Federal recognition of the Little 
Traverse Bay Bands of Odawa Indians. The Act of 1994 did not include any mention of a Burt 
Lake band. It provided that the Little Traverse Bay Bands would submit a membership roll to 
the Secretary of the Interior. In defining its membership, the Little Traverse Bay tribe accepts as 
qualifying ancestors those individuals named on the page of the treaty annuity list of 1870 that 
Durant cited as the "Burt Lake Band." One-quarter of the members on the petitioning group's 
1994 membership ist are known to be enrolled currently in the Little Traverse Bay Bands 
(158 of 63 7). Ano:her 12 members in 1994, including BLB board members, are enrolled in the 
Sault Ste. Marie band. However, about half of those individuals enrolled in federally recognized 
tribes have not sub nitted a written relinquishment of their Burt Lake Band membership. Thus, 
the Act of 1994 appears to have had an impact on the size and composition of the petitioner's 
membership, and Ius <complicated an evaluation of this petition for acknowledgment. 

Historical Tribe 

For the purposes of this proposed finding, the "historical tribe" is the historical Cheboygan band. 
The members of this historical band are those who received annuity payments or land allotments 
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as members of the band under the treaties of 1836 and 1855 or who lived in an Indian village on 
the shore of Burt Lake as late as 1900. An individual listed on an identifiable Cheboygan band 
portion of any annuity payment roll for the "Ottawa and Chippewa" Indians of Michigan was a 
member of the bald at the time of that roll. An individual linked to the Burt Lake band by 
Special Agent Durant in his 1910 roll or his 1908 field notes was either a member of the 
Cheboygan band in 1870 or a descendant of such a member. An individual listed among the 
"Sheboygan" Indians on the 1857 schedule ofland selections under the Treaty of 1855, or 
identified as a "Sl,eboygan" Indian when added to that schedule in 1864, was a member of the 
band in 1857 or 1864. The residents ofIndian Village, as identified by lists made by John 
McGinn and Albert Shananquet, are considered members of the band prior to the burnout of 
1900. (See the extensive discussion of membership in the historical tribe in the "Description and 
Analysis. ") 

Membership ChaI~s since 1994 

The changing membership of the petitioner since the 1994 reaffirmation by Congress of the 
Little Traverse Bay Bands (LTBB) complicates this proposed finding. The historical ancestors 
of the petitioner an;: qualifying ancestors for LTBB membership, and one-quarter of the 
petitioner's 1994 members are known to have enrolled in LTBB. The proposed finding also is 
complicated by the acceptance into membership in the petitioning group in 1984 of descendants 
of John B. Vincen:, who was allotted in the Cheboygan treaty reserve in 1875 but has not been 
shown to have been a member of the historical band. The result ofthese two developments is 
that the petitioner has two subgroups of members of almost equal size but with separate histories, 
and the descendants ofJohn B. Vincent (48 percent of members) now outnumber the 
descendants of the historical Cheboygan band (46 percent). 

This finding draws some conclusions about the part of the petitioner descending from the 
historical Cheboygan band and Indian Village on Burt Lake in earlier periods. Such conclusions 
should not lead the petitioner to believe that if they submit a membership list predominantly of 
BLB descendants, -:lIe final determination will recognize them, because since recognition of 
LTBB, a substantial portion of the petitioner's membership descending from Cheboygan band 
have officially relinquished their memberships in the petitioner and joined LTBB, or have not 
officially relinquisb{~d their memberships, but have joined LTBB nevertheless. Anecdotal 
information collect\~d in interviews in 2003 indicated that more of the petitioner's members may 
have relinquished their BLB membership and joined LIBB since the OF A genealogist 
researched membership at the BIA offices in Sault Ste. Marie in 2003. 

This instability of membership presents a problem. The regulations call for groups seeking 
acknowledgment to present petitions and for the researchers to evaluate these petitioners using 
the submitted membership list. However, the fundamental purpose of the regulations is to 
acknowledge the existence of continuously existing tribes. The Secretary does not have the 
authority to acknowledge a portion of a tribe, where that portion does not substantially 
encompass the body of the social and political community. Further, where a petitioner in 
actuality is only a part of a larger single entity with members in a petitioner and in a Federal 
tribe, the Government cannot acknowledge the petitioner. 
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The petitioner may choose in its response to submit a membership list exclusively ofBLB 
descendants. It may be that only a small fraction of the continuously existing Burt Lake entity 
remains as part of the petitioner and the main body of this entity has enrolled in LTBB. In other 
words, the remaining membership will not substantially encompass the historical Cheboygan 
band, as the historiical band has essentially joined a Federal tribe, LTBB. These LTBB members 
continue to interact often with other descendants of Indian Village and Indian Road, including 
some members ofBLB, many of whom are their close relatives, friends, and associates. To the 
extent that there was a continuing community of Burt Lake descendants, the federally recognized 
LTBB may have already absorbed it (See 83.3(d)). Thus, even the conclusions about this part of 
the petitioner in the past are tentative. 
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P1RE,VIOUS FEDERAL ACKNOWLEDGMENT (25 CFR 83.8) 

If a petitioner demonstrates that the Federal Government previously acknowledged it as an 
Indian tribe, ther. the provisions of Section 83. 8( d) modify the requirements of the 
acknowledgment criteria in Section 83.7. The petitioner argues that the Federal Government 
acknowledged it during the McGinn litigation between 1911 and 1917. When a claim of 
previous Federal acknowledgment is made by the petitioner, the acknowledgment regulations 
(Section 83.10(b>(3») provide that the petitioner's evidence should be reviewed to determine 
whether or not it is sufficient to meet the requirements of previous Federal acknowledgment as 
defined in the rep .. llations (Section 83.1). 

The first aspect of the test of previous Federal acknowledgment is to determine whether the 
Government acknowledged, by its actions, a government-to-government relationship between 
the United States and an Indian tribe. The explanatory comments in the preamble to the 
regulations state that "the regulations require that previous acknowledgment be unambiguous 
and clearly premised on acknowledgment ofa government-to-government relationship with the 
United States" (59 FR 9283). The second aspect of the test of previous Federal acknowledgment 
is to determine whether or not the petitioner is the same entity, or a portion that has evolved from 
the previously recognized tribe, which requires a threshold determination of whether or not the 
petitioner's members are the descendants of the tribe recognized by the Government. 

The acknowledgrmmt regulations provide for a preliminary determination on the issue of 
previous Federal a:knowledgment during the technical assistance review of a documented 
petition. Such a preliminary determination of the petitioner's eligibility to be evaluated under 
Section 83.8 is no: a determination that the petitioner meets the requirements of that section 
Any preliminary determination on the issue of previous Federal acknowledgment made during 
the technical assis:ance review is subject to review and revision in a proposed finding and in a 
final determination. 

The BIA's technical assistance review letter to the petitioner, dated April 5, 1995, stated that the 
review "indicates lhat the historic Burt Lake band was previously acknowledged as a tribe and 
that the present pe".:itioner is the same group as the Burt Lake band at the last point of Federal 
acknowledgment." The letter also stated, "the last unambiguous Federal acknowledgment was in 
1917." However, ';hat letter also pointed out that this "preliminary determination" was "subject 
to challenge and review" in the remaining stages of the acknowledgment process (BIA 
4/511995). This pc,int was again made in a letter to the petitioner just prior to the start of active 
consideration (BIA 1112512002). 

The petitioner claims that it is a successor to a Cheboygan band that was one of the political 
entities that made treaties with the United States in 1836 and 1855. The petitioner and Little 
Traverse Bay Bands, a federally recognized tribe, disagree about whether confederations of 
bands or autonomous bands were the effective units ofIndian political authority at the time of 
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the treaties. For purposes of an evaluation under Section 83.8 of the regulations, however, the 
issue is not the reality ofIndian political organization and autonomy, but the Federal 
Government's de finition of the Indian entities it treated as political units. The petitioner's 
researchers claim that the United States negotiated the treaties of 1836 and 1855 with politically 
autonomous bands such as the Cheboygan band (White 1980; Littlefield 2002b), while the 
researcher of the ::"'ittle Traverse Bay Bands argues that the United States negotiated with a Little 
Traverse political confederation that represented the Cheboygan band (McClurken 2002). 

The Treaty of 1836 was signed by a series of chiefs and headmen who were listed in six groups: 
Maskigo, Grand River, Michilimackinac, Sault Ste. Marie, L' Arbre Croche, and Grand Traverse 
(United States 18:16). Chingassamo, whom the treaty authorized to choose a tract of 1,000 acres 
"on the Cheboigan" [River?], was listed as one of eight signers for "L' Arbre Croche," not as a 
representative of (t Cheboygan band. The treaty language implies Federal knowledge that a 
Cheboygan band had a distinct settlement, knowledge that does not in itself indicate that the 
Government cons:clered the band to be politically autonomous. Whatever the nature of actual 
political authority among bands at the time of the negotiation of the treaty, the Government's 
presentation ofth{~ Treaty of 1836 implies that the United States considered a Cheboygan band to 
have been part oLI. "L' Arbre Croche" political entity that was larger than a single band or 
settlement. 

The Treaty of 1855 as amended by the Senate was signed at Little Traverse Bay on July 2, 1856, 
by a series of chie}; and headmen. The petitioner contends that Ke-zhe-go-ne signed for the 
Cheboygan band. The treaty did not specifically designate him as a Cheboygan representative, 
nor did it specifical1y designate the signers on that date as Little Traverse chiefs. Ke-zhe-go-ne 
did not sign to approve terms specific to the Cheboygan band, but to approve the entire treaty as 
amended by the Senate. The fact that the Government did not require a Cheboygan 
representative to slgn specifically on behalf of a Cheboygan band suggests that the Government 
did not perceive the Treaty of 1855 to have been made with a Cheboygan band as one of many 
autonomous bands. A Cheboygan band may have been autonomous of Little Traverse authority 
in 1836 and 1855, but the Federal Government appears to have negotiated the treaties of 1836 
and 1855 as if a Cheboygan band were a component of a larger political entity. 

For purposes of the aeknowledgment regulations, however, it is not necessary to determine 
whether a Cheboy~;an band was recognized by the United States in the treaties of 1836 and 1855 
as part of a political confederation of bands or as an autonomous band. If a Cheboygan band 
were recognized by the Government as an autonomous political entity, then the current Burt 
Lake band petitionl~r Gould claim previous Federal acknowledgment as a successor to that entity. 
The regulations alsD indicate that it is acceptable for a petitioner to be a "portion that has 
evolved" from a previously acknowledged Indian political entity (Section 83.8(d)(I»). Thus, if a 
Cheboygan band were part of a Little Traverse confederation of bands recognized by the United 
States as a single political entity in the Treaties of 1836 and 1855, the petitioner could claim 
previous Federal acknowledgment as a group that has evolved from that previous entity and 
become autonomOlS of it. The continuous existence of a Cheboygan band or its evolution into 
an autonomous band after the treaties is tested by the acknowledgment criteria. That the Indians 
of the Cheboygan village were parties to the Treaties of 1836 and 1855 is not in dispute, and the 
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treaties constitut,~ unambiguous Federal acknowledgment of them, whether as a band or a 
confederation. 

Indian policy administrators saw their responsibility to Michigan tribes as ending when treaty 
provisions were 1hlfilled. In 1872, replying to a report of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs 
that the last treat~r annuity payment soon would be made and that patents for treaty land 
selections were being issued, the Secretary of the Interior stated the policy that, "[u]pon full 
[annuity] paymert being made tribal relations will be terminated" (Interior 312711872). The 
Secretary concluded that the members ofthe tribe then would become citizens of the United 
States, and be subject to Federal jurisdiction as citizens rather than as tribal members. The 
contention of one of the petitioner's researchers that Indian agents recognized Ke-che-go-we and 
Joseph Wa-bwe-c om as chiefs of a Cheboygan band and referred to them as such in their 
correspondence during the 1880's is not supported by the evidence the petitioner has provided 
(White 1980, 60 .. (1). The question of Federal responsibility toward the land purchased by 
Cheboygan Indians and patented to the Governor in trust for the Cheboygan band was considered 
by the Department of the Interior in 1878 and 1900. In both cases the Department took the 
position that it lacked the responsibility or authority to take any action on behalf of those lands 
(Interior 7/2511878; BIA 5117/1900; Interior quoted in Pengree 1/9/1901, p. 273). 

The Durant Roll of 1910 did not constitute Federal acknowledgment of any Michigan tribe or 
band. In the Act (If 1908 that required the roll, Congress directed the Secretary of the Interior "to 
make a complete roll of the Ottawa and Chippewa Indians of the State of Michigan entitled to 
participate in the fJnds arising from the judgment of the Court of Claims," not to identify current 
members of any particular bands (United States 1908, 81). The Act authorized the Government 
to deal with Ottawa and Chippewa Indians for a single, limited purpose, not to establish a 
government-to-government relationship with any specific band. In producing the roll, Special 
Agent Horace Dunnt did not seek to identify members of bands existing in 1910, but to identify 
Ottawa and Chippewa Indians who had received annuities in 1870 and to list their lineal 
descendants. The precedent in acknowledgment findings is that such descendancy rolls did not 
constitute Federal acknowledgment of a tribe. 

The petitioner contends that the United States acknowledged the "Cheboygan band as a 
federally recognized tribe" when a U.S. district attorney in Michigan, in June 1911, initiated 
litigation in Federal court against John McGinn to invalidate his acquisition of the band's State 
trust lands (Petitior.e:r [2001], 14). The petitioner thus bases its claim for previous Federal 
acknowledgment 0;1 the actions of the Department of Justice, but it also contends that the 
Department of the Interior and the Office ofIndian Affairs "directly supported" that effort by 
conducting research and providing the results to the Justice Department (Bransky 4/5/1994; see 
also Cornell 1994, lI6). In his initial bill of complaint, the U. S. attorney claimed that the 
"Cheboygan band cfIndians" was "now" and historically had been "under the care, control, and 
guardianship" Oftlll~ United States, and that it was "now ... recognized by the plaintiff [United 
States] as a tribe ... " (U.S. Attorney 612211911). In addition to the district attorney, two "special 
assistants" to the Attorney General of the United States signed this bill of complaint This 
representation, mad ~ on behalf of the Federal Government by a U. S. Attorney, was an 
unequivocal statement of Federal acknowledgment of a Cheboygan band. 
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There is no evidence in the available record that demonstrates that the Indian Office or Interior 
Department requ,~sted the Department of Justice to file a lawsuit on behalf of the Cheboygan 
Indians in 1911, or even that they were informed that such a suit had been filed by the district 
attorney. In 1912, however, the Assistant Secretary of the Interior informed the Attorney 
General that, "[iY you decide to instruct the proper United States Attorney to bring any actions" 
to help the Chebc'ygan Indians "regain possession of their lands," the Interior Department would 
direct an Indian S Jperintendent to assist the district attorney (Interior 114/1912). This letter 
reveals the Interior Department's willingness to support legal action on behalf of Cheboygan 
Indians. Tn 1914, lW. Howell of the Indian Office undertook an investigation (BIA 4/14/1914), 
and the US. Attorney used some of Howell's arguments and evidence when he filed an amended 
bill of complaint. The U.S. Attorney informed the Court in 1914 that his amendments were filed 
"by direction of the Attorney General of the United States" (U.S. Attorney 4/3011914). In 1917, 
the Secretary of tilt! Interior informed the Attorney General that he was prepared to send Howell 
to Michigan to as:;ist the U. S. Attorney at trial (Interior 5/5/1917). Thus, the Indian Office 
cooperated with the Justice Department in an attempt to aid Cheboygan Indians. 

In correspondenct: with the Department of Justice and in contexts other than the McGinn case, 
however, the Depilliment of the Interior took positions different from those argued for the 
Government by the US Attorney. Also, during the McGinn litigation, Federal officials replied 
to letters from Enos Cabenaw and Albert Shananquet about the progress of the case, but did not 
consult either as triiballeaders. In 1914, the Assistant Secretary of the Interior told the Attorney 
General that, "[t]he so-called Cheboygan band was not an independent tribe, but was a part of the 
Ottawa and Chippewa of Northern Michigan" (Interior 112611914). While it is not clear whether 
Interior's denial that the Cheboygan band was an autonomous entity conflicted with the position 
taken by Justice in the litigation, its reference to the band in the past tense did conflict with that 
representation. In 1917, prior to the judge's opinion in the McGinn case, Interior informed an 
individual "that thl~ Ottawa and Chippewa tribes of Indians many years ago became citizens of 
the United States and of the state in which they reside and are now not under the jurisdiction and 
control of the Gowrnment" (letter 2115/1917 quoted in Interior 5/1/1937). This statement of the 
Department's position since the 1870' s was contrary to that stated on behalf of the Government 
by the U.S. AttorIli~y in the McGinn litigation. 

Judge C.W. Sessions defined "the ultimate question" in the McGinn case as whether the band's 
State trust lands "were taxable by the State of Michigan" (US. District Court 1914a). The judge 
noted that the Federal Government had neither retained legal title to the lands and held them in 
trust for the Indian~;, nor conveyed legal title to the Indians with restrictions on their ability to sell 
the lands. He concluded, therefore, that no Federal ownership or restrictions on alienation 
precluded State taxation of those lands. In his opinion in 1917, Judge Sessions concluded that 
the Federal Government had not retained control over those lands, either by the specific terms of 
the original conveyances to the Cheboygan band or by a right of guardianship over those Indians 
and their property (U.S. District Court 1917a). He noted that the terms of the land patents for the 
State trust lands contained no restrictions on taxation or alienation and imposed no duties on the 
trustee. He noted that the Federal Government had made no demand on the Governor for an 
accounting of his role as trustee. He rejected the Government's contention that the purchase of 
the lands changed c ne form of trust property into another. The judge concluded that Cheboygan 
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Indians had become citizens, according to the provisions of the General Allotment Act of 1887, 
by receiving individual allotments of land under the provisions of a treaty. 

Judge Sessions <:onduded that the Federal Government had "relinquished its right of 
guardianship over these Indians and their property" because of the Government's "full 
performance oflleaty obligations," the 1855 treaty's "dissolution of the tribal organization of the 
Ottawa and Chippewa Indians," and the Indians' "final attainment of citizenship" (U.S. District 
Court 1917a) Tht:refore, he held that the Government, despite its pleadings to the Court, could 
not represent the [ndians as their guardian at present. The judge also held that the State trust 
lands had been taxable, and thus had been properly acquired by McGinn (U.S. District Court 
1917a). He issued a decree dismissing the U.S. bill of complaint (U.S. District Court 1917b). 
After this Federal judicial opinion of a lack of Federal responsibility for Cheboygan Indians, the 
Interior Department and the Indian Office appear to have returned to their post-1870's position 
that the Governml~nt lacked responsibility for and jurisdiction over the Ottawa and Chippewa 
Indians of Michigan. 

The U.S. Attorney in Michigan made an unequivocal statement of Federal acknowledgment of a 
Cheboygan band ofIndians in a complaint filed in Federal court in 1911. Evidence that the 
Department of the Interior supported the Department of Justice in that McGinn litigation by 
providing it with int()fmation and personnel, and expressed no objections to the position taken by 
the United States in those proceedings, outweighs some evidence that the Department of the 
Interior expressed opinions during those years that it lacked jurisdiction over and responsibility 
for Ottawa and Chppewa Indians of Michigan. The "unambiguous" test posed by the 
acknowledgment regulations is interpreted to require that a significant Federal action constituted 
"unambiguous" acknowledgment, not that every Federal action at that time was unambiguous. 
The U.S. Attorney's position in the McGinn litigation was "unambiguous." In addition, that 
position was not tht~ isolated action of a single Federal agency, but was an action supported by 
the Department oftht~ Interior, the Federal agency charged with supervision ofIndian policy. In 
view of the cooperation of the Justice and Interior Departments to act as guardians of the 
Cheboygan band in Federal court litigation between 1911 and 1917, this evidence is sufficient to 
meet the test of "unambiguous" Federal acknowledgment at that time. 

The Indian Reorganization Act (IRA) was approved in June 1934 (United States 1934). Section 
16 of the Act provided Indian tribes a right to organize and adopt constitutions, but it made 
residing on a reservation a prerequisite for organizing under the Act. Section 7 of the Act, 
however, authorized the Secretary of the Interior to proclaim "new Indian reservations on land 
acquired" pursuant to the Act. Thus, if the Secretary acquired new lands, he could then establish 
new reservations and allow the Indians placed on the new reservations to organize under the Act. 
Section 19 of the Act provided that, in addition to members of federally recognized tribes or 
residents of reservations, "persons of one-half or more Indian blood" could be included in the 
benefits of the Act. Thus, the IRA provided a means by which unrecognized Indian groups could 
become organized, but required that lands first be acquired for them and proclaimed as a 
reservation. An op'lfIion of the Solicitor of the Department ofInterior in 1937 noted that, for 
Indians who lacked status as a recognized band or as Indians on a reservation, the only means of 
providing them the benefits of the IRA was to select those of "one-half or more Indian blood," 
purchase land for thE:m, and then allow them to organize under the Act (Interior 51111937). 
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A petition statin~; that its signers were "desirous of obtaining the benefits ... of the new Indian 
Reorganization Act" was submitted to the Commissioner ofIndian Affairs on May 13, 1935, by 
Fred Kishego and 40 other individuals (Kishego et at. 5/13/1935). The IRA petitioners referred 
to themselves as 'members of the Ottawa and Chippewa tribes," but not as members ofa specific 
band or residents of a specific locality. The signers gave their addresses as Cheboygan County, 
or as Pellston or Petoskey in Emmet County. Some, but less than half, of Indian Road adult 
residents in 1930 signed the IRA petition. Most of the IRA petition signers (32 of 41) were 
descendants of arl individual on the list of the Burt Lake band in Durant's field notes (Madison 
2002, Ex. C, p. lA, presented slightly different numbers). However, only 13 percent of the 
petitioner's current members descend from a signer of the 1935 petition. One month after the 
IRA petition, one of the petition signers from Brutus wrote to the Commissioner of Indian 
Affairs asking for a response to an unidentified petition and mentioning a "Cheboygan band of 
Indians" (Shawanasige 6/17/1935). 

The Commissiont!f demonstrated a lack of knowledge about "a group who call themselves [the] 
Cheboygan band ofIndians" by asking an agency superintendent for information about such a 
group's status to organize under the IRA (BIA 7/23/1935). The superintendent responded that, 
while he could supply no specific information about the petitioners, they could not come under 
the IRA because they were not enrolled and did not reside on a reservation (BIA 8/15/1935). 
Indian Office plans to implement the IRA in Michigan's Lower Peninsula were developed by 
Superintendent Fnnk Christy of the Tomah Agency. In 1934, Christy suggested that land might 
be purchased in Emmet County to establish an "Indian colony" of Ottawa and Chippewa Indians 
under the provisions of the IRA (BIA 12/6/1934). In 1935, he presented a plan that proposed to 
establish six such I~olonies, including one at Cross Village (BIA ca. 4/27/1935; see also BIA 
5/4/1935). A map of the areas served by the proposed colonies showed that the western side of 
Burt Lake was inc .uded within the territory of the Cross Village colony. However, the available 
evidence does not include any specific reference to Burt Lake Indians or a Burt Lake band by 
Superintendent Christy or any other proponent of the land acquisition plan under the IRA. 

Several reports by BIA officials in 1937 noted problems in applying the provisions of the IRA to 
the Indians of the Lower Peninsula and advised against doing so. Two major concerns of the 
Indian Office were that it lacked the resources and appropriations to provide basic services and 
economic rehabilit.lltion to the Indians of the Lower Peninsula, and that its attempts to assume 
such responsibilitifs could lead to a withdrawal of services to Indians by the State of Michigan 
(BIA 1937, 5/8119:17, 6/16/1937). In 1939, John Holst, Supervisor ofIndian Schools made a 
study of the question of the Indian Office's relationship to the Indians of the Lower Peninsula 
(BIA 1939). One of Holst's four major recommendations was that "the Indian Office shall not 
attempt to set up ary additional or supplementary educational or welfare agencies for the Indians 
of lower Michigan that in any way tend to recognize Indians as a separate group of citizens" 
(BIA 1939, 21). Commissioner John Collier approved that recommendation in May 1940 
(BIA 512911940). Thus, the BIA decided against extending Federal services to the unrecognized 
Indians ofMichigan"s Lower Peninsula. 

The available evidence reveals that the passage of the IRA did not result in the organization of 
additional Indian groups or of any group ofIndians of "one-half or more Indian blood" in the 
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Lower Peninsula. That evidence indicates that the BIA gave consideration to a land acquisition 
program for Indians in the vicinity of Cross Village that might have resulted in the organization 
of a tribe that might have included Indian residents of the Indian Road settlement at Burt Lake. 
With respect to an evaluation of the current petitioning group, there was no mention of any Burt 
Lake band in any of the available evidence relating to administration of the IRA. The petitioner 
has not demonstrated, with any evidence or argument, that the BIA had any plans or intention, if 
it received adeqlJ.lte appropriations for land purchases and rehabilitation under the IRA, to 
organize a Cheboygan band or Burt Lake band as a separate entity. Therefore, the available 
evidence does n()~ demonstrate any previous Federal acknowledgment of a Burt Lake band 
during implememation of the IRA. 

In September 1994, Congress legislatively recognized the Little Traverse Bay Bands of Odawa 
Indians, the Little River Band of Ottawa Indians, and the Pokagon Potawatomi Indians. At the 
same time, Congress: considered a bill to "reaffirm and clarify the Federal relationship of the Burt 
Lake Band as a distinct federally recognized Indian Tribe" (Stupak 411411994). Representatives 
of the Burt Lake petitioner participated with these other petitioners for Federal acknowledgment 
in the lobbying and hearings that preceded consideration of these recognition bills. The BUIt 
Lake bill failed to pass. The Act of 1994 that "reaffirmed" the Federal recognition of the Little 
Traverse Bay Bands did not include any mention of a Burt Lake band. The Act provided that the 
Little Traverse Bay Bands would submit a membership roll to the Secretary of the Interior 
(United States 1994, sec. 7, sec. 2(3)). In defining its membership, the Little Traverse Bay tribe 
accepts as qualifying ancestors those individuals named on the page of the treaty annuity list of 
1870 that Durant cited as the "Burt Lake band" Thus, as a result of the Act of 1994, some of the 
petitioner's memb ers have become eligible for membership in a federally recognized tribe. In its 
1994 legislation, however, Congress did not recognize a separate Burt Lake band. 

The first aspect o[th(: test of previous Federal acknowledgment is to determine whether the 
Government acknowledged an Indian tribe. There is "substantial evidence" that the Government 
acknowledged Indams at Burt Lake as members of a treaty tribe and provided for them in the 
terms of the treaties of 1836 and 1855. Those treaties also meet the test of "unambiguous" 
acknowledgment. Federal acknowledgment under the treaties extended until the 1870's when 
the last treaty annuity payments and treaty allotments were made. There is "substantial 
evidence" that the Government accepted a responsibility to Indians at Burt Lake by pursuing the 
McGinn litigation on their behalf between 1911 and 1917. That Federal action, which was 
undertaken by a U. S. Attorney, meets the test of "unambiguous" acknowledgment. Federal 
acknowledgment during the McGinn case ended with the Federal court decision of 1917. The 
"historical tribe" acknowledged by these actions was the historical treaty tribe, whose Burt Lake 
members are best identified by the treaty allotment list of 1857 and the page of the treaty annuity 
list of 1870 that Durant cited as "Burt Lake," and the Indian Village on Burt Lake prior to the 
burnout of 1900, Wlose members are best identified by lists of village residents compiled by 
McGinn and Shanan.quet. 

The second aspect of the test of previous Federal acknowledgment is to determine whether the 
petitioner is the same tribal entity, or a portion that has evolved from the entity, that was 
previously acknowledged. A threshold determination of whether the petitioner has evolved from 
the previously recognized tribe or band is whether its members are the descendants of the tribe or 
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band recognized by the Government. Less than 50 percent of the current members of the 
petitioning grou~ have ancestry from a member of the historical Cheboygan band or a resident of 
Indian Village at Burt Lake prior to the burnout of 1900. In view of this evidence, the petitioner 
has not establish<;:cl that it is the same entity or is a portion that has evolved from either the 
previously acknowledged treaty band or the band for which the McGinn lawsuit was brought. In 
addition, the petitioner's members who lack descent from the historical band were not gradually 
incorporated into that band over time in any process of evolutionary change, nor were they part 
of an Indian entity that amalgamated with that band. Because most of the petitioner's current 
members neither descend from nor have evolved as a group from a previously acknowledged 
tribal entity, the \=e:titioner's current membership does not meet the second test of being the same 
entity as, or as having evolved from, a previously acknowledged tribe or band. 

For these reasons, this proposed finding revises the BIA's preliminary determination that the 
petitioner is eligible to be evaluated under the provisions of Section 83.8 of the regulations 
because of the petitioner's previous Federal acknowledgment as late as 1917. The question of 
whether the petitioner is eligible to be evaluated under Section 83.8 of the regulations is subject 
to reconsideration at the time of the final determination. In view of the evidence available at the 
time of the propN',~:d finding, the petitioner is not eligible to be evaluated under the provisions of 
Section 83.8 and is evaluated according to the criteria set forth in Section 83.7 of the regulations. 
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CONCLUSION UNDER THE CRITERIA 83.7 (a) - (g) 

Evidence submitted by the Burt Lake band of Ottawa and Chippewa, Inc. (the petitioner), and 
obtained through other interested parties and independent research by the staff of the Office of 
Federal Acknowbdgment, demonstrates that the petitioner does not meet all seven criteria 
required for Federal acknowledgment. Specifically, the petitioner meets criteria (d), (t) and (g), 
but fails to meet criteria (a), (b), (c) and (e). In accordance with the regulations set forth in 25 
CFR 83, failure to meet anyone of the seven criteria requires a determination that the group does 
not exist as an Indian tribe within the meaning of Federal law. 

Based on evidence available, the proposed finding does not preclude the submission of other 
evidence to the cNltrary during the i80-day comment period, which follows publication of this 
finding. Such new evidence may result in a change in the conclusions reached in the proposed 
finding. After the receipt of the comments, the BIA will publish separately the final 
determination, which they will base on both the new evidence submitted in response to the 
proposed finding anc! the original evidence used in formulating the proposed finding. 

Because the AS-IX s Directive of 2000, which states that "technical reports such as have been 
prepared in the pa ,t shall no longer be prepared to accompany the summary under the criteria" 
(AS-IA 2000), OF A researchers have not prepared separate anthropological, genealogical, and 
historical technical H!portS. Instead, they produced together a Description and Analysis oj the 
Evidence in the Record, arranged by criterion (cited as Description). Specific source citations 
for the evidence rtlied upon in this Summary under the Criteria generally are in that Description, 
rather than in this Summary. In accord with the "Changes in the Internal Processing of Federal 
Acknowledgment Petitions," BIA researchers conducted a review of the petition using the 
professional standards of their disciplines, and prepared this "report and recommendation for the 
decision makers ... " (AS-IA 2000). The Directive limits the scope of the review ofa petition 
for a proposed finc.ing "to that necessary to establish whether the petitioner has met its burden to 
establish by a reasonable likelihood of the validity of the facts that it meets all seven regulatory 
criteria" (AS-IA 20(0). 

The acknowledgment regulations state that the petitioner must present "thorough explanations 
and supporting documentation in response to all of the criteria" (Section 83 .5( c». In defining the 
duties of the Department, the regulations state that the "Department shall not be responsible for 
the actual research on behalf of the petitioner" (Section 83.5(c»). The Assistant Secretary 
therefore advised the BlA that, in conducting its review of petitions, it was "not expected or 
required to locate new data in any substantial way" (AS-IA 2000). The appropriate remedy for 
deficiencies and weaknesses in the petition is for the petitioner and third parties to present 
additional evidence during the comment period (AS-IA 2000). 
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In the following Summary oj Evidence, each criterion, reproduced in boldface type, is as it 
appears in the regulations. Summary statements of the evidence relied upon follow the 
respective criteri a. 
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83.7(a) 

Criterion (a) 

The petitioner has been identified as an American Indian 
entity on a substantially continuous basis since 1900 ... 
by other than the petitioner itself or its members. 

The petitioner claims to have been identified as the Burt Lake band throughout the period from 
1900 to the present. The petitioner's membership, however, consists of two components of 
almost equal size, the descendants ofIndians who received treaty annuities as historical Burt 
Lake band membl~rs and the descendants of John B. Vincent, who was not a member of the 
historical Burt Lake band. The available evidence shows that descendants of the historical Burt 
Lake band are outnumbered by descendants of John B. Vincent in the petitioner's current 
membership. This division compels an analysis of the possible identification as an Indian entity 
both of a Burt Lake group and a group consisting of Vincent's descendants. This evaluation of 
whether the petitioning group was identified as an Indian entity considers whether the petitioner 
was identified as a single Indian entity consisting of both components of its membership. It also 
considers whether those two components were each identified as separate Indian entities which 
later amalgamated. 

The conclusions ClJOut the historical identification of the ancestors of the petitioner's members 
are different for the two segments of the petitioner's membership, the descendants of Indians 
who received treaty annuities as historical Burt Lake band members and the descendants of John 
B. Vincent. The available evidence in the record for this petition contains examples of the 
identification of a Burt Lake Indian entity between 1900 and 1917 and between 1931 and 1956. 
There is evidence lhat the identified entity contained descendants of the historical band who are 
ancestors of members of the petitioner, but there is no available evidence that the identified 
entity contained any of Vincent's descendants who are ancestors of members of the petitioner. 
The record contains descriptions of John B. Vincent, but not as part of a Burt Lake Indian group 
or any other Indian group. The available evidence does not include identifications, prior to 1979, 
of any Indian entity including Vincent's descendants. There is evidence in the record of 
identifications of a Burt Lake band since 1978, and evidence that Vincent's descendants have 
been named as mernbters and leaders of the group so identified since 1984. 

John B. Vincent died in 1903. An obituary for Vincent did not describe him as an Indian or as a 
member of any Ind ian organization, group, or community. Instead, it alluded to Vincent's role 
as a founder of the town of Cheboygan in 1846. Referring to the historical growth of the town 
and the related decline of local Indians since that time, it linked Vincent with the town, not the 
Indians, describing him as "a history maker for Cheboygan" (Cheboygan Democrat 2114/1903b). 
In 1902, the Chebo/gan newspaper listed Vincent as the earliest of the city pioneers still living, 
and praised him as .)ne of the "men to whom we owe much" for having helped "in shaping the 
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destiny of our ci-:y's future" (Cheboygan Democrat 9/2011902). Although Vincent was listed on 
the 1875 schedul e: of allotments in the reserve desi gnated for the Cheboygan band, that schedule 
did not identify Hny band of which he was a member and he had not been listed as a member of 
the "Sheboygan" band identified on the original 1857 list of individuals eligible for allotments 
(BIA 1857, 1875a). The BIA's 1873 report referred to the Cheboygan band as "holding 
certificates" (BIA 6/2111873), but Vincent had not received an allotment certificate. Allotments 
in the Cheboygan reserve were not limited to Cheboygan Band members. Documents in the 
record described Vincent as a Civil War veteran or founder of the town of Cheboygan, but did 
not identify any Indian entity to which he belonged. 

Almost half of the petitioner's members descend from two of Vincent's children. The petitioner 
submitted no evidence that those two children were ever part of any identified Indian group. An 
obituary for Vincent's eldest daughter in 1921 did not describe her as an Indian or as belonging 
to any identified Indian group (Cheboygan Democrat 7/811921). The record does not show that 
prior to 1984, any identified Indian entity included Vincent's descendants, with the possible 
exception that a ft~derally recognized tribe in 1979 included a few of his descendants as licensed 
fishermen (DNR 1979-1990). The available record contains no evidence that Vincent or his 
descendants were ever part of an identified Indian settlement at Burt Lake, or part of any Indian 
entity that historically amalgamated with a Burt Lake band. While there is documentation in the 
available record that identifies residents of Indian Village on Durt Lake prior to 1900 and 
residents of an Indian settlement along Indian Road after 1900, those documents provide no 
evidence that ViHl~ent or his children ever were part of a Burt Lake Indian settlement, or any 
other Indian settlement. Vincent and his descendants, therefore, were not part of any Burt Lake 
entity identified at various times during the first half of the 20th century. 

A variety of observers identified a Burt Lake Indian entity between 1900 and 1909. Local 
newspaper coverage of the burnout of that village in 1900 identified "Indian Village" as an 
Indian settlement (Cheboygan Democrat 10/2011900). A local newspaper also referred to "the 
Cheboygan Indians" of Burt Lake at this time (Cheboygan Democrat 1211/1900), and noted that 
many people considered them to be "a tribe named 'Cheboygan'" (Cheboygan Democrat 
12122/1900). Gov~nor Hazen Pingree identified a "Cheboygan band ofIndians" in his message 
to the State legisla:ure in 1901, when he urged the legislature to buy back the former State trust 
lands at Burt Lake (Pingree 1/9/1901). The State legislature's Joint Resolution of 1903 
identified "the Cheboygan band of Indians, who were located upon the shores of Burt Lake," and 
contained several refE:rences to this "band of Indians" (Michigan 1903). In 1909, a local 
newspaper, in describing a dispute between "Burt Lake Indians" and relocated "Mullett Lake 
Indians," referred to them as a "tribe" (Cheboygan Democrat 5/2111909). 

Individuals and or~;anizations outside the local area and the State also identified a Burt Lake 
Indian entity during the decade after the burnout. Both a Michigan representative of the 
Women's National Indian Association and a Chicago advocate issued appeals on "behalf of a 
band of Cheboygan Indians," thus identifying the Indians at Burt Lake as a band in 1903 
(Grand Rapids Evening Press 2/7/1903; Cheboygan Democrat 217/1903). In 1906, a woman 
from Indianapolis who had spent the summer at Burt Lake, and heard the story "of the Indians 
who have their settlement at Burt Lake about four miles from Brutus," wrote to the Governor of 
Michigan to inquire whether the Indians could receive compensation for their lost church 
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building so that "they may build another in their new settlement" (Brigham 11116/1906). This 
correspondent thus identified a post-burnout Indian settlement in 1906. Special Indian agent 
Horace Durant 'HoOle a brief comment in his field notes in 1908 about the "chiefs of the Burt 
Lake band" (Dunnt 1908, p. 31, no. 28). Durant's comment implied the contemporary existence 
of an Indian entity in 1908. 

The Federal Government identified a Cheboygan band at Burt Lake as a contemporaneous Indian 
entity during the \fcGinn litigation between 1911 and 1917. The U. S. Attorney for the Eastern 
District of Michigan. identified a "Cheboygan band ofIndians" when, as "guardian" of the band, 
he filed a complaint against McGinn in 1911 (U.S. Attorney 6/2211911). By stating that the 
"Cheboygan bancl ofIndians is now ... under the care, control, and guardianship of the plaintiff 
[U.S.] and said b,;nd is now ... recognized by the plaintiff [U.S.] as a tribe," the US. Attorney 
clearly stated that he considered the Cheboygan band to be a contemporaneous Indian entity. 
The US. Attorney maintained this position in an amended complaint in 1914 and until the judge 
issued his opinior in 1917 (US. Attorney 4/30/1914). When the Secretary of the Interior offered 
the services ofIndian Office employee J.W. Howell for the trial, he referred to "the rights of the 
Cheboygan band c)f][ndians" as the rights of an existing Indian entity in 1917 (Interior 5/5/1917). 

A scholarly publication, local newspapers, and a school record identified an Indian settlement at 
Burt Lake betweel 1931 and 1935. In the Archaeological Atlas of Michigan, published in 1931, 
author Wilbert B. Hinsdale stated that "[o]ne of the [Indian] villages upon Burt Lake is still 
occupied. ," (Hi lsdale 1931). A reporter oflocal news and gossip referred to an "Indian 
Village" in Burt township in 1932 (Cheboygan Daily Tribune 111811932), A Mount Pleasant 
Indian School case card, about 1935, described a student's home, with directions, which placed it 
on Indian Road in Burt Township, as the "Indian Settlement East of Brutus" (Mt. Pleasant 
School n.d.). In an article in 1935, a Cheboygan newspaper stated that the "Indian Village at 
Burt Lake include:; about 50 families" (Cheboygan Daily Tribune 3/l3/1935). Two months later, 
it reported that a meeting recently had been "held in the Indian settlement at Burt Lake ... " 
(Cheboygan DaiZv Tribune 5/211935). 

Several obituaries between 1939 and 1950 also identified an "Indian Settlement" or "Indian 
Village" west of Burt Lake. In 1939, a Cheboygan newspaper reported the death ofa resident 
"of the Indian SeW~~ment, west of Burt Lake" (Cheboygan Observer 1112/1939). An obituary 
published in a local newspaper in 1945 referred to the deceased as a resident of the "Indian 
Village at Burt Lake" (Anonymous 5/22/1945). In 1950, a local newspaper published an 
obituary for a woman who "died recently at the Indian Settlement near Brutus ... " (Cheboygan 
Daily Tribune 8/15/1950). In addition, a 1947 report of a State investigation of a timber trespass 
complaint made by Albert Shananquet referred to "the Indian settlement near Brutus" as the 
residence of an infi>rmant (MacDonald 11119/1947). These sources all referred to an Indian 
settlement at Burt Lake as a contemporaneous Indian entity. 

A Grand Rapids newspaper in 1956 identified a Burt Lake band as an existing Indian entity in its 
report on a 1956 m~l~ting between the Governor and Indian representatives. The newspaper 
referred to Jonas Shawanesse as the "manager of the Burt Lake band of Ottawas" (Grand Rapids 
Press 3/14/1956), thus identifying such a band as a contemporaneous Indian entity, even though 
other newspapers did not do so. It is possible that the Governor's Study Commission on Indian 
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Problems, which was created as a result of the 1956 meeting, identified a Burt Lake band in an 
undated draft report, perhaps prepared in 1957. That report stated that the "only claim against 
the state" was "be claim outlined by Mr, Jonas Shawanesse, of the Burt Lake band ofIndians" 
(Hillman 1990, ':::'7), The petitioner does not contend that Jonas Shawanesse was a Burt Lake 
band member. The regulations for criterion (a), however, do not require identifications by 
external sources to have been accurate, While it is likely that this document was the 
commission's draft report, additional evidence might establish that point and a date for the 
report's identific.uion of a band. The commission and the newspaper were aware that 
Shawanesse had stated a case for lands lost by the Burt Lake band in 1900. The newspaper, and 
perhaps the commission, assumed that a "Burt Lake band" existed in 1956. 

Two Michigan S1at(~ University faculty members and a university publication identified a Burt 
Lake band as an lndian entity in the late 1970's. Historian Richard White, acting as a consultant 
to the Native American Rights Fund and Michigan Indian Legal Services, referred to "the 
remarkable persist·ence of the Burt Lake band as an organized group," implying his identification 
of such an entity as existing in 1978 at the time of his letter (White 7/17/1978), In 1979, a 
Michigan State University publication attributed a reorganization of a Burt Lake band to the 
efforts of instruct.)r George Cornell to "reassemble" the band. The publication concluded that, 
"[ 0 Jn Oct. 26, 19?7 the Burt Lake Indians became a band once again" (MSU News Bulletin 
2(22/1979). The publication, however, quoted Cornell as saying that the "band never really fell 
apart" (MSU News Bulletin 2(2211979). Thus, in 1979, this faculty member and this publication 
identified an org,nization as existing at least since 1977. 

A BIA superintendent, an aide to the Governor of Michigan, and the Michigan Commission on 
Indian Affairs id(~ntified a Cheboygan or Burt Lake band between 1980 and 1986. The BIA 
superintendent, re fenring to the "possibility of a claim" being made against the State of 
Michigan, said that, "[o]ver the last 20 years the State and the Band have had communication on 
this issue a number of times, but the Cheboygan band has not been able to receive satisfaction" 
(BIA 7/111980). The Governor's aide in 1981 considered new legislation to designate State land 
"for use by the Burt Lake band" (Quincy 6/12/1981). In 1982, he referred to "members of the 
Burt Lake band of Ottawa Indians" who attended a recent meeting and to the "Band participants" 
in that meeting (Quincy 5127/1982), In 1986, the Michigan Commission on Indian Affairs 
indicated that, under authority granted by the State legislature, it had "formally recognized" ten 
Michigan tribes, including the "Burt Lake band of Ottawa/Chippewa Indians" (MCIA 
8/2511986), The I}~xt year the Commission approved a motion of support for a State land 
transfer to the "BUli Lake band" (MCIA 611111987). 

Two federally recognized Indian tribes, both located on Michigan's Upper Peninsula, identified 
the petitioner as a wntemporaneous Indian entity by adopting resolutions in 1984 and 1985 in 
support of Federal .lcknowledgment of a Burt Lake band. The Sault Ste. Marie Tribe of 
Chippewa Indians passed a resolution in 1984 stating that it "supports the efforts of the Burt 
Lake band in seeking and obtaining federal recognition as an Indian Tribe .... " (Sault Ste. Marie 
Tribe 12/2111984), In 1985, the Keweenaw Bay Indian Community passed a resolution giving 
"its full support to the Burt Lake band of Ottawa and Chippewa Indians in their endeavors to 
seek and obtain federal recognition as an Indian Tribe .... " (Keweenaw Bay Indian Community 
1112/1985). 
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At least three local newspapers identified an Indian entity during the 1980' s by using the formal 
name ofthe petitioning group. A local newspaper reported in 1980 on the meeting "to formally 
organize the 'Burt Lake band of Ottawa and Chippewa Indians'" (Petoskey News-Review 
5/111980). Local newspapers also reported in 1983 and 1985 on the efforts ofa Burt Lake band 
to obtain land fwm the State of Michigan as compensation for the State trust lands lost in 1900. 
An anonymous newspaper referred to the efforts of the "Burt Lake band of Ottawa and 
Chippewa Indians" to secure land (Anonymous 411 111983). The Straitsland Resorter referred to 
"the Burt Lake hand of Ottawa and Chippewa Indians," the "group of Ottawa and Chippewa 
Indians," "the Indian hand," and the "Burt Township Band" seeking State-owned land near the 
location of the historical village (Straitsland Resorter 2/28/1985, 7/2511985, 9/511985). The 
Petoskey News-Review reported on the request for compensation as being made by the historical 
tribe now "[o]rganized into the Burt Lake band of Ottawa and Chippewa Indians" (Petoskey 
News Review 3/8/1985). The Cheboygan Daily Tribune focused on local opposition to a land 
transfer "to the Burt Lake hand of Ottawa and Chippewa Indians" (Cheboygan Daily Tribune 
311 111985; see al:;o 711911985, 7/2211985). 

Historical narrati'res published in 1986, 1992, and 1993 included references to a Burt Lake band 
as an entity existi ng at present. In a 1986 publication, George Cornell wrote that "the Burt Lake 
band is currently 1egotiating with Governor Blanchard's administration" for compensation for 
the State trust lands lost in 1900 (Cornell in Clifton et al. 1986, 100). A book published in 1992 
by anthropologist Charles Cleland contained a footnote to his discussion of the Treaty of 1836 
which offered his opinion that several unrecognized "Indian bands" had "a legitimate claim to 
treaty rights under the Treaty of 1836, including ... Burt Lake" (Cleland 1992, 299-300). Simon 
Otto, a retired "executive coordinator" of the Little Traverse Bay Bands ofOdawa Indians, in 
1993 published a ,~olumn in which he said that the "Burt Lake band consist[ s] of many who can 
recall" their ancestors talking about the burnout of the village (Otto 5/10/1993). 

Several Michigan newspapers identified a "Burt Lake band" as an existing Indian entity between 
1991 and 1999. A number of obituaries printed during the 1990' s referred to the deceased as "a 
member" of a "Burt Lake band" ofIndians (Petoskey News-Review 31111991, 12/4/1991, 
8/3/1992,10/6/1992,4/26/1995,12/9/1999, 12/30/1999; Anonymous 3/22/1991; Cheboygan 
Daily Tribune 5/30/1995; Lansing State Journal (1996]; Sault Ste. Marie Evening News 
111111999; St. h"TflaCe News 111411999). A newspaper of the Catholic Church identified an entity 
when it reported that the local bishop transferred 20 acres of land to the "Burt Lake Band of 
Native Americans" (Catholic Weekly 101611992). A photograph caption in 1993 described the 
chairman ofa "Bu1 Lake band of Ottawa" seeking Federal recognition, while a photograph 
caption in 1997 referred to the executive director of the "Burt Lake band of the Ottawa and 
Chippewa Indians," which it described as a "band now clustered around the small town of 
Brutus, Mich." (Anonymous 9/2111993,7120/1997). 

Two members of Congress identified a Burt Lake band in 1995 and 1997 as an existing Indian 
entity. These representatives from Michigan districts identified a contemporary Burt Lake band 
in the process of supporting legislation to "reaffirm" its status as a recognized Indian tribe. In 
1995, Representati'i\~ Bart Stupak and twelve other members of Congress wrote to President 
Clinton to request an \~xecutive order to "reaffirm the federal relationship with the Burt Lake 
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band ofChippeVia and Ottawa Indians as a federally recognized tribe" (Stupak et al. 3/2/1995). 
In this testimony, Stupak said, "the Burt Lake band continues to exist today" (Stupak 
11114/1995). Rq:m~sentative Dale Kildee referred to the Burt Lake band as "this tribe" during 
Congressional debate on a similar bill in 1997 (Kildee 1114/1997). 

Five federally reGognized Indian tribes identified a Burt Lake band as a contemporaneous Indian 
entity in 1996. At the time Congress considered recognition legislation, these Indian tribes from 
Michigan passed resolutions in support of the Federal acknowledgment of a Burt Lake band. 
The Little Traverse Bay Bands resolved to support "the reaffirmation of the status of the Burt 
Lake band as a Federally recognized Indian tribe" (Little Traverse Bay Bands 117/1996). Four 
other tribes resohlled, in identical language, to support the efforts of a "Burt Lake band" to 
"reaffirm their status and re-establish their trust relationship with the U.S. Federal Government" 
(Little River Banj 117/1996; Lac Vieux Desert Band 1124/1996; Pokagon Band ofPotawatomi 
3/9/1996; Bay M ills Indian Community 4/111996). In addition, in a discussion of the distribution 
of an Indian Claims Commission award, the chairman of the Little Traverse Bay Bands referred 
to a "present day Burt Lake band" in a 1996 letter (Ettawageshik 10/15/1996). 

In contrast to theE e examples of identification of a Burt Lake band, some of the documentation 
submitted by the petitioner does not meet the requirements of this criterion. Testimony by the 
chairman of the petitioner, inquiries by group members, or statements by attorneys acting as 
spokespersons for a group do not meet the requirement that identifications must have been made 
"by other than the petitioner itself or its members." References to individual Indian descendants 
or Indian families or an Indian cemetery, or accounts of the military service of individual Indians 
do not meet the requirement that identifications must have been of "an American Indian entity." 
Vague references to Michigan fndians, North Michigan Indians, and Indians from Harbor 
Springs or Petoskey or near Cross Village, or to a proposed Indian colony at Cross Village do not 
meet the requirement that identifications must have been of the petitioning group. Historical 
references to an I[dian band or settlement in the past do not constitute an identification of an 
Indian entity that is contemporaneous with the date of the publication. While denials of the 
existence of an Indian community do not prevent the petitioner from meeting the requirements of 
the criterion, neither do they provide evidence to demonstrate that the petitioner has been 
identified. 

All of the docume:nts cited above as examples of an identification of a contemporaneous Indian 
entity meet two of the three conditions of the criterion for acceptable identifications: they were 
made by observers who were not part of the petitioning group, and they identified an Indian 
entity. Whether these documents meet the third condition, that the document identifies the 
petitioning group, -equires additional analysis While it is necessary for an acceptable 
identification to sa:isfy these three conditions, the existence of such an individual identification 
or of some isolated identifications is not sufficient to meet the requirements of the criterion. For 
the petitioner to mec;:t the requirements of criterion (a), acceptable identifications must be part of 
a series of identifications which constitute "substantially continuous" identification of the 
petitioning group since 1900. 

An Indian village at Burt Lake, a relocated Indian settlement in the vicinity, or a Cheboygan 
band were identified by a local newspaper in 1900, the Governor of Michigan in 1901, the 
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Woman's National Indian Association and the State legislature in 1903, an Indiana woman who 
vacationed in Burt Lake in 1906, Indian Office special agent Horace Durant in 1908, a local 
newspaper in 19~9,. and the U.S. Attorney between 1911 and 1917. These various identifications 
form a series of. dentifications that demonstrate the "substantially continuous" identification of a 
Burt Lake band Jl'om 1900 to 1917. 

An Indian settlement or Indian village west of Burt Lake was identified by a scholar in a 1931 
publication, by a newspaper columnist in 1932, by a Mount Pleasant Indian School case card 
about 1935, by a local newspaper in 1935, by obituaries in 1939 and 1945, by a 1947 report ofa 
State investigation, and by an obituary in 1950. A Grand Rapids newspaper identified a Burt 
Lake band in 19~;6. It is possible that the Governor's Study Commission on Indian Problems 
identified a Burt Lake band at a date later than 1956, but the available evidence does not provide 
a date for its pos~:ible draft report. These various identifications form a series of identifications 
that demonstrate tht~ "substantially continuous" identification of a Burt Lake Indian group from 
1931 to 1956. 

A predecessor of the petitioning group was identified by Michigan State University faculty 
members and a uniiversity publication in 1978 and 1979. After the formal organization of a Burt 
Lake band in 1980, it was identified by a local newspaper and a BIA superintendent in 1980, by 
a staff member of the Governor in 1981 and 1982, by an anonymous newspaper in 1983, by two 
federally recognized tribes in 1984 and 1985, by three local newspapers in 1985, by the 
Michigan Commission on Indian Affairs in 1986, by a scholarly book in 1986, by obituaries in 
1991 and 1992, b)' the Catholic church in 1992, by an anthropologist in 1992, by newspapers in 
1993, by an obitu,uy in 1995, by a member of Congress in 1995, by five federally recognized 
tribes in 1996, by a newspaper in 1997, by another member of Congress in 1997, and by an 
obituary in 1999. These various identifications form a series of identifications that demonstrate 
the "substantially continuous" identification of a Burt Lake band from 1978 to the present. 

Conclusion 

The petitioning group's membership has two main components, descendants of the historical 
Cheboygan band, all of whom also descend from a resident of an Indian settlement at Burt Lake 
about 1900, and a larger number of descendants of John B. Vincent, who was not identified as a 
member of the his:;orical band or as a resident of the historical settlement. The record for this 
case contains iden:ifications prior to 1956 of an Indian settlement at Burt Lake or an Indian 
entity consisting of descendants of the historical band. The record, however, does not contain 
identifications of any Indian entity consisting of Vincent's descendants prior to 1984, with the 
possible exception that a federally recognized tribe in 1979 included a few of his descendants as 
licensed fishermen. Therefore, a majority of the petitioner's members do not descend from an 
ancestor who, prior to 1979, was part of an identified Indian entity. The available evidence does 
not demonstrate tint both components of the petitioner's membership were identified as 
constituting an Indian entity, or as separate Indian entities that amalgamated, from 1900 to 1978. 
A Burt Lake band I)[ganization that has become the current petitioner has been identified since 
1978, and since 19 ~4 identifications of that Indian entity have identified a group that consists of 
both Vincent descendants and Burt Lake band descendants. 
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The regulations 1e:st whether the petitioning group has been identified as an Indian entity on a 
substantially contiinuous basis since 1900. That test in this case is complicated because the 
composition oftht~ petitioning group has been changing since 1984, when Vincent's descendants 
were accepted as members, and since 1994, when some Burt Lake band descendants began 
joining the newly recognized Little Traverse Bay Bands. The result of these developments is 
that the majority of the petitioner's members do not descend from the historical Cheboygan 
band, and the p<:::rcentage of members who do descend from the historical band appears to be 
steadily declining. This situation raises an interpretive question that need not be resolved here: 
whether a histori,~al identification of a Burt Lake group or Indian settlement that contained no 
descendants of John B. Vincent constitutes an identification of the petitioning group in which 
Vincent's descendants now outnumber Burt Lake descendants. 

Based on the evid(mce in the record for this case, however, whichever way this question is 
resolved at this time, the result is that the petitioner fails to meet the requirements of criterion (a). 
Ifhistorical identlfications ofa Burt Lake Indian entity are rejected as identifications of the 
current petitioner, because a historical entity containing no Vincent descendants is significantly 
different from thE: current entity consisting predominantly of Vincent descendants, then the 
petitioner has not been identified on a substantially continuous basis. The petitioner has not been 
continuously identifiled as an entity consisting of both Burt Lake band descendants and Vincent 
descendants, becaulsle such an entity was not identified prior to 1984. The petitioner has not been 
continuously identified as two separate Indian entities, which later amalgamated, because 
Vincent descendants were not part of any group continuously identified as an Indian entity prior 
to 1984. Alternatlvely, if historical identifications of a historical Burt Lake settlement or group 
are accepted as id ;mtifications of the current petitioner, because a substantial portion of the 
current petitioning group has connections to that historical settlement, then the petitioner has not 
been identified on a substantially continuous basis because of the lack of such identifications 
between 1917 and 1931 and between 1956 and 1978. 

Because this evidence does not demonstrate the "substantially continuous" identification of the 
petitioning group for the entire period from 1900 to the present, the petitioner does not meet the 
requirements of criterion 83.7(a). 
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83.7(11) 

Criterion (b) 

A predominant portion of the petitioning group comprises a 
distinct community and has existed as a community from 
historical times until the present. 

Overview of MajQf Portions of the Membership 

The petitioner must meet the full provisions at Section 83. 7(b) that it "comprises a distinct 
community and Ins existed as a community from historical times until the present." The 
petitioner may not have expected it would need to provide evidence for criterion (b) before the 
present, because it expected to proceed under Section 83.8 for previously acknowledged 
petitioners. The petitioner, nevertheless, submitted census materials, land records, oral history, 
school records, obituaries, vital records, newspaper articles, and many other documents 
pertaining to their pre-1977 history that OF A can use to describe and analyze the social 
community at Indi,in Road in the past. However, the petitioner needs to provide documentation 
from about 1938, t1C date of the last documentation of an exclusive Indian settlement, to 1977, 
when Margaret Martell began to organize the modern petitioner. Such evidence should 
document the social connections of migrants from Indian Road not only to that settlement, but 
also to each other, as they lived in urban areas or regional centers. The petitioner would also 
need to provide documentation, if it exists, for all periods about the social interaction of John B. 
Vincent's descend,uts among themselves and with the Indian Road community. An analysis of 
the petitioner under criterion (b) follows, and the petitioner should respond during the comment 
period with additional documentation for the final determination. 

Two main groups of descendants, only one of which descends from the historical Cheboygan 
band, make up the current petitioner. Documents show that the Cheboygan band's descendants 
married one another, lived in close proximity, and interacted before 1900. The second group of 
descendants consists of John Vincent's descendants through two of his children. Documents do 
not show either John Vincent before his death in 1903 or his descendants, as part of any Indian 
group before 1984. Their documented contacts were almost always with non-Indians. The two 
groups of descendant:; have different and unrelated histories. No evidence demonstrates that 
these two groups of d,~scendants socialized at any time before 1984. Only two or three random 
meetings between ind ividuals occurred in a lumber camp in the 1950's and on a commercial 
fishing crew in the eady 1980' s, according to oral history (Moore 7118/2003; Martell 7/23/2003; 
Littlefield 2002c). Th is lack of interaction among individuals from these two groups of 
descendants indicates rhat they did not jointly participate in a distinct social network or Indian 
entity. 
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To meet this criterion, both ofthese groups of descendants must form a single community at 
present. To ev,)lve into a single community at present would require them to have merged or 
amalgamated, which in this case has not occurred, according to several types of evidence. Only 
a small portion of John Vincent's descendants has ever participated in the petitioner's affairs, 
formally or infcrmally. A very small number has served on the council. John B. Vincent's 
descendants have only associated with the petitioner since 1984, and the petitioner submitted no 
evidence to sho'N that they formed a social entity prior to officially joining the BLB petitioner as 
individuals. 

Members in the ,Jctitioner, who descend from Indian Village on Burt Lake before 1900 and from 
Indian Road after 1900, represent only a portion of that historical Burt Lake entity. This is 
because the petitioner's membership roll no longer includes many of the petitioner's long-term 
members who descend from Burt Lake, even though they continue to interact, socialize and 
communicate with other Burt Lake descendants who still appear on the petitioner's membership 
list. The main body of the BLB entity, which evolved from Indian Village on Burt Lake and 
then organized in 1980 under the leadership of Margaret Martell, may have joined a recognized 
Indian tribe, the 1 THB, with whom they have always associated in the past. 

The following discus-sion summarizes and evaluates the evidence pertaining to possible social 
interactions and processes of these two major groups of descendants during their separate 
histories. This prc'posed finding does not determine whether a specific portion of the petitioning 
group meets or does not meet this criterion or any other criterion. It only describes the relevant 
social data for the lWO separate parts of the petitioner. Under the regulatory criterion a minority 
portion of the petitoner cannot meet Section 83.7(b), because the regulations require that a 
"predominant portion'" of the petitioner comprises a distinct community, If the discussion 
focuses primarily on the part of the petitioner descending from Indian Village at Burt Lake, it is 
because the other p.ut of the petitioner descending from John B. Vincent is not documented as 
part of any Indian group before 1984. The proposed finding evaluates whether the petitioner, not 
its component parts meets specific criteria. As discussed below, the petitioner, as its 
membership is curn:ntly composed, does not meet criterion (b). 

Indian Village at Btt:tLake Before 1900 

A description of community evidence for Indian Village on Burt Lake in the decade before 1900 
provides a starting point for describing continuities and changes in the community immediately 
after the burnout and subsequent years. This baseline account does not attempt to describe every 
aspect of the community. It focuses only on the major areas of evidence, relevant to the 
criterion, which stand out in the petitioner's submissions: the existence of a distinct 
geographical settlement, participation in a regional marriage system, persistence of an Indian 
language, utilization cf separate patterns of culture, maintenance of distinct community 
institutions, and interaction in informal social contexts. This summary also evaluates these 
forms of evidence in later periods. 

Geographical evidence d{~monstrates that about half of the petitioner's members descend from 
ancestors who resided in a historical Indian village. A settlement, which outsiders called "Indian 
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Village," was located on a bay on the western side of Burt Lake (see Figure 2). Plat maps of the 
area made in 1~41 and 1855 by the U.S. General Land Office documented its existence (GLO 
1841, 1855). Lists of the residents of this village, as it existed just before the burnout of 1900, 
were created by two contemporary observers: John W. McGinn, in legal documents in 1897 and 
1898, and AlbeIt Shananquet, an actual resident of the village, from memory more than a half
century later 0. l'vkGinn 12/511897, 1118/1898; Shananquet n.d.). The two lists, when combined, 
identify 24 households in the village. Some of the petitioner's members descend from 14 of 
these 24 Indian households. A local newspaper noted in 1900 that, "[t]here are some Indians 
who have farms a short distance from the [Indian] village ... " (Cheboygan Democrat 
12/22/1900). The Federal Census of 1900 also suggests that Burt Township had an Indian 
population greater than the village (U.S. Census 1900b). Determining from contemporary 
records the extent of actual interaction between the residents at Indian Village and the people 
with allotments and homesteads before 1900 is difficult. Residents who dispersed from Indian 
Village in 1900 resettled in close proximity to relatives living on allotments and homesteads 
within two or three miles ofIndian Village's location. This evidence shows that Indian Village 
on Burt Lake wa5 an exclusively Indian settlement, with an additional Indian population in the 
vicinity. 

Indian Village on Burt Lake was an exclusive geographical community. Historically, its 
composition changed over time because individuals and families sometimes moved from one 
village to another at marriage, divorce, death of a parent or spouse, and during other life
changing events. When a person married into a settlement or band, the marriage formed a link 
between his or her natal band and the spouse's band. The grandparents, aunts, and uncles of the 
couple's children lived in various bands. The sum of these marriages and kinship relationships 
created a "network" of linked communities. 

The petitioner subn.itted genealogies for their direct ancestors and other people with whom their 
families had marri<:d. These records on the genealogical database demonstrate that the 
Cheboygan Band descendants, including those living in and near Indian Village on Burt Lake, 
participated in such a regional marriage system that connected neighboring Ottawa and 
Chippewa communitit~s. Participation in this system would qualify as having significant rates of 
patterned out-marriagc;~ because very nearly all Cheboygan band descendants and their children 
and residents ofIndian Village on Burt Lake married within this network before 1900, according 
to the documentatiotl available. Several notable exceptions were at least three marriages of 
Indian women to FfI~nch Canadians between 1855 and 1875. To a great extent, even their 
descendants associate~d with the petitioner and subsequent generations married within the 
regional marriage system. 

Through long-standi.lg residence in a settlement, individuals and families over time established 
social bonds in new pl.aces where they moved after marriage. For example, the men and women 
who married Antoine Shawwawnonquot's children and grandchildren illustrate this process. 
Some stayed in Burt Lake after marriage and others settled in their spouses' natal settlement. 
Eventually, they came to identify primarily with the settlement where they lived, as did their 
children, not necessarily with the settlement where they were born. Individuals also moved into 
settlements where their siblings lived, or returned to the settlements of their birth after their 
spouses died or they divorced. The specific actions and movements of people, as tracked in the 
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genealogies submitted by the petitioner and relayed in oral histories, indicate that all of these 
factors shaped the composition ofIndian Village at Burt Lake. In addition, some descendants of 
the 1870 annuitants of the Cheboygan Treaty tribe did not live in Indian Village on Burt Lake in 
1900, because thEY took up residence in other Ottawa and Chippewa settlements, including Cross 
Village, Middle Village, Eagletown (Leelanau) and other locations, between treaty times and 
1900. 

Burt Lake, like 111 :tHy other Indian entities at the time, did not maintain official lists and rolls of 
"members" Hov,ever, Indian Village on Burt Lake was an exclusive geographical settlement 
and close relative!. to its residents lived nearby. The available geographical and demographic 
evidence, when combined with other evidence, demonstrates that the settlement's residents 
formed a well-defined and distinct social core, even though some related Cheboygan families 
had moved to oth(:r Indian communities or individual homesteads in the region over decades. 
Other available evid€::llce, discussed below, adds to the significant geographical evidence of a 
distinct social community at Indian Village at Burt Lake. 

According to the 1910 Federal Census, the majority of Indians in Burt Township spoke English. 
The census, however, did not indicate if these English speakers also spoke an Indian language 
(U.S. Census 191Ob). Fewer than ten residents of Burt Township, the location ofIndian Village 
at Burt Lake, spoke only an "Indian" language (U.S. Census 191Ob). This evidence 
demonstrates that at least these ten people had learned to speak Indian languages during the 19th 
century, most likel y in communities where they lived as children. More documentation about 
language competency, numbers and ages of speakers, and any other data concerning speaking 
Indian languages may provide evidence that would further support a finding that community 
existed at later dec,l(les in the 20th century. In addition, oral histories recount that older people 
in the 1930's, 194('s, and 1950's spoke Indian languages, even though children did not learn 
them. This evidence would indicate that as children in the 19th century, these older individuals 
had lived in linguistic communities, including Indian Village at Burt Lake, where they spoke 
these languages and passed them from one generation to the next. Census evidence about Native 
language facility in ll910 and the oral histories provide minimal corroborating evidence for 
community at Indian Village on Burt Lake before 1900. 

Documentation of cultural patterns, shared among a significant portion of the group and different 
from those of the non-Indian populations with whom it interacts, also provides evidence for 
community at Indian Village before 1900. Early Roman Catholic missionaries converted the 
Ottawa and Chippewa in the early 1800's and before, and they continued to minister to the 
Indian Village on Burt Lake in 1900. Older individuals related in interviews between 1995 and 
2000, that residents participated informally in organized ceremonies and customs such as "ghost 
suppers," "boozhoo .ng," and "Three Kings Day," which they believe combined Ottawa or 
Chippewa and Chri~tian elements and involved visiting among the households ofIndian Village 
since historical times. Although these celebrations derive in part from Europe, the surrounding 
community now views these activities as distinctly Indian. This evidence is in the form of oral 
histories, none colle,:ted from individuals who were alive during this period and who themselves 
witnessed these events. The only document available to support this oral history is an early 
photograph of crosses at old St. Mary's Church. Paper and cloth decorations, usually associated 
with ghost suppers, draped the grave markers. Local histories describe these holiday 
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celebrations in nearby Indian communities (Shurtleff 1940), but did not specifically describe 
them at Burt Lake. 

Oral histories in t l·emselves do not provide the evidence usually required of acknowledgment 
petitioners becam e: they are not first person accounts and they are uncorroborated by 
contemporary and specific documentation. To strengthen this evidence for community, the 
petitioner should :;ubmit evidence that these holiday celebrations occurred at Burt Lake or the 
Burt Lake residents participated in them elsewhere in the regional system. According to oral 
history taken from non-eyewitnesses, the residents of the settlement also performed traditional 
Ottawa drumming ,and smudging under the leadership of older men during funerals, which 
included the Catholic Mass. Past decisions have not accepted oral history evidence without 
corroborating documentary evidence. The petitioner submitted no documentation, which 
describes these trc.ditional Ottawa ceremonies in surrounding communities with which Indian 
Village residents interacted, before 1900. 

Most local histories and tourist guidebooks describe the St. Mary's Church as a distinct and 
significant community institution since missionaries founded it in the early 1800's. Residents of 
Indian Village on Burt Lake and their relatives living nearby attended St. Mary's, a Roman 
Catholic "mission" church, located within the village and attended only by Indians, with few 
possible exception s. The cemetery records from 1900 indicate that significant numbers of 
residents of the village and nearby locations participated in this religious organization during 
baptisms, marriages, and burials. These types of evidence provide some verification of social 
connections within the context of this religious institution in Indian Village until 1900. 

According to oral:radition taken from people who were not alive in 1900, residents maintained 
the church building, religious paraphernalia, and yard, and they fed and housed the priest. Past 
decisions accepted (~vidence of these kinds of activities to demonstrate community for some 
churches. In these cases, Indians utilized the institution exclusively for their community, 
including member:; who did not attend the church or were even antagonistic to it (See Mohegan 
Tribe, Poarch Bana: lv1atch-e-be-nash-she-wish Band). Their participation rates did not always 
reach the high levels of participation that St. Mary's register demonstrated for Indian Village. 
The register's documentation of extremely high levels of use by the residents ofIndian Village 
on Burt Lake provides significant evidence for community. A primary school was also located 
in the community ,md attended by the Indian children. 

Finally, a significa1t rate of informal social interaction generally characterizes communities in 
close geographical proximity. Photographs submitted by the petitioner show residents ofIndian 
Village standing together in formal and informal situations such as having tea on a lawn in 
summer, working in lumber camps, and standing in front of various structures and houses 
(photographs 8/2211897; n.d.). Unfortunately, the petitioner submitted no provenance for the 
captions accompanying these photographs, which lowers significantly their value for 
acknowledgment plrposes. Many are not dated or captioned. Many of the captioned pictures 
name only related individuals in a single family. A few photographs show people from various 
families visiting one another, working together in lumber camps or other activities, or as part of a 
band of musicians. The latter photograph, apparently taken shortly after 1900, implies that the 
Indian Village may have supported a distinct musical tradition, using European-style instruments 
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(photograph est. :,907). A local historian, writing in 1940, described a similar musical ensemble 
at Cross Village in the 1800' s (Shurtleff 1940). Oral history taken from individuals not alive in 
1900 indicates that this band played at frequent social occasions, including those held in homes. 
Additional oral history, not from eyewitnesses, describes various interactions, sharing, and group 
activities. Previo lS evaluations have not accepted oral history from individuals describing 
events and situatimls they did not witness themselves as evidence without corroborating 
evidence. In total, the combination of this photographic evidence and oral histories provides 
only a little evidence that in 1900 a community existed at Indian Village on Burt Lake and later. 

Descendants of Jdm B. Vincent 

About half of the petitioner's members descend from John B. Vincent (I816-1903). He and his 
children were alive in Cheboygan and Charlevoix Counties before 1900, but the petitioner did 
not submit and OFA researchers did not locate any record of interaction between them and 
residents ofIndian Village. Vincent's place of birth was indicated to be on Michigan's Upper 
Peninsula, and his obituary noted that the "place of his early years is not known" (Cheboygan 
Democrat 2114/1903b). He appears to have spent time in Canada, where his wife was born, and 
in St. Clair, Michi gan, where his eldest child was born in 1841. In 1846, Vincent arrived in 
Cheboygan as one ofthat town's earliest settlers and became a shipbuilder (Ware 1876,15,17; 
Cheboygan Democrat 9/20/1902, 21141l903b; Fuller 1928, 3 :98). He lived in Cheboygan, either 
in Inverness or Beaugrand Townships, according to every Federal census between 1850 and 
1890 (U.S. Censw: ] 850, 1860b, 1870b, 1880b, 1890). His residences were located at least 18 
miles northeast of Indian Village at Burt Lake. He was included on an allotment list for the 
Cheboygan band t ~eaty reserve, but he sold the rights to that land within one month, and he did 
so while he was on the Upper Peninsula (Cheboygan County 1869-1883, V. D). This allotment 
was located about six miles south of Indian Village. He belonged to a Grand Army of the 
Republic (GAR) post in the town of Cheboygan. The GAR conducted his funeral service in 
1903 in Cheboyga1 where he was also buried (Cheboygan Democrat 2/1411903b). 

Evidence documents various aspects of John B. Vincent's life in Cheboygan and shows that he 
associated extensively with non-Indians in that community However, these documents do not 
demonstrate that h,~ interacted with the residents ofIndian Village. In addition, no 
documentation indicates that he associated with any other Indian community or even with a 
known group of hi:; own collateral relatives or in-laws who may have been Indians. The 
available documentation provides no evidence that Vincent ever associated with residents of 
Indian Village at Burt Lake, but does describe him as an important figure in the history of the 
town of Cheboygan after 1846. 

Members of the pe~itioner who descend from John B. Vincent descend through two of his 
children, John Vinc{!nt [Jr.] (b. 1848) and Catherine Vincent Sailler (b. 1864). John Vincent Jr. 
married in St. Igna,~e, lived between 1877 and 1900 on Beaver Island in Lake Michigan, and died 
in Petoskey in 1909. Catherine, or Kate, Vincent married a German immigrant and was a long
time resident of the town of Mackinaw City. The available documentation provides no evidence 
that these two Vincent children ever associated with residents of Indian Village, participated in 
the regional system of marriage among Indians, attended St. Mary's Church, spoke an Indian 
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language, informally interacted with other Indians or maintained distinct cultural behavior. 
Therefore, the evidence available in the record for this petition provides no basis for concluding 
that Vincent and these two descendants, prior to 1900, were socially interacting with Indian 
Village on Burt Lake or any other distinct Indian society or entity comprised of related Indian 
people. Only one possible exception exists. One of John B. Vincent's grandsons through John 
Vincent, Jr., Frank,. married an Indian woman, and she and their children appear on the 1910 
Durant Roll, but rot as "Burt Lake." However, no member of the petitioner claims to descend 
from Frank Vincent. 

Conclusion for Criterion (b) before 1900 

The ancestors of part of the petitioner lived in a separate and distinct Indian Village on Burt Lake 
until 1900. Documents, including the Federal Census, land records, Federal Indian records, local 
histories, tourist guidebooks, vital records, St. Mary's Church records, and captioned 
photographs may be used to describe the social environment of its Indian residents. For the 
portion of the peti:ioner descending from Indian Village at Burt Lake, these documents can be 
used to describe a social community inhabited by people who married other Indians in a regional 
system of marriag,~ at a high rate and lived in an exclusive geographical settlement. This 
evidence also provides context for understanding political behavior by its residents for the same 
period. The evidence shows that its residents interacted informally, some spoke Indian 
languages learned in childhood, and most probably maintained distinct cultural patterns. The 
evidence also demonstrates that they participated in an Indian mission church and cemetery at St. 
Mary's Church, and they supported the operations of a primary school attended almost 
exclusively by Indian children. 

However, these documents and others, including local histories, vital records, probate records, 
GAR records, Army pension records, land records, and newspaper articles, do not demonstrate 
that John B. Vincent, his children or grandchildren alive before 1900, ever interacted with the 
people living at Indian Village. This evidence does not show any Vincents interacting with any 
other Indians as part of a distinct community, with the possible exception of Frank Vincent on 
Beaver Island. Th~ evidence does not demonstrate the existence of either a single community 
composed of Burt Lake descendants and Vincents or separate communities for each group of 
descendants that amalgamated. Thus, the petitioner, as currently composed, does not meet this 
criterion before 19 )0. 

1900 to 1938: A Setjlement on Indian Road 

Dispersal and Estcblishment of a Settlement at Indian Road after the Burnout of Indian Village 
In 1900, Indian Village was burned to the ground after the Indian residents lost their lands in tax 
sales. The populatlon dispersed. Some families relocated on Indian road. Some Burt Lake 
families already li"ed on allotments and homesteads on Indian Road. It took 10 to 15 years for 
some other familie:i to relocate on Indian Road and elsewhere, after they attempted initially to 
settle together on lands provided under a State Resolution in 1903. Still other families would 
settle permanently in other regional communities. 
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The existence of an exclusively Indian settlement along Indian Road in 1902, after the burnout of 
Indian Village, is r,evealed by a plat book of Cheboygan County published in that year (Myers 
1902; see Appendix B). According to this plat book, all the residents along Indian Road for two 
and one-half mile:; north of Brutus Road were individuals who can be identified from other 
sources as Indiam (See Figure 7). The available evidence indicates that 6 of these 11 Indian 
landowners have descendants in the petitioner's current membership. At the center of the Indian 
Road settlement III 1902 was the quarter section of land acquired by Moses Nongueskwa as an 
Indian homestead under the provisions of the Act of 1872. A church and school house were built 
on this land. Of the 11 Indian homeowners listed on the 1902 county plat book 8 had been 
earlier residents offndian Village. On the other hand, it appears that 12 of the 18 household 
heads who lived t()f a decade after the 1900 burnout resettled on Indian road. Thus, while an 
Indian settlement persisted on Indian Road after 1900, the burnout of 1900 had an impact and 
reduced the size 0: a geographical Indian settlement at Burt Lake. 

The lands provided for the Cheboygan band under the provisions of the State Resolution of 1903 
were located on Mullett Lake, just to the east of Burt Lake. According to anonymous historical 
notes submitted by the petitioner, several families moved to the Mullett Lake lands: Albert 
Shananquet, with his family, father (Isaac Shenanquet), and grandparents (Antoine 
Shawwawnawnawquot and wife); and the families of Paul Wasson, Sam Kishego, John 
Wanageshik, and Joe Parkey (Shawandose Papers n.d.). The available evidence identified these 
State lands as 13 7 acres with lake frontage on a bay between Round Point and Needle Point 
south of Aloha on the eastern shore of Mullett Lake. A Cheboygan newspaper in 1909 referred 
to "the Indian reservation" on Mullett Lake, and indicated that some families had been there 
since about 1907 (C'heboygan Democrat 4/23/1909). The available evidence suggests that the 
site's temporary residents viewed a lack of roads to this location and difficult access to schools 
as the disadvantages of this site. The petitioner says that "by 1914 most families had moved off 
of the site" at Mullett Lake (Petitioner [2001], 10; "Shawandose Papers" n.d.). In the end, the 
Indians abandoned these State lands, and, according to the provisions of the Act, the lands 
returned to the State. 

The settlement two miles north of it in an area known variously as "Indian Road," "Indian Trail," 
and "Indianville," where some of their relatives had homesteaded or been allotted in earlier 
periods, formed th€:: geographical center of a social group, which organized in close proximity of 
Indian Village, after the sudden forced dispersal of its population. By 1920, it was also apparent 
that not everyone who previously resided in Indian Village incorporated into this settlement on 
Indian Road. NotaJly, several families at Mullett Lake, including the Wassons, Kishegos, and 
Wanageshicks eventually moved to Harbor Springs and other communities in Emmet and 
Charlevoix Countifs, and their descendants generally have not been enrolled or active in the 
modern petitioner. Albert Shananquet and Eugene Hamlin, married to Shananquet's sister, 
ended up in Topinabee, some five miles east of Indian Road. Several older individuals who went 
to Mullet Lake, induding Antoine Shawwawnonquot, his wife Sophia Sengoby, and Sam 
Kishego, died before] 920. The settlement at Indian Road would attract only two families, 
specifically those of Joe Parkey and Paul Wasson, from Mullett Lake. 
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The Burt Lake sociial community was larger than the geographical settlement on Indian Road. 
Individuals living in Pellston, on Mullet Lake, on Brutus Road and on individual homesteads and 
allotments in Cheboygan and Emmett Counties and elsewhere continued to interact with the 
people on Indian Road, often because they were close relatives and life-long associates who 
grew up together. The petitioner should consider submitting evidence showing actual interaction 
between residents of Indian Road and individuals who may not have lived in the exclusive 
geographical settll~ment on Indian Road, such as Albert Shananquet, the Griswold, Lewis, 
Hamlin, and Moses families, members of the large Boda family in Pellston, and others. 

Also during the 1900-to-1920 period, three Indian siblings, members of the Martell family, 
moved into the Indian Road community. They had no ancestry tracing to the historical 
Cheboygan Tribe. Sometime after Esther Martell married Henry Massey in 1903, two of her 
orphaned younger siblings also moved to the Indian Road settlement. Esther Martell's youngest 
brother Charles married a Burt Lake Indian in 1918. Before that in 1908, a Martell sibling 
married into the non-Indian Griswold family and established a family, which lived near Indian 
Road. Although only collateral kin to Cheboygan descendants, the Griswold/Martells and their 
descendants gradually became part of the Indian Road community through long term interaction, 
some marriages and on-going associations with them. Fifteen members of the current petitioner 
descend from a pa:i (lfthe Martell family that does not trace to a Cheboygan annuitant or a 
resident ofIndian Village at Burt Lake. Unlike John Vincent's descendants, these Martells have 
a history of social lnteraction with the residents of Indian Road, which began as early as 1903. 
In short, the community on Indian Road seemed to evolve to include these Martells, who are 
active in the petitioner. 

Displaced families from Indian Village also moved permanently to non-Indian communities in 
nearby Topinabee, Pellston, and Brutus, where the Federal census placed them in 1920 (U.S. 
Census 1920). A combination of several types of evidence indicates that the Indian Road 
residents and their close relatives at Pellston, Brutus, and Topinabee remained in contact. 
Residents ofIndian Road walked, boated, or skated three to five miles to visit them, according to 
oral histories of people who were not alive in 1910 (Massey 7/14/ 2003). Parents, children, and 
siblings of the resid{~nts of the settlement on Indian Road lived in those places. Past decisions 
have assumed that dose relatives interact and communicate with one another, despite 
geographical distarce (see Cowlitz Indian Tribe). Some ofthese people continued to attend St. 
Mary's mission, partieularly for baptisms and burials, which the church register recorded 
(Shawanesse 0911901··1111902). Household heads from several of these displaced families 
appeared in a photograph with Indian Road residents rebuilding St. Mary's Church on Indian 
Road circa 1908, a~, did others reportedly living at this time at Mullett Lake (anon. 6/15/1908). 
Evidence documen1:(:~d marriages between individuals in Pellston and Indian Road (Shawanesse 
911901; 11/1902). 

Other Evidence for Social Community in the Settlement on and near Indian Road 1900-1938 
The existence of this exclusively Indian settlement connected through close kinship and 
interaction to relatives living nearby provides significant evidence for social community. 
Therefore, other evidence must corroborate this evidence, although significant, to show that a 
social community e)(isted for the part of the petitioner descending from Indian Village at Burt 
Lake between 1900 and 1920. 
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The residents of Ildian Village on Burt Lake participated in a regional Indian system of 
marriages that extended to neighboring Indian communities at significant rates between 1900 and 
1938. The level c f such marriages documented in the group associated with Burt Lake was 
extremely high wh.;m the continuation of marriages formed in the 1800's is considered. The 
percentage of marriages taking place within a regional system of marriage was much higher for 
the descendants 0: Burt Lake alone. The Vincent families had almost no marriages to Indians 
and none as part of a regional system of patterned out marriage. The Vincents were not socially 
a part of the Burt ;:"ake community and did not systematically marry into the Burt Lake 
community or any other identifiable Indian community. 

Although the descendants ofIndian Village on Burt Lake continued to marry other Indians in a 
regional system of marriages, several marriages were documented to non-Indians. The marriages 
to non-Indians afl:er 1920 were to "Anglo" Americans, rather than individuals of French 
Canadian heritage. For example, Edmund Parkey married the local schoolteacher, and they lived 
on a farm near the Indian Road community. Cora Shananquet married a "soldier" from 
Michigan. The genealogical database allows for analysis of marriages in the major families, 
including the descendants of Antoine Shawwawnonquot, Louis Nongueskwa, Abraham Martell, 
William Mixcenney, and George Shawanasige [Shenoskey]. More than half of documented 
marriages of these major families in the 1920' sand 1930' s were to other Indians. These 
statistics do not include descendants of John B. Vincent. 

Jonas Shawanesse's notes indicate that the Indians from Indian Village continued to meet at the 
old church building at Indian Village between the burnout and 1908, but no other documentation 
is available to corroborate this fact. In 1906, a summer visitor, or "resorter," wrote that the old 
church was being used as a barn (Brigham 11116/1906). Nevertheless, a photograph from 1908 
shows several oftte: heads of households from Indian Road and Mullett Lake constructing the 
new St. Mary's Chlrc:h on Indian Road, including Joe Parkey, John Nongueskwa, Henry, 
Charles, Francis and Louis Massey, Jim Shenoskey, Jonas Shenonquet, Alex Kodash (Kishego), 
Antoine Shawwawnonquot, and Frank Shenonquet. These men, with few exceptions, were 
mentioned often in oral histories about later periods and their descendants are active in the 
petitioner. This kind of group activity, where men join a crew to erect a building to serve their 
community, provides excellent evidence of community for the part of the petitioner descending 
from Indian Villag<:. 

After the men reconstructed St. Mary's Church within their settlement, the records show that it 
and the associated cemetery continued to serve the settlement. Nineteen of the 128 individuals 
on the Burt Township Indian Schedule in 1910 died between 1910 and 1930. At least 14 of these 
19 individuals were interred at St. Mary's Cemetery. A dues register for a Burt Lake band of the 
Michigan Indian Organization (MIO) lists 44 individuals in 1923, including individuals who did 
not live on Indian Road. Nineteen of those individuals were buried at St. Mary's Cemetery 
between March 31, 1926 and August 27, 2001. The interred were members of the Parkey, 
Massey, Mixceney, Cabinaw, Martell, Boda, and Shawwawnonquot families. Some of the MIO 
dues payers, including Bouschers, Nongueskwas and Was SOilS, emigrated from Burt Lake after 
the date of the dues list, and several young women married and left the community. Neither they 
nor their descendams are buried at S1. Mary's cemetery. 
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After 1920, India 1 Road remained the geographical center and social core of a group of people 
living in a settlerrent there, which was nearly all Indian. Labor migration, however, would 
gradually chang(: tihe community. Although men often left home temporarily to work in regional 
lumber camps and resorts, they usually left their families at Indian Road or returned there 
seasonally, even if they took their children. Cross references of school records and Federal 
census sheets indicate that even in the 1920's some families, usually involved in logging, 
temporarily left the settlement during winter (School District No.1 5/30/1920; U.S. Census 
1920). The children of Edmund Parkey, who farmed, and of Peter Paul Shenoskey, who worked 
at a nearby resort, attended school year-round (Parkey 7118/2003; McClintic 5/411941). 
Nongueskwas, Cabinaws and Bodas attended many fewer days. In the later 1920's, however, 
permanent labor nigration took William Shenoskey and John Nongueskwa's family, and 
probably others, to the Upper Peninsula where they worked in the lumber and resort industries. 
They made permanent homes there and returned to Indian Road only to visit. Oral histories from 
individuals alive at the time indicate that both men were in contact with the Indian Road 
residents so that if someone died or a relative had an emergency, they were able to return by train 
(Martell 7/23/ 20C3). By 1938 and the beginning of World War II, permanent labor migration 
took most younge- families from the community, leaving behind their parents and grandparents. 
Almost no young families remained on Indian Road, and the population aged. Birth locations 
reflect the migration of young families away from Indian Road to the Upper Peninsula, regional 
centers, and downsl:ate urban areas. 

The 1930 Federal census reveals that a small but exclusive Indian settlement continued to exist 
in the area on the west side of Burt Lake near the historical Indian Village. In that year, the 
census enumerator listed nine consecutive households along Indian Trail Road [Indian Road] that 
contained Indian r,~sidents (U.S. Census 1930a). Indeed, all 46 of the individuals listed in those 
nine households wen: designated racially as Indians. Seven of eight residents age 60 or older 
along Indian road III 1930 had been residents ofIndian Village before 1900, and the eighth was 
on the 1902 plat book on Indian road and the 1900 census of Indians in the township. The adults 
in the 1930 Indian Road settlement younger than 60 came from the same family lines. In 1930, 
the only apparent additions to the settlement since 1900 were children and several spouses who 
had married into these families. Also, less than one-fourth of the adult children and 
grandchildren ofth{~ (~ight residents over age 60 resided in the settlement, and it appears that over 
time children reaching adulthood were decreasingly likely to remain on Indian Road. Thus, 
despite the remarklble persistence of the settlement's elders until 1930, the settlement's lack of 
new families, scan;ity of new residents, and increasing out-migration of young adults help to 
explain why the In :iian settlement on Indian Road would decline after the 1930' s. 

In 1938, the Michi;~an State Tax Commission inventoried the rural property of Cheboygan 
County (Cheboygan County 1938; see Appendix E). These "rural property inventory" forms 
reveal that, as in 1902., all of the residents along Indian Road for two and one-half miles 
north of Brutus Road were individuals who can be identified from other sources as Indians 
(See Figure 8). All nine houses within one-quarter mile ofIndian Road were located on lands 
assessed to Indians. The available evidence indicates that seven of these nine households have 
descendants in the petitioner's current membership. A church, cemetery, and school on 
theproperty originally acquired by Moses Nongueskwa comprised the core of this settlement, and 
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was the location l.llbded "Indianville" on maps. Non-Indians owned land but did not live along 
the road. Thus, this inventory of rural property demonstrated the existence of an exclusively 
Indian settlement along Indian Road in 1938. The 1930 census and 1938 survey combined 
identified 30 possible adult residents of the Indian settlement on Indian Road. The available 
evidence indicate!. that 23 of these 30 residents or landowners in the Indian Road settlement in 
the 1930's have d~:sc:endants in the petiitoner's current membership. 

Until 1938, the exclusively Indian community continued, and persons who lived there described 
it in oral histories. A group interviewed in 1995 described the residents ofIndian Road and its 
environs around 1935 to 1938. They described an exclusively Indian settlement of some 20 
households on Ind ian Road, with some individuals living nearby on Brutus Road, and along the 
lakeshore. After 1 938, this type of evidence is insufficient to demonstrate community, because 
the departure of young people to work in war industries, combined with the gradual emmigration 
that had been going on all along, left the settlement with only an aging population. While 
Indians have lived on and near Indian Road from 1938 to the present day (Massey 7114/2003; 
Shawa 712811995, 7115/199.5, 7/1412003), after 1938, most residents were older people, with only 
a few children, wr.o most often lived with their grandparents or with a mother married to an older 
man (Shawa 7/1511995; Massey 7/1412003). 

Individual eyewitnt~sses recounted the 1930's, 1940's and 1950's in interviews. They describe a 
variety of social activities, picnics at the church, potlucks, and the traditional Ghost suppers, 
boozhooing, and Thn~e Kings Day. They also discuss the poverty of the settlement and the 
sharing and helping that they had seen themselves. A person with a car ferried other residents to 
town. A midwife delivered babies. Animated discussions of groups of people who grew up in 
the community (Shawa 2/2611995,711511995,7/2811995; Littlefield 2002c) clearly indicated that 
these people knew (~ach other well and had grown up together. However, the elements in their 
stories were sometimes so similar to each other (all include that during parties, the adults moved 
furniture and playt:cl the organ, while children listened upstairs in bed) that the recollections 
sometimes appear to be a single story told by many, rather than many different stories arising out 
of the actual experiences of each individual. Nevertheless, there is no reason to doubt that 
significant social interaction occurred in the community, and some reminiscences are vivid. 
More oral history <Ibout specific events, which names individuals and gives dates, and carefully 
relies on individua I witnesses and what they themselves experienced, rather than on general 
descriptions of what they have heard others say about the past, would improve the overall 
credibility and usellliness of the accounts. 

Group interviews are very revealing because they provide good evidence that significant long
term relationships exist among elderly individuals who grew up in the Indian Road community in 
the 1930's (Shawa 7/15/1995; Littlefield 2002c). The oral histories contain numerous examples 
of the knowledge these older people have of each other. For example, the group hushed a man 
who said disrespectful things about a priest because they thought he would offend the devout 
women who were present, and a woman smoothed over a characterization made about another 
person's mother to re-·explain its meaning in a kinder way. The OFA anthropologist noted 
examples of thi s ki ld of behavior among the older members of the part of the petitioner 
descending from Indian Village, not only in reviewing group interviews taken by the petitioner's 
researchers, but als) while visiting in the summer of2003. Most of these individuals in these 
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group interviews descended from the families who have maintained a presence on Indian Road to 
the present. The intimate and shared knowledge of these people, representing the core grouping 
of what has been n::ferred to as the "local members," indicates that they communicate often and 
have significant social interaction from their childhoods in the 1930's. The petitioner did not 
submit evidence that shows that families who moved away from Indian Road without 
maintaining a prt:!.t::nce there have maintained similar connections. Nevertheless, the content and 
tone of their joint oral histories provide excellent evidence of informal social interaction in the 
1930's. 

Church registers and oral histories demonstrate that St. Mary's Church continued to serve the 
Indian Road settleme~nt. The letters of a missionary priest reveal that the congregants at least 
once held a servic,~ without him on Christmas Eve, indicating that the holidays and celebrations 
were extremely iIf.portant to the settlement's residents. Elderly women relate that church-going 
women organized many picnics and other social events on the church grounds in the 1930's and 
1940' s. During the same decades, a "missionary priest" performed burials, baptisms, and 
marriages at this church. 

Descendants of John Vincent 
No descendant of John B Vincent was ever documented with the people who were displaced in 
1900, either at Mullett Lake, Indian Road, nearby non-Indian communities, or in other places 
where they dispersed temporarily between 1900 and 1920. The petitioner did not submit any 
evidence demonstrating that they interacted with any other Cheboygan Indians, and specifically 
with the Indians n{:ar Indian Road or their relatives nearby between 1900 and 1938. There is no 
evidence available that the Vincent families interacted with any Indian community during this 
period. John Vincl~nt, himself, had returned to the city of Cheboygan from a short stay in the 
Grand Rapids soldIers' home before he died in 1903. His children with descendants in the 
petitioner were Catherine, living in Mackinaw City [Hebron Township] in 1910, and John Jr., 
who died in Petoskey in 1909. His grandchildren married non-Indians, with the one known 
exception of John'.; son, Frank, and lived on the Upper Peninsula working as laborers, 
homemakers, and fishermen. Although Frank married an Indian woman, and they and their 
children are listed on some Indian records (Mission book, 1905-07; 1910 Indian Schedule of 
St. James Twp), nom: of Frank's descendants are in the current petitioner, and no documents 
demonstrate that they were ever part of a Burt Lake entity or any other Indian entity. The 
petitioner did not s.lbmit relevant evidence to describe the social activities of the descendants of 
John Vincent. 

Conclusions for 19~9 to 1938 

Despite dislocation of the residents ofIndian Village on Burt Lake after the burnout, various 
documents, includi.1g the Federal census and land records, demonstrate that people living on and 
near Indian Road maintained their social connections and reestablished a geographical settlement 
exclusive to Indian:;. Their kin, who lived in non-Indian communities such as Topinabee, 
Pellston, and Brutus:, continued to participate in institutions at Indian Road such as St. Mary's 
Church and cemetery through 1938. 
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Oral histories recount that people living at Indian Road and the 1903 State Resolution lands at 
Mullett Lake resc :-/ation visited each other while the latter settlement existed, but this visiting 
was described only by people born after the events who were not eyewitnesses to them. Several 
young Indian siblings, members of the Martell family from the Upper Peninsula, relocated near 
Indian Road, after a woman from that family married an Indian Road resident in 1903. They 
became incorporated into Indian Road society even though some of them did not marry into the 
community, and SJme descendants, who are current members, have no Cheboygan band 
ancestry. 

The Indian Road ~ettlement remained a social core for the descendants of Indian Village on Burt 
Lake until at least ] 938, even though temporary and permanent labor migration took families to 
the Upper Peninsu la and regional centers, particularly in the late 1920' s. High rates of marriage 
within a regional ~j'stem ofIndian marriages also characterized the residents of this settlement, 
although some marriages to "Anglo" non-Indians brought non-Indian spouses into the group. 
Evidence in St. Muy's Church registers, letters of the missionary priest, and oral history 
indicates that the church was a significant Indian social institution, widely supported by the 
residents. This interaction occurred among relatives and close associates in nearby non-Indian 
communities and wme labor migrants, such as William Shenoskey and John Nongueskwa and 
his nuclear family. The descendants of John Vincent were not part of a group centered at the 
Indian Road setticTlent at any time. No document submitted by the petitioner dealt with the 
social interactions of Vincent's descendants, either with a group of Indians, including the 
migrants from Indi a.n Road living on the Upper Peninsula, or with any other population. 

The descendants of the Indian Road settlement and environs between 1900 and 1938 have 
traditionally been active in the petitioner and appeared on its membership list. More information 
about interaction of individuals representing various parts of the group and the levels of 
participation of mEmbers in various activities would strengthen evidence of community during 
this period. Since this evidence does not include the ancestors of the Vincents at any time, the 
petitioner cannot demonstrate that it would meet (b) during this period, as it is currently 
composed. Therefore:, the petitioner does not meet this criterion between 1900 and 1938. 

The available evidence does not demonstrate that the BLB and the descendants of John B. 
Vincent formed a single community or two separate Indian communities that amalgamated 
historically. Thus, the petitioner does not meet criterion (b) from 1900 to 1938. 

1939 to 1977 

The Descendants of Indian Village on Burt Lake 
By 1960, the Indian population of the Indian Road settlement fell to only five or six households, 
some of which con:ained only an elderly couple, a widow, or a widower. Several of the children 
attached to these households attended school most of the year in Harbor Springs, where they 
boarded and retum~d home rarely (Massey 71141 2003; Shawa 711412003). Social events or 
parties continued in the 1950's and 1960's. Eyewitness accounts indicate that Indian people 
from the region attended them, but there is no indication that these parties were distinct to Burt 
Lake, were considen;cl to be exclusive Burt Lake events, or were sponsored by a group rather 
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than an individual (Otto 2003). In the 1950's and 1960's, the traditional ghost suppers and other 
seasonal celebrations were very small and involved mostly residents of Indian Road and a few 
people from the region who were able to drive to Burt Lake (Massey 7114/2003; Kiogama 
7115/2003). By the late 1960's, the first generation born after WWII in urban areas, was entering 
adulthood and a second generation of descendants was being born there. Documents do not 
show that this second generation has personal experience in the traditional area, which has 
become a symbol )ftheir Indian heritage rather than a location where they have many varying 
and significant p(~rsonal experiences. 

As is often the case in general, once the Indian residents ofIndian Road migrated from that rural 
area and moved to "downstate" cities, marriages to non-Indians began to outnumber marriages to 
Indians Even marriages to other Indians in urban areas sometimes wedded Burt Lake 
individuals to members of Po taw at omi, Huron, or other Indian tribes that were not part of the 
Ottawa and Chipp'~wa regional system of marriages, in which their ancestors participated 
traditionally (Kiog ama 7/2112003). These kinds of random, not patterned, marriages between 
individual Indians; rather than Indian populations, would not be evidence acceptable to 
demonstrate community under the regulations, which require exogamous marriages to be 
"culturally required, patterned out-marriages with other Indian populations." Nevertheless, even 
after 1941, marriage to other Indians from the region continued for the part of the petitioner 
descending from Indian Village at Burt Lake. When combined with the existing marriages in the 
community, the fiFe of patterned marriages remained predominant as recently as 1959, for this 
portion of the petitioner. After 1960, such patterned out-marriage dropped precipitously and old 
people in such malTiages died, so that the total number of individuals in these patterned out
marriages no longer characterized the descendants ofIndian Village. 

Oral histories indicate that the geographical location ofIndian Road and of St. Mary's Church 
and cemetery is the symbolic center of the BLB for its members who descend from BLB. Even 
as the settlement's population dipped to a handful of people, the rest of the membership 
continued to view~hi8 location as their social core or home. The petitioner needs to describe the 
connections among people and families who migrated away from Burt Lake to cities, who live in 
regional centers such as Petoskey, and who remain near Indian Road. Individuals who lived on 
Indian Road during the 1950's and 1960's and individuals who lived in downstate urban areas 
both reported that urbanites rarely visited Indian Road after they migrated. Urban residents said 
in interviews that the expense prohibited more than two or three visits a year. If a grandparent 
remained at Indian Road, then grandchildren claimed they visited them. However, the death 
records indicate that even elderly individuals had moved in their seventies and eighties to urban 
areas or regional centers such as Petoskey. The petitioner should submit more documentation 
about the relationships among the urban, regional, and Indian Road residents. 

OF A staff found out in interviews in 2003 that some individuals from Indian Road knew each 
other well. These interviews and other evidence identified a social core, composed of many 
people, who appeal' to have grown up at or near Burt Lake, married other Indians, moved as 
young adults to otrer locales in Emmet and Cheboygan Counties, and remained in contact over 
years. However, the petitioner did not submit information about their continuing contacts within 
a distinct Burt Lakl~ social system during this period. The petitioner submitted sign-in sheets for 
ghost suppers held at Irene Massey's home near Indian Road in the 1980' s and early 1990' sand 
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oral histories about these suppers. This evidence shows social interactions of a group ofIndian 
people much larW~f than the part of the petitioner descending from Indian Village on Burt Lake. 
This larger groupmg bears more resemblance to the group of people still involved in the regional 
marriage system and living in neighboring communities than it bears resemblance to the 
membership oft,he petitioner. 

Urban migrants from Indian Road families denied that they routinely socialized with other Burt 
Lake individuals, who were not close family members, but were also living in cities where they 
lived. People could not describe distinct events for the petitioner's members in cities. There 
were no regular dinner spots, church services, annual picnics, Christmas celebrations, cultural 
classes, or any oth er types of activities or events, which brought together a distinct grouping of 
Indian Village descendants living in urban areas. Nor was an individual named who hosted large 
gatherings at home. They reported instead that they continued to socialize with other Indians, 
particularly in the 1940's, 1950's, and 1960's in Indian neighborhoods, where there were social 
institutions catering primarily to Indians who lived in Lansing and Grand Rapids, but came from 
throughout the State. By the late 1960's and 1970's, they reported that they less frequently 
participated in this kind of socializing, especially if their spouses were non-Indian. 

St. Mary's Church continued to be an important institution for the area, and the records 
demonstrate that the residents of Indian Road utilized this institution. The burial of a soldier 
killed in World War II who grew up in Topinabee provides evidence that Indian individuals 
living in nearby communities continued to use the cemetery in the 1940' s. However, as time 
passed, fewer burinls, baptisms, and weddings were performed at St. Mary's, as people attended 
local parishes where: they lived in urban areas, regional centers, or even Pellston. 

The Catholic Church at Pellston had taken over St. Mary's Church by the 1960's, and the priest 
there served St. Ma.ry's as well. St. Mary's Church no longer had a separate "missionary priest." 
By the 1960' s, the few children left in the area took confirmation classes at Pellston or Holy 
Family School in Ha.rbor Springs, rather than in separate classes at St. Mary's. It is not clear 
when the priests no longer celebrated Masses year-round at St. Mary's or when summer 
vacationers first att ~JI1ded services there. While the cemetery remained symbolically important to 
many Burt Lake individuals, in fact, many individuals who died after 1938 were not buried there, 
as documented by comparing lists ofSt. Mary's burials to the death dates of members. 

In the 1970's, Margan~t Martell became the senior coordinator at the Lansing Indian Center, The 
State of Michigan nIn.eled urban Indian centers in Lansing, Detroit, and Grand Rapids to serve 
the social and economic needs of urban Indians. According to oral history, these centers directed 
activities at Indians in general and did not organize events for a specific band. An unknown 
number of Burt Lake descendants frequented the programs offered in Lansing. Margaret Martell 
used the center to hold meetings about Burt Lake land claims beginning in 1977. She denied that 
these meetings were only for Burt Lake people, but added, "they were the ones interested" 
(Martell 7/23/2003> 

The Descendants oj John Vincent 
There is no evidenCE: that the descendants of John Vincent were interacting with descendants of 
Indian Village, exceJt in a few random meetings on commercial fishing boats or lumber camps. 
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In the 1970's, Vincents, who were commercial fishermen, faced the loss of their livelihoods 
when litigation established tribally managed commercial fishing in the areas where their families 
had fished for ger.erations. OF A staff collected some materials concerning their activities 
associated with US. v. Michigan, and its aftermath. There is no evidence that Vincent's 
descendants became involved in the non-tribal Indians' attempts of off-reservation Indian 
descendants to pa1icipate in treaty fishing. However, a few, who are close relatives of two 
chairmen of the petitioner after 1984, fished as part ofthe fishery managed by Sault Ste. Marie 
for one or two years in 1978-1980 and may have been considered to be members of that tribe at 
the time. This evidence, however, does not indicate that the Vincent families in the current 
petitioner were, a~; a group, part of an Indian entity. One of these chairmen was president of the 
non-treaty commercial fisherman's association, a group advocating for fishermen without special 
Indian rights or claims, to continue non-treaty fishing. 

During the 1950' s the father of Donald Moore (chairman of the petitioner from 1984-1987 and a 
descendant of John B. Vincent) worked in a lumber camp on the Upper Peninsula with a non
Indian man married to a descendant of Indian Village on Burt Lake. Donald Moore believes that 
his childhood experitmces were very similar to those of Michigan Indians, with whom he has 
always felt an affmity. He recounts that his great aunt fished with people at Bay Mills and they 
knew and respected her. He also stated that his own relatives and non-Indians denied that he was 
Indian when he so identified in school. In the late 1970' s and early 1980' s, he crewed on a non
Indian commercial fisherman's boat in Lake Huron with Burt Lake Indians, including David 
Massey and Roy Parkey. These random social interactions in the workplace are the only 
evidence the petitiont~r presents linking Vincent's descendants to Burt Lake before 1984. They 
did not occur within the context of any Indian community or within the petitioner's community, 
specifically. The named individuals did not fish or log together because they were members of 
the same Indian community, and they did not do so year after year throughout their lives. 
Individuals may interact as individuals, and may even descend from a distant Indian ancestor 
from the same historical tribe. If the interaction is not based on membership in the same Indian 
community and pali of a life-long pattern of social interactions, it does not demonstrate that the 
individuals are SOCially connected in an Indian community. In addition, symbolic affinity for 
Indians, no matter how sincere or genuine, is not evidence for this criterion. 

Conclusions for 1939 to 1977 

In the 1940' sand 1950' s, young workers moved to urban areas and regional centers, where they 
sometimes married Indians who were not Ottawa and Chippewa participants in the traditional 
marriage network and non-Indians. These migrants interacted with other Indians who were not 
necessarily from BUl1 Lake. Only a few older people continued to live at Indian Road. They 
socialized with each other and other Indians from the region 

In the 1960's, even St Mary's Church was no longer served by a "missionary priest," and 
catechism classes f()r the children remaining there were held at Pellston. At some point, the 
church closed in winter. People descending from Indian Village on Burt Lake attended urban 
parishes where they lived, and they were buried there. Primarily only very old people, such as 
the people named on the 1920 census, were buried at St. Mary's. Even though many 
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descendants of Indian Village continued to view Indian Road and Indian Village as the 
geographical fOCl.S of their Indian identity, the connection of most young people, whose parents 
had left Indian Road before 1950, to Burt Lake was primarily symbolic. Urban residents visited 
sporadically and the traditional activities such as the ghost suppers were small and catered 
primarily to the "local" Burt Lake residents. However, people who grew up in the settlement 
before 1938 remained in contact, shared information, and periodically interacted. Evidence for 
high rates of marriage within a regional system ofIndian marriages, however, continued to 1959. 
Earlier marriages still connected the Indian Road families. This evidence of marriage, combined 
with other evidenee that people continued to interact informally and to communicate, and the 
fact that a small social core remained on Indian Road, is good evidence of community until as 
late as 1960. However, the petitioner should consider submitting further documentation to link 
migrants and their children to a Burt Lake community and to strengthen this evidence by 
showing actual so:;ial interactions. The petitioner submitted little if any evidence, including oral 
history, about soci al interactions of this part of the petitioner from 1960 until 1977. As in all 
periods, this portion of the petitioner must be linked to the portion of the petitioner composed of 
Vincent descendants in order to meet criterion (b). 

The descendants of John Vincent were not part of the Indian Road settlement at any time 
between 1941 and J 977, and their oral history evidence consists only of anecdotal incidents of 
two of Vincent's descendants randomly meeting two or three descendants ofIndian Village on 
Burt Lake in the v .. orkplace and not as part of an Indian community. 

The evidence does not demonstrate that the BLB and the descendants of John B. Vincent formed 
a single community, or that they formed two separate Indian communities that amalgamated 
between 1941 and 1977. Therefore, the petitioner, as currently composed, does not meet this 
criterion at any tilr e between 1941 and 1977. 

1978 - Present 

The organizational activities of Margaret Martell after 1977 brought some descendants ofIndian 
Village into regular contact in social activities organized by the petitioner. Although the 
petitioner submitted no mailing lists, membership lists, or other types of lists to indicate 
membership before 1994, names appearing on sign-in sheets at meetings, in the BLB newsletter, 
correspondence, and other documents can be used to determine to some extent who was 
participating in the petitioner's activities. The sign-in sheets at family organized ghost suppers 
held by Irene Mass ~y at her Indian Road home from 1982 to 1994 indicates who was 
participating in the~;{~ important informal events, not specifically sponsored by the petitioner. 
Only a small percentage of people attending the ghost suppers attended BLB activities and vice 
versa. 

Residence, not membership in BLB, was a powerful predictor of who attended Irene Massey's 
annual ghost suppers in late October. The sign-in sheets from these ghost suppers between 1982 
and 1994 showed tbat 377 different people attended at least one supper (Massey 1982-1994). 
Almost all attendee:; resided in communities in Cheboygan and Emmet Counties. People living 
in downstate cities generally did not attend. Available documents concerning the activities of the 
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petitioner never named the majority of individuals who attended a ghost supper. OF A could not 
identify almost two-thirds of the people signing in at these suppers as part of the petitioner 
because they were not on any membership list submitted by the petitioner, were not named in the 
petition's documents, including newsletters, or meeting sign-in sheets. 

Only 12 percent (46 of377) of the ghost supper attendees had ever signed in at a BLB meeting 
(Petitioner 1980-1984). People most involved in the petitioner's organization in Lansing were 
highly unlikely to attend Massey's ghost suppers. Only those, such as Irene Howard, Gary 
Shawa, and Loretta Parkey, who had homes or close family members still living near Burt Lake 
attended the ghosl suppers. Someone knowledgeable about the nicknames and married names of 
individuals attending the ghost suppers may be able to demonstrate more overlap between the 
ghost supper guests and the people documented at the petitioner's meetings. 

The two-thirds of the guests at ghost suppers, who OF A could not identify, often had the same 
surnames as those found in the BLB membership and their genealogies. Such surnames included 
Brown, Gibson, Gasco, Honson, Keshik, Kiogima, Massey, and Miller. Many other surnames 
appeared to be of' 'Indian" derivation. The attendance at the ghost suppers seems to reflect a 
regional Indian so:;ial network rather than the membership of the BLB. The petitioner's 
members rarely disltinguished between events aimed specifically at other members of the 
petitioner, at any Indians from the region, or at descendants ofIndian Village, whether or not 
they belong to the petitioner. 

The petitioner did not submit information about Massey's suppers that demonstrated that other 
BLB members had a role in organizing and hosting these suppers. Interviews and discussions 
between Irene Ma:;sey' s children and the OF A anthropologist in 2003 indicated that Irene 
Massey hosted these suppers only with help from very close relatives and that neither the 
petitioner nor members beyond her immediate family were involved other than as guests 
(Massey 7114/20(1]; Massey 7112/2003; Parkey 711712003). Since Irene Massey's death in 
1992, her family Ins held these suppers only sporadically. 

The ghost supper sign-in sheets are valuable data showing that Indian Village descendants who 
lived in the Cheboygan and Emmet County region continued to interact widely with other 
Ottawa and Chippewa. It illustrates a regional social system that included descendants ofIndian 
Village on Burt Lake and people from other Ottawa and Chippewa communities who heard 
about the suppers hy word of mouth. These data do not demonstrate that the descendants of 
Indian Village on Burt Lake residing in downstate urban areas generally attended. Many urban 
residents had knowledge of ghost suppers and claimed to have attended them, but the available 
data rarely show trem doing so. 

The individuals who signed in at the Burt Lake band meetings in the early 1980' s descend from 
individuals whom rhe initial organizer, Margaret Martell, knew as a child in the 1920's when she 
lived with her family on Indian Road. In 1977, she apparently recruited her own family, her 
Martell in-laws, including the GriswoldlMartells who have no descent from the Cheboygan band 
annuitants, and the;;e people's children, in-laws, and parents. Also included were individuals 
who still lived on Indian Road, such as Loretta Parkey, and her family. 
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In 1984, Donald Moore, a descendant of John Vincent, appeared in the record for the first time 
associating with BLB descendants, and he quickly became chairman of the BLB. Margaret 
Martell did not know him, but she vetted his documents and, based on them, backed his joining 
the group. Until this time, people joined because they were known to be part of or descended 
from the community located on Indian Road around 1920. They did not need records to prove 
their connection because people knew one another or at least knew their parents. 

It appears that Donald Moore's relatives began to enroll in 1985 and 1986, but the petitioner 
submitted no documents showing that more than ten Vincent descendants ever attended a 
BLB-sponsored rr.eeting or event at any time. Members associated with the petitioner's 
organization since 1980 did not know these people, and there was some unhappiness about their 
presence (ShananLquet 7/1812003; Teuthorn 7118/2003; Moore 7/1812003). By 1992, a group of 
people, mostly from Cheboygan and Emmet Counties and including the Indian Road residents, 
became so disgrurtled with the Vincents, they attempted to recall them from board membership 
and, failing that, to set up a second BLB organization without them. Probably before and certain 
nly after LTBB was recognized by Congress, a large number ofBLB members enrolled there. 
By 2003, the groUJ still involved in BLB activities consisted of the families of the paid 
employees of the petitioner, some of the long-term members who had invested much in the 
organization, such as Margaret Martell's relatives, and the descendants of John Vincent. There 
was some indication in 2003 that descendants ofIndian Village on Burt Lake were continuing to 
drop their enrollments in the petitioner and join LTBB or planned to do so in the future 
(Massey 7114/200::; Kiogama 7/2112003). 

BLB monthly and annual meetings commonly include a social event following business. 
Significantly, individuals who have relinquished their membership and joined LTBB attend these 
events. The OF A anthropologist found that former members of the petitioner who enrolled at 
LTBB were very informed about events going on in the BLB organization and vice versa. 
Individuals also kept current about the personal affairs of people descending from Indian Road in 
memberships ofbc,th entities, indicating that communication and socializing continues to be 
common among the descendants ofIndian Village, particularly among those who reside upstate 
or have relatives employed in the organization. 

The Descendants of John B. Vincent 

The petitioner has not submitted evidence to demonstrate that significant numbers of the 
descendants of Joh 1 B. Vincent have actually participated in any activities of the petitioner after 
1985 even though it appears that they began enrolling in significant numbers around this time. 
The names of very Dew Vincent descendants appeared in the record attending any formal event 
sponsored by the petitioner or any informal social occasions attended by the descendants of 
Indian Village on Burt Lake. The petitioner submitted sign-in sheets from ghost suppers held by 
the family of Indian Road resident Irene Massey for the period after 1985, and no descendants of 
John Vincent signej these sheets. The petitioner did not submit sign-in sheets from meetings, 
which included pot-luck dinners or any other social event. They submitted sign-in sheets from a 
few funerals for de~;cendants of Indian Village, but none of Vincent's descendants appeared on 
those sheets. Photcgraphs from such pot-luck dinners were submitted but few Vincent 
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descendants were identified in them. Conversely, in one photograph taken at a family reunion in 
1986, only Vincent's descendants attended. People descending from Indian Village on Burt 
Lake denied in iO':(~rviews in 2003 that they knew Vincent's descendants before Donald Moore 
became the group's chairman in 1985. They also maintained that they did not know any ofJohn 
Vincent's descendants other than the handful that served on the group's board of directors after 
1985. 

The petitioner did not submit, and OF A has not located, documentation concerning significant 
social interaction involving significant portions of the two distinct groupings in the petitioner at 
any time, including at present. The regulations require that the petitioner demonstrate it is a 
distinct Indian community. The evidence does not demonstrate that the BLB and the 
descendants of John B. Vincent formed a single community, or that they formed two separate 
Indian communiti,~s that amalgamated at any time after 1977. Therefore, the petitioner, as 
currently composE:d, does not meet this criterion at any time after 1977. Thus, the petitioner, as 
it is currently composed, does not meet criterion (b) at present. 

Conclusions for C rilerion (b) 

Some families and individuals who had moved from Burt Township in the 1800's at first 
maintained close kin ties to Indian Road because their parents and siblings continued living there. 
However, after several generations marrying spouses from Indian entities other than Burt Lake, 
many of their descendants began to identify and associate primarily with those other Indian 
communities and rot with Burt Lake. Other families, such as Peter Shawanasige's (Shenoskey) 
or Edmund Parkey's, have maintained high degrees of attachment to Burt Lake even though they 
have married into other Indian communities. Several of each man's children remained living on 
Indian Road to the present and apparently provided a social anchor for his descendants. Thus, 
traditional social processes resulting from band exogamy, change of residence at successive 
marriages, and increasingly, bilateral kin reckoning means that determining the historical 
composition of the Indian Road community between 1917 and 1977, or of the band itself, is 
extremely difficult for any specific year or decade because individuals' associations change 
during their lives. Not until recently have individuals been asked to declare a single band 
allegiance, and then only for Federal purposes such as acknowledgment. The recognition of 
LTBB incorporated, into one regional entity, several historical local settlements, which evolved 
from the same mid-19th century treaties and were part of the regional system of marriage and 
kinship, in which Burt Lake participated historically. The historical Burt Lake band, including 
the portion of that band which evolved from Indian Village on Burt Lake on Indian Road, not 
necessarily the current petitioner, appears to be one of these entities. 

The Federal census and State and County land records indicate the existence of an exclusive 
Indian settlement at Indian Road until at least 1938. However, before then a demographic 
movement of individuals, couples, and families out of the settlement began, as long time 
residents sought wcrk in the lumber camps and resorts on the Upper Peninsula or in industry in 
downstate communities. This labor migration brought about permanent residential separation 
from Burt Lake. In 1940, virtually every family was affected by out-migration, as people left to 
work in war-related industries in Grand Rapids, Lansing, and Detroit. Soon after 1940, and 
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certainly by 1950, when the "post-war baby boom" began in earnest, more and more people 
raised at Burt LakE: or descended from Indian Road residents lived away from the settlement than 
lived in it, accordtng to records of birth. Furthermore, non-Indians moved to Indian Road and 
the surrounding ,eea. 

The petitioner submitted very little documentary evidence or comprehensive oral history 
describing a distinct community after 1938. OF A staff supplemented the oral histories in 2003. 
This evidence rev~.als little about the relationship between the migrants and the people remaining 
on Indian Road and virtually nothing about the social activities among Burt Lake migrants living 
in cites. Precedents require that actual interaction between migrants from their settlements or 
core communities and the social core (see Poarch Creek; Huron Potawatomi). Successful 
petitioners have bl~en able to do this by showing interactions in urban-based organizations and 
institutions of migrants, by showing interaction between migrants and the home community, or 
both. This petitioner did not attempt to address this issue. Some of the oral histories indicate 
that the generatior who grew up between 1940 and 1960 in cities and other Indian communities 
in the region identifi()d racially or ethnically as "Indian" and often interacted with other Indians 
in social cliques at school, in Indian Centers, social meeting places and neighborhoods. They 
also visited grandr,arents, aunts and uncles in Indian Road. When asked, they more specifically 
identified themselves as "Burt Lake Indians." However, the petitioner must present evidence of 
its activities to show actual interaction within a distinct social entity, the Burt Lake petitioner, 
rather than a general ethnic or racial grouping of individuals with North American Indian 
ancestry. 

The petitioner submitted oral history, which discusses informal socializing on Indian Road. The 
descriptions were amorphous, with attendees unnamed and lacking specific examples, so as 
to be minimally us~ful evidence for showing that the activities were distinct to the group of 
descendants ofInd tan Village at Burt Lake. People living in the region attended ghost suppers, 
dances, and social Jccasions at Indian Road into the 1950's and early 1960's, but these occasions 
included large num bers ofIndian people who had no kin connection to Burt Lake, Indian Road, 
or the 1870 annuit2Jlts. Even so, the descendants of John Vincent are not documented or 
remembered ever attending these rather open social activities on Indian Road during this period. 

The burials at St. Mary's Indian Church on Indian Road reflect the changing composition and 
associations of the :lescendants. While those who continued to live on Indian Road and nearby 
Topinabee were buried at the cemetery there to the present, many who moved to cities have been 
buried in downstate cemeteries, Indian Catholic church cemeteries in other settlements, or their 
parish church cemeteries, including the Catholic Church at nearby Pellston. No descendant of 
John Vincent was ever interred at St. Mary's cemetery at any time. 

Several points concerning the Indian Village descendants relate to the regulations. First, the 
descendants ofIndi ,lD Village living in Emmet and Cheboygan Counties are very involved in an 
Indian social network that includes all Ottawa and Chippewa Indians who live in the region. In 
this context, they sc-c:ialize often with other descendants ofIndian Village, whether or not they 
are members ofBL3 or ofLTBB. Second, the descendants of Indian Village living in downstate 
urban areas sometimes. socialize with other Indians who live in cities, but not necessarily with 
descendants of Indian Village who are not close family members. Third, the petitioner submitted 
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very little evidence that urban residents belonging to the petitioner socialized with BLB members 
living upstate, ev,~n though the OF A anthropologist noted in 2003 that both groups displayed a 
great amount of common knowledge about each other, which indicated that they continued to 
socialize. Finally, the descendants of John Vincent were not part of this social network at any 
time. 

There is signi fica1t c~vidence of geographical settlement to 1938, participation in a regional 
system of marriaf;e until 1960, informal social interaction until 1950, existence of a significant 
social institution at the mission church at St. Mary's until 1960, continued use ofIndian 
languages to 1910, for the part of the petitioner descending from Indian Village. However, 
because this evidence does not encompass Vincents and includes only a portion of the petitioner, 
it does not demonstrate that petitioner formed a distinct community to 1960. After 1977, the 
petitioner has submitted evidence, notably the ghost supper sign-in sheets, to show that 
individuals of the part of the petitioner descending from Indian Village continued to interact 
often with other Indians, including other descendants ofIndian Village. However, these 
interactions are n01 within a social group that is separate and distinct from a larger Indian society 
in Emmet and Cheboygan Counties. 

The high degree of personal knowledge individuals descending from Indian Village have of one 
another's activities, as displayed in interviews, strongly implies that many of them continue to 
communicate and interact with one another in significant ways. This applies to many 
descendants of Indian Village, whether BLB or LTBB has enrolled them and whether they live in 
the upstate counties or the downstate urban areas. However, the petitioner did not submit 
evidence to show that they interacted in a separate and distinct community, as opposed to a wider 
community of Ott lwa and Chippewa Indians living in Emmet and Cheboygan Counties, or a 
wider community composed of the descendants ofIndian Village, the majority of whom may 
belong to a recogr.iz~~d Indian tribe. It may be that so many people have relinquished BLB 
membership, the current petitioner, even without the descendants of John B. Vincent, is only a 
portion of the Bur: Lake entity that has been reviewed for earlier periods, the majority of which 
may be part ofLTBB, a recognized tribe. Finally, about one-half of the petitioner's members, 
those descending from John Vincent, are not involved, or do not socially interact with, the 
Cheboygan descendants or with the larger social grouping of Oltawa and Chippewa Indians now, 

and have not done so in the past. 

The petitioner does not meet criterion (b) before 1984, because the descendants of John B. 
Vincent, almost hc:Jf of the current membership, were not part of a Burt Lake Indian entity, or 
any other Indian en1.ity. The presence of the Vincent descendants, as well as the loss of many 
Burt Lake descendants to Little Traverse Bay Band, makes the petitioner a different entity than 
the one represented by the Cheboygan annuitants in 1870, the one centered at Indian Village on 
Burt Lake in 1900. and the one that evolved from Indian Village at Indian Road in the 20th 
century. Additionally, the petitioner did not submit evidence for an Indian community that 
includes Vincent descendants, which amalgamated with a Burt Lake entity historically. 

The petitioner doe:; not meet criterion (b) after 1984, the date of the first evidence of 
participation by John B. Vincent's descendants, because the petitioner did not demonstrate that 
his descendants s(),~ially interacted with the descendants of Indian Village on Burt Lake as part of 
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an Indian entity. They did not socialize, know one another, attend the same social functions, 
including funerals, potlucks after meetings, and parties, or socialize at informal social gatherings 
in representative numbers. Documents show only a small handful of Vincent's descendants as 
ever participating in a social event formally sponsored by the petitioner or informally held by 
Indian Village descendants without specific involvement of the petitioner's organization. Thus, 
no community at present includes a predominant portion of the petitioner's members, and only a 
very small number of people from that part of the petitioner that formed from Vincent's 
descendants, interacts socially with other members of the petitioner. 

For these reasons, the petitioner does not meet criterion (b) at any time. 
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83.7(c) 

Criterion (c) 

The petitioner has maintained political influence or 
authority over its members as an autonomous entity from 
historical times until the present. 

Almost half of the petitioner's members descend from a portion of the historical Cheboygan 
band, which, after 1900, formed an exclusively Indian settlement at Burt Lake, and almost half 
descend from Jobn B. Vincent (1816-1903), who was never documented as part of that historical 
band or as a resident of that settlement. Conclusions about the exercise of political influence 
within an "autonomous entity" as the regulations require must consider the political relationships 
of ancestors ofth~se two groups of descendants comprising the petitioner's current membership. 
There is no evidelce in the record for this petition of any interactions, whether political or not, 
between Indian V illage descendants and Vincent's descendants as part of any entity prior to 
1984. Therefore, there is no evidence for the exercise of political influence in an entity 
composed of both groups of descendants before 1984. Also, there is no evidence that Vincent's 
descendants were part of another Indian entity that exercised political influence and later 
amalgamated with Burt Lake. The petitioner does not meet criterion (c) before 1984. 

Acknowledgment precedent accepts that group political influence and authority were maintained 
within historical Indian villages (see 83.7 (c )(3)). Various sources have described an Indian 
village as existing on the shore of Burt Lake at least from the Treaty of 1836 until the burnout of 
1900. Non-Indian contemporaries noted the existence of this Indian village. Soon after the 
burnout, a Cheboygan newspaper referred to the "Indian village" that had been located on Burt 
Lake (Cheboygan Democrat 10/2011900, 12/22/1900; see also Brady 211911917). Governor 
Pingree said in 190 l that the Indians at the Burt Lake village had been "living together almost 
the same as ifin trbal relations" (Pingree 1/9/1901,272). Former residents also referred to this 
village in later recollections (Cabenaw 1914; Shananquet 5/1011957). The geographical 
evidence for this s(:ttlement makes it likely that its Indian residents exercised political influence 
in a historicallndiul village prior to October 1900. 

The available documentation and oral history interviews provide no evidence that John B. 
Vincent or his descendants were part of the traditional village on Burt Lake prior to 1900, or that 
they participated in any political activities with any Burt Lake Indian group or any Burt Lake 
Indian descendants. or any other Indian group before 1900. According to the available evidence, 
the only group activities or leadership role attributed to John B. Vincent during his lifetime were 
his participation in settling the town of Cheboygan in 1846 (Ware 1876,15,17; Cheboygan 
Democrat 9/20/19(2), assisting town residents during an outbreak of smallpox "in the old days" 
(Cheboygan Democrat 5/811897), becoming a charter member of the Cheboygan post of the 
Grand Army of the Republic veterans' organization in 1884 (GAR 1884), and helping form a 
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Pioneer's Society in the town of Cheboygan in 1894 (Cheboygan Democrat 112011894). 
Vincent's obituary attributed some leadership to him, describing him as "a history maker for 
Cheboygan" (Cheboygan Democrat 211411903b), but characterized him as having acted on 
behalf of a town rather than any Indian group. 

The petitioner attempts to provide evidence of political leadership and influence on the part of 
individual leaden: named before 1977. Generally, this evidence is not successful in 
demonstrating that a Burt Lake entity, as it existed in the past, exerted political influence over its 
members. The problem is that the evidence does not describe the group, or "followers," behind 
these purported leaders and the bilateral political relationship between individual leaders and 
followers. Leaders sway followers and followers influence leaders in bilateral political 
processes. The regulations, as applied in numerous findings, require a showing of such bilateral 
political activity (See Miami Nation, San Juan Southern Piute Tribe, Mohegan Tribe, Cowlitz 
Tribe, Snoqualmie Tribe, etc.). The petitioner submitted no evidence to demonstrate the Burt 
Lake community's political processes in making decisions, resolving conflicts, promoting the 
general welfare, f:1aintaining order within the community, organizing work details at their 
church, influencing missionary priests, dealing with various levels of governments or regional 
Indian groups, and similar actions. 

The regulations rEquire neither formal organization nor principal political leaders to demonstrate 
that a group main1 ained political influence over its members. Individual leaders may not have 
been a feature of the political organization of Burt Lake before 1938. Oral histories collected 
from eyewitnesse:; born into the Indian Road community in the 1920's and 1930's recount that 
household heads, Jr"the men," met in homes where they discussed unknown matters of 
importance to the Indian Road settlement before 1938, and as late as the 1950' s. Evidence may 
demonstrate that this "gathering" of men exerted political influence and authority and made 
decisions, and tha:: the group's members influenced the leaders in turn. If so, then analysis of its 
political processe5 may be a key to demonstrating how the community influenced or rejected as 
leaders individual:;, such as Enos Cabinaw and Albert Shananquet, who pursued claims, Peter 
Paul Shenoskey, who became involved in Indian Reorganization Act (IRA) activities, John 
Parkey ofMichigart Indian Defense Association (MIDA), Jonas Shawanesse, who met with the 
Governor, or Robert Dominic ofNMOA. The petitioner may consider submitting evidence of 
opposition to or Sl pport of these persons' activities by a group associated with Indian Road. If 
actually demonstrated, such supports or denials could represent political authority, if the 
petitioner could show that opposition factions, ad hoc committees, or informal subgroups acted 
within a common political system. The members of the women's altar society at St. Mary's 
Church may have Jrovided significant influence and leadership in welfare matters, including 
child rearing, chilcc:are, health, morality, education, drug addiction, and similar "domestic" 
issues (See Match-e-be-nash-she-wish Band; Mohegan Tribe). Sometimes, women influence 
men's political behavior, and one person interviewed claimed this in fact occurred at Burt Lake 
in the past (Martel 7/23/2003). However, even if the petitioner produced this evidence, it may 
not pertain to the ~etitioner, as currently composed. 

Two outside observers described the leadership of a Burt Lake band in 1908 and 1909 as 
collective leadership. Horace Durant, in his 1908 field notes, referred to the "chiefs of the Burt 
Lake band ofTrav,~rse Indians" and the "Cheboygan chiefs" (Durant 1908, p. 31, no. 28, 32). A 
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Cheboygan newspaper, in 1909, referred to "the principal men of the Burt Lake Indians" 
(Cheboygan Democrat 5/2111909). Neither Durant nor the newspaper identified these leaders. 
In this context, Durant appears to have used the term "chiefs" as synonymous with "elders." It is 
unclear whether Durant's reference to a band of the "Traverse Indians" meant that he considered 
such a band to bE politically part of a Little Traverse confederation. 

Claims to individual leadership of a Cheboygan or Burt Lake band were made by Enos Cabenaw 
between 1914 and 1916. Cabenaw, 64 in 1914, described himself in an affidavit for use in the 
McGinn litigation as "the Chief Counselor and Official of the Cheboygan band of Indians living 
near Burt Lake" (Cabenaw 1914). He stated that he had "held the position of leading officer for 
about 4 years," or since about 1910. In other correspondence, he also described himself as 
"acting Chief for our Tribe" and as the "Chief Cheboygan Indians" (Cabenaw 2/4/1914, 
3/211914, 12/23/1914; see also Cabenaw 2/3/1915,8/29/1916). 

The available record contains two examples of political activity by Burt Lake Indians, or 
political conflict among them, between 1900 and 1917. In 1909, a local newspaper reported on 
the circulation of a petition to divide the State lands on Mullett Lake, presumably so that the 
lands could be he d as individual plots. A conflict between "the discontented half breeds in the 
tribe over there" [Mullett Lake], who had prepared the petition, and "the principal men of the 
Burt Lake Indiam," who "refused to have any part in the deal," was implied by the newspaper 
(Cheboygan Democrat 5/2111909). In 1911, that newspaper described nightly meetings in Indian 
homes at west Burt Lake and reported that the Indians at Mullett Lake had been recruited to 
attend (Cheboyga.'1 Democrat 211 711911). The featured speaker at these meetings about the 
Indians' claim to iand at Burt Lake was a visiting Indian from St. Louis who claimed to be a 
lawyer acting independently to inquire into Indian grievances (Strongheart 1911). The 
newspaper said that a result of these meetings was that the Indians "appointed a chief, president, 
secretary, treasurer and committee to go ahead and do things," but that "the whole thing dropped 
... " (Cheboygan /)emocrat 211711911). No available evidence identifies any officers chosen in 
1911 

No evidence in the available record describes or implies any role by any political leaders or 
members of a Bun Lake or Cheboygan band in persuading the United States Attorney to file a 
lawsuit against John McGinn to obtain the return of the State trust lands at Burt Lake. During 
the McGinn litigation, both Albert Shananquet and Enos Cabenaw wrote to Federal officials 
seeking informatie,n about the progress of the case. The available evidence shows that Federal 
officials replied to these letters from Cabenaw and Shananquet, but did not initiate any 
consultation with either man. Federal officials addressed their letters to Cabenaw and 
Shananquet as individual citizens, not as tribal leaders, and used no titles that would have 
suggested they Wc-(! considered to be leaders of the band about which they inquired. Shananquet 
resided at Mullett~ake at the time, so it is possible that he and Cabenaw, who held a homestead 
at Burt Lake, COITcsponded on behalf of different geographical settlements. Cabenaw claimed to 
be the band's leader, while Shananquet did not. Cabenaw claimed that he promptly informed 
"members of the tribe" of any information he received from the Indian Office or U.S. Attorney 
(Cabenaw 12/23/1914), but the available evidence includes no examples showing to whom 
Cabenaw reported this information. 
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Thus, the documentation submitted by the petitioner is limited as evidence because it does not 
describe possiblE: political relationships between each man and a group of followers and between 
them as possible leaders of a single Burt Lake entity. For this evidence to be accepted as 
leadership in a BUl1 Lake entity, evidence would be required showing not only that the Burt Lake 
group was knowledgeable about their activities and approved of them, but also that these men's 
actions actually represented the Burt Lake settlement and not some other larger or smaller entity. 
Examples of evic!ence from the 1910' s that require further explanation include some of Albert 
Shananquet's letters, which were also signed or marked by other Burt Lake descendants, and all 
of Enos Cabenaw's letters, which were signed only by himself. 

The evidence the petitioner presented of political activity between 1917 and 1934 deals with the 
lobbying efforts between 1918 and 1924 of Albert Shananquet. During this period, Shananquet, 
who was in his early 50' s, represented himself as an attorney for the "Ottawa and Chippewa 
Indians ofMichi§;an" and sought to obtain a Congressional act that would order the payment of 
an alleged balanc·~ left in a judgment fund due these Indians under a Court of Claims decision. 
The bill required :t payment directly to Shananquet and another man in their roles as attorneys 
and delegates (D. S. Senate 1921). Acting as attorney, Shananquet called a "General Meeting of 
the Ottawa and Ci1lppewa Indians" to explain the status of this claims bill (Shananquet 
911211922), The meeting notice referred to the "Committeemen of Various bands," but the 
available evidence does not show who these committeemen were, whether any represented a 
Burt Lake band, or what political activities they may have undertaken. Also ambiguous was a 
letter Shananquet wrote about the Senate hearing on his bill that asked the recipient to "let the 
rest of the boys know of the hearing I had" (Shananquet [1922]). The available evidence shows 
that Shananquet 'Nas acting on behalf of an entity of Indian descendants that was much larger 
than one band, and does not show that he was acting as a band leader in these lobbying efforts. 

Shananquet particpated in the creation of the Michigan Indian Organization (MIO) in 1923. He 
sent a copy of the constitution and by-laws of the new organization to the Commissioner of 
Indian Affairs (Sh,:manquet 3/26/1923). The Indian Office reply informed Shananquet that it 
"must decline to recognize any authority in you to transact business for any tribe ofIndians in 
Michigan," adding that the papers he had submitted "do not show what particular tribe you claim 
to represent. , ." (BIA 4/12/1923a). The available documentation contains no evidence of 
lobbying for claims or any activities of the MIO after 1924. The petitioner submitted several 
handwritten sheets 1hat apparently record dues payments in the MIO. One page header indicated 
that the organization's headquarters was in Long Point, which was Shananquet' s home during 
the 1920's and he is named as "President" on the facing page. Under his name on the facing 
page was written "Burt Lake band Indians/Michigan Indian Organization," indicating the 
probable existence of a band level organization within MIO (MIO 1923-1924). A "membership 
cards and donors" : ist names 44 persons, 40 of whom were associated with the Indian Road 
settlement in 1920. Enos Cabenaw, who claimed during the 1910' s to be leader, appears with his 
wife Mary on the list. The officers of the Burt Lake band in Brutus appear to be Enos 
Cabenaw's son "Luceus" Cabenaw as Chairman, Peter Shawanasige (Shenoskey) as Secretary, 
and Joseph Parkey as Treasurer (MIO 1923-1924). The available evidence, however, does not 
show what activities this Burt Lake band of the MIO may have undertaken. 
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In late 1923, Shananquet also pursued a claim for the lost lands ofIndian Village (Shananquet 
11/22/1923). A ktter written of his behalf to raise funds said that he had three lawyers helping 
him (Anonymous 12/1911923). An attorney sent the Department of the Interior a memorandum 
on the issue of"tbe title of Sheboygan Band ofIndians" to lands in Michigan and, apparently 
accompanied by Shananquet, had a personal meeting with the Assistant Secretary of the Interior 
(Ballinger 12/21/1923; Interior 12/26/1923). The Commissioner ofIndian Affairs declined to 
pursue the issue blecause of the result of the McGinn litigation (BIA 1/5/1924; see also Interior 
3126/1924). Historical notes from the anonymous "private collection" submitted by the 
petitioner state tt at the "Burt Lake claim was dropped" due to the "agitation of the Indians" and 
"the bickering and poison pen letters [that] originated at Indian level ... " ("Shawandose Papers" 
n.d.). If this "agitation" refers to Burt Lake, then Shananquet's dropping the activity may show 
members' influer c:e on him or others. A newspaper profile of Shananquet said in 1958 that he 
had to abandon h s lobbying in Washington, which other evidence indicates occurred in 1924, 
because "the Indi ws were disputing among themselves over individual properties" (Straitsland 
Resorter 1958) 

In March 1935, a Cheboygan newspaper referred to John Parkey, whose age was about 34 at the 
time, as the "chief of the Indian Village located in Burt Township on the west shore of Burt 
Lake" (Cheboyga'1 Daily Tribune 3/13/1935). He appeared on Burt Lake census sheets during 
his life (191 0, 19~,O, 1930) and is remembered in oral histories as closely associated with Indian 
Road. His father's name appears as treasurer on the 1923 list of membership cards and donors 
discussed above, In May 1935, a newspaper referred to him as "Chief John Parkey of the 
Michigan Indian Defense Assn." (Cheboygan Daily Tribune 5/2/1935). The Michigan Indian 
Defense Associati)n (MIDA) was a regional group of Indians that was incorporated in 1934. 
This account clarified that Parkey was a "chief' or the leader of a local council of MID A. This 
article did not expo icitly identify the MIDA council as a distinct Burt Lake unit. According to 
the newspaper, a local elected official held a meeting "in the Indian settlement at Burt Lake," and 
had arranged the nweting through Parkey. This meeting concerned building a recreation of an 
Indian village in the Burt Lake area to attract tourists. In the same month, when the Cheboygan 
newspaper reported that the MIDA was sponsoring a series of meetings throughout the State, it 
stated that the "Indians from Emmet, Charlevoix, and Cheboygan counties" would meet in 
Petoskey (Cheboypan Daily Tribune 5/7/1935). More evidence about Parkey's activities would 
clarify whether Parkey's MIDA unit was a Burt Lake local council. 

The petitioner claims that a Burt Lake group petitioned in 1935 for organization under the IRA 
that Congress passed in 1934. Fred Kishego and 40 other individuals submitted a petition stating 
that its signers wen~ "desirous of obtaining the benefits ... of the new Indian Reorganization 
Act" to the Commi:;sioner ofIndian Affairs on May 13, 1935 (Kishego et al. 5/13/1935). The 
IRA petition signer) referred to themselves as "members of the Ottawa and Chippewa Tribes," 
not as members of a specific band or residents of a specific locality. Most signers, that is some 
80 percent (n= 32), gave their addresses as Cheboygan County, the county where the Indian 
Road settlement is located. Another four individuals gave their address as Pellston, in Emmet 
County, which oral histories described as within walking distance of the north end of Indian 
Road. A family of four gave their address as the regional center, Petoskey, in Emmet County. 
Most of the IRA pet ition signers (32 of 41) were descendants of 1870 annuitants of the Burt 
Lake band, as descr bed by Durant in his field notes. The signers of the IRA petition were 
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predominantly P':!ter Shawanasige's (Shenoskey) family and relatives, his own in-laws, and his 
relatives' in-Iaw~,. 

The composition of the signers on the IRA petition reflects a process of on-going change in the 
composition ofl'-'orthern Ottawa and Chippewa communities. Peter Shawanasige's (Shenoskey) 
was a long time resident of the settlement on Indian Road and his children were raised there. By 
1930, his childnm have married into other communities and may have lived in those 
communities, ev{:n though they signed the petition from Cheboygan County. They signed this 
document, as have some of their spouses and in-laws. Thus, a change of residence from one 
Indian settlement to another by some of Peter Shawanasige's (Shenoskey) children was in 
process. Their nt:W attachments became more obvious between 1920, when his children lived in 
Burt Township, and 1994, when only some of his descendants, primarily the children and 
grandchildren of ,~host supper hostess Irene Massey and her siblings, appear on the petitioner's 
membership list. 

Peter Shawanasige's (Shenoskey) follow-up letter to the Commissioner, his role in notarizing the 
signatures, and the predominance of his kin among the signers implies that he played a 
leadership role in producing this IRA petition. With his family, he also appeared prominently on 
the 1923 dues register for MIO as the "secretary" of some sort of Burt Lake organization, but 
only eight of the 44 persons listed on the membership card and donors list also signed this IRA 
petition twelve years later. That very few individuals known to have been involved with a Burt 
Lake organization im 1923 also signed this petition sheds some doubt on the petitioner's position 
that both documents came from the same continuously existing entity. 

John Parkey, the "chief' of the local council of the MIDA at the same time, did not sign the IRA 
petition and played no documented role either in preparing the petition or a follow-up letter to 
the Commissioner by Shawanasige (Shenoskey). It would appear that the leaders ofthe IRA 
petitioning group a.nd the local council of the MIDA were not necessarily acting in harmony for a 
common group, and may not have recognized each other's claims to leadership. While it is 
possible that ance::tors of the petitioner disagreed on the issue of Federal Indian policy as 
contained in the IRA., the petitioner did not submit evidence, which is specific to the petitioner, 
about any disagreEments. Evidence available for political activity in the region shows that a split 
between pro-IRA and anti-IRA proponents, who included members of MID A, characterized the 
regional Indian population (see Grand Traverse Bay Band PF). If this split also extended to the 
Indian Road settlement, further documentation, discussion, and oral history pertaining to possible 
effects of this disp:Jte on the local Burt Lake Indians may provide evidence of political activity in 
the 1930's for the ~Joltion of the petitioner descending from Indian Village. Despite the 
Government's plans, it appears that Burt Lake individuals became involved in various aspects of 
these political issl!l:!s. 

One group of Indians supported attempts to obtain benefits under the IRA. However, these 
Indians appear uninformed as to how they should proceed, one time approaching the 
Government as a o)nsolidated grouping of Northern Ottawa or Ottawa and Chippewa, and in a 
follow-up letter signed by one man as a "Cheboygan band." Because the specific language of 
the IRA petition signed by Peter Shawanasige (Shenoskey), among others, was identical to that 
in other petitions submitted to the Indian Office (c.f, Shomin et al. 3/26/1935; Mastaw et al. 
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3/29/1935; Keway et ai. 5/1011935), it is clear that this IRA petitioning group did not develop its 
own statement. However, a month after he and other signers submitted the IRA petition, Peter 
Shawanasige (Ste:noskey) referenced a "Cheboygan band" and a "committee" of that grouping in 
a letter to the Co rnmissioner asking about their petition. No descendants of John Vincent signed 
this IRA petition and only 13 percent of the petitioner's current members descend from a petition 
signer. A higher percentage of 26 percent of members descending from Burt Lake descend from 
a petition signer. 

MIDA members in the region generally opposed any attempt to organize Indians into tribal 
organizations under the IRA, or make them "wards," whether on a local "village" or on a 
regional level. Ir:dlividuals, who signed other Ottawa and Chippewa IRA petitions with identical 
language expressl~d views at public meetings with BIA officials in 1935 that opposed to views 
expressed by prominent MTDA members. Newspaper accounts linked John Parkey to MIDA. 
During his life, John Parkey emphasized a "pan-Indian" approach and selling Indian crafts and 
culture to visiting tourists. The timing of John Parkey's publicized activities, coming the same 
week of the date of the IRA petition notarized by Shenoskey, points to the possible existence of 
two conflicting perspectives among the descendants of Indian Village, centered on Indian Road. 
The petitioner may consider submitting more evidence on this issue. 

The BIA did not attempt to organize the Indians who petitioned on May 13, 1935, but there is 
evidence that the BIA considered using the provisions of the IRA to acquire land and establish an 
Indian "colony" nl~ar Cross Village (BrA ca. 4/2711935; see also BIA 5/411935). A BIA map 
supporting that plan suggests that residents of the Indian Road settlement at Burt Lake would 
have been eligible for inclusion in the proposed Cross Village colony. The BIA ultimately 
decided that it lacked the resources to implement such plans (see BIA 1939, 5/2911940). If the 
BIA had received ldequate appropriations for land purchases and rehabilitation, however, it 
would not necessarily have organized groups based on the petitions it had received. It is also 
ambiguous whether several separate petitions using identical language but submitted separately 
on different dates !;ought to organize as one group or as separate groups. 

The examples the petitioner submitted of political influence during the 1940's concern two 
statewide organiza ~ions, MIDA formed in 1934, and the Northern Michigan Ottawa Association 
(NMOA), formed in 1948. According to the president of the NMOA, Robert Dominic of 
Petoskey, over 4,000 Indians became members ofNMOA by 1956. Cheboygan County was 
within Unit # 1 of the NMOA, which included the northern Lower Peninsula and the Little 
Traverse Bay area (Dominic 3115/1956). MIDA organized by geographical "units." It did not 
organize by local band affiliation. The available evidence indicates that NMOA did not contain 
a separate Burt Lake band unit, and the petitioner presented no evidence of separate activities 
exclusive to Burt Lake Indians as a group within NMOA. Oral histories recount that Burt Lake 
people living on Indian Road, in the surrounding region, and in downstate urban areas paid dues 
to NMOA in the 1950's and 1960's. The petitioner claims that the chairman of Unit # 6 of the 
NMOA in the late 1940's was a member of the petitioning group, Francis Shawa of Lansing 
(Petitioner [2001], :~5; Madison 2002,43). Documentation shows that Shawa was chairman of 
Unit # 6 in 1956 (Dominic 1956), but the petitioner does not attempt to show that any of his 
activities in Lansing were part of political activities of a distinct Burt Lake band rather than 
actions by individUClls, who were from various Ottawa and Chippewa communities, living in 
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Lansing. Marga:~et Martell indicated that the Lansing unit raised money for NMOA through 
bake sales, potludks, and other small-scale events. They sent the proceeds to the head ofNMOA, 
Robert Dominic. Oral history recounts that some Burt Lake individuals, disillusioned with 
NMOA and Dominic's leadership, dropped their memberships in the early 1970's, but there is no 
indication that a Burt Lake group withdrew together as a kind of political statement. 

A Cheboygan att::>rney wrote to the Governor of Michigan on behalf of Albert Shananquet, in 
1947, to state a complaint that a Petoskey company was cutting timber on land that the Governor 
allegedly held in trust to "the Cheboygan band ofIndians" (Cain 10/22/1947). A State 
investigation ofthiis timber trespass complaint determined that the company performing the 
timber cutting had acquired clear title to the former State trust lands at Burt Lake (MacDonald 
1112111947). The Attorney General concluded that the Cheboygan band no longer had any claim 
on the lands and that the governor had "no duties to perform as trustee for the Cheboygan band 
ofIndians" and "no power or authority to stop the timber cutting in question" (Black 511811948). 
The available documentary and oral history evidence does not provide evidence that any group 
activity led Shananquet to consult this Cheboygan attorney, or that any group responded to this 
legal opinion. Nc one interviewed in 2003 had any recollection of these events. 

The petitioner cIa rns that "The Band has had a long history of dealings with the Catholic 
Church," but documents do not contain evidence about the group dealings with the Catholic 
Church until the late 1980's (Branksy 9/911994). Especially before 1950, it may be more useful 
to determine how the Indians on Indian Road may have utilized St. Mary's Church as a political 
institution for their own internal group purposes, as other petitioners have done. Since virtually 
all residents on Indian Road may have been members of that church, it is possible that leaders 
exercised authorit:1 over the group through the church (See Match-e-be-nash-she-wish Band; 
Mohegan Tribe). Issues related to services at the church and the use of its cemetery may reveal 
that a group decisiDn·-making process existed. However, the management of the church and 
cemetery depended upon a non-Indian institution, the Roman Catholic Church. Particularly 
useful would be greater description and documentation of the Indian congregation's role, if any, 
in operating and supporting this institution. There is evidence the Indian congregation of St. 
Mary's Church on Indian Road conducted services on at least one occasion in the 1930' s without 
their priest. Outcomes of conflict with the missionary priests or church authorities, rejection of 
an individual for burial in the cemetery, and other assertive actions may indicate that a Burt Lake 
entity exerted influence. 

The petitioner sholild submit evidence about other forms of informal group leadership during the 
first half of the 20tl century, about which the petitioner could submit evidence. It may be that an 
individual acted as a broker of employment outside of the Indian settlement, as a crew boss for 
an Indian labor force, or acted as an intermediary to obtain health services or government 
benefits for Indians who were not his or her close kin. Photographs show groups of men in 
lumber camps. AIl)' evidence to indicate that the village had influence on work crew 
composition, shared equipment, or pooled their resources in any way would strengthen a 
conclusion that political authority existed in a Burt Lake entity between 1900 and 1920. The 
available evidence does not now provide examples of any such forms of leadership, pertaining to 
a Burt Lake entity,\\rhich is the petitioner. 
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During the first half of the 20th century, there were some examples in the available evidence of 
representation of a Burt Lake or Cheboygan band to outsiders. Enos Cabenaw sought 
information froIL Federal officials about the progress of the McGinn litigation while claiming to 
be the leader of the band between 1914 and 1916. In 1923, Albert Shananquet presented a claim 
for the lost lands ofIndian Village on Burt Lake to the Interior Department. John Parkey 
arranged a meeting between residents of the Indian Road settlement and a local politician in 
1935. Peter Shawanasige [Shenoskey] and others presented a petition to the Commissioner of 
Indian Affairs n~qU{~sting benefits under the IRA in 1935. Albert Shananquet objected to logging 
on lands near the traditional village in 1947. However, the available documentation and oral 
history interview;; contain little evidence of group activity or political process leading to or 
supporting these dtlJrts, although some evidence indicates that dissatisfaction may have stopped 
the activities of Albert Shananquet in the 1920's. The petitioner might investigate further 
whether these actions were based on any form of group discussion or decision making by the 
petitioner's members or ancestors living along Indian Road or elsewhere. 

Some of the evidence of political activity presented by the petitioner for the first half of the 
20th century relates to Ottawa and Chippewa organizations that were entities much larger than a 
single band and thus is not evidence under (c) for the petitioner. Albert Shananquet lobbied 
between 1918 ane l 1924 on behalf of the "Ottawa and Chippewa Indians of Michigan." This 
organization may have had committeemen for various bands, but the available evidence does not 
show that any represented a Burt Lake band or that bands engaged in political activities within 
the larger organiz,lIion. Shananquet also participated in the creation of the Michigan Indian 
Organization in 1923 and apparently served as its president. There is evidence of the existence 
of a Burt Lake band of the MIO, but the available evidence does not show what activities it may 
have undertaken. This evidence pertaining to Shananquet's activities does not support the 
petitioner' s claim~; (Bransky 919/1994) that Shananquet exerted leadership over the petitioner 
from the early 19C{I's to his death in 1958, especially since his documented political 
involvement, which tmded in the mid-1920's, may have been with regional claims organizations, 
not the BLB. MIDA organized local councils in the 1930's, but the available evidence does not 
show that John Pa:key headed a distinct Burt Lake council of the MIDA. The context of 
regional politics, t le relative timing of events, and John Parkey's absence from Peter 
Shawanasige's petition point to the existence of opposing perspectives among Burt Lake 
descendants, whic1 may be relevant to the political activities within a Burt Lake community. 
The Northern Mich:igan Ottawa Association did not contain a Burt Lake band unit, and the 
available evidence contains no evidence of activities by Burt Lake Indians as a group within the 
NMOA. The petitioner might consider whether any activities by Burt Lake residents or 
descendants as a fpmp within these organizations demonstrate that they were a distinct entity, 
even though part of larger Indian political entities. 

There is evidence of group meetings in 1911 related to an effort to reclaim the lost State trust 
lands, but no evidence that these meetings led to any group decision or effort to advocate for the 
group on the issue. The accounts of these meetings described no role of Enos Cabenaw, who 
claimed to be chief of the band at that time. Although a lawsuit against John McGinn was filed 
on behalf of the group several months after these meetings, the available evidence does not 
describe any role b'Y any political leaders of a Burt Lake band in persuading the U.S. Attorney to 
take that action. There is evidence of a possible internal group political conflict in 1909 over the 
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issue of dividing the State lands at Mullett Lake into individual assignments of land, and of 
"bickering" and it dispute about "individual properties" possibly related to Albert Shananquet's 
lobbying about 1924. That documentation is too limited, however, to provide evidence of any 
leadership or group political process used to resolve such conflict. During the 1930's, IRA 
petitioners and MIDA leaders may have disagreed about how to respond to Federal Indian 
policy. The petitioner did not submit specific evidence relating to the affect these events may 
have had on a distinct Burt Lake entity's political activities. 

For the period after World War II and during the 1950's, the petitioner asserts that various 
individuals - J oh 1 Parkey, Albert Shananquet, Enos Cabenaw - played leadership roles within a 
Burt Lake band, hut has not demonstrated such activities (Petitioner [2001],24; Cornell 1994, 
159). Cabenaw died in 1942 (Cheboygan Daily Tribune 3/511942). The petitioner provides no 
examples of Parkey' s management. It cites only the example that in 1957 Shananquet provided 
evidence about Indian Village as it existed prior to 1900 (Cornell 1994; see Shananquet 
5/1 0/1997). The~xamples the petitioner presents for political influence in the 1950' s relate to 
the activities ofJonas Shawanesse of Harbor Springs, whom the petitioner claims was the same 
person as Jonas Shawandase (or Shawandosa) of Northport. Although the petitioner claims that 
Shawandase began "assisting Burt Lake leaders" after World War II (Petitioner [2001], 23-25; 
Madison 2002,4(1-43), the only examples it presents are Shawanesse's role at a 1956 meeting 
with the Governo:- of Michigan, several letters he wrote after that meeting, and his research and 
lobbying efforts. They also submitted oral histories about his visits to the Indian Road 
settlement. (Shawa 711511995; 7/2811995). 

In March 1956, Governor G. Mennen Williams of Michigan held a meeting in Lansing to discuss 
Indian problems in the State. The meeting's stated purpose was general, not specifically to 
consider any Burt Lake issue or consult with any Burt Lake delegation. About 25 people 
attended this meeting (Williams 3/12/1956; Hillman 1981, 8). A list of the participants included 
an entry for "Jona; Shawanesse, Harbor Springs, Michigan (representing Burt Lake band)" 
(Williams 3112/1956). For this meeting, Shawanesse prepared a manuscript entitled the "Policy 
of the Government Towards the Indian," which focused on the burnout of 1900 at Burt Lake 
(Shawanesse 3112/1956). His report on Burt Lake was solely about a historical issue of the 19th 
century. ShawanesSt: did not claim to represent a contemporary Burt Lake band at the meeting, 
nor did he mention any existing Burt Lake Indian entity. In the newspapers in following days, he 
stated that "their major complaint" concerned "375 acres of land on a peninsula jutting out into 
Burt Lake" (Cheboygan Daily Tribune 3/13/1956; Shawanesse 3/15/1956). 

References to this meeting by State officials and some newspapers characterized Shawanesse as 
the "spokesman" hr.a delegation of "members of the Northern Michigan Indian Club" of Harbor 
Springs, rather thal describing the delegation as one from a Burt Lake band (Petoskey [News
Review) 3/l311956; Emmet County Graphic 311511956; Gilmore 4118/1956; Adrian 4/25/1956). 
Later, a supporter of Shawanesse claimed that the Burt Lake band had moved to Harbor Springs 
after the burnout of 1900. One newspaper account, however, referred to Shawanesse as the 
"manager of the BIlI1 Lake band of Ottawas." It also quoted him as saying, apparently to explain 
a lack of action bef(xe 1956, the "scattered" Indians "couldn't get together for a council" (Grand 
Rapids Press 3/14/19:56). This also indicates that he may be referring to a larger group than the 
people on Indian Road and their associates. The petitioner submitted evidence that, after the 
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1956 meeting, Sbawanesse wrote letters about the Burt Lake land claim to a Lansing newspaper 
in 1956, the chairman of the governor's Indian affairs commission in 1957, a member of the 
State legislature in 1957, and a Cheboygan newspaper in 1965 (Shawanesse 311511 956, 3/8/1957, 
4/2/1957, 512611965). 

Although the pe:itioner presents Jonas Shawanesse as representing its interests in his 1956 
meeting with thE: Governor, it has not demonstrated that such representation was authorized by 
the Burt Lake dESC(!ndants centered on Indian Road, or that they knew about the meeting. The 
petitioner contercis that BUIt Lake band members attended the meeting with the Governor, 
however, the attendees do not appear to have been the same group from Indian Road that 
evolved into the petitioner's organization under Margaret Martell's leadership in 1980. Further, 
the petitioner ha~; not identified band attendees, except to claim that Albert Shananquet 
accompanied Shawanesse "to the State Capitol" (White 1980,95; Cornell 1994, 149, 156; 
Madison 2002, 44). However, Shananquet's name was not on the list of meeting attendees used 
by the Governor's office (Williams 3/1211 956). Some attendees descend from Cheboygan 
annuitants who s~ttled permanently in Harbor Springs, before and after 1900. None of the 
documentary accounts of the 1956 meeting, its preparation, or its aftermath, mention any role by 
ancestors of the petitioning group or of people associated with Indian Road at the time. Oral 
history interviews with the petitioner's members in a group setting reveal they had some contact 
with Shawanesse through his brother, who married a daughter of one ofthe Martells without 
Cheboygan ance~try, and knew he researched land issues. Nevertheless, these recollections also 
imply that he rna;! have taken up the Burt Lake cause on his own as a way to make money 
(Shawa 71281199.5). The petitioner has not submitted evidence to demonstrate that Shawanesse 
was acting at the direction of Burt Lake band members. 

Even though the petitioner's researcher claimed that efforts to gain a settlement for the burnout 
continued with the State of Michigan throughout the 1960's and 1970's, and that these efforts 
culminated with rc:gotiations in 1981 and 1982 with the Milliken Administration (Cornell 
6/111 983), the petitioner submitted no documents about any such political activities. Other than 
references to Rob~rt Dominic's claims activities in the 1960's as part ofthe NMOA, no Burt 
Lake political activities were documented in the 1960's and most of the 1970's. 

The petitioner submitted evidence to show examples of group political activities by the 
petitioning group between 1956 and 1977, including anonymous notes on a "deposition" made in 
1957 by Albert S~ananquet, copies of testimony in an Indian Claims Commission case in 1957, 
and a statement written by John Parkey for an unknown purpose in 1969. Shananquet's 
"deposition" about pre-1900 Indian Village neither demonstrated that he was acting on behalf of 
a contemporary group nor described group political activities of the past (Shananquet 
511011957). The depositions for the claims case were not on behalf of any particular band, but 
on behalf of the "Ottawa and Chippewa Indians of Michigan." Four witnesses testified in 1957 
that they had been born in Burt Township, or that a parent or spouse had been, and that a 
particular family had resided in the Burt Lake area for at least several generations (Martell et al. 
10/31/1957). Although Joe Kishego testified that his father's father had been a "chief," these 
depositions provid ~d no information about any political authority, activities, or leaders of any 
contemporary Bun Lake band. John Parkey's 1969 manuscript recounted legends about 
historical treaties and the burnout of 1900, events that had occurred prior to his birth (Parkey 
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1969). It does not provide information about any band political influence or activities during his 
lifetime. 

Oral interviews with the petitioner's members reveal that prior to the organizing efforts that 
began in 1977 and k!d to the creation of a formal organization, informal cooperation occurred to 
arrange social act ivities. These oral history interviews, however, provide no examples of overt 
political decision-making, conflict resolution, or other concerted political actions, or political 
influence of an identified leader or through any informal political process. These interviews 
contain some general references to disagreements having arisen among the petitioner's members 
over whether to seek the return of land at Indian Village on Burt Lake or to obtain payment for 
the loss of land. d'owever, the available oral history and documentary evidence does not reveal 
specific information on permanent rifts, competing leaders, political factions, or open discussion 
within the petitioning group over this issue, although all are implied at one time or another. Oral 
history interview~: contained no recollections of Vincent descendants having been part, prior to 
1984, of any formal or informal activities, political or otherwise, that involved Burt Lake band 
descendants or th,~ Indian settlement along Indian Road, with the possible exception of Donald 
Moore's interactions with two fishermen in the early 1980's. 

In 1977, Margaret (Nongueskwa) Martell, who had lived in the Indian Road settlement as a 
child, wrote a lettl~r to invite "Burt Lake band Member[s] and Heirs" to a meeting in Lansing, 
where she was living. The meeting was about a proposed lawsuit, which she already had 
discussed with att:mleys at the Native American Rights Fund (NARF) (Martell 10/5/1977). In 
early 1978, 27 individuals signed a document by which the "Cheboygan band of Ottawa" 
requested NARF to represent it "relative to the Band's title to land lost" at Burt Lake 
(Cheboygan band 111411978). At least half of the signers of that request represented the close 
relatives ofMarte:l and her husband, including their siblings and their siblings' children or 
grandchildren. Other signers included some of their relatives' Indian in-laws. Some of the 
Nongueskwa relatives of Martell and some of Peter Shawanasige's [Shenoskey] descendants, 
who lived in Brutus and Grand Rapids, signed another litigation request, in late 1978 (BLB 
1111811978; Branksy 9/9/1994). 

A new, formal BUl1 Lake band organization appears to have emerged about 1978 because of 
these efforts ofMmgaret Martell. An undated list of the "Committee for [the] Burt Lake band of 
Ottawa Indians" ir.cluded nine area representatives: two for Burt Lake, three for Grand Rapids, 
and one each for Petoskey, Cheboygan, Lansing, and Detroit (BLB ca. 1978). These 
representatives tended to share Martell's ancestry. A newspaper account, however, referred to an 
April 1980 meetin3 in Pellston as one which formally organized the "Burt Lake band of Ottawa 
and Chippewa Inclans" (Petoskey News-Review 5/1/1980). That meeting created, and elected, a 
nine-member board of directors (BLB 4/26/1980). The group incorporated under State law in 
July 1980. Its articles of incorporation stated its goals of seeking Federal acknowledgment, 
raising and managing funds, and dispersing information to its members, as well as the original 
goal of advancing daims for the Indian Village at Burt Lake lands lost in tax sales (BLB 
7/16/1980). Martell served as chairman or vice chairman of this organization every year during 
the 1980' s except ·.982. The available evidence indicates that a relatively small, closely related 
group ofmiddle-a~:ed women dominated the organization's leadership from 1978 to 1983. 
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The petitioner submitted no membership lists of this organization in its early years, but sign.in 
sheets exist for some of its meetings, and signatures appear on two litigation requests. During 
the organization's first five years, as few as 11 and as many as 41 persons attended the meetings. 
No descendants ofJohn Vincent participated in any of these meetings or signed the requests. 
The majority of i Ildividuals were Nongueskwa or Shawwawnonquot descendants. The data 
reveal that 164 individuals attended at least one meeting between 1978 and 1983, or signed the 
first 1978 resolut Ion to retain the legal services of NARF. Not all of the names can be linked to 
the petitioner's gent;!alogy database or later membership lists. About 60 percent of these persons 
(99 of 164) attended only a single meeting or signed the resolution. About 12 percent of all 
attendees (19 of 1(4) were present at five or more meetings, and most ofthese highly active 
members served as part of the petitioner's governing body during the period. 

The majority of these active members were close kin or in-laws of Margaret Martell. Thus, 
Martell recruited active members primarily from individuals descending from people who lived 
near each other in Burt Township (on Indian Road) in 1920 and 1930, from families who 
continued to live:here after 1938, and from her own kin and in-laws. The parents of almost all 
of the highly active members had experienced the burnout of 1900, which may explain why the 
most active individuals in this organization coalesced around the issue of the lost lands that 
provided their ori;3inal purpose for organizing. By 1980, the group added other purposes, 
including Federal recognition, tracing "blood lines," and social self-determination, to their goals 
(BLB 7/1611980). Those active by 1980 include the GriswoldlMartells, who were Margaret 
Martell's in-laws and lived near Indian Road, but who were not descendants of the Cheboygan 
band. Their presencl~ reinforces the notion that Margaret Martell was enlisting her relatives and 
associates as merr bers. Neither these sign-in sheets nor the litigation request listed any 
descendants of John Vincent, between 1978 and 1983. 

The groups participating in signing an IRA petition in 1935 or in the meeting with the Governor 
in 1956 included descendants of Cheboygan annuitants who had never moved to Indian Road 
after the burnout. In contrast, the people active in this Burt Lake organization with Margaret 
Martell between 1978 and 1983 were virtually all Burt Lake band descendants whose families 
had resided on Indian Road after the burnout. Masseys, Parkeys, and Shananaquets who 
continued to live (In Indian Road attended meetings. Despite that link to the post-burnout Indian 
Road settlement, [owever, most individuals who attended meetings ofthe organization between 
1978 and 1983 liwd away from the immediate Burt Lake area because they, their parents, or 
grandparents mign:ted. About 31 percent of meeting attendees in those years gave their 
residence as a town. ,>,{ithin 30 miles of Burt Lake; that is, they remained in the upstate region. 
The two most common addresses of attendees were Grand Rapids and Lansing, and about 40 
percent (66 of 164) of attendees resided in those two cities, although no distinct Burt Lake 
communities or in!;titutions existed in those urban areas. 

Although NARF, in 1977 and 1978, considered litigating the issue of the State trust lands at Burt 
Lake that had been ;Iost, under either Federal or State law, it also sought a resolution of the issue 
in 1978 through State legislative action. When it received a reply from the State in 1981 
declining to transf~~r State lands to a Burt Lake group, NARF considered filing a lawsuit to 
compel the Goverror "to implement" the 1903 State Resolution (Locklear 2/20/1981). When the 
Governor's aide suggested that the State might be able to lease some lands to the band to support 
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economic development plans, NARF recommended that pursuing such negotiations was 
preferable to litigating the issue (Quincy 5/2711982). These discussions eventually led to 
serious, but unsu ~cessful, negotiations in 1985 for a transfer to the group of some State lands 
near Indian ViIIa,sc on Burt Lake, 

From 1980 to 19:n, a small number of individuals undertook the group's activities. The 
petitioner had received a small grant for a crafts co-op and "culture classes" (BLB 6/1/1983, 
1111011983,211 [1:1984). The board, primarily made up of Margaret Martell's close relatives and 
in-laws, did most of the work. Board membership changed often, although a core of middle
aged women stayed the course. Newsletter descriptions of the organization's activities in 1983 
and 1984 disclose that Margaret Martell and a small group of similarly minded individuals 
influenced activities, group and council composition, and significant decisions made by the 
council. Documents only rarely discussed activities of the general membership who were not 
board members 0 r officers. Newsletter references to "poor" meeting turnout imply that they may 
not have been particularly active (BLB 1211984). Low participation rates, changing board 
membership, the abandonment of the original geographical representation, and involvement of a 
tight group of kin suggest that the petitioner was having problems finding representative and 
active leaders and attracting enthusiastic members. 

The petitioner hac~ significant leadership and organizational needs which the board felt were not 
being met in 1984 (Shawa 7114/2003). After one board member allegedly embezzled funds and 
another chairman withdrew from participating in 1983, Margaret Martell, her niece Irene 
Howard, and their close associates asked Donald Moore, a descendant of John Vincent, to run for 
one of several vacancies in April 1984, Howard's memo to Moore is the first instance showing 
one of Vincent's (!escendants interacting with the group (Howard 4/5/1984). Moore was elected 
to the board by the membership with 32 votes, and the board elected him as its chairman. Moore 
believes that the board had already reached consensus before the meeting, which is an opinion 
supported by other facts (Moore 7118/2003). Eyewitnesses believe that the board nominated him 
because they were attracted to his personality, communication skills, and political shrewdness 
(Shawa 7114/2003; Martell 7/23/2003; Shananaquet 7118/2003). Oral history recounts that 
Indian Road resident Sam Shananaquet, with possible backing of Henry Shenoskey, opposed 
Moore's participation (Moore 7/18/2003). 

During the 1970' s, Michigan Indians were involved in an acrimonious legal and political battle 
for access to fishing resources in the Great Lakes. The residents of the Indian Road settlement at 
Burt Lake and their descendants were generally not commercial fishermen. The descendants of 
John B. Vincent fr)Ill the last three generations, however, have made a living in fishing and the 
distribution of fish (Frazier 2003). In 1979, lists ofIndians to whom tribes had issued fishing 
permits included two descendants of John Vincent as "Authorized Sault Ste. Marie Tribal Treaty 
Fisherpersons" (lists 9/611979 in DNR 1979-1990), but later lists did not include their names. In 
1983, when a coun order removed fishermen who were not members of federally recognized 
tribes from certain commercial fishing areas, the meetings of the Burt Lake band did not discuss 
the topic of fishing rights. Many Vincent descendants who held State fishing licenses, however, 
faced the loss of their livelihoods because of this judicial decision in 1983, and another in 1985, 
The appearance ofJohn Vincent's descendants in the petitioner's records coincides with the 
closure of certain f shing areas to them. The timing of their first attendance at Burt Lake 
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meetings, their s; rnultaneous membership applications to other tribes, their attempts to establish a 
"fishing committ ec," and plans for a fish-in demonstration suggest that a quest for treaty fishing 
rights may have attracted Vincent descendants to the Burt Lake organization. Vincent family 
members acknowledged this motive for joining the petitioner in oral interviews (Moore 
711 8/2003; Frazier 7117/2003). 

A non-Indian accuaintance introduced Vincent descendant Donald Moore to Roy Parkey, a 
resident ofIndiaIl Road. Parkey then directed Moore to Margaret Martell when Moore sought 
admission. Martdllooked at documents he showed her, and she decided that she knew some of 
the people in them. She then sanctioned his membership (Moore 7/18/2003; Martell 7/23/2003). 
The group had nClt relied previously on documentation in making membership decisions, because 
they took in "just who we knew" (Moses 7114/2003) Martell's approval of Donald Moore 
would open the membership doorto Vincent's descendants. Oral histories by OFA in 2003 
contain many stal ements by individuals involved in the petitioner before 1984 indicating that 
they had no specific memory of Donald Moore's family. Martell continued to defend her 
decision through the years, even after the enrollment of Vincent's descendants in the petitioner 
caused controven:y in the early 1990's, when some members attempted to impose a blood degree 
requirement in an attempt to remove Vincent's descendants from the organization. Margaret 
Martell and Gary Shawa claim that Martell's reasoning prevailed at a particularly "volatile" 
meeting. She advocated protecting future generations, which may fall below "quarter blood," by 
requiring only de~:cent without any blood degree. 

Before Donald M'Jore's election, board members discovered that one of their most active 
members admitted taking some of the organization'S funds for personal use. Moore dealt with 
this situation during his term of office. The petitioner claims that a 1984 decision to "blacklist" 
from membership this board member represented an example of the group's exercise of 
"banishment," a term never used by the group in discussing this affair, as a form of a "traditional 
political process" ~Branskey 5/5/1994). However, the evidence shows that a board member first 
contacted police ill two counties and other authorities to press legal charges against her, and the 
letter to "blacklist" her went out only after prosecutors refused to indict her. The board members 
never alluded to tradition in their discussions, and it appears that individuals sometimes took 
significant actions without board involvement. No evidence indicates that someone in authority 
consulted the merr.bcrship before calling in outside authorities, attempting to press charges, or 
sending the letter that blacklisted her. Other evidence reveals that her family withdrew from the 
organization. TwCI other board members, the vice chairman and her husband, also stopped 
participating at the same time. The petitioner does not discuss any opposition to either turning 
the matter over to outside authorities or blacklisting her. Oral histories in 2003 indicate that the 
petitioner's members who descend from Indian Village on Burt Lake continue to interact with 
the accused woman, who works at LTBB, and her family, who enrolled in LTBB. Although the 
petitioner expungd her relatives and her from their genealogy database and membership list, the 
part of the petitionl~r's membership, which descends from the Burt Lake entity that evolved from 
Indian Village continues to interact with them socially. 

Donald Moore served as chairman for approximately two years, when he suddenly left without 
explanation. During that two-year period, evidence demonstrates that Donald Moore and Irene 
Howard took on a variety of activities. They dealt with the Governor and State legislature to 
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obtain State-owned property near Indian Road, surveyed the membership's attitudes on per 
capita and tribal claims disbursements, represented Burt Lake in dealings with other petitioners 
and with tribes, supported the crafts co-op, raised funds, and submitted the petition for 
acknowledgment. Throughout this period, there were obvious attempts to enlist membership 
participation and to keep the members informed of events, but the group submitted no 
membership records or lists to define accurately the petitioner's membership at this time. The 
newsletter refers to sudden problems in 1985 keeping track of membership, issuing cards, and 
processing applications. Unexplained is whether the sudden influx of John Vincent's 
descendants, Indian Road descendants joining officially to receive benefits and upcoming docket 
per capita disbunements, or the group's organizing the petitioner's files for the first time caused 
this enrollment rElated activity. The available documents name board members, the residents 
from Indian Roac, including Parkeys, Shananaquets, and Masseys, and Margaret Martell's 
relatives and in-Iews, who have been involved since 1980. Donald Moore takes credit for 
involving the upstate and Indian Road members in the organization and moving the center of 
activity to the BUi Lake area, rather than Lansing, where Margaret Martell lived. There is some 
documentary evic.ence that Moore consulted informally with a group he called "local" members, 
who were Indian Road area residents. Placed in the social context discussed in (b) and combined 
with oral history of the period, it is likely that a group of people larger than that reflected in the 
newsletters followed news of the organization's activities. 

Donald Moore be:ame frustrated because he believed that the board and the group's Michigan 
Indian Legal Services (MILS) attorney could only deal with one issue at a time. He wanted to 
put "five or six candles in the wind" (Moore 7118/2003). Specifically, he began the group's first 
efforts to deal wit 1 fishing rights by organizing a fishing committee, which set to work writing 
regulations for managing a tribal fishery (BLB 3/1986). The committee's function was to deal 
with 1836 Treaty ~ights, according to Carl Frazier, president of the non-treaty commercial 
fisherman's association and a descendant ofJohn Vincent. The petitioner presents no 
explanation of why a non-Indian fisherman and "friend of Burt Lake," who had introduced 
Donald Moore to [ndian Road resident Roy Parkey, chaired this committee. The new presence 
of ear! Frazier, Donald Moore's cousin, at meetings with the MILS attorney in 1985 implies that 
Vincent's descendants may have been pressuring Donald Moore to take up fishing rights (Frazier 
7/17/2003; Frazier 4/9/1986). Oral history suggests that the "local" members, who made up 
most of the comm tte:e, and Margaret Martell became enthusiastic and fully supported the 
approach Donald l.z[oore was taking (Martell 7/23/2003; Moore 7/18/2003; BLB 5/411986). 
Their MILS attorney, however, did not, and told Donald Moore and others at a meeting in MILS 
offices that he would not work with them if they prematurely pursued a fish-in to test their rights 
(Petoskey 6/l3/1986; Frazier 7117/2003). Moore eventually accepted their attorney's conditions. 
In the June cmmci meeting, he told the members that treaty fishing, trust, and other issues would 
have to wait until after Federal recognition (BLB 6/29/1986). The Burt Lake fishing committee 
did not meet again, and Donald Moore dropped his association with BLB shortly afterward. 

Moore claimed that he left because he became disheartened when he could not go to court over 
fishing (Moore 7/1812003), but Margaret Martell believed that he was frustrated because he was 
not getting the "he .. p he wanted" from the membership (Martell 7/231 2003). When Donald 
Moore left, his cousin Carl Frazier seemed to take his place. Donald Moore denied that he 
purposefully passed off his responsibilities to his cousin, but he realized that if he left, "Carl 
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[Frazier] and thc.'n were attending meetings," and he knew that "someone could step in" (Moore 
7118/2003), In April 1987, Carl Frazier, and two other descendants ofJohn Vincent ran for the 
board, The voter s elected them. 

Associated with Donald Moore's departure from the group and the retirement oflong-time 
secretary Irene Howard in 1986, was a drastic drop in documentation, Howard had produced the 
newsletter, agendas, meeting minutes, and correspondence which traced the group's dealings. 
Although Howard's leaving lcft a void in the group's administrative capacities, evidence 
indicates that the scarcity of documents in the winter of 1986 to 1987 resulted from a lack of 
activity, not merely a lack of documentation of activities that actually occurred. The group did 
not publish the newsletter (Parkey 7/2911987), did not cash checks in a timely fashion, and did 
not process membership cards (Frazier 711987). Although the petitioner's researcher claims that 
during the 1970's, 80's and 90's the petitioner maintained a continuous meeting schedule and 
minutes ofmcetings, there are significant gaps and fluctuations in activity levels (Cornell 1994). 

Documents refer 1:0 some meetings in 1987, and the agenda for the all band meeting in 1987 
indicates that lanel acquisition, Federal recognition, and enrollment were discussed (BLB 
911987). After two years of apparent low activity, in June 1988, the board admitted that Donald 
Moore had quit (Viincent 612011988). Margaret Martell and Katy Beech publicly shared 
leadership. DOCllTlents variously identified them as co-chairmen, or as two vice chairmen. No 
evidence explains thoe political process of transition from Donald Moore to Margaret Martell and 
Katy Beech. The board began working with recognition consultants, Confederated Historic 
Tribes (CHT) in Lansing, CRT would manage the group's grant from the Administration for 
Native Americans (ANA). By 1988, Carl Frazier was the main contact to this organization 
(MCIA 1988). In February 1990, CHT consultant Phil Alexis attended a board meeting and told 
the board that it needed to become very active, to organize, to lobby, to man phones, and to 
attend meetings. He said that the board needed someone to keep it going (BLB 2/3/1990). The 
tone and content of this meeting, as described in the notice and minutes, indicate that an effort 
was underway to invigorate BLB's board and membership after an apparent four year lull in 
interest and activity, The documentation did not show if the initiator of this renewed effort was 
the board or CHT, as part of a project using ANA funds with a general goal of encouraging 
community development in unrecognized Indian groups. 

Carl Frazier collect(~d official documents and equipment held by Donald Moore and Christine 
Vincent, but no evidence shows whether he kept other descendants of John Vincent informed of 
the group's busine:;s and represented their interests before the board, and the petitioner submitted 
virtually no evidence about the social interactions of the Vincents as they relates to political 
activity, Although the petitioner submitted evidence about the social organization and 
interaction of desclmclants of Indian Village on Burt Lake for most periods, it submitted almost 
nothing about the interactions, behavior, and relationships of the descendants of John Vincent, 
and its narrative dC1es not discuss the Vincent descendants' activities with the same level of 
detaiL Documents name only five or six of the descendants of John Vincent attending activities 
of the petitioner on a regular basis after 1984. Evidence about Don Moore's and Carl Vincent's 
social relationship to their relatives may help link the Vincent families, at least minimally, to the 
political activities of the Burt Lake organization. At present, the great majority of Vincent's 
descendants are no: recorded as politically active in the petitioner. 
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On April 27, 1991, members elected Carl Frazier chairman, and Margaret Martell stepped down 
from the board. Also elected as trustees were three other descendants of John Vincent, thus 
making a total of four on the nine-member board. Because a GriswoldlMartell descendant also 
sat on the board, only a minority of the board members were both descendants of Cheboygan 
annuitants and re!;idents of Indian Village on Burt Lake. Carl Frazier, owner of a fish 
distribution business on the Upper Peninsula, brought a businessman's perspective to this 
position, which h~ has continuously applied to the present. 

Two months befon; this election, ANA awarded a grant for status clarification to the 
organization. This money and Carl Frazier's business-like approach immediately seemed to 
change the way the petitioner ran its affairs. First, the board hired Gary Shawa as executive 
director, over a second candidate, who was the son of past chairman, Helen (Brown) Menefee, 
whose backgrounj and connection to the petitioner, its submissions do not document. Shawa 
also located an office in Brutus, Michigan, about five miles from Indian Road. Second, Vincent 
removed the enro Iment files from registrar Loretta (Massey) Parkey's control and sent them to a 
professional genealogist at CHI. Although the long-time registrar would send out cards, a 
professional genealogist would do the research downstate. Almost immediately, Loretta Parkey 
and Alice (Sheno~:key) Honson, identified as Parkey's assistant, wrote and visited BIA offices in 
Sault Ste. Marie s;eking information on the genealogy of Vincent's descendants and on the 
ethics of removing the enrollment files from the Burt Lake offices. 

An undated petition to "recall" board members who did not descend from a Burt Lake annuitant 
and have a one-quarter Burt Lake "blood quantum" circulated, probably in the summer of 1991. 
The petitioner's researcher characterized it as a temporary dispute over a hiring decision that 
degenerated into "fInger pointing" about the genealogy of the Vincent family (Littlefield 2002c). 
The recall is direc:ed it at unnamed members on the board of directors, who, according to the 
recall petition, "are not Y4 Indian Blood and direct descendant of the historical Burt Lake band 
[erased] appear on 1the Durant Roll of 1910 [erased] censuses, or record made for the Burt Lake 
band by officials, Jr Agents of the Department ofInterior or Bureau ofIndian Mfairs" (BLB 
n.d.). Parkey's anj Honson's communications with the BIA had raised similar questions. 

Gary Shawa and others claimed that Helen Menefee, who was angry that the board did not hire 
her son as executive director, led the recall effort. At the same time, however, Shawa and others 
said that the dispU1:E~ concerned "who the Vincents were and where the Fraziers came from" 
(Parkey 7118/2003; Shananaquet 7/18/2003; Teuthorn 711812003), which would more directly 
relate to the recall petition's content about blood degree and descent. The petition was signed by 
Loretta Parkey, Alice: Honson, Helen Menefee and most of Loretta Parkey's relatives and others 
living near Indian Road. No one signed from the families of Gary Shawa or Margaret Martell. 
Both of those families had members, including two GriswoldlMartells, on the enrollment 
committee The retitioner asserts that this three-member enrollment committee became 
"infuriated" by the recall as a "challenge to their own integrity" (Littlefield 2002c). None of 
Vincent's descencl,lnts signed the recall petition. 

The lines drawn by kinship and residence set apart those who signed the recall and those who did 
not. The presence of a grouping of members, whom others view as "local Burt Lake" may 
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explain political processes that go on outside of public view. Donald Moore already identified 
them as "a little pocket" or "local members" whose support he sought on treaty fishing. Alice 
Honson and Helen Menefee obtained their signatures, including all the Indian members of the 
fishing committel~) when they attempted to oust Vincent's descendants from the board of 
directors. Oral histories also reveal that "just the people at Indian Road" or "old time Burt Lake 
people" were inf111ential and acted as a group during the recall. Oral histories referred to a 
"volatile" meeting in Pellston in the early 1990' s, where those in attendance discussed the 
quarter-blood issue. Margaret Martell argued strongly against such a requirement (Shawa 
7/14/2003; Martell 7/23/2003). Her position prevailed. The petitioner submitted no 
documentation of this meeting, so whether the meeting's agenda related primarily to this recall 
petition or concerned some other issue, such as membership criteria, is ambiguous. 

This dispute did LOt completely resolve itself after that meeting. Some people involved in it 
never returned to the petitioner. The petitioner apparently disenrolled others. In fact, Helen 
Menefee continUEd! to lead a disgruntled group of unknown size and composition, which asked 
the BIA to help trem remove Vincent's descendants from their membership and board. This 
group wrote and visited government agencies in Washington doing business with the petitioner. 
They may have hdd separate meetings, represented its group as the petitioner to outsiders, and 
criticized the governing structure that allowed the board to make most decisions without input 
from the memben:hip. They ultimately removed the petitioner's funds from its bank account. 
The petitioner sued, and a decision in 1995 found in its favor. However, Loretta Parkey and 
perhaps others in her family did not continue with Honson and Menefee after 1991. The board 
instituted severall~hanges in governance suggested by Menefee, reviewed their constitution, 
wrote a letter of apology to Loretta Parkey in April 1992 (Minutes 4/18/1992) and returned the 
enrollment records to her. She continues to be the current enrollment clerk, in a paid position. 
Sixteen other recall signers are currently involved in the petitioner, some as very active 
members. Even SI), during the dispute, Carl Frazier contracted Christine Vincent for $5,000 "to 
do work on the membership files," without the board's knowledge. Without more information 
on this contract, there is the appearance that Carl Frazier may have attempted to work around the 
existing BLB stm;ture on an issue of membership and to employ a descendant ofJohn Vincent 
to do this work. 

Carl Frazier ran the petitioner almost as a small business. Rather than exhorting members to 
volunteer as Donald Moore and Margaret Martell did in the 1980's, the board bought services 
they needed through CHI: an executive director, secretary, genealogical researcher, and 
research manager. In 1993, the trend to buy services continued. The group hired an accountant, 
and delegated the Teasurer's volunteer tasks to him, prompting the treasurer to ask what the 
board expected of her, other than monitor the paid accountant. She said that she would complete 
her term before stepping down. The board hired Melissa Moses as the "organizer facilitator" of 
a community health grant. 

The group changed character under Carl Frazier from an amorphous, somewhat disorganized 
group of volunteers, dependent on donated space, raffies, and the idiosyncrasies of its leaders to 
a community action program with a budget near $100,000 and a paid staff. The record between 
1990 and 1994 do(:s not show the same kinds and numbers of events as documented before 1986, 
such as campouts, potlucks, bridge walks, raffies, craft sales, and so forth. Low attendance at a 
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series of meetings sponsored by CHT in 1993 reflected the apparent diminished interest of 
members in the group's activities. The lack of participation, particularly by people in Lansing 
and Grand Rapid >, is significant, since before 1984, those communities had been very active. 
Now the most acti v(! location was Mackinaw City, at the south end of the Mackinac Straits 
Bridge connectin~ the Upper and Lower Peninsulas. The available evidence seems to indicate 
that, in 1993 and 1994, participation in the group's activities had diminished from earlier 
periods. 

That member par:icipation was low in 1993 is significant because it suggests that members' 
interest in BLB was waning even before September 1994, when Congress recognized Little 
Traverse Bay Bands (LIBB), headquartered only 20 miles southwest of Burt Lake in Petoskey. 
The Durant Roll ancestors ofBLB members who descend from Indian Village are also 
qualifying ancestors in LTBB. This means that many BLB members are eligible to join LTBB 
provided they are one-quarter Indian blood. The majority of descendants of John Vincent has no 
Durant Roll ance~:tor and do not appear to meet LTBB's blood quanta requirements. Significant 
numbers offonner members of the petitioner have joined LTBB (see criterion (f)). The 
petitioner's current members told the OF A anthropologist that after LTBB was recognized and 
BLB was not, some of their members left to receive Federal benefits. However, there is some 
evidence discussed a.bove that at least some members had already broken their association with 
BLB as a result ofthe recall or earlier disputes, such as the apparent embezzlement of funds. 
Families descending from Indian Village generally acted together when choosing to stay with 
Burt Lake or enroll in LTBB. 

These departures jom the petitioner's membership have produced a current membership of 
limited scope. Fa Tlil ies of two paid employees of the Burt Lake organization and their close 
relatives and in-laws account for just under forty percent (86 of 244) of the part of the 
membership descending from Indian Road in the current petitioner. An additional 25 percent 
(46 of244) of the part of the membership descending from Indian Village in the current 
petitioner descend lrom Margaret Martell's parents or her husband's parents. Twelve other 
members, who do not descend from either John Vincent or any qualifying ancestor at LTBB, are 
close relatives of c. third employee. Many of the remaining members who descend from 
ancestors on the Durant Roll who are qualifying ancestors for LTBB are people who appear to 
have "blood quanta" which fall below LTBB' s requirement. The board of directors is composed 
primarily ofa small group of related Vincent descendants and relatives of the two employees 
living on Indian R)ad. 

Other important families mentioned often in oral history or historical documents no longer 
have any members enrolled in the petitioner. For example, a Burt Lake couple who lived near 
St. Mary's Church has at least 21 living descendants, none of whom belongs to the petitioner. 
OF A interviews in 2003 disclosed that individuals enrolled in BLB are continuing to join LTBB. 
It may be that even if the petitioner were to present a membership only list may individuals who 
descend from the historical tribe, the list may include only a non-representative part of the entity 
historically associ~.ted with Indian Village on Burt Lake and Indian Road. Further, such a list 
may represent only part of an actual community of these descendants, as some have joined 
LTBB but continue to socialize often with those in the petitioner and are also close relatives, 
including siblings or parents and children. Some L TBB members even attend BLB meetings and 
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vice versa. The ~;ecretary does not have the authority to recognize part of a currently existing 
tribe or band, especially when those individuals in the greater portion are members ofa federally 
recognized tribe, and her action would undermine that tribe's right to determine its own 
membership. 

Overview of criterio!!i0 

The petitioner's narrative occasionally names individuals it believes were chiefs or leaders of a 
Burt Lake entity from ] 900 to 1977. The petitioner presents evidence in a confusing patchwork 
of individuals anc activities, which mayor may not be related to each other or to the same entity. 
In virtually every example, the petitioner has not shown on whose behalf the identified leader 
acted. Anyone of these men, Enos Cabenaw, Albert Shananquet, Peter Paul Shenoskey, John 
Parkey, and Jonas Shawanesse, may have acted for anyone of the following kinds of entities: 

(1) A con~inuously existing Indian entity centered on Indian Road, which may have 
evolved to be an entity with members enrolled in the petitioner and in L TBB or 
both; 

(2) A pos:;ible faction of that entity; 
(3) Some Jther Cheboygan descendants who moved to Harbor Springs or elsewhere in 

the 19th century, and they did not remain part of the community centered on 
Indian Road; 

(4) All Cheboygan descendants; or 
(5) A much larger Ottawa and Chippewa entity, encompassing most of the descendants 

of the Ottawa and Chippewa treaties. 

The petitioner has not provided evidence to explain how the activities of the men named or 
claiming to be chiefs in its submissions related to a continuously existing Indian entity at the 
time of their activities, and how that entity relates to the petitioner either as it was in 1977, when 
Margaret Martell mganized it, or at present. Numerous past decisions and important litigation 
have discussed the nE:cessity of demonstrating a bilateral political relationship between leaders 
and followers (see San Juan Southern Piute, Miami of Indiana, Chinook, Snoqualmie, 
Muwekma). The petitioner did not submit information making it possible to describe or identify 
the group of"followers" behind these men's actions showing a bilateral political relationships. 

There may be petitioners that are not able to point to a series of named leaders over time because 
they did not have such leaders, but can demonstrate political authority nevertheless. Oral 
histories repeatedl~1 indicate that a "gathering" or council of men who met in peoples' homes 
governed the Indian Road community (Shawa 7/1511995; Parkey 711812003; Kiogama 
7/15/2003; Littlefi.dd 2002c). They discussed politics and other "business" matters, without 
women or children present (Martell 712312003). Repeatedly, when asked to name leaders, 
persons being interviewed named a list of heads of households (Shawa 7/15/1995; Parkey 
7/18/2003). This evidence points to a political order in which men were equals in ad hoc 
councils formed to cleal with specific issues where the mode of decision-making was consensus. 
Such a council of equals may promote, rather than require, specific behavior. The petitioner has 
submitted very littl ~ evidence for political processes, including such a council, within the Indian 
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Road community, instead relying on evidence of individuals making political representations to 
outsiders on behalf of unknown entities. The petitioner may consider conducting targeted 
interviews with knowledgeable individuals, whether or not members of the current petitioner, 
who have specifIc knowledge about these gatherings on Indian Road that are referred to in oral 
history. Such individuals may still be able to describe internal political processes of a 
continuously existing Burt Lake entity centered on Indian Road in the last century. Data from 
such interviews may help determine the significance of documents relating to some named 
leaders, which the petitioner has already submitted. 

Women, too, may playa political role, particularly in advocating for children and on welfare 
issues. The role women played since 1977 is well documented in the submissions, which do not 
discuss women's activities before that date. Other petitioners have shown that women actually 
dealt through chu~ch related organizations, similar to the St. Mary's alter society, with common 
social problems, c.nd in doing so, forced decision making, conflict resolution and other political 
processes to work on issues of importance to the community, including childcare, money raising, 
and substance abLSe. Women sometimes undertook such activities not only for those who 
attended church n~gularly, but also for their kin and associates who stopped attending church or 
moved to cities (s~eMPBl). The petitioner should provide better explanations of political 
processes used by women and their political roles before 1977. 

In some areas, particularly claims, the petitioner was not autonomous. The evidence submitted 
appears to be documents produced by and for groups of all Cheboygan descendants or for 
confederated Ottawa and Chippewa entities including MIO, NMOA, and MIDA. However, it is 
possible that the petitioner autonomously managed other significant non-claims functions, 
although the evidence has not yet demonstrated that possibility. Membership and participation in 
larger groupings [.)f specific functions, such as claims, by individuals or groups does not 
necessarily conf1ict with the existence of a separate and autonomous Burt Lake entity. However, 
the petitioner would have to submit evidence to demonstrate that this Burt Lake entity meets the 
regulations. Docll mentation of individual participation in larger entities, such as claims entities, 
is not evidence fOl this criterion for the petitioner or part of the petitioner and does not show that 
the petitioner mee:s criterion (c). 

Conclusion 

The petitioner does not meet criterion (c) before 1984 because the descendants of John Vincent, 
almost half of the ·:::urrent membership, were never part of a Burt Lake political entity, indicating 
the petitioner is now a different entity from the one that evolved from Indian Village on Indian 
Road in the 20th c~ntury. The petitioner also did not show that the descendants of John Vincent 
were part of an lncian political entity that amalgamated historically with the petitioner. The 
petitioner does not meet criterion ( c) after 1984 because the petitioner did not demonstrate that 
the council and leadership, composed of individuals representing all parts of the membership, 
influenced a predominant portion of the membership. In recent years, only a small core of 
individuals from two or three families living near Indian Road, from the relatives of Margaret 
Martell, or from the families of the petitioner's employees participated in political activities and 
probably exerted some inf1uence on leaders, who in turn consulted with them. Documents and 
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oral history rare y show most of John B. Vincent's descendants and a large number of other 
members attending a meeting, voting, or participating in other political activities. 

Therefore, the petitioner does not meet the requirements of criterion 83. 7( c). 
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83.7(d) 

Criterion (d) 

A copy of the group's present governing document 
including its membership criteria. In the absence of a 
written document, the petitioner must provide a statement 
describing in full its membership criteria and current 
governing procedures. 

Current GovernirULDocument 

On December 14, 2002, the petitioner's vice-chairman and treasurer certified that all six present 
members of the petitioner's then eight-member governing body voted without opposition or 
abstention in favor of Resolution #2002-14, which certified the group's official governing 
document and also amended its membership section. The governing document consists of the 
"By-Laws of the Burt Lake Band of Ottawa and Chippewa Indians, Inc.," adopted on 
March 6, 1993, except that the amendment passed on December 14,2002, should entirely replace 
the existing 1993 Article IV, pertaining to membership (Petitioner 2002, env.: Governing 
Documents). No "constitution" per se appears among the petition documentation, which 
includes the group's "Articles ofIncorporation," received by the State of Michigan on 
May 17, 1980, anl filed on July 16, 1980 (BLB 7/16/1980). 

The by-laws proVide that the governing body, termed as the Board of Directors, consists of nine 
persons, elected by the general membership, with four-year terms of office (Petitioner 2002, 
Article V, Sections 1, 2, and 3). At the time this petition entered active consideration, one of the 
nine positions on I:he governing body was vacant. "Staggered elections" are to be held every odd 
year (Section 3). The executive officers (also referred to as "Corporate officers") comprise 
chairperson, vice-d~airperson, secretary, and treasurer (Article V, Section 4). The by-laws do 
not contain any age requirement for membership, but stipulate voting age and candidacy age as 
18, although candidates for chairperson must be at least 21 (Article IX, Sections 1 and 2). 

The articles of incorporation and the by-laws may be amended by "an affirmative vote of 
five (5) members" of the governing body (Article XII, Sections 1 and 2). The four officers of the 
governing body al:;o form the executive committee, and the chairperson has the authority, with 
the approval of the rest of the governing body, to appoint persons to the finance, personnel, and 
standing committees (Article VII). The frequency of regular meetings of the governing body is 
to be at least four times a year (Article X, Section 1), although minutes indicate regular meetings 
occur as often as monthly. The by-laws also provide for a staff position of executive director, 
reporting to the governing body (Article VIII). 
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Membership Crit{~[ill 

The membershi~ criteria delineated in the December 14,2002, amendment resolution require 
applicants to document their descent from at least one person ofIndian blood whose name 
appears among any of three categories of historical lists or series of records (Petitioner 2002, 
env.: Governing Documents). The first of the three categories combines the 1870 annuity list of 
the Joseph Way-bway-dum band with Horace Durant's 1908 field notes and 1910 roll of 
descendants oftlLose annuitants. The second category includes individuals identified as 
Cheboygan band aHottees or homesteaders "pursuant to the 1855 Treaty of Detroit" as qualifying 
ancestors. The third category identifies the Indian Population schedule of the 1910 Federal 
Census of Burt Township, Cheboygan County, as the final list comprising qualifying ancestors. 
The amendment 1lso offers the alternative of an applicant documenting that he or she is the 
biological child (If a.n accepted member. No blood quantum appears in the current membership 
requirements. 

The by-laws neither mention an enrollment committee nor define an enrollment procedure. 
However, there does appear to be continuity in the review of membership applications insofar as 
the same membership or enrollment clerk's signature appears throughout the collection of 
membership doclllm:nts in the folders created for each member, photocopies of which were 
submitted by the petitioner. It does not appear that a membership committee systematically 
reviews and updates the membership list because the petitioner's certified membership list 
included deceased members, relinquished members, and persons who have not yet submitted 
membership applc:ations (described more fully in the summary under criterion Section 83.7(e)). 

A significant perc e:ntage of members of this petitioner have Michigan Indian ancestry that 
qualifies them for membership in federally recognized tribes. As a result, many members of the 
petitioner have reo inquished their membership in the petitioning group to join federally 
recognized tribes, or have joined such tribes without relinquishing membership in the petitioning 
group. The governing document does not contain policies regarding the acceptability of 
members' enrollir.g in acknowledged North American Indian tribes nor the consequences of 
relinquishing mcmbuship. 

Previous Governi IU~ .. pocuments and Membership Criteria 

Minutes from the)etitioner' s meeting of May 17, 1980, record the agreement of the governing 
body that member:; should have a blood quantum of one-fourth, based upon ancestors designated 
as Cheboygan, Traverse, or Mackinac Band on the Durant Roll (BLB 5117/1980). In 1982, an 
amendment expan1eci acceptable ancestors to include those appearing on any "roll, census, or 
record made for the Burt Lake band" by DOlor BrA officials, or those who resided on 
"traditional land hdd by the Burt Lake band" from 1880 to 1910, and the one-fourth blood 
quantum requirem;mt applied only to persons being adopted by members (BLB 8/14/1982). The 
provision for adoptt:es approved in 1982 did not appear in the 1989 amendment, nor in the by
laws as adopted in 1993 (Petitioner 2002, Exhibits 1980-06). 
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Earlier membership criteria show the beginnings of the three current avenues to membership. 
Descent from 18~70 annuitants, as represented by descendants in the Durant Roll, has been 
required since 1980. However, the by-laws specified descent from the Joseph Way-bway-dum 
band (on page 3 L of the 1870 annuity list) beginning in 2000. Second, an ancestor's residence 
upon the Burt Lakt; band's traditional lands between 1880 and 1910 first appeared as a 
membership avenue in 1989. In 2000, that provision was replaced by an ancestor's receipt of a 
"CheboyganingfE:urt Lake band" allotment or Indian homestead. In 2002, an ancestor's 
appearance on the Indian Population schedule of the 1910 Federal Census of Burt Township 
became the third Tlembership avenue. 

The by-laws adof:ted on March 4,2000, added several sections to the membership by-laws, 
empowering the boverning body to enact ordinances governing adoption, voluntary and 
involuntary relinquishment, reinstatement, enrollment in acknowledged tribes, and closing the 
membership roll (Petitioner 2002, file: Blackwell). However, the by-laws of 1993, not 2000, 
were certified as the current governing document, and the December 14, 2002, resolution 
amending the membership by-law established entirely new language in any event. 

A majority vote of the governing body, rather than of the membership, adopts and amends the 
by-laws, but member concern over the interpretation of the membership requirements became 
evident in 1991 fc Hawing the admission, and subsequent rise to leadership, of descendants of 
1875 allottee Johr Vincent. Two members wrote grievance letters, alleging that John Vincent 
descendants were non-native and not descendants of the Burt Lake band (Menefee and Honson 
1211 011991). The unsigned reply stated that the Cheboygan band allotment list, on which 
Vincent appeared, met the May 20, 1989, membership by-law definition of a record made for the 
Burt Lake band by officials or agents of the Federal Government (BLB 12112/1991). 

Conclusion 

The petitioner submitted its current governing document, including its membership criteria. 
Therefore, the petitioner meets the requirements of criterion Section 83. 7( d). 
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Criterion (e) 

The petitioner's membership consists of individuals who 
descend from a historical Indian tribe or from historical 
Indian tribes which combined and functioned as a single 
autonomous political entity. 

In order to meet ,:;riterion (e) under Section 83.7, a petitioner must demonstrate that its current 
members descend from a historical tribe or band, or tribes or bands that combined and functioned 
as an autonomous entity. Therefore, the petitioner must (1) identify its current members, (2) 
identify the histwical tribe or band and the individuals in that historical tribe or band from whom 
its current membl~rs descend, and (3) document that descent. 

Analysis of this petition under criterion (e) encountered challenges in identifying both the 
petitioner's currcTt members and the historical band from which they claim descent. OF A found 
43 percent fewer current members than the petitioner claimed on its membership list received on 
January 21, 2003. Of the reduced total determined to be current members, OF A also found that 
about half desceni from ten families on the 1870 annuity list of the Joseph Way-bway-dum 
band, and about the other half descend from one person on the 1875 schedule, or list, of 
allotments in the Cheboygan reserve. The petitioner provided photocopies of the contents of its 
membership folders, and this enabled OF A to confirm that, with very few exceptions, the 
petitioner's current members have demonstrated descent from their claimed ancestors. However, 
not all of the clai[m~d ancestors have been satisfactorily documented as members of the historical 
band. 

Current Member~ 

The first membership list supplied by the petitioner, certified on September 9, 1994, identified 
634 persons, but I"cked birth dates for 43 people (7 percent), and lacked residential addresses for 
125 persons (20 percent) (Petitioner 1994, v.3, app.l3). The petitioner's undated "master 
enrollment list" fu'nished at the outset of active consideration, received on December 16, 2002, 
included 858 people, but without a single birthdate or residential address (Petitioner 2002 "list"). 
The petitioner was given the opportunity to submit a certified membership list that conformed to 
the regulations at ~:(~ction 83. 7( e )(2). 

The membership list received by OF A on January 21, 2003, was certified by the petitioner as 
being complete up to December 23,2002, and included the required fields for recording full 
name (including nniden name), date of birth, and residential address (Petitioner 2003). Columns 
created for recording additional information such as names of father and mother, gender, and 
death date also appeared on the certified membership list. However, the certified membership 
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list of861 entrie!: included 3 entries marked "error," 38 deceased members, 68 without birth 
dates, 185 without residential addresses, and 59 with post office rather than residential addresses. 

At OFA's request, the petitioner provided photocopies of its membership folders, containing the 
documentation it f(mnd acceptable to prove an individual's ancestry back to one or more 
qualifying ancestDr. This collection contained 830 membership folders or place-holder cards for 
folders that were missing at the time of photocopying. OFA's initial review of the membership 
folders found a significant absence of signed application forms (n=319), and a significant 
presence of signed relinquishment letters or forms (affecting 114 individuals). 

Evaluation of the 861 individuals certified by the petitioner as its members would be 
meaningless, if not impossible, if those members were deceased, not yet members, or had 
relinquished their membership. Therefore, the members evaluated under the criteria for purposes 
of the proposed finding include those who (1) were alive, (2) had submitted signed application 
forms, and (3) had not subsequently submitted signed relinquishments. The total number of 
members meeting those three definitions is 490, which includes 20 members whose membership 
folders had insufficient documentation to support their ancestry as presented on their ancestry 
charts. 

Historical Band 

The resolution pa~ sed by the petitioner's governing body on December 14, 2002, requires its 
members to trace their ancestry to an Indian (1) appearing on the 1870 annuity list of the Joseph 
Way-bway-dum band as also reflected in Durant's 1908 Field Notes and 1910 Roll, (2) receiving 
a Cheboygan allotment or homestead resulting from the 1855 Treaty of Detroit, or (3) 
enumerated on the Indian Population schedule of Burt Township in the 1910 Federal Census. 
However, this proposed finding concludes that the most recent identifications ofthe individuals 
in the historical band are the 1865-1870 annuity lists of the group for whom Joseph Way-bway
dum was chief, the 1857 and 1864 allotment selection records identifying the band affiliation of 
45 allottees as "Sheboygan," and the McGinn and Shananquet lists of the residents ofIndian 
Village 1897-1899. A fuller discussion of the analysis of the historical band is found earlier in 
this finding. 

Evidence of Descent 

Evidence acceptabt: to the Secretary which can be used to demonstrate descent from a historical 
tribe (or tribes whid1 combined and functioned as a single autonomous political entity) includes: 

• Section 83.7(e)(1)(i) Rolls prepared by the Secretary on a descendancy basis for 
purposes of distributing claims money, providing allotments, or other purposes. 

Acceptable evidencE: of this type consists of the 1910 Durant Roll, submitted by the petitioner. 
The 1910 Durant Roll, however, is not a stand-alone document, and relies upon the 1908 Durant 
Field Notes and the J 870 annuity list of the Joseph Way-bway-dum band (page 31) in order to 
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successfully document descendants of the historical Cheboygan or Burt Lake band. The 1870 
annuity list identities 33 families of the band, which Durant termed the "Burt Lake" band in his 
1908 field notes. In his field notes, Durant, with the assistance ofthe "Cheboygan chiefs," 
identified the descendants of those 1870 annuitants, both living in and deceased by 1908. 

The Durant materials recorded the names, ages, residences, and relationships of descendants of 
those Ottawa and Chippewa Indians of Michigan recorded in the 1870 annuity list, in which the 
Joseph Way-bway-c1um (Cheboygan or Burt Lake) band appears on page 31. The Durant 
materials do not purport to document any tribal relations among those descendants in 1908 or 
1910. Therefore, the field notes and roll prepared by Durant constitute evidence of Burt Lake 
band ancestry of':hese individuals living in 1908, but do not constitute evidence of members ofa 
tribe, or even that a tribe continued to exist in 1908. 

Individuals on the 1910 Durant Roll, who are also found in the 1908 Durant field notes for page 
31 of the 1870 Ottawa and Chippewa Indians of Michigan annuity list, have met this regulation's 
definition of proving descent from the historical band. For the slightly less than half of the 
petitioner's memb(~rship with 1870 annuitant ancestors, the 1910 Durant Roll provided 
satisfactory evide rice of descent between 1870 and 1908-1910, and those members needed only 
to document their descent from individuals on this 1910 Durant Roll. 

• Section 83.7 (e)(1 )(ii) State, Federal, or other official records or evidence identifying 
present members or ancestors of present members as being descendants of a historical 
tribe or tribes that combined and functioned as a single autonomous political entity. 

Annuity Lists 
Annuity lists, whidl. identified the heads of every family considered to be part of the band in 
those years in whdl. annuities were paid, are acceptable evidence of this type. Thus, annuity 
lists serve to define the historical band more than to describe descendants of the historical band. 
Individuals who were ancestors of current members of the petitioner were tracked in annuity lists 
of 1865, 1868, anel 1870, although the petitioner supplied copies of even earlier annuity lists. 
The 1870 annuity list formed the basis of Durant's efforts to identify descendants of the Ottawa 
and Chippewa Indians of Michigan involved in the Treaty of 1836, as discussed previously. 

The 1865 annuity .ist of the Joseph Way-bway-dum band identifies 31 families, 24 of which are 
also on the 1870 annuity list (McClurken 2002, Ex. 22). The band's 1868 annuity list identifies 
32 families, 26 oLvhich also appear on the 1870 annuity list (Lantz 1993, 89). The most recent 
government-generated listing submitted by the petitioner of contemporary members of the 
Joseph Way-bway .. dum band is the 1870 annuity list of that band. It identifies 33 heads of 
families by name, ,mel records the number of men, women, and children in every household, for a 
grand total of 108 . ndividuals. 

Of those 33 families, 22 had identifiable descendants yet living in 1908. Ten of those annuitant 
families are ancestral to 224 (of 490, or 46 percent) current members: Joseph Way-bway-dum, 
Non-quaish-caw-waw [Louis Nonqueskwa], [Antoine] Shaw-waw-now-now-quot, Aw-be-taw
get-zhe-go [George Shenoskey], [Louis]Shaw-bwaw-sung, Theresa Way-win-ding, Wm. Mick-
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se-nin-ne, Mrs. Wm. O'Flynn, Isaac Shaw-waw-now-now-quot, and Ignatus Kaw-be-naw [Enos 
Cabenaw]. 

Allotments 
One of the petitioner's three membership requirements states that a potential member's 
ancestor's name must appear on "The CheboiganinglBurt Lake band's land allotments or 
homesteads pursuant to the 1855 Treaty of Detroit." A detailed description ofthe.protracted 
process of allotting the Ottawa and Chippewa Indians of Michigan between 1855 and 1875 
appears earlier in this finding. Four types ofland records resulted from the 1855 treaty: the 
1857 allotment choices, the 1864 allotment choices, the 1875 schedule of allottees, and Indian 
homesteads authorized by the Act of June 10, 1972. OF A located the earliest two of these four 
records, and concluded that these identifications of Ottawa and Chippewa descendants whose 
band affiliation was identified as "Sheboygan" constituted good evidence of membership in the 
historical band, a:; mentioned above. 

The receipt of an allotment in the Cheboygan reserve in 1875 was not limited to members of the 
historical Cheboygan band. As summarized in Appendix A, OFA research found that 8 of the 
45 allottecs named on the petitioner-supplied 1875 schedule of allottees in the Cheboygan 
reserve (Townships 35 and 36 N, Range 3 W) belonged to the Anee, Bois Blanc, Thunder Bay, 
and Mackinac bands, and 19 allottees on the 1875 list who received patented land in the 
Cheboygan reserve: did so without leaving evidence of tribal affiliation that has been located to 
date. Also, 18 Cheboygan allottees who selected allotments outside of the Cheboygan reserve 
were not on the 1875 list. Thus, appearing on the final 1875 list of allottees of land in the 
Cheboygan reserve does not automatically translate to affiliation with the Cheboygan band, nor 
did the 1875 list encompass Cheboygan Indians who were allotted elsewhere. As it cannot be 
relied upon to identify "ancestors of present members as being descendants of' the Cheboygan, 
Joseph Way-bway-dum, or Burt Lake historical band, the 1875 schedule ofallottees is not 
considered acceptable evidence of descent from the historical band under criterion (e). 

OFA's analysis of this 1875 list of 45 patentees found that only 5 have descendants in the current 
membership: Joseph Way-bway-dum, [Antoine] Shawwawnonquot, [Louis] Shaw-bwaw-sung, 
Theresa Way-win-ding, and John Vincent. John Vincent (born 1816 - died 1903) is the only one 
of those five who did not also appear as the head ofa family on the 1870 annuity list of the 
Joseph Way-bway-dum band, or of any other band. Historical affiliation is not listed for John 
Vincent, who sold his allotment before it was patented, and there is no evidence that he ever 
lived on it. Acceptable evidence ofJohn Vincent's tribal affiliation has not been located to date. 

Of the 490 current members, 233 descend from John Vincent, 211 descend from Joseph Way
bway-dum, Antoine Shawwawnonquot, Louis Shaw-bwaw-sung, or Theresa Waywinding, and 
33 have no ancestors among the allottees. The remaining 13 members have, as their only allottee 
ancestor, Cheboyg:tn annuitant and allottee Louis Nongueskwa who selected land in Emmet 
County, and 4 of those 13 also descend from Cheboygan annuitant Enos Cabenaw who obtained 
an Indian homestead (see following). 
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Indian Homestead., 
The wording of he petitioner's membership requirement allows for the consideration of all 
historical individuals receiving Cheboygan allotments and Indian homesteads between 1855 and 
1875. However,. the documentary evidence submitted by the petitioner pertaining to allotments 
consisted solely (If the 1875 allotment list, without records of the earlier Cheboygan allotment 
choices of 1857 Of 1864, nor any Indian homestead entries under the Acts of June 10, 1872, or 
March 3, 1875, pLlrsuant to the 1855 Treaty of Detroit. 

OF A located nim Lndian homestead patentees, who would be considered "qualifying ancestors" 
under the petitioner's second membership by-law. While the 1857 and 1864 allotment selection 
records did identif:y band affiliations, the Indian homestead records of 1872 and 1875 did not, 
requiring applicants to swear only to their membership in the "tribe ofIndians known as the 
Ottawas and Chirpewas of Michigan" (GLO ca. 1872, Josette Shawwawnequom FC #3471,3). 
As they cannot be: relied upon to identify "ancestors of present members as being descendants 
of' the Cheboygan, Joseph Way-bway-dum, or Burt Lake historical band, the 1872 Indian 
homestead records are not considered acceptable evidence of descent from the historical band 
under criterion (eL However, the records contain genealogical detail which made them useful in 
documenting overall descent. OFA found that four of these nine Indian homesteaders have 
descendants in the current membership: Ignus Kaw-be-naw [Enos Cabenaw], Isaac Shaw-naw
not-quot, Moses Nag-ga-skaw [Nongueskwa], and Paul Nongueskwa. The first two 
homesteaders als(l appear as family heads on the 1870 annuity list, and the latter two are sons of 
an 1870 annuitant. 

Federal Census Records, 1850-1930 
Federal decennial population schedules do not identify ancestors of members as descendants of a 
historical band, al though the special Indian Population schedules in 1900 and in 1910 did record 
the general tribal affiliation of each person and of his or her parents. These census records are 
acceptable eviden::e of genealogical descent and helped to document the direct descendants of 
members of the historical band. The petitioner supplied some census abstracts, as well as census 
photocopies in membership folders, and OFA obtained additional census photocopies from the 
National Archives. 

The Federal Censlls of 1900 and 1910 included special Indian Population schedules, on which 
enumerators were to record every family composed mainly ofIndians (Commerce 1979, 39,49). 
Indeed, Indian Population schedules exist for Cheboygan County in 1900 and 1910. These 
schedules do not rurport to record bands or tribes, although a general tribal affiliation was 
requested for each person recorded. In the case of Burt Township, most of those enumerated on 
the 1900 Indian Population schedule as "Chippewa" later appeared on the 1910 Indian 
Population schedule as "Ottawa." 

The June 1900 Indian Population schedule of Burt Township identifies 77 Indians living in Burt 
Township, but dOES not denote the enumeration of a specific village or Indian settlement. Of the 
77 Indians recorded in the Indian Population schedule of Burt Township in 1900, 66 survived 
until 1910, but 19 Dfthose 66 were not in the 1910 Indian Population schedule of Burt 
Township. 
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Tracing one's ancestry to someone on the 1910 Indian Population schedule of Burt Township is 
one of the petitioner's three avenues to membership, per the December 14, 2002, amendment 
resolution. The 19] 0 Indian Population schedule of Burt Township enumerates 128 individuals 
in total, including 122 identified as "Indians," but the schedule does not specify that the 
enumerated lndic.ns lived in one settlement. Even if a settlement were presumed or documented, 
it may not embrace the entire band in view of the burnout of October 1900 which resulted in a 
dispersion of the group. The 1910 Indian Population schedule of Burt Township included, 
among others, a member of the Boda family (which began marrying into the group around 1890), 
and an Indian Mc.rtell family who do not trace to Cheboygan annuitants or allottees, yet who are 
ancestral to current members. 

Among the petitioner's current 490 members, 244 (or 50 percent) have at least one ancestor on 
the Indian Schedule of the 1910 Federal Census of Burt Township, and 246 (or 50 percent) do 
not (of whom 23~, are Vincent descendants, and 13 have no qualifying ancestry). A total of20 
members (or 4 percent) descend from an ancestor on the 1910 Indian Schedule of Burt Township 
without having ancestors who were annuitants of the Joseph Way-bway-dum band or Cheboygan 
band allottees orlndian homesteaders. These 20 members descend from either Elizabeth 
(Martell) Griswold or Charlotte Boda (1887 -1981). 

Overall, census schedules of Burt Township from 1860 through 1930 identified an Indian 
population there of70 in 1860,65 in 1870, 79 in 1880, 77 in 1900, 122 in 1910, 59 in 1920, and 
56 in 1930. Tusc.lrora Township, which was formed from Burt Township in 1877, constituted 
half of the Chebo:igan allotment reserve. Its Indian population was 28 in 1880, 7 in 1900, 6 in 
1910,2 in 1920, and 8 in 1930. No current members trace to Indians residing in Tuscarora 
Township betwee tl 1900 and 1930. Some current members do trace to Indians residing in 1920 
and 1930 in Mullett Township (formed from Burt Township in 1916). John Vincent and his 
family were enumerated in 1850, 1860, 1870, 1880, and 1890 in the northern area of Cheboygan 
County that becaml; the town of Cheboygan, some 20 miles northeast of Tuscarora and Burt 
Townships. 

• Section 83. '7 (e)( 1)( v) Other records or evidence identifying present members or 
ancestors of present members as being descendants of a historical tribe or tribes that 
combined .ind functioned as a single autonomous political entity. 

The following records contain evidence accepted as identifications of ancestors of present 
members as being descendants of a historical tribe. 

1897 McGinn Letter 
The petition narrative cites a letter sent by John W. McGinn to the 22 individuals who, on 
December 5, 1897, owned homes on the land in Burt Lake Village that McGinn had purchased. 
This letter is not found in the petition documentation, although a transcription of it appears in 
McGinn's county court petition for a writ of restitution, located by OFA (McGinn 1118/1898). 
Fifteen of these 22 homeowners, or their survivors, also appear among the 24 homeowners 
identified in the In:iian Population schedule of the 1900 Federal Census of Burt Township, 
Cheboygan Coun1:~'. Thirteen of these 22 homeowners are ancestral to some of the petitioner's 
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current members. John Vincent does not appear in McGinn's letter, and current members who 
descend from him do not have any ancestors identified in McGinn's letter. 

1899 Shananquel "Map" 
The petition also fi.lmishes a replication of a "map" purportedly drafted by Albert Shananquet 
in the 1950' s, naming the owners and illustrating the relative positions of houses and buildings 
in Burt Lake Villag<::: in 1899 (Shananquet n.d.). Twenty-three homeowners' names plus 
one church and one schoolhouse appear in two columns on this "map." Twenty of these 
23 homeowners in 1899 also appear in McGinn's description of22 homeowners in 1897. 
Sixteen of these homeowners, or their survivors, also appear among the 24 homeowners 
identified in the Indian Population schedule of the 1900 Federal Census of Burt Township. 
Thirteen of these 23 homeowners are ancestral to some of the petitioner's current members. 
John Vincent does not appear on Shananquet's map of homeowners, and current members who 
descend from hirr, do not have any ancestors identified on Shananquet's map. 

The following records do not contain identifications of ancestors of present members as being 
descendants of a historical tribe, but instead provide evidence such as names, residence, and 
ages, which helped in the process of documenting the direct descendants of claimed ancestors. 

Civil War Service and Pension Records 
OFA obtained photocopies of these Federal records for John Vincent, Francis Bourasaw 
[Bourassa], and Moses Hamlin. These records provided genealogical data, and, in his pension 
file, John Vincent cited three different places on the north shore of the Upper Peninsula as his 
birthplace in 1816. 

1881 Manuscript ('ensus 
Ten of eleven handwritten pages from the "Jonas Shawandose collection," provided by the 
petitioner without fLlIiher description of provenance, contain a type of census of 25 families 
(Shawandose papers ca. 1880's). The legal descriptions oflandholdings which are furnished for 
many families enumerated in this census pertain to Burt and Tuscarora Townships. By 
comparing the ages of the individuals in this manuscript census to those listed in the 1880 
Federal Census of Burt and Tuscarora Townships, it seems probable that the manuscript census 
was created in 1881 or early 1882. John Vincent's family is not among those enumerated. 

1894 State Census and GAR Records 
OFA consulted published extracts from the 1894 Michigan State Census identifying Civil War 
veterans, as well a~ Grand Army of the Republic records for its Ruddock Post in the city of 
Cheboygan. Both records confirmed John Vincent's residence and status as a veteran, but the 
latter did not add new information. 

1935 IRA Petition 
The petitioner furnished a copy of a petition signed on May 13, 1935, by 41 adults from 
Cheboygan or Emmet Counties (Fred Kishego et af. 5/13/1935), seeking benefits under the IRA. 
Petitioner claims that the signers represent the Burt Lake membership at that time insofar as 
"[a]ll but one of the signers trace back" to the Joseph Way-bway-dum band annuitants of 1870 or 
Cheboygan allottees or Indian homesteaders (Petitioner 2002, Political Influence binder at tab 
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1930's). The p<::~titioner's genealogist offered her interpretation of those names, and furnished 
what she believed to be each signer's qualifying ancestor on the 1870 annuity list, using Durant's 
coding system (the family or sequence number of each 1870 annuitant followed by the page 
number of each cand as it appears on the 1870 annuity list). 

OFA's analysis~)lmd that 9 of the 41 signers had no blood link to Joseph Way-bway-dum band 
annuitants. Of the 32 who had Joseph Way-bway-dum band ancestry, 21 have no descendants in 
current membership, and none are now living themselves. These 32 signers could trace to a total 
of 16 of the 33 annuitant families of 1870, whereas the petitioner's current members can trace to 
a total of 10 annuitant families of 1870. A total of 13 of the 41 signers were enumerated as 
residents of Burt Township in the 1930 Federal Census. 

None of the 1935 signers were descendants of John Vincent, and no current members who are 
descendants of john Vincent trace their ancestry to any signer of this 1935 petition. 

Of the 490 current members, 66 (or 13 percent) trace their descent from 11 of these 41 IRA 
petition signers. Thus, 87 percent of current members are not represented by ancestors who 
signed this petition in 1935. Removing current members who are Vincent descendants (n=233) 
from the overall membership total raises the percentage of current members represented by 
ancestors who signed the 1935 petition to 26 percent (66 of257). 

Internet Sources 
Internet sources used included on-line indices to the 1870 Federal Census of Michigan, to the 
1870 annuity list and 1910 Durant Roll, to marriages and deaths in Cheboygan, Emmet, and 
Mackinac Counties, and to newspapers of Cheboygan and Mackinac Counties 1871-1929. 

MembershiQ List 

Section 83. 7( e )(2) requires that a petitioner submit a separately certified membership list of all of 
its current membe"s, including full names (including maiden name), birth date, and residential 
addresses. The petitioner's membership list, revised and resubmitted at OFA's request, 
contained 861 entries and included columns for the recording of the mandatory aspects of a 
certified members1lp list. However, the list of 861 names was missing 68 birth dates and 
185 residential addresses, contained 59 non-residential addresses, and included 38 deceased 
members. Later review of the petitioner's membership folders showed that 114 of these 
members had alrcc.cly furnished written relinquishment letters or forms to the petitioner, and 
319 had not submitted signed application forms. 

Conclusions 

Three percent oftf.e: petitioner (n=13) had no ancestor appearing on the 1870 annuity list (or the 
Durant 1910 Roll), in the 1855-1875 records of Cheboygan band allottees, oron the Indian 
Population schedule of the 1910 Federal Census of Burt Township. Four percent (n=20) trace to 
ancestors who arrived in Burt Township after 1900. The remaining 457 members fall into two 
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segments of near! y identical size. One segment consists of 224 current members who each has 
anywhere from «fle to five ancestors on the 1870 annuity list, and anywhere from one to three 
ancestors who ei ~her are identified as Cheboygan in the allotment records or are Indian 
homesteaders who are themselves, or are sons of, 1870 annuitants of the Joseph Way-bway-dum 
band. 

The other segment, totaling 233 current members, consists of descendants of John Vincent, who 
obtained and sold his allotment in the Tuscarora Township half of the Cheboygan reserve. No 
records reviewed to date identify John Vincent as an Indian of the Cheboygan band, but only as 
an allottee within the Cheboygan reserve. The research presented in this proposed finding 
demonstrates th,\"!: Indians of bands other than Cheboygan obtained allotments in the Cheboygan 
reserve. Hence, unless evidence emerges that identifies John Vincent as an Indian of the 
Cheboygan band, his descendants cannot be considered to have Cheboygan band ancestry on the 
basis of John Vincent's allotment. 

Thus, 224 members (or less than 46 percent) can trace to Indian ancestors identified as 1870 
annuitants of the Joseph Way-bway-dum band, and as "Sheboygan" in 1857 and 1864 allotment 
records. The sarre: 224 members descend from individuals on the circa 1900 lists of residents of 
Indian Village on Burt Lake. Another 20 members (4 percent) trace to Martell and Boda women 
who arrived in Burt Township after 1900 and did not marry men with Cheboygan band ancestry, 
but were recorded as Indian residents of Burt Township in 1910. A total of246 (50 percent; 233 
Vincent descendants + 13 with no qualifying ancestry) have demonstrated descent from 
ancestors who arE: not identified as members of the Cheboygan, Joseph Way-bway-dum, or Burt 
Lake band. With only 46 percent of its membership able to document descent from the historical 
Cheboygan band, the petitioner does not meet the requirements of subsection 83.7 (e)( 1). 

The petitioner's membership list fails to provide fully the required birth and residential address 
data. In addition, the membership list includes individuals who are deceased, have not submitted 
signed applicatioLs, Dr have relinquished their membership. The petitioner has the opportunity 
during the comment period to prepare and certify a list of all known current members, with the 
required birth and residential data, which does not include deceased persons, non-members, or 
former members. Copies of membership lists prior to 1994 should also be submitted. These 
additional steps are necessary in order to meet the regulations at subsection 83.7(e)(2). 

Therefore, for the!;e reasons, the petitioner does not meet the requirements of Section 83. 7( e). 
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83.7(f) 

Criterion (f) 

The membership of the petitioning group is composed 
principally of persons who are not members of any 
acknowledged North American Indian tribe. However, 
under certain conditions, a petitioning group may be 
acknowledged even if its membership is composed 
principally of persons whose names have appeared on rolls 
of, or who have been otherwise associated with, an 
acknowledged Indian tribe. The conditions are that the 
group must establish that it has functioned throughout 
history until the present as a separate and autonomous 
Indian tribal entity, that its members do not maintain a 
bilateral political relationship with the acknowledged tribe, 
and that its members have provided written confirmation of 
their membership in the petitioning group. 

The names of the :no persons for whom the petitioner submitted membership folders were 
compared with current tribal rolls and membership records of five federally recognized Ottawa 
or Chippewa tribe:; in the same general geographic area as the petitioner: Bay Mills Indian 
Community, Grand Traverse Band of Ottawa & Chippewa Indians, Little Traverse Bay Bands of 
Odawa Indians, Little River Band of Ottawa Indians, and Sault Ste. Marie Tribe of Chippewa 
Indians. The tribal rolls did not indicate when each member joined, but evidence in the petition 
shows that enrollment of the petitioner's members elsewhere has occurred since at least 1994, 
the first year in which members' written relinquishments listed their reason for relinquishing 
membership as "enrollment at Little Traverse Bay Bands." 

The Little Traverse Bay Bands tribe requires its members to demonstrate that they are one-fourth 
Indian. At least one-eighth blood quantum must derive from ancestors identified on the Durant 
Roll as belonging 10 any of 12 "Traverse" bands (also identified on pages 20-37 of the 1870 
annuity roll) (LTBB 8/271I 995,2; 8118/2002). Among these 12 bands is the Joseph Way-bway
dum band, from vl1ich 224 current members of the petitioner descend. 

In 1994, the petiticner's group consisted of634 members, 174 of whom are currently enrolled in 
federally acknowkclged tribes, although only 106 have formally relinquished membership in the 
petitioner. A total of 219 of the 830 individuals with membership folders (26 percent) appear as 
members of two ofthe above five federally recognized tribes, and 125 of those 219 members 
have no relinquishment letters or forms in their Burt Lake membership folders. In that sense, 
those 125 member:; would be considered members of an acknowledged North American Indian 
tribe while retaining membership in the petitioning group (125 of 830 is 15 percent). 
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However, this pwposed finding does not consider all 830 individuals with membership folders as 
current members Only the 490 of those 830 individuals who are alive, with signed applications, 
and without formal relinquishment are viewed as constituting the current membership. A total of 
50 of those 490 current members of the Burt Lake petitioner (about 10 percent) appear as 
members of the f,~deral1y recognized Little Traverse Bay Bands (n= 38) or Sault Ste. Marie Tribe 
(n= 12) by virtue of their appearance on membership lists of those tribes, through confirmation 
with those tribal o:ffices, or per testimony of the chairman of a tribe. Among these 50 members 
enrolled elsewhere are two members of the petitioner's governing body. The chairman of the 
Sault Ste. Marie Tribe of Chippewa Indians revealed in court proceedings that the petitioner's 
current chairman is l~nrolled in that tribe (Bouschor 2002, 3). 

Conclusions 

The portion orthe petitioner's members enrolled in acknowledged North American Indian tribes 
is just over 10 percent (50 of 490), based upon the definition of current membership used for this 
proposed finding. Thus, the petitioner is composed principally (about 90 percent) of persons 
who are not members of any acknowledged North American Indian tribe, and, therefore, meets 
the requirements of criterion (t). 
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83.7(g) 

Criterion (g) 

Neither the petitioner nor its members are the subject of 
Congressional legislation that has expressly terminated or 
forbidden the Federal relationship. 

There is no evidence in the record that the petitioner or its members have been explicitly 
terminated or forbidden a Federal relationship by an act of Congress. 

Conclusion 

The petitioner meets the requirements of criterion Section 83.7(g). 
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Summary 

The evidence available for this proposed finding demonstrates that the Burt Lake band of Ottawa 
and Chippewa, Inc., petitioner does not meet all seven criteria required for Federal 
acknowledgment Specifically, the petitioner does not meet criteria Section 83.7 (a), (b), (c), or 
(e). In accordance with the regulations set forth in 25 CFR Part 83, failure to meet anyone of the 
seven criteria requires a determination that the group does not exist as an Indian tribe within the 
meaning of Fedeml law. Therefore, the Department proposes to decline to acknowledge the Burt 
Lake band of Ottawa and Chippewa, Inc., as an Indian tribe. 
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Description and Analysis of the Evidence for the Proposed Finding 

on the 

BURT LAKE BAND OF OTTAWA AND CHIPPEWA INDIANS 

Historical Background 

The petitioner claims to be a successor to a Cheboygan band of Ottawa and Chippewa 
Indians who had a historical village on Burt Lake near the northern tip of lower Michigan 
(see Figure 1). A historical Indian village was located on a bay on the western side of 
Burt Lake (~ee Figure 2). The village was situated along the northern shore of Maple 
Bay and on the western side of a peninsula that sheltered the village from the body of the 
lake. According to the petitioner, that village sat on an inland water route between Lake 
Huron and Lake Michigan, and the Cheboygan band at that village took its name from 
the Algonquin word for a portage, or passing through, that was used as the name for the 
largest lake on that route. Non-Indians named the lake Burt Lake about 1840, when the 
land was surv'e~yed. Scholars have identified this village, which they labeled 
"Cheboygan," as existing as early as 1830. The existence of an Indian village and fields 
in this location was documented by plat maps of the area made in 1841 and 1855 by the 
U.S. Genenll Land Office (see Figure 3). 

Cheboygan Indians acquired title to the lands of the historical village by purchasing them 
from the Urited States between 1846 and 1849 and having that land patented to the 
Governor of Michigan in trust for the band. These lands were purchased by the Indians 
from the Fed'cral Government, at the prevailing public price per acre, as six separate 
parcels for '" total of$467 (GLO n.d.; Interior 611311947). In April 1846, four tracts 
totaling 242.9 acres were purchased. These adjacent parcels in the east half of Section 29 
and the southwest quarter of Section 28, Township 36 North, Range 3 West, covered the 
band's histo~ical village site. In August 1847, a tract of71 acres was purchased in the 
northeast quarter of Section 29. This parcel was adjacent to the original purchase along 
its western edge. In January 1849, the last tract of61 acres was purchased, in Section 28. 
This parcel ,vas adjacent to the original purchase along its eastern edge, and consisted of 
the lands between the original tract and the western shore of the lake, with the exception 
of the tip of Colonial Point. By 1850, the Governor of Michigan had received six patents 
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in trust for the Chfboygan band for a contiguous tract of 374.9 acres ofland on the 
western shore of Burt Lake (see Figure 4).1 

Individual band m~mbers received benefits under the provisions of treaties of 1836 and 
1855. The treaty with the "Ottawa and Chippewa nations ofIndians" of March 28, 1836, 
provided for annuity payments (United States 1836), and the treaty with the "Ottawa and 
Chippewa Indians of Michigan" of July 31, 1855, provided for per capita payments until 
about 1870 (United States 1855). Some treaty annuity payment documents listed 
Cheboygan band members. The 1870 annuity list included 33 household heads. The 
Treaty of 1855 also provided for selections ofland by individuals within two designated 
townships. When:::-:ongress restored the unselected lands in those townships to public 
entry by an act pass;~d in 1872 (United States 1872), it also provided that Indians who 
had not made allotment selections under the treaty could make homestead entries within 
the reserve, and SO Tie Cheboygan band Indians did so. An allotment schedule for the 
Cheboygan treaty reserve, which included individuals associated with other bands and 
individuals not on Jre:vious Cheboygan band lists, was approved in 1873 and Congress 
authorized patents to be issued for those lands by an act passed in 1875 (United States 
1875). Some indi vidual Indians acquired title to tracts ofland in the vicinity of the 
historical village under the provisions of the Acts of 1872 and 1875 (see Figure 5). 

The Cheboygan b,l1ci lost title to the lands of the historical village through tax sales of 
the State trust lane!!; b(;!cause of delinquent taxes (White 1980, 82; Cornell 1994, 94, 131; 
Madison 2002, 24), State and local officials considered the band's State trust lands to be 
taxable as non-exempt private property (Parker 5119/1894; Chase 12/2011897; White 
1980,73-76). In Ig97, John W. McGinn, who purchased most of the State trust lands at 
tax sales, notified ti1'e Indians living in the Cheboygan village that he was the owner of 
the lands on which their homes were located and that they were required to leave 
(McGinn 12/51189'7),2 In 1898, he sought a writ of assistance in county court to claim 
possession of the lands on the basis of his tax title deeds (McGinn 1118/1898), Some 
evidence indicates ':hat some of the residents of the Indian village moved to new 
locations after receving McGinn's notice (Cheboygan Democrat 12/22/1900; Sager 
1975, [15]; Anonymous 112311976). In October 1900, McGinn came to the village with 

I A 1980 repOJ1 by the petitioner's researcher Richard White listed these six patents by number 
and gave their total as ::75 acres (White 1980, 11-12). However, a 1994 report by the petitioner's 
researcher George Come:lI, who relied upon a resolution passed by the State legislature in 1903, mistakenly 
concluded that the trust lands consisted of eight patents and 418,8 acres (Cornell 1994, 106, 109-111). The 
discrepancy between Cxnell's contention and the records of the General Land Office (GLO) consist of two 
errors. First, no patent for a Lot 5 in Section 28, presumably of 43.9 acres, is listed in the GLO tract book, 
and no Lot 5 is shown on the GLO plat book (GLO n.d" 1841, 1855). Second, the GLO tract book shows 
that one patent, rather than two, was issued for the NW quarter of the NE quarter (40 acres) and Lot 2 in 
the NE quarter (31 acres) of Section 29. 

2 McGinn claimed to have paid about 20 years of back taxes (Cheboygan Democrat 211411903a). 
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the sheriff 10 t~vict the Indians, removed all the residents and their possessions from their 
homes, and set fire to the houses of the village (Cheboygan Democrat 10/2011900, 
12/2211900; Cabenaw 4/2411914; "Shawandose Papers" ca. 1950's; White 1980,85-86; 
Cornell 1994,96-97; Petitioner 2001, 10; Madison 2002,24). The petitioner refers to 
this event as the "burnout" of 1900. 

Thus, the e:dstence of a Cheboygan Indian village on the shore of Burt Lake, which 
outsiders sometimes called Indian Village, came to an end in 1900. That settlement was 
described il5 it appeared about 1900 by a former resident, in 1957, as an Indian village of 
26 mostly bg··hewn homes (Shananquet 5/10/1957). Other sources described the village 
as consisting ofa dozen, 14, or 16 buildings (Cheboygan Democrat 10/20/1900, 
12122/1900; Cabenaw 4/24/1914; BIA 411411914). Former resident Albert Shananquet 
created a li~;t of the heads of23 households in the village in 1899, and noted that the 
village had a church and school house (Shananquet n.d.). McGinn identified 22 
household heads in his legal notice in 1897 (McGinn 12/5/1897). The McGinn and 
Shananquet I ists combined appear to identify 24 households in Indian Village at the end 
of the 19th ::entury (see Figure 6). 

After the burnout, some of the Indian Village residents settled along a road north of the 
village which became known as Indian Trail Road or Indian Road. It appears that they 
were able to settle in this area because some Cheboygan band Indians obtained 
homesteads there in 1872 under the provisions of the Act of 1872, and remained land 
owners in 1900. At the core of this settlement was an Indian church, built about 1908, 
approximately two miles north of the historical village. This location became known as 
"Indianville." The existence of an exclusively Indian settlement along Indian Road in 
1902 is revealed by a plat book of Cheboygan County (Myers 1902; see Figure 7). Most 
of the Indian homeowners along Indian Road previously lived in the historical village. 
However, the Indian settlement that persisted on Indian Road after 1900 was but a 
portion of the previous geographical community on the lakeshore. The 1930 Federal 
census reveaIs that an exclusively Indian settlement of nine consecutive households 
continued to exist along Indian Road (U.S. Census 1930a). A 1938 survey of the rural 
property of the county also revealed that, as in 1902, all of the residents along Indian 
Road for two and one-half miles north of Brutus Road were individuals who can be 
identified from other sources as Indians (Cheboygan County 1938; see Figure 8). 

A Joint Resolution of the State legislation in 1903 provided the Cheboygan band with 
State lands in lieu of the State trust lands lost at Burt Lake. Within months after the 
burnout of 1900, the Governor of Michigan recommended to the legislature that it pass 
legislation ~Jr the relief of the Cheboygan band because the State had a "moral obligation 
... to restore the land to this band ofIndians" (Pingree 11911901). The legislature did not 
act until 19(13, and then it did not buy back the original State trust lands from McGinn, as 
the Governcr had recommended, but provided other State lands instead. The Resolution 
of 1903 provided a maximum of 400 acres of land, to be chosen by the State land 
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commissioner in consultation with representatives of the Chebogyan band and to be held 
by the State in trus~ for the band (Michigan 1903).3 The State resolution provided that 
the right of occupatlcy and use of those lands would continue until five years after the 
tract had been "deserted and vacated by said band ofIndians and any and all of their 
lineal descendants" (Michigan 1903). 

The Durant Roll was a list of Ottawa and Chippewa descendants created to identify the 
recipients of a monetary award won in the Court of Claims for a fund due the Indians 
from the United States under the Treaty of 1836.4 By an Act of April 1908, Congress 
appropriated funds to pay the award and directed the Secretary of the Interior "to make a 
complete roll of the Ottawa and Chippewa Indians of the State of Michigan" who were 
entitled to receive a share of the awarded funds (United States 1908,81). The 
Department of the [nterior used Horace B. Durant, an attorney from Oklahoma, as a 
special agent to compile this roll, and issued him instructions in July 1908. Durant 
produced a prelimhary roll in October 1909. After the Department disallowed some 
names, the Secretary approved the final roll in January 1910. The Durant Roll listed 
descendants of the Burt Lake band among the descendants of the "Traverse" band 
(Durant 1910). Durant based his descendancy roll upon the treaty annuity roll of 1870. 
He identified the page of that annuity roll that listcd members of the Burt Lake band 
(Durant 1908). 

The McGinn case was a lawsuit filed in 1911 by a U.S. district attorney in Michigan, on 
behalf of the United States acting as guardian of the Cheboygan band of Indians, against 
John McGinn to compel him to return the band's State trust lands. The available 
evidence does not show that either Cheboygan Indians or the Office of Indian Affairs 
requested that such a lawsuit be filed, but the Department of the Interior provided 

3 The petitiom r's researchers identify this resolution both as Joint Resolution 20 of June 18, 1903 
(White 1980, 94; Cornell 1994, 104), and Joint Resolution No. 579 of June 30, 1903 (Locklear 8/2611980 
cited in Cornell 1994, 167:, Madison 2002, 25). House Resolution No. 579 passed the State house about 
June 9, 1903, and, whel subsequently passed by the State senate, became approved Joint Resolution No. 
20 of June 18, 1903 (Michigan, Journal of the Senate, 1903, p.1629, and Michigan, Public Acts, 1903, 
p.444). 

4 In 1905, Congress authorized the "Ottawa and Chippewa Indians of the State of Michigan" to 
file a petition in the Onrt of Claims to settle a question of whether a fund based on the Treaty of 1836 and 
held in trust by the Go\emment was relinquished by the provisions of the Treaty of 1855 (United States 
1905, sec. 13). The Court of Claims decided the case against the Government in 1907 and awarded a 
judgment to the Indiam (U.S. Court of Claims 1907). Contrary to James McClurken (McClurken 1991, 
82; see also Petitioner ~,OO I, 12), the case decided by the Court of Claims that led to creation of the Durant 
Roll was not William P?toskey et at. v. United States, Case 27,978 (U.S. Court of Claims 1905), but 
Ottawa and Chippewa /ndians v. United States, Case 27,537 (U.S. Court of Claims 1907; United States 
1908,81; see also Smitl 1976,2:153). 
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infonnatiol1 and personnel for the Department of Justice to use in the litigation.5 The 
Federal jud.se stated that the central issue in the case was whether or not the State trust 
lands were taxable, and he found that they were. The judge held that there was no 
Federal tru~t relationship and no Federal restrictions that precluded State taxation of 
those lands (U.S. District Court 1914a). He found that the Government had fulfilled its 
treaty oblig:ltions to the Ottawa and Chippewa Indians, that the treaty had dissolved their 
tribal organization, and that those Indians who had received patents for allotments under 
the provisicns of the treaty had become U.S. citizens. Therefore, he concluded that the 
United Statl~s had relinquished its guardianship over those Indians. In 1917, the Federal 
judge dismissed the U.S. complaint and left McGinn's estate in possession of those lands 
(U.S. Distric:t Court 1917a). 

5 The evidence in the record does not adequately explain what led the U.S. Attorney to take this 
action in June 1911. A Cheboygan newspaper article in February 1911 reported that lW. Strongheart of 
St. Louis, Mis~,ouri, who claimed to be a lawyer and a descendant of Sitting BulI, was holding meetings at 
West Burt Lake to inquire into the grievances of the local Indians (Cheboygan Democrat 2/17/1911). 
Strongheart sa.d that he was "acting in an independent capacity as a counselor for the Indians .... " He 
drafted a letter to the Attorney General of the United States in 1911 to protest the 1900 burnout at Burt 
Lake and other "injustices" in northern Michigan (Strongheart 1911). It is not clear whether this letter was 
received by tt\(~ Department of Justice or whether it played any role in the Government's litigation against 
McGinn. 
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The Historical Tribe 

For the purposes of lthis proposed finding, the "historical tribe" is the historical 
Cheboygan band. The identifiable members of this historical band are those who 
received annuity pLyments or land allotments as members of the band under the treaties 
of 1836 and 1855 or who lived in an Indian village on the shore of Burt Lake as late as 
1900. 

Treaty Annuities 

The Treaty of March 28, 1836, with the "Ottawa and Chippewa nations ofIndians" 
provided for annuity payments, by geographical regions, for 20 years (United States 
1836, art. 4). The r'reaty of July 31, 1855, with the "Ottawa and Chippewa Indians of 
Michigan" provided for per capita payments which, under complicated provisions, could 
extend for 14 years after ratification, or until about 1870 (United States 1855, art. 2). 
The petitioner submitted treaty annuity payment lists for 1836, 1837, 1846, and 1870, 
and the researcher j()r the Little Traverse Bay Bands used 1865 and 1870 annuity lists 
among his court exhibits (Petitioner 2001, folder; Petitioner 2002, "Distinct Community" 
binder at tabs 1830's and 1840's; McClurken 2002, Ex. 22, 23). A list for 1868 has been 
published (Lantz 1993). An individual listed on an identifiable Cheboygan band portion 
of any such treaty annuity payment is considered a member of the band at that time, 
unless a later Federal investigation to identify the descendants of treaty Indians revealed 
that such an annuity recipient was not a Cheboygan or Burt Lake band member. 

An annuity list was used as evidence of tribal membership by Special Agent Horace 
Durant when he compiled evidence and prepared a roll of the descendants of the Ottawa 
and Chippewa Indians of Michigan who had made the Treaty of 1836 (Durant 1908, 
1910). The petitioner submitted Durant's 1910 descendancy roll and his field notes as 
petition exhibits (Petitioner 2002, CDs). Durant linked each individual on his 1910 roll to 
an Indian household head on the 1870 annuity list of the Ottawa and Chippewa Indians. 
Durant identified pClge 31 of that 1870 annuity list as a list of the Burt Lake band (see 
Table 1). However, based on the testimony and evidence he gathered, Durant also noted 
that two individuals on the 1870 list were not considered actual Burt Lake band 
members.6 BecaUSE: the Durant Roll of 1910 was based upon the annuity list of 1870, and 
because Durant idcnliiied the portion of that annuity list that constituted the Burt Lake 
band, with the noted exceptions, Durant's linkage of an individual on his 1910 roll to the 

6 See the statenents of Durant about 1870 annuity recipients Elizabeth Harris (#28-31) and John 
Briggs (#32-31) in his 1908 field notes (Durant 1908, p.31, no. 28, 32). 
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historical Burt Lake band is evidence that demonstrates descent from an 1870 member of 
the Cheboygan treaty band. 

Treaty AllQll;nents 

The Treaty of 1855 provided for individual selections ofland, essentially the allotment of 
land to indi vi duals, and designated two townships of land for such use by the Cheboygan 
band (Unitt:d States 1855, art. 1). The petitioner submitted a list oflndians who received 
land patentf: in those two townships (Petitioner 2001, folder; Petitioner 2002, "Distinct 
Community" binder at tab 1870's, "Political Influence" binder at tab 1960's, and 
"Blackwell" folder; see also Shawa submission received 1/1711995). The OFA 
researchers obtained earlier Office of Indian Affairs allotment schedules and land 
certificates prepared under the provisions of the treaty, and General Land Office tract 
books whicl list the land selected under the treaty in the two townships. If individuals 
were listed lS eligible to make selections of land as members of the Cheboygan band or 
received land patents as members of the Cheboygan band, they are considered members 
of the band at that time. 

As required by the Treaty of 1855 (United States 1855, art. 1), an Indian agent prepared a 
list of all th~ persons entitled to select land under the terms of the treaty, as well as the 
land they selected, and submitted it to the Indian Office in 1857 (see BIA 7/3011869). An 
1857 schedule of allotments, which was not submitted by the petitioner, was found by the 
OF A researdft~~rs in the records of the BIA at the National Archives (BIA 1857-1864). In 
this ledger, ~cparate columns provided both an individual's number within a band and 
land certificate number, while the band name was entered in the "remarks" column 
opposite the first entry for each band. Therefore, it is possible to identify the 
"Sheboygan" band allotment list as certificate numbers 424 to 467. These selections also 
are listed on the tract book of the General Land Office with the reference "List No.1" 
and the cerl fic:ate number (OLO n.d.). 

The Department of the Interior found the original selections and schedule to be defective, 
according tCI a summary of the allotment process written by the Commissioner of Indian 
Affairs, and the certificates for land selections were not issued (BIA 7/30/1869). Those 
unissued cCltificates, dated May 1, 1857, and signed by Agent Henry Gilbert, were found 
by the OF A researchers in the records ofthe National Archives (BIA 1857). A new list 
submitted ir 1863 by Agent DeWitt Leach required correction of conflicting selections 
(see BIA 7;'](/1869). In September 1864, Agent Leach issued certificates for individual 
land selections. Stubs or receipts for those certificates also were found at the National 
Archives by the OFA researchers (BIA 1864). The Department found in 1869, however, 
that while some Indians had changed their selections, they were issued certificates for 
their original choices. Commissioner oflndian Affairs E.S. Parker concluded that this 
series of problems resulted in "great confusion" and made it "difficult to tell what are the 
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present selections" (BIA 7/3011869). By 1869, patents for land selections under the 
treaty had not been issued. 

In 1870 and 1871, Agent James Long prepared schedules ofland selections for several 
Michigan bands, incllllding the Saginaw, Little Traverse, Grand Traverse, Grand River, 
and Sault Ste. Marie bands. Both the Commissioner of Indian Affairs and Secretary of 
the Interior approved these allotment lists by January 1872 (BIA 1872 ca.). With the 
allotment process apparently completed, Congress, in an Act of June 10, 1872, ended the 
temporary reservation of land provided for in the Treaty of July 31, 1855, and restored 
the remaining unse :ected lands to public entry (United States 1872). The available 
evidence does not include any allotment schedule prepared for the Cheboygan band by 
Agent Long or any schedule approved by the Secretary of the Interior for lands in the 
Chcboygan treaty r~serve before the Act of 1872. 

The Act of 1872 pr,)vided that all selections ofland made by Indians, and recognized as 
valid by the Secre1my of the Interior prior to the Act, should be patented to those 
individuals. It appears that the Act provided for the immediate issuance of land patents 
because the 10-year waiting period specified in the Treaty of 1855 had expired. Thus, 
some "Sheboygan" band members who selected allotments in Emmet County had those 
lands patented in lW72. The Act also provided a six-month period in which Indians 
would have the exclusive right to file homestead entries for unselected lands within the 
treaty reserves. Nine such homestead entries were patented, under the 1872 Act or its 
1875 amendment, il the Cheboygan reserve to Cheboygan band descendants (GLO ca. 
1872). Most of the:;e homesteads were located just north of the Cheboygan Indian 
village, possibly along Indian Road (see Figure 5). 

After the Act of 187 2, the Secretary of the Interior directed the Commissioner of Indian 
Affairs, in March 1,~73, to have the agent at the Mackinac Agency ascertain the number 
of land selections made under the treaty but not reported to the Department prior to that 
Act (Interior 3/5/1873). The Indian Office forwarded such instructions to Agent George 
Betts and also instmcted Special Agent John Knox to assist the agent in preparing a list 
of the land selections of the Ottawa and Chippewa Indians of Michigan (BIA 3/1111873, 
411111873). Agents Betts and Knox submitted their report and schedules on June 21, 
1873 (BIA 6/21118~/3). According to the agents, the schedule consisted of 317 Indians 
entitled to land, 214 of whom previously had received land certificates (BIA 6/21/1873, 
911511873). This would mean that 103 Indians were added to the schedule who had not 
previously been issued a land certificate. The agents referred to the Cheboygan band as 
"holding certificatef;," but not having received patents (BIA 6/2111873). When Secretary 
of the Interior Columbus Delano received this report from the Indian Office, he indicated 
his belief that he co llld not issue patents to individuals on the schedule because of the 
provisions of the Ad of 1872 (Interior 711211873). 
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Secretary Delano, however, directed the Commissioner to seek new legislation to 
authorize patents being issued to the Indians on the submitted schedule (Interior 
711211873). He also indicated that he would not authorize the General Land Office to 
restore those lands to market, as provided by the Act of 1872, pending such legislation. 
By an Act e,fMarch 3, 1875, Congress authorized the Secretary of the Interior to issue 
patents to 320 Ottawa and Chippewa Indians for selections they had made prior to the 
Act of 1872 that had not been reported to the Secretary (United States 1875). After 
passage of this Act, Agent Betts submitted a supplementary report on March 19 (BIA 
311911875). The schedule of allotments was reported to the Secretary on March 23 and 
approved on March 24 (BIA 3/2311875, 1875a). The lands were patented on August 19, 
1875 (BIA I 875a). Thus, as a result of the Act of 1875, patents were issued in 1875 in 
Townships 35 and 36 North in Range 3 West and were listed by both the General Land 
Office and the Office of Indian Affairs as made under authority of the Treaty of 1855 
(GLO n.d.; BrA 1875a). 

The petitior er submitted a list entitled "Reservations in Michigan set apart ... under 
Treaty of July 31, 1855," which it described as the list of allotments to the Cheboygan 
band in 1875. Since the petitioner did not provide information about the source of this 
document, thc OF A researchers verified its provenance by finding it in the records of the 
BIA at the National Archives. This list of allotments is contained in an Indian Office 
ledger labebd "46-A 1 Ottawa and Chippewa Bands in Michigan 1 Tract Book 1 Treaty of 
July 31, l8S 5" (BIA 1875a). The submitted list constitutes a portion of this ledger, and 
begins with a cover page entitled "Cheboygan Band." This tract book was accompanied 
by a schedu le of allotments in another Indian Office ledger labeled "46-B 1 Schedule of 
Allotments,' Ottawas and Chippewas of Michigan" (BIA 1875b). This schedule did not 
contain lists of allotments by bands. The "Tract Book" listed the allotments by section, 
township, and range, while the "Schedule" listed the allotments numerically by certificate 
number. 

A comparison of the original selections made by 1857 and the patents issued in 1875 

within the Cheboygan treaty reserve reveals that there was an increase in the total 
acreage allotted, from 1,907 acres in 1857 to 3,208 in 1875 (GLO n.d.; BIA 1875a). 
Another notlceable change was that the allotments in 1875 were geographically more 
dispersed th:ln they were in 1857, being made both farther north and farther south of the 
historical viJIage location than before. In 1857, all the selections were west of Burt Lake, 
but in 1875 :Tlore than 1,000 acres, or about one-third of the total acreage, was patented 
in locations farther south than the south end of the lake (see Figure 5). Only a minority 
of allotments were in what is now Burt Township, and most allotted land was in what is 
now Tuscarora Township of Cheboygan County. 

The original "Sheboygan" band land selection list of 1857 consisted of 44 allottees (BIA 
1857-1864, 18--19). Only 30 of these 44 allottees chose land within the Cheboygan 
reserve as ddined by the Treaty of 1855, while 14 allottees made selections elsewhere. 
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By 1864, another sx allottees changed their original selection and chose land outside the 
two townships designated in the treaty. Thus, eventually 20 of 44, or 45 percent, of 1857 
"Sheboygan" band allottees selected land outside of the Cheboygan treaty reserve (see 
Table 2 and Appendix A). All of these selections were made west of the Cheboygan 
reserve and were lccated in Emmet County in the reserve defined in the Treaty of 1855 
for the "Cross Villc.ge, Middle Village, L' Arbrechroche and Bear Creek bands, and of 
such Bay du Nuc and Beaver Island Indians as may prefer to live with them" (United 
States 1855, art. 1). 

In 1857, certificate:; within the Cheboygan treaty reserve were prepared for 30 
individuals on the "Sheboygan" band list and for 5 individuals on lists of other bands, for 
a total of35 allottees.7 In 1864, three new allottees in the Cheboygan reserve were added 
to the schedule, one of whom was identified as a member of the "Sheboygan" band. 
However, six "Sheboygan" members changed their selection to lands outside their 
reserve. Thus, a total of 32 certificates were issued in 1864 for lands within the 
Cheboygan reserve. In 1873, the agents added 20 new allottees within the Cheboygan 
reserve, one of whcm had been on the 1857 schedule with a land selection elsewhere. 
However, seven ofthe~ original 1857 "Sheboygan" members were dropped from the 
schedule, perhaps because of death. Thus, the total number of allotments within the 
Cheboygan reserve increased by 13, to 45. The Indian Office's "Schedule" of allotments 
consisted of certificate numbers 1 through 1405, while 19 of the 45 individuals on the list 
for the Cheboygan~eserve in the "Tract Book" had certificates in the numerical range 
1406-1425. Two o~ these allottees previously had been assigned earlier certificate 
numbers, but this evidence suggests that the other 17 allottees were very late additions to 
the allotment schedule. 

The final list of land selections within the Cheboygan treaty reserve included 45 allottees 
in 1875 (BIA 1875Cl). The available evidence indicates that 19 of the 45 allottees, all of 
whom were added to the schedule in 1873, did not appear on any allotment list that 
designated their band affiliation other than as Ottawa and Chippewa Indians of Michigan 
(see Table 3 and Appendix A).8 Only 15 of the 45 allottees, or 33 percent of them, had 
been listed on the 1 S57 "Sheboygan" band allotment list (BIA 1857-64). Another allottee 

7 Some of thes,! five allottees with an affiliation with another band may have had ties to 
Cheboygan band members or become accepted as members between 1857 and 1870. Pe-wa-be-koonse, on 
the 1857 schedule of th<! "Anse" band ["Ainse" village?], appears to have been on the 1870 annuity list of 
the Burt Lake band (Durant 1908, p.31, no.6). Also, Isabella Kaw-ca-paw (or Maw-co-paw), Catharine 
Waw-co-paw (or Maw-eo-paw), and Theresa Bourrasa of the "Anse" band in 1857 might have had a 
relationship to Maw-co··paw, aka Francis Bourassaw, on the 1870 annuity list. 

8 A few ofthcse 19 new allottees without an affiliation on an allotment schedule may have had an 
affiliation with the Cheboygan band. Theresa Way-win-ding (#1406) appears to have been on the 1870 
annuity list of the Burt Lake band (Durant 1908, p.31, no.16). Francis Bourassa (#1423) may have been on 
the 1870 annuity list of the band as Maw-eo-paw (Durant 1908, p.31, no.7). 
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was added after 1857 whose band was noted as "Sheboygan." Two 1875 allottees were 
listed as replacements for individuals on the 1857 list, and may have been considered 
Cheboygan (BIA 1857-64, 18; 1875b, #580). In addition to these 16 (or 18) Cheboygan 
members, 8 allottees were listed on the 1857 allotment list or a supplemental list as 
members or other bands (see Table 3). Thus, of the 1875 allottees within the Cheboygan 
reserve whose band had been identified on an allotment schedule, about one third were 
identified a:; being members of bands other than the Cheboygan band. 

A group of 12 late allottees, those with consecutive certificate numbers 1409 through 
1420, were allotted in the lands south of Burt Lake. This group of allottees included John 
B. Vincent, the ancestor from whom nearly half of the petitioner's members descend. In 
1873, befor,;: these lands were patented, 10 of these 12 allottees sold their rights to these 
lands, with l1ine of them selling to the same attorney from East Saginaw (Cheboygan 
County 1854-1903, v.1; see Appendix A).9 These nine allotments, with one exception, 
were contiguous parcels of land. The implication of this pattern is that these 12 allottees 
did not choose their land selections and that the Indian agent went down the list of 
certificates 1409 through 1420 and assigned those absentee allottees to the next available 
land shown on the tract books of the local land office. The immediate sale of most of 
their lands revl;:als that these 12 allottees were different from other allottees. None of the 
other 33 allottt:es on the 1875 schedule sold their lands this early, nor did any group of 
them sell at the same time to the same individual. This evidence suggests that allottees 
#1409-1420 did not come from the Burt Lake area and had no intention oflocating there. 

All 10 of the allottees who executed a deed to sell their lands in June or July of 1873, 
including Jehn B. Vincent, were physically present on Michigan's Upper Peninsula at the 
time. Their deeds show that they all personally appeared before a justice of the peace or 
notary public, with eight doing so in Chippewa County, one in Houghton County, and 
one in Mackinac County (Cheboygan County 1869-1883, v.D). Chippewa County runs 
from Lake Huron to Lake Superior and includes the town of Sault Ste. Marie, Houghton 
County is located on a peninsula in Lake Superior, and Mackinac County is located just 
north of the Straits of Mackinac. Five of these deeds referred to the allottees as members 
of the Ottawa and Chippewa Indians, while the other five listed their residence. Those 
allottees idcl1tified by residence included three (#1409, 1410, 1411) from Sault Ste. 
Marie, one (#1420) from Houghton, and John Vincent (#1415) from the town of 
Cheboygan. Vincent executed his deed before a notary public in Mackinac County. 
Within one month following completion of the allotment list by Agents Betts and Knox, 
these 10 indlviduals who were late additions to that list sold their allotments while on the 
Upper Peninsula, not in the vicinity of Burt Lake. 

9 However, in 1874, John B. Vincent sold his allotment a second time before it was patented 
(Cheboygan County 1869-1883, v.E:277). 
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Allotment certificate: 273 was issued for Naw-o-quaish-cum, who originally selected 40 
acres in T30N, R7E (BIA 1875b, #273). According to the Treaty of 1855, land was 
reserved in T30N, R7E, for the land selections of the Thunder Bay band (United States 
1855). Naw-o-quaish·-cum was listed on the 1857 schedule of the Thunder Bay band 
(BIA 1857-64, lO), but was not able to receive a patent for this selection because a cash 
entry on that land already had been made and the General Land Office had issued a 
patent for that land in 1866 (BIA 1875b, #273). Therefore, as a substitute, he took an 
allotment in Section 26 ofT35N, R3W, just south of Burt Lake. Durant's 1908 field 
notes listed Naw-o-quaish-cum as a head of family on the 1870 annuity roll, but not with 
the Burt Lake band, and noted his descendants living in 1908 in the Thunder Bay area 
near Hubbard Lake (Durant 1908, p.17, no. 1 ). This evidence shows that a member of the 
Thunder Bay band \-vas included on the allotment list for the Cheboygan treaty reserve. 
This example demcnstrates that an individual's presence on the allotment list for the 
Cheboygan reserve did not necessarily mean that he or she was a member of the 
Cheboygan band. 

Evidence from the Durant roll files also shows that several allottees in the Cheboygan 
treaty reserve appear to have been listed by Durant as the head of a family on an 1870 
annuity roll for a bc.nd other than the Cheboygan band. Louis Cadotte (#14lO) was an 
1875 allottee on the Cheboygan reserve list, while a Louis Cadotte was listed by Durant 
as an 1870 head of family in the Sault Ste. Marie band (Durant 1908, p.5, no.27). Female 
allottee Chequesh (¥1419) may be the same person as the female Che-quastch listed by 
Durant as an 1870 head of family in the Sault Ste. Marie band (Durant 1908, p.3, no.22). 
Nancy McGulphin (#1422) and Mary Ann Karrow (#1358) were 1875 allottees, while a 
Nancy McGalphin and a Mary A. Karrow (Carow) were listed by Durant as 1870 family 
heads in the Pine Rver Band (Durant 1908, p.13, no.29, 41). Isabella Karrow of the Pine 
River Band (p.13, no.7) also was an 1875 allottee (#266). This evidence implies that 
some of the Cheboygan reserve allottees, especially many of those with certificate 
numbers higher than 592, were not members of the Cheboygan band. 10 

This review of the 2vailable evidence reveals that Indian agents in Michigan did not 
restrict band mcmbl!rs to select lands only within the treaty reserves designated for their 
band, nor limit land selections in those reserves to band members. The available 
evidence shows thai: a member of the Thunder Bay band was allotted in the Cheboygan 
treaty reserve because he was not able to receive a patent' in the reserve designated for his 
band, that a number of Indians who made selections within the Cheboygan reserve were 

10 In addition, evidence from the Federal census shows that some of the allottees added to the 
schedule in 1873 were living away from Cheboygan County at about that time. Allottee Jane Stafford 
(#1409) appears to havf: been listed on the 1870 Federal census in Sault Ste. Marie Township in Chippewa 
County (U.S. Census n:70c, p.lS). Alexander Busseay / Basney (#1411) also appears to have been listed 
on the census in Sault Ste. Marie (U.S. Census 1870c, p.12). A Louis Cadotte (#1410) was listed on the 
census in Holmes Towrlship in Mackinac County (U.S. Census 1870d, p.l3). 
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listed on lhe 1857 allotment schedule or the 1870 annuity list as members of other bands, 
that the band affiliation of more than a third of the allottees in the Cheboygan reserve is 
unknown, and that at least half of the allottees with an unknown affiliation revealed their 
lack of connections to the area by immediately selling their interest in these lands. In 
view ofttis evidence, it is not reasonable to assume that an individual was a member of 
the Chebc'ygan band because he or she was an allottee in Cheboygan County. The 1875 
list of the allottees in the Cheboygan treaty reserve cannot be treated as if it were a 
membership list of the Cheboygan band. 11 

Therefore, in the documentation relating to the land allotment process under the Treaty of 
1855, the .)n1y available evidence that identifies individuals as members of the 
Cheboygan band is the allotment ledger of the Office ofIndian Affairs that included the 
original 1 gS7 schedule of land selections. The 1857 schedule included 44 "Sheboygan" 
Indians, while the revisions made before the schedule of 1864 identified one more 
allottee as "Sheboygan." These individuals are considered Cheboygan members 
regardless of where they chose an allotment of land. Because this Government ledger 
specifically listed a group of people as "Sheboygan" Indians eligible for treaty benefits, 
this source :is evidence that identifies members of the Cheboygan band in 1857 or 1864. 

The ChebD:gan Village, ca. 1900 

Identifications of the historical Cheboygan or Burt Lake band generally referred to the 
Indian settlement, which outsiders called Indian Village, that existed on the shore of Burt 
Lake prior to the burnout of 1900. The residents of this settlement just prior to 1900 
were identified by two contemporary observers who created lists of the households in the 
village. Jonn W. McGinn, who acquired title to the lands and conducted the burnout, 
listed the adult residents of the village in 1897 and 1898 in legal documents in which he 
sought to demonstrate that he had provided those residents with notice of his intention to 
evict them from those lands (McGinn 12/5/1897, 1118/1898). These documents are the 
most contemporaneous lists of village households in the available evidence. Albert 

II This point was made indirectly by the Office ofIndian Affairs in 1915. Attorney Watts 
Humphrey of Saginaw, Michigan, in that year obtained a certified copy of this list of lands patented in 
T35N and T36N, R3W [BIA 1875a], for use as evidence in court (Humphrey 3/311915,3/18/1915; BIA 
4/10/1915). When Humphrey additionally sought a list "showing the names of all the Indians belonging to 
the Cheboyga 1 Band" (Humphrey 811011915; see also 8/2311915), the Office ofIndian Affairs said that it 
was unable to locate such a list (BIA 8/2011915). Later, the Indian Office explained that the list of the 
Ottawa and Chippewa Indians who received lands under the Treaty of 1855 "does not show clearly in all 
cases to whid tribe of Ottawa and Chippewa Indians the individual receiving the allotment belonged" 
(BIA 9/15/1915). In response to Humphrey's request that the Indian Office certify that the list of lands 
patented in T35N and T36N, R3W, "constitutes a list of all of those who were entitled to receive lands as 
members of that band known as the Cheboygan Band" (Humphrey 9/18/1915), the Office ofIndian Affairs 
stated that it "can not furnish you the certificate wanted" (B1A 9/2511915). 
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Shananquet, who was an actual resident of the village, listed the village households as of 
about 1899 from memory more than a half-century later in the 1950's (Shananquet n.d.). 
The two lists, when combined, appear to identify 24 households in the village (see Table 
4).12 Since the Bun Lake band was identified largely in terms oflndian Village, and 
since the McGinn lawsuit was brought to regain the lands of that village, its residents are 
considered members of the historical Cheboygan band. Those residents are identified by 
the lists of McGinn and Shananquet. 

Members of the Hij,torieal Tribe 

In view of this disc'lssion of the available evidence relating to the identification of the 
members of a historical Cheboygan band, it is apparent that some documentation from 
treaty annuity payment rolls, treaty land selection schedules, and claims award 
descendancy rolls i:; evidence of membership in the historical band or descent from a 
historical band menber. An individual listed on an identifiable Cheboygan band portion 
of any annuity payment roll for the "Ottawa and Chippewa" Indians of Michigan is 
considered a member of the band at the time of that roll. An individual listed among the 
"Sheboygan" Indians on the 1857 schedule ofland selections under the Treaty of 1855, or 
identified as a "Sheboygan" Indian when added to that schedule in 1864, is considered a 
member of the band in 1857 or 1864. An individual linked to the Burt Lake band by 
Special Agent Durant in his 1910 roll or his 1908 field notes is considered either a 
member of the Che"Joygan band in 1870 or a descendant of such a member. Also the 
residents of Indian Village, as identified by lists made by John McGinn and Albert 
Shananaquet, are considered members of the band prior to the burnout of 1900 

12 The Indian ~cht!dule of the 1900 Federal census of Burt Township, taken four months prior to 
the burnout, includes IT ost of these households, but that census listed all the Indian residents of the 
township, not just the rl!sidents of an Indian village. Because that Indian schedule did not purport to record 
the residents of Indian Village, it has not been used in this proposed finding as a source that identified the 
residents of the pre-burnout village. 
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Previous Federal Acknowledgment 

Treaties 

The treaty vrilth the "Ottawa and Chippewa nations oflndians," made in Washington, 
D.C., on March 28, 1836, provided for a cession ofland to the United States and a 
reservation of certain tracts of land to be held by the tribes in common ownership (United 
States 1836,. Article 2 ofthe treaty provided that a tract of 1,000 acres "on the 
Cheboigan" [River?] was to be chosen by Chingassamoo, or Big Sail. Two scholars have 
identified a "Chingassamo" village at this time as located where the Cheboygan River 
exited Mulkrt Lake (Hinsdale 1931, map 2; Tanner 1986, p.13l map 24, p.134 map 25). 
Although the original draft of the treaty provided that these lands would become 
permanent reservations, the United States Senate amended the treaty by limiting the 
existence of the reservations to a five-year period after ratification (U.S. Senate 1836, 
542). The h:aty also provided for annuity payments to the "Ottawa and Chippewa 
nations," by geographical regions, for 20 years. 

The Treaty I)f 1836 was signed by a series of chiefs and headmen who were listed in six 
groups: Maskigo, Grand River, Michilimackinac, Sault Ste. Marie, L'Arbre Croche, and 
Grand Traverse (United States 1836).13 Chingassamo was listed as one of eight signers 
for "L'Arbn: Croche," not as a representative ofa Cheboygan band. Although the treaty 
did not explicitly mention a Cheboygan band, the researcher for the Little Traverse tribc 
agrees with the;: petitioner that the treaty reserved land for a Cheboygan band (McClurken 
2002, #24; see also White 1980, 3). The treaty also provided for the reservation of a 
separate tract of 50,000 acres on Little Traverse Bay. While the treaty language implies 
Federal knOlvledge that a Cheboygan band had a distinct settlement or settlements, that 
knowledge (ioes not in itself indicate that the Government considered the band to be 

\\ ThE: petitioner contends that the United States artificially created a single political unit, an 
"Ottawa and Chippewa tribe," for the purpose of concluding the Treaty of 1836 (White 1980, 2; Petitioner 
2001,6). HO\\'f:ver, both the title of the treaty and its first article referred to the "Ottawa and Chippewa 
nations," while its second article referred to "tribes" (United States 1836). This use of the plural in the text 
of the treaty indicates that the Government did not pretend to have negotiated with a single political entity 
to conclude the treaty. It was common for the United States to negotiate multi-tribal treaties, and it did so 
without conter ding that those treaty tribes constituted a single political entity. More importantly, the 
petitioner's argument does not contribute to an understanding of previous Federal acknowledgment under 
section 83.8 of'the regulations. On the one hand, a demonstration that a single political entity was 
artificially created by the Government would not necessarily demonstrate that a Cheboygan band at Burt 
Lake was pol itical1y autonomous of other bands. On the other hand, it is reasonable to conclude that the 
Indian village 11 Burt Lake was included within the terms of the treaty, whether as part of an artificially 
created single )ohtical entity or not. 
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politically autonomous. Whatever the nature of actual political authority among bands at 
the time of the negotiation of the treaty, the Government's presentation of the Treaty of 
1836 implies that the United States considered a Cheboygan band to have been part of a 
"L'Arbre Croche" political entity that was larger than a single band or settlement. 

The treaty with the "Ottawa and Chippewa Indians of Michigan" made in Detroit on July 
31,1855, indicated that it was an agreement with the "parties to the treaty of March 28, 
1836" (United States 1855). The treaty provided that an Ottawa and Chippewa Indian 
who was a head of household, single adult, or orphan minor could select an allotment of 
land within desigmted reserves. The seventh reserve, designated "[[Jor the Cheboygan 
band," consisted of two townships in Cheboygan County, Townships 35 and 36 North in 
Range 3 West, that induded the village and trust lands. The original draft of the treaty 
reserved one township of land for the Cheboygan band to be selected at a future date, but 
the United States S ~nate amended the treaty by reserving two townships and describing 
them specifically (U.S. Senate 1856, 77). The treaty also provided for per capita 
payments which could extend for 14 years after ratification, or until about 1870. 

The petitioner cont~nds that the autonomy of the Cheboygan band is demonstrated by the 
refusal of the Chcb~ygan represcntative to sign the original draft of the Treaty of 1855, 
and the band's consent to sign the treaty in 1856 only after it was amended by the Senate 
(Petitioner 2001,7-8, Littlefield 2002b, 7-9). The treaty was signed on July 31, 1855, in 
Detroit, by chiefs of Sault Ste. Marie, Grand River, Grand Traverse, Little Traverse, and 
Mackinac bands (tnited States 1855). Indian approval of the Senate amendments was 
obtained in 1856 at several locations. At Little Traverse Bay on July 2, 1856, a series of 
chiefs and headman signed to give their assent to the amendments. The petitioner 
contends that Ke-zh(~-go-ne signed for the Cheboygan band. The researcher for the Little 
Traverse tribe argu~s that Ke-zhe-go-ne was listed among Little Traverse chiefs 
(McClurken 2002, 1#13,30,40), demonstrating that the Cheboygan band was part of a 
Little Traverse confederacy. 

The Treaty of 1855, as amended and approved, did not specifically designate Ke-zhe-go
ne as a Cheboygan representative, nor did it specifically designate the signers on July 2, 
1856, as Little Traverse chiefs. The thirteen signers at Little Traverse in 1856 included 
seven of the eight signers in 1855 for the Little Traverse bands, plus six new signers. 
Thus, Ke-zhe-go-ne was not unique in signing the treaty as amended, having not signed 
the original treaty. He did not sign to approve terms specific to the Cheboygan band, but 
to approve the entire treaty as amended by the Senate. The fact that the Government did 
not require a Cheboygan representative to sign specifically on behalf of a Cheboygan 
band suggests that ':he Government did not perceive the Treaty of 1855 to have been 
made with a Cheboygan band as one of many autonomous bands. A Cheboygan band 
may have been autonomous of Little Traverse authority in 1836 and 1855, but the 
Federal Government appears to have negotiated the treaties of 1836 and 1855 as if a 
Cheboygan band were a component of a larger political entity. 
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Post-Treaty Federal Policy 

Indian policy administrators saw their responsibility to Michigan tribes as defined by 
treaty provisions, and perceived their authority over tribes as ending when those treaty 
provisions were fulfilled. In 1840, Superintendent Henry Schoolcraft described his 
duties in ca:1'ying out the provisions of the Treaty of 1836, but also stated that Indians 
remaining within the territory ceded by that treaty came "under the exclusive operation of 
state laws, w far as respects the subject of trade and intercourse," and that "the tribes 
must thereft)re abide such legal enactments ... touching their internal affairs, as may 
result from local State legislation" (BIA 9/2411840, 3). In 1872, replying to a report of 
the Commlf;sioner of Indian Affairs that the last treaty annuity payment soon would be 
made and that patents for treaty land selections were being issued, Secretary of the 
Interior Columbus Delano stated the policy that, "[u]pon full [annuity] payment being 
made tribal relations will be terminated" (Interior 3/2711872; cited in White 1980, 56).14 
The Secretary concluded that the members of the tribe then would become citizens of the 
United States, and be subject to Federal jurisdiction as citizens rather than as tribal 
members. 

The contention of one of the petitioner's researchers (White 1980, 60-61) that Indian 
agents recogn.ized Ke-che-go-we and Joseph Wa-bwe-dom as chiefs ofa Cheboygan 
band and referred to them as such in their correspondence during the 1880's is not 
supported by the single citation the researcher provided. The cited letter of Agent 
George Lee to the Commissioner ofIndian Affairs, dated January 5, 1880, made no 
reference to a Cheboygan or Burt Lake band or its chief (BIA 1/5/1880). A reference to 
Wa-bwe-dom as a chief was made by A.J. Blackbird in his letter to Agent Lee. The 
agent's letter provides no evidence that he corresponded with a band, since it was a 
response to an inquiry from a sympathetic outsider. Agent Lee said that Blackbird's letter 
about an ah:mdoned school building at Burt Lake was the first he had heard of the issue, 
which does not demonstrate that the agent was familiar with the concerns of a band. 
Another claim, not cited by the petitioner's researcher, that Webwetom was recognized as 

14 Secretary Delano relied not only upon the satisfaction of the treaty provisions for annuity 
payments and land selections, but also upon Article 5 of the Treaty of 1855 to conclude that tribal relations 
would be dissolved, as he put it, "with the consent of the United States" (Interior 3/27/1872). The 
emphasis the petitioner gives to this article of the treaty ignores the evidence that the Secretary thought of 
it as only one )fthe reasons why Federal supervision over Ottawa and Chippewa Indians would cease. 
The petitioner argues that a Federal court has interpreted Article 5 differently from Delano and his 
contemporaries, concluding that it did not terminate tribal relations or Federal recognition (Madison 2002, 
30; United SIMes v. Michigan, 471 F.Supp. 192 at 264-265,280 (W.D. Mich. 1979)). However, this more 
recent judicial interpretation does not resolve the issue of unambiguous previous Federal acknowledgment 
as defined in ,ection 83.8 of the regulations. Section 83.8 asks what the Federal Government did and what 
its policy was historically, not what a court, a policymaker, or a historian later decided the Government 
should have d )ne in the past. 
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chief by the Indian agent, was made by Webwetom himself (Kishigoe and Webwetum 
1211211885). The available evidence does not demonstrate that the Indian agent actually 
took that position. Such documentation would be necessary to show that Federal agents 
maintained a relationship with a Burt Lake band after the 1870's. 

The question of Federal responsibility toward the land purchased by Cheboygan Indians 
and patented to the Governor in trust for the Cheboygan band was considered by the 
Department of thelnterior in 1878 and 1900. In both cases the Department took the 
position that it lacked the responsibility or authority to take any action on behalf of those 
lands. Thus, the Ikpartment of the Interior initially took a position contrary to the 
position that later would be adopted by the Department of Justice in 1911 in the McGinn 
litigation. In the 1 W78 case, Secretary of the Interior Carl Schurz disapproved an Indian 
Office recommendation that it employ a surveyor to carry out a request to partition into 
individual tracts th~ State trust lands, which the Secretary referred to as the parcel 
purchased by "members" of the Cheboygan band. 15 Noting that "the land in question was 
purchased from the Government by the Indians," meaning that it was not land owned by 
the Federal Government in trust for a tribe, the Secretary informed the Commissioner of 
Indian Affairs of h: s conclusion that the land "is not subject in any way to the jurisdiction 
of your office or the Departmcnt" (Interior 7/2511878; cited in White 1980, 71-72). 

In the 1900 examp: e, the Indian Office concluded not only that there was no Federal trust 
relationship, but a!:;o that the State trust lands were taxable. In January 1900, the Indian 
Office reported to lhe Department on a letter written to the President, in December 1899, 
by Samuel Ki-shi-go-way and other Cheboygan Indians in response to a letter they had 
received from Johr McGinn requiring that they surrender possession of the lands he had 
purchased at tax sales. 16 Commissioner W.A. Jones stated that the Indian Office had no 
information on th(: nature of any trust relationship for the lands, which he described as 

15 This request was similar to a previous inquiry, in 1860, when Cheboygan Indians asked the 
Governor how the lane s he held in trust for them could be divided so that each Indian could "hold & 
improve his own distinct property" and "have a deed of his share" (Kishigoe 8/811860). 

16 This letter by Ki-shi-go-way et al., on December 17, 1899, demonstrates that the residents of 
the Cheboygan village were aware of McGinn's proceedings against the State trust lands prior to the 
burnout of 1900. The ~ontention of one of the petitioner's researchers appears to be that they may not have 
been aware of the specific proceedings in 1898 to obtain a writ of assistance (White 1980, 84), although a 
solicitor claimed to rer,resent them (Halstead 1/18/1898; Circuit Court 9/12/1898; see also BIA 4/14/1914, 
p.4). For additional e\ idence of the knowledge of McGinn's proceedings by the residents ofIndian 
Village, see the letter (If Moses F. Hamlin to the Governor of Michigan on December 11, 1897 (Hamlin 
12/1111897). Both thi:; 1897 letter and the 1899 letter responded to McGinn's letter to the residents of 
Indian Village (McGir n 12/5/1897). For examples of earlier Indian awareness of taxation of the land and 
tax title sales, see lette's written on the Indians's behalf by AJ. Blackbird in 1894 and the law firm of 
Humphrey and Grant in 1895 (Blackbird 411 011894; Humphrey and Grant 5/27/1895). 
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having been conveyed in fee simple (BIA 1/1111900).17 In May 1900, the acting 
Commissiolcr described evidence supplied by the Governor of Michigan as showing that 
the patents for the lands contained no restriction against alienation or taxation, and that 
"the trust reposed in the Governor of Michigan" was not defined or described. He stated 
that the Indian Office "is forced to the conclusion that said lands are subject to taxation. 
Such being tht: casc, the office is unable to make any recommendation for the relief of 
the Indians" (BIA 5117/1900). The Secretary of the Intcrior then informed the Governor 
that it was 'not within the power of this department to afford any relief" on behalf of the 
State trust lands at Burt Lake (quoted in Pingree 11911901, p.273) 

The Durant Roll of 1910 did not constitute Federal acknowledgment of any Michigan 
tribe or band. In the Act of 1908 that required the roll, Congress directed the Secretary of 
the Interior "to make a complete roll of the Ottawa and Chippewa Indians of the State of 
Michigan entitled to participate in the funds arising from the judgment of the Court of 
Claims," not to identify current members of any particular bands (United States 1908, 
81). The Act authorized the Government to deal with Ottawa and Chippewa Indians for a 
single, limited purpose, not to establish a government-to-government relationship with 
any specific band. In producing the roll, Special Agent Horace Durant did not seek to 
identify members of bands existing in 1910, but to identify Ottawa and Chippewa Indians 
who had fC!;I~ived annuities in 1870 and to list their lineal descendants. Such 
descendancy rolls did not constitute Federal acknowledgment of a tribe. 

lkfcCTinn Liig:ation 

The petition,~r contends that the United States acknowledged the "Cheboygan Band as a 
federally recognized tribe" when a U.S. district attorney in Michigan, in June 1911, 
initiated lit gation in Federal court against John McGinn to invalidate his acquisition of 
the band's ~;t:ate trust lands (Petitioner 2001, 14).18 The petitioner thus bases its claim for 
previous Federal acknowledgment on the actions of the Department of Justice, but it also 
contends tbat the Department of the Interior and the Office ofIndian Affairs IIdirectly 
supported" that effort by conducting research and providing the results to the Justice 
Department (Bransky 4/5/1994; see also Cornell 1994, 116). In his initial bill of 
complaint, the U.S. Attorney claimed that the "Cheboygan Band ofIndians" was "now" 

17 The commissioner of the U.S. General Land Office informed the State land commissioner, in 
1894, that the tmst lands patented to the Governor "were not granted or selected, for the Cheboygan Band 
ofIndians," tut "were purchased at ordinary private cash entry" (GLO 511511894, emphasis in the 
original). He also noted that the lands were not purchased or patented "under any special act of Congress 
in relation to said Band ofIndians .... " 

18 Ater McGinn's death, the litigation continued against the executors of his estate, and u.s. v. 
McGinn became u.s. v. Shepherd and Ramsey. 
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and historically had been "under the care, control, and guardianship" of the United States, 
and that it was "nm\' ... recognized by the plaintiff [United States] as a tribe ... " (U.S. 
Attorney 6/2211911). In addition to the district attorney, two "special assistants" to the 
Attorney General cfthe United States signed this bill of complaint. This representation, 
made on behalf of dIe Federal Government by a U.S. Attorney, was an unequivocal 
statement of Federal acknowledgment ofa Cheboygan band. 

This litigation did not result from existing Federal acknowledgment of a Cheboygan band 
by the Department of the Interior. There is no evidence in the available record for this 
petition that demons.trates that the Indian Office or Interior Department requested the 

. Department of Justice to file a lawsuit on behalf of the Cheboygan Indians in 1911, or 
even that they were informed that such a suit had been filed by the district attorney. 19 

Several months aftl~r the litigation began, however, the Indian Office began to gather 
some information Hbout the Cheboygan land issue (see BIA 10/2611911). In January 
1912, more than six months after the Department of Justice filed a bill of complaint 
against McGinn, tbe Assistant Secretary of the Interior informed the Attorney General 
that, "[i]fyou decide to instruct the proper United States Attorney to bring any actions" to 
help the Cheboygal Indians "regain possession of their lands," the Interior Department 
would direct an Indian superintendent to assist the district attorney (Interior 114/1912). 
This letter reveals both the Interior Department's lack of awareness of the pending 
litigation and its wllingness to support legal action on behalf of Cheboygan Indians. 

In January 1914, Judge C.W. Sessions of the District Court found the defendant's 
response to the U.5:. Attorney's complaint to be "well taken," but granted the Government 
the opportunity to amend its complaint (U.S. District Court 1914b). At this point the 
Indian Office undertook an investigation relating to the issues in that litigation. J.W. 
Howell interviewed Indians at Brutus near Burt Lake, examined Federal and county land 
records, consulted the district attorney, questioned the judge, and submitted a report in 
April 1914 (BIA 411411914). He recommended that his report and its enclosures be 
furnished to the Department of Justice and the U.S. Attorney, and this recommendation 
was approved by Commissioner ofIndian Affairs Cato Sells. The U.S. Attorney used 
some of Howell's arguments and evidence when he filed an amended bill of complaint. 
The U.S. Attorney informed the Court in 1914 that his amendments were filed "by 
direction of the Attorney General of the United States" (U.S. Attorney 4/3011914). In 
1917, the Secretary of the Interior informed the Attorney General that he was prepared to 
send Howell to Michigan to assist the U.S. Attorney at trial (Interior 5/511917). Thus, the 

19 The petitioner and its researcher imply that Federal action to reclaim the band's State trust lands 
began when Albert Sh:manquet wrote a letter to the Attorney General (Petitioner 2001, 13; Cornell 1994, 
115). However, that letter was dated July 20, 1911, which was a month after the U.S. Attorney filed a bill 
of complaint in Federal district court (Shananquet 7120/1911). The Interior Department's involvement in 
the court case, however,. does appear to have begun when this letter was referred by the Justice Department 
to the Interior Department (see Interior 114/1912). 
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Indian Office cooperated with the Justice Department in an attempt to aid Cheboygan 
Indians. 

In correspoldence with the Department of Justice and in contexts other than the McGinn 
case, however, the Department of the Interior took positions different from those argued 
for the Government by the U.S. Attorney. Also, during the McGinn litigation, Federal 
officials replied to letters from Enos Cabenaw and Albert Shananquet about the progress 
of the case, but did not consult either as tribal leaders. In 1914, the Assistant Secretary of 
the Interior told the Attorney General that, "[t]he so-called Cheboygan Band was not an 
independent tribe, but was a part of the Ottawa and Chippewa of Northern Michigan" 
(Interior 112(11914). While it is not clear whether Interior's denial that the Cheboygan 
band was an autonomous entity conflicted with the position taken by Justice in the 
litigation, its reference to the band in the past tense did conflict with that representation. 
In 1917, prior to the judge's opinion in the McGinn case, Interior informed an individual 
"that the Ottawa and Chippewa tribes of Indians many years ago became citizens of the 
United Stat'~s and of the state in which they reside and are now not under the jurisdiction 
and control of the Government" (letter 2/15/1917 quoted in Interior 51111937). This 
statement of the Department's position since the 1870's was contrary to that stated on 
behalf of the Government by the U.S. Attorney in the McGinn litigation. 

During the AfcGinn litigation, both Enos Cabenaw and Albert Shananquet wrote to 
Federal officials seeking information about the progress of the case. The available 
evidence shows that Federal officials replied to these letters, but did not initiate any 
consultation with either man. In 1914, Special Agent Howell visited Cabenaw. It 
appears tha: he did so because Cabenaw claimed to have evidence, not because the 
Government sought Cabenaw's advice or support as the leader of the plaintiff band (BIA 
4114/1914). Howell obtained an affidavit from Cabenaw for use in the lawsuit. Federal 
officials addressed their letters to Cabenaw and Shananquet as individual citizens, not as 
triballeadt:rs. Letters from the Indian Office, U.S. Attorney, and Department of Justice 
to Shananquet and Cabenaw (BIA 1112111911,2/1011912, 1/3011914a, 1I30/1914b, 
2/2011914; U.S. Attorney 3110/1914,3114/1914; Justice 211011915, 3/2/1915, 916/1916) 
were addre~,sed to them as individuals and used no titles that would have suggested they 
were considered to be leaders of the band about which they inquired. 

Judge Sessions defined the issue in the McGinn case, in his 1914 opinion, by referring to 
"the controlling importance of the ultimate question of whether these lands were taxable 
by the State ofMiehigan" (U.S. District Court 1914a). In his 1917 opinion, he reiterated 
that "[t]he question upon which the decision of this case hinges is whether these lands 
were taxable" (U.S. District Court 1917a).2o According to the judge's 1914 opinion, if the 

20 The p,etitioner and its researcher ignore Judge Session's explicit statements about the issue he 
found to be of "controlling importance" in the case. They claim both that the most important factor in the 

(continued ... ) 
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band's State trust lands were taxable by the State, the decision must be for the defendants; 
if they were not, th~ decision must be for the United States (U.S. District Court 1914a). 
The judge noted that the Federal Government historically used two methods to protect 
Indian interests: to retain legal title to the lands in trust for the Indians, or to convey legal 
title to the Indians "vith restrictions on their ability to sell the lands. He argued that in the 
case of the State tIllst lands the Government had not used either of these methods, nor 
had Congress impcsed any conditions on Indian ownership, and therefore no Federal 
ownership or restri::tions on alienation precluded State taxation of those lands. 

After this 1914 opinion, the U.S. Attorney filed an amended complaint and the 
defendants filed a response (U.S. Attorney 4/30/1914; Shepherd and Ramsey 3/6/1915). 
The United States, which originally had stated that the Cheboygan band was the owner in 
fee simple of the S tate trust lands, now argued that "Indian trust funds were converted 
into land for the benefit of the entire band." The defendants argued that the Government 
lost control over the State trust lands when it patented those lands, and that lands held in 
fee simple were taxable. The U.S. Attorney challenged the procedures by which McGinn 
obtained possessio 3. of the lands, arguing that "the Indians had no personal notice" of tax 
assessments and tax. sales and that when McGinn sought his writ of assistance in 1898 

20 ( ... continud) 
judge's decision was the State legislature'S Resolution of 1903 to provide lands for the band (Cornel\ 1994, 
140-141), and that the judge's decision resulted from his "false impression" that the band actually received 
land from the State under the Resolution (Petitioner 2001, 14). A review of the judge's 1914 and 1917 
opinions, however, indicates that he referred to the 1903 Resolution only briefly and did not use that 
Resolution to resolve the "ultimate question" of whether the State trust lands were taxable. 

Judge Sessiolls's 1914 opinion mentioned the 1903 Resolution only after he presented his central 
argument that the State tmst lands were taxable. The judge then added a statement that the Treaty of 1855 
did not help the Government's case because the status of the State trust lands, patented by 1850, were not 
"affected in any way" by that treaty (U.S. District Court 1914a). Since the treaty contained provisions 
relating to unselected public lands while the State trust lands already were selected under prevailing land 
laws, the treaty provis .ons did not apply to those lands. Sessions, however, also considered the alternative 
position, that he was \'rrong and the treaty did affect the band's State trust lands, and argued that this would 
not alter his conclusio:1 that the lands were taxable at the time the lands were assessed for taxation. It was 
only in the discussion of this alternative position that the judge referred to the State's 1903 Resolution. 
Since, Judge Sessions's 1917 opinion mentioned the 1903 Resolution only as an additional demonstration 
of the Federal Govern rlent's failure to act to protect the State trust lands (U.S. District Court 1917a), 
George Cornell's argul1lent (Cornell 1994, 140-141) that the State's attempt to restore lands to the 
Cheboygan band was :he most important consideration in Session's 1917 opinion misreads that opinion. 

One of the petitioner'S researchers suggests that the 1903 Resolution revealed the State 
legislature'S mistaken bdief that the State trust lands were individual land allotments under the Treaty of 
1855 (White 1980, 94). A careful reading of Judge Sessions's opinions reveals that he did not ground his 
decisions upon such a 1 assumption. Furthermore, the report ofBIA employee lW. Howell in 1914 
records that Howell put this question of a possible misunderstanding directly to the judge in a personal 
interview, and that Judge Sessions replied that "he was under no misapprehension as to the status of the 
lands in question" and had not accepted the views of the 1903 Resolution (BIA 411411914, p.9). The judge 
knew that the lands at issue in the McGinn litigation were not obtained as individual land allotments under 
the Treaty of 1855. 
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there was ni) service on the band in its collective capacity. The defendants provided 
affidavits to show that individual Indian residents of the Cheboygan village were served 
legal notice of McGinn's request for a writ of assistance. The U.S. Attorney filed the 
original cOr:lplaint for the United States as guardian of the Cheboygan band, while the 
defendants argued that the Indians had become citizens by receiving patents for land 
allotments and that the Government had no power to institute suits on their behalf. 

In his final 'Jpinion in 1917, Judge Sessions argued that the U.S. claim that the State trust 
lands werenalienable and non-taxable could succeed only on a theory that the Federal 
Government had reserved and retained control over those lands, either by the specific 
terms ofthe original conveyances to the Chegoygan band or by some general right of 
guardianship over those Indians and their property (U.S. District Court 1917a). He 
rejected both alternatives. Taking up the first issue of the terms of the land patents for 
the State trust lands, the judge noted that they contained no restrictions on taxation or 
alienation. He rejected the Government's contention that the purchase of the lands 
represented a change of one form of trust property into another, concluding that, even 
though that purchase probably had been made with annuity payments received by band 
members, when they had received that money it "had ceased to be trust funds and had 
become the individual property of the Indians." He concluded that the patents did not 
state any duties of the trustee and thus established a "passive trust" (U.S. District Court 
1917a). The judge also noted that for 60 years the Federal Government had made no 
demand on the: Governor for an accounting of his role as trustee. This evidence did not 
show that 1ht: Government retained control over these lands either by its actions or by the 
terms of the patents. 

On the issue of Federal guardianship, Judge Sessions argued that Cheboygan Indians had 
become citizens, according to the provisions of the General Allotment Act of 1887,21 by 
receiving individual allotments of land under the provisions of a treaty, and had exercised 
the rights of citizens by voting and holding public office. He contended that the 
Cheboygan Indians, as a band, had "never been treated ... or recognized as a nation or a 
tribe" (U.S. District Court 1917a). The evidence, according to the judge, showed that the 
Federal Government "abandoned and relinquished all right of guardianship over these 
Indians ... more than a third of a century before the present suit was instituted" (U.S. 
District COUIt 1917a). In summary, he concluded that because of the Government's "full 
performanc,~ of treaty obligations," the 1855 treaty's "dissolution of the tribal 
organization of the Ottawa and Chippewa Indians," and the Indians's "final attainment of 

21 Sedion 6 of the Act of February 8,1887, stated that, "every Indian ... to whom allotments shall 
have been made under the provisions of this act, or under any law or treaty, ... is hereby declared to be a 
citizen of the ~Jnited States .... " That section also provided that upon "the patenting of the lands to said 
allottees, each and every member ... to whom allotments have been made shall have the benefit of and be 
subject to the laws, both civil and criminal, of the State or Territory in which they may reside ... " (United 
States 1887). 
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citizenship," the Federal Government "relinquished its right of guardianship over these 
Indians and their pl'Operty" and, despite its pleadings to the Court, could not represent the 
Indians as their gucrdian at present (U.S. District Court 1917a). 

Judge Sessions held that the State trust lands were taxable, and thus were properly 
acquired by McGinn (U.S. District Court 1917a). The judge issued a decree dismissing 
the U.S. bill of complaint (U.S. District Court 1917b). The Government decided not to 
appeal the decision. A Justice Department memorandum recommended against an appeal 
on the grounds that the judge had issued a correct opinion. A handwritten note on this 
memorandum by the Assistant Attorney General agreed, adding the comment that, "[t]he 
wonder is how it [he case] ever came to be brought" (Justice 12/4/1917). The views of 
the Interior Department about an appeal had been sought by the Justice Department, but 
not obtained. After this Federal judicial opinion of a lack of Federal responsibility for 
Cheboygan Indians, the Interior Department and the Indian Office appear to have 
returned to their post-1870's position that the Government lacked responsibility for and 
jurisdiction over the Ottawa and Chippewa Indians of Michigan. 

Indian Reorganiza!~2Il Act 

The Indian Reorganization Act (IRA) was approved in June 1934 (United States 1934). 
Section 16 of the Act provided Indian tribes a right to organize and adopt constitutions, 
but it made residing on a reservation a prerequisite for organizing under the Act. 
Section 7 of the Act, however, authorized the Secretary of the Interior to proclaim "new 
Indian rescrvations on land acquired" pursuant to the Act. Thus, if the Secretary acquired 
new lands, he could then establish new reservations and allow the Indians placed on the 
new reservations to organize under the Act. Section 19 of the Act provided that, in 
addition to members of federally recognized tribes or residents of reservations, "persons 
of one-half or more Indian blood" could be included in the benefits of the Act. Thus, the 
IRA provided a means by which unrecognized Indian groups could become organized, 
but required that lands first be acquired for them and proclaimed as a reservation. An 
opinion of the Solicitor of the Department ofInterior in 1937 noted that, for Indians who 
lacked status as a r'~cognized band or as Indians on a reservation, the only means of 
providing them the benefits of the IRA was to select those of "one-half or more Indian 
blood," purchase land for them, and then allow them to organize under the Act (Interior 
5/1/1937). 

In response to que~tions about the administration of the IRA, the BIA made several 
statements that ind leated it did not consider the Ottawa and Chippewa Indians of 
Michigan to be a federally recognized tribe. For example, in 1934, Assistant 
Commissioner of 11dian Affairs William Zimmerman informed Senator Arthur 
Vandenberg that "practically all of the Michigan Indians lost their so-called wardship 
status and are not ncmbers of a recognized tribe under Federal jurisdiction ... " (BIA 
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12117119341. In 1936, M.L. Bums of the BIA said that the Chippewa and Ottawa Indians 
living within an area extending from the Straits of Mackinac to Traverse City "are not an 
enrolled band'" and "are not wards of the federal government" (BIA 4/6/1936). The lack 
of Federal acknowledgment ofa Burt Lake group was revealed by two letters in 1935. 
Assistant C:>mmissioner Zimmerman, in his response to an inquiry about 20 "Indian 
families" in Burt Township, informed Representative Prentiss Brown of Michigan that 
"no one in this Office is acquainted with the group of Indians" mentioned by his 
constituent (BIA 5/17/1935). Superintendent Bums informed the Commissioner, in 
response to another inquiry, that Indians who called themselves the Cheboygan Band 
were not enrolled members in a federally recognized tribe (BIA 811511935). 

In 1934, BrA Superintendent Frank Christy of the Tomah Agency acquired options to 
purchase 7,000 acres of land in Emmet County, and he suggested that the land might be 
used to establish an "Indian colony" of Ottawa and Chippewa Indians under the 
provisions of the IRA (BIA 12/611934). Christy presented a plan for a rehabilitation 
program, in April 1935, that proposed to establish six such colonies, including one at 
Cross Village (BJA ca. 4/27/1935; see also BIA 5/411935). The proposed land purchases 
were not made by the BIA, however, due to a lack of Congressional appropriations, and 
previously unrccognizcd Indians in lower Michigan were not organized under the IRA. 
A map of the areas served by the proposed colonies showed the Cross Village region 
extending e.lst and west from Lake Michigan to Burt Lake, and north and south from the 
Straits of Mackinac to Lake Charlevoix. Thus, the western side of Burt Lake was 
included within the territory of the proposed Cross Village colony. However, the 
available evidence does not include any specific references to Burt Lake Indians or a Burt 
Lake band by Superintendent Christy or any other proponent of the land acquisition plan 
under the I Rl\. 

A petition s:ating that its signers were "desirous of obtaining the benefits ... of the new 
Indian Reorganization Act" was submitted to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs on 
May 13, 19:15, by Fred Kishego and 40 other individuals (Kishego et al. 5/13/1935). The 
IRA petitioners referred to themselves as "members of the Ottawa and Chippewa Tribes," 
but not as members of a specific band or residents of a specific locality. The signers 
gave their addresses as Cheboygan County, or as Pellston or Petoskey in Emmet County. 
Some, but less than half, ofIndian Road adult residents in 1930 (11 of25) signed the 
IRA petition. Most of the IRA petition signers (32 of 41) were descendants of an 
individual on the list of the Burt Lake band in Durant's field notes (Madison 2002, Ex. C, 
p.14, presented slightly different numbers). However, only 13 percent of the current 
petitioner's members descend from a signer of the 1935 petition. 

One month after the IRA petition, Peter Shawanasige of Brutus wrote to the 
Commissioner of Indian Affairs asking for a response to an unidentified petition and 
mentioning a "Cheboygan Band ofIndians" (Shawanasige 6/17/1935). Commissioner 
John Collier demonstrated a lack of knowledge about "a group who call themselves [the] 
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Cheboygan Band of Indians" by asking the superintendent of the Consolidated Chippewa 
Agency for information about such a group's status to organize under the IRA (BIA 
7/2311935). Superintendent M.L. Bums responded that he had "never met Peter 
Shawangasige ofBmtus Michigan," who had inquired about the petition. He could 
supply no specific ;nfi:>rmation about the petitioners, but noted that they could not come 
under the IRA beccuse they were not enrolled and did not reside on a reservation (BIA 
8/15/1935). 

Several reports by 31A officials in 1937 noted problems in applying the provisions of the 
IRA to the Indians of lower Michigan and advised against doing so. Two major concerns 
of the Indian Office were that it lacked the resources and appropriations to provide basic 
services and ccono:nic rehabilitation to the Indians of lower Michigan, and that its 
attempts to assume such responsibilities could lead to a withdrawal of serviccs to Indians 
by the State of Michigan. A 1937 report concluded that the "Indian Service has not 
sufficient funds to do a good job with the Indians already under its jurisdiction. It cannot 
afford to assume responsibility for more" (BIA 1937). A planning conference in 1937 
discussed the situation of the "Ottawa-Chippewa" Indians of Michigan and concluded 
that "the Indian Bun~au should not proceed to enroll and organize these Indians until such 
time as the Federal Government was ready to follow through on a comprehensive 
program of rehabiltation. It was decided, therefore, that no attempt should be made to 
bring these Indians under the Act [IRA] in the near future" (BIA 5/811937). 

The existence of State services to Michigan Indians was noted by the 1937 report of a 
BIA field representative which argued that an act of Congress had transferred the Mount 
Pleasant Indian School to the State of Michigan in exchange for the State assuming 
responsibility for providing educational, health, and welfare services to the Indians of 
Michigan on the same basis as the general population. The report cautioned against 
disturbing this arrangement with the State (BIA 1937).22 Superintendent Christy also 
adopted this position. Arguing that the State provided relief and welfare services to the 
Ottawa Indians oflVlichigan on the same basis as other citizens, Christy warned that "it 
would be exceedin~ly unwise to disturb this arrangement" until the Indian Service was 
prepared "to assume full responsibility" for those Indians, because "the local county and 
township governlJll~nts ... would welcome the opportunity to transfer responsibility to 
the Federal Goverrment" (BIA 611611937). 

In January 1939, a conference ofIndian Service officials discussed the question of the 
Indian Office's relationship to the Indians oflower Michigan and agreed that a study of 
the issue should be made by John Holst, Supervisor ofIndian Schools (BIA 1939, 

22 The Act of Feb. 19, 1934 (48 Stat. 353) granted the property ofthe Mount Pleasant indian 
School to the State of Miichigan with the condition that "Indians resident within the State of Michigan will 
be accepted in State imtitutions on entire equality with persons of other races, and without cost to the 
Federal Government." 
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introduction). In his report, Holst concluded that, "[c]omparatively few of the Indians of 
lower Michigan have ever had the status of Government wards by virtue of residence on 
land held in tmst for them by the Federal Government." He noted that, "the Government 
allotted them in severalty ... thus providing for the immediate elimination of wardship 
status ... " (IHA 1939,5). That description applied to the Indians at Burt Lake, although 
Holst did not mention them specifically. Holst concluded that "the Indian Bureau should 
refrain from any attempt to deal with any of the Indians of Michigan as a separate group" 
(BIA 1939,8). One of his four major recommendations was that "the Indian Office shall 
not attempt to set up any additional or supplementary educational or welfare agencies for 
the Indians of lower Michigan that in any way tend to recognize Indians as a separate 
group of citizens" (BIA 1939,21). That recommendation was approved by 
Commissiol1;~r Collier in May 1940 (BIA 5/29/1940). 

This evidence reveals that neither a Cheboygan band nor the Ottawa and Chippewa 
Indians of Michigan were considered a federally recognized tribe at the time of the 
passage of the Indian Reorganization Act. The BIA, in its administration of the IRA, 
gave consideration to a land acquisition program for Indians in the vicinity of Cross 
Village that might have resulted in the organization of a tribe that might have included 
Indian residcnts of the Indian Road settlemcnt at Burt Lake. The implementation of the 
Act, howev;~r, did not result in the organization of any new Indian groups or of any group 
of Indians of "one-half or more Indian blood" in lower Michigan. With respect to the 
current petitioning group, there was no mention of any Burt Lake band in any of the 
available evidence relating to administration of the IRA. The petitioner has not 
demonstrated, with any argument or evidence, that the BIA had any plans or intention, if 
it received LClequate appropriations for land purchases and rehabilitation under the IRA, 
to organize a Cheboygan band or Burt Lake band as a separate Indian entity. 

Congressional Recognition of the Little Traverse Bay Bands 

In September 1994, Congress legislatively recognized the Little Traverse Bay Bands of 
Odawa Indi:ms, the Little River Band of Ottawa Indians, and the Pokagon Potawatomi 
Indians. At the same time, Congress considered a bill to "reaffirm and clarify the Federal 
relationship of the Burt Lake Band as a distinct federally recognized Indian Tribe" 
(Stupak 4114/1994). Representatives of the Burt Lake petitioner participated with these 
other petitioners for Federal acknowledgment in the lobbying and hearings that preceded 
consideraticn of these recognition bills. The Burt Lake bill failed to pass. The Act of 
1994 that "reaffirmed" the Federal recognition of the Little Traverse Bay Bands did not 
include any mention of a Burt Lake band. The Act provided that the Little Traverse Bay 
Bands would submit a membership roll to the Secretary of the Interior (United States 
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1994, sec. 7, sec. 2(3».23 In defining its membership, the Little Traverse Bay tribe 
accepts as qualifying ancestors those individuals named on the page of the treaty annuity 
list of 1870 that Durant cited as the "Burt Lake band." Thus, as a result of the Act of 
1994, some ofthe petitioner's members have become eligible for membership in a 
federally recognized tribe. In its 1994 legislation, however, Congress did not recognize a 
separate Burt Lake band. 

23 The Act of 1994 defined the "service area" of the Little Traverse Bay Bands in a manner that 
included the Burt Lake village site and the 1855 treaty reserve for the Cheboygan band (United States 
1994, sec. 4(b)(2)(A)). 
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Criterion (a) 

The petitioner's membership has two components of almost equal size, the descendants 
ofIndians wlho received treaty annuities as historical Burt Lake band members and the 
descendant~. of John B. Vincent, who was not a member of the historical Burt Lake band. 
In view of the composition of the petitioning group, the regulatory question of whether or 
not the petitioner was identified as an Indian entity is not necessarily a question of 
whether a S lngle historical entity was identified, nor whether the claimed historical band 
was identified. The petitioner might have been identified as a single Indian entity 
consisting of both of these components of its membership, or these two components 
might have been identified as separate Indian entities which later amalgamated as one 
petitioning group. The available evidence for each possibility should be considered. 
Thus, this r;roposed finding reviews evidence relating both to any identification of a 
group of BUlt Lake band descendants as an Indian entity and any identification of a group 
consisting of Vincent's descendants as an Indian entity. 

Identificat~)]1 of John B. Vincent and His Descendants 

About 48 p~:rcent of the petitioner's members descend from John B. Vincent (1816-
1903). The available documentation, however, provides no evidence that Vincent ever 
was part of any identified Burt Lake Indian entity or any other identified Indian entity. 
Although he was listed on the 1875 schedule of allotments under the Treaty of 1855 in 
the reserve designated by the treaty for the Cheboygan band, that schedule did not 
identify any band of which he was a member and he had not been listed as a member of 
the "Shebo:/gan" band identified on the original 1857 list of individuals eligible for 
allotments ,)31A 1857, 1875a). The BIA's 1873 report referred to the Cheboygan band as 
"holding certificates" (BIA 6/2111873), but Vincent had not received an allotment 
certificate. At the time of the treaty, Vincent was a resident of the town of Cheboygan. 
During his lifetime, he was described as having been one of the original settlers of that 
town in 1846 (Ware 1876, 15, 17, 18; Cheboygan Democrat 9/20/1902). The historical 
documents in the available evidence that mentioned Vincent described him as a founder 
and resident of the town of Cheboygan, or as a veteran of the Civil War army. 

The local Cheboygan newspaper treated Vincent as a revered founding settler and long
time residelt of the town of Cheboygan. For example, in 1902 the Cheboygan 
newspaper listed Vincent as the earliest of the city pioneers sti11living, and urged 
residents tc "take off your hat" to him as one of the "men to whom we owe much" for 
having help(:d "in shaping the destiny of our city's future" (Cheboygan Democrat 
9/20/1902) After his death in 1903, an obituary stated that Vincent was "highly 
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respected by all who knew him" during his 60-year residence in Cheboygan. Referring to 
the growth of the t'Jwn of Cheboygan and the related decline of local Indians since 1846, 
this newspaper linked Vincent with the town, not the Indians, describing him as "a 
history maker for Cheboygan" (Cheboygan Democrat 211411903b). Nothing in this 
obituary described Vincent as an Indian or as a member of any identified Indian 
organization, group" or community. The absence in these 20th century documents of any 
identification of ar y lndian entity of which Vincent was a member is consistent with the 
lack of any such identification throughout his lifetime, according to the available 
evidence. 

There also is a lack of any identification in the record of any Indian entity of which 
Vincent's children were members. An obituary for Vincent's eldest daughter in 1921 did 
not describe her as an Indian or as belonging to any identified Indian group (Cheboygan 
Democrat 7/8/192:). The petitioner submitted no evidence that the two children of 
Vincent from whom they descend were ever part of any identified Indian group. The 
record does not show that, prior to 1984, any identified Indian entity included Vincent's 
descendants, with the possible exception that a federally recognized tribe in 1979 
included a few ofbis descendants as licensed fishermen (DNR 1979-1990). Some of 
Vincent's descendants became members, starting in 1984, of an entity that was identificd 
as a Burt Lake ban,j organization. Prior to 1984, the available record contains no 
evidence that Vinc·~nt or his descendants were ever part of an identified Indian settlement 
at Burt Lake, or part of any identified Indian entity that historically amalgamated with a 
Burt Lake band. 

Identification ofaJ3urt Lake Band, 1900-1976 

About 46 percent of the petitioner's members descend from Indians who received treaty 
annuities as historical Cheboygan band members. Many of those ancestors or their 
descendants resid(:ci in Indian Village at Burt Lake prior to 1900. Local newspaper 
coverage of the burnout of that village in 1900 provided identifications of "Indian 
Village" as an Indian settlement and Indian entity (Cheboygan Democrat 10/20/1900). 
The local newspaper also referred to "the Cheboygan Indians" of Burt Lake at this time 
(Cheboygan Democrat 12/1/1900). Although that newspaper lacked sympathy for 
treating those Indians as a tribe, rather than as individual citizens, it noted the attitudes of 
"many people who have an idea that the Indians referred to are a tribe named 
'Cheboygan'," who bad lived on the shores of Burt Lake (Cheboygan Democrat 
12/2211900). In 1909, this newspaper, in describing a dispute between "Burt Lake 
Indians" and relocated "Mullet Lake Indians," referred to them as a "tribe" (Cheboygan 
Democrat SI21/19C9). Therefore, at the beginning of the 20th century, local 
contemporaries referred to the Indians who had been living at Burt Lake at the time of 
the burnout of 1900 as an Indian group and Indian entity. 
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Governor 1-lazen Pingree of Michigan identified a "Cheboygan band of Indians" in his 
message to the State legislature in 1901, when he urged the legislature to buy back the 
former Stall~ trust lands at Burt Lake (Pingree 11911901). He also referred to the Indians 
at Indian Vi llage as "this band ofIndians." The Governor added the observation "that 
these Indians are living together practically as a tribe, and should be treated as such by 
the State." The State legislature's Joint Resolution of 1903 referred to "the Cheboygan 
Band of Ineians, who were located upon the shores of Burt Lake in Cheboygan county" 
(Michigan 1903). The text of the Resolution also contained several references to this 
"band of Indians." Thus, the Governor and legislature of the State of Michigan identified 
the Indians of Burt Lake as an Indian band and Indian entity in the first decade of the 
20th century. 

Individuals and organizations outside the local area took up the cause of the Burt Lake 
Indians in tile years after the burnout. In 1903, a Michigan representative of the 
Woman's 1\ational Indian Association and J.E. Armstrong of Chicago used almost 
identical language in issuing an appeal on behalf of "a band of Cheboygan Indians" that 
had lost land at Burt Lake, thus identifying the Indians at Burt Lake as a band at that time 
(Grand Rapids Evening Press 2/7/1903; Cheboygan Democrat 2/7/1903; Sault Ste. Marie 
Daily News Record 2/12/1903). In 1906, a woman from Indianapolis who had spent the 
summer at Hurt Lake, and heard the story "of the Indians who have their settlement at 
Burt Lake "bout four miles from Brutus," wrote to the Governor of Michigan to inquire 
whether McGinn could be forced to pay the Indians for the value of their lost church 
building so that "they may build another in their new settlement" (Brigham 11116/1906). 
This correspondent thus identified a post-burnout Indian settlement in 1906. Special 
Indian agent Horace Durant wrote a brief comment in his field notes in 1908 about the 
"chiefs of be Burt Lake Band" (Durant 1908, p.31, no.28). Durant's comment implied 
the contemJorary existence of an Indian entity in 1908. 

The U.S. Attorney for the Eastern District of Michigan identified a "Cheboygan Band of 
Indians" when, as "guardian" of the band, he filed a complaint against John W. McGinn 
in 1911 (US. Attorney 6/22/1911). By stating that the "Cheboygan Band ofIndians is 
now ... under the care, control, and guardianship of the plaintiff [U.S.] and said band is 
now ... recognized by the plaintiff[U.S.] as a tribe," the U.S. Attorney clearly stated that 
he considered the Cheboygan band to be a contemporaneous Indian entity. The U.S. 
Attorney maintained this position in an amended complaint in 1914 (U.S. Attorney 
4/30/1914) and until the judge issued his opinion in 1917. 1. W. Howell, in his 1914 
report of his investigation for the Indian Office, did not explicitly identify an Indian 
entity, although he noted that Enos Cabenaw, from whom he took an affidavit, had 
written to the Government as acting chief of the Cheboygan band (Howell 4/14/1914). 
When the ~;ecretary of the Interior offered the services of Howell during trial in 1917, he 
referred to "the rights of the Cheboygan Band of Indians" as the rights of an existing 
Indian enti':y (Interior 5/5/1917). Therefore, the Federal Government identified a 
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Cheboygan band at Burt Lake as a contemporaneous Indian entity during the McGinn 
litigation between 1911 and 1917. 

The examples presl~nted by the petitioner as evidence of identification in the 1920's 
contain no explicit identification of a Burt Lake band or an Indian community or group. 
A newspaper article in 1923 about the "Early History of Cheboygan" referred to an 
Indian cemetery, bllt did not identify any contemporaneous Indian group (Cheboygan 
Daily Tribune 111611923). A newspaper noted in 1925 that Albert Shananquet had 
"represented his tribe at Washington upon many occasions," but his "tribe" was not 
identified except by a reference to his activities on behalf of "the north Michigan Indians" 
(Cheboygan Democ:rat 2112/1925). Attorney Webster Ballinger of Washington, D.C., 
wrote to the Depar:ment of the Interior to present the claim of a "Sheboygan Band of 
Indians" to certain lands in Michigan (Ballinger 12/2111923). Because Ballinger was an 
attorney claiming to speak for such a band, however, by acknowledgment precedent he 
would not be considered an external observer. Although Federal officials also referred to 
a "Sheboygan Band" in their correspondence with Ballinger, they were merely repeating 
his representations, not making any independent observation or identification of such a 
group (Interior 12/26/1923; BIA 11511924). 

A series of letters between Catholic Indian missionary Aubert Keuter and his superiors, 
during the late 1920's and early 1930's, described an Indian mission church at Burt Lake 
and revealed that Indians attended religious services there. Rev. Keuter, who resided at 
Petoskey, referred in his earliest letters to the Catholic "mission at Burt Lake" and to Burt 
Lake as one of the "mission churches" without actually referring to an Indian group or 
describing who attended the mission church (Keuter 1/12/1928, 8/21/1930; see also 
1119/1931, 5/21/lSI33, 1211811934). A newspaper article about him referred to Indian 
missions rather th1m to Indian groups (Grand Rapids Press 1936). One of Keuter's letters 
listed "Indian settl'~ments," but did not include Burt Lake as one of them (Keuter 
5/8/1933). The ex~eption to this pattern is that in one 1931 letter Keuter referred to "the 
Indians at Burt Lah:" having held a service without him (Keuter 12/3011931). From 
Keuter's perspectiv(:, this was a reference to a Catholic congregation, but if most of the 
Indian residents at Burt Lake were nominally Catholic, then his use of "the Indians at 
Burt Lake" may have been a reference to an Indian settlement as well. 

A reporter oflocal news and gossip from the "Crump Settlement,,1 in Burt Township 
during the early 1930's referred to the "Indians from West Burt Lake." For example, an 
item in 1931 reported that, "[t]he Indians from West Burt Lake are busy trapping" 
(Cheboygan Daily Tribune 12/5/1931; see also 11/8/1932). In 1932, an item referred to 

I The "Crump Settlement" refers to northern Burt Township. The memoirs of Irene Train Mosser 
identify the settlemelL as an area north of Burt Lake (Petoskey News-Review 2/25/1970). The Michigan 
County Atlas shows the "township hall" of Burt Township to be located on Crump Road just northeast of 
Burt Lake (Universal Map n.d., map 16, p.35). 
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an "Indian Village" while reporting that "Mr. and Mrs. Ed Parkey and Mr. and Mrs. Joe 
Butler motored through here en route from the Indian Village" to a funeral (Cheboygan 
Daily Tribune 111811932).2 Thus, in 1932 this correspondent from Burt Township 
identified a 11 "Indian Village" on the west side of Burt Lake in the vicinity of the original 
Cheboygan band village, and appears to have referred to its residents as a group of 
"Indians from West Burt Lake." Local newspapers also identified an "Indian Village" or 
an "Indian S,ettlement" at Burt Lake in the late 1930's. In an article in 1935, one 
Cheboygan newspaper stated that the "Indian Village at Burt Lake includes about 50 
families" (Cheboygan Daily Tribune 3/1311935). Two months later, it reported that a 
meeting rec ently had been "held in the Indian settlement at Burt Lake ... " (Cheboygan 
Daily Tribl<fw 5/2/1935). In 1939, another Cheboygan newspaper reported the death of a 
resident "ofthe Indian Settlement, west of Burt Lake" (Cheboygan Observer 1112/1939). 

An Indian ~ett1ement on the west side of Burt Lake was identified in the 1930's by other 
sources as well. In the Archaeological Atlas of Michigan, published in 1931, author 
Wilbert B. Hinsdale stated that, historically "[t]wo [Indian] villages were located upon 
the west side of Burt Lake" and that "[o]ne of the villages upon Burt Lake is still 
occupied by a small number oflndians" (Hinsdale 1931, 18). Hinsdale's map showed 
one Indian village at Colonial Point and another just to the northwest of Colonial Point, 
presumably along Indian Road (Hinsdale 1931, map 14). Whether or not Hinsdale's 
reference to two historical villages was accurate, the evidence of the burnout of the 
historical "~ndian Village" on Colonial Point in 1900 means that it is likely that his 
remark about a village "still occupied" referred to the Indian Road location. A Mount 
Pleasant Indian School case card, recording a "first review" in 1935, provided directions 
to the family home whieh placed it on Indian Road in Burt Township, and described the 
home's location as the "Indian Settlement East of Brutus" (Mt. Pleasant School n.d.). 
Thus, local newspapers, a scholarly publication, and a school record identified an Indian 
settlement at Burt Lake between 1931 and 1939. 

Some ofth~ petitioner's evidence from the 1930's refers to Indian residents of the Burt 
Lake area without specifically referring to them as an Indian group or entity. A letter to 
the local ccngressman from Oswald McGinn on behalf of a Burt Township supervisor 
referred to "the Indian families" in Burt Township (McGinn 4/26/1935). The Indian 
Office's response to the representative, that "no one in this Office is acquainted with the 
group oflndians of whom Mr. McGinn writes," constituted a statement of its inability to 
identify any Indian group or entity at Burt Lake (BIA 5/1711935). Some of the 
petitioner's ~~vidence from the 1930's is ambiguous. A 1935 newspaper account of an 
American Legion rehabilitation program for Indians indicated that the Legion had stated 

2 Th~ 1930 Federal census shows that Ed Parkey and non-Indian Joe Butler were next-door 
neighbors on Burt Lake Road, which runs along the west side of the lake just north of Colonial Point and is 
located just to the east ofIndian Road (U.S. Census 1930a, ED 16-4, households #28-29). Parkey also was 
married to Butler's daughter. 
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that, "[s]uggested r~gions for the Indian work are Middle village, Good Hart, Burt Lake 
and other settlemercts" (Cheboygan Daily Tribune 5/1/1935). This language appears to 
have referred to Burt Lake both as a "region" and as an Indian "settlement." 

Although a group cf Burt Lake band descendants appear to have petitioned in 1935 for 
benefits under the Indian Reorganization Act (IRA), there was no mention of any Burt 
Lake band in any of the available evidence relating to the administration of the IRA 
between 1934 and 1940. Superintendent Frank Christy of the Tomah Agency and 
Superintendent M.L. Bums of the Consolidated Chippewa Agency developed a plan for 
land acquisition an d resettlement under the IRA, but this plan proposed the creation of a 
Cross Village colony and did not include any specific references to Burt Lake Indians or 
a Burt Lake band. An inquiry about the 1935 petition by Peter Shawanasige of Brutus 
referred to a "Cheboygan Band ofIndians" (Shawanasige 6/17/1935), but the Indian 
Office's lack ofkn::>wledge about such a group was demonstrated by Commissioner of 
Indian Affairs John Collier's request to Superintendent Bums for information about "a 
group who call the:I1Selves [the] Cheboygan Band ofIndians" (BIA 7123/1935). The 
superintendent responded that he had never met Shawangasige and could supply no 
specific information about the IRA petitioners (BIA 8115/1935). Thus, this inquiry 
reveals the BIA's inability to identify a "Cheboygan Band ofIndians" in 1935. 

The 1939 "Survey ofIndian Groups" by John Holst of the BIA concluded that "[t]here 
are very few or no Indian communities" in lower Michigan because the Indians there "are 
everywhere compcnent parts of the communities in which they live" (BIA 1939,6,8). 
Holst reported that the "Burt Lake and Topinabee families .... are too widely scattered 
for any community action" (BIA 1939, 11). He said that the Indian families at Pellston 
"do not constitute a community in the sense that they recognize common interests" (BIA 
1939, 10). Holst's list of examples ofIndians clinging to old village sites did not include 
Burt Lake (BIA 1939, 9, 17). This language of the report did not identify Burt Lake area 
families as an Indian entity. Holst's table of the Indian population of lower Michigan was 
entitled "Indian Families in Lower Michigan." While this emphasis on families matched 
the text's emphasis on a lack of communities, the subtitle of the table was "Ottawa groups 
in Lower Michigan." The table provided the number of Indian families by geographical 
areas, listing 14 fa:nilies at Burt Lake, 9 at Pellston, and 3 at Topinabee. To the extent 
that the table impli cd an identification of Indian groups, it identified Burt Lake, Pellston, 
and Topinabee as ~;eparate groups. 

A Burt Lake India:l settlement or group was identified during the 1940's in two 
documents in the record. An obituary, submitted by the petitioner, was published in a 
local newspaper if 1945 for a resident of the "Indian Village at Burt Lake" (Anonymous 
512211945). A 1947 report, found by OF A researchers, of a State investigation of a 
timber trespass CO:Tlplaint made by Albert Shananquet, referred to "the Indian settlement 
near Brutus" as the residence of an informant (MacDonald 1111911947). Other 
documents from the 1940's submitted by the petitioner, however, did not identify a 
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contemporaneous Indian entity. Newspaper reports of local Indians serving in the 
military during World War II did not identify any Indian group or entity. A Catholic 
missionary referred to an Indian mission at Burt Lake in 1946 without identifying any 
Indian grollp or settlement there (Berube 9/6/1946). A 1949 newspaper article that 
named Eli:~a Parkey, 97, as the person who had lived longest in Cheboygan County 
referred to her as having grown up "in the Indian settlement" in Burt Township 
(Cheboygc!ll Daily Tribune 8/3/1949). The Indian settlement this article identified, 
however, was one that had existed during Parkey's childhood in the 1850's and 1860's, 
not one that still existed in the 1940's. 

In 1950, a local newspaper published an obituary for a woman who "died recently at the 
Indian Settlement near Brutus ... " (Cheboygan Daily Tribune 8/1511950). This obituary 
constitutes identification of an Indian settlement at Burt Lake in 1950. Other obituaries 
from the 1 ~50's, however, did not include such references to an Indian settlement. The 
book When Michigan Was Young by Ethel Rowan Fasquelle, published in 1950, 
contained ,In imaginative account of "Pokagon's Village" on "Clear Lake" before 1900 
(Fasquelle 1950). Fasquelle later confessed that she had borrowed the name for the 
village "as a literary license" in writing a "story" about Indian Village on Burt Lake 
(Petoskey ,Vews Review 311611956). Since Fasquelle wrote that, "[t]he village is gone 
from the face of the Earth," any identification by her ofIndian Village at Burt Lake was 
of a settlenent that had existed prior to 1900. A newspaper article in 1955 which 
acknowledged that Indian "descendants still form a large part of the inhabitants" of the 
Burt Lake district did not, however, identify them as constituting a group or entity 
(Cheboygc.n Daily Tribune 7/211955). An article about "The Sad Story of the Burt Lake 
Band," published in The Totem Pole in 1956, was a historical account that stopped in 
1901 and thus identified no contemporary group of Burt Lake Indians (Totem Pole 1956). 

In March 1956, Jonas Shawanesse of Harbor Springs led a delegation ofIndians to meet 
with the Ciovernor of Michigan, and included a Burt Lake land claim in his presentation. 
Various newspapers described the Indian attendees as "a small group ofIndians" (Detroit 
Sunday nfl1eS 3/1111956), "Michigan Indians" (Cheboygan Daily Tribune 3/13/1956), 
"24 Indian" from Burt Lake" (Detroit Free Press 3/1311956), "Indians in the Burt Lake 
area" (Doherty 3/1311956), a "group ofIndians" (Lansing State Journal 3/13/1956), "the 
Northern Michigan Indian Club" of Harbor Springs (Petoskey [News-Review} 3/1311956; 
Emmet COiUUy Graphic 311511956), "Indians of Northern Michigan" and "Indians from 
Harbor Springs" (Cheboygan Daily Tribune 3115/1956), "descendants of the Ottawa and 
Chippewa tribes" (WCBY Radio 311511956), some "Michigan Indians" (Detroit Times 
3/16/1956), and "Harbor Springs Indians" (Petoskey News-Review 3/16/1956). After the 
meeting, two State officials also described the meeting as having been held with "the 
Northern Michigan Indian Club" (Gilmore 4/18/1956; Adrian 4/25/1956). 

These quotations reveal that the media of the State lacked a consensus about what Indians 
this delegation might have represented. Most of these descriptions were broad, vague, 
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and geographical. <:::tne article that referred to a "group ofIndians" added no other 
description, while the other undercut the notion that any group existed by stating that the 
1900 residents oftht! village at Burt Lake had "drifted ... to the four comers of the state" 
(Detroit Sunday Times 3/11/1956). The two articles that referred to the delegation as 
Indians from Burt Lake referred to the geographical area rather than to any specific 
entity. None of these references identified an Indian entity that can be considered a 
predecessor of the p,etitioning group. However, one newspaper account referred to 
Shawanesse as the "manager of the Burt Lake band of Ottawas" (Grand Rapids Press 
3/14/1956). Even if inaccurate in its description of Shaw an esse's role, this 1956 
statement identified a Burt Lake band as a contemporaneous Indian entity. 

A result of the 1956 meeting with the Governor was his creation of a Study Commission 
on Indian Problem;. According to a history of the creation of a Michigan Commission 
on Indian Affairs, the commission that existed from 1956 to 1957 "never completed its 
final report to the ~;overnor" and did not make recommendations about the Burt Lake 
claims (Hillman 15184, 32). A compilation of the minutes of the Michigan Commission 
on Indian Affairs, however, includes an undated "Report of the Indian Commission" 
which may be a draft report of the Governor's commission. That manuscript, possibly 
prepared in 1957, ~tated that the "only claim against the state" was "the claim outlined by 
Mr. Jonas Shawanesse, of the Burt Lake band ofIndians ... " (Hillman 1990,47). That 
report's recommendation was that "the Burt Lake Indians" refer their claims to attorneys. 
The petitioner doe~; not contend that Jonas Shawanesse was a Burt Lake band member, 
and the available evidence does not indicate that he had been part of any Indian group at 
Burt Lake. The Governor's commission was aware that Shawanesse had stated a case for 
lands lost by the B lIrt Lake band in 1900 and, if this was its draft report, assumed that a 
"Burt Lake band ()~Indians" existed in 1956. Thus, the Governor's Study Commission on 
Indian Problems may have identified a Burt Lake Indian entity in a 1957 draft report. 

A local newspaper columnist's comment in 1957 on the Governor's Indian commission 
referred to the clahl for lands at Burt Lake (multiplying the acreage by ten) as one made 
by a "group of Ottawas near Petoskey" (Petoskey News-Review 811/1957). As in the 
earlier references tD Indians from Harbor Springs, this was not a likely characterization 
of a Burt Lake band. The petitioner submitted a memoir by a non-Indian, published in 
1959, of growing up in the area of the town ofIndian River southeast of Burt Lake. 
While the memoir mentioned Burt Lake, it neither referred to a historical Indian band nor 
any contemporary Indian group (Conners 1959). The petitioner also submitted a popular 
history of the traih, and highways of Michigan published in 1959. This account of 
historical trails did not identify either historical Indian bands or contemporary Indian 
groups (Mason 19:59). 

A local history of Columbus Beach at the south end of Burt Lake, printed in 1966, 
referred to the Ind: an village on Burt Lake prior to 1900. While the text noted that there 
were "many Indians in the area" in the 1960's, it mentioned Cross Village but did not 
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identify any Indian entity associated with Indians from Burt Lake (McElroy and Peters 
1966, 13, 14,35,54). A series of newspaper articles during the 1960's reported on the 
presentations of "amateur historian" Merton Carter about the burnout of Indian Village in 
1900. Whi Ie these accounts referred to a Cheboygan band prior to 1900, they did not 
identify any contemporaneous Indian group or entity associated with the former village at 
Burt Lake (Petoskey News-Review 6/10/1967; Harbor Springs Harbor Light 6/25/1969; 
Detroit News 10/12/1969). 

None of the other newspaper clippings from the 1960's submitted by the petitioner 
identified a contemporaneous Indian entity. A 1963 obituary for an ancestor of members 
of the petiti:ming group mentioned an Indian cemetery, but no Indian settlement or 
Indian group (Petoskey News-Review 11122/1963). One newspaper article referred to a 
cabin that had survived the burnout, but not to any existing Indian group that had done so 
(Harbor Sp.~ings Harbor-Lite 7/26/1967). An article about the Indian mission church at 
Burt Lake l10ted that some Indians resided in the area, but did not identify them as a 
group or entity. By noting the attendance at church services of visiting "resorters" and 
implying that a small number of Indians lived in the parish, the newspaper characterized 
the church as no longer serving as an institution only for Indians. By stating that, "[t]he 
little Indian church was once the center of a thriving Indian settlement in the early decade 
of this century," the newspaper placed the Indian settlement in the past, not in the present 
(Petoskey News-Review 11110/1967). 

Some of the evidence the petitioner presents for identification during the 1970's consists 
of memoirs that were written during the 1970's about earlier times. In 1970, a Petoskey 
newspaper published Irene Train Mosser's memoirs of growing up in the "Crump 
Settlement" north of Burt Lake in the late-19th century and teaching at the Indian school 
in Burt Township during the winter of 1900-1901 at the time of the burnout. This 
account identified an Indian settlement about 1900. It also revealed knowledge of 
individual Indian "descendants who still live around Burt Lake" without characterizing 
them as a g'OUp or entity (Petoskey News-Review 2/2511970; see also 2/2611970). The 
newspaper ,;ontinued the series with a memoir of Laura Butler Parkey, a non-Indian who 
married Indian Ed Parkey, about teaching at the Burt Lake Indian School in 1918-1919. 
Parkey said that only two of the old houses of the Indian families were still standing in 
1970 and tbat most of their land was now owned by other people. She concluded her 
memoir with the observation that "the Burt Lake Indian Settlement of the early 1900's 
remains only a memory to a few of us" (Petoskey News-Review 8/711970). This account 
identified Rl Indian settlement in the past, but did not identify such an entity in the 
present. 

A paper about Indian folklore, written by a college student in 1971, relied in part upon 
an Indian informant who had lived part of his adult life at Burt Lake. This student 
referred to 1he "present location of the Indians, in a few habitations well inland from Burt 
Lake," as hwing resulted from the burnout of 1900 (Crom 1971,8). In narrating that 
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history, he said that after the burnout the Indians moved to Indian Road and rebuilt a 
church "in the vicinity of the present 'village'" (Crom 1971,9). In that context, he may 
have used "present" to refer to the time the church was built, about 1908, to distinguish 
the new settlement on Indian Road from the previous village on Maple Bay. He also may 
have used the tenn "present 'village'" to refer to the "present location" of Indians at Burt 
Lake. By putting the term village within quotation marks, however, this student seemed 
to question the validity of using the term. He may have been doubtful about referring to 
a location with" a fi~w habitations" as a "village." This student indicated that he had 
gathered stories from his Indian informant "during the time that we shared a hospital 
room" (Crom 197, 30), and thus it would appear that he had no personal knowledge of 
the location. As a reference to a contemporaneous Indian entity, not just to contemporary 
Indians, these rem uks in this student paper are ambiguous. 

In a report to a commission for Catholic missions in 1972, a Catholic bishop referred to a 
church at Burt Lake as a church "for the special use ofIndians" (Szoka 9/25/1972). 
While this designation and the bishop's text acknowledged the existence of "Indian 
people" in the Bun Lake area, the bishop did not identify any Indian group or settlement 
there. A history of Tuscarora Township, published in 1975, referred to an Indian village 
or "campsite" at Burt Lake prior to 1900. It identified a living individual Indian man, 
John Parkey of the "Ottawa tribe," but did not describe him as being part of any 
contemporary Ottawa group located at Burt Lake or derived from the historical village 
(Sager 1975, [14]). A student history paper written for a community college course in 
1977 discussed the period prior to 1918 only and contained no identification of any 
contemporaneous Indian entity (Smith 1977). 

Identification of a J3urt Lake Band, 1977-

In 1977, attorneys from the Native American Rights Fund (NARF) and the Michigan 
Indian Legal Services (MILS) began to act on behalf of a Burt Lake band. NARF's 
director wrote to the BIA in 1977 to request that "the Burt Lake Chippewas of Michigan" 
be included among thl~ "Indian Tribes" for whom NARF would be authorized to contract 
for expert witness E eTvices in order to present a legal claim on behalf of the band 
(Echohawk 7/29/1S'77). An attorney for MILS wrote to NARF in 1978 about the 
expenses of a historical consultant because MILS had "been asked to represent the band 
in their land claim ... " (Pastor 2/24/1978). An attorney for NARF replied to MILS about 
presenting the claims of various bands and stated that she had "worked out the 
framework of a theory for the Burt Lake Band ... " (Locklear 6/1/1978). The attorney for 
NARF contacted the Governor's office by 1980, and in 1981 informed the Governor that 
NARF and MILS "represent the Burt Lake Band of Ottawas ... " (Locklear 1/7/1981). 
By acknowledgment precedent, attorneys representing a Burt Lake band and speaking for 
the band as its advc cates would not be considered external observers. 
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The historil~al consultant for NARF and MILS, Richard White of Michigan State 
University, in 1978 informed the NARF attorney that he would "make the best case I 
can" and "{ocument as best I can the remarkable persistence of the Burt Lake band as an 
organized group" (White 7/17/1978). This historian's statement implied his identification 
of such an entity as existing in 1978 at the time of his letter. In 1979, a Michigan State 
University publication attributed a reorganization of a Burt Lake band to the efforts of 
instructor George Cornell to "reassemble" the band. The publication concluded that, 
"[ o]n Oct. 26, 1977 the Burt Lake Indians became a band once again" (MSU News 
Bulletin 2/2211979). This university publication in 1979 identified a Burt Lake Indian 
entity as existing since 1977, but appeared to deny that such an entity had existed 
between 1900 and 1977. The publication, however, quoted Cornell as saying that the 
"band neve~ really fell apart" (MSU News Bulletin 2/2211979). Thus, two Michigan State 
University faculty members and a university publication identified a Burt Lake band as 
an Indian entity in the late 1970's. 

In 1980, both the Federal Government and State of Michigan became aware ofland 
claims being made on behalf of a Burt Lake band. A field solicitor of the Department of 
the Interior noted that a Cheboygan band was not federally recognized, but advised a BIA 
agency that it should do research about a "potential claim" for lands "once belonging to 
the Cheboygan Band" (Interior 6/2411980). Although this language placed a possible 
claim in the present, its reference to a band was to a band in the past. The BIA 
superintendent replied with similar language about the "possibility of a claim" now being 
made agaimt the State for lands that were "once held" by the State for the band. 
However, the superintendent also made the comment that, "[o]ver the last 20 years the 
State and the Band have had communication on this issue a number of times, but the 
Cheboygan Band has not been able to receive satisfaction" (BIA 71111980). This 
language in jicated an identification by a BIA superintendent of a Indian entity currently 
existing in 1980. However, in the years after 1979, as it implemented fishing rights 
decisions oflFederal courts, the BIA only issued "tribal treaty fishing identification cards" 
to federally recognized tribes and made no references to any Burt Lake band (BIA 
2/511982; DNR 1979-1990, files 1979-1982). 

Both a spec al assistant and a legal counsel to the Governor of Michigan began 
responding, in 1980 and 1981, to the attorney from NARF by referring to a Burt Lake 
band only w; the name the attorney used for her client. By mid-1981, however, the 
Governor's Bpecial assistant Ronald Quincy was considering new legislation that would 
designate State land "for use by the Burt Lake Band" (Quincy 6112/1981). In 1982, 
Quincy refen'ed to "members of the Burt Lake Band of Ottawa Indians" who attended a 
recent meeting and to the "Band participants" in that meeting, thus identifying this band 
as an Indian entity (Quincy 512711982). A newspaper article in 1985 reported that the 
Governor's offlce was involved in negotiations to transfer land to a contemporary Burt 
Lake band crganization, suggesting that the Governor's office identified such an Indian 
entity at th:r: time (Cheboygan Daily Tribune 711911985). In 1986, the Michigan 
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Commission on Indian Affairs indicated that, under authority granted by the State 
legislature, it had "iCmnally recognized" ten Michigan tribes, including the "Burt Lake 
Band ofOttawa/Chlppewa Indians" (MCIA 8/25/1986). The next year the Commission 
approved a motion of support for a State land transfer to the "Burt Lake Band" (MCIA 
6/1111987). Thus, a State agency identified this Indian entity in 1986 and 1987. 

Two federally recognized Michigan tribes adopted resolutions during the mid-1980's in 
support of Federal acknowledgment of a Burt Lake band. The Sault Ste. Marie Tribe of 
Chippewa Indians passed a resolution in December 1984 stating that it "supports the 
efforts of the Burt Lake Band in seeking and obtaining federal recognition as an Indian 
Tribe ... " (Sault Ste. Marie Tribe 12/2111984). In January 1985, the Keweenaw Bay 
Indian Community passed a resolution giving "its full support to the Burt Lake Band of 
Ottawa and Chippe wa Indians in their endeavors to seek and obtain federal recognition as 
an Indian Tribe .. ." (Keweenaw Bay Indian Community 111211985). By referring to a 
Burt Lake band in these resolutions, these two federally recognized Indian tribes, both 
located on Michigan's Upper Peninsula, identified a contemporaneous Indian entity. 

A local newspaper reported in 1980 on the meeting "to formally organize the 'Burt Lake 
Band of Ottawa and Chippewa Indians'" (Petoskey News-Review 5/111980). Local 
newspapers also reported on the efforts of a Burt Lake band to obtain land from the State 
of Michigan as compensation for the State trust lands lost in 1900. In 1983, an 
anonymous newsp2per referred to the efforts of the "Burt Lake Band of Ottawa and 
Chippewa Indians" to secure land (Anonymous 4/1111983). In 1985, the Straitsland 
Resorter referred to "the Burt Lake Band of Ottawa and Chippewa Indians," the" group 
of Ottawa and Chippewa Indians," "the Indian band," and the "Burt Township Band" 
seeking State-ownedlland near the location of the historical village (Straitsland Resorter 
2/2811985, 7/25/19:55, 9/5/1985). The Petoskey News-Review reported on the request for 
compensation as being made by the historical tribe now "[o]rganized into the Burt Lake 
Band of Ottawa and Chippewa Indians" (Petoskey News-Review 3/8/1985). The 
Cheboygan Daily Tribune focused on local opposition to a land transfer "to the Burt Lake 
Band of Ottawa and Chippewa Indians" (Cheboygan Daily Tribune 3/11/1985; see also 
7119/1985, 7/22/1955). Thus, at least three local newspapers identified an Indian entity 
during the 1980's by its formal name of the Burt Lake Band of Ottawa and Chippewa 
Indians. 

Some of the evidence the petitioner presents for identification during the 1980's consists 
of historical accounts that were published in the 1980's. A columnist for a Cheboygan 
newspaper wrote a series of historical articles, including one in 1981 about Cheboygan 
Indians. This historical survey noted that "Indians had a little town" at Colonial Point 
and recounted the burnout of that settlement in 1900. It also noted that a new settlement, 
called "Indianville' on county maps, was formed by the previous residents of the burned 
village. The writer also referred to this settlement, at some point in the past, as "the Burt 
Lake Indian grounds settlement." He observed that "[s]ome of the descendants," four or 
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five "[ndian families," still lived around the church, but he did not characterize them as 
an Indian settlement or group (Cheboygan Observer 12/21/1981; see also Turner 1987). 
Another l.)cal paper contained items in the late-1980's that featured a local Indian 
resident atld commented on aspects of local Indian history. While these accounts noted 
the continued existence of Indian families in the area, commenting on their reduced 
number, the newspaper did not identify the surviving Indians as a contemporary group or 
entity (Straitsland Resorter 8/8/1985, 10/1311988). 

In 1986, the Grand Rapids Inter-Tribal Council published People o/the Three Fires, 
which contained brief tribal histories of the Ottawa, Ojibway, and Potawatomi (Clifton et 
al. 1986). James McClurken's account of Ottawa history identified a Cheboygan Village 
at Burt La':<.e prior to the Treaty of 1836. His discussion of the 20th century, however, 
did not mention any Burt Lake group (McClurken in Clifton et al. 1986,23,37). George 
Cornell's account of Ojibway history did not include the Indian village at Burt Lake 
among Ojibway settlements, but discussed the burnout of that village in 1900 as an 
example of Ojibway history. Cornell also wrote that "the Burt Lake Band is currently 
negotiating with Governor Blanchard's administration" for compensation for the State 
trust lands lost in 1900 (Cornell in Clifton et al. 1986,84-85, 100-101). Although most 
of these re::'erences were to the past, Cornell did identify a Burt Lake band as an Indian 
entity existing about 1986. 

A number of obituaries printed in northern Michigan newspapers during the 1990's 
referred to the deceased as "a member" of a "Burt Lake Band" of Indians (Petoskey 
News-Review 31111991, 12/411991,8/311992, 10/611992,4/2611995, 12/911999, 
12/30/1999; Anonymous 3/2211991; Cheboygan Daily Tribune 5/30/1995; Lansing State 
Journal [1996]; Sault Ste. Marie Evening News 11/111999; SI.Ignace News 1114/1999). 
All of theSE: obituaries referred to a contemporaneous Indian organization, and thus 
identified an Indian entity during the 1990's. A newspaper of the Catholic Church also 
identified atl entity when it reported that the local bishop had transferred 20 acres ofland 
to the "BUJ1 Lake Band of Native Americans" (Catholic Weekly 10/6/1992). A 
photograph caption in 1993 of "chairmen from five Michigan tribes" seeking Federal 
acknowledpnent mentioned a "Burt Lake Band of Ottawa" (Anonymous 9/2111993). A 
newspaper article in 1997 included a photograph of the executive director of the "Burt 
Lake Band of the Ottawa and Chippewa Indians," which it described as a "band now 
clustered around the small town of Brutus, Mich." (Anonymous 7/20/1997). This 
evidence s}uws that newspapers identified a "Burt Lake Band" as an existing Indian 
entity during the 1990's. 

Several historical accounts written in the early 1990's contained references to a 
contemporary Burt Lake band. In 1991, Simon Otto, a retired "executive coordinator" of 
the Little Traverse Bay Bands ofOdawa Indians, wrote a newspaper column about the 
removal of the residents of the Indian village at Burt Lake. Although that article referred 
only to the "bitter memory" of some ofthe "descendants" of those village residents, a 
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revised version of that column, published in 1993, used the present tense to say that the 
"Burt Lake Band consist[s] of many who can recall" their ancestors talking about the 
burnout of the village (Otto 5/10/1993). A book published in 1992 by anthropologist 
Charles Cleland contained a footnote to his discussion of the Treaty of 1836 which 
offered his opinion that several unrecognized "Indian bands" had "a legitimate claim to 
treaty rights under the Treaty of 1836, including ... Burt Lake" (Cleland 1992,299-300). 
At some time bctwee:n 1991 and 1993, James McClurken, writing on stationery of the 
Michigan State Uni versity Museum, made an argument, according to the title of this 
memorandum, for "special case status" for several unrecognized groups, including the 
"Burt Lake Band of Ottawa and Chippewa Indians" (McClurken n.d.). McClurken's text, 
however, in contrast to his title, made no mention of a Burt Lake band. 

In the mid-1990's, two members of the u.s. House of Representatives from Michigan 
districts identified a contemporary Burt Lake band in the process of supporting 
legislation to "reaffirm" its status as a recognized Indian tribe. Representative Bart 
Stupak and twelve other members of Congress wrote to President Clinton in March 1995 
to request an executive order to "reaffinn the federal relationship with the Burt Lake 
Band of Chippewamd Ottawa Indians as a federally recognized tribe" (Stupak et al. 
3/2/1995). In November 1995, Stupak testified before a House committee in support of 
his bill "for the reaffirmation and clarification" of the Federal recognition of "the Burt 
Lake Band ofOttawil and Chippewa Indians." In this testimony, Stupak said that "the 
Burt Lake Band continues to exist today" (Stupak 11114/1995). Representative Dale 
Kildee stated, during congressional debate on a similar bill in 1997, that "this tribe [Burt 
Lake band] deserves to have its relationship with the Federal Government reaffinned" 
(Kildee 11/4/1997). Thus, these members of Congress identified a Burt Lake band as an 
Indian entity existing in the 1990's. 

At the time this rec)gnition legislation was being considered, five federally recognized 
Indian tribes from M[iehigan passed resolutions in support of the Federal 
acknowledgment 0' a Burt Lake band. The Little Traverse Bay Bands resolved to 
support "the reaffirmation of the status of the Burt Lake Band as a Federally recognized 
Indian tribe" (Little Traverse Bay Bands 1/7/1996). Four other tribes resolved, in 
identical language, to support the efforts of a "Burt Lake Band" to "reaffirm their status 
and re-establish their trust relationship with the U.S. Federal Government" (Little River 
Band 1/7/1996; La!: Vieux Desert Band 1124/1996; Pokagon Band of Potawatomi 
3/9/1996; Bay Mills Indian Community 4/111996). These resolutions of support 
constitute identification of a contemporaneous Indian entity. In addition, in a discussion 
of the distribution of an Indian Claims Commission award, the chainnan of the Little 
Traverse Bay Bands referred to a "present day Burt Lake Band" in a 1996 letter 
(Ettawageshik 10/15/1996). Thus, in 1996, some federally recognized Indian tribes 
identified a Burt Lake: band as a contemporaneous Indian entity. 
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Some of the evidence from the 1990's submitted by the petitioner does not contain any 
identificatiol of a contemporaneous Indian entity by an external observer. A reprinting 
in 1993 of eXI;:(;!rpts of the 1970 memoirs of Irene Train Mosser and Laura Butler Parkey 
added no identification of any contemporary group to supplement those accounts of an 
historical Indian settlement (Cheboygan Daily Tribune 7/30/1993). The testimony of the 
chairman of the petitioning group before a congressional committee in 1993 is not an 
example of identification by an observer external to the petitioner (Frazier 9/17/1993). 
BIA fonn letters and news releases in the late 1990's about the procedures that would 
govern applc:ations to share in the distribution of judgment funds awarded by the Indian 
Claims Commission referred to "descendants," including "lineal descendants of the ... 
Cheboigan" band (BIA 3/1/1998), while making a distinction between descendants and 
enrolled tribal members (BIA 6/24/1999). The language of these BIA documents did not 
refer to Cheboygan band descendants as a contemporaneous Indian entity, nor imply that 
they constituted an entity at present. 

Summary 

The petitioning group's membership has two main components, descendants of the 
historical Cleboygan band, all of whom also descend from a resident of an Indian 
settlement at Burt Lake about 1900, and a larger number of descendants of John B. 
Vincent, who was not a member of the historical band or a resident of the historical 
settlement. The record for this case contains some identifications prior to 1956 of an 
Indian settlement at Burt Lake or an Indian entity consisting of descendants ofthe 
historical band. The record, however, does not contain identifications of any Indian 
entity consisting of Vincent's descendants prior to 1984, with the possible exception that 
a federally recognized tribe in 1979 included a few of his descendants as licensed 
fishermen. Therefore, a majority of the petitioner's members do not descend from an 
ancestor wYo, prior to 1979, was part of an identified Indian entity. The available 
evidence d(Jf~s not demonstrate that both components of the petitioner's membership were 
identified a:i constituting an Indian entity, or as separate entities that amalgamated, from 
1900 to 19i8. A Burt Lake band organization that has become the current petitioner has 
been identified since 1978, and since 1984 identifications of that Indian entity have 
identified a group that consists of both Vincent descendants and Burt Lake band 
descendant~;. 
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Criterion (a) as modified by § 83.8 

Identification as the Same Entity as the Historical Band 

If the petitioner were to be evaluated as a previously acknowledged tribe or band, the 
evaluation under th~ regulations would ask whether or not the identifications of the 
petitioner also were identifications of the petitioner "as the same tribal entity that was 
previously acknowledged or as a portion that has evolved from that entity" (§83.8(d)(l)).3 
When the U.S. Attcrney for the Eastern District of Michigan litigated on behalf of a 
Cheboygan band bE:tween 1911 and 1917 to reclaim title to its State trust lands at Burt 
Lake, he did so on a theory that a contemporaneous entity was the same entity as the 
historical band at Indian Village (U.S. Attorney 6/22/1911). A 1931 publication by 
Wilbert Hinsdale stated that one village at Burt Lake was "still occupied," thus implying 
that a contemporar;' settlement was the same entity as a historical village (Hinsdale 1931, 
18). A manuscript which may be the 1957 draft report of the Governor's Study 
Commission on Inciian Problems appeared to link a contemporaneous Burt Lake band to 
a claim being made OIl behalf of the Burt Lake band as it had existed in 1900 (Hillman 
1990,47). 

By linking the land claims being made by a Burt Lake band in the 1980's to the burnout 
of the Indian village at Burt Lake in 1900, a number of the external observers who 
identified a band in l:he 1980's supposed that it was related to the band that existed in 
1900. These observ,ers did not specifically describe such a band as having continuously 
existed between 1900 and the 1980's, nor necessarily assume that it had done so, but they 
identified a present band as if it were a successor of the historical settlement. For 
example, in 1980, a BIA superintendent stated that a modern band had communicated 
with the State of Michigan about lost lands at Burt Lake (BIA 7/111980). In 1985, both 
the Straitsland Res'Jrter and the Petoskey News-Review reported that a contemporary 
Burt Lake band was seeking compensation for, but not the return of, land at Colonial 
Point lost in 1900 (Straitsland Resorter 2/28/1985; Petoskey News-Review 3/8/1985). 
The Cheboygan Doily Tribune described a proposed transfer of State land to a current 
Burt Lake band as "an effort to settle a long-standing claim against the state" based on 
the burnout of 1900 (Cheboygan Daily Tribune 7122/1985; see also MCIA 6/11/1987). 
Thus, during the 1980's, identifications of a contemporaneous Burt Lake Indian entity 
also identified that e:ntity as having tics to the historical Burt Lake Indian village. 

3 The regulations also provide that the petitioner "may demonstrate alternatively that it meets the 
requirements of the cr V~ria in § 83.7 (a) ... from last Federal acknowledgment until the present" 
(§83.8(d)(5». 
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Anthropologist Charles Cleland in 1992 contended that a contemporary Burt Lake band 
was a succe~:s,or to an 1836 treaty band (Cleland 1992, 299-300). When the Catholic 
bishop of Gaylord transferred 20 acres of land to the Burt Lake band in 1992, the 
church's putlication linked that band to an 1836 treaty band and to the Indian village at 
Burt Lake burned out in 1900 (Catholic Weekly 10/6/1992). A newspaper column 
written by Simon Otto in 1993 also linked a contemporary Burt Lake band to the 
historical Burt Lake village through the memories its members and their ancestors had of 
the burnout <Otto 5/10/1993). The Michigan congressmen who advocated the 
"reaffimlation" of a Burt Lake band did so on the assumption that a contemporary band 
had been previously acknowledged by the Federal Government by treaty and 
administrative action prior to the 1930's (Stupak et al. 3/2/1995; Stupak 11114/1995; 
Kildee 111411997). Resolutions passed by five federally recognized tribes also were 
based on that theory (Little Traverse Bay Bands 1/7/1996; Little River Band 1/7/1996; 
Lac Vieux Desert Band 1124/1996; Pokagon Band ofPotawatomi 3/9/1996; Bay Mills 
Indian Comnmnity 411/1996). Thus, during the 1990's, identifications of a 
contemporaneous Burt Lake Indian entity also identified that entity as having ties to a 
historical Burt Lake band and village. 

If the petitioner were to be evaluated as a previously acknowledged tribe or band, the 
time period:o be evaluated for criterion (a) would be revised by the regulations which 
require that 'such identification shall be demonstrated since the point oflast Federal 
acknowledg11ent" (§83.8(d)(I)), rather than since 1900. 
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Criterion (b) 

Geographical Overview 

John B. Vin..!;ent and His Descendants 

More of the petitioner's members descend from John B. Vincent (1816-1903) than from 
any other ancestor. The available documentation, however, provides no evidence that 
Vincent evt:r associated with residents ofIndian Village at Burt Lake. According to 
information on the Federal census, Vincent's father was born in Vermont and his mother 
in Canada (U.S. Census 1880b). Vincent's place of birth was indicated to be various 
places on Michigan's Upper Peninsula, but was given as "Kayana Bay" [Keweenaw Bay] 
by Vincent himself in his Civil War pension application (V.A. 1880). His obituary noted 
that the "pla:;,~ of his early years is not known" (Cheboygan Democrat 211411903b). He 
may have spent time in Canada, since his wife was born there (U.S. Census 1850, 1860b, 
1870b, 1880b). His eldest child was born, probably in 1841, in St. Clair, Michigan 
(Cheboygan Democrat 7/811921) or possibly in Canada (U.S. Census 1860b). In 1846, 
Vincent arri'vl~d in Cheboygan as one of that town's earliest settlers (Ware 1876, 15, 17; 
Cheboygan JJemocrat 9/2011902, 211411903b; Fuller 1928,3:98). 

Vincent was living in Cheboygan, either in Inverness or Beaugrand Townships, 
according to every Federal census between 1850 and 1890 (U.S. Census 1850, 1860b, 
1870b, 1880b, 1890). In 1902, he lived briefly at the Old Soldier's Home in Grand 
Rapids (Polk 1902), but his 1903 obituary referred to his home on Mackinaw Avenue in 
the town of Cheboygan (Cheboygan Democrat 211411903b). No available evidence 
places Vincent at Burt Lake or in association with any Indian Village residents. Vincent 
was a ship's carpenter or boatbuilder. He served in the Union army during the Civil War. 
He recei ved an allotment of land in the Cheboygan band treaty reserve, but he sold that 
land as soon as it was granted, and he did so in 1873 while he was on the Upper 
Peninsula (Cheboygan County 1869-1883, v.D). A local history published in 1876 
described hi tIl as being in business at that time as a ship's carpenter in Beaugrand 
Township ('Vare 1876, 17,52). In 1884, Vincent became a charter member of the local 
post of the Grand Army of the Republic (GAR) in the town of Cheboygan (GAR 1884). 
His funeral ~;{:rvice in 1903 was conducted by the GAR post (Cheboygan Democrat 
2/1411903b), suggesting not only that he had continued to participate in the post's 
activities, but also that he had associated during his life with GAR and Cheboygan 
friends rather than with any Indian church or community. 
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In 1894, an articlE: in the Cheboygan newspaper listed Vincent as one of the "pioneers of 
Cheboygan count/' who had organized "a Pioneer's Society" (Cheboygan Democrat 
1120/1894). In 1897, when he applied to live at the Old Soldier's Home, the local 
newspaper commented that it was something "he justly deserves" and praised "the 
splendid work that Mr. Vincent and his beloved wife did for Cheboygan people in the old 
days when the whole town had the small pox ... " (Cheboygan Democrat 5/8/1897). In 
1902, the newspaper listed Vincent as the earliest of the city pioneers still living and a 
man who had helr:ed "in shaping the destiny of our city's future" (Cheboygan Democrat 
9/20/1902). Thus, the local newspaper described Vinccnt as a founding settler and long
time resident of the town of Cheboygan. The available evidence does not link Vincent 
with a Burt Lake Indian group, but does describe him as an important figure in the 
history of the town of Cheboygan after 1846. 

Members of the pt:titioner who descend from John B. Vincent descend through two of his 
children, John Vincent (b.1848) and Catherine (Vincent) Sailler (b.1864). The available 
documentation, however, provides no evidence that either of these Vincent children ever 
associated with re~idents of Indian Village or the settlement along Indian Road at Burt 
Lake. Both were raised in the family home in Cheboygan (e.g., Census 1870). The 
younger John Vincent was married in S1. Ignace on the Upper Peninsula in 1877 and, 
according to the evidence of the Federal census and the birthplaces of his children, lived 
between 1877 and 1900 on Garden Island in Lake Michigan (U.S. Census 1880c, 
1900a.). He died in Petoskey in 1909. Catherine, or Kate, Vincent was married in 
Cheboygan in l88l to a German immigrant and was a long-time resident of the town of 
Mackinaw City (US. Census 1900b, 1910b, 1920a; Cheboygan County ca. 1924). 

Indian Village at I~l:!n Lake 

The petitioner's members also descend from ancestors who were members of the 
Cheboygan band in 1870, and from ancestors who were residents of the historical Indian 
village at Burt Lake about 1900. That village was located on a bay on the western side of 
Burt Lake (see Figure 2). It was situated along the northern shore of Maple Bay and on 
the western side of a peninsula that sheltered it from the body of the lake. This Indian 
village has been identified as existing as early as 1830 by scholars, who labeled the 
village "Cheboygan'" (Tanner 1986, p.131 map 24, p.134 map 25; Clifton et al. 1986, 23; 
see also Hinsdale l:n 1, map 2). The existence of an Indian village in this location was 
documented by pIal maps of the area made in 1841 and 1855 by the U.S. General Land 
Office (GLO 1841, 1855). Both those maps placed the village in the same location, but 
the 1841 plat showed Indian fields extending east of the village, while the 1855 plat 
showed those fields extending to the north of the village (see Figure 3). A topographical 
map produced by the: U.S. Geological Survey reveals that the location of the village as 
shown on historical maps was a plateau or relatively level area that was elevated slightly 
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above the lake and situated between a hill on the peninsula to the east and the marshy 
lowlands dong the bay to the west (USGS 1986). 

The residents of this village, which outsiders sometimes called Indian Village, were 
identified by two contemporary observers -- John W. McGinn and Albert Shananquet -
who create:cllists that provide historical documentation of the households in the village 
just prior 1) the burnout of 1900. Their lists are consistent with an attorney's estimate in 
1895 that ::tbout 20 to 30 families occupied the band's State trust lands (Humphrey and 
Grant 5127! 1895). McGinn, who acquired title to the lands and conducted the burnout, 
listed the adult residents of the village in 1897 and 1898 in legal documents in which he 
sought to c emonstrate that he had provided those residents with notice of his intention to 
evict them from those lands (McGinn 12/5/1897, 1118/1898). These documents are the 
most contemporaneous lists of village households in the available evidence. Shananquet, 
who was an actual resident of the village, listed the village households as of about 1899 
from memory more than a half-ccntury later in the 1950's (Shananquet n.d.). McGinn 
listed 22 heads of households and Shananquet identified 23 households. The two lists 
appear to agree on 20 households and, when combined, to identify 24 households in the 
village (see Table 4).1 The available evidence indicates that 14 of these 24 Indian 
households have descendants in the petitioner's current membership. 

Both McGinn and Shananquet not only identified these residents, but also provided 
information about their geographical arrangement. McGinn provided the lcgal 
description, by quarter-quarter section, of all but one individual on his list of residents 
(McGinn L'l 8/1898). Shananquet listed a school, a church, and 23 households in two 
columns, apparently to represent their order along two sides of the village's single street 
(Shananque:t n.d.). In Shananquet's representation of the village, the church and school 
were located at one end of the settlement, presumably its northern or western end. Yet 
Shananquet also gave a deposition in 1957 in which he stated that the church "stood in 
the middle" of the village (Shananquet 5/10/1957). While McGinn did not mention the 
location of:he church, a 1902 plat book indicated its location, so it is apparent that 
McGinn p12ced about 10 of2l households north ofthe church or at least 6 of21 
households west of the church. In view of the conflict between Shananquet's list and his 
statement, tis list may not have represented a physical ordering of households. 
Therefore, the apparent differences between Shananquet and McGinn about the 
geographiccJ arrangement of households may not be actual differences. Because McGinn 
used legal descriptions of the land, his representation of the village is more easily and 
accurately mapped (see Figure 6). 

I Thi~ analysis treats McGinn's Susan Kishigowe and Shananquet's Sam Kieshigoway as members 
of one household, as they were on the 1900 census; McGinn's Margaret Chipp and Shananquet's Chipps as 
one household; and McGinn's Paul and Jane Wasson as one household, as Shananquet apparently did. 
Thus, the differences are that Shananquct did not acknowledge Angeline Tromblay on McGinn's list, and 
added himself, Esaul Kcwaquom, and Louie Miksini to McGinn's list. 
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The 1900 Federal census listed 23 households on the special Indian population schedule 
of Burt Township and an Indian popUlation of 77 persons (U.S. Census 1900b, ED 68). 
In comparison to the list ofIndian Village households for the years immediately 
preceding 1900, c'Jmbined from McGinn and Shananquet, it appears that 8 of the 24 
household heads (if the village did not appear on the 1900 census in the same area, while 
16 were listed on the census, although one not as a household head. The Federal census 
counted eight lndians as household heads who did not appear on the list of Indian Village 
households. Thesl~ 8 household heads plus the 15 household heads in the village 
constitute the 23 households on the 1900 census. Three of the eight household heads on 
the 1900 census who did not appear on the lists of Indian Village households can be 
found, or a spouse can be found, as homeowners on a 1902 plat of the county along 
Indian Road north of the historical village and, therefore, may have been living there 
before 1900 rather than in the village. The 1900 census data suggest that the Indian 
population at Burt Lake was living not only in the village, but in its vicinity as well. A 
local newspaper noted this pattern in 1900, saying that, "[t]here are some Indians who 
have farms a short distance from the [Indian] village ... " (Cheboygan Democrat 
12/22/1900). 

Indian Road Settle:nent, 1902 

The existence of an exclusively Indian settlement along Indian Road in 1902 is revealed 
by a plat book of Cheboygan County published in that year (Myers 1902; see 
Appendix B).2 This source's detailed map of Burt Township showed not only the owners 
of the land, but also the location of houses, a school, a church, a cemetery, and various 
roads. According to this plat book, all of the residents along Indian Road for two and 
one-half miles north of Brutus Road were individuals who can be identified from other 
sources as Indians (see Figure 7). Immediately along the road were ten houses on the 
land of six (or sevetl) Indian owners. In the vicinity of the road were an additional five 
houses of five other Indian owners. The available evidence indicates that 6 of these 11 
Indian landowners lave descendants in the petitioner's current membership. Also, there 
were at least five additional Indian landowners in the vicinity of Indian Road who, 
according to the 191)2 plat book, did not have a house on their land. The plat book 
showed that most of the houses owned by non-Indians were located east ofIndian Road 
along the lakeshore, while two non-Indian landowners had houses west of the road. Only 
one of these non-Indian houses was within a quarter mile ofIndian Road. 

At the center of th(: Indian Road settlement in 1902 was the quarter section of land 
acquired by Moses\rongueskwa as an Indian homestead under the provisions of the Act 

2 The petitione;' ;~ubmitted a slightly different, and less detailed, version of a 1902 plat book 
obtained from an intemet site ([Cheboygan County] 1902). 
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of 1872. The 1902 plat book of Cheboygan County showed three houses and a school 
house on t\[ongueskwa's property where a creek crossed Indian Road (Myers 1902; see 
Figure 7). Much of the land he had acquired under his 1872 patent that was west of the 
road, however, was shown on the 1902 plat as the land ofS[am] Kishegowe and Joseph 
Boda, wit1 a house located on Boda's quarter-quarter section. Just south of 
Nongueskwa's property along Indian Road, according to the 1902 plat book, were two 
houses on the land of Joseph Parkey. This quarter-quarter section of land had been 
acquired originally as an Indian allotment under the provisions of the Act of 1875 by 
Joseph Ab-sa-gon. Adjacent to this tract on the east, and thus east ofIndian Road, 
according to the 1902 plat book, was the house and land of L[ ouis] Mixenene. This land 
appears to have been purchased by Mixenene from the Government in 1884 (Michigan 
n.d., ChebJygan Co.). 

Farther south, where Indian Road met Brutus Road, according to the plat book of 1902, 
Jane Grant lived east ofIndian Road and Enos Cabcnaw lived west ofthc road (see 
Figure 7). Cabenaw and Grant were the two individuals who provided affidavits in 1914 
in the Mcc:inn litigation after being interviewed by a BIA agent. Grant was living on a 
quarter-quarter section of land acquired as an 1875 allotment by her father, Joseph Way
bway-dum Cabenaw was living on a quarter-quarter section of land he appears to have 
purchased from the Government in 1889 (Michigan n.d., Cheboygan Co.). Cabenaw also 
had acquired a quarter section of land as an Indian homestead under the Act of 1872. 
According to the plat book of 1902, there were no houses on that land along Indian Road 
just north of Moses Nongueskwa's quarter section. Farther north ofNongueskwa's land, 
according to the plat book, was a house of Charles Massey along Indian Road, and 
houses east of the road belonging to P[aul] Wasson, T[homas] Norton, and James 
Thawanasge [Shawanasige / Shenoskey?]. 

Of the 11 Indian homeowners listed on the 1902 county plat book, 8 had been earlier 
residents of Indian Village, having been listed as a village resident either by McGinn or 
Shananquet. (Since one parcel with two dwellings on the 1902 plat book may have been 
owned by bJth William and Eugene Hamlin, both of whom had been Indian Village 
residents, it may be that one additional Indian homeowner along Indian Road in 1902 had 
been a preVlOUS resident of Indian Village.) The other three 1902 Indian homeowners, or 
their spouse, had appeared on the 1900 Indian population schedule of the Federal census 
of the towmhip. The home of one of the three non-village residents, Jane Grant, was 
probably be:ween a half-mile and a mile from the village. Thus, 9 of 11 homeowners 
along Indiar. Road came from Indian Village or its nearby vicinity. From the perspective 
of 1902 back to 1900, therefore, the homeowners in the Indian settlement along Indian 
Road repres'~nted continuity from Indian Village on Burt Lake. 

Less continuity between Indian Village and Indian Road is apparent, however, from the 
perspective of 1900 forward to 1902 and 1910. Of the 24 household heads in Indian 
Village iderr:ified by either McGinn or Shananquet, eight or nine were listed in the 
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county plat book as homeowners along Indian Road in 1902. Six of the 24 household 
heads died before the 1910 census, and 14 or 15 ofthe remaining 18 were listed on the 
1910 Indian population schedule for Burt Township. However, some of the Indian 
Village residents relocated to the lands on Mullett Lake provided by the State in lieu of 
the lost lands ofInd Lan Village. The families of five of these men were listed on the 
1910 census ofBur1 Township. If they actually wcre living at Mullett Lake at that time, 
then 10 of 18 still-living household heads from Indian Village were residing in Burt 
Township in 19lO. One of the 1900 household heads who relocated to Mullett Lake and 
one who was not listed on the 1910 census later appeared on a census as a resident on 
Indian Road. Thus, it appears that 12 of the 18 household heads who lived for a decade 
after the 1900 burnclut resettled on Indian Road. While an Indian settlement persisted on 
Indian Road aftcr 1900, the burnout of 1900 had an impact and reduced the size of a 
geographical Indian settlement at Burt Lake. 

Mullett Lake Lands ,...1903-1914 

The lands provided fiJI' the Cheboygan band under the provisions of the State 
legislature's Joint Resolution of 1903 were located on Mullett Lake, just to the east of 
Burt Lake. A Cheh)ygan newspaper in 1909 referred to "the Indian reservation" on 
Mullett Lake, which it said had been provided the families there "in return for the land 
taken from them at Burt Lake" (Cheboygan Democrat 4/23/1909). The paper indicated 
that some families had been there for two years, or since about 1907. The historical 
notes from the anonymous "private collection" submitted by the petitioner, which it 
attributes to Jonas Shawandase,3 record that the lands at Mullett Lake were held in 
common, without any assignments of land to individuals ("Shawandose Papers" ca. 
1950's). The Chebclygan newspaper reported on the attempt of some Indians at Mullett 
Lake to have the lands there divided into individual tracts, thus noting the existence of 
Indian residents at Mullett Lake (Cheboygan Democrat 5/2111909). It also referred to 
Indians at Mullett Lake when reporting on Horace Durant's research in 1909, and in 
articles in 1910 and ll9l1 (Cheboygan Democrat 6/1111909,9/9/1910,2/17/1911, 
3/31/1911). Some of these articles mentioned individuals who had resided in Indian 
Village before 190C. Thus, contemporaneous evidence demonstrates that some Burt 
Lake Indians did relocate to lands on Mullett Lake. 

Records of the State land office documenting the status of the 1903 Resolution lands 
have not been located. However, a 1948 letter by the State Land Division said that its 

3 The petitioner and its researcher Barbara Madison attribute this collection to Jonas Shawandase 
or Shawandose (Madison 2002, 41-42, and Ex.C, p.29; Petitioner 2001,24, and 2002, "Exercised Political 
Influence" binder). Tht! petitioner'S researcher George Cornell attributes this collection to Jonas 
Shawanesse (Cornell 1 (~94, 93). Madison contends, however, that Shawandase and Shawanesse were the 
same person (see, howe vel', McClurken 2002, #51-52). 
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records shewed that lands in Section 24, T36N, R2W, located on Mullett Lake, "were 
reserved for the Cheboygan Band of Indians in accordance with Joint Resolution No. 20, 
Session of 1903" (Struhsaker 1120/1948). Circumstantial evidence also identifies the 
location and probable size of this tract. A photograph of the Shananquet family in 1907 
was described, in 1958, as having been taken at their home about three miles south of the 
town of Aloha on the eastern edge of Mullett Lake (Straitsland Resorter 1958). Albert 
Shananque1 gave Aloha as his Post Office address in a 1911 letter (Shananquet 
7/20/1911). In 1956, advocate Jonas Shawanesse said that some of the Burt Lake 
families had moved temporarily to a location on the eastern shore of Mullett Lake where 
a Boy Scout camp was located in 1956 (Cheboygan Daily Tribune 3115/1956). The 
petitioner's "private collection" of historical notes, perhaps made by Shawanesse, 
identified that location as Round Point ("Shawandose Papers" ca. 1950's). The Michigan 
County Allers shows a Boy Scout campground near Round Point at the mid-point of the 
eastern shore of the lake (Universal Map n.d.). 

Plat books !,how that State lands were available at this site. Both a county atlas of 1913 
and an undated county plat book, probably from about 1910, show three tracts of land in 
State ownership in Section 24, T36N, R2W, in Mullett Township (Middleton 1913; 
Hixson n.d.). The 1902 plat book of Cheboygan County shows that these lands 
previously had been privately owned (Myers 1902). These three parcels totaled about 
13 7 acres. Thl~ petitioner's "private collection" of historical notes stated that in 1907 the 
State set aside 137 acres for the Indians of Burt Lake ("Shawandose Papers" ca. 1950's). 
Two of the three parcels had lake frontage on a bay between Round Point and Needle 
Point south of Aloha on the eastern shore of Mullett Lake. Currently the eastern parcel is 
in State ownership and provides public boat access to the lake, while the two western 
parcels have been in County ownership since 1940 and contain the Boy Scout camp site 
(Cloud Cartographics 1997; Struhsaker 1/20/1948; FD). Lakeshore homes now occupy 
the adjacent tracts (FD). The petitioner's "private collection" of historical notes record 
that there were no roads to the Mullett Lake lands, and that the nearest school was two 
miles by boat to Aloha ("Shawandose Papers" ca. 1950's). The plat books confirm the 
lack of roads to this location in 1902 and the 1910's. 

The historical notes from the petitioner's "private collection" record that several families 
moved to the Mullett Lake lands at Round Point ("Shawandose Papers" ca. 1950's). The 
first was Albert Shananquet, who moved his family, father (Isaac Shenanquet), and 
grandparent; (Antoine Shawwawnawnawquot and wife) to the new lands. According to 
this source, the: families of Paul Wasson, Sam Kishago, John Wanageshik, and Joe 
Parkey also moved to Mullett Lake. A 1909 article in the local paper identified the 
family of Albert Shananquet as residents of the Mullett Lake Indian lands (Cheboygan 
Democrat 4,'23/1909). Articles in 1910 and 1911 identified Sam Kishegowe as "one of 
the Indians living on the east side of Mullet Lake" (Cheboygan Democrat 3/3111911; see 
also 919/1910). It is possible that the Eugene Hamlin family moved to the Mullett Lake 
location as well, since that family was in Mullett Lake Township on the 1920 census 
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(U.S. Census 1920a:. Petitioner 2001, 14).4 A 1956 newspaper article cited Jonas 
Shawanesse as explaining that the Burt Lake Indians left the Mullett Lake site "because 
there were no schools for their children on that side of the lake" (Cheboygan Daily 
Tribune 311511956\ The petitioner, relying upon the "private collection," says that "by 
1914 most families ha.d moved off of the site" at Mullett Lake (Petitioner 2001, 10; 
"Shawandose Papers" ca. 1950's). 

Durant Roll, 1910 

The 1910 Durant Roll of Ottawa and Chippewa descendants linked living descendants in 
1910 to 20 of the 33 individuals on the 1870 treaty annuity list Durant had identified as 
the list of the Burt Lake band (see Table 5).5 However, four of those 20 individuals on 
the 1870 list were the sons or daughters of other individuals on that list, so that Burt Lake 
band descendants on the 1910 Durant Roll ultimately traced back to 16 individuals on the 
1870 list. The petitioner's members who descend from John B. Vincent do not descend 
from an individual on the Durant Roll or the 1870 annuity list of the Burt Lake band. 
The petitioner's members who do descend from an individual on the 1870 annuity list 
descend from 10 oithe annuity recipients. Since two of those individuals also descended 
from another annui ~ant, the petitioner's members ultimately trace back to eight 
individuals on the 1870 list. The petitioner's members therefore descend from half of the 
Burt Lake band treaty annuity recipients (10 of 20, or 8 of 16) who had lineal 
descendants on the Durant Roll. 

Based upon the infOlmation supplied by Durant, OF A researchers have identified 87 
living adult descendants or still-living annuity recipients of the Burt Lake band on the 
Durant Roll of 1910 (see Appendix C). The adult enrollees on the Durant Roll had a 
variety of post offie e: addresses. These entries on the Durant Roll likely represent places 
of residence in 1909 .. when Durant did his field research. Durant's entries indicate that 
33 adult enrollees had a Brutus or Burt Lake address. The only other places with any 
concentration of de:;cendants and annuitants were the town of Harbor Springs with 10 
adults and the town of Cheboygan with 9 adults. In addition to the 33 adults at Brutus, 
there were 4 at Alanson, 3 at Pellston, and 1 at Indian River, for a total of 41 adults in the 
Burt Lake vicinity. Another four adults had addresses in the vicinity of Mullett Lake. 

4 There was nc cluster ofIndian households in Mullett Township in 1920. Eugene Hamlin's 
household (ED 121, #55) and Albert Shananquet's household (ED 121, #71) were listed in the midst of a 
non-Indian population. 

5 This analysis is based on the evidence as presented on the Durant Roll. However, Durant's field 
notes reveal links to two additional 1870 annuity recipients (# 10-31 and 22-31). The petitioner's members 
do not descend from either of those individuals. Thus, the field notes link living descendants in 1908 to 22 
ofthe 33 annuitants, an j r~:cord no living descendants for 11 of the 33 annuitants. 
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Thus, a revkw of the living Burt Lake band annuity recipients and their adult 
descendants listed on the Durant Roll shows that slightly less than half of them resided in 
the vicinity ::>f Burt Lake, and slightly more than half of them resided in the general 
vicinity of Burt Lake or Mullett Lake in 1908. Entries on the Durant Roll indicate that 38 
percent (33 ::>f 87) of the adult descendants or annuity recipients of the Burt Lake band 
had a Brutw; or Burt Lake address in 1908 (see Table 5). 

Four of the adult 1910 descendants of 1870 annuity recipients of the Burt Lake band had 
post office ccldresses as Mullett Lake or a town on Mullett Lake. Three minors were 
living at Topinabee without their Indian parent. Only one of those seven descendants, 
Albert Shananquet of Aloha, was identified by other evidence as a resident on the 1903 
Resolution lands on Mullett Lake. His grandfather was on the 1870 annuity list and was 
an ancestor of many of the 1910 descendants with Brutus post office addresses. The 
descendants living at Topinabee also had an ancestor on the 1870 list who had 
descendants with Brutus addresses. Descendants with Mullett Lake addresses had only 
two ancestors on the 1870 list -- Mrs. William O'Flynn (#20-31) and her daughter Harriet 
Davenport Hurst (#26-31) -- who had no descendants living in the Burt Lake area in 
1910. Thus, the Durant Roll of 1910 did not reveal that relocation to the State lands on 
Mullett Lake had created any settlement that descended from different Cheboygan band 
ancestors than the settlement that continued to exist in the Burt Lake area. 

The available evidence indicates that 27 of the 87 individuals on the Durant Roll who 
were linked to the historical Burt Lake band have descendants in the petitioner's current 
membership. Twenty of those 27 adults enrolled by Durant had a Brutus or Burt Lake 
address in 1908. Thus, the petitioner's members descend from 20 of33 adult Durant 
enrollees wth a Brutus address and from 7 of 54 enrollees who were living elsewhere in 
1908. The petitioner's members also descend from nine treaty annuity recipients of the 
Burt Lake band who had a descendant residing near Brutus in 1908, and perhaps from 
one annuity recipient who did not have descendants living in the Burt Lake area. 
Therefore, the petitioning group disproportionately represents the descendants of the 
1870 treaty annuity recipients of the Burt Lake band who continued to live in the area of 
Burt Lake i1 1908. 

Indian Road Settlement 1930's 

The 1930 Federal census reveals that a small but exclusively Indian settlement continued 
to exist in the area on the west side of Burt Lake near the historical Indian Village. The 
1930 censu., listed nine consecutive households along Indian Trail Road [Indian Road] 
that contained Indian residents (U.S. Census 1930a, ED 16-4, households #37-45). 
Indeed, all 46 of the individuals listed in those nine households were designated racially 
as Indians. On nearby Burt Lake Road along the lakeshore were two households 
consisting of an Indian married to a non-Indian and their children (households #28 and 
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30). The census enumerator considered those children to be Indians. Thus, in 1930 there 
was a geographical area of Burt Township, north of Brutus Road and west of Burt Lake, 
that contained IndiHIl residents. At its core was an exclusively Indian settlement along 
Indian Road. 

While this settlement persisted, the total Indian population of Burt Township, according 
to the Federal cenSllS, declined from 122 in 1910, to 59 in 1920 and 56 in 1930 (U.S. 
Census 191Ob, 1921)a, 1930a). Although the Federal census of Burt Township for 1930 
indicated the roads on which households were found, the census of 1920 did not do so. 
The census of 1910 ) isted Indians on a separate schedule, rather on the regular schedule, 
so Indian households cannot be placed in geographical order. Therefore, it is not possible 
to evaluate with cOlllftdence any changes in the settlement on Indian Road from 1900 to 
1930. However, if the: Indian Road settlement is considered to be households #31 
through #41 on the 1920 census (U.S. Census 1920a), then the Indian population of 
Indian Road was 49 in 1920 and 46 in 1930, and the number of adult Indians there was 
26 in 1920 and 24 in 1930. 

Although the population and number of adult Indians living on Indian Road appears not 
to have changed greatly from 1920 to 1930, the age distribution of the population was 
different in those two years. The 1920 adult Indian population was characterized by a 
typical age pyramid, with 13 individuals between 20 and 39, 9 between 40 and 59, and 3 
between 60 and 79. In 1930, the adult Indian population lacked such an age pyramid, 
with 7 individuals bt~tween 20 and 39, 8 between 40 and 59, and 6 between 60 and 79. 
The implication of:his pattern is that, as the persisting population of the settlement aged, 
young adults were decreasingly likely to continue living along Indian Road. A similar 
pattern is revealed by an analysis of the children and grandchildren of the eight oldest 
residents ofIndian Road in 1930, those older than 60. Among these resident's 
descendants born h~tween 1880 and 1910 and apparently still living in 1930, one-fourth 
of those individual5 born in the 19th century (5 of20) and one-sixth of those born in the 
first decade after 1900 (3 of 18) lived in Burt Township in 1930. This evidence also 
suggests that, over dme, as the children and grandchildren of residents reached adulthood 
they were decreasirgly likely to remain in, or very near, the Indian Road settlement. 

Seven of the eight residents age 60 or older along Indian Road in 1930 had been residents 
ofIndian Village before 1900.6 The eighth, Jane Grant, was on the 1902 plat book on 
Indian Road, was listed on the 1900 Indian census, and was identified as the daughter of 
the 19th century chd or leader Joseph Way-bway-dum. In addition to the elders over 
60, a 52-year old man on the 1930 census had been named as a household head in Indian 
Village before 1900. This evidence demonstrates that the Cabenaw, Nongueskwa, 

6 This conclus .on is based on an understanding that Mary Cabinaw married to Enos Cabinaw in 
1930 was also married to him in 1900; that Elizabeth Nongueskwa was the spouse of Moses Nongueskwa 
in 1900; and that Eliza Hamlin was the spouse of William Hamlin in 1900. 
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Massey, Hamlin, Parkey, Shananaquet, Shenoskey, and Grant (Way-bway-dum) families 
persisted at a Burt Lake Indian settlement from the 1890's to 1930. The adults in the 
1930 Indian Road settlement younger than 60 came from the same family lines. In 1930, 
the only ap parent additions to the settlement since 1900 were children and the spouses of 
Louis Cabenaw, Peter Shenoskey, Agnes (Shenoskey) Naganashe, and Mary 
(Shananaquc:t) Martell. Thus, despite the remarkable persistence of the settlement's 
elders until 1930, the settlement's lack of new families, scarcity of new residents, and 
increasing out-migration of young adults help to explain why the Indian settlement on 
Indian Road would decline after the 1930's. 

In 1938, the Michigan State Tax Commission inventoried the rural property of 
Cheboygan County. The forms completed by the staff of this W.P.A. project recorded 
the property owner, legal description, and number of acres of a tract of land, and 
provided a detailed description and sketch map of any dwellings on that property 
(Cheboygan County 1938; see Appendix E). Although the focus of these "rural property 
inventories" was on housing and land conditions, they also provided information which 
can be used to map residential patterns in Burt Township in 1938. These forms reveal 
that, as in 1902, all of the residents along Indian Road for two and one-half miles north of 
Brutus Road wcre individuals who can be identified from other sources as Indians (see 
Figure 8). All nine houses, and one "shack," within one-quarter mile ofIndian Road 
were locate j on lands assessed to Indians.7 Another six to eight Indians were assessed 
for property in the vicinity of Indian Road, but lacked a dwelling on their land. Non
Indians owm:d land but did not live along the road. There were eight non-Indian 
landowners with houses or cabins along the shore of Burt Lake and two with houses 
more than ene-quarter milc west ofIndian Road. Thus, this inventory of rural property 
demonstrated the existence of an exclusively Indian settlement along Indian Road in 
1938. 

A church, c,~metery, and school on the property originally acquired by Moses 
Nongueskwa comprised the core of this settlement, and was the location labeled 
"Indianville" on maps. The residents in the vicinity of the church in 1938, according to 
the rural property inventories, were Mrs. Moses Nongueskwa (73 acres), James [Jonas] 
Shananaqui: (1 acre), Mrs. W[illiam] Hamlin (1 acre), and Ida Cabenaw (39 acres). 
About one-·halfmile to the north of the church was Amos Shawa (1 acre). Just over a 
mile to the wuth of the church, near the junction of Indian Road and Brutus Road, were 
Jane Grant (40 acres) and Enos Cabenaw (2 acres) in the same locations as in 1902. 
Lucius Cabenaw (29 acres) was located on the quarter-quarter section adjacent to his 
father. More than a milc north of the church, Steve Shinskey [Shenoskey] had dwellings 
on two tracts (38 and 77 acres). These nine households constituted the exclusive Indian 

7 One additional house was assessed to a bank, not to any individual, and thus has not been 
included in this discussion ofresidential patterns. 
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settlement along Indian Road in 1938. The available evidence indicates that seven of 
these nine househc Ids have descendants in the petitioner's current membership. It is 
possible, of course, that other adults were living in these households, or in Shinskey's 
[Shenoskey] second house, a house assessed to a bank, or a shack not counted as a 
dwelling by this survey. While these rural property inventories do not reveal the 
population of this !I~:ttlement, they do reveal its exclusive nature. 

The survey of 1938 identified very few Indian homeowners who had not been 
enumerated on the] 930 census, and they were from the Cabenaw, Massey, and 
Shenoskey familie:; present on that census, and the Norton family present on Indian Road 
in 1902 and the census in 1900 (see Table 6). Individuals found on the 1930 census on 
Indian road who did not appear on the 1938 survey were mostly young adults who had 
not had as much time as older adults to acquire homes. Like the 1930 census, the 1938 
survey revealed the persistence of Indian Village families in the area and the lack of new 
families on Indian Road. The 1930 census identified 25 adult residents on Indian Road, 
and the 1938 survey identified an additional 5 Indian landowners along the road. Thus, 
the 1930 census and] 938 survey combined identified 30 possible adult residents of the 
Indian settlement on Indian Road during the 1930's (see Table 6).8 All of these 
individuals either were members of, or had married into, the Cabenaw, Nongueskwa, 
Shananaquet, Shenoskey, Parkey, Massey, Hamlin, Norton, or Grant (Way-bway-dum) 
families. The avai:able evidence indicates the 23 of these 30 adult residents or 
landowners in the Indian Road settlement in the 1930's have descendants in the 
petitioner's current membership. 

Community Processes 

Overview 

Demographic evidence shows that not all persons, or families, listed as Chegoygan Band 
Treaty annuitants i t1 1870 were represented at the village located at Indian Point, which 
was burned in 1900. It also shows that not all of the persons and families living in Indian 
Village at Burt Lah, and individual families or related families lived in nearby smaller 
communities at Pellston, Brutus, and Topinabee on neighboring Mullet Lake. The 
petitioner evolvedtiom the Indian Road settlement, and therefore is a portion of the 
historical tribe. Other Cheboygan annuitants and Indian Village residents, who did not 
remain near Burt Lake, moved permanently to neighboring Indian communities, such as 
Harbor Springs, Petoskey, and other villages and non-Indian communities, based the 
petitioner's genealogical database. Their descendants generally did not join the petitioner 
after 1978, when Margaret Martell began her organizing efforts in Lansing, unless they 

8 In addition, Lizzie Griswold, the Indian spouse of Harvey Griswold, was enumerated on Burt 
Lake Road on the 1930 census (household #30), and Harvey Griswold was included on the 1938 survey as 
the owner of a dwellin,~ along the alke in Section 17, but the Griswolds neither lived nor owned property 
along Indian Road. 
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married someone living in or associating with the Indian Road community after 1900. 

Migration from the Indian Road community has occurred since 1900, although the 
population remained stable until at least 1938 due to births keeping up with migration. 
The petitioner submitted little evidence about social relationships between individuals 
living in the exclusive Indian community on Indian Road after 1900, and those who lived 
nearby, in other Indian communities in the region, in regional centers, or urban areas. 
Although ctht:r evidence is available before 1938, the petitioner may consider submitting 
evidence o:~ actual interaction after that date for all periods. 

No evidence: reveals that John B. Vincent's descendants socially interacted with Burt 
Lake descendants living on Indian Road before about 1984. 

The Ottawa-· Chippewa Regional System of Marriage 

Anthropolcgists generally agree that before sustained contact with Europeans, neither 
Chippewa nor Ottawa lived within bounded social systems. Their marriage practices, 
most notably local band exogamy, linked villages orlocal bands in a widespread network 
of kin and a1linal relationships (Feest and Feest, 1978). In such exogamous systems, one 
spouse chang(:d his or her residence at marriage. As a result of change in residence at 
marriage, 19th century Chippewa and Ottawa villages on the Great Lakes generally 
displayed variability in composition over time. Anthropologist Jane Willets studied one 
of these villages, the Ottawa community at Harbor Springs, twenty miles west of Burt 
Lake, in tht: early 1940's. She wrote in a 1945 unpublished manuscript that most 
"usually an Ottawa marries an Ottawa girl from a neighboring town, to whom he is not 
related or only distantly so" (Willets, 1945). After the groom worked for a year for the 
bride's parents, the couple moved back to the groom's home; however, the couple 
sometimes remained in the woman's village or even relocated near other relatives 
(Willets, 1945). These marriages provided long-lasting and significant contacts among 
various semi-autonomous local bands within the larger regional band or tribal groupings 
(Feest and Fleest, 1978). Marriage choices sometimes crossed the "tribal" or linguistic 
boundaries between the Ottawa and Chippewa regional bands, forging links with 
neighboring peoples despite traditional animosities. 

As availabL: in the documents submitted by the petitioner, genealogies of the Burt Lake 
ancestors of the petitioner and the Cheboygan annuitants appear to have followed these 
patterns of rnarriage and residence. Until 1959, the Indian people at Burt Lake were full 
participants jill a regional system of marriage, which influenced other social interactions. 
The available record of 19th century marriages of the Indian Point ancestors of the 
petitioner indicated that they generally selected marriage partners from the 
Ojibwa/Chippewa communities on the Upper Peninsula (for example, Solis, Smith/Cube, 
Mibawekwe, Bidwcurtam, Moses), the Grand and Little Traverse Ottawa communities to 
the west (fer example, Odeiman in Cross Village, Mixceney in Middle Village, Shawa in 
Little Travers(:, Chingwa in Good Hart), and the Grand River to the south. After 
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marriage, one spollse moved permanently into his or her partner's village to live, work, 
raise children, and (:ssentially become a member of the community. Because marriage 
signaled a change in residence for the bride or groom and often other relatives,9 actual 
social interaction, not merely birth, defined who was and was not an active member of 
each local band. 

Fluctuating Membership of Burt Lake Community 

The genealogies show that some individuals and families who were part of the Burt Lake 
community before 1900 did not remain connected to the petitioner after 1900. Just as 
individuals joined the Indian Point community by marrying someone who lived there, 
sometimes bringing their relatives with them, other individuals born into the Indian Point 
community moved away permanently at marriage. Louis Chingwa, for example, who 
appeared on the 1860 Federal Census in Burt, married and raised his family at Bear 
Creek, near Harbo:- Springs in Emmett County, where several of his children 
subsequently settled. Alexander KodashiKishigo moved his family to Harbor Springs. 
Throughout the gel,ealogy submitted by the group are names of individuals who married 
into other groups, :;uch as Cross Village, Harbor Springs, Middle Village, Les Cheneaux 
Islands, and Petosh:y, and whose descendants did not live in Indian Point or associate in 
significant ways with the people living there. The petitioner submitted documents as 
evidence under crite:ria (b) and (c), which contained these names of individuals 
historically associated with the Cheboygan band, even though it does not appear that the 
named individuals we:re working in concert with anyone from Indian Road, and may even 
have been acting in opposition to the Indian Road population or part of it. Individuals 
may live in this region who are Cheboygan descendants, but not members of the 
petitioner. The petitioner's social and political behavior may reflect this fact and may 
provide evidence under both criteria (b) and ( c). 

Various social events may cause individuals to change bands. Separate sibling groups 
from two women married to a man, whether their unions ended by divorce or death, show 
that full siblings ofteIll acted together. For example, some of Antoine Shawwawnonquot's 
descendants married! spouses from two other communities. One son of Antoine 
Shawwawnonquot, )[saac Shawwawnonquot, had children by two women. Only the 
children from his fi rst wife remained connected to Burt Lake, and his children from his 
second wife lived m:ar Traverse City. None of his second wife's children or their 
descendants has ever been involved with the petitioner. 

At least one family that associated with Burt Lake and Indian Road after the burnout left 
between 1910 and 1920. The Kishego family, who appear on the Durant Role, and on 
censuses between 1860 and 1910, appear to have moved to Harbor Springs in Emmett 
County after 1913, when Alex Kishego appeared in a photograph with other Burt Lake 
residents. No desc~Jn(lants were involved in Margaret Martell's activities after 1978, even 

9 The record:; contain examples of widowed parents and orphaned siblings taking up residence at 
Burt Lake. 
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though one politically active individual, Doris Adams, attended the first meeting in the 
record in 1978, and three older members attended a meeting with the Governor in 1956, 
which ostelsibly was about Burt Lake Burnout. 

Not only did individuals born in Burt Lake Indian Village and Indian Road settlement 
separate from it, but also apparent outsiders became associated with Burt Lake. For 
example, Eliza Odagamiki, wife of one ofIsaac Shawwawnonquot's children, came from 
Bay Shore in Emmettt County, when her father died when she was two years of age. Her 
mother mOIl'ed to Indian Point on Burt Lake" (Cheboygan Democrat, 211211925). Their 
descendants have been very active in the petitioner. In 1873, Moses Hamlin of 
Mackinaw married 37-year-old Theresa Waywinding of Burt VillagelO (Cheboygan 
County Marriage Register, 1873). Although living in his sister's household in St. Ignace 
on the Upper Peninsula side of the Straits of Mackinaw in 1870, and later identified as a 
Mackinac band of St. Ignace annuitant by Durant, Moses Hamlin would remain in Indian 
Point Villag.c until at least 1899, when his name appeared on McGinn's letter. He then 
remained in Burt or Mullet Townships until his death. Moses Hamlin moved the Indian 
Village at the time of his marriage and remained associated with individuals at Mullet 
Lake and Indian Road (McElroy and Peters, 1966). Many other examples of changing 
residence app1cared in the record. 

It was rare fbr an individual who married out of the community and stayed away for a 
long period to return with a spouse after a long absence. However, the daughter of Burt 
Lake residEnt George Shenoskey (Agnes) married a man from Traverse Township (Basil 
Naganashe) in the first decade of the 1900's. Their first child (George) was born in 1908, 
in West Traverse, Emmettt County. Although the couple appears to have lived away 
from Burt Lake for several years, by 1930, they returned, and two of their children, 
George and Susan, married and remained at Burt Lake. Almost all of their descendants 
appeared on the 1994 membership list, and several were very active until 1994. In some 
cases, in-Ia·~'s took up permanent residence and seemed to become part of the 
community, and were named on some of these documents. Not all individuals who joined 
the commu [lity had Michigan Indian ancestry. A few men who married Burt Lake 
women appeared to have French Canadian heritage. Some had Indian ancestry 
themselves a.nd had lived in Michigan for several generations. 

This pattern of spouse selection, and the resulting loss of members to other villages, has 
continued at SID me level to the present-day for the part of the petitioner descending from 
the Cheboygan band, although documentation has never revealed such a marriage pattern 
for the part of the petitioner descending from John Vincent. Its affect is that many 
children who may have been born to a Burt Lake parent or raised at Burt Lake may never 
have assoc:iate:d formally with that community, and the result is that their descendants 
have been part of other Indian communities. 

The petitioner submitted no membership lists before 1994. Instead, its researchers relied 

10 Joseph Webwetam acted as Justice of the Peace, Enos Kishigowi (his wife was Theresa 
Waywinding's sister) and Mary Cabinaw of Burt were witnesses. 
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on documents naming individuals who appeared to live in the geographical settlements 
associated with the petitioner or to be their ancestors. Some documents, such as 
censuses, petitions, and sign-in sheets sometimes listed several individuals, but other 
materials only nalm:d a few. While there may be some merit in this approach, 
particularly as a fall-back analysis, it tends to ignore the relationship of possible members 
and ancestors who do not live in the Indian Road settlement, or nearby, which becomes 
increasingly problematical as time goes by and more and more possible members live 
outside of the geographical area due to labor migration. 

Participation of the Petitioner in a Regional Marriage System to 1959 

Almost all of the members of the petitioner who descend from Burt Lake, also descend 
from Antoine Shawwawnonquot, a fact well recognized by the Burt Lake descendants 
(Shannanaquet 711812003; Teuthorn 7118/2003). The marriages of Antoine 
Shawwawnonquot·s. children and grandchildren between 1848 and 1910 documented in 
the petitioner's database reveal patterns in mate selection for individuals living in the 
Indian Village to 1900 and Indian Road settlement. Some thirty-six marriages II were 
indicated (out of a total of 44 Shawwawnonquot children and grandchildren included in 
the petitioner's gem:alogical database). The great majority married other Indians; only 
seven (20 percent) of the known marriages appear to have been to non-Indians, including 
some early marriag(:s before 1870. Only two persons married a person also born in Burt 
Lake, which reveals a preference by the members of this family to marry Indians from 
communities outsidc~ of Burt Lake. It also resulted in part from the close kinship of 
people living within the small village, many of whom were first and second cousins and 
proscribed from marrying each other according to Roman Catholic tradition. The two 
Shawwawnonquot mtm who married women from Burt Lake, wed women with a non
Indian parent. Fully 27 of the 36 marriages (or 75 percent) were to other Indians, almost 
all from Michigan. 

Burt Lake resident:; married individuals from several Indian communities. Almost half of 
the Shawwawnonquot marriages were to individuals from 13 named villages. Only two 
villages supplied lTlore than a single partner. Four Shawwawnonquot descendants 
married individual:; from Cross Village and two married individuals from Traverse/Little 
Traverse. The others married individuals from Middle Village, Harbor Springs, Saginaw, 
Good Hart, Hessel, Cedarville, and Les Cheneaux. Some if not all of these locations 
have Indian and non-Indian neighborhoods, but the Indian neighborhood was an 
exclusively Indian communities. Fourteen married other Indians, but their local bands or 
villages were not glven in the genealogical database. To have made marriage ties with so 
many Indian communities indicates that the Indian Point Indians knew and interacted 
with people from throughout the region. 

Similarly, seven marriages for the children and grandchildren of Louis Nongueskwa were 
documented betwel~lI1 1859 and 1900. These marriages showed that Nongueskwas 

11 Some of these individuals married more than once. 
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married Indians from Little Traverse, Harbor Springs, and Michigan in general. One 
married an Indian born in Kalamazoo, but living in Harbor Springs. Two men married 
Indian woml~n from Burt Lake. Two married persons (a man and his niece) from 
Quebec. Durant's roll and his notes also showed that people who were annuitants of the 
Burt Lake hand in 1870 had dispersed widely to other Ottawa and Chippewa villages, 
especially after marriage. Numerous examples of this sort demonstrated the general 
tendency for individuals through out their lifetimes to live and associate with several 
local bands. 

John B.Vincent's descendants did not participate in the regional Indian marriage system 
that included Indian Point village. They married non-Indians with one exception. In 
1867, his diughter Adelaide, who was born either in 1841 in St. Clair, Michigan or in 
1843 in Calada, married John Briggs of Sault Ste. Marie, who was listed with the 
Cheboy~ans on the 1908 Durant field notes. Federal censuses identified him as an 
Indian. 1 The "Cheboygan Chiefs" said he had "no right to enroll in 1870" and labeled 
him "half bre(:d." He was not included on the later role. Although his wife, Adelaide 
(Vincent) Briggs, identified as "White" by Durant on her husband's page of notes, had 
five children, none have descendants in the current petitioner. Two of John Vincent's 
children married non-Indians from Ontario, three married non-Indians from islands in 
Lakes Huron and Michigan, and one married a man from Germany. 

While marriages often precipitated a change of residence for one or the other marriage 
partner, families or individuals also changed villages and bands as a result of a feud, a 
dispute, or just because they sought a better economic situation. ( Ruth Landes, Ojibwa 
Sociology, Columbia U Press, NY, 1937; Jane Willets, Manuscript found in American 
Philosophical Society: "Changing Patterns of Ottawa Kinship and Social Organization." 
based on 1945 fieldwork p. 33.; Feest and Feest, 1978). Thus, in the late 19th century 
and early 20th century, some individuals, particularly with French Canadian 
backgrounc.s, appeared to have moved into the Burt Lake area in order to work in the 
lumber industry. Siblings or other relatives followed them. Sometimes, in-laws (for 
example, tne: Martells) and even their collaterals and friends joined a band and stayed for 
life, establi:;hing a permanent relationship with that band. Several individuals on 
McGinn's list of residents ofIndian Point were not from Burt Lake and had no known 
connection to the Cheboygan Band. 13 These movements from one band to another 

12 Briggs wa:; sometimes identified as a "half-breed" and the Cheboygan Indians disputed his inclusion on 
the Durant ReB and did not at any point suggest that the man's wife or father-in-law should be listed. 

13 For exampk, Burt Lake residents who were named by MeGinn but were not originally from Indian 
Point included: 

Clliir]es Massey, born in Ontario, married three Burt Lake women, whose families were on the 
1860, 1870, ,md 1880 censuses of Burt Township listed with other Indians; one of his sons married 
Esther Martell in 1903, whose younger, perhaps orphaned, siblings lived with them in 1910. In 1907, 
these same siblings lived with a grandmother in Cross Village. 

Joseph Parkey of Cross Village, married Susan Shawwawnonquot, whose father Antoine 
appeared on 1860, 1870, and 1880 Federal censuses of Burt Township listed with other Indians; 

Mo:;e:s Hamlin from Point St. Igance band in Mackinac County, married Theresa Waywinding, 
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shaped the social wd political relationships within each local band and among 
neighboring bands. 

John Vincent's ConCllnunity 

The identificatiom. of John Vincent and some of his activities were discussed previously. 
However, a further attempt is made here to reveal his social interactions, his position in 
society, or other sociological aspects of his documented life which would reveal 
connections with Indian communities at Burt Lake or elsewhere. The descendants of 
John Vincent were Jnot documented as part of the community near Burt Lake at anytime. 
The documentation available on John Vincent and his wife describe an illiterate carpenter 
of unknown birthplace on the Upper Penninsula (variously reported as born in L' Anse, 
Marquette, or Kay:ma Bay near Lake Superior), who moved to Cheboygan in 1846, and 
interacted with the non-Indian pioneer developers of the region. A Centennial history 
said that John Vineent and his family "arrived soon after the first settlers" (Ware 1876). 
No documentation has yet been located about his life between his birth in about 1816 and 
his arrival in Cheb Dygan just before 1846, and his contemporaries knew little of that 
period of his life, 2.c:cording to his obituary (Cheboygan Democrat 2/14/1903). 

Vincent lived in C:ld)oygan County in the village of Cheboygan, about 20 miles 
northeast ofIndian lPoint. Cheboygan suffered a smallpox epidemic in 1846 (Ware 1876) 
and the work that he and his wife did at that time was remembered by the handful of 
other settlers, some of whom, such as the first settler Jacob Sammons, lost young 
children. Some of these city founders, became the leaders and wealthy businessmen of 
the community in lat~~r years (Cheboygan Democrat 5/8/1897). Ware showed Vincent 
interacting in man~' activities with the original settlers of the community (Ware, 1876). 
He placed him and his family, on the west side of the Cheboygan River, "some forty 
rods" above the fimt settler named Sammons. 14 However, Rev. Ware did not imply that 
any of the various men named as the earliest settlers of Cheboygan were Indians. He 
named Alexander IVlcLeod and his brother, as successful men in lumber and shipping, 
who came from Nt:w York "bringing with them a number of men, machinery, tools &c., 
and commenced the erection of a water saw mill" (Ware, 1876). Vincent lived in the 
same household as McLeod and built ships for him. McLeod may have become 
Vincent's brother-in-law when he married Catherine Barron, a possible sister of John 
Vincent's wife, Sophia Barron [Baron). John Vincent had hosted McLeod's wedding at 
his home in about 1846 (Ware 1876). In 1847, Alexander McLeod and his brother hired 
John Vincent to build "the first vessel of any kind built" in Cheboygan, which was later 

daughter of a man identified as "chief of Topinabee," a community associated with Burt Lakc and who 
had lived with her fanilly in Burt Lake as early as 1860; and 

Angeline Trombly, reportedly the second wife of a "Grand River Indian," and the mother-in-law 
of Jonas Shawwawnonquot, grandson of Antoine Shawwawnonquot. She did not marry a Burt Lake 
resident. 

14 Although the various documents put the arrival of the first settlers in differing order, John 
Vincent was always among the first five or six arrivals. 
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refitted to Hail on the Great Lakes, and, in 1848, a "schooner-built scow, named the "D. R. 
Holt," length eighty-four feet keel, twenty-two and one-half feet beam, and six feet hold 
(Ware 1876). The D.R. Holt's first cargo was twenty-eight cords of stone hauled from 
the Cheneaux Islands on the Lake Huron shoreline of the Upper Peninsula for the 
Waugoshance: light house (Ware 1876). This was a substantial ship for the time. Rev. 
Ware's relatively detailed descriptions ofJohn Vincent's activities in the late 1840's show 
him to be part of the founding fathers of Cheboygan and a contributor to its development. 

Ware may have overstated Vincent's importance. In the 1850's, Vincent worked on less 
grand proj«:::c:ts, including in 1857, supplying lumber and building a barnyard fence, for 
which Vincent and his partner, Smith, were paid $70 in 1868, following a probate 
settlement (Cheboygan County 112811868). Also in 1857, Vincent sought payment from 
an estate fer cleaning Maple River. Robert Micklejohn swore that in 1857, "he was with 
John Vincent on Maple River from August to February." However, he never heard 
anyone discuss contractual arrangements between the deceased and Vincent (Jeremiah 
W. Duncan Probate, Cheboygan County, 611911857). Vincent claimed that the deceased, 
who was in business with Alexander McLeod, had earlier promised to pay for a three
year contract for lumbering, using a team of oxen, and for supplies, but Vincent had no 
written proofhe was owed for this work. Non-Indians testified that they knew nothing 
about this clt~al (Jeremiah W. Duncan Probate, Cheboygan County, 611911857). No 
known Burt Lake Indians were named, even though the work was on Maple River, which 
emptied into Burt Lake just west oflndian Point. Although in close proximity to Indian 
Village at Burt Lake, Vincent is not documented interacting with the nearby Indian 
village. 

In 1861, Vincent enlisted in the army as a private in Company F of the Third Michigan 
Cavalry (RI~gister Michigan Soldier's Home). Contrary to the belief of some of the 
petitioner's members, this company was not Indian (MoorelReckord 2003). Its members 
were from the general population. Less than a year later, he was discharged near Corinth, 
Mississippi due to a "general disability." In subsequent years he claimed that the war 
ruined his eyesight. In 1875, John Vincent lived in Beaugrand, Old Mackinac road, on 
the coast of Lake Huron, some 15 miles north ofIndian Point. His contemporary, Rev. 
Ware still id'entified him as a Ship Builder in 1876 (Ware, 1876, p. 52), but an associate 
of Vincent said in 1883 "that before [Vincent] entered the Army he carried on the 
business of building and repairing boats and vessels and doing a wrecking business but 
that since he returned he has never been able to follow said business" (Stevenson, 1883). 
In 1875, John Vincent received an Indian allotment near Indian River about six miles 
south ofIndian Point, but he sold it four months later. 

John Vincerlt's Civil War Pension File contained an affidavit from 1882 requesting a 
pension. The: affidavit was signed by twenty men, who were identified on the census as 
non-Indian. Most were younger than 66-year-old John Vincent. John Vincent signed 
with an "x," as he always did. Several were French Canadian. They came from 
Cheboygan City and surrounding townships including Inverness, Grant, Duncan, and 
Beaugrand, where Vincent lived (A point north east of Cheboygan City is now called 
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Duncan State Park). Parts of these townships encompassed Chegoygan City. None of 
the men lived in Bllrt Township. With the exception of the county clerk, none appeared 
on documents also mentioning Indian Point residents. Many of these same names also 
appeared together on other documents, not only with John Vincent but also with each 
other, indicating that they formed a network of Cheboygan area non-Indians who 
generally interacted in business and other affairs. 

Vincent, himself, did not act as a witness for others on legal documents; he was illiterate 
and signed documents with an "x." However, his daughters and his wife witnessed 
signatures from tine to time. Neither John Vincent's nor his family's social contacts 
overlapped with anyone from Burt Lake in the documents during Vincent's lifetime. The 
people who were named in documents with John Vincent appear to have been involved in 
a completely diffen::nt society from the network encompassing individuals from Indian 
Point who were namt::d together in documents and included a few non-Indians who 
married Burt Lake Indians. 

After the August 1882 pension request, the individuals appearing on documents naming 
John Vincent continued to represent the same group of non-Indians. Horatio N. 
Stevenson signed Cl May 3, 1883, Cheboygan County document which discussed his 
relationship to JOhl Vincent and details of his health. On another document, H. 
Stevenson said that he had known Vincent since 1846, and that he had worked with him. 
The 1880 Federal G(msus described Stevenson as a fisherman. A separate affidavit of 
May 22, 1883, sigrH:d by Oliver Beaugrand discussed John Vincent's health since the 
war, indicating that he had known Vincent for 29 years (since 1854) and that he had 
"been a neighbor of his and ... also worked with him. . . always at least six weeks in 
every year and have seen him, on an average, at least once each month and during this 
time he has been troubled more or less with the disabilities mentioned and at times unable 
to work at all." On June 12, 1886, John Vincent himself gave a "Declaration for the 
Increase of an Invaliid Pension" in Cheboygan. The witnesses were J.P. Sutton and W.H. 
Crawford. On January 18, 1888, John Vincent signed another "Declaration for the 
Increase of an Invalid." None of these documents contained a signature or reference to 
any Indian at Indian Point village or to any non-Indian who married into that Indian 
community or whose family member married into that Indian community. 

John Vincent entered the Grand Rapids Old Soldiers' home in 1902, but stayed only a 
few months. He reeeived a $17 monthly pension at the time. John Vincent died in 
Cheboygan on Feb mary 7, 1903, at the age of86. The funeral services were held at St. 
Charles' church, "conducted under the auspices of Ruddock Post, G.AR. of which 
deceased was a member." He was buried in Calvary cemetery (Cheboygan Democrat 
2114/1903b). One of his obituaries implied that he came from elsewhere and took on a 
tone and point ofvim~1 that would seem to indicate he was not viewed as Indian 
(Cheboygan Democrat 2/14/1903). 

A record book for the Indian Missions on the Beaver Islands and Fox Islands in 
Charlevoix County lists one ofJohn B. Vincent's sons, John, and four ofJohn, Jr.'s sons, 
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who were living on Garden Island in 1905 to 1907 on a page entitled: "Names ofa11 the 
Indians liv.ng on Garden Island" (Record book). None of these grandsons has 
descendant s in the petitioner. The 1910 Federal Census Indian Schedule also lists these 
Vincents a:1d indicates that their father is "white" and their mother is "Chippewa" (U.S. 
Census 19· Oa). On the same page of the mission record book, but below the four 
grandson's na.mes, is written "Frank Vincent and wife," and below that and removed by 
five lines i:; written "William Keway and wife." William Keway's two daughters married 
first cousins from Burt Lake, William and Steve Shenoskey (Littlefield 2002b). William 
Keway is tlle grandfather of Alice Shenoskey Honson, who was involved in the 
movement to recall Vincent's descendants from the Burt Lake board in 1992. 

The life ofJohn Vincent in Cheboygan County after 1845 is relatively well documented, 
and none of those documents show him socially interacting as part of an Indian 
communit) at Burt Lake or as part of another Indian community. These documents also 
indicate that his activities were distinct from the activities that most of the Indians at Burt 
Lake were involved in, even though Vincent is documented working in close proximity to 
Indian ViUlg(~ on one occasion in 1857. The specialized nature of John Vincent's work 
as a ship's carpenter and businessman differs markedly from Indian men at Burt Lake 
who were g(merally described as laborers, farmers, and woodmen (U.S. Federal Census 
1870). He did not serve in an all-Indian army unit in the Civil War. He and his non
Indian wif~ had 13 children, none of whom married someone from Indian Point or from 
other India 1 communities, with the possible exception of his daughter Adelaide. But 
even her husband, John Briggs, was not linked to a specific Indian community. The 
petitioner did not analyze or elaborate on the evidence from a 1905-07 record book 
concerning the Indian mission at Garden Island concerning John Vincent's grandsons, but 
they have no descendants in the petitioner. Vincent's children are not documented 
participating in patterned out-marriages within a larger regional system. None of them 
were recorded. marrying anyone from the Indian communities of Burt Lake, Cross 
Village, Middle Village, Petoskey, S1. Ignace Village, Les Cheneaux, and Harbor 
Springs. Also, although Roman Catholic, no documents demonstrated that Vincent's 
children ba)tized their children at St. Mary's Mission at Indian Point, married in that 
church, or huried their dead there. They did not appear to suffer from discrimination in 
the general community, and enjoyed significant respect in newspaper coverage of their 
activities. Although in early censuses, Vincent was identified as a person with Indian 
ancestry, his documented interactions in Cheboygan were within the general population, 
most often the business community, and not with Indian individuals or as part of an 
Indian entity. 

The Corum.wity at Indian Point 

By the 1880's:, Burt Lake was situated in the midst of a growing resort area for people 
from Detro:t, Chicago, and other mid-west cities. One tourist guidebook in 1882 lured 
tourists to Hurt Lake. The guide described it as "twelve miles long and from five to eight 
miles wide. It is full of fish and its shores abound in game. Pigeon, Indian and sturgeon 
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rivers empty into it. The Mackinaw Division of the Michigan Central Railroad runs close 
along its northwest shores nearly its whole length" (Van Fleet 1882). Basket-making for 
the tourist trade became a way to make a living for Indian women at Indian Point. The 
censuses listed thi:; occupation for Burt Lake women. By 1880, a wholesaler operating 
out of a store in Petoskey encouraged them to copy baskets from Canada and to use 
industrial dyes on th(~ basswood splits to make them more attractive to buyers and 
individuals summc~ring at the nearby resorts (Fasquelle, 1950; McElroy and Peters, 1966). 
Indians participatt::d in logging and market hunting (Higgens, 1974). 

The residents oflndian Point attended the small St. Mary's Roman Catholic Church and 
cemetery. The mi ssionary church was "located at Indian Village" and the cemetery was 
between the "Indian Roman Catholic, Indian village, and north shore of Burt Lake" 
(Ware, 187619,47). S1. Mary's was an "Indian mission" built in 183215 by Father 
Frederick Baraga, who later became the Bishop of this part of Michigan. Virtually 
everyone from the community who died was buried at the St. Mary's Church cemetery, 
and only a handful of non-Indians who were not close relatives to the Indians, were 
buried there. The Indian Point residents most likely celebrated together various Catholic 
rituals, some of which had distinct traditional cultural elements, although to what extent 
these practices we:~(~ Ottawa or Chippewa in origin is unclear. 

The petitioner's ffiI~mbers descending from Burt lake assume that traditional celebrations 
such as "Booshooing" on New Years Day, the Ghost Suppers on November 1, Kings' 
Day on Twelfth Night (January 6) and other events that most likely traced to French 
Canadian or other European Catholic influence, were celebrated by the Indian Point 
population before 1900. However, little documentation of such celebrations before 1900 
was submitted, even though general local histories and memoirs from before 1900 
discussed these ewnts in other locations. A late 19th century photograph of the S1. 
Mary's mission cemetery showed simple wooden grave markers with pieces of light 
colored cloth or paper tied around the cross pieces (McElroy and Peters, 1966). This 
kind of decoration of the crosses is a tradition still associated with ghost suppers. 

The surrounding p :>pulation was well acquainted with the Indian Point Indians through 
1900 because they worked with them on timber operations, hired them to do odd jobs, to 
clean, groom and winterize their resorts, and to carry the mail or pick huckleberries. 
They took their shoc~s and slippers to them for repair, bought their baskets and tourist 
curios, went to school, taught at the school or sent their children there with Indian 
children, hired the Indian men as hunting and fishing guides, and even toured their village 
and church. Some of the Burt Lake annuitants had farms a mile or two away from Indian 
Point Village and were doing quite well (Cheboygan Democrat, 12/22/1900). Little 
documentation inel Icated that working at wage labor was organized by the group. 
Whether basketry, berry-picking, guiding, market hunting or other occupations were done 
as a group or arranged through the mediation ofIndian Point contacts was not 

15 Jonas Shawandose'; papers include early photographs with typewritten captions. The captions on the 
chwch and cemetery photos give 1832 as the date the chwch was built by Father Baraga and 1829 as the 
date the mission was e ;tablished by Father Peter Dejean. 
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documentl~d. 

The effect of logging development along the inland water route on the Indian Point 
village at Burt Lake is unclear in its specifics. It was also during that time that the 
leadership of Burt Township was temporarily placed into the hands of two Indian Village 
residents, Antoine Shawwawnonquot and Joseph Nongueskwa, and an Englishman 
named "Dan Davenport" (Cheboygan County Birth register for Davenport twins born 
Dec. 4,1891). In 1903, "Mr. McGinn," one of the principals taking possession of the 
Indian Point village in the 1890' s, gave an interview to the Cheboygan newspaper where 
he outlined "for the first time the true facts in connection with his deal with the Indians." 
His story implied that non-Indian residents of Burt Township nominated Indian men for 
office in 1 &76, so that the Indians would vote in the election. The purpose was to remove 
Indians from the protection of wardship status: 

ChiefKishegay, of the Ottawas, held this land in trust, by 
permission of the government, not being able to hold it in 
his own name according to law. At this time they were 
wards of the government, drawing government money, so 
much per head. Some cheap politicians of Burt finally 
induced these Indians to register and vote for them. This 
made them citizens entitling them to all the rights and 
benefits of American citizenship, and causing them to cease 
to be wards of the government (Cheboygan Democrat, 
211411903). 

The descendants of Burt Lake believe that this is an accurate account of events, which 
contribute~: to their view that their ancestors suffered prejudice and injustice at the hand 
of some l(),~al non-Indians which led to their loosing their Village (Martell 7/23/2003). 
These shared events contribute to the Burt Lake portion of the petitioner's shared 
identity. 

By 1895, be Indian Point community had grown to "20 to 30 families belonging to the 
old tribe living upon the lands and occupying them," by one estimate (Watts, 5/25/1895). 
For several y(~ars, men had been attempting to obtain the Indians' lands. As a witness to 
the events i1:ated: "I believe they have been threatened with ejectment by some tax title 
sharks whe, have got hold of those tax titles, and they have written to me to see what can 
be done for them. It does not seem right that these lands should be seized for taxes, they 
being held in trust for the Indians by the Governor" (Watts 5/25/1895). McGinn also 
knew the Indian residents personally. In 1903, he talked retrospectively and perhaps self
servingly to a newspaper reporter who then reported that, during the 1990's "many of the 
Indians had been working for Mr. McGinn in his lumber operations, and having a 
personal acquaintance with them and feeling a little sympathetic, he offered to give each 
Indian back his house and one or two acres of land, without cost, with a clear title, if they 
would come to Cheboygan some time during a certain week for it. This they promised to 
do, but they never came, again claiming a white man from Petoskey told them not to" 
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(Cheboygan Democrat 211411903). 

The fact that "many of the Indians" worked for McGinn indicated that he may have been 
dealing with an intermediary in the village to locate and hire workers in his business and 
that the Indian Point people acted together in finding employment in the lumber industry. 
Charles Massey's presence and appearance in photos depicting Indian Point men working 
in lumber operations suggests he was a possible go-between, but specific evidence is 
weak on this point. Charles Massey was born in 1860 in Ontario, but by 1881 was 
present in the Burt Lake area, where he serially married several women associated with 
Indian Point. He, himself, appeared on the McGinn letter, which indicates that he was 
living in the village at the burnout. He, his sons, and various Indian Point men, such as 
Frank Shananaquot, Jonas Shawawnonquot, Antoine Shawwawnonquot, John Parkey, 
Joseph Shenoskey, John Nongueskwa, Jim Shenoskey, Louis Moses, Albert 
Shanananquot and others appear together in these undated photographs from about the 
turn-of-the century. 

The overall record of events also indicates that McGinn and others dealt with the Indian 
Point community as a distinct group of people whom they employed as a group. On 
Monday, October 16, 1900, when Indian Point Village was burned to the ground and its 
residents evicted, the men may have been working together. According to a note in Jonas 
Shawanesse's file~., the "Burt Lake Indian men worked at Crooked Lake making cedar 
post ties and pole~,." They had been paid and taken their checks to Cheboygan to cash 
them. The village was burned to the ground in their absence (Shawanesse, 1900-1905). 
Burt Lake descendants believe that McGinn and the other men in the county knew the 
Indian Point men 'ovell, and that they may have also known when they were to be paid and 
purposefully wait(:d until the men were away to burn the homes. 

The Community'S Response to Events 

The local reaction by one news source was less than sympathetic to the Indian's plight 
than to the expens ~ on the other citizens when it editorialized that "the Indians have been 
a charge on the country to a more or less extent for some years, and it is probable that 
they will become more ofa burden now they have become homeless" (Cheboygan 
Democrat 10/20/1900) at "the beginning of very bad weather" (Cheboygan Democrat 
12/1/1900). The petitioner quoted the Cheboygan Democrat of Dec. 22, 1900, "there are 
some Indians who have farms a short distance from the village, who are industrious and 
make a living, but t:h(~ report of the superintendents of the poor shows a long list of 
Indians' names" (Cornell, 1994). It appears that on and off for several years activists 
from other states agitated on the Indians' behalf and circulate a petition (Armstrong 
1122/1903; Engle 2/12/1903). In the end, these activitists may have been partly 
responsible for the State resolution in 1903 setting aside state land for them, which they 
eventually found "unsuitable" (Martell, 2003). 

Jonas Shawanesse believed that the Indian Point community continued to use the original 
Indian mission ehu reh for two or three years after the "burnout," although later reports 
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were that the new owner turned it into a hay barn (Shawanesse, 1902). The same group 
of people who had lived in the Indian Point village before the event may have continued 
to bring tlwir children to be baptized there immediately following the event because the 
St. Mary'~, n::gister noted the baptisms of Caroline Shanonaquet, Josephine Shiawanasse, 
and Stella Mixceney. The register also showed that in 1902, John Dashner married Alice 
Boda, Joseph Norton married Angeline Kosequot, Pete Shewanasga [Peter Paul 
Shenoskey] married Madeline Kewaquom (whom he would later divorce), and Louis 
Massey married Josephine Nonguekswa. 16 Burials in the St. Mary's Indian cemetery did 
not occur there after the burnout. The St. Mary's burial and death records between 1900 
and 1908 rec:orded "Buried at Harbor Springs" beside three names of individuals who 
died betw~len 1900 and 1908. It was not until 1908, presumably after a new St. Mary's 
Church W,lS built on Indian Road, that the burials were made at St. Mary's Church. It is 
not clear that the St. Mary's congregants returned to the Indian mission in the Indian 
Point village after the burnout. The descendants of the people whose marriages, burials, 
and baptisms were written in the St. Mary's register at this time would be some of the 
most active members of the Indian Road community in the future. These people came 
from [ami lies of the pre-burnout community who would form the core of the post burnout 
community for fifty years. They were also in the families of the ancestors of many 
members of the current petitioner, particularly the Masseys, Shenoskeys, and 
Nongueskwas. 

The Indian Point community's immediate response to the burnout is documented in 
various reeords, but the social processes that led the displaced villages to establish an 
exclusively Indian settlement on Indian Road are not well documented. Margaret 
Martell, who was not alive at the time, said that she had been told that her grandfather 
Moses Not1gueskwa, who had a large homestead on Indian Road, had provided places for 
the homelm:s and helped them arrange new places to live near him. She indicated that 
relatives, primarily his Shawwawnonquot in-laws, moved to the Nongueskwa property. 
Martell explained, "This group is mostly Shannanaquot's ... Antoine's Shannonaquot's 
descendants. That's what it is. And my Dad's father, Moses Nongueskwa [1852-1918], 
homesteaded [in 1872 at Burt Twp., T36, R3, Sec 18, Fe 4033], or got a land grant ... 
The Nongueskwa land was by the church [on Indian Road]" (Martell 7/24/2003). 
Martell's f;randmother [Elizabeth Shawwawnonquot 1862-1950] was the last one who 
stayed on 1his property (Martell, 7/24/2003). 

The burnout forced the Indian Point population to disperse at first. This movement from 
Burt Lake was temporary for a number of individuals, but for others, it brought on a 
permanent geographical separation from the Indian Point community. A newspaper 
article claimed that the oldest resident, Negonee, who it was reported was 106 years old, 
had walked to Middle Village in Emmett County and died soon after. The oldest 
individual :m the Federal census of 1900 living in Indian Point village, however, was 
born in 1820, so this woman could not be identified. But other records show that a 
portion of the residents living at Indian Village on Burt Lake did not move to Indian 

16 ,.lJthough Jonas Shawanesse's notes include the fact that Paul Nongueskwa was buried in the 
cemetery, he died six months before the burnout in April 1900. 
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Road. Rather they moved to other Indian communities. The Kishegos, for example, did 
not return permanently to Indian Road or nearby communities. Kishegos are now 
associated with Petoskey and Harbor Springs. The Grants also did not return. However, 
by 1908, many of the Indian Point people had either returned to or stayed in the 
immediate area of the Indian Point village. A number of families eventually reformed an 
Indian community on Indian Road, only a mile or two from their original Indian Point 
location. 

A photograph from 1908, showed a group of men building the new St. Mary's church. 
These men, Joe P"rkey, John Nongueskwa, Henry Massey, Jim Shenoskey, Jonas 
Shenonquet, Char:e:y Massey, Alex Kodashl7, Francis Massey, Louis Massey, Antoine 
Shawwawnonquot, and Frank Shenonquet were household heads from the main families 
that formed the social core of the Indian Road community in later decades. They 
represented younger generations of families who had lived in Indian Point village before 
the burnout. One filmily that would become important on Indian Road, but was not 
represented in this photograph, was the Martells. While not shown building the church, 
they lived in the Indian Road community by the 1910 enumeration for the Federal census. 
Matthew Amos Shawa was also not in the photograph, but his grandfather and uncles 
were. 

The Eugene Hamlin and Albert Shawwawnonquot families did not take up residence on 
Indian Road. Hamlin's wife was Albert Shawwawnonquot's sister. In 1903, their 
families moved to the state lands set aside by the 1903 resolution. on the east side of 
Mullet Lake. ls Photographic evidence from about 1903 or 190419 pictured the "hastily" 
constructed home on Mullet Lake built by 32-year-old Albert Shananaquot for his family 
members including his wife and young daughter. Also in the photograph were Albert's 
grandparents, 90-·year-old Antoine Shawwawnonquot and his 88-year-old wife, and 
Albert's father's h-other, Frank Shenonquet. The adults in the photograph had lived in 
Indian Point villag{~ where they were listed on the 1900 Federal census. The home in the 
photograph was d e:arly dilapidated, unlike those that had stood in the Indian Point 
village. 
Albert Shananaquet's family and his sister's family eventually took up residence at in the 
community of Topinabee, less than a mile and a half due east ofIndian Point, but about 
five miles by road. According to Albert Shawwawnonquot's granddaughter in 2003, they 
located on the top of a hill at Topinabee on land they apparently did not own, and stayed 
there based on "scuatter's rights" (Teuthorn 7/18/2003). The Eugene Hamlins and Albert 

17 It is unckar who this is. It may be Alexander Kishigowe. His descendants would eventually 
live in Harbor Spring; and become active in the 1950's with a group attempting to obtain compensation for 
the burnout. Doris K [shigo Adams, who attended the 1950 meeting with the Governor is his 
granddaughter, but h2s not been active in the petitioning group. 

18 This property did Itot have the attributes and legal status normally associated with a Federal Indian 
reservation. 

19 The caption of thi; photo implies that it was built immediately after the burnout, but the age of Albert 
Shananaquet's daught{:r Cora at about 3 years old dates it to about 1903 or 1904. 
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ShananaqL.ots at Topinabee continued to stay in contact with the people on Indian Road 
and to attend St. Mary's church, where they buried their dead. 

Albert Shananaquet's brother Jonas lived on Indian Road with his wife Susan Negake, 
and numerous children in the 1920' s. Also on Indian Road were numerous first cousins 
and Shaww,awnonquot aunts and uncles. The only other Burt Lake family living in 
Topinabee was Eugene Hamlin and his wife Hattie Shananaquet, after their marriage in 
1924. Hattie, like Albert, grew up in Burt township either on her father Isaac's 
homestead or in the Indian Point community. Her husband's name was on the McGinn 
Letter. Sh;:: would have known the other Indian Point residents well, including the 
Nongueskwas, Cabinaws, and Shenoskeys. Many were her siblings, aunts and uncles, 
and first and second cousins. 

Another family, referred to by current members of the petitioner as "the Bodas, lived in 
Pellston. It included descendants of Enos Cabinaw who lived on Indian Road, himself, 
with his wi fe, daughter and granddaughter. Without information to the contrary, it must 
be assumed that these Cabinaw, Shananaquot and Hamlin families were in contact with 
their close relatives on Indian Road, based on close ties of kinship. Thus, for the 
purposes of this report, the Bodas and Cabinaw descendants in Pellston and the 
Shawwawllonquot descendants in Topinabee were considered to be part of the core 
community geographically centered on "Indian Road." 

Many resicl~:nts of the original Indian Point village continued to interact in the early 20th 
century even if they did not live nearby. The ancestors of the petitioner, as constituted in 
1994 and excluding the John Vincent descendants, continued to marry other Indians. 
Regional band marriages which typified the participation of the Indian Point community 
in a regiomll system of marriage ties before 1900 would very gradually drop off between 
1900 after they dispersed to Indian Road, Brutus, Pellston and Topinabee and 1960. The 
marriages of the descendants of Antoine Shawwawnonquet provide a sample population 
for analysi:;. Although not the complete Burt Lake community, the analysis incorporates 
most ofth€:: Indian Point people who remained connected to each other, even if they were 
not representt:d in the current petitioner. Before 1920, virtually all Shawawnonquot 
marriages included in the petitioner's genealogical database were Indian-Indian 
marriages. Individuals living in Indian Point before 1900 and in Brutus, Pellston, and 
Topinabee after 1900, to individuals from Cross village, Harbor Springs, Middle Village, 
Hessel in Mackinac Co., Little Traverse, and some Islands in Lakes Michigan and Huron. 
Thus, for this part of the 1994 petitioner, marriage to other Indians continued into the 
1950's. 

A second analysis was done based on the record of documented marriages from 1860 to 
the present It analyzed not only the date when a marriage occurred but also computed 
for each decade all marriages that occurred in that ten-year period and all marriages that 
continued in that decade from earlier periods. Thus, marriages were counted until a 
divorce occurred or a spouse died and the marriage ended. Marriages without specific 
information concerning duration were counted only through the birth of the youngest 
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child, making the c:omputation somewhat conservative. Because of the general custom of 
preserving names in Indian languages in this region, determining Indian heritage was not 
difficult until 196 J when children of earlier mixed marriages, who had non-Indian names, 
began to marry. As in the above measurements concerning Shawwawnonquet's 
descendants in the genealogical database, this analysis revealed that between 1870 and 
1900 all recorded marriages (n=20) in the record submitted by the petitioner were 
between Indians (If this regional marriage system. Other results, which appear in 
Appendix B-2, show that Burt Lake individuals continued to marry within the regional 
marriage system to ] 960, when out-marriage suddenly became widespread as 'baby
boomers" married in large numbers and the percentage of individuals involved in such 
marriages dropped precipitously within a few years. 

Some attempt wet:; made to determine if out-marriage from Indian society resulted in 
alienation from the group as reflected in marriages, but no clear patterns of that can be 
detected. Those filmilies with numerous marriages into other local bands, some of which 
are now recogniz(:d, are much less likely to appear on the 1994 membership list. This 
would imply that numerous out-marriages within the regional band marriage network in 
the past by ancestors, gives descendants more choices at present to gain entrance into a 
federally recognin::d tribe. 

The Shawwanonquet descendants appear to be acting quite differently from the Vincent 
descendants. Thu:;, nothing in the data set indicates an intersection of the Vincents with 
other Indians eith~Jr with the Burt Lake descendants or with the other local bands in the 
regional band marriage network. By 1920, ten families of burnout victims had relocated 
along Indian Road. Two other families were living in Topinabee and another family lived 
in Pellston. Only one of these Indian households did not have an ancestor listed on the 
McGinn Letter, while thirteen did have such an ancestor. Included on this census were 
people whose names would be described as leaders by the petitioner, including Peter Paul 
Shenoskey, John Julius Parkey, John Nongueskwa, Margaret Nongueskwa, later Martell, 
Charley Martell, and Jonas Shawwawnonquot. 

Most of the non-Vincent members of the current petitioner traced back to this Indian 
Road community, and a very few did not. The Indian Road community was a particular 
portion of that earlier village, a segment descending primarily from Antoine 
Shawwawnonquot and Louis Nongueskwa. Also included were descendants Abraham 
Martell, who lived in the immediate area. While many Martells into the 
Shawwawnonquot, Nongueskwa, and Cabinaw families, some Martells did not. This 
later portion of Mart ells did not descend from Indian Point residents before the burnout, 
but became integral to the post-burnout community. This is the community that Margaret 
(Nongueskwa) Mutell was born into and lived in until 1927. It is from this community 
that she would primarily recruit Indians to join her when she formalized the group's 
political organization in the late 1970's. There were no descendants of John Vincent 
living in this com rnunity. 

The school records from Burt Lake township School, district #1, submitted by the 
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petitioner, lists 25 children attending school during the September 1916 to June, 1917 
school year. Aged 5 to 13, the 25 children are overwhelmingly Indian, from the local 
community at Indian Road, which reflects the exclusive nature of the community. It 
appears that only two or three of the children have no Indian ancestry, and that two of 
three of those children during their lifetimes will marry or become in-laws to Burt Lake 
Indians. All of the Indian children on this list are also listed on the 1910 Federal census 
and/or tht: 1920 Federal census (U.S. Census 1910, 1920) with their parents. The school, 
located near St. Mary's Church on Indian Road (Smith 1977; Shawa 7/15/1995), was 
maintained in large part by the community, according to local history. As early as 1889, 
the school educated the Indian children. One teacher, Irene Train Mosser, from that 
period is quoted in a local history as saying that Elizabeth (Nongueskwa) 
Shawwawnonquot housed and fed her, and that John Nongueskwa, helped her to school 
(Smith 1977). The school closed around 1940, when the children were bussed to Pellston 
(Shawa 7/15/1995). 

Other documents indicated who was interacting with one another. For example, the 
school records from 1920 indicated that there may have been significant labor migration 
because many of the Indian children at the Burt Lake school only attended haIfa term. 
For example:, 16 year old Henry Enos Cabinaw attended only 5 days, the Martell children 
enrolled only 60 days, while the Griswold children attended 165 days, and a non-Indian 
family attended 179 days. Paul Boda [b. 1906] attended the Burt Lake school in 1920, 
although neither he nor his family appeared on the census sheets for Indian Road or 
Pellston if. 1920. They did appear in Burt Township on the Indian schedule 1910, and 
after Paul died in 1926, his family appeared on the Federal census for Burt Township in 
1930. A Daniel Gilbert Boda and Susie Boda also attended in the primary division and 
their family, including parents John Boda and Annie Parkey, but did not appear on the 
census on IJIldian Road. None of the latter couple's descendants are in the current group. 

The Martell and Griswold families began to show up on documents in association with 
the Indian Road settlement some time after the June 15, 1903, marriage of Esther Martell 
to a descendant of Louis Nongueskwa and a nephew to Moses Nongueskwa. It appears 
that after Esther's father died in 1898, she may have taken in her youngest siblings at 
some poim, although Durant placed them with their grandmother in Cross Village in 
1908 (Durant, 1908). The Martells came from the Upper Peninsula of Michigan. 

According to Margaret Martell, her father John Nongueskwa worked seasonally. In the 
winter he "worked lumber ... cut lumber, rode logs down the river, all that kind of stuff. 
In the wintertime he was away from us. He'd go away for the winter ... come home in 
spring. \\linter was logging time. When breakup came, they'd ride the logs down the 
river." (Martell 7/23/2003). Other men in the village had also followed this pattern. But 
as the lumb(:r business moved north, so did some of the lumbermen, including William 
Shenoskey and John Nongueskwa, who had connections through his wife to the UP. The 
birthplaces sited in the genealogical database for the burnout descendants born between 
1920 and 1940 indicate that several people were born on the Upper Peninsula, most likely 
at lumber camps, and several Burt Lake women married men born in such communities, 
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but most of these births traced back to the Nongueskwa and Shenoskey families already 
mentioned. Thus, thl~ movement to the UP was not a general trend. 

An analysis of the ll930 Federal census of Clark Township in Mackinaw County and 
from what Margaret Martell said in her interview with an OF A researcher indicate that 
the Indian residenGe areas in Mackinac County were not as contiguous as at Indian Point 
before the burnou1 2o and even Indian Road after the burnout. Indian households were 
spread throughout the census sheets. However, those people mentioned by Margaret as 
being at Marquette Island after her family's arrival there in 1927, lived in four households 
near one another ill 1930. In the resort areas, Indians felt discrimination. Margaret 
Martell described her mother's family'S community/village on Marquette Island, where 
they lived in sumn1l~r when her father worked at the Les Chenneaux Islands Club in the 
late 1920's and ea~ly 1930's. She said, "We had a tough time there. We were not really 
accepted ... We wen: never allowed in ... many of the homes. Some of the homes 
people had more r~spect for us. But we had friends regardless what their parents were 
like" (ReckordlMartdl, 7/24/2003). In winter, the John Nongueskwa family lived off
island on Meridian Road, most likely in the house John Nongueskwa built on "block 
four," while his family lived with relatives on Marquette Island for a year or two 
(MartelllReckord,2003). Margaret's oldest brother Daniel and his wife were also living 
in the family hous,::hold in 1930. Both John and Daniel were working as "common 
laborers. " 

Relying on the genealogical database submitted by the petitioner, analysis demonstrates 
that the Indians living in Clark Township in 1930 were generally descendants of John 
Smith/Cube or his brothers. These people included Margaret's mother, Jennie Solis, 
whose grandfather was John Smith. In addition to the Nongueskwas were Wabaginesse, 
Osogowin, Smith/(ube, Lewis, Bolton, Mendoskin, Dixson/Dickson, and Baker families. 
Virtually all of them were first or second cousins of Margaret Nongueskwa Martell on 
her mother's side. Although the genealogical database placed the birthplaces of John 
Smith and his win: Mary in Canada, the 1900 Federal Census indicated that both they and 
their parents were natives of Michigan. Of John Smith's eight children, only Mary 
Louise Smith, who first married a man named Lewis and then married a man named 
Solis, has descend.mts in the current group. Of her three children, two married 
Shawwawonquot descendants from Burt Lake. 

However, it appears that individuals descending from a Joseph Anieawie-neMe-Ke
Waw-Be Alick, who may be the brother or some other relative of John Smith/Cube's wife 
Mary Ann, are me:Tlbers of the current petitioner, including at least thirteen of the sixteen 
individuals who did not meet the petitioner's requirements for membership. Among the 
descendants who do meet the petitioner's requirements for membership are the cousins to 
the adopted daugh1:{:r of Margaret Martell and in-laws of Margaret's oldest and youngest 

20 The 1900 Federal O!nsus of Sherwood, Marquette, and Cedar townships which combined into Clark 
Township by 1930 is the basis for these statements, with the 1930 Federal Census of Clark township in 
Mackina County and what Margaret Martell had said in her interview, looking at the people she mentioned 
in particular. 
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sisters. A number of marriages between the descendants of individuals from Marquette 
Island and the mainland nearby are noted, including Martells, Nongueskwas, 
SmithlCub{:s:, Andrews, and Alecks 

John Nongueskwa, according to his daughter, was the source for believing that a 
connection existed in the past between John Vincent's descendants, or "the Vincents," 
and Burt Lake people. Because John Nongueskwa had in-law and work connections on 
the Upper Penninsula and because he was a lumberman, it was entirely possible that he 
did know descendants of John Vincent, some of whom lived in Mackinac County21 and 
worked in tlh~! lumber industry. Their researchers have focused to some extent on the UP 
looking for evidence of this connection because the Vincents involved with the petitioner 
since 1985 have been living there for several generations. They have not found credible 
evidence that the Vincents and Nongueskwas had significant interactions based on their 
association with Burt Lake at any time on the UP or elsewhere. 22 In this regard, the 
Vincents have a very different social status within the Burt Lake descendants from the 
Martell's Indian in-laws, who have no Cheboygan band ancestry but associated in 
significant ways with the Indian Road community for 100 years. 

While the ",rongueskwas and a few other families emigrated in search of work in 1927, 
most Indian Road families remained in the Burt Lake area through the decade of the 
1930' s. The community remained geographically and socially centered along Indian 
Road. The Burt Lake school had closed in about 1926, and the children attended school 
in Pellston or St. Mary's mission in Harbor Springs (Margaret MartelVReckord 2003). 
The discussion of the community in the 1930's under criterion (c) contains significant 
informatio 1 concerning the social interactions in the community because the extremely 
informal nature of political activity was embedded in them and could not be discussed 
without si~;nificant reference to them. Readers are therefore directed to the report under 
criterion (c) fi)r more information on the social aspects of the Indian Road settlement in 
the 1930' s and later. 

In 1938, John Holst, superintendent ofIndian schools at Mount Pleasant surveyed 
Michigan Indian communities and wrote A Survey of Indian Groups in the State of 
Michigan, which was a mimeographed pamphlet. The Holst Report listed "Indian 
Families in Lower Michigan," and distinguished between Ottawa Groups in Lower 
Michigan Hld Chippewa Groups in Lower Michigan. Under Ottawa Groups of 

21 Mackinac County stretches more than 100 miles east to west on the north side of the Straits of 
Mackinac. Most of the members of the current petitioner descend from individuals who settled in the 
western part I)f the county. Marquette Island is in the eastern part of the County. 

22 Only a handful of ancestors or current members were born in Cedarville (Birthplaces shows people 
were present in a particular town at the dates of birth). They are basically the John Nongweskwa family, 
particularly tll<: descendants of John through Anna Esther and her children by Andrews born between 1932 
and 1937, and Anna's sisters Elizabeth Nongueskwa's oldest child Raymond born in 1933, and a third 
sister's (Mehina Vertz). child born in 1941. No other Louis Nongueskwa descendants had descendants 
born in Cedarville. By the 1950's virtually all of John Nongueskwa's descendants appear to have moved 
to southern Michigan, especially Lansing. 
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significance to Burt: Lake he showed listed nine families in Pellston, 14 families in Burt 
Lake, and three fa:Tlilies in Topinabee. Under Chippewa groups he listed seven in 
"Burt." He did not explain the distinction between the seven Chippewa families at "Burt" 
and the 14 Ottawa families at "Burt Lake." 

Holst believed that the Michigan Indians were assimilated, had disregarded attempts to 
organize under a united leadership, had few common political interests, and were 
sometimes "widely sl~attered." About the Indian Road settlement and nearby Topinabee 
he found that "Burt Lake and Topinabee familes mostly live on small farms and work on 
W.P.A. They are 1;()O widely scattered for any community action. They live much the 
same as their whitl~ neighbors" (Holst 1939, p. 11). Contemporary critics of Holst said 
that he painted with too wide a brush stroke. The description of the Burt Lake 
community from either sources would seem to indicate that Burt Lake had more solidarity 
than Holst was able to observe during his brief study period, even though they lived on 
farms, represented various levels of economic security, and no longer lived dispersed on 
property universally recognized as a reservation or village. 

In the 1930's some individuals who were interviewed remembered being so "hungry" and 
impoverished, their stomachs ached at night and their parents sent them to Catholic 
boarding schools i tl order to feed and clothe them. The petitioner collected a number of 
photographs and submitted most of the pictures several times. Sometimes they were 
captioned, and sonK~times they were not. Provenance for both the photographs and for 
the captions wouk enhance the ethnographic value of these materials. 23 Nevertheless, 
these materials provided some evidence about the community between 1920 and 1940.24 

The petitioner alsc submitted two collections of oral histories pertaining to the period 
between 1930 and 1950. The first collection contains transcripts of three oral history 
sessions with older Burt Lake individuals who had grown up near Indian Road, or had 
personal experienee:s there, taken by Gary Shawa, group member and executive director 
of the petitioner's :>rganization. The interviews, or more accurately "focus groups," 
contain much valuable and credible information. The use of these oral histories as 
ethnographic evidence, however, is now limited because the petitioner did not identify 
who was interviewe:d and the transcripts did not identify who was talking. Sometimes, the 
context and side conversations people had with each other named people who were 
present at the sessions. 25 The OF A researchers have tried to cross reference some of the 

23 For example, if the captions were taken from the back of the photograph from hand-written 
inscriptions made closl~ 10 the time the photos were made, they are more reliable, than if they were made 
recently by someone who was born after the photo was made. If an individual placed the captions on the 
photographs after shc1wing them to individuals who were actually pictured in the photos, then such 
information would be more valuable than information placed there without consulting a non-participant. 

24 The petitioner may want to clarify the reliability and enhance the usefulness of these materials by 
fixing these problem!, of methodology and presentation. If the identities and provenance are being 
withheld due to privacy concerns, then their usefulness will remain compromised. 

25 The earlier years were less easy to evaluate because some of the people most likely present in the 
interviews were born after the activities under discussion, but there is now no way to determine if they or 
someone who experienced the activities personally was talking on the tape and whether the evidence may 
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evidence to determine times, places and persons discussed in the interviews and shown in 
the photographs. However, without more facts relating to the circumstances surrounding 
the collect.on and presentation of these materials, she believes that the usefulness of the 
evidence i~. limited in its present form. 

On February 12, 2001, Alice Littlefield, anthropological consultant to the group, 
interviewd some of the older people who had grown up in Burt Lake. The oldest were a 
man and a woman, who were both born in 1934. Also present were sisters, one of whom 
was a sister··in-law to the oldest man present. The sisters were born in the mid-1940's. 
Those beir: g interviewed shared memories of their youth. The two older interviewees 
remembered more names and greater detail of events than the sisters who were ten and 
more yean younger. The general picture of the Burt Lake residents in the 1940's to the 
1960's is quite vivid and discusses many of the same people who had been listed earlier 
on the 193) census of Burt Lake in the households between #28 and #45. They described 
these peopl(: interacting continuously in well-established and significant social 
relationshi'J s. 

Despite the break between these neighborhoods, the community's members interacted 
often. Neve:rtheless, there was a distinction. In response to a question from Littlefield, 
Ben Parkey stated that Charlie Martell brought fish around and that he was "the only one 
that I can remember" doing such sharing. He also said that his family never had social 
engagements at their home, but that his non-Indian mother would take home grown 
vegetables or cottage cheese from their dairy to various social events near the church and 
attend them 26 Helen (Shawa) Kiogima seemed to point out that her "Aunt Laura" 
Parkey, Ben's mother, always attended and brought food and seemed to imply that his 
Burt Lake [ndian father did not socialize very much: "His Mom was the busy one; his 
Dad took can: of the farm." Laura (Butler) Parkey had been the teacher in the Burt Lake 
one-room ~,c:hool before marrying Edmund Parkey, and Helen still teased Ben about 
being a teacher's kid. Such multifaceted memories in addition to Helen's apparent desire 
to defend her Aunt Laura from any assumption that she may have been unsociable, 
indicated that the Parkey's were well known to Helen Kiogima, a daughter of Amos 
Shawa who lived at the south end of the road. Similar statements throughout the 

be considered pe:rsonal recollection or hear-say. The value ofthese interviews as etlmographic evidence 
would be gre.ltly enhanced if specific information were provided, especially about the speakers. For 
example, if s]>(:akers were identified, it would be clear who they arc referring to by various kin terms. One 
can only gue!s who "mother," or "my little brother" is without knowing who is talking. Throughout their 
statements ar~ phrases like, "I was just seven when my father went to the Upper Peninsula to work." If the 
speaker's identity were known, then the approximate time this event occurred would also be known. This 
kind of speciJic information would allow a more accurate and verifiable description of the Burt Lake 
community, Especially from 1920 to 1940. 

26 The presenc:e of alcohol at parties held in some homes appears to be "touchy" subject to the older people 
interviewed ty Littlefield. Others were more explicit about alcohol use with the OF A anthropologist and 
Gary Shawa. There may be a rather fuzzy delineation between the ladies who only attended the church 
socials, etc., .Uld those who attended so-called parties involving music, dancing, etc. -- "fuzzy" because 
many people attE:nd both kinds of events. The petition does not identify these sub-grouping or any other 
sub-grouping within the petitioner's membership. 
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interview indicated not only that these people knew each other well, interacted often, and 
were mutually depE:ndent on one another until at least 1960, but also that there was a 
depth of caring among these individuals based on their childhood associations and the 
associations of the ir parents that continues in the present. 

Helen Kiogima, lik,e others who were interviewed, also referred to some of the people 
living in the nearby community as "Mrs. Parkey" and "Mr. Griswold," and to the others 
living in the contiguous Indian community merely by their names or a kin term, 
indicating a perceived difference, perhaps based on age and kin relationship, but also 
race, as Parkey and Griswold were non-Indians married to Indians. The GriswoldlMartell 
connection has already brought the Griswolds near to the Indian Road settlement. 
Although they wen;: known, they were not really in the center of the social network. In 
addition to the Griswolds and Parkeys, the interviewees discussed with obvious common 
knowledge the res t of the community in the 1940' s through 1960' s. The interviewees 
also referred to the people at Mullet Lake or Topinapee, as part of their social circle. 
They described a variety of social events and named the following people residing on 
Indian Road: Griswolds; Charlie Martell; Irene (Shenoskey) Massey, Charley, Elizabeth, 
and Louis Massey, Annie Midwagon; Agnes and Basil Naganashe; John Nongueskwa; 
Roy, Lucy, Edmund and Laura (Butler) Parkey; Sam and Ida Shananaquet; Amos and Ida 
(Chingwa) Shawa; Eliza Shawwawnonquot; Steve, William, Pete and Christine 
(Mixceney) Shenoskey. The presence of these adults also implied that numerous children 
of the same ages as those being interviewed also lived in the community. The people 
listed in the intervi e:ws were generally the same people who were present in 1930 on the 
Federal Census. Clearly, the set of people interacting present a geographical core of the 
community as well as a social core, and they are the ancestors of the current petitioner 
and the part of the petitioner during the last twenty years that do not descend from John 
Vincent. 

Analysis revealed social distance between those being interviewed and some of the 
people who resided on Indian Road in the past. For example, Enos Cabinaw and Mary 
(Nonqueskwa) Cabinaw were not discussed, perhaps because both had died by 1942, 
when the older infc):rmants were only seven or eight. However, their children, with the 
exception of Ida and Sam Shawanonquot, were also not present in these descriptions, and 
their descendants were not represented. Most of their descendants had relinquished. 
Also well representc~d on the relinquishments were the Naganashes. About a quarter of 
the descendants of John Nonqueskwa's mother, Elizabeth, had relinquished. Whether 
they relinquished bf:cause they were not connected to the group or they were not 
mentioned becaust: they had relinquished is unclear. 27 

As long as the Indian Road community continued to exist until about 1950, it provided a 

27 The OF A anthropologist found in 2003 that members descending from the Indian Road community who 
she interviewed were v<;:ry well informed about who had relinquished and who had not. Their familiarity 
with other members of the petitioner made it easy for them to focus their discussions on particular families 
who were still membe~s of the group in their interviews. 
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hub where people who had left the community could return and socialize. The people 
who had migrated to Grand Rapids, Lansing, or Detroit and also to regional centers 
continued -to visit, particularly during the fall season to attend ghost suppers, and also 
throughout the year to attend the many social events occurring in the community. Loretta 
(Massey) Parkey stated that while living in the Upper Peninsula, John Nonqueskwa 
continued -:0 visit the community along Indian Road. She said, "If you needed 
something, John Nongueskwa would come down" (LittlefieldlParkey p. 38.,2001). The 
Nongueskwa family visited John Nongueskwa's mother, Elizabeth Shawwawnonquot 
(1862-1950) who stayed on Indian Road until her death. John's daughter said, "We'd go 
on the boat from Cedarville to St. Ignacio and take the ferry boat to Mackinac city and 
catch the train there to Pellston. We'd get off in Brutus .. _ .Walk five miles to Burt Lake. 
We'd walk four and a half and five miles" (Martell, 7/24/2003). The reason for returning 
to visit, according to Margaret Martell, was to attend religious functions and "big doings 
there." 

We'd have a big gathering. We always did. Most generally in the fall or in the 
summertilTlt! or in the spring. Any occasion there, we'd get together. They had a big 
[structure] with a roof on it and social tables in there. Where the church is, well right 
across the :~()ad where Sam's [Shananaquet] place is now. They'd have dances in anyone 
of the homes. And they were all musicians. My husband's grandfather [Jonas 
Shawwawllonquot 1870-1945] he was a violin player. He could play organ. My dad was 
a guitar piG.yer, banjo, piano. Didn't play violin (Martell, 7/24/2003). 

Those being interviewed described the social events at the farming community at Burt 
Lake. The social events consisted of square dances, ghost suppers, funerals, singing 
groups, ha:ring and threshing, and reference was made to drinking "moonshine." 
Invitations were not required. People walked back and forth to one another's homes 
along path~; through the woods. People just showed up, and all were welcome. 

A man from Petoskey interviewed in 2003, also said that he had attended parties at the 
Shananaquets on Indian Road in the late 1940's and early 1950's when he was in his 
twenties ard his description differs little from John Nongueskwa's daughter's description 
from the late 1930's. He said that young Indians like himself were attracted in part 
because they were "never bothered out there" by police, implying that Indians from 
various communities attended. He said that there was an organ and a fiddle to provide 
live music. They moved the furniture outside. A woman "bought booze after hours" 
from a local restaurant. They drank "muscatel." Attendees were primarily Indians. The 
only white~; present were spouses ofIndians. When a non-Indian showed up, a man 
would quietly escort him to his car and ask him to please leave, and they "were escorted 
out." (Otto 7/(0/2003). When Littlefield asked her group if all were Indians, people 
seemed he~,j-tant. Their response was that "anyone could come." Non-Indians married 
into their t1L1n:ilies, and they attended many functions and the nature of the functions 
varied greatly. They noted a man from Cheboygan, apparently non-Indian, whose name 
they could not remember, who came. They indicated that his presence was somewhat 
remarkable, and thus implied that these affairs were generally Indian events which would 
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have included non-Indian in-laws or close associates, but rarely included those outside of 

this social circle. 

Socializing also occurred in bars that catered to Indians. In the summer, they socialized 
in so-called "black and tans," described as restaurants and bars in Petoskey and elsewhere 
where African Alm:rican and Indians socialized on Sunday and Thursday nights when the 
resort workers had time off from their normal duties. "It was a working class thing" one 
person said. The Indian and black employees at the resorts worked together and 
socialized seasonaLly during the summers. He did not know of any marriages between 
the two groups (Otto 7110/2003). In the winter months, some bars catered to Indians. 
One such business was located in Brutus, five miles from Indian Road, and the Burt Lake 
people favored thn bar (Shawa 7114/2003). 

None of the individuals from the burnout community who were interviewed by either 
Gary Shawa or Alice Littlefield mentioned any Vincent descendants at these social 
events. When asked directly by the OF A anthropologist whether they knew the Vincents 
as children, peopk dc;:nied knowing them until Donald Moore joined the group in the 
mid-1980's. Several people went out of their way to tell an OFA researcher privately that 
they did not believe: the Vincents were from Burt Lake. One Indian man who was not a 
member of the grcup but who consulted with it in the early 1990's said, "I think they 
must be French." The petitioner submitted almost no information about the Vincents' 
activities and social interactions, but because they currently live on the Upper Peninsula, 
they referred to the logging communities there as possible places of interaction. 

Nahma was one oflthe communities where several Burt Lake people seemed to have 
spent time in the first half of the 20th century. Some of Peter Paul Shenosky's 
grandchildren, (the Daysons) for example, were born in Nahma, and Charles Massey ( 
descendant ofMa~seys and Nongueskwas) was born there in 1927. The Holst report 
described Nahma in 1939 as "the center of a widely scattered Chippewa settlement some 
35 miles east ofE!:c:anaba [where] members of 17 families are employed at the timber 
mills and these families live on the Mill Company property and pay a dollar a year 
occupancy rent. This. is to prevent the Indians from acquiring squatter title to the 
property. The land on which these families live will not support gardens. The homes are 
small and need repairs inside and out. The mills at which the Indians work will continue 
only 10 to 15 yean: at most [Dayson family 1906-1940; Alice Shenosky born in 1939;and 
Charles Massey in 1927] (Holst 1939). 

Holst's description of this logging mill community as a typical "company town." The 
petitioner argues that the descendants of both the Indian Point community and John 
Vincent may have interacted in significant ways or even lived together in such 
communities for ten or fifteen years at a time. They submitted no documentation to 
support their position. Littlefield referred to Barbara Madison's taped interview with 
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Donald Moore, a Vincent descendent who was elected as the leader of the group in 1985 
as the source for one case of interaction. She wrote, 

In a taped interview with Don Moore, Madison learned 
that Moore's father worked for tribal member Melvina 
Vertz and her husband in their lumber camps in the Upper 
Peninsula or Michigan during the 1940's through the 
1960's. Don Moore's older brother Jerry Moore also 
worked for Vertz in the 1960's. Most of the Vertz 
employees were Indians who fished during the summer and 
worked in the lumber camps in the off seasons. Melvina 
Vertz [John Nongueskwa's daughter] is Margaret Martell's 
sister. Melvina had moved from Cedarville Michigan to 
Trout Lake, Michigan after she married Henry Vertz 
(Littlefield 2002c 21). 

According tlO the genealogical database, Melvina (Nongueskwa) Vertz was born in Burt 
Lake in 19:2]. She married non-Indian Henry Vertz in 1940. She had children in 
Cedarville in 1941, in Chippewa County in 1942, in Sault Ste. Marie in 1947. The 
records in the genealogical database show that Lee Alden Moore, Don Moore's father, 
lived primarily in the far western part of the UP and in the 1940's had children in 
Marquette, Ec:kerman, and Newberry, all UP communities. His son, Gerald Moore, Sr., 
had children in Sault Ste. Marie between the years 1966 and 1977, but he was born in 
Marquette County to the far northwest of the Upper Peninsula. Although these families 
lived on th~ Upper Peninsula when they could well have met and worked with Henry 
Vertz, it is not clear that they lived in a specific lumber community together over a period 
oftime?8 

In fact, cull ing through the birthplace records of the petitioner's members and ancestors 
to determine: where people were living in the past, almost none of the burnout 
descendants ever lived in the same, small Upper Peninsula communities with the John 

28 The conne::tion of Melvina (Nongueskwa) Vertz (b. 1921) to the Upper Peninsula may reflect on her 
lack of connecltivity with the BL petitioner, rather than on the Moore's connection to BL. Although she 
was Margare1 Martell's sister, there was no evidence that Melvina Vertz interacted with the community 
along Indian Road in the 1940's and later when she and her husband were in lumber camps on the Upper 
Peninsula. B lrths show that her nieces and nephews were born outside of Burt Lake in the Upper Peninsula 
or downstate in Lansing and Detroit. Only one first cousin was born in Burt Township. Melvina, herself, 
was born in HL ,md that fact carries some weight. She was not listed in Burt Twp on the 1930 census, 
which reflect:; the fact that her natal nuclear family left Burt Lake in 1927. Only her brother Harry and his 
grandmother Elizabeth Shawwanonquot were on the 1930 Federal census in Burt Twp in household 42/43, 
the center oflhe Indian community. 
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Vincent descendants after 1940. Although the petitioner also mentioned Cedarville as a 
likely community fiJI' interaction, no record showed any Vincents resided there at any 
time. Even if they were living in such communities at the same time, there is no evidence 
to show that they were there because they were members of the Burt Lake band, had 
helped each other settle there or actually interacted. Without more specific information, 
it is impossible to aCGept the petitioner's position that the two parts of the petitioner's 
membership inter2.cwd on the Upper Peninsula in significant ways. 

During World War II out-migration permanently changed the character of the Indian 
Road community because so many of young people of child bearing age left the 
community, the population no longer remained stable. Out migration is illustrated by 
analyzing birthplaGes. after 1940 of people descending from the burnout. Many babies 
were born in Grani Rapids, Lansing, and Detroit beginning at that time. Not only did 
young men serve in the armed forces, but both men and women worked in the large 
industrial plants in southern Michigan. After the end of the war, they remained there. 
Many made good '~rages in automobile and other industries. The Indian Road population 
grew old. Older couples raised some of their grandchildren, and a widow raised her 
children nearby. The: Indians who had actually experienced the burnout themselves as 
children were beginning to die. During the school year, children often attended school at 
St. Mary's boardirg school in Harbor Springs where they received food and clothes as 
much as an education. Between 1940 and 1960, the community would lose most of its 
population. AlthoJgh people have lived along Indian Road continuously since allotments 
were made there, by 1970 only a few elderly people remained. 

Making a living in the area was always difficult. Some turned to tourist entertainment, 
especially in Harbor Springs in the late 1930's. Except for John Parkey, there was little 
evidence in the record that Indian pageants and the pan Indian ideals expressed at these 
pageants appealed to the people at Burt Lake. An unpublished paper by Jane Willets 
described a performance by a troupe based in Harbor Springs and Petosksy. It toured 
Michigan tourist destinations to raise money. They purportedly had "Cherokee" from 
Georgia, and bonafide Indians from Michigan. Newspaper articles traced the activities of 
this group as they adopted dignitaries such as Admiral Nimitz into their tribe. Collateral 
relatives of the pagt;:ant participants were on the Burt Lake membership list in 1994. 
Most specifically, the Kishigos, Chingmans, and Coopers appeared to be active in this 
troupe and are alsc descendants of the Burt Lake Wasson (Wasso) family. The Kiogima's 
have also married ,>vith Burt Lake. Fred Ettawageshick and his sister were the children of 
Agnes Chingwa, a BL born woman who married Joseph Ettawageshick. While these 
people had Burt Lake: ancestry, only one or two descendants are now associated with the 
petitioner. 

The Indian Road residents were not part of the pageant effort. However, in the 1950' s 
some of these people were very much part of an effort to get compensation from the 
Governor for the loss ofIndian Point village (See report for criterion (c». Several people 
interviewed by an OFA researcher expressed antipathy toward specific individuals 
involved in these ~ ageants and others expressed anger that some people would take 
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compensation rather than actual land. Although these references sometimes point to a 
split between the people who remained at Burt Lake or on Indian Road and sought land 
and the people who married Indians in other communities, including these pageant 
participants and others who sought monetary compensation, the petitioner has not directly 
described or provided oral history or documentary evidence about any sort of split that is 
reflected in their social interactions. There is also some evidence in oral histories that 
these peoplt: were part of a group of Burt Lake descendants who the petitioner's members 
viewed as mc:ially and culturally distinct from the people on Indian Road. Without 
specific evidence about such distinctions and animosities, however, solid ethnographic 
understanding and description is difficult. 

Amos Shawa ( 1884 - 1963) continued to live along Indian Road until his death in 1963, 
and his 90- yt:ar-old mother Eliza (1862-1950), the last surviving daughter of Antoine 
ShawwawIlonquot, lived with his family, or in a nearby house on his property. She 
apparently continued to weave rugs, even though blind, according to a contemporary 
newspaper article (Cheboygan Daily Tribune, August 8, 1949). The article stated that her 
father was a full-blooded Indian and her mother half French and halfIndian and that she 
grew up in the "Indian settlement." The same newspaper article, which was on the 
10ngest-livl:!d residents of Cheboygan County, also named Catherine Sailler of Mackinaw 
City, "borr. in Cheboygan at the site where the Ottawa Hotel now stands," who was "86 
and always llived in this county." Sailler was John B. Vincent's daughter. The article did 
not mentio rl that she had any Indian heritage. 

The priest at the Indian Church of St. Mary's on Indian Road in 1946 requested relief 
from serving the mission. He wrote to his superiors in Grand Rapids pointing out that the 
l30-mile c.rcuit he served prohibited him from celebrating masses at the three mission 
churches e'll~ry week. He served the largest congregation with 35 to 40 families in 
Peshabetown twice a month and Burt Lake and Middle Village, only once a month, and 
believed that the children could not learn their catechism in classes offered only once a 
month. He did not give a tally of the families served at St. Mary's, nor did he say that 
attendance had dropped off He requested permission, which was apparently given, to 
allow the priest at Pellston to take over the responsibilities at St. Mary's and for the 
children to receive catechism there also. How the people at Burt Lake received this 
change is not documented. Considering the important roll of this institution in the Indian 
community im earlier years, the change particularly in the catechism classes reflected the 
changing d~mographics of the community as young families left. It also seemed to 
indicate that the Church may have no longer viewed their service to Burt Lake Indians as 
a special or distinct mission (Berube, 9/6/1946). 

The continuation of marriages among Indians until 1960 indicated that discrimination 
may have risen in the 1950's, after a temporary decline during WWII. According to 
David Masiey, in the 1950's and early 60's when he went to school in Pellston, he knew 
the Burt Lake people there even if they did not live on Indian Road. He said that the Burt 
Lake studCl11ts sat toward the back of the class (ReckordlMassey, 7/14/2003). Gary 
Shawa rem~mbered that Indians tended to socialize in a specific restaurant near Brutus 
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when he was a child in the 1950's and 1960's. Similar statements are found in other 
interviews. However, when asked directly, people generally denied that they experienced 
discrimination, perhaps believing that the interviewer was asking if they had experienced 
legally sanctioned segregation rather than more subtle discrimination. 

In 1978, when Margaret Martell called together a meeting of Burt Lake descendants that 
began the formali:t:ation of the petitioner's organization, gradual changes in the 
community occurred primarily as younger generations left and the oldest residents died. 
However, even in the: 1970's, the older people on Indian Road continued to speak to each 
other in Ottawa, to celebrate ghost suppers, to work on crafts for tourists, to attend St. 
Mary's on a regular basis, to entertain visitors and to generally support each other. Those 
present in 1970 induded Charlie Martell (1897-1982), Irene Massey (1920-1992), Steve 
Shenoskey (1894-1981), Agnes Naganashe (1889-1959), Henry Shenoskey (1922-1995) 
and Ida Chingwa ~;hawa (1910-1988). The church remained an important focus for the 
older women, esp~:c:ially. They spruced up the church, ironed the altar clothes, and 
cooked the priest'!: supper. They socialized at church picnics held on the church 
property. 

David Massey wa~: able to recall details of the Indian Road community in the 1970's. He 
was born in 1951. According to him, the remaining Indian Road residents continued to 
socialize, and they talked Ottawa together. His mother, Irene Massey, hosted ghost 
suppers. Irene Ma!:sey's son believed that despite his mother's 6th grade education, 
"people used to re:;pe:ct her" (Massey 7114/2003). People who had left the community 
but still lived in the region came back to these ghost suppers his mother and sisters 
prepared with great effort. People came from Charlevoix and Petoskey drove in cars to 
attend them in the 1970's. As the post-war baby-boomers started families they came 
back with their children to this event. According to David Massey, this growth in the 
number attending 'ivas a new phenomenon. He said that before the 1970' s, usually only 
people from Burt Lake and Pellston had attended them. He said that the extended family 
of Amos Shawa (1884-1963) and his wife Ida (Chingwa) Shawa (1910-1988) used to 
come, and he also named Frankie Moses and Russell Menefee, two younger people who 
lived in the immediate area. The Masseys would go to other ghost suppers in the 
neighborhood or go further if they got a ride (Masssey, 7114/2003). As the elders died, 
more and more people attended Irene Massey's event. Since her death, her daughters 
have had a difficult time serving everyone who wants to attend (Massey 7112/2003). In 
the past, a coin was hidden in the food, and the people who got the coin were expected to 
host a dinner in the following year. Since, only a few people live in the traditional 
community, the random assignment system has broken down, placing an enormous 
burden on the few stiB resident there (Massey 711212003). 

David Massey's description ofIndian road in the 1970's indicates that Margaret Martell's 
father-in-law, "Charley Martell [1897-1982], [was in] his house ... [and] there used to be 
a house up by the dlUlrch there. That's where Russell Menefee grew up. Would always 
play there. Russel. was older. And, the Shananaquots were still there ... They've always 
lived there - Sam and Nancy. They are still there. The Parkeys have always been there. 
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.. Bernard up on the hill. Kenny, that's his property. The Naganashe's just down the 
road from ':he Crossroads ... That's the main ones. Not that many houses there" (Massey 
711712003). David lived "near the store, near the Parkeys" with his mother Irene Massey 
(1920-1992) (Massey 711412003) According to him also, the Griswolds "lived down by 
Burt Lake" David Massey said that he did not remember meeting the Vincents as a child 
(Massey 7114/2003). 

With the exception of the Shananquots, who relinquished their memberships around 
1994, the other families have members in the petitioner. The relationship of the current 
petitioner to the people known to be living in the Indian Road community in the 1970's 
shows that approximately 80 current members were alive in the 1970's and were also 
close relati ves to the people named above. None of these people are Vincents. 
However, it is also clear that many more individuals also descend from these people, 
were on the 1994 membership list, but have relinquished since then. For example, all of 
the Shananaquet's close relatives, some fifty individuals, have relinquished their 
memberships. Only about half of Henry Shenoskey's children are still enrolled in the 
petitioner, and many of his nieces and nephews have chosen to relinquish and join LTBB. 

The on-going community at Indian Road and people living nearby in the Emmett and 
Cheboygan counties tended to mitigate negative impacts of out-migration. Two 
generation~; have passed since 1938. Virtually everyone alive in the 1970's who was a 
member of the petitioner in 1994 and currently, who is not a Vincent descendant, could 
recount experiences on Indian Road. These experiences concerned the church and 
cemetery, ~:ocializing, ghost suppers, and just general visiting. The members know many 
other memhers throughout their lives and in significant ways. The members display 
significant knowledge about each other, how they are all related to one another and to the 
older people still alive in the 1960's and 1970's, and about the choices that families have 
made conc,~rning relinquishment. Because the Indian Road settlement was small and 
multiple social and kin links connected individuals in face-to-face interactions, their 
network of social relationships has been and continues to be complex and dense. Most 
know peopit! from every family. Thus, it is extremely significant that the descendants of 
the burnoU1: and Indian Road did not know the Vincents before 1985, and many still do 
not know thl~m and cannot identify them at meetings of the organization. 

The socialletwork of Burt Lake descendants is especially complex and difficult to 
describe because of the many links people have through marriage into other Indian 
communities. Thus, parties and ghost suppers have in recent years included many 
descendants of Burt Lake who have not ever been involved in the petitioner's 
organization because they are members of recognized tribes and other petitioners for 
acknowledgment. They gain membership in those other organizations through their 
kinship rights in other Indian entities. Certain events, such as the ghost suppers in the fall 
or a birthday party, were open to people from surrounding communities, and had the 
effect of net only maintaining contact with distant relatives and in-laws, but also of 
introducing young people to one another because people attended these functions as 
families. However, other occasions, such as attendance at the St. Mary's church and its 
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picnics and cemetery cleanings and decoration, did not attract large numbers of other 
Indians and were dif(~cted primarily at the immediate Indian Road settlement and people 
connected to it. Fum~rals, too, are performed primarily by members of the community. 
"Booshooing,,29 at New Years was described as a smaller occasion, involving primarily 
close kin and neig:lbors. Thus, it appears that some events are small and do not extended 
beyond the immediate settlement at Burt Lake. The petitioner has provided valuable 
information about a.ttendance at ghost suppers, but no general analysis and discussion of 
what people think tlh{:se different kinds of events mean to their social interactions and 
behavior of the pe1:itioner's members. 

The people who claimed to be from Brutus when they signed in at meetings between 
1978 and 1984, appear to be from about six or seven households because six nuclear 
families are represented, and two elderly individuals. The two individuals possibly living 
alone include Charles Hyacinthe Martell (1897-1982) and Josephine Mary (Petoskey) 
Naganashe (1912-2000). The families include Roy Edmund Parkey (1930-1999) and 
Frieda Diane Carron (1939); Kenneth Albert Parkey (1941) and Loretta Leona Massey 
(l944); Samuel Gerald Shananaquet (b. 1935) and Nancy Marion Naganshe Shananaquet 
(#2's daughter) (b. 1937), and Sherry Lynn Shananaquet (b. 1960); Irene Elizabeth 
(Shenoskey) Massey (1920-1992) and daughter Doris Massey (l948); Henry Joseph 
Shenoskey (1922-1995) and Eliza Marie Naganashe (1933-1982) and teen children 
Sandra Ann Shenc skey (b. 1956), Sarah Shenoskey (b. 1966) and Rebecca Ann 
Shenoseky (b. 1968). This is a core geographical grouping of people. These people are 
the families and older people living on Indian Road before 1970 and named in the oral 
histories. 

The petitioner submitted no information about the social organization of the migrants in 
the urban areas of southern Michigan after the migration began in large numbers. When 
Martell began to organize the petitioner from her location at the Lansing Indian Center in 
1978, she attempted! to recruit people to represent areas where Burt Lake descendants 
were living. Gary Shawa said that she recruited him to go to powwows in Grand Rapids 
and contact young people. According to Martell, the urban Indian centers provided a 
place for Indians to socialize but no particular Burt Lake grouping met there. More 
information is requin:d to describe social interactions among Burt Lake descendants 
living in the urban areas and their interactions, if any, to Indian Road. 

One man said that when he first moved to in Grand Rapids since 1975, he stayed with a 
cousin. There used to be Indian bars on Rich Street, northwest, when he first arrived. 
"That's where the lndian Population was living .... most of the Indian families when I 
moved down here, thl;:y used to live right down in the Rich Street area when I met them." 
(Kiogima,712112003). He could name numerous Burt Lake families in Grand Rapids, 
including Bodas, Maltells and Shawas, but he generally interacted with other Indians, 
"not Burt Lakers." He never attended any Burt Lake meetings in Grand Rapids. In his 

29 The word probably comes from the French word "Bonjour," literally meaning Good Day. Apparently, 
people made it a custom to go around at New Years to greet each other and this is today called 
"Booshooing. " 
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view Grand Rapids is "pretty much like a melting pot. ... a lot of Native Americans here 
but all diffi!rent tribes." He socialized primarily with Pokagon Potawatomi and married a 
Potawatorrj woman. "Back then," he said, "I never knew peoplethat was directly from 
Burt Lake. In fact, the ones I met for the first time a lot of them were from Grand 
Traverse, Peshawbetown, Battleground, Bunn Lake and from the Manestique area 
(Kiogima, 7/2112003). 

Two Vincent descendants were very involved in the formal organization after 1985. 
Donald Moore was very involved in the 1980' s, and Carl Frazier shows up in documents 
in 1994. Their involvement appears to almost always be political. They are not at the 
ghost suppers for example. Christine Vincent in the late 1980's and Michael Vincent in 
the early ]990's are present at meetings and on the council, but again no evidence of 
informal sClc;ial interaction with Shawwawnonquot descendants is in the record. Evidence 
about the Vincents, including a picture of people at a family reunion, show no people 
from the B 1rt Lake organization who are not also descendants of John Vincent. The 
annual mid-summer birthday party of Loretta Parkey's adult son attracts many Burt Lake 
people, but few if any Vincents were named as attending. 

The descendants of John B. Vincent were studied to determine their participation in the 
ghost supp'~rs held at the Massey's between 1982 and 1994. This is a fairly open social, 
rather than political, event. The record of attendance is well documented in sign-in sheets 
at these ev(:tlts which the petitioner submitted to the BAR. No Vincent descendants 
signed ghost supper sign-in sheets between 1982 to 1994. However, it was sometimes 
difficult to read the signatures and hand scripted sign-ins were sometimes difficult to 
decipher. Eight surnames appeared among the Vincent descendants and on the sign-in 
sheets. Thl!Y were Webb, Peck, Newman, Massey, Lewis, Davis, Brown, and Smith. 
Several of ';hese names are very common in the general population. These names were 
double-checked to see if someone could possibly have used to nickname or maiden name 
when signilg in, but still no connections were found between the individuals who signed 
in at ghost suppers and the Vincents. 

Membership in more than one local band is now usually prohibited by the separate 
Federal trib{:s" whereas in the past people could move from one place to another and 
through resid{:tlce and multiple lines of descent. While such marriages among Indian 
settlements in the region may continue even into the present, the children of such mixed 
marriages He expected now to choose exclusively either their mother's or father's 
recognized tribe. This means that many people who may have primarily identified with 
Burt Lake based on their long term residence in that area and interaction with people 
identifying as from Burt Lake, must seek membership to a recognized tribe, not Burt 
Lake, in ordler to receive the rights and services of the Federal government which flows 
through recognized tribes. Because Burt Lake is one of the last Lower Peninsula tribes 
seeking recognition (some six neighboring tribes have been recognized in the last ten 
years), thei~ kinship structure tends to look incomplete, as whole families select 
membershi:J in a neighboring tribe. Thus, the recognition of Little Traverse and of Sault 
Ste. Marie, most notably, have siphoned off some of Burt Lake's most active members 
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and their families. 

Sentiment also plays a role. A Shawa descendant and age cohort of Gary Shawa said that 
he and his brother:; had made different choices in band membership. His "brother ... 
went with Little T~averse, [but he and his other] brother Alan went with Burt Lake." To 
explain his choice he said, "The way we have it, we can't be dual enrolled. They can go 
either way, but can't be enrolled in two different tribes. I chose to go with Burt Lake 
because I can remember living in Burt Lake. I can remember my grandparents living in 
Burt Lake .... and I can remember being at their house" (KiogimaiReckord 712112003). 
Thus, he had made his choice based on sentimental attachments he had to the Indian 
Road community Not giving up the Burt Lake identity kept Gary Shawa in the band, 
according to two f,e:ople who were interviewed and knew him well. They believe in the 
concept ofthe Burt Lake band being part of the Cheboygan band, a distinct entity from 
the Little Traverse Bay and other Ottawa communities in Emmett County. A coworker 
characterized his rosition: "Gary is pretty bull headed. He's strictly Burt Lake and 
doesn't have LittlE Traverse sympathies. He's a strong believer in the Cheboyganing 
Tribe ... also took in Alpina and the council at Cheboygan ... remained their own political 
deal" (Moses 7114'2003). For some individuals who have not relinquished, sentimental 
feelings for the Indian Road community and intellectual positions about BLB' s history 
trump receiving rights and services through L TBB. 

In summary, the group of interacting individuals, which is still identified at "Burt Lake," 
does not overlap with the membership list of the Burt Lake petitioner. Not only are there 
many people who are: not viewed as traditional Burt Lake people (the Vincents), but there 
are also large numJers of individuals who are believed to be traditional Burt Lake people, 
who have relinquiHhed their membership. Even those people, such as Edith Teuthorn and 
Rita Shananaquet, who have joined with LTBB continue to identify themselves today as 
primarily from Bui Lake (Teuthorn 7/18/2003; Shananaquet 7/18/2003). 

The Burt Lake petition and the people interviewed in the summer of2003 place great 
emphasis on the s(lcial importance of the Ghost Suppers. Held on All Saint's Day at the 
end of October, these suppers are held in peoples' homes. Anyone may attend to receive 
dinner, talk, and renu:mber the dead. In the past, people visited for a week or more in 
Indian homes when: they were served traditional foods through the night hours. Indian 
women crafted colDrful paper flowers and wreaths to decorate the graves in St. Mary's 
cemetery. No formal invitation was needed. Knowledge oflocations traveled by word of 
mouth to participants. Priests often attended and drove people from one community to 
the next. But thest: suppers were not specifically viewed as a religious event. Until her 
death in 1992, Irene Massey and her family members held a ghost supper every year at 
her home near Indian Road. Her daughters have attempted to continue the tradition, but 
have given it up at this point. At times, Massey and her family performed this service 
with little help. 

They kept the sign-in sheets between 1982 and 1994, which now provide a fairly accurate 
data set of attendance, although some individuals may not have signed the guest listing. 
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A total of:,77 different children and adults attended these suppers over the 12-year 
period. DEtermining the identity of the women was particularly difficult because 
women's married names sometimes could not be linked to their maiden names or their 
married names as maintained by the petitioner. However, it soon became clear during the 
analysis that many people who attended were not in the genealogical database, on the 
membership list, or directly related to Burt Lake Band. The data showed that a core 
group of people living in the BrutuslBurt Lake region attended the Massey's ghost 
suppers and they were not necessarily members of the petitioner. 

Residence rather than BL membership was a powerful predictor of attendance at these 
ghost supp ~:rs. While people living in Lansing and Grand Rapids claimed to attend ghost 
suppers, it appeared from the data that those who had migrated from Burt Lake rarely 
attended. Although most migrants were familiar with the event and had attended at some 
point in tht:ir lives, they did not attend every year. For example, it appears that Margaret 
Martell, living in Lansing, did not sign in at any of these ghost suppers. In fact, those 
people mm:t involved in the petitioner's organization in Lansing were highly unlikely to 
attend. Only those such as Irene Howard, with homes near Burt Lake, attended the ghost 
suppers. People living in Burt Lake, Brutus, Harbor Springs, and other settlements near 
to the Indicn Road residence ofIrene Massey came year after year. Thus, the information 
did not demonstrate ties between people who had left and those who stayed near Burt 
Lake. 

The sign-ireS showed that people attended in family groupings, as couples, or alone. Of 
the 377 individuals who attended at least one supper, only 46 (12 percent) had ever 
signed in a'; a BLB meeting in the early 1980' s or signed the 1978 resolution. This is not 
surprising because 233 (62 percent) of the individuals on the Ghost Supper sign-in sheets 
could not be identified in the genealogical database. Orthe 144 (38 percent) who could 
be identified, 46 (32 percent) could be identified as having attended a BLB meeting or 
having signed the 1978 resolution. John Vincent descendants did not attend any of these 
ghost suppl~rs and none of them indicated that they held their own such events on the 
Upper Peninsula. Even after Don Moore and a few others began to attend BLB meetings 
after 1984, no Vincents signed into the suppers. Because this analysis was made before 
the determination that large numbers of individuals on the 1994 membership are not 
currently Ir.t~mbers of the band, the percentage of current members who attended the 
Masseys' s Jppers may be even smaller. 

Families wlth the same surnames as those found in the BLB membership signed-in at the 
ghost suppers, but they are not in the genealogical database. Such surnames include: 
Brown, Gibsons, Gascos, Honson, Hoag (Hoig?), Keshick, Kiogima, McLean, Massey, 
and Miller. It is likely that they are members of nearby local bands and have links to 
Burt Lake through ancestors who married into other nearby bands or through marriage. 
Thus, the attendance seems to reflect a regional marriage and social network rather than 
the membe~ship of the BLB. Neither the petitioner nor its consultants distinguished 
between events aimed specifically at other band members and those that were directed 
and includt ,any Indians in the region. Reciprocity was apparently practiced because 
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BLB members de5.c:ending from the post-burnout community who were interviewed in 
2003 said that they H~membered attending ghost suppers in other communities if they had 
a ride. 

References to ghO;;1: suppers held by people in other bands were mostly to events held a 
generation ago. The petitioner did not submit enough information about these suppers to 
determine if the b,md members were part of a social network larger than the petitioner but 
worked as a band 1:0 organize and host these activities until 1994 for the wider Indian 
society. The impr~ssion was, however, that the Massey family, not the band, organized 
their mother's ghost supper. Others who were mentioned as holding such suppers were 
generally referred to by their family name. The Naganashes and Masseys were most 
often mentioned. 

Although the Shawwanonquet and other descendants of the post-burnout community 
appeared to be acLng within an interband (intertribal) social network, they never involved 
the Vincent descendants, who now make up a majority of the petitioner, in these 
activities. The Martell descendants without BLB ancestry attend quite often and appear 
to be involved in he ghost suppers at high rates. 

Unfortunately, the petitioner did not submit sign-in sheets for the years after 1994, so it is 
impossible to determine if Burt Lake people on the 1994 membership list continued to 
attend or prepare t:lese dinners after that date and after relinquishing their memberships 
to join LTBB. Irene Massey's daughter told an OF A researcher that she had attempted to 
maintain the tradition after her mother's death but had found the cost and the exhausting 
work prohibitive in recent years and would probably stop offering the dinners, if she had 
not already done so. 

The Indian Road arc:!a continues to be the center of the BLB not only in the view ofBLB 
members, but also in the view ofIndians in the region, despite the fact that very few 
Indian families continued to live there. The five families still resident on Indian Road 
include employees and members of the BLB, another family and others who continue to 
live there, but have joined the LTBB. People within a single household may belong to 
different organizations (Parkey 7/18/2003). All of these residents continued to help one 
another and socialize,. whether they are part of the Burt Lake organization or a member of 
LTBB. For exam~l,e, one woman who belongs to BLB does not drive, so she relies on 
other people who have joined L TBB to give her a ride to work and other places (Moses 
7114/2003). 

An OF A researcher fi)und that people had common knowledge not only about other 
Indian Road residents but about large numbers of other post-burnout descendants who 
were close and distant relatives, whether they were officially members ofBLB or of 
LTBB. In fact, it 2.ppeared that almost everyone among the Burt Lake descendants knew 
who had maintained their memberships in BLB and who had left for LTBB. In addition, 
they could discuss at length the issues and particular aspects of the other people's lives 
and situation, including job prospects, health of family members, opinions about the 
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Vincents' involvement in BLB, per capita disbursements, personalities or intricate 
kinship rehltionships going back three and four generations, that underlay the decision to 
leave or stay. Interviews with individuals who had relinquished their Burt Lake 
memberships and joined LTBB indicated that they knew many specifics about the Burt 
Lake band and its activities or lack of activities. In fact, one person revealed that not 
only did LTBB members show up at BLB meetings for the socializing at the after
meeting pctlucks, but BLB members often showed up at LTBB meetings and activities. 

This behavior, however, included only the descendants of the burnout community who 
had been involved with BLB since 1978. The Vincents were not part of this network of 
people who shared knowledge, activities, and interactions. In fact, few Vincents come to 
any of the BLB activities, including informal social activities not sponsored by the band 
organizaticnl. People could not remember any Vincents, that they could recognize, 
attending a funeral, and, with one exception involving the BLB paid staff and a death in a 
leaders' family, the non-Vincents did not attend Vincent funerals. There was virtually no 
crossover bE:tween the Burt Lake descendants and the John Vincent descendants outside 
of the formal organization of the BLB. 

Approximately 30 adults attended a board meeting and picnic in July 2003, attended by 
an OF A re~:{:archer. Almost everyone there either lived on Indian Road or was a close 
relative to Ii BLB staff member, including Gary Shawa, Loretta Parkey, and Melissa 
Moses. Perhaps ten of the people attending were Vincent descendants. The researcher 
was told lcm:r that some of the individuals at the meeting were actually members of 
L TBB and had relinquished their BLB memberships. One of the board members said 
that "the membership don't attend the meetings ... We can go up there and have a 
meeting once a month and, basically, the tribal membership doesn't come. We just have 
the board there" (Kiogima, 7/21/2003). He believed that this July meeting had many 
more people than usual. 

The day after this board meeting and picnic, Kenny and Loretta Parkey held a birthday 
party for their son. They do this every year, and, according to Bernard Parkey, some 100 
people will attend including those who are no longer BLB members such as Sam and 
Nancy Shananaquet, Dorothy Boda, the Naganashes and some of the "other family 
members." According to Bernard Parkey and others, "Nobody's excluded. We all get 
together an] [talk]" (Parkey, 7/18/2003). In fact, a large group of people, many of whom 
would have been on the 1994 membership list, but had relinquished, did attend the 
birthday party. 

In the past, one of the most important events sponsored by the BLB had been the annual 
"August Feast." But a board member told the OF A researcher that it had not been held 
for two years and that they were "just restarting it this year." When asked to explain why 
the event had been dropped, he said "Simply, nobody showed up. We're going to try to 
do something to make the membership come out. We made a list. Figure out something 
to bring the tribal members and work as a community" (Kiogima 7/21/03). Thus, the 
BLB-sponson:d events do not have the same tone and function as they did before 1994, 
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when families met, shared covered dishes, camped in Parkey's field or another person's 
yard, and generally enjoyed a social encounter in association with a band business 
meeting. Now the small, closely related board meets and may eat together. Out-of
towners may spend the night at the hotel near the Pellston airport or camp in a family 
member's back yard. The board meetings no longer have any social function for 
individuals from the general membership. When asked why, he said, "Who knows? 
They know the sdl{:dule. They just never show up. We plan on these things: August 
Feast, Christmas Party, April cemetery clean up. That [the last] brought out a few" 
(Kiogima 7/21/03). 

The care of the cemetery tends to define the actual Indian Road settlement, not including 
the Vincents. One 1994 member, who has relinquished, grew up across the street from St. 
Mary's church, and is a board member at LTBB, said that she believed that the Burt Lake 
band was compos{:d of all the people who would be buried at St. Mary's (Shananaquet 
71812002; Teuthom 7/1812002). No Vincents have ever been buried there. At the April 
clean up which Augustine Kiogima described as an event held by the petitioner, LTBB 
members participated, including Sam and Nancy Shananaquet. "We were all invited to 
their house across the street once we were done ... to coffee" (KiogimaiReckord, 
7/2112003). Thus, the way individuals define their Burt Lake social community, which 
may also have infcnnal political activity and influence over its members, is separate from 
the Burt Lake petitioner at this point and probably has been since late 1994 or even 
earlier. 

At the July 12, 2002, board meeting Doris Shawa Beaudin said the prayer in Ottawa, and 
crossed herself before and after she finished. Although she speaks some Ottawa, many 
other people only know this prayer, which is a Catholic prayer translated into Ottawa 
(Beaudin,7/12/2003). Also at this board meeting a lengthy discussion on getting a grant 
to begin Ottawa la:lguage study was discussed. Melissa Moses has primarily been 
involved in writing the grant, although Gary Shawa had contacted a professor at Indiana 
University about a "'language preservation program." No Vincents are known to speak 
Ottawa or any other Indian language. 

Conclusion 

The descendants o:~ John B. Vincent, almost half of the current membership, were not 
part of a Burt Lake Indian entity, or any other Indian entity. The presence of the Vincent 
descendants, as well as the loss of many Burt Lake descendants to Little Traverse Bay 
Band, makes the petitioner a different entity than the one represented by the Cheboygan 
annuitants in 1870, the one centered at Indian Village on Burt Lake in 1900, and the one 
that evolved from lndian Village at Indian Road in the 20th century. Additionally, the 
petitioner did not submit evidence for an Indian community that includes Vincent 
descendants, which amalgamated with a Burt Lake entity historically. 

After 1984, the date of the first evidence of participation by John B. Vincent's 
descendants, the petitioner did not demonstrate that his descendants socially interacted 
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with the de sc(~ndants of Indian Village on Burt Lake as part of an Indian entity. They did 
not socializ{~, know one another, attend the same social functions, including funerals, 
potlucks after meetings, and parties, or socialize at informal social gatherings in 
representative: numbers. Documents show only a small handful of Vincent's descendants 
as ever participating in a social event formally sponsored by the petitioner or informally 
held by Inc.ian Village descendants without specific involvement of the petitioner's 
organizaticn, 

At the sam~ time the descendants of a settlement on Indian Road have maintained contact 
and interact socially in significant ways. They have married primarily within a regional 
marriage s~'stem as recently as 1959, have socialized, maintained a small Roman Catholic 
mission church and cemetery, lived in an exclusively Indian geographical settlement until 
at least 1938, and a few families and elderly individuals have continued to live there until 
the present, maintaining an unbroken presence on Indian Road. They strongly identify 
with Burt Lake and recall events in their common history when forming an identity. The 
connection of Burt Lake descendants living in urban areas to the people living near Burt 
Lake or in :~t:gional centers, including Petoskey and Mt. Pleasant, is not well documented 
by the petitioner. The people involved in these social interactions appears to be a Burt 
Lake social grouping with a composition so different from the petitioner, it is not the 
petitioner. Undetermined portions of this social grouping belongs to LTBB and to BLB. 
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Criterion (b) as modified by § 83.8 

lfthe petitioner wen~ to be evaluated as a previously acknowledged tribe or band, the 
evaluation for criteriion (b) would be limited to the period "at present" (§83.8(d)(2)). The 
regulations require that the petitioner demonstrate that "it comprises a distinct 
community at pres(:nt. However, it need not provide evidence to demonstrate existence 
as a community historically" (§83.8(d)(2». 
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Criterion (c) 

Documentary Overview 

The 19th (~~!lllir.Y 

Various sources have described a historical Indian village as existing on the shore of Burt 
Lake at lea:;t from the Treaty of 1836 until the burnout of 1900. Non-Indian 
contemporaries noted the existence of this Indian village. Soon after the burnout, a 
Cheboygan newspaper referred to the "Indian Village" that had been located on Burt 
Lake (Cheboygan Democrat 10/20/1900, 12/22/1900; see also Brady 2/19/1917). 
Governor Pingree said that the Indians at the Burt Lake village had been "living together 
almost the ~;ame as if in tribal relations" and had been "living together practically as a 
tribe" (Pingr,e~: 119/1901,272,273). Former residents also referred to this village in later 
recollections. Enos Cabenaw in 1914 and 89-year-old Albert Shananquet in 1957 
recalled details of the former "Indian Village" at Burt Lake in which they had lived 
(Cabenaw 4/24/1914; Shananquet 5/1 0/1957). The available evidence reveals the 
existence until 1900 of an exclusively Indian settlement at Burt Lake. 

An examplE: of political representation of this historical village at the end of the 19th 
century is the petition, dated December 17, 1899, sent to President McKinley by Samuel 
Ki-shi-go-way and others, which the Indian Office described as "protesting against 
claims of John W. McGinn to certain lands in Michigan" (Ki-shi-go-way et al. 
12/17/1899; BIA 111111900). The petition included a copy of McGinn's letter to village 
residents requiring them to deliver possession to him of the lands they occupied. Ki-shi
go-way was a resident of the Indian Village in 1899 (Shananquet, n.d.). His petition 
appears not to have described him as the village's leader. The Interior Department 
characterized the petition signers not as a band, but as the descendants of the Sheboygan 
Indians (Interior 3/10/1900). 

Although almost half of the petitioner's members descend from John B. Vincent (1816-
1903), the available documentation provides no evidence that Vincent or his descendants 
had been pm1 of the historical Indian Village at Burt Lake prior to 1900, or participated 
in any politi,;al activities with any Burt Lake Indian group or any Burt Lake Indian 
descendants until 1984. According to the available evidence, the only group activities or 
leadership role attributed to John B. Vincent during his lifetime were his participation in 
settling the town of Cheboygan in 1846 (Ware 1876, 15, 17; Cheboygan Democrat 
9/20/1902), .lssisting town residents during an outbreak of smallpox "in the old days" 
(Cheboygan Democrat 5/8/1897), becoming a charter member of the Cheboygan post of 
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the Grand Army of the Republic veterans' organization in 1884 (GAR 1884), and helping 
to form a Pioneer'; Society in the town of Cheboygan in 1894 (Cheboygan Democrat 
1/20/1894). Vinct:nt"s obituary attributed some leadership to him, but on behalf of a 
town rather than any Indian group, describing him as "a history maker for Cheboygan" 
(Cheboygan Demccrat 2/1411903b). 

1900-1917 

General references to collective leadership of a Burt Lake band were made by two 
sources in 1908 and 1909. The petitioner's researcher notes that Horace Durant, in his 
1908 field notes, referred to the "chiefs of the Burt Lake Band of Traverse Indians" and 
the "Cheboygan diefs" (Durant 1908, p.31, no.28, 32). In this context, Durant appears 
to have used the tC:lll "chiefs" as synonymous with "elders." He did not identify them. It 
is unclear whether Durant's reference to a band of the "Traverse Indians" meant that he 
considered such a hand to be politically part of a Little Traverse confederation. In 1909, 
a Cheboygan newspaper referred to "the principal men of the Burt Lake Indians" 
(Cheboygan Demo'::rat 5/2111909). The newspaper reported on the circulation ofa 
petition to divide the State lands on Mullett Lake, provided under the provisions of the 
1903 Joint Resolut.on of the State legislature, presumably so that the lands could be held 
as individual plots rather than in common. A conflict between "the discontented half 
breeds in the tribe over there" [Mullett Lake], who had prepared the petition, and "the 
principal men of the Burt Lake Indians," who "refused to have any part in the deal," was 
implied by the newspaper. 

In 1909, this Cheboygan newspaper also reported that it had learned, apparently from 
Albert Shananquet while visiting Cheboygan, that Shananquet and the Indians on the 
State lands at Mullett Lake had been "bothered" by a State trespass agent, who had 
cautioned them abeut cutting timber (Cheboygan Democrat 4/23/1909). While the 
newspaper reportee their complaint, it did not describe Shananquet as having lodged that 
complaint with any government official, State agency, attorney, or anyone else, with the 
possible exception ,)fthe newspaper itself. The newspaper did not describe Shananquet 
and his companion as acting on behalf of a group, or of being concerned about anyone 
other than their own families at Mullett Lake. Thus, this newspaper's account did not 
portray Shananquet as a leader acting in a political role to represent an Indian group, 
whether a group of Mullett Lake residents or a Burt Lake band. 

Enos Cabenaw, 64, described himself, in 1914, as "the Chief Counselor and Official of 
the Cheboygan Band ofIndians living near Burt Lake" (Cabenaw 412411914). He stated 
that he had "held th~ position of leading officer for about 4 years," or since about 1910. 
Cabenaw made the~e: statements in an affidavit for use in the McGinn litigation. In 1911, 
a Cheboygan newspaper described nightly meetings at the house of Jonas Shenanquet at 
West Burt Lake. It also reported that Paul Wasson of West Burt Lake had visited the 
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Indians at Mullett Lake to get them "to accompany him back to the big meetings they are 
having over at his place" (Cheboygan Democrat 2117/1911). The featured speaker at 
these meetings was a visiting Indian, lW. Strongheart of St. Louis, who claimed to be a 
lawyer acting independently to inquire into Indian grievances. He implied that he was 
associated with a "Progressive Indian Rights Association" (Strongheart 1911). The chief 
topic of his talks was thc Indians' claim to land at Burt Lake. The newspaper said that a 
result of these meetings was that the Indians "appointed a chief, president, secretary, 
treasurer and committee to go ahead and do things," but that "the whole thing 
dropped ... " (Cheboygan Democrat 2/17/1911). No available evidence identifies any 
officers chosen in 1911. The accounts of these meetings described no political role of 
Enos Cabenaw. 

No evidencl~ in the available record describes or implies any role by any political leaders 
or members of a Burt Lake or Cheboygan band in persuading the U.S. Attorney to file a 
lawsuit against John W. McGinn to obtain the return of the State trust lands at Burt Lake. 
During the AlcGinn litigation, both Albert Shananquet and Enos Cabenaw wrote to 
Federal offi:;ials seeking information about the progress of the case. Some of 
Shananquef s letters were also signed or marked by other Burt Lake descendants, while 
all of Caberaw's letters were signed only by himself. 1 Shananquet was the first to write 
such letters. When he wrote to the Attorney General in 1911, after the lawsuit had been 
filed, claiming that "[w]e are the Cheboygan band oflndians, located [at] Burt Lake," he 
used no title implying that he was a band leader (Shananquet 7/20/1911). When 
Shananquet wrote to the Secretary of the Interior in 1913, to inquire what had been done 
about the land "claims of the Cheboygan band ofIndians," he used no title and made no 
claims of leadership of the band (Shananquet 11/24/1913). In December 1914, 
Shananquet and others wrote to the Office ofIndian Affairs as "[d]ecendants of the old 
Indians" who had purchased the lands, not as band leaders (Shananquet et ai. 
12/26/1914). 

Enos Cabenaw also wrote to the Attorney General in 1911, calling himself "Chief 
Counsler [sic J" (Cabenaw 9/26/1911). Without referring to the McGinn litigation, 
Cabenaw as ked why the superintendent of the Bay Mills Indian School was seeking 
information about Cheboygan lands. When Cabenaw first wrote to the Office of Indian 
Affairs in January 1914 to request information about the McGinn case, he identified 
himself only as "a member of the Cheboygan Tribe ofIndians" (Cabenaw 1/15/1914). 
The next month, he wrote to the Commissioner ofIndian Affairs and identified himself 
as "acting Chie:ffor our Tribe" (Cabenaw 2/4/1914). The following month he wrote to 
the U.S. Att')mcy as thc "Chief Cheboygan Indians" (Cabenaw 3/2/1914). In March or 

I Tho:;e signing or supporting Albert Shananquet's letters were: Antoine Shawawwanonquet 
(grandfather): [s:aac Shawawwanonquet (father); Jonas Shawawwanonquet (brother); Moses Shananquet 
(cousin); Mosts Nongueskwa; John Nongueskwa; Amos Shawa; Peter Shawanasige [Shenoskey); and Paul 
Wasson. 
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April 1914, Cabenaw provided a BIA agent with the affidavit in which he identified 
himself as "the Chief Counselor" of the "Cheboygan Band" (Cabenaw 4/2411914). At the 
end of the year, Cabenaw wrote to the Commissioner as "Chief Cheboygan Indians" 
(Cabenaw 12/23119Jl4). He wrote to the Attorney General in 1915 as "ChiefCounsler 
[sic]" and in 1916 as "chief' (Cabenaw 2/311915,8129/1916). Thus, Cabenaw claimed to 
be the band's leade:", while Shananquct did not. 

In his letter to the Commissioner in December 1914, Cabenaw specifically complained 
about "Albert Shananquet in particular" when he stated that other Indians had written to 
the Commissioner who had "no authority to transact any business for the tribe ... " 
(Cabenaw 12/2311914). During the years from about 1907 to 1914, Shananquet resided 
at Mullett Lake, so it is possible that Shananquet and Cabenaw corresponded on behalf of 
different geographical settlements, and that conflict between the two areas existed. The 
1909 petition to divide the Mullett Lake lands and this 1914 letter by Cabenaw, however, 
are the only items that hint at such political conflict. Also, most of the co-signers of 
Shananquet's letter!; appear not to have been Mullett Lake residents. In his 1914 letter, 
Cabenaw assured the Commissioner that he promptly informed "members of the tribe" of 
any information he received from the Indian Office or U.S. Attorney (Cabenaw 
12/2311914). Nonetheless, Shananquet and others sought information from those sources 
on their own. The available documentary evidence does not contain examples of any 
group activity leading to or supporting Cabenaw's activities. 2 

1917-1934 

During the period6"om about 1918 to about 1924, Albert Shananquet traveled to 
Washington, D.C., ::0 lobby Congress. Shananquet was in his early 50's at this time. The 
available evidence ~;hows that he advocated for the payment to Ottawa and Chippewa 
Indians of Michigan 0 f an alleged unpaid balance in the funds due them under a Court of 
Claims decision. T h.at evidence also suggests that he did his lobbying on behalf of an 
Ottawa and Chippe'Na organization, not on behalf of a Burt Lake band. Shananquet 
indicated that his chief goal was to obtain the passage of a bill to secure an additional 
payment. In 1921, ,senator Charles E. Townsend of Michigan introduced a Joint 
Resolution which specifically named Albert Shananquet and Paul Kijigobenesse and 
directed the Secretary of the Treasury to make a payment to them, as "delegates and 
attorneys in fact of the Ottawa and Chippewa Indians of Michigan," of$423 of the 

2 A note in mal erial the petitioner describes as the "Shawandose Papers" recorded that "Joe Grant 
and Enos Cobenau pres,t:d Indian claims up to 1920 including Burt Lake reservation" ("Shawandose 
Papers" ca. 1950's). Nc additional evidence submitted by the petitioner, other than Cabenaw's letters in 
1914-1916 during the ArcGinn litigation, supports this observation. According to the available 
genealogical evidence, .loseph Grant died in 19l3. 
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balance of the judgment fund remaining in the Treasury "because of an error in making 
up the rolls' of the living Ottawa and Chippewa descendants (U.S. Senate 1921). 

Senator E. F. Ladd, head of the subcommittee which held a hearing on this bill, identified 
Shananquet "as attorney for the Ottawa and Chippewa Indians" (Ladd 3/911922). Acting 
as attomey, Shananquet called a "General Meeting of the Ottawa and Chippewa Indians" 
in 1922 to explain the status of this claims bill in Washington (Shananquet 911211922). 
The meeting notice referred to the "Committeemen of Various bands," but the available 
evidence dC1es not show who these committeemen were, whether any represented a Burt 
Lake band" or what political activities they may have undertaken. Also ambiguous was a 
letter Shananquet wrote, about the Senate hearing on his bill, that asked the recipient to 
"let the rest of the boys know of the hearing I had" (Shananquet [1922]). As late as 
January 19iA, Shananquet continued to present himself and Paul Kijigobenesse to the 
Indian Office as "attorneys" for the "Ottawa and Chippewas of Michigan" (Shananquet 
1/3111924). This evidence shows that Shananquet was acting on behalf of an entity of 
descendant~ that was much larger than one band, and does not show that he was acting as 
a band leader in these lobbying efforts. 

In 1923, Shananquet participated in the creation of the Michigan Indian Organization 
(MIO). He sent a copy of the constitution and by-laws of the new organization to the 
Commissioner ofIndian Affairs (Shananquet 3/2611923). The Indian Office reply 
informed Shananquet that it "must decline to recognize any authority in you to transact 
business for any tribe of Indians in Michigan," adding that the papers he had submitted 
"do not show what particular tribe you claim to represent ... " (BIA 411211923a). The 
Assistant Commissioner also described this organization as one "probably created by one 
man" (BIA 4/12/1923b). Shananquet continued his lobbying efforts for a bill on behalf 
of the Ottawa and Chippewa Indians through the MIO, apparently as its president (on his 
title, see "Shawandose Papers" 111511924). The petitioner submitted several handwritten 
sheets that apparently record dues payments in the MIO. One page header indicated that 
the organization's headquarters was in Long Point, which was Shananquet's home during 
the 1920's. One page was entitled "Burt Lake Band Indians / Michigan Indian 
Organization," indicating the probable existence of a band organization (MIO 1923-
1924). The available evidence, however, does not show what activities such a Burt Lake 
band of the .\1110 may have undertaken. 

A letter Shananquet wrote in late 1923 indicates that, in addition to lobbying for payment 
of the balance of the judgment fund to Ottawa and Chippewa Indians, he also was 
pursuing a claim for the lost lands of Indian Village. Failing to have this claim included 
in his propo:;eci bill, he wrote that "Indian Point on Burt Lake is also being taken up" 
separately (Bhananquet 1112211923). A letter written to raise funds on his behalf said 
that he had three lawyers helping him (Anonymous 1211911923). In December 1923, 
attorney Webster Ballinger of Washington, D.C., wrote to the Department of the Interior 
and enclosed a memorandum on the issue of "the title of Sheboygan Band of Indians to 
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certain lands in the State of Michigan ... " (Ballinger 12/2111923). Ballinger and his 
client, presumably Shananquet, also had a personal meeting with the Assistant Secretary 
of the Interior (Interior 12/2611923). Commissioner ofIndian Affairs Charles H. Burke 
informed Ballinger, however, that, in view of the result of the McGinn litigation, "this 
Office is of the opinion that it would be useless to make any further attempt to regain 
possession ofthe lends on bchalf ... of the She-boy-gan Indians" (BIA 11511924; see 
also Interior 3/26/1924). 

Anonymous notes included in a collection which the petitioner describes as the papers of 
Jonas Shawandase reveal the existence of conflict over Albert Shananquet's lobbying 
efforts. These notes claim that, when Shananquet went to Washington in 1920, the 
Indian Office "showed him over 400 signatures opposing his" powcr of attorney and 
"many letters of protest against his representation on Indian claims" ("Shawandose 
Papers" ca. 1950's) The number of opponents, which exceeds the petitioner's estimate of 
the size of a Burt Lake band at this time,3 indicates that this conflict was not an internal 
band conflict. The "Shawandose Papers" also state that the "Burt Lake claim was 
dropped" due to thE: "agitation of the Indians" and "the bickering and poison pen letters 
originating at India 11 level ... " ("Shawandose Papers" ca. 1950's). A newspaper profile 
ofShananquet, in 1958, said that he had to abandon his lobbying in Washington because 
"the Indians were disputing among themselves over individual properties" (Straitsland 
Resorter 1958). Its not clear what this conflict was about, nor whether it occurred 
within the Ottawa and Chippewa Indians organization, the Michigan Indians 
Organization, or a group of Burt Lake Indians. This probably occurred in early 1924.4 
The record contain:: no evidence of lobbying for claims or any activities by Shananquet 
or the MIO after 1924. 

1934-1945 

The Michigan Indicn Defense Association (MIDA) was incorporated in Michigan in 
March 1934. Its aJ1 ides of incorporation defined its purpose as to "bring together into a 
unified body all scattered bands ofIndians located within the limits of the State of 
Michigan ... " (M1DA 312311934). Its headquarters was in Northport, on Grand Traverse 
Bay, and three of it:; four original incorporators and directors on its board were from 
Northport. Its government was organized into a state council and various local councils. 
To form a local council, whether a county, township, or city council, the "locality" had to 

3 See the petitiJner's discussion of the 1920 census (Petitioner 2001, 14). 

4 The newspaper reported that Shananquet's lobbying in Washington occurred between the Wilson 
and Coolidge Administ~ations (although the newspaper had that chronologically backwards). Other 
evidence shows that Sh manquet advocated a Burt Lake claim in late 1923 and wrote to the Indian Office 
as late as January 1924. 
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be able to furnish the required seven officers and was required to hold monthly meetings 
(MIDA n.d.; see also MIDA 3/2111936, p.16). Later, MIDA headquarters was moved to 
Harbor Sp rings in 1942, and its officers were from Petoskey and Harbor Springs, towns 
on Little Traverse Bay (MIDA n.d.; 711411942). In 1934, a local newspaper reported 
both that an Emmet County division of the MIDA had been formed, and that 
"counselors" had been elected in Harbor Springs, Cross Village, and Pellston (Emmet 
County Graphic 4/1911934,5/1711934). 

In March 1935, a Cheboygan newspaper referred to John Parkey as the "chief of the 
Indian village located in Burt township on the west shore of Burt Lake" (Cheboygan 
Daily Tribw'1e 3/13/1935).5 In May 1935, the newspaper referred to him as "Chief John 
Parkey of the Michigan Indian Defense Assn." (Cheboygan Daily Tribune 5/211935). 
This account clarified that Parkey was considered a "chief' as the leader of a local 
council oLhe MIDA, although it did not explicitly identify the MIDA council as a Burt 
Lake unit. Parkey's age was about 34 in 1935. According to the newspaper, a local 
elected official had held a meeting "in the Indian settlement at Burt Lake" to discuss 
having "an Indian village built in their settlement" for purposes of economic 
developmel1t, and had arranged the meeting through Parkey. In the same month, 
however, when the Cheboygan newspaper repOlied that the MID A was sponsoring a 
series of m~'~tings throughout the state, it stated that the "Indians from Emmet, 
Charlevoix, and Cheboygan counties" would meet in Petoskey, rather than announcing a 
meeting of a Burt Lake local council (Cheboygan Daily Tribune 5/711935). While it is 
not clear that Parkey's MIDA unit was a Burt Lake local council, he did act to arrange a 
meeting at ':he Burt Lake settlement. 

The petitioner claims that a Burt Lake group petitioned in 1935 for organization under 
the Indian Reorganization Act (IRA) that was passed in 1934. A petition stating that its 
signers wer~ "desirous of obtaining the benefits ... of the new Indian Reorganization 
Act" was slbmitted to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs on May 13, 1935, by Fred 
Kishego and 40 other individuals (Kishego et al. 5/13/1935). The signers referred to 
themselves as "members of the Ottawa and Chippewa Tribcs," but not as members ofa 
specific band or residents of a specific locality. The signers gave their addresses as 
Cheboygan County, or Pellston or Petoskey in Emmet County. John Parkey, the "chief' 
of the local council of the MIDA, was not one of the signers. The specific language of 
this petition was identical to that in other petitions submitted to the Indian Office (cj, 
Shorn in et al. 3/2611935; Mastaw et at. 3/2911935; Keway et al. 5/1011935). It is not 
clear from the text of the petition whether these identical petitions were meant as a 
request to organize the separate petitioners as one group or as separate groups under the 
IRA. The iclenticallanguage reveals that Kishego's petitioning group did not develop its 

5 The petitioner has mistakenly identified this exhibit as dated Mar. 13, 1936, rather than Mar. 13, 
1935 (Petitioner 2001, 19-20). 
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own statement, and suggests that it was acting politically in cooperation with a larger 
group or entity. 

The genealogist for the current acknowledgment petitioner claims to have linked 30 of 
the 41 IRA petition signers directly to individuals on the 1870 list of the Burt Lake band 
in Durant's field notes, and 39 of the 41 to that list either as the individual named or as a 
spouse or father-in-·law of such an individual (Madison 2002, Ex. C, p.14; see also 
Petitioner 2001, 16). The OFA researchers accept that 32 of these 41 signers descended 
from the 1870 annuity recipients of the Burt Lake band. Thus, despite the failure of the 
IRA petitioners to identify themselves as a band or geographical group, the current 
acknowledgment petitioner has established a reason for considering the signers to have 
had a shared identtty as descendants ofa Burt Lake band. However, only 13 percent of 
the current petitioner's members descend from a petition signer in 1935. Eleven of the 
IRA petition signers can be identified as residents of the Indian Road settlement by using 
the 1930 census (sec Table 6).6 Two other signers, who were not on the census as 
residents on Indian Road, either owned land or had a spouse who owned land along 
Indian Road according to the 1938 housing survey. Thus, less than half ofIndian Road 
adult residents in 1930 (11 of 25) signed the IRA petition, and Indian Road residents and 
landowners during the 1930's were less than one-third (13 of 41) of the IRA petition 
signers. 

One month after tbis petition, Peter Shawanasige wrote to Commissioner ofIndian 
Affairs John ColliE:r, saying "I haven't heard anything about our Petition," mentioning a 
"Cheboygan Band oflndians," and concluding that "they want the news" (Shawanasige 
6/17/1935). Shawanasige signed on behalf of an unnamed "committee" from Brutus, 
Michigan. Since this letter did not give a date of the petition, since the petition did not 
refer to a Cheboygan Band or to Brutus, and since Shawanasige was not the first signer 
of that petition, it i:; not surprising that the BIA did not match this inquiry with the 
previous petition o~ May 13, 1935. Commissioner Collier sought infonnation from the 
superintendent of tlw Consolidated Chippewa Agency about "a group who call 
themselves [the] Cheboygan Band ofIndians" (BIA 7/23/1935). This inquiry reveals that 
such a group was not known to the BIA central office. Superintendent M.L. Burns 
responded that he bad "never met Peter Shawangasige of Brutus Michigan" (BIA 
8/15/1935). Sincc John Parkey played no apparent role either in the IRA petition or the 
follow up letter to the BIA, it would appear that the "chief' of the local council of the 
MIDA and Peter Sltawanasige and Fred Kishego of the IRA petitioning group were not 

6 Enos Cabenaw and Mary [Nongueskwa] Cabenaw, Jane Grant, Basil and Agnes Naganaska, 
George Naganaska, Ida Cabenaw Shananaquet and Sam Shananaquet, Peter and Christine Shawanasige 
[Shenoskey], and Willi;lIl1 Shenoskey. In addition, signer Steve Shawanasige [Shenoskey] owned land 
with a dwelling along Indian Road and signer Angeline Norton was the spouse ofIndian Road landowner 
Joseph Norton. 
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acting in harmony for a common group, and did not recognize each other's claims to 
leadership. 

The BIA made no attempt to organize the Indians who petitioned on May 13, 1935. 
There is evidence that the BIA considered using the provisions of the IRA to acquire land 
and establis:h an Indian "colony" centered on Cross Village (BIA ca. 4/27/1935; see also 
BIA 5/4/1S135). A BIA map supporting that plan suggests that residents of the Indian 
Road settlement at Burt Lake would have been eligible for inclusion in the proposed 
Cross Villc.ge colony. That BIA plan was not a response to any petition for organization 
under the I RA, and was not developed for any specific petitioning group. The BIA 
ultimately decided that it lacked the resources to implement such plans (see BIA 1939, 
5/29/1940). If the BIA had received adequate appropriations for land purchases and 
rehabilitation, however, it would not necessarily have organized groups on the basis of 
the petitions it had received. The available documentation contains no evidence that the 
BIA consulted with thc petitioners of May 13, 1935, about organizing under the IRA. 
Thus, although Indians from Cheboygan and Emmet Counties petitioned to obtain the 
benefits of the IRA, the current acknowledgment petitioner has not demonstrated that the 
BIA had any plans to organize a Cheboygan band or Burt Lake band as a separate entity 
on a separate reservation. 

The exampes the petitioner submitted of political influence during the early 1940's 
cone em the Michigan Indian Defense Association. The MIDA sponsored an "Indian 
princess" contest and an "Indian naming ceremony" in 1941, and did so in cooperation 
with the Petoskey and Harbor Springs Chambers of Commerce (Petoskey Evening News 
6/25/1941; Cheboygan Observer 7/10/1941). In 1942, the MIDA filed a resolution with 
the State of Michigan changing its registered office from Northport to Harbor Springs, 
and changing its designated resident agent (MIDA 7114/1942). The agent was not part of 
the historical Burt Lake settlement or associated with the current petitioning group. 
These examples provide no evidence of political influence being exercised within the 
petitioning group, being exercised by the petitioner's members or their ancestors, or 
influencing the petitioner's members or their ancestors. 

1945-1977 

The exampks the petitioner submitted of political influence during the late 1940's 
concern a stlle-wide organization, the Northern Michigan Ottawa Association (NMOA), 
that was fOnYled in June 1948. According to the president ofNMOA, Robert Dominic of 
Petoskey, the first meeting of this organization was called to approve its employment of 
attorneys, a~ required by Federal law, presumably so that this organization could file a 
claim before tbe recently created Indian Claims Commission (Dominic 3/15/1956; see 
also McClurken 1991, 85). According to Dominic, over 4,000 Indians had become 
members of NMOA by 1956. The requirements for membership were to have been listed 
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on the 1910 Durant Roll, or to descend from someone on the roll, and to have at least 
one-quarter Indian ancestry. The organization consisted of regional units. The petitioner 
says that a member of the petitioning group, Francis Shawa of Lansing, was the chairman 
of Unit # 6 in the late 1940's (Petitioner 2001,25; Madison 2002, 43). He was chairman 
of the Lansing unit in 1956 (Dominic 311511956). A map of these units shows that 
Cheboygan County was within Unit # 1, which included the northern Lower Peninsula 
and the Little Traverse Bay area. The officers of Unit # 1 in 1956 were from Bay Shore, 
Harbor Springs, and Petoskey (Dominic 3/15/1956). Thus, NMOA did not contain a Burt 
Lake band unit. 

In 1947, an attorney in Cheboygan wrote to the Governor of Michigan on behalf of 
Albert Shananquet to state a complaint that timber was being cut on land in Burt 
Township which, according to Shananquet, "belongs to the Cheboygan Band ofIndians" 
and, according to old land patents, was held in trust for the band by the Governor (Cain 
1012211947). The office of the State Attorney General then conducted an investigation. 
It learned that the limber cutting had been performed by a company that had acquired 
title to the fornler :~tate trust lands (MacDonald 1112111947). The Attorney General 
reviewed the evidence of the patents, the tax sales, the Federal court litigation, and the 
1903 Resolution of the State legislature. He concluded that the original patents stated no 
"terms of the trust," that the Cheboygan band no longer had any claim on the lands, and 
that the Governor had "no duties to perform as trustee for the Cheboygan Band of 
Indians" and "no Ix)wer or authority to stop the timber cutting in question" (Black 
511811948). The available documentary evidence does not reveal that any group activity 
led Shananquet to consult this attorney, or that any group response was made to this legal 
OpInIOn. 

For the 1950's, the petitioner and its researchers assert that various individuals played 
leadership roles wi thin a Burt Lake band, but they have not demonstrated such activities. 
The petitioner asseis that, after World War II, John Parkey "managed Burt Lake's Day to 
Day affairs," while "other elders, like Albert Shanaquet handled specific issues like the 
tribe's efforts to gain return of its lost lands" (Petitioner 2001, 24). The petitioner 
provides no examp les of Parkey's management. Researcher George Cornell asserts that 
Albert Shananquel "continued to exert leadership" throughout the 1950's, but cites only 
the example that in 1957 he provided evidence about Indian Village as it existed prior to 
1900 (Cornell] 994, 159; see Shananquet 511011997). The petitioner asserts that, "[e]lder 
Enos Cabenaw ... cOITesponded with the Justice Department on the land claim issues 
and testified on bebalf of the Tribe in that litigation" (Petitioner 2001,24). However, 
Cabenaw had died' n 1942 (Cheboygan Daily Tribune 3/5/1942). The petitioner's 
statement about him refers to the 1910's rather than the 1950's. 

The examples the petitioner presents for political influence in the 1950's are related to the 
activities of Jonas S,llawanesse, whom the petitioner claims was the same person as Jonas 
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Shawandm;~:.7 Although the petitioner claims that Shawandase began "assisting Burt 
Lake leaders" after World War II (Petitioner 2001,23-25; Madison 2002,40-43), the 
only examples it presents are Shawanesse's role at a 1956 meeting with the Governor of 
Michigan clIld several letters he wrote after that meeting. The evidence indicates that 
Jonas Shavlandasse or Shawandosa, of Northport, was one of the original directors of the 
MIDA in 1934 and the vice-president ofNMOA in 1948 (MIDA 3/23/1934; Doherty 
12/2311981; see also Shawandosa 9/311954), but this evidence did not link Shawandase 
to a Burt Like group. Shawanesse was described as being from Harbor Springs or 
Petoskey (Williams 311211956; Petoskey News-Review 1211011967; Hillman 1981,5). 
James McClurken, the researcher for the Little Traverse Bay Bands, states that 
Shawaness ~ and Shawandase were two different men (McClurken 2002, #51-52), which 
appears to be the most likely explanation of the available evidence. 

In March 1 ~56, Governor G. Mennen Williams of Michigan held a meeting in Lansing to 
discuss Indian problems in the state. About 25 people attended this meeting, at least half 
of whom were Indians (Williams 311211956; Hillman 1981,8). A list of the participants 
included an entry for "Jonas Shawanesse, Harbor Springs, Michigan (representing Burt 
Lake Band:" (Williams 311211956). For this meeting, Shawanesse prepared a manuscript 
entitled the "Policy of the Government Towards the Indian," which focused on the 
burnout of 1900 at Burt Lake (Shawanesse 311211956).8 His discussion of Burt Lake was 
solely about a historical issue of the 19th century. Shawanesse did not claim to represent 
a contemporary Burt Lake band at the meeting, nor did he mention any existing Burt 
Lake Indian entity. The petitioner contends that Burt Lake band members attended this 
meeting, without identifying them, except that researcher George Cornell states that 
Albert Sharanquet (or Shenonquet) accompanied Shawanesse "to the State Capitol" 
(White 1980,,95; Cornell 1994, 149, 156; Madison 2002,44). Shananquet's name was 
not on the Governor's office's list of meeting attendees. That list included Margaret 
Cabinaw and Bernard Shawanesse from Pellston. Five individuals with the surname 
Kishigo attEnded, all from Harbor Springs (Williams 3112/1956). 

Several State officials referred to "the claims made by the Indians of the Northern 
Michigan Iulian Club" at the meeting with the Governor (Adrian 412511956; see also 
Gilmore 4118/1956). 
Several nevv'spapers also characterized the delegation that met with the Governor as 
"members of the Northern Michigan Indian Club" of Harbor Springs, rather than 

7 The petitioner claims to have obtained personal papers of Jonas Shawandase from "a private 
collection" (Petitioner 2001, 24; Madison 2002, Ex. C, p.29, in Petitioner 2002, "Exercised Political 
Influence" binder). 

8 This manuscript is similar to an article entitled "The Sad Story of the Burt Lake Band" in the 
Mar. 5, 1956, issue of The Totem Pole, the bulletin of the Aboriginal Research Club (Totem Pole 1956; see 
also Cornell I ~194, 150). 
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describing the delegation as one from a Burt Lake band (Petoskey [News-Review] 
3113/1956; Emmel County Graphic 311511956). Some newspapers that reported on the 
meeting with the Governor referred to Jonas Shawanesse of Harbor Springs as the 
"spokesman for the Indian delegation" of "Michigan Indians" (Cheboygan Daily Tribune 
3/1311956; Petoskey [News-Review] 3/1311956; see also Emmet County Graphic 
311511956). One newspaper account referred to Shawanesse as the "manager of the Burt 
Lake band of Ottawas" (Grand Rapids Press 3/1411956). That newspaper also quoted 
him as saying, apparently to explain a lack of action prior to 1956, that since 1900 "the 
Indians have been scattered throughout Michigan and the nation, and we couldn't get 
together for a council" (Grand Rapids Press 311411956). None of the accounts of this 
meeting, its preparation, and its aftermath mention any role by ancestors of the 
petitioning group. 

The petitioner submitted evidence of Shawanesse's activism on the Burt Lake land claim 
issue after the meeting with the Governor, but not evidence of the activities of the 
petitioner's ancestclrs. Immediately after the meeting, Shawanesse wrote to a Lansing 
newspaper to complain about its coverage of the meeting (Shawanesse 311511956). The 
next month he sent a lengthy letter resembling a legal brief to the Commissioner of the 
General Land Office, but he stated that, "[m]y interest is particularly directed to the Little 
Traverse Bay reservation" of the Treaty of 1836, not the Burt Lake land claim 
(Shawanesse 4113/1956). In 1957, Shawanesse wrote to the chairman of the Governor's 
Indian affairs commission to inquire whether the committee had made any progress on 
the Burt Lake land c:Iaim, apparently referring to himself as having been "the Spokesman 
for the Burt Lake Band" at the 1956 meeting (Shawanesse 3/811957). He also sought to 
obtain meetings on the Burt Lake claim with elected members of the State legislature in 
1957 (Shawanesse 4/211957). The petitioner's final example of Shawnesse's activism is a 
1965 letter to the (~,litor of a Cheboygan newspaper (Shawanesse 512611965). The 
available evidence does not provide any examples of ancestors of the petitioning group 
asking Shawanesse to undertake these activities on behalf of a group, or of working with 
him in these efforts. 

The examples of alleged group political activities by ancestors of the petitioning group 
between 1956 and 1977 submitted by the petitioner are anonymous notes on a 
"deposition" made in 1957 by Albert Shananquet, copies of testimony in an Indian 
Claims Commissiol case in 1957, and a statement written by John Parkey for an 
unknown purpose il 1969. Shananquet's "deposition" about pre-1900 Indian Village 
neither demonstrated that he was acting on behalf of a contemporary group nor described 
group political activities of the past (Shananquet 511011957). The depositions for the 
claims case in 1957 were not made on behalf of any particular band, but on behalf of the 
"Ottawa and Chipp'~wa Indians of Michigan." Four witnesses testified that they had been 
born in Burt Township, or that a parent or spouse had been, and that a particular family 
had resided in the Eurt Lake area for at least several generations (Martell et al. 
10/3111957). Although Joe Kishigo testified that his father's father had been a "chief," 
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these depo;itions provided no information about any political authority, activities, or 
leaders of any contemporary Burt Lake band. John Parkey's 1969 manuscript recounted 
legends about historical treaties and the burnout of 1900, events that had occurred prior 
to his birth (Parkey 1969). It provided no information about any band political influence 
or activitie; during his lifetime. 

The formal organization of the current petitioning group, which occurred in 1980, had its 
origins in 1977 in informal organizing to pursue litigation related to the lost State trust 
lands at Buril Lake. In October 1977, Margaret (Nongueskwa) Martell, who was living in 
Lansing and was a descendant both of an 1870 annuity recipient and a 1930 resident of 
Indian Road, sent a letter to "Burt Lake Band Member[s] and Heirs" to inform them of "a 
forthcoming lawsuit involving the Burt Lake Band's lands located at Indian Point on Burt 
Lake, east of Brutus" (Martell 10/5/1977). Martell, who obviously had been discussing 
such a lawsuit with lawyers from the Native American Rights Fund (NARF), invited 
recipients to a meeting in Lansing that would be attended by a NARF attorney from 
Washington, D.C. The meeting's purpose was not to determine whether or not to file 
such a lawsuit, but to determine whether or not attendees would choose to be represented 
by NARF in the litigation.9 

In January 1978, 27 individuals signed a petition requesting NARF to represent the 
"Cheboygan Band of Ottawa" in any case relating to the band's lost lands (Cheboygan 
Band 1114/:978). Almost two-thirds of the signers of this petition were from the Lansing 
area or Grand Rapids. Only one signer was from Brutus and one from Pellston, so less 
than one-tenth of the signers were from the Burt Lake area. In November 1978, another 
petition req1l'esting legal representation by NARF and Michigan Indian Legal Services 
(MILS) wa~ prepared. This petition was signed by 34 individuals, about one-third of 
them from Brutus or Pellston (BLB 11118/1978). At this time, a "Committee for [the] 
Burt Lake Band of Ottawa Indians" also appears to have been created, with nine 
committee members representing six geographical areas: Burt Lake, Grand Rapids, 
Petoskey, Cheboygan, Lansing, and Detroit (BLB ca. 1978). These districts had one 
representative, except that Burt Lake had two and Grand Rapids three. 

A meeting ill Pellston on April 26, 1980, was described by a local newspaper as a 
meeting to 'formally organize the 'Burt Lake Band of Ottawa and Chippewa Indians'" 

9 A Nidigan State University publication attributed a "reorganization" of the band, at this 
October 26, 15'77" meeting, to George Cornell, an instructor at the University, claiming that Cornell had 
"decided to l11i1ke an attempt to reassemble the Burt Lake Band," had contacted "descendants of the band," 
and had worked for a year to bring them together (MSU News Bulletin 2/22/1979). The publication 
claimed that, "rith the group's consent, Cornell had pursued legal representation for them by NARF. 
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(Petoskey News-Review 5/1/1980). Attendees approved a motion to have a board of 
directors of nine members (BLB 4/2611980). They then approved a pair of motions to 
require that five of the nine board members be from the Burt Lake area (i.e., the northern 
Lower Peninsula) that one board member be from Lansing and one from Grand Rapids, 
and that two members be elected at large. Another motion was carried which provided 
that the board of directors elect the board's executive positions. A board of directors was 
elected at this meeting. Three of the nine members were from Petoskey, while the other 
members were from Brutus, Boyne City, Cheboygan, Lansing, Grand Rapids, and 
Wayland. Floyd Harrington of Petoskey was designated as chairman of the board. 
Margaret Martelllvas chosen vice-chairperson. Attendees also unanimously approved a 
motion that "the Burt Lake Band be Federally recognized as a Tribal band." A sign-in 
sheet showed that 40 people attended this meeting, although the newspaper account 
described the attendance as having consisted of 60 to 70 individuals. At this time, the 
group's NARF attorney claimed that the band had 350 to 400 members (Locklear 
412311980). 

On July 16, 1980, th(~ group filed Articles ofIncorporation with the State of Michigan as a 
non-profit corporation to be known as the "Burt Lake Band of Ottawa and Chippewa 
Indians, Inc." (BLB 7/16/1980). The board of directors designated in Article VI were the 
same nine individuals elected at the April 1980 organizational meeting. The incorporators 
who signed the Articl.es were the four executive members of the board, one other board 
members, and Louise Reznick of Pellston. Article II stated that the corporation was 
"organized exclusively for charitable purposes" and specifically to meet the needs of the 
"Burt Lake (alk/a Cheboygan Band) Band ... and its members .... " It set forth six main 
purposes of the corporation: to coordinate funding, disperse information, raise and 
manage funds, "regain a land base for the Burt Lake Band," "seek federal 
acknowledgment cfthe Burt Lake Band as an Indian entity," and promote the self
sufficiency and sell:'determination of the Burt Lake Band. 

Political Processes 

Contact-Traditional.Political Organization of Northern Ottawa and Chippewa Bands 

According to what Margaret Martell believed her father, John Nongueskwa, said about 
the Cheboygan band, its territory extended across the Straits of Mackinac and included 
Mackinac County. In this area, the Ottawa, whose central territory in the 1700's lay in the 
most northwest part of the lower peninsula, met Chippewa bands, whose territories 
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extended across the Upper Peninsula west to Minnesota and beyond. The Ottawa and 
Chippewa surnames of the Burt Lake people indicate that intermarriage between the 
Chippewa bands to the north and their neighboring Ottawa bands to the south was 
frequent. Martell claimed, that at treaty times, the bands on both sides of the straits were 
connected. Her mother "was from Mackinac county, toward Detour and back to 
Cheboygal under that chief they had at that time ... not Kishego ... Shabawaway" 
(Martell 7/23/2003). Shabawaway left no sons, according to Martell and the well-known 
chief at Burt Lake "Kishego just ... acted as a chief He wasn't the chief" According to 
Martell, "Th€::y had to be elders of the council. The women were never in the council. 
They were behind the men. They consulted the women to make up their minds on things. 
They wen~ very important" (Martell 7/23/2003). Martell's description reflects 

anthropolCigical findings that Ottawa and Chippewa informally organized at the band level, 
where authority was not coercive and decision-making was consensual. 

Like other groups of people in the northern parts of North America, their political systems 
were composed of a number of small equivalent units, or bands. The composition of such 
bands were exceedingly flexible as families and individuals moved among them, gaining 
entre through multiple personal kin connections established through marriage. The 
tendency to allow people to leave one band to take up residence in another was not only a 
way to dispc~rse the population on the land for efficient resource use but also tended to 
diffuse potentially volatile disagreements and let arguments settle down by literally putting 
distance between the parties. Usually, a seemingly informal council of male elders 
managed the affairs of each band as required. Only rarely did a single band leader emerge, 
and then he was often expected only to perform a specific task, such as signing a treaty or 
leading a war party. Only during wars or extraordinary events such as European contact 
did chiefs crise, and even then authority was consensual rather than coercive. Although 
leadership 'V'.'as sometimes but not always associated with a particular family, such ad hoc 
chiefs did Lot serve for life. 

Requirement of Show Political Influence within the Political Community 

Social and political organizations and processes of small communities, such as the one 
found on Indian Road after the burnout, often work together for political ends. Myriad 
pieces of evidlence for individual and group interactions reveal the complete picture of 
these interrelated social and political structures and processes to demonstrate how a 
petitioner organized internally to accomplish goals, resolve conflict, make decisions, 
formulate strategy, argue and disagree, deal with general and specific issues of importance 
to the groU), and other political activities. This petitioner, however, submitted almost no 
evidence fbr the internal political processes of their community, relying instead, on the 
documents purported leaders submitted to government agencies. The evidentiary 
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deficiency of this petition is that it contains little if any evidence showing that the activities 
of these purported Burt Lake leaders, discussed above, were influenced by the Burt Lake 
community, and, in most cases, did not reveal whether that community even knew about 
their activities. In some instances, it appears that a different Burt Lake entity centered in 
Harbor Springs, not Indian Road, was behind a leader, such as Jonas Shawanesse, or that 
a particular family backed a man, such as Peter Shewanasige (Shenoskey). 

Sometimes, comp i{:x and relatively detailed records document the internal political 
activities of petitioners to show the flow of influence from leaders to followers and vice 
versa. In this caSt:, however, the petitioner did not submit such documents. Perhaps the 
petitioner believec. it would be evaluated under section 83.8 for previously acknowledged 
petitioners. Perhaps such documents are unavailable because the group did not undertake 
political activities as a group. Perhaps the group did not produce, preserve, or submit 
such documents, Even though politically active. Nevertheless, all groups that meet the 
regulations must demonstrate, using documentary and other evidence that they have 
continuously undentaken these kinds of significant political activities, to meet criterion (c). 

Clearly, neither John B. Vincent nor his descendants participated in any political activities 
with Burt Lake Indians before 1984. 

The Indian Road ~1~ttIement in the 1930's 

In the 1930's, the [ndian Road residents worked together in some areas, despite a general 
lack of resources. On an everyday basis, they drove each other places, helped fix a home 
after a fire, cooked, or gathered wild resources, which were then shared. They did not 
single out an individual leader, who inherited, was elected or was selected through 
consensus or acclimation. Several researchers collected oral histories from individuals 
who were children in the 1930's, who referred to the men in the settlement on Indian 
Road meeting at each. other's homes on an ongoing basis (Littlefield 2002c; Martell 
7/2312003; Kiogama 7/21/2003; Shawa, 1995). They claimed that adult men generally 
consulted with each other concerning political issues, including local elections (Parkey 
7/18/2003) and land daims (Martell 7/23/2003; Shawa 1995). They also said that Harbor 
Springs resident Jonas Shawanesse, whose brother, Bernard, and in-laws lived in Pellston, 
Topinabee resident Albert Shananaquet, and others visited from near-by communities to 
discuss political issues (Shawa 1995). These claims were overly vague, and in some 
instances, seemed lobe based on documents viewed by those interviewed, rather than 
eyewitness accounts. These interviews contained little information about the Indian Road 
community's possib:le influence on those men. No specific examples of such activities or 
meetings were found in the documents submitted by the petitioner and collected by OF A 
to indicate that a sp(!cific action resulted from informal meetings in individual homes. 
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A woman born in 1919 said that she remembered that the leaders were mostly "the elder 
people, like my grandmother [Elizabeth Shawwawnonquot 1862-1950] and all the older 
people. If they had problems they always used to find ways of settling it among 
themselve:;." However, this woman claimed that they did not maintain order, nor did they 
call the polict:! on family quarrels" (Martell 7/23/2003). She said, "no one ever bothered 
anyone with a family squabble. That's the way we were raised. If you have problems you 
settle it yourselves" (Martell 7/23/2003). Like many other people interviewed, she said 
that as a child, she was exluded from these informal meetings. 

The on-going cooperative endeavors of the Indian Road settlement's residents, according 
to descriptions by those people who were interviewed, appeared to have been guided by 
informal cultural expectations shared by members of the group. Funerals were performed 
in a certain way; holidays were celebrated year after year; certain individuals were 
midwives at a baby's birth, and so forth (Littlefield 2002c; Shawa 1995). Those who 
migrated in search of employment and some who had married and moved into nearby 
communities, such as Harbor Springs, or to the UP. returned for special celebrations and 
funerals, but no one claimed that they returned to deal with a political controversy, 
dispute, or other emergency involving the Indian Road community's welfare (Kiogama 
7/15/2003; Martell 7/23/2003). 

Funerals involved drumming and a procession from the deceased's home, where the body 
was viewed, to St. Mary's Church for celebration ofthe Catholic Mass. People alive in 
the 1930's who were interviewed referred to these funerals. An unidentified speaker 
related in an interview that "when they died, they had those wakes at the house for three 
days and all of the Indian men would come over there and sing for three nights. Mostly all 
men sang ... " (Shawa 1995). The interviews did not indicate that any named individual 
played a specific leadership role in these wakes, formally spoke or sang, or took specific 
actions because of his special influence. The interviews did not describe any other roles at 
funerals. A man born in 1953, stated that certain elements of these funeral customs, which 
included the burning of a fire between the death and the internment, continued as late as 
1988, when Ida Cabinaw Shawa died (Kiogama 7/2112003). Another man born about the 
same time, said that such funeral practices were no longer performed (Massey 7/14/2003). 

Those interviewed described occasions when the community'S residents shared subsistence 
foods or specially prepared foods. For example, a man who witnessed food sharing in the 
1930's said that Charley Martell, who drove, went to various stores which donated "fish 
eggs and s~im:s that were left" and then "give [them] to all the old ladies that didn't have 
anybody to hunt for them." When they returned to the settlement, "Grandma ... cooked 
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fish head soup. So we all just, we helped for each other, that's all" (Shawa 7/511995). 

Annual "ghost suppers" combined a harvest celebration with All Saint's Day. Residents of 
Indian Road and rt(~arby settlements rotated serving supper of store-bought and 
subsistence food-!.tuffs to their neighbors at these suppers in the 1920's and 1930's. They 
walked from hom! to home on evenings during a week at the end of October and ate 
supper at each house. Guests sometimes came to Indian Road from Harbor Springs or 
Cross Village (Kiogama 7/2112003). Hosts did not extend formal invitations. Guests 
learned the location of ghost suppers by hearing about them. Cooks presented their guests 
with suppers at each stop through the night in a "progressive dinner" format. No one was 
turned away. Priests from St. Mary's Church attended (Kiogama 7115/2003). A family or 
a single guest crowded inside homes, where they lined the walls of the host's living and 
dining room until .:1. place opened at the table. The host's served. When a guest found a 
coin in their food, the "lucky" finder was expected to give a reciprocal supper the next 
year. In the same week, women crafted colorful paper flower wreaths, which they hung 
over the white crossc;:s marking relative's graves in St. Mary's cemetery. Descendants of 
Indian Village at Burt Lake generally agreed about ghost supper "rules" in the 1930' sand 
1940's and even J,ter (Shawa 1995; Massey 7114/2003; Kiogama 7115/2003). Indian Road 
residents as a whol(~ did not organize these suppers or coordinate participation. Instead, 
each household hosted and organized their own event, even if several houses competed for 
guests on a single night. 

The petitioner did not demonstrate that St. Mary's Church in the 1930's provided an 
organizational structure utilized by Burt Lake people to undertake political action and 
activities which extended to all of the group's members, whether or not they attended that 
church. Two older women responded that during their childhoods the community leader 
had been the non-Indian priest, an opinion not widely accepted by others (Shawa 1995). 
Margaret Martell credited the priests with organizing events and said, "[t]hey had the 
missionary priests ~ehind them with things ... helping them with this, planning that. 
That's how they planned a lot of things, through them" (Martell 7/23/2003). Several 
women viewed the priest's maintenance as their responsibility. (Petitioner 8/2611995), and 
they cooked for the missionaries, cleaned the sanctuary and religious paraphernalia, and 
maintained the structure, which had been built in 1908 by a crew of the Burt Lake men. 
People near to the church cut the grass. People may have been paid for these services. 
Group interviews revealed that opinion about the church and its priests differed among 
group members (Shawa 1995). However, criticism of priests appeared to have been 
quickly hushed in a 1995 group interview, apparently to avoid offending an elderly devout 
women present (Shawa 1995). Clearly, the descendants of John B. Vincent did not 
participate in S1. Mary's or bury their dead there. 
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There is n) direct indication in documents or oral histories that the residents used the 
church institution to deal with issues of importance to the group in general during the 
1920' sand 1930' s. For example, people did not indicate the church building provided a 
meeting place to discuss or deal with political issues and problems. The extent to which 
priests exuted authority which trumped the political will of the church members or the 
wider popllation ofIndian Road is unclear (Shawa 1995). A1931 letter written by the 
Franciscar priest, Father Aubert Keuter, reported that the "Indians at Burt Lake" held 
their own midnight Christmas service at St. Mary's, actions which the church authorities 
prohibited "They lit all the candles on the altar and all the lights at the crib, sang their 
songs (the Mass and Indian Christmas hymns) recited their prayers, and departed for their 
homes at about two o'clock" (Keuter 12/30/1931). Three years later he again wrote a 
letter to his superiors in Grand Rapids about his inability to stop the Indians from holding 
masses at the three missions he served without priests present, or at least wait for his 
arrival on Christmas Day: "Whether the priest is there or not they will have their midnight 
religious services, that is, where there is any religious fervor left. They have been 
accustomed to this for years and years. I feel stringent measures will drive them out of the 
Church" (Keuter 1934). Celebrating Christmas Eve services in this way, indicates that the 
Indians on Indian Road were capable of taking concerted action on their own in the 
mission clurch, without the approval of the church authorities, implying some degree of 
consensual political authority over the congregation. Father Aubert's fear that the Indians 
would abandon the church if he exerted pressure on them also implies a degree of 
independence for the congregation. The extent to which this authority extended beyond 
the congre,5ation to the Burt Lake petitioner's ancestors community is not known. 

Labor Migrations Effect's on Burt Lake 

Oral histoL€:s discussed steps families took to deal with a worsening economic situation in 
the Bur1 Lake settlement (Shawa 1995; Martell 7/23/2003; Kiogama 7/15/2003). Labor 
migration was not new to the community in the 1920's but it took men further from their 
homes thar. tn earlier periods and it slowly diminished the population on Indian Road over 
the years. 

The evidem:oe does not indicate that the community organized out-migration, as has been 
documented in other areas of North America. For example, John Nongueskwa left Burt 
Lake permanently in 1927 to live near his wife's family on the Upper Peninsula. One of 
John Nongueskwa's daughters described his decision to leave Burt Lake in response to the 
interviewer's question, "What were people doing during those [depression] years for 
work?" 

They went to the, like my dad, went clean up north to ... to work in the 
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woods all winter long. That's where he was when we pretty near starved to 
death, and he got back in the spring. He packed us up and took us up to 
Cedarville and that's where we lived. He went to work for the resort there 
in the summertime. My mother worked there then, too (Shawa 7/28/1995) 

Even though the respondent placed her answer in a general framework and characterized 
her family's migration strategy to the UP as a general response, there is little evidence that 
others, except William Shenoskey, followed this family'S lead or that members of the 
community migrated together. John Nongueskwa did not create a base camp from which 
his Shawwawnonquot cousins or associates in Burt Lake could launch job searches and 
temporarily locate their families during moves. 

The government supplied some employment in the depression years which often required 
men to leave home on a temporary basis. A few men worked on Works Progress 
Administration (W.PA.) projects, especially on water projects and recreational facilities 
around Lakes Michigan and Huron. Jonas Shawwawnonquot, who lived in the Indian 
Road community in 1930, was one of Antoine's sons. He worked for the CCC. John 
Nongueskwa worked on a W.P.A. project near St. Ignace. A government report in 1939 
stated that a WP A project employed 9 out of 11 Indian households in Pellston.! John 
Parkey2, who was sometimes identified in newspaper articles from 1935 - 1939 as the 
"Chief of Burt LakE~ Indians," was employed as an enumerator on an "unemployment 
census" (Cheboygan Daily Tribune 3/13/1936). No evidence indicates that these 
decisions to migrau~ or to work in government projects were organized by the Burt Lake 
community or crew bosses from that community. No evidence indicates that a band 
member played thE: role of "go-between" in arranging employment in the resorts, on 
lumber crews, or in agriculture. No evidence indicates that band members went together 
to find employment. 

IRA Petitions 

The Petition maintains that "within a year after passage of the Indian Reorganization Act, 
Brutus resident and Band member Peter Paul Shawanisigo [Shenoskey] petitioned the 
federal governmelL for reorganization under the provisions of the IRA ... 40 band members 

1 No evidenee names these nine households and so it is impossible to tell if they are related to the 
petitioner. 

2 Almost all of Parkey's living descendants are currently enrolled. He is the son of Antoine 
Shawwawnonquot's daughter Susan. The 1930 census showed him living in the Indian Road Indian 
settlement very ncar Jonas Shawwawnonqut. 
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signed the petition" (Petition 9/9/1994). Peter Paul Shenoskey was a resident oflndian 
Road in 1930, but the significance of this document, who signed it, whether they were 
"band membt!rs," and Shenoskey's role in submitting it must be evaluated in the context of 
other evi(h~n(:e. 

First, this l)(~tition was one of several identical petitions submitted from the northwest 
region of Lower Michigan. Each petition was signed by individuals from a single place or 
two neighboring communities. People primarily from Petoskey, Harbor Springs, Good 
Hart, and combined Pellston and Cheboygan County submitted separate petitions to the 
Indian Office between March and May, 1935. The timing and similarity of the documents 
make it not only unlikely that Peter Paul Shenoskey was working alone on the 
PellstonJC:1eboygan County petition, but also likely that he was working with persons in 
other communities. 

A petition submitted by Robert Dominic from Cross Village in February, 1935, differed in 
wording fr~m the four later petitions. It contained a request that was specific to the 
"Ottawa of Cross Village" rather than general to the "Ottawa and Chippewa Tribes," the 
entities re6~lTed to on the later petitions (Norton et al. 211611935). Eighty-eight 
individuals purportedly from Cross village signed this first petition. Dominic signed the 
cover lette:~ to it as "chosen representative." Some of the surnames were similar to names 
found in the Burt Lake genealogies, and the petitioner's genealogical database reveal 
kinship connections. The presence of these family names on the Cross Village petition 
reflect the }rominent pattern of marriages among Ottawa and Chippewa bands in this 
region3 anel the process of transferring one's primary band association over one's lifetime 
following change of residence at marriage, labor migration or other events. These names 
should not be interpreted as showing that Ottawa without close associations to Cross 
Village and from any locale in Emmett and neighboring counties randomly signed this 
petition. 

Two more [RA. petitions were dated two months later than the first one. The language in 
them differ,~d from the petition submitted by Dominic from Cross Village. The signers 
were described as "Members of the Ottawa and Chippewa Tribes." The content of these 
documents did not refer to specific settlements or bands. Two individuals signed 
notarizations verifying the signatures on the March 26 petition. The signers were 
primarily fr~m Petoskey and nearby Bay View (3126/1935). The 37 signatures on the 

3 A baehelor named Sam Parkey, also appeared on the listing. He was John Parkey's brother. Sam 
Parkey'S obituary stated that although born in Burt Lake, he had lived in Cross Village his entire life. Others 
appeared to ht: collateral relatives of Burt Lake, that is, aunts and uncles named Shomin, Odeimin, and 
Shawanibin. Norton represented in-laws of people living in Burt Lake at this time. 
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March 29 petition represented people from Good Hart, Emmett County (5/10/1935). Six 
people from Harb ~r Springs signed a third petition received by the Commissioner on May 
10, 1935. Finally, Peter Shenoskey notarized the accuracy of signatures on the forth 
petition. Its signers indicated that all but four were residents of Cheboygan County and 
Pellston, a community just over the Emmet County line in Cheboygan County, where 
Indian Road was located. The similarities of these four petitions, including the 
notarizations on two of them at the end of the list of signers, the identical language and 
typography in the body of the petitions, and their dates within a two month period, would 
indicate that they ·~.vere done as part of a concerted effort. 

However, before the people even signed most of these petitions, William Zimmerman of 
the Indian Office had written back to Robert Dominic that his petition would be placed in 
a file because "it i~. necessary first for the Indians to vote on the application of the 
legislation, and after this has been done the Indians must then organize under Section 16, 
and after that has been accomplished steps can be taken to request incorporation" 
(Zimmerman, 4/2.:111935). This letter, however, did not stop the four later submissions, 
and they may not have known about it. On May 11, Collier authorized four Michigan 
Indian communitiEs (three on the upper peninsula and one in Lower Michigan) to "hold a 
referendum vote on the Reorganization Act for four groups of Chippewa Indians" 
(Langdon 6/4/1935). The Indian Office did not mention the lower peninsula Ottawa 
petitioners. 

On May 16, the Commissioner received the petition notarized by Shenoskey. The BLB 
petitioner's documentary evidence provided no cover letter for this petition which would 
layout Shenoskey's and other signer's intentions, including a specific description of the 
"Ottawa and Chippewa Tribes" it represented. An identical petition notarized by Paul 
Daybird (UKijigobi:1,esse"t on May 8, 1935, and signed by individuals living in a 
neighboring area, included a cover letter, which said they wrote on behalf ofUthe Ottawa 
and Chippewa Indians of Emmet County, Mich., residents of Petoskey. " That petition's 
focus appeared to)e on behalf ofIndian residents of Petoskey, rather than members of a 
specific historical band. 

In letter to the Commissioner a month after the Emmett/Cheboygan petition was signed 
and submitted, Shenoskey indicated "I haven't heard anything about our Petition, 
reorganization Act Cheboygan Band ofIndians, and so they want the news. For Benefit 
of the Indians. Please let us hear from you right away" [sic] (Shawanasige 6117/1935). 

4 This is the :;ame individual who had worked with Albert Shananquet in the 1920's on claims for 
"the Ottawa and Chippewas of Michigan. " 
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He referred to "the Cheboygan Band ofIndians" and "the Cheboygan Band of all Indians" 
in this note. (Shawanasige 6/17/1935). Under his name on this follow-up correspondence, 
he wrote "committee" and under that word, he wrote "Brutus, Mich." (Shawanasige 
6117/1935). Although, Shenoskey's communications were unclear and may be 
incomplete, it appears that he believed the petition was connected to a Cheboygan Band. 

Even thou.5h the note referred to the "Cheboygan Band" twice, an analysis of the 
composition of the signers of the Emmett/Cheboygan petition indicates that signatures 
from only mme of the people living along Indian Road and related Indians in Pellston 
appeared on it. Additionally, some of the signers have no known relationship to the 
historical Ch~:boygan band, even though they were residents of Cheboygan County. If the 
"they" mentioned in the follow-up letter referred only to the signers of the petitioner, it 
represents only a small portion of the ancestors of the current petitioner, even if the 
Vincent descendents are excluded. 

Forty-one individuals signed the petition. The names of Shenoskey's own family, 
particularly this adult children and including their in-laws, dominate the petition, although 
many of hi; aunts, uncles and cousins and other relatives are not on the list. s At least 30, 
or 71 percent, of the 41 names are relatives of Peter Paul Shenoskey, his own in-laws or 
his relatives" in-laws. Some of the listed in-laws have no other apparent connection to the 
historical Cheboygan band other than through marriage and recent residence. 6 Only 11, or 
twenty-seven percent, were not linked to the Shenoskey's, according to the data at hand.7 

The comp::>sition of the list implies that Peter Paul Shenoskey was instrumental in shaping 
the list to include his own relatives and in-laws, whether the in-law relationship to him was 
established through his marriage to his wife, or through marriage to his kin. In addition, 
many of Stenoskey's other relatives appear on copies of identical petitions which were 
submitted ~,e:parately from other areas. For example, his sister Anna Shenoskey Mastaw 

S A dose inspection of the petition reveals that some signers also signed for other people. Husbands 
and wives are most often in the same hand. 

6 The building of rolls and membership lists by starting with ego, or a single person or group of 
siblings, and then extending the kinship net to take in all of their actual, step and adopted relatives, and their 
in-laws may reflect an approach to calculating kinship that is common in the BLB. In recent times, similar 
approaches to composing the band's membership lists have brought in people who are in-laws and associates 
without clem' ties to the historical BLB. This may also mean that individuals within the historical band may 
differently dcflne the set of people who make up the "band" as they define it. 

7 Of these 11, seven, or 17 percent, are Wongezhieks (six Wongezhicks and one in-law to them). 
Two others ar;: siblings to each other, but not linked to either the Shenoskcys or Wongezhicks. Only two 
people, who appe:ar sequentially on the docmnent as #'s 27 and 28, could not be identified. 
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appears on the petition submitted March 1, 1935, and signed primarily by individuals from 
Petoskey. His daughter Hattie married Edward Odeimen, and his relatives are found on 
the Cross Village petition. Simon Keway, related to Shenoskey's wife, and his son signed 
a petition primarily with names from Harbor Springs. 

Important Burt L~ke families, including Nongueskwas, Cabenaws, Shawwawnonquots, 
Parkeys, and Shawas, do not appear on any of the petitions. The 1930 Federal Census of 
Burt Township lis':{:d households on Indian Road which included adults born before 1910, 
including Edmund Parkey, Louise Cabinaw, John Julius Parkey, Mathew Amos Shawa, 
Elizabeth Shawwawnonquot, Harry Nongueskwa, and Charles H. Martell. Individuals 
identified by the p,~titioner as leaders before and after 1935, including Albert Shananaquot, 
living in Topinabe,~: and Jonas Shawanesse, did not sign any of the 1935 petitions. No 
descendants of John Vincent signed a petition. 

What entity, if any, was represented by the petition is unclear. Because several signers 
were born in the 1 &50's, the petition organizers may have actively sought out elderly 
people descending from various annuitants to sign the petition, as if their personal 
connections to a historical Cheboygan band had special meaning. That Frederick Kishigo 
was the first name on the list notarized by Shenoskey further supports the idea that he may 
have been trying to assemble names of people he believed linked to the treaty signers or an 
identified historical chief of the Cheboygan band. Frederick Kishigo, at 25, was the oldest 
living male descendant of Chief Kee-she-go-way who had signed documents requesting 
that the Indian Poitlt Village lands be taken into trust by the Governor in the 1850's. 

The petition language never referred to a Cheboygan band or Burt Lake entity, even 
though the follow-up inquiry did. It described the signers only as "Members of the Ottawa 
and Chippewa Trib{:s" (note the plural of tribes), as if they are part ofa larger consolidated 
entity representing several historical bands. After each person's name is written 
"Cheboygan County," "Cheboygan Mich," or "Pellston, Emmet Co." which may indicate 
that residence was important in determining who signed. It appears that several of the 
names are not actual signatures and that men signed their spouse's name or parent's 
signed for adult chJdren, which implies this document may have originated from a 
significantly smaller group that the number of signatures. Elements of the petition point to 
conflicting definitions of the entity which may lie behind the document. 

In addition, those who had migrated from the Indian Road settlement before 1935 were 
not included. A photograph from this time period showed two of Peter Paul Shenoskey's 
children who signed the IRA petition, a spouse who also signed, and John Nongueskwa 
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and his daughter Elizabeth standing together. The photo appears to show age peers from 
Burt Lake born between 1910 and 1916, their spouses and one parent. The Nongueskwas 
at this time have permanently moved to the u.P. However, the assemblage indicates that 
the Sheno~;key family and the Nongueskwas maintained a relationship, based in part on 
kinship and in part on earlier associations established at Burt Lake before 1930. However, 
the Nongueskwas did not sign document. 

Shenoske~ 's role in preparing, managing or directing the preparation of this document is 
only implied and no documentary evidence or oral history describes what his role actually 
was. He signed follow-up correspondence, and he had his own signature notarized to 
verify the truth of the other signatures. An analysis of the kin relationships of the signers 
provides evidence that his close relatives dominated the list of signers. When this petition 
is comparedi to the similar petitions from this time, it appears that the person who 
notarized the petition or signed last, such as Dominic, Kijigobinesse and Walker, and 
Shenoskey, was the person who wrote cover letters and follow-up correspondence. If 
Shenoskey managed this IRA activity, it is the only time he appears in the petition 
documents pt~rforming a leadership or managerial role in any endeavor. 

Why many adults closely associated with the petitioner did not actually sign the document 
should be explained before the document may be used to demonstrate political activity by 
the petitiom:r in 1935.8 The current petitioner's membership is not continuous with the 
signers of t his document even though at least 45 of Shenoskey' s descendants were in the 
1994 group and 33 are members of the current petitioner. The problem is that the other 
signers wen~ not part of the portion of the Cheboygan band which lived in Indian Village 
on Burt Lake in 1900, and then dispersed and re-formed on Indian Road, and which then 
formally organized in 1978 under the leadership of Margaret Martell. They appear to be 
individuals who descend from Cheboygan Band annuitants, but who moved to other 

8 Slenoskey was born in Burt Township in 1878. His father appeared on the 1870 Federal census of 
Burt townshJI in the Indian community, and he took an allotment in Tuscarora Township in 1875. Peter Paul 
Shenoskey's mother was a daughter of Antoine Shawwawnonquot. Peter Paul and his brothcr James were 
named on tho~ McGinn letter, and were also on the Albert Shawwawnonquot map of the 1899 prc-burnout 
village. Aftu the burnout, part of his natal family appears in a picture from Mullet Lake with Antoine 
Shawwawnonquot (Petitioner n.d.). After his first wife Madeleine left him, (Cheboygan Co. 10/2/1919), he 
and his secolld family moved away from Burt Lake between 1907 and 1911, when one of his children was 
born in Mowoe, south of Detroit, and a second was born on the Upper Peninsula. By 1914, however, he had 
returned to F:urt township where he spent the remainder of his life. Writing years after the events, a non
Indian writer oflocal history named him as a family head in the 1910 community (Crump, u.d.). In 1941, 
court docum ~nts described him as a poor farmer in Burt township who was a common laborer employed in 
the "resort s(':ctionU (Cheboygan County 4/5/1941). He died in 1959 in Nahma, while visiting his daughter, 
but he was b llried in St. Mary's. (Anon. 911 011959). 
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locations away frem Indian Road or married individuals who were part of other Chippewa 
and Ottawa bands. Their families, then, were in the process of actualizing their rights to 
live and primarily associate with entities other than the entity centered on Indian Road in 
1930. These othe r entities are today part of the Little Traverse Bay Bands. Without more 
information, the political processes, leadership, and decision-making that may explain the 
creation of this listing is unclear. 

In conclusion, the listing does not appear to represent an entity, which is the Indian Road 
settlement. Howev{:r,. information concerning regional events that were happening at the 
same time indicates that some Indians in the area disagreed publicly about the IRA and 
many refused to sign such petitions, because they believed the IRA would make them 
government wards. Without land held in common, however, they were never eligible to 
reorganize under the IRA. On July 23, 1935, Commissioner Collier forwarded the note 
that Shenoskey had sent him asking for an update on a petition's progress to the 
Consolidated Chippewa Agency in Minnesota, and the Superintendent replied to central 
office that because "they are not enrolled and do not live on any reservation," they did not 
"come under" the [RA (Burns 8/1511935). He was of the opinion that they should seek 
economic aid "under the State Rehabilitation Program" (Burns 811511935). 

MIDA during the 1930's 

Among the documents submitted from this period are various letters, articles, and other 
papers concerning an organization called the Michigan Indian Defense Association 
(MID A). Missionary Priest Aubert described the proposed organization of MID A in 
meeting minutes of March 21, 1936. He indicated that MIDA was organized "by 
counties, each county [with] its county chief, advisory chief, secretary and treasurer" Each 
Indian settlement in the county had a "local chief' (MIDA 3/21/1936). The plan was to 
eventually organized "a State board of officers" with a "State Chief' (MIDA 3/2111936). 
The primary officers named in MIDA documents from this period belong to families, 
mostly from Emmet County, which have sometimes married the Burt Lake families. 
However, they do :10t appear to be individuals living at Indian Road. 

The names of people associated with MIDA, such as Ben Shawanesse, the Secretary to 
the MIDA, and Jonas Shawanesse, are not signers of any IRA petition of the type 
notarized by Shenoskey. Ben Shawanesse objected to the IRA in a handwritten letter to 
John Collier which stated that when "news of this new deal for the Indians reached 
[MIDA] we were already organized and incorporated under the laws of Michigan. 
Therefore it is quite evident that we had no intentions of coming within the scope of the 
Act of June 18, 19]4'" (Ben Shawanese 3/2211935). Ben Shawanesse's letter is in 
response to a letter he heard read. This letter, from the Commissioner to Mrs. Jim Walker 
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who signed an IRA petition, stated that MIDA was not of standing to petition under the 
IRA.9 Sha:wanesse also asked the Commissioner ifhe had appointed Paul Daybird of 
Petoskey "to hold meetings and solicit names of those who accept the Reorganization 
Act?" (Ben Shawanesse 3/22/1935) The signatures of Paul Daybird, also known as Paul 
"Kijigobenesse," and Mrs. James Walker appeared at the end of the March 26, 1935 
petition which was identical to Peter Paul Shenoskey's but contained signatures of 
individuals fl"om Petoskey. The document points to a political split between those who 
were seeking to organize under the IRA, represented by those signing petitions, including 
Dominic, ~:henoskey, Walker, Peshabe, and DaybirdlKijigobenessi lo and those who did not 
want to take this action, represented by MIDA, including Jonas Shawanesse, Ben 
Shawanesse, Fred Ettawageshick, and John Parkey. John Parkey's involvement is critical 
to determining the petitioner's ancestors involvement in MIDA. He was elsewhere 
identified as the "Chief of Burt Lake."ll 

Other contextual information indicates that Indians in Emmett and neighboring counties 
were of two opinions on the IRA. Petition-signer Mrs. James Walker of Petoskey had 
requested copies of the Act and other information about its application in Michigan in 
February 193:5 (Walker 2/6/1935). Her request described two sides on the IRA. It 
complained that "Rev. Fr. Aubert is organizing the Indians into an association call 
Michigan I tldian Defense Association Both protestants and Catholics' And also giving a 
mis-understanding of the Wheeler-Howard Act" [sic] (Walker 2/6/1935). Father Aubert 
publicized :lis ardent opposition to the IRA in a 1936 newspaper article announcing 
several mt::etings on the IRA. He believed that "nothing but chaos and confusion resulted 
[on the IRA]. . . through the misinterpretation of correspondence sent unbeknown to the 
wrong individuals" (Keuter 3/17/1936). He did not name which individuals he was 
referring to, but the individuals associated with the IRA petition drive were known from 
their signatllres, and included Peter Paul Shenoskey, Mrs. James Walker, and Robert 
Dominic, alTlong others. Walker wrote the Commissioner a week after Father Aubert's 
article appean!d "We are confronting a great deal of opposition by representatives of the 
Michigan Indian Defense Association and would appreciate it very much if you would 

9 Mrs. James Walker had requested fifty copies of the "Wheeler-Howard Act by letter February 6, 
1935." 

10 Another writer advised Commissioner Collier to send all information through MIDA, not to Mrs. 
Walker or Kijigobenesse. (pailthorp,4/1/1935). 

II P. newspaper article in 1936, identified "Chief John Parkey," of MID A. Apparently, at the same 
time that Shenoskey was circulating the IRA petition, John Parkey was working with the County supervisor 
to develop a :ourist project. It is unclear if Parkey, clearly part of a post burnout settlement at Burt Lake, was 
supposed to be a "county chief' of Indians living in a county or a "local chief' of an Indian settlement. 
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personally come here and speak in our behalf. It would not only benefit us but it would 
give you a clear iCe:a of our situation. This opposing association keeps the Indians in a 
constant turmoil" (Walker 3/2111935). 

Around the same rime, M. L. Burns of the Indian Field Service in Minneapolis held 
meetings in Petoskey, Sutton's Bay, Cross Village and Burgess in Charlevoix County 
[Grand Traverse area]. There is no indication that he came in response to the petitions, 
including the one notarized by Shenoskey. He located the "Chippewa and Ottawa Band of 
Indians" living "from the Straits of Mackinac to Traverse City" and estimated their 
number at 1,800. He said, "they are not an enrolled band, nor have they lived on a 
reservation for nearly a century" and cited their landless status making them ineligible 
under the IRA, ''tnless lands can be purchased for them and held in trust by the United 
States for their USI~ under Section 5 of the Act, as "landless" Indians" (Burns April 6, 
1936). 

Burns' memo renders: an observer's view of the "chaos" referred to by Fr. Aubert in his 
March newspaper article (Burns 4/6/1936; Keuter 311711936). Burns said Michigan 
Indians became con1l.ised "as to what benefits were in store for them under the new 
legislation" becaus e they did not understand that it covered only "those Indians who were 
directly under F ed'~ral jurisdiction, living within the confines of reservations and enrolled 
members of tribes" (Burns 4/611936).12 Minutes from a March 21, 1936, meeting Burns 
held at Petoskey indicate Fr. Aubert dominated the floor. Questions showed that some 
believed they would loose citizenship rights that were important to them if the IRA were 
applied to them. P e:rsons raising questions appeared to be MIDA members or their 
relatives and to be making political points (MIDA 3/2111936). Ben Shawanesse13 of 
Harbor Springs, Secretary of MID A, wrote to John Collier after the meeting that "we do 
not hope to be helped by the Reorganization Act, as we fully understand that it was 
primarily intended fcJI' those Indians who are your direct responsibility." He stated that 
MIDA intended to unite all the Indians in Michigan under one association and that 
"amalgamation with the Whites ... .is the most economical and the most practical" way for 
Indians to move forward (Shawanesse June 18, 1936).14 

12 Father Aub,!rt elsewhere referred to "a maze of confusion and misunderstanding ... among the 
Indians here." He elaborated that "[t]he intelligent Indians and those with any ambition are not so much 
disturbed personally, but the antagonism caused by their uncouth, unlettered, and misguided brethren, brings 
about not a little embar:assment and disturbance of friendly relations." 

13 Ben Shaw.messe is the brother of Jonas Shawanesse, whose activities in the 1950's, the BLB 
claims were done on their behalf. 

14 A month att,er Shawanesse sent this letter, Father Aubert was transferred to Illinois against his 
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Burns described Fr. Aubert as "instrumental in organizing the Michigan Indian Defense 
Association, an organization quite active at this time" (Burns 4/6/1936). He said that 
Father Aubert was "trying to dominate the situation in Michigan and since many of the 
Indians re~ent his trying to have anything to do with what they feel to be a business 
undertaking and not a religious venture, the organization will not be a success" (Burns 
4/6/1936). Other documents indicated that Father Aubert had alienated groups ofIndians 
or vice versa. lS Oral history related that some older eyewitnesses from Indian Road 
named "the priest" as their leader during this time (Kiogama 7/21/2003; Martell 
7/23/2003). Considering Fr. Aubert's activities, they may be referring to him and implying 
that Burt Lake was active in MIDA, but there is no evidence to determine if they had 
organized ,10 Indian Road unit within MIDA with a "local chief." The relationship of the 
Indian Road residents to either MIDA or the IRA proponents allied with Mr. Walker is 
undocumented. There is no specific evidence about their possible participation in these 
events and organizations, as a group. The oral history concerning the political influence of 
priests should not be extrapolated to mean that the Indian Road residents who did not sign 
the IRA petiltion notarized by Peter Shenoskey followed Father Aubert's lead and took 
concerted action one way or the other on the issue of the IRA and were involved in 
factional bickering with Shenoskey. More information about the effect these movements 
and activities had on the political organization of Burt Lake in the 1930's is needed to 
determine the activities of the part of the petitioner descending for Indian Village during 
this period. 

John Parke~'s MIDA Activities 

At the same time that the IRA activity was going on in Cheboygan County, the State 
continued to provide services to the Indian population there as it did to any other citizen. 
The probatl~ records in Cheboygan county recounted social workers visiting the Indian 
Road settlement and sometimes forcing individuals to seek medical help (Cheboygan 
County 7/1711933). The county took over payment of the medical costs of indigent 
people at th{: time medical care was given, but often required individual families to 
reimburse the county, sometimes with payments as low as "$1 a month as able." The 
social workers pleaded in one typical case that even $1 was too much to ask because the 

wishes. (The Grand Rapids Press 7/27/1936) 

15 In a document from six months earlier, Father Aubert clearly labeled some Indians "the good 
people," and others "renegades, who insult the priest whenever it suits their fancy." He also wrote that he was 
"run down abcut as low as a man can be," (Kreuter 10/2411935) and referred to problems he had dealing with 
individuals Wf.O used alcohol. Apparently, he had refused to perform funeral masses for people who died 
drunk. 
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"parents of this child [are] in very poor financial condition ... unable to pay at this time" 
(Cheboygan County 5/4/1940). In probate court, one judge ordered a teenager's parents 
and adult siblings ':0 pay back the county for his medical expenses. Social workers did not 
discuss their client':s Indian parentage in their reports, but their Ottawa names, 
appearances, and Indian Road addresses would have clearly indicated to long-time 
residents that they wl~re dealing with Indians. 

The county officials fuund that the welfare needs of the Indians strained the 
municipality's fincnces, and they became involved in improving the financial 
prospects of the people on Indian Road, perhaps also hoping to revive the flagging 
tourist industry. A letter from Oswald McGinn to his Congressman in April 26, 
1935, requested that the Federal government look into creating some sort of 
"typical Indian Vii] age" to attract more tourists and make the Burt Lake Indians 
self-supporting. 1\othing in this letter, however, indicated that the Indians were 
involved in this request (McGinn 4/26/1935). It only named "Mr. Barnett," 
supervisor of Burt Township, who requested that McGinn write the letter. But 
only a week later, ;;ounty supervisor Joseph Barnett held a meeting at the "Indian 
settlement at Bmt Lake" and invited "the Indians ... through Chief John Parkey of 
the Michigan Indian Defense Association" (Unidentified newspaper 5/211935). At 
this meeting, the sll)Jt::rvisor expressed willingness "to cooperate with the Indians in 
present movement for their welfare," and proposed a plan "to have an Indian 
village built in thei~ settlement where they could bring their baskets and sell them 
at a reasonable price 
... to help them to a more comfortable living along the lines of self support" 
(Unidentified newspaper 5/2/1935). The article then stated, "Due to objections, 
this plan has been !.uspended. Plans are being made however to go ahead with a 
worthwhile project" (Unidentified newspaper 5/211935). The source of the 
objections is unknown. 

The timing of Parkey's meeting coincided with Shenoskey's IRA activities because 
a week later, Shenoskey notarized the IRA petition signatures from Cheboygan 
without the names of John Parkey and individuals in the Indian Road settlement, 
associated communities like Topinabee, or the UP. No evidence in the petition 
documents or collect(;:d elsewhere directly states who followed John Parkey, what 
were his motives,16 whether there were competing BL political factions of pro-

16 John Parkt:y's father Joe was one of six families who initially moved to Mullet Lake (Petitioner 
9/911994, appendix I, p.114). Some 56 descendants of Joe Parkey'S sons are current members ofBLB. His 
daughter Annie Parke~r married John Boda in 1907. None of Annie's numerous descendants are current 
members ofBLB. The Boda's are closely associated with Pellston. 
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MIDA and pro-IRA persons, and whether the activities attributed to John Parkey 
in the pres:; were a reaction to Shenoskey's activities, or unrelated. 

After 1935, John Parkey entertained tourists. This occupation was in line with his 
and the local supervisor's plan to attract tourists to Burt Lake. No one else was 
named supporting his efforts at any time before or after 1935, and it is unclear if 
the local press' inclination to call him "Chief' was based on the persona he created 
for tourists, his influence on his peers in the Burt Lake community,17 or an actual 
appointed or elected position in MIDA. 

Placed in th«~ social context of the Indian Road settlement, Parkey and Shenoskey 
most likely knew of each other's activities. John Parkey held at least one public 
meeting. That a person knows about neighbors' or relatives' activities does not 
mean that he or she supports them. In this case, the apparent conflict between the 
views ofIRA proponents and of MID A proponents, makes it impossible to assume 
that Indian Road residents supported either man, both of them, or neither of them, 
without ac:1ual evidence of support. Only the people named on Shenoskey's 
petition may be assumed to support the IRA. There is also no evidence that the 
Vincents p:uiicipated in the above events or supported the pursuits behind the 
documented actions of either John Parkey or Shenoskey. 

After the mid 1930's, BIA personnel believed that on the u.P. and at Mt. Pleasant, where 
Chippewa lribes received benefits of the IRA, the State dropped its responsibilities to 
neighboring unenrolled Indians. Agent Frank Christy advised his supervisors that Federal 
agencies should not disrupt the State's relationship with non-reservation Indians because 
"the State and local municipalities regard them in the same light as other citizens and 
extend to them without discrimination ... direct relief, employment relief and health 
facilities" (Christy 6/1611937). A 1939 report by John Holtz, supervisor in the Indian 
Field Servic(!, named five lower peninsula "leaders," none from Indian Road. 18 The main 

17 J Jhn Parkey's obituary in 1976 indicates that he had a long interest in appealing to the tourist 
trade, and he had moved to Indian River in the 1950's. He appeared to be a well known character in the 
tourism field: "Prior to 1970, he had appeared at Shorter's gift Store, in Indian River, dressed in tribal 
feathers and greeted tourists. His Indian name was Chief Grey Wolf" 

18 Holst's que,te on this topic is: "They recognize no native leadership because they recognize no common 
interests. US1ally, whoever claims to be a leader thereby sets himseIfup as a target for the missiles of those 
who refuse allegiance ...... In some cases a would-be leader, like Mrs. Matteson of Pontiac, raises a false 
issue which soon dies away. There are many who assume the title of Chief without political significance: Joe 
Shomin, at Mackinac City, Pete Wesaw at Dowagiac, Black Cloud at Pontiac, Whitney Alberts at Mikado, 
under Mattescn influence" (Holst 1939,6). He mentions no one from the Odawa and Chippewa communities. 
Other govern'nellt workers questioned the tone and accuracy of Holtz's report, principally Peru Farver, 
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gist of his report was that the Indians in Lower Michigan should remain citizens of 
Michigan and that the State should meet their welfare needs. The Commissioner directed 
the agencies not to serve the unenrolled Indians as a "separate group of citizens" in May 
1940 (Collier 5/2911940). 

It is not known iflvlIDA's opposition to the IRA extended to other New Deal programs, 
including the WPA. Even though Peru Farmer believed that WP A projects were not as 
freely open to Indians as to other citizens because of discrimination (Farver 7/30/1938), 
Holtz reported that eight of nine Indian families in Pellston were on a W.P.A. "Indian 
crafts project." Aceording to Holst, the "original intention of the project was to promote 
a revival in native ·::::rafts and to develop a means of self-help for families" (Holst 1939), a 
goal similar to the "Indian village" proposal, attributed four years earlier to "Chief John 
Parkey" (Cheboygan Daily Tribute 5/2/1935). It is not known whether the WPA project 
was related to J01n Parkey's on-going efforts to popularize Indian craftwork for economic 
purposes.19 Relatives ofIndian Road residents lived in Pellston at this time, and oral 
history indicates that there was on-going contact and interaction between the locations. 
However, whether these were the Indians involved in the WP A project is unknown. Holst 
described the individuals in the project as "a very mixed blood group and do not constitute 
a community in the sense that they recognize common interests" (Holst 10/3/1939). 
Women had made money by doing craft work even before the resort trade brought 
seasonal service jobs to Burt and Mullet Lakes. Albert Shannanaquet's wife worked in 
resorts, according to her obituary in 1926. Other women made baskets and quill work to 
sell to tourists (Cheboygan Daily Tribune 111 111939; 3/1/1939). A few men turned to this 
line of work also, as did white spouses taught by their in-laws (Parkey 7/18/2003). That 
many of the Pellston residents were involved in the WPA project, may indicate that John 
Parkey was working on behalf of an unseen constituency. Without more documentation, 
such an assumption is speculative and too general to be useful in evaluating and describing 
political processes. 

Superintendent at Tomlh Agency. In late 1939, he sent a memo to the Commissioner ofIndian Affairs, 
attention Fred H. Daih:r, criticizing the survey: "The general trend of this report indicates that the economic 
status of these people i:; .above the average that could be expected among low income groups throughout the 
country. This idea is evidently based upon what was found among the near-white living in towns, cities, and 
villages. It would seem that more definite information could have been furnished had a distinct line of 
demarcation been madf: between the near-white and those more definitely Indian" (Farver 1211/1939). 

19 A 1938 newspaper article reported on Parkey's activities: "Framed craftwork "pictures," with bits of bark, 
moss, wood, and stone~: lake the place of paint, are a new form ofIndian art exemplified by Chief John Parkey 
of the Burt Lake Indian Settlement. He brought to Cheboygan yesterday two samples of his work. .. " 
(Unidentified newspaper, probably Cheboygan Tribune, 5/4/1938) 
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Oral histories imply that in dealing with everyday events, annual celebrations, funerals 
and activities of the Indian Road settlement, the Indian Road residents and their 
associates in Pellston, Topinabee, and other places operated informally through 
consensus and application of cultural traditions. Holding Christmas Eve church services 
without a priest was perhaps the boldest action documented in the record. The oral 
histories contain no examples of overt political decision-making, arguments, concerted 
political a::tions or conflict resolution under the influence of an identified leader or even 
an infomlal council. References to political activities were overly general. For example, 
Margaret jVfartell stated that Shenoskey "had Albert [Shenanaquet] and all of them 
talking things through. They did a lot of disagreeing. The older ones would get together. 
And they would disagree with this and disagree with that" (Martell 7/23/2003). People 
were mon willing to discuss with interviewers parties, music-making, and other social 
events during their childhoods than to name leaders, discuss problem solving or political 
action. At, children, they also may not have been privy to political discussions or 
activities. The only issue that was raised was the group's desire to see justice for the loss 
of Indian Village on Burt Lake in 1900. Some reference to a split between people seeking 
land verse:; people seeking monetary remunerations (Shawa 7118/2003), but those being 
interviewed generally did not elaborate on any internal differences in opinion within the 
membership or admit that such differences existed. The petitioner did not discuss 
permanent rifts, competing leaders, or the content of discussions within the group which 
shaped the Indian Road resident's participation or lack of participation in MIDA, on IRA 
petitions, (ir as a follower of John Parkey or Peter Shenoskey. Oral histories did not 
mention the Vincents, who were never associated with Burt Lake, as part of any informal 
or formal political activity involving the Indian Road core group and the associated 
communities. 

One area 0 f evidence for joint action may be the continuing use of the cemetery, although 
its association with St. Mary's Catholic Church on Indian Road obscures whether the 
cemetery was actually maintained by the Indian Road residents or the circuit priests who 
served the ,~hurch from outside the area. Virtually everyone buried there is Indian, 
usually from Burt Lake, although spouses and a few neighbors are also listed. When the 
BIA anthropologist in 2003 asked older people to name leaders during this period, 
several answered that the priest serving St. Mary's was the person who dealt with 
problems aad was the leader (Shawa 711511995). The cemetery was used continuously 
through the 1940's, and World War II era burials are documented there, including Indian 
soldiers who died during combat (McKinnon et at. 1982). No Vincents are buried in this 
cemetery. 
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By 1938, the generation of children, born just after the burnout, were graduating from 
high school and looking for employment. Burt Lake was practically economically 
unviable. The lumber industry and agriculture had moved north and west. Fishing was 
competitive and rr:odernizing and the old summer resort system, supported by the 
railroads, declined during the Depression. As the 1940' s began, lack of work in rural 
areas pushed, and WWII pulled these young, educated Indians into Detroit, Grand Rapids 
and Lansing to wcrk in wartime industries and escape the poverty that had plagued the 
Burt Lake community for decades. The social welfare of the Indian Road people who did 
not migrate remaim!d a critical issue during 1940' s as the probate records demonstrate and 
oral histories clearly indicate. Poverty was an issue for most of the families. Indian Road 
families received S tate support for health care and for their general welfare. An illness or 
accident requiring hospitalization often ended with the family being called before a 
Cheboygan county :probate judge to determine if the county or the family would take on 
the debts of the "afIlicted." No records indicate that the Bureau ofIndian Affairs or 
Indian Health Servi,~e became involved or that they were informed. The parents of an 
Indian Road child ::lwed a downState hospital $142. A social worker described the 
father's income as "none" and the family's net Average Annual wage for the previous year 
as $400. The social worker described the situation, "father is not working and only earns 
a small amount in Hummer months, they receive welfare aid, I feel that it will be impossible 
for parents to mab any payments" (Probate 1/5/1945). 

Passage of social sei(;urity and entrance into World War II precipitated numerous delayed 
birth reports which named individuals testifying to the birth dates of children and younger 
siblings (McGinn 5/42). A typical document would be a 1942 delayed report of birth for 
Robert William Shananaquat20

, found in Cheboygan County probate files. The man's 
sister and father appeared before a probate judge to vouch for his birth date. None of 
these records, however, named witnesses who were not close kin. None of the probates 
and other court rec ords showed involvement by anyone other than a non-Indian county 
social worker, a dcc:tor or a close family member. These documents contained no 
evidence that a particular individual witnessed repeatedly on behalf of other's welfare. 
These documents dd not reveal a particular person, category of person, such as a midwife 
or chief, other than dose kin, vouched for Indian Road residents to local government. 
During the 1940's, MIDA sponsored large pageants in Harbor Springs to entertain 
tourists (Petoskey Evening News 7/26/1947). Many of the principals involved during the 
MIDA sponsored anti-IRA activities in 1935 and 1936 were also involved in these 

20 In genealo,~ical database as Robert, b. 1904. 
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pageants, pt:rforming various dances, crowning an Indian beauty queen and adopting well
known non-Indian celebrities in front of hundreds of non-Indian on-lookers, who paid to 
attend. AHlOugh the tone of these activities falls in line with the activities John Parkey 
envisioned amd undertook after 1940, according to his obituary, he is not documented as 
being involved in these pageants which took place primarily in Petoskey. 

Albert Shal,anaquet' s Activities in 1947-1948 

In their second session, the Seventy-ninth Congress (1945-46) considered a bill "to create 
an Indian Claims commission" in June and July 1946. The bill was passed and President 
Truman signed it into law as the "Indian Claims Commission Act" on August 13, 1946. 
Within a year, Albert Shananquet instigated new activities concerning the old village, 
although no actual evidence indicates that the Act's passage was related to Shananquet's 
activity after 20 years of silence in the record. In late 1947, Albert Shananquat, who 
continued to live in Topinabee near Mullet Lake, about five miles due east of the Indian 
Road ComTlunity, contacted John A. Cain, a Cheboygan attorney (Cain 10/2211947). 
According to the petitioner's researcher, Albert Shenanquat had worked on earlier claims 
in the 1910's and 20's (Petitioner 9/911994, p. 141). Cain states in a 1947 letter to the 
Governor that "Sometime ago Mr. Albert Shenanaquet, a resident of Cheboygan county, 
Michigan, and a member of the Cheboygan Band of Indians called at my office relative to 
certain lanc.s located in what is now the Township of Burt, County of Cheboygan, and 
State of Michigan" (Cain 10/2211947). Cain said that Shenanquet complained that "timber 
is being cut from this land," which "belongs to the Cheboygan Band ofIndians." 
Shananquet did not bring Cain the abstract of title so the attorney "had no way of 
determining what claims, if any, the Cheboygan Band of Indians have to the lands in 
question," and asked for help from the State (Cain 10/2211947). 

This letter would set in motion a year-long inquiry by the office of the Michigan Attorney 
General into the historical facts of the case to determine the responsibilities of the State 
for any Cheboygan Band. Three weeks after the letter was received, James MacDonald of 
the Michigc.n State Police investigated Shenanaquet's complaint (MacDonald 1111911947). 
He responded to a request from the "Commissioner's Office and the Attorney General's 

office to make a check in the Brutus area to see what authority timber cutters have to cut 
timber on" the lands which Cain had referred to in his earlier letter. 21 State Troopers went 

21 NW % of the NE fractional % and Lot 2, Section 29, East 1/2 of the NE 114 Section 29, Lot 4, 
Section 28 N 1f2 of the SW 1/4 of Section 28, also Lot 3 Section 38 are described in MacDonald's report. 
These lands lire part of the original Indian Point lands deeded to the Cheboygan Band under Kishego, and had 
been suhject to litigation ending in 1917, which upheld the tax-sales which had alienated these lands from the 
Indians. 
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to the "Indian settlement near Brutus," presumably Indian Road, and "there contacted 
Sam Shenanaquet, m::phew of Albert Shenanaquet,,22 (MacDonald 11/19/1947). Trooper 
MacDonald made no reference to any other Indians in his report. Sam Shenanaquet told 
the troopers that "the timber cutting was supposed to have been cut by the Michigan 
Maple Block Company of Petoskey, Michigan. He stated that they have ceased cutting 
now, but have beerl making a few roads through the property in question" (MacDonald 
1111911947). After learning who was responsible for the cutting, the troopers visited the 
Michigan Maple Block Company to learn that "the land in question has changed hands 
about five times since: the Indians have left it" (MacDonald 1111911947). The troopers 
also checked the registrar of deeds in Cheboygan County to find that "the property had 
only recently been purchased on September 6, 1947" by the owners of the Maple Block 
company during an estate sale (Macdonald 11119/1947). 

Michigan also contacted the BIA seeking information. The Superintendent of the Great 
Lakes Agency in Ashland, Wisconsin, wrote a letter to the Commissioner ofIndian Affairs 
(COlA) in the Central Office in Washington in December 1947 (Cavil 1211511947). He 
did not say that he wrote to the COlA because he had been contacted by Albert 
Shenananquet or a rly other Burt Lake Indian. Rather, he stated that he was responding to 
the inquiry of the Attorney General: "A search of our files revealed no pertinent 
information. Consequently we should appreciate greatly your answering the Attorney 
General's letter, and sending us a copy of your reply" (Cavil 1211511947). In mid-January 
of the following year, Attorney General Black requested from the U.S. District Court in 
Bay City, a copy of the opinion of District Judge C.W. Sessions in the 1917 case which 
found the tax sales of the Indian lands to McGinn to be legal and that the Cheboygan 
Indians did not have a. trust relationship with the State (Black 111611948). Even if the 
lands in question ,,,ere no longer Indian lands, someone in the Michigan AG's office would 
not let the issue re~t. On a scrap of paper in the State's Executive Branch files on Native 
Americans for this period was an unattributed, handwritten note dated "1119/1948" 
concerning a telephone call in which a man named Struhsaker of the Michigan Department 
of Conservation di!:c:ussed the Burt Lake Indians. These notes read: 

Struhsaker - Indians given 160 acres under Reb. 20 of 1903 
on Mullet lake -----these Indians have abandoned land 
Comm ofSt Ld Ofc [Commissioner of the State Land 
Ofli :,e] does not disclose whether the Indians got their 400 

22 Sam Shanmaquet is the son of Albert's brother Jonas, and he lived on Indian Road near St. 
Mary's Church, probably :in the first home the officers came to after leaving the main highway from Brutus to 
Burt Lake. 
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acres (Anon. [Michigan AG office] 1119/1948). 

These notes, of course, refer to the 1903 State resolution lands. Finally, on May 13, 1948, 
Michigan's Attorney General Eugene Black wrote Gov. Sigler that he had "no duties to 
perform as tmstee for the Cheboygan Band ofIndians" (Black 5/13/1948). This legal 
opinion relied on the 1917 Sessions' decision and followed its basic logic. The Cheboygan 
attorney responded after receiving a copy of this opinion, "Your letter summarizes much 
valuable information regarding the history of the land claimed by the Cheboygan band of 
Indians in lvIichigan which will be helpful to us" (Proviese 6/2/1948). 

The Claim~; Act of 1946 may have provided a medium to grow new hope among Burt 
Lake peopJe that they would receive payment for or even return of their lands, particularly 
those lost i tl the burnout. However, there is no contemporary evidence in the submissions, 
or in other documents to indicate whether Albert Shenanaquet, in approaching an attorney 
who would write a Jetter which received so much study and attention from the Governor's 
office, was working with any group and if he believed the documents would be helpful in 
anticipated claims-related activity. This attorney's letters clearly referred to a "Cheboygan 
band of Ind ians," so he must have believed that he was representing an entity by that name 
and that Abert Shananaquet came to him on behalf of that group. Evidence for the 
internal act:vities of the group to show Albert Shenanquet was acting at the direction of 
others or had consulted other people before going to attorneys is not documented. The 
thank-you indicating that the State's response contained "much valuable information 
regarding the history of the land claimed by the Cheboygan band ... which will be helpful 
to us," leavl~s open the question offuture intentions to utilize the informative response, 
which included copies of various historical documents. In fact, the record contains no 
later docUInt~nts which clearly relate to these events. 

Albert Sher.anquet was born and raised in Burt township on his father's homestead very 
near to Indian Village on Burt Lake and had close kin, including his brother, still living 
there. Two ye:ars after he instigated the timber cutting investigation, Albert's twenty-year
old grandson George Finner, the son of his only daughter, was buried in the Indian 
cemetery at St. Mary's on October 14, 1949. Albert, himself, was buried next to his 
grandson in :l959 (McKinnon et aI. 1976). The petitioner's researcher, who did not refer 
to the above documents concerning the Maple Block company incident, believed that 
"Albert Shelonquet remained an active force in the politics of the Burt Lake Band until his 
death in June of 1959" (Petitioner 9/9/1994). However, there is no documentary evidence 
that he play,~d any political role, between the 1920' sand 1948, or after 1948. A 1976 
bicentennial local compilation of reminiscences referred to Albert Shenanaquot, saying 
that the wrile:r "only wish[ed] that Albert Sha-Nan-Quet had been able to get the money 
from the gov,emment which the Indian is sure it owes them." This sentence does not 
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indicate on whose behalf Albert Shenanquet worked, nor make clear if the writer is 
referring primarily to the 1920' s or later. 

Activities of Jonas Shawanesse and a Meeting with the Governor in 1956 

A delegation travelt!d to Lansing to meet with Governor G. Mennen "Soapy" Williams on 
March 12, 1956, cDncerning the burnout, the same subject documented in the enclosures 
to the State Attorre:y's correspondence to Albert Shananaquet's in 1948 (Governor 
3/12/1956). By 1956, Albert Shananaquot was 86, and Peter Shenoskey was 78. Both 
men died within thn~e: years. John Parkey was 56. None of these men were present at the 
meeting. Leading the delegation was Jonas Shawanesse of Harbor Springs. Written on the 
attendance sheet, after Shawanesse's name, is "representing Burt Lake Band." Newspaper 
coverage at the tim(~ indicated that the governor was asked "to honor a trust imposed 
upon all Michigan governors until eternity" (Detroit Sunday Times 3/11/1956). 
Shawanesse handd the Governor a "dissertation," a 24-page, rhetorical piece, entitled 
Policy of the Government Towards the Indian?3 The basic argument he made was that the 
Burt Lake lands wl~re still owned by Indians because they had never ceded them, as they 
were the village lands where they lived, and the United States sold them illegally. He did 
not refer to any of th€:: documents sent to the attorney working with Albert Shananaquot in 
1948, facts laid out in those documents, or the 1917 court decision. 

23 Although:he document is identified as a speech given to the Governor at this meeting, it would 
appear much too long for the situation at the meeting and elsewhere Shawanesse, himself says the 
"dissertation" was "given to the Governor by the Spokesman," the latter being himself. 
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The Governor made some attempt to steer the Indians to a meeting with Lewis Beeson to 
discuss raising the quality of Indian craft work and discouraging the importation of cheap 
curios. Thl;! Indians refused to go to a meeting with Beeson after their meeting with the 
Governor, because "the Souvenir Question is not a Hot One, it is done by the white 
people eV€fyday, everywhere and upon everyone." Shawanesse stated, "The land question 
was the paramount issue to be brought before the governor and we had resolved not to 
cloud that issue with matters such as one desired by Dr. Beeson,,24 (Shawanesse 
3/15/1956). Shawanesse's actions met derision from some in the press. One reporter 
wrote a description of the events, ignoring the land issue, and discussing items Indians 
sold along roadsides. He quoted Lewis Beeson, head of the State historical commission 
and meeting participant. Jonas Shawanesse responded with a letter, laying out his belief 
that "the land purchased by the Indians in the Burt Lake area are lands within the 
reservati or I s<;:t aside for the Indians of the Cheboigan Band. These lands were not given 
to the Indians but they withheld them when they granted to the United States 13 million 
acres in this State" (Shawanesse 311511956). On March 14, Shawanesse and "ChiefMose 
Gibson on-rarbor Springs" visited the Cheboygan newspaper offices to "explain their 
case" (Cheboygan Times 311511956). 

Before this meeting with the Governor, Robert Dominic sent the Governor a letter, in 
which he c:airned that "Mr. Shawanesse has intruded at different times into the activities of 
Indians here with schemes of securing land for them through court and law procedures 
based on od Indian treaties" (Dominic 3/811956). Robert Dominic is the same man who 
had sent in an IRA petition from Cross Village in 1935, and the head of the Northern 
Michigan Ottawa Association (NMOA), a claims organization. He described Shawanesse 
unfavorably and noted that he did not work with an attorney, perhaps to highlight what he 
believed was the improper nature of Shaw an esse's activities, which were not sanctioned 
by the US claims process which required federally approved attorney contracts (Dominic 
3/811956). Dominic said that NMOA focused exclusively on tribal claims before the 
Federal Claims Commission. Such claims "are solely monetary, and no land recovery is 
asserted" (Dominic 3/8/1956). He did not describe a group behind Shawanesse. 

On Marchl3, 1956, the Governor's office sent Dominic a letter discussing setting up a 
study commission, which Dominic supports in a letter dated March 19 (Dominic 
3/19/1956) The Governor established this commission of 18 members in May 1956. Four 
people in a1tlendance at the March meeting on Burt Lake were also on the commission: 
Moses Gibwn, Joseph Kishego, Lewis Beeson, and RG. Mulcahey. Fred 
Ettawageshick's wife, anthropologist Jane Willets, was also on the commission. The 

24 On March 15, 1956, Shawanesse's house in Harbor Springs burned to the ground. 
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Ettawageshick's had been extremely active in the pageant business in Petoskey and Harbor 
Springs since 1940 (lIiHman 1984). Jonas Shawanesse was not on the commission25 

The study commission was apparently established with Chief Mose Gibson of Harbor 
Springs as the Chairman (McKnight 8/6/1956). He died before the first meeting. 
Although, Robert Dominic was in contention for his replacement, he was passed over 
because the Governor's assistant reported that Dominic was "a member of one of the 
factions within the Indian community," and the winning candidate was "politically neutral, 
not active in any of the "factional bickering' in the Indian community" (Hillman 1984). 

A sub-committee on land issues was set up made up of Joe Kishego, Lewis Beeson, and 
two others. A year after the initial meeting with the Governor, Jonas Shawanesse wrote 
to Kishigo and fonvarded copies to the committee members and the governor inquiring 
about the committee's progress (Shawanesse 3/8/1957). He asked "if any other progress 
has been done by t he committee in reference to the Burt Lake Indian Claims" (Shawanesse 
3/8/1957). On April 2, 1957, Shawanesse turned to the State legislature. He wrote to 
Representative Kilborn to inform him that on April 4, 1957, he will arrive at Kilborn's 
office to arrange a meeting of representatives "to hear my preliminary report in reference 
to the Burt Lake Indian claims" (Shawanesse 4/2/1957). 

On April 10, 1957, Dean Neff of the Wayne State University Law School contacted the 
Governor's office ~.bout the proposed study of "Indian problems," which he had discussed 
with Shawanesse. Ne:ffwrote, "I gather from Mr. Shawanesse that the Commission's 
activities have not ble€::n fruitful. Does this mean that the Commission members, in effect, 
decided that there was nothing that the State ought to be doing in this matter?" The 
Governor's assistant replied to Dean Neff that he suspected that Jonas Shawanesse was 
attempting to pressure the committee, and that in fact "the Governor is rather interested in 
[these claims again:;t the State of Michigan] and thinks that they should be examined on 
their merits." He then transferred the materials to Neff, "to see if you could come to any 
conclusion" (Adriaa 4/16/1957). 

Because Jonas Sh,l'Nanesse's representations in 1956 and 1957concerned the "Burt Lake 
burnout," it is partiGularly significant that the people he surrounded himself with at this 
meeting may not have actually experienced the burnout, and that their ancestors were 
probably also not vlctims of it. The reason for Jonas Shawanesse's involvement in seeking 
the return of land to a "Burt Lake Band" was a topic raised by BLB Executive Director 

25 According to Dominic, Shawanesse had been arrested a few years earlier, and this fact 
discouraged the Govenor from placing him on the commission even though Mose Gibson supported his 
appointment when Gibson's own health prohibited his continuing on the commission. 
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Gary Shavva in three group oral history meetings conducted in 1995 and submitted in 
transcript form in the petitioner's response: Shawa believes that "Jonas does a lot of work 
on behalf of Burt Lake but he's really not a Burt Lake band member, at least as I 
understand it'" (Shawa 7115/1995). The only kin connection Jonas Shawanesse had to Burt 
Lake was through his brother, Bernard Shawanesse, who married a Martell in-law to 
people at Indian Road. This connection was cited in a 1995 group interview as a possible 
reason for .rona's involvement, "Ben Shanessy [sic] was Charlotte Scharlessy's [sic] 
husband and Charlotte was a Boda ... used to be a Boda, yeah. Married Charlotte Boda" 
(Shawa 711511995). Shawa says that Shawanesse " is talking about Burt Lake quite a bit. 
.. in the sp(~ech he makes to the [governor] ... He, ... [is] old enough where the memory 
of the Burt Lake [burnout]..people were still talking about it ... they never ... mention it 
after that, 1 mean, ... so I think when Jonas was growing up, there was still a lot of talk 
on it so ... got him interested. I don't know what his real motive" [sic] (Shawa 
7/1511995) Executive Director ofBLB Gary Shawa asked about Shawanesse's role and 
was told "he was around there and his brother Ben lived in Pellston. They were always at 
Burt lake. Oh, yes, they knew about it" (Shawa 7115/1995). People in a different group 
interview w{:re less sure about Shawanesse's relationship with Burt Lake, "I don't know, 1 
really don't think he was [Burt Lake] (711511995). 
Other peopl(~ in Jonas Shawanesse's family had taken an earlier interest in political matters. 

The petitioner inaccurately represents that Shawanesse took "25 Band members" to the 
Governor's meeting" (Petition 9/911994,149). The names of25 people appeared on the 
listing, but:hey are clearly not all Burt Lake band members. Four were State employees: 
KE. Tiedke (MSU), Paul Miller (MSU extension service), RG Mulchahey (Coldwater 
Home & Tra.ining School), and Lewis Beeson, (State Historical Commission). Four 
others, also not connected to the petitioner, had descriptions of their role in parentheses: 
Jonas Shav.anesse (representing Burt Lake Band), John L. Gusca (Northern Michigan 
Indian Club), James L. Smith (Vice-Pres. Representing Northern Michigan Ottawa 
Association), and Joseph E. Kishego (Pres. Northern Michigan Indian Club). Only the last 
named individual had any known link with Burt Lake. He was probably a child in a 
burnout family, as his mother was named on the McGinn letter. Fred Ettawageshick and 
Mose Gibson were also listed among attendees at the 1956 meeting. These men, who 
were often associated Emmett County Ottawa communities, were not associated with 
Burt Lake. Thus, at least nine of the people listed were not "band members" by any 
definition. The remaining 16 people may have some connection to the historical 
Cheboygan band as descendants or in-laws to descendants, but not to the Indian Road 
residents or the petitioner. 

While Shav,anesse clearly presented himself as "representing the Burt Lake Band," in this 
meeting, eX;lctly who authorized this representation, or even knew about it before news of 
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it was published in m:wspapers, is not known beyond the individuals who accompanied 
him to the Governor's meeting. Margaret Martell remembers Jonas Shawanesse coming 
and talking "things over with" her father John Nongueskwa. But, because she had already 
left home in 1940, she could not recall details of those discussions other than they were 
"mostly about trying to get the land back." She did not know how he was related "to the 
burnout." Of the pl:!ople who attended, only two individuals, Albert's brother Bernard and 
Bernard's sister-in .. law Margaret Boda Cabinaw,26 can be linked to Pellston where they 
resided in Burt township in 1956. Although ten of the people on the attendees' list are 
shown to trace to Cheboygan Band annuitants in 1870 (Joseph Way-Bway-Dun #1, 
Antoine Shawwav"nonquot # 12, Mrs. William Flynn #22, and Nikolas Ignatus Ke-zhe-go
we/Gijijowi #12), they do not show any connection to individuals living in the post 
burnout settlement community on Indian Road from 1920-1960, nor do their descendants, 
with the exception of Margaret Boda Cabinaw's, appear on the current membership list of 
the BLB. Only Margaret Boda Cabinaw was listed on the 1900 Indian Schedule on the 
Federal census ofBm1 township. In a press statement made a week after the meeting, 
Mose Gibson, identified as "Chief' of Harbor Springs, said that Indians from the burnout 
"moved to the Harbor Springs vicinity" in Emmet County, which inexplicitly ignored the 
significant presence of burnout victims living in Cheboygan County at the time (Gibson 
311511956). 

The attendees list identified James L. Smith as Vice President of the Northern Michigan 
Ottawa Association. His presence seems in conflict with NMOA's president's actions on 
March 8, 1956, Robel1 Dominic, who wrote a letter to Governor Williams claiming that 
the attendees at thE Governor's meeting represented a different organization from NMOA, 
called the Northern Michigan Indian Club, which dealt with "Indian lore." According to 
Dominic "This group of Indians have formed a social club for entertainment, and putting 
on Indian dances and other things pertaining to native folk lore .... comprised of about 
100 or less members" (Dominic 3/8/1956). 

The oral history implies that Jonas Shawanesse was a consultant who may have taken up 
the cause on his own, much like claims attorneys who have historically sought contracts to 
represent tribal claims on contingency or for payments from the Federal government. He 
was not at this time a part ofa wider effort of the Northern Ottawa Indian Association 
which was the claims organization active at the time (Dominic 3/811956). In an earlier, 
undated letter to th:! editor during the Truman administration, Jonas Shawanesse had 

26 Margaret Cabinaw is known to have had nine children. Only descendants through one daughter 
are in the BLB in 1994 and at present. The daughter is Elsie, who died in 1929, but who was married to John 
Parkey, active in J 935. 
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signed a letter to the editor as, "Titular Head of the Odawa Tribe of Michigan" 
(Shawanesse post 1950). By the mid 1950's, he was not using this title, not a member of 
NMOA or th{l Northern Ottawa Indian Club. "[O]n the contrary," Dominic writes, "he has 
worked more independently than with Indians, and sometimes he has worked against the 
Indians. T:1en again, we did use him as a witness in one of our claims. So, I find him quite 
changeable" (Dominic 3/8/1994). 

In retrospe~t people interviewed were skeptical about activities undertaken on their behalf 
by Shawan;:sse and others. When asked what they remembered about his activities, a 
person responded, "Not really that much. I didn't, 'cause we were never around him that 
much, only once in a while when we'd see him and he'd come and talk to us and all that." 
A second person said, "We had so many people come around ... they'd collect a little 
money so t1,ey could go to Washington. Go to Washington, what for? They didn't get 
any ... (Shawa 7/15/1995). In Gary Shawa's group interviews, people suggested that 
money raising was a motive for political action, as the following animated discussion 
reveals 

You know, Jonas. This is the first time I had heard this that Ben was 
saying" [that] ... Jonas [Shawanesse] thought he was going to get paid for 
that work he was doing. 

Well, that's why he collected the money, didn't he? Every time he went 
any place ... 

I don't know, to me, it never bothered me that much because actually if 
they're doing work like that, they had to get some money some place . . . 

SUrtl, I know they did ... 

Yea, but the Indians didn't know all that, didn't really figure on that. They 
wen~ supposed to go over there and they was supposed to do everything 
(Shawa 7/28/1995). 

Shawanesse':; name does not appear in any petition documents after April, 1957, and what 
happened ,~ith the Governor's interest in this case is not known. Since it is unknown if 
Shawanesse actually was taking direction from the BLB members rather than merely 
consulting with them and then acting on his own, it is not surprising that the band 
members alive in the late 1950' s have trouble naming his successor when Gary Shawa asks 
them to identify "four or five or six or seven or how many other people ... during this 
period of time, who are some of the people that you might say, that we can get some 
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agreement on, that took some responsibility in maybe providing some leadership at points 
in time on behalf of the BLB or BL Indians (Shawa 7/15/1995). The response was that 
people became disllusioned with the claims work and with the NMOA. In another group 
interview, the respondents were in clear agreement about the disheartened feelings people 
had in the late 1950's or early 1960's.27 

Not to put words in your mouth, but are you saying in a way that the 
Northern Michigan Ottawa Association kind of soured people a bit? 

They sure did. 

They did. 

They sure did., as far as I know, they did. 

To me they did, I know. If they hadn't come around and [promise to]. .... do 
this and thi) and never did anything ....... . 

We did for a while but, you know, you get to the point where you think, 
you're not .~onna get it anyway. So what is the purpose really (Shawa 
7/15/1995) 

27 It is problematical that the date of disillusionment is not pinned down between about 1950 and 
about 1972. The point at which BL individuals had a falling out with Dominic. if they actually did in any 
number, needs clarification. 
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The intere~t died out after Jonas: "There was never anybody really that went after it at 
that time, although it's never forgotten or anything like that. It just they kind a slacked 
off Nobody really wanted to take over doing that. .. " (Shawa 7/15/1995). The reason 
for this lack of interest was explained, "[t]hey didn't care about the idea of spending 
money, handing money to somebody never did anything. That's what they said" (Shawa 
7/15/1995). However, Margaret Martell specifically stated in a 2003 interview with the 
OF A anthropologist that the disillusionment of political action and pushing claims involved 
Robert Domlinic and his wife Waunita. She did not raise this issue in association with 
Jonas Shawwanesse. As claims progressed under NMOA,28 Jonas Shawanesse raised the 
burnout isslle again. In a 1965 letter to a newspaper, he repeated his previous arguments 
about the hdian village at Burt Lake (Shawanesse 5/2611995). However, whether 
Shawanessl~ represented a Burt Lake group cannot be determined. 29 The letter contains 
no indication that a group or individual asked Jonas Shawanesse to write this letter. 

The NorthE:rn Michigan Ottawa Association 

Between 1947 and 1965, Ottawa and Chippewa claims drew the attention of Michigan 
Indians. RobE:rt Dominic had worked on Ottawa and Chippewa claims under Federal 
statutes sifli;l~ 1948, when he established the Northern Michigan Ottawa Association 
(NMOA) (Dominic and McClellan 2127/1948; NMOA 3115/1956). Membership was open 
to individuals on the 1910 Durant Ottawa and Chippewa Roll and their descendants of at 
least one-quarter blood (NMOA 311511956), which would include the Cheboygan 
descendant:; living on Indian Road and their relatives in urban areas. By 1956, the 
organizatiol enrolled more than 4,000 Ottawa and Chippewa claimants (NMOA 
3/1511956). The petitioner submitted few documents about NMOA, and since Ottawa 
claims wen; not managed on a local band level, it may not be directly relevant. However, 
regional claims activities sometimes reflect politics of smaller entities, such as when 
Robert Doninic wrote to the Michigan Governor in 1956 trying to cancel Shawanesse's 
meeting with the governor. He may have viewed Shawanesse as a rival, troublemaker, or 

28 We assume they were progressing, but we have no evidence for it, do we? 

2913ut it does seem unlikely because Margaret Martell's description of the break links it to thc carly 
1970's when people are signing up for claims. 
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unworthy for some other reason. The association held an annual meeting, where officers 
were elected, and It sponsored social and cultural activities, primarily on the unit level 
(NMOA, 3/1511956) In 1956, Dominic foresaw that after a claims settlement, NMOA 
would work with the government to cure social problems (NMOA 311511956). 

NMOA contained seven "units," which were defined geographically, U[s]ince the Indians 
are scattered and ciomiciled in various parts of the State" (NMOA 311511956) Each unit 
had officers who "assisted in tribal matters," that in this context, applied to the claims 
work by NMOA. A map of the seven units show Cheboygan and Emmet counties, where 
Burt Lake is located, in unit # 1, which also covered neighboring counties and the Upper 
Peninsula. 30 

The Burt Lake migrants in Lansing were active in NMOA at first. Margaret Martell's 
brother-in-law, Charles "Chick" Dashner, was an officer of unit #6 circa 1952. In a group 
interview with older individuals in Lansing, a woman ambiguously referred to an 
undefined collective a.s "we." She stated, "We got involved and we had a chapter down in 
Lansing ... 43 years ago .... We thought the Northern Michigan Ottawa Association was 
going to represent us, and we thought that by having these little chartered places ... we 
would be servicing our people" (Shawa 7115/1995). She said that "we" later withdrew, 
not wanting to raise money for expenditures, which "we" believed the Dominics used for 
personal profit: 

What happmled was, Bob Dominick was the head of it, Chick ... was on 
the board a1d we saved up $800 ... We had cake, desserts, other things, 
square dancc;~s" and they took the money up home, up to the Petoskey 
meeting.. He was our representative and [when] they got up there, Bob 
Dominic took all of it I think, and he had bought himself a car so he could 
make trips to Washington. So then after that, then we just back out ... 
(Shawa 711 5/1995) 

Members of the pet itioner interviewed in recent years expressed old suspicions about 
Robert Dominic and his wife Waunetta, who was a NMOA officer, as they did about other 
individuals who vied to become Ottawa leaders after World War II. One person 
interviewed in 199:; said about Dominic and others who visited Burt Lake, "They all 
wanted to be leaders. Oh, what does [Dominic] know about that ... the only thing that 

30 Other units included #2 around Grand Traverse Bay, #3 to include an area south of Grand Rapids, 
#4 to include Grand Rapids, #5 near Muskegon, #6 around Lansing and Ann Arbor, and #7 for Detroit. 
Isabelle County, where V[L Pleasant was located, was split between units # 1 and # 6. In the 1950's following 
significant labor migration, Burt Lake descendants would have lived in all of these units, but predominantly in 
#1, #3 and #6. 
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he kept aft~r us about is the signing over of Burt Lake so that they could get the money" 
(Shawa 7/28/1995). The Burt Lake people knew Dominic, a college graduate, (Hillman 
1984) was well employed in private industry, and yet asked poorer Indians to pay dues 
and raise money, which they thought he used for his own purposes, such as buying a car 
(Martell 7/2312003; Otto 7/10/2003). The interviews reveal that Burt Lake people left 
NMOA bel;ause they disliked paying dues to the Dominies. They also feared NMOA 
jeopardized or ignored their goal of the return of the lands lost at the burnout. Within the 
Burt Lake settlement, there may have been divided opinion about whether to seek return 
of their land, rather than to accept claims. Some wanted land, others were "just interested 
in getting ... the results of the settlement ... around $7 million at the time" (Shawa 
7/15/1995). 

The petitio [ler submitted some evidence showing that its members descending from Indian 
village on Burt Lake and their in-laws participated in three NMOA units between 1952 
and 1977. A NMOA report, given to the Governor during the 1956 meeting, listed unit 
and association officers in that year (NMOA 311511956). No descendants of the Indian 
Road settlemc::nt were officers of unit #1, where Burt Lake was located, but Joseph 
Kishego, Jr., who attended the 1956 meeting with the Governor was Vice-chairman, and 
Joseph Kishego, Sr. was Treasurer of unit #6 and of the business or executive committee 
ofNMOA. The Kishegos are Cheboygan annuitants who descend from individuals who 
left Burt LHke before 1900. This family never participated in the petitioner's activities. 
Francis Shawa, son of Matthew Amos Shawa who resided on Indian Road in 1956, was 
Chairman cf Unit #6. In addition, Anthony Chingman31

, was the "interpreter" on the 
Business or Executive Committee. Although not from Burt Lake, he had descendants in 
the 1994 membership ofBLB because some of his children married into Burt Lake 
families. In 1971, at least one BLB member, Anna Levandowski,32 was named among 
"satellite leaders" for NMOA. As late as 1977, some ancestors of the 1994 membership, 
including Anthony Chingman and Jay Harrington, both of Harbor Springs and not 
personally from Indian Road, were still involved and serving on the "Tribal Council" of 
NMOA. 

Several people;: described Charles H., "Charley," Martell (1897-1982), Margaret Martell's 

31 Anthony Chingrnan, Sr., because he is the "interpreter." At this time, his son is only 23. 

32 Anna Irene Massey Lavandowski has a daughter named Christine Ann Lavandowski, who would 
probably have been too young to serve as a satellite leader in 1971, so this is probably Anna Lavandowski. 
She was active: beginning in 1980 in BLB and signed the letter to NARF requesting that they represent the 
band in 1978. She never attended a ghost supper. She is Garland Martell's first cousin and Margaret 
Martell's second cousin. 
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father-in-law, as vIs.iting other residents on Indian Road to discuss NMOA and Dominic. 
Photographs from the 1950' s or 1960' s show that urban migrants such as Margaret 
Martell and others visited him in his Indian Road home. Irene Massey's son, raised near 
Indian Road, recounted that Charley Martell visited his mother, and they talked about 
"money ... burnouts when a lot of Indians lost their property because they didn't pay their 
taxes" (Massey 7/l4/2003). Charley Martell drove Indian Road residents to NMOA 
meetings and the UP. where he visited Shenoskeys (William 1911-1966) and 
Nongueskwas. Tt.is visiting enhanced communications among Indian Road residents and 
descendants, but s),ec:ific details are undocumented (Massey 7114/2003). 

In 1971, Victor Ki~higo, descendant of Cheboygan annuitants who left Burt Lake, sought 
and received State funding for a Petoskey based crafts co-op and "Indian village," 
reminiscent of plans discussed in a 1935 meeting at Burt Lake, arranged through John 
Parkey of MID A. A newspaper article described the project: 

About thre ~ years ago, the idea of an Indian village was conceived by ... 
Ottawa tribe:sman, Victor Kishigo of Harbor Springs, who received 
moderate SllPPOrt from the Indian community for an Ottawa Indian arts and 
crafts co-op" which he established near Petoskey ... However, since then 
Kishigo ha!. launched a successful drive to acquire the 20-acre site for a 
five-unit Indian complex. The parcel was transferred to the Indians on a 
perpetual lease basis last year by the Michigan Department of natural 
resources en the understanding that it would be developed as an Indian 
tourist attraction (Anon. 1971). 

His father, Mitchell Kishego, Sr., his wife, his father's brother Joseph Kishego, identified 
as President Northt~rn Michigan Indian Club, and his sister Doris Adams attended the 
Governor's meeting with Jonas Shawanesse in 1956. This family was involved in the 
1940's in cultural and political activities in Harbor Springs, where the family apparently 
moved before 1900. A "Joseph Keshegowe" had been one of the chiefs in the Pageant 
movement in the 1940's, and Victor's sister had run for pageant princess. None of the 
descendants of their Cheboygan annuitants, Nikolas Ke-zhe-go-we and Susan Winding, 
became involved in the petitioner's organization after 1977. 

Two Burt Lake Indians publicly criticized Kishigo's proposal. A news article, headlined 
"Indians Refuse Side:show Status," quoted current member Helen (Shawa) Kiogama, a 
daughter of Matthew Amos Shawa, Indian Road resident until his death in 1963, as 
saying, "even if a tourist attraction is built, Indians will refuse to staff it. 'We've worked 
too long and hard tD want to revert to spending our days doing beadwork.' She said 
Indian children do headwork and basketry only as a hobby and to preserve their ancient 
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culture. 'Bllt we would not encourage them to try to make a living at these tasks. There 
would be no opportunity for advancement'" (Anon. 1971). 
Jay Harrington, Margaret Martell's nephew, claimed that about 90 percent of the adult 
Indian poplliation of the Little Traverse Bay area had already signed a petition opposing 
the co-op. The paper asserted, "[s]everal hundred Chippewa and Ottawa Indians are on 
the warpath because they don't want to dress up in feathers and buckskins as tourist 
attractions" (Anon. 1971). Margaret Martell recently criticized Kishigo in 2003 (Martell 
7/2312003 ). 

In 1969, a 1'ewspaper described ""Victor Kishigo," as "a descendant of Chief 
Kie-She-Go-Way, who led the famous band ofCheboys on Burt Lake more than 150 
years ago," and his plans to "organize the last remaining northern Michigan Indians in the 
native arts and crafts with a cooperative plan" (The Detroit News 7127/69). A DNR 
background paper on Indian leaders portrayed Kishigo in 1971, as conducting "Indian 
business undler authority of State-chartered co-op store," and as a "rabble-rouser. At odds 
with tribal chairmen of the four recognized bands in Michigan, as well as with Dominic. 
He is Indian responsible for deluding Legislature into donating State land for Indian 
Cultural CEnter at Petoskey. Do not believe we should recognize any cards issued by 
Kishigo's outfit" (Anon. 511211971). It elaborated that Kishig033 "represents 70 
unorganized Indians," but did not describe them. His family's connections to Shawanesse 
and the 19S6 meeting raise the possibility that "Kishigo's outfit" may have represented a 
group of Chd,oygan annuitants with interests in Burt Lake lands, who are not the 
petitioner. Some long-standing conflict may divide the petitioner and the Kishigo family, 
which may fieveal political activity in the petitioner from 1940 to 1970 (Martell 
7/23/2003) Evidence for such conflict is circumstantial, mainly that when the Kishigos 
are documEnted in an activity, including the Governor's meeting in 1956, the pageants in 
1940, the NMUA Unit # 1, and this co-op, the individuals commonly associated with the 
petitioner are absent, even though Kishigos claim Cheboygan ancestry. 

Through the 1970's, NMOA dealt with claims and social issues. In April, 1970, Dominic 
attended a Green Bay meeting on selection of the superintendent of the Great Lakes 
Agency as 'one of 15 tribal chairmen from the two States," representing NMOA "of 
which he is president, and the Ottawa-Chippewa Tribal council" (Petoskey News Review 
4/23/1970). This is the first identification of the Ottawa-Chippewa Tribal council. 
Dominic represented his own attendance as a kind of "recognition," and explained that 

33 I t1 1986 the BLB minutes of meeting of June 29, 1986 included in newsletter that Kishigo had 
been invited 0 a ceremony at the old Indian Point cemetery "because his grandfather was the last chieffor the 
band." His f:randfather would have been the son of Alexander Ke-zhe-go-we, b. 1863, married to Susan 
Winding. 
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NMOA and the "Ottawa-Chippewa Tribal Council of Michigan were recognized 
representing urban Indians" (Petoskey News Review 4/23/1970). The sudden reference to 
this "Tribal council," and the article's headline, "Dominic to Tell Indians Monday of 
"Recognition'" indicates as claims activities drew to a close, the issue of tribal recognition 
emerged in Michigan (Petoskey News Review 4/2311970).34 

Federal recognition became important to unrecognized groups in Michigan because treaty
fishing litigation resulted in Federal tribes managing treaty fisheries. In the 1970's, non
tribal Indian fishermen would have to ask a recognized tribe, which managed a fishery, to 
host them. In 1971., a Cross Village Ottawa won the right to be considered for BIA 
employment under Indian preference rules in a case argued by Michigan Indian Legal 
Services (MILS). MILS interpreted their win to mean, "the BIA has agreed to recognize 
the Ottawas as an Indian tribe ... [and t]his settlement is the first step toward BIA 
recognition of the ()ttawas." MILS said they needed "four years to contact all Ottawa 
Indians so they could reorganize, elect a tribal government and decide who was and was 
not an Ottawa" (Petoskey News Review 5/2011977). Treaty fishing and other issues drove 
recognition in Michigan. 

After these statemtmts predicting recognition, 500 people attended NMOA's 1977 annual 
meeting, where the topic came up. Robert Dominic died in 1975, and his wife Waunita 
was elected the "Chairman of the Tribal Council and president of the association" 
(Petoskey News Review 9/1911977). At this meeting NMOA held "a lengthy discussion 
dealing with federal recognition of this tribe and reaffirmed its intention to seek official 
recognition" (Petoukey News Review 911911977). There is little evidence that the Indians 
still living at Indian Road and their descendants participated in NMOA in 1977. Margaret 
Martell and her associates said in oral histories that they left NMOA when Robert 
Dominic was still alive (Martell 7/23/2003). The Acting Director of the Native American 
Rights Fund (NARF) had already written a letter to the BIA, requesting that it amend a 
contract to provide tribes with "expert consultant services" to add five unrecocognized 
Indian groups, including the "Burt Lake Chippewas of Michigan" (Echohawk 7/29/1977). 

1977-1980: Margaret Martell works with NARF and MILS and forms the BLB, Inc. 

34 Sault Ste. Marie Band broke from NMOA before its recognition in 1972. 
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The impetus for formally organizing the petitioner came from urban migrants who met 
attorneys w:lth the Native American Rights Fund (NARF) at an Indian Center in Lansing. 
In October 1977, Margaret Martell,35 who lived in Lansing, wrote to "Burt Lake Band 
Member[s] and Heirs" to inform them of "a forthcoming lawsuit involving the lands 
located at l:ndian Point on Burt Lake, east of Brutus" (Martell 1 0/5/1977). She invited 
NARF attorneys to this meeting. The meeting's stated purpose was not for the group to 
determine 'h'hether to sue, but whether to have NARF represent them in litigation. 36 
Martell and NARF representatives planned the meeting "so that band members [could] be 
brought up to date on what is currently happening in regard to the case." This phrasing 
implies tha': Martell was already working with NARF and viewed the organization as a 
"band" (MaJ1ell 10/511977). 

Margaret MaI1ell, herself, credited her contacts at the Lansing Indian Center, where she 
worked, as her catalyst for forming BLB.37 She said, "We always had Indian meetings .. 
. " [T]hese meetings were not exclusive to Burt Lake, although they were "the ones that 
would be interested" (Martell 7/23/2003). Her invitation urged recipients to "feel free to 
contact any Burt Lake band members about the meeting so that as many members as 
possible ca:l be notified" (Martell 10/5/1977), and she suggested that families send 
"representatives to the meeting instead of all ... attending" (Martell 10/5/1977). One 
eyewitness heard about the first meeting through "the proverbial moccasin telegraph" from 
"some immediate family member," probably his aunt who "usually keeps her hand on the 

35 BLB's researcher George Cornell, who Margaret Martell met at the Lansing Indian Center in the 
1970's, stated that the "initial meeting between NARF and Burt Lake Indians was persistently called for by 
Margaret Martdl, a Burt Lake band member who was living in Lansing," and "in 1977, NARF agreed to have 
two staff attoneys visit Burt Lake Band members to examine the historical background and merits of the case" 
(Petitioner/Ccmell, 9/911994, appendix 1, p. 163). Although Cornell believes that Margaret Martell started 
organizing the group before 1977, only in 1977 is there any documentation of her activities (petitioner/Cornell 

9/911994, appendix 1, p. 163) 

16 A Michigan State University publication attributed a "reorganization" of the band, at this 
October 26, 1977, meeting, to George Cornell, an instructor at the University, claiming that Cornell 
had "decided to make an attempt to reassemble the Burt Lake Band," had contacted "descendants of 
the band," and had worked for a year to bring them together (MSU News Bulletin 2122/1979). The 
publication claimed that, with the group's consent, Cornell had pursued legal representation for them 
byNARF. 

:17 In the: mid 1970's, the Michigan Commission on Indian Affairs had sponsored urban Indian centers 
in Michigan's Im'ger cities. Margaret Martell became active in the Lansing Indian Center, a place where 
Indians from Michigan and beyond met and took control of Federal and State programs according to relatively 
new policies ajvocating Indian self-detennination (Hillman 1984, 162) 
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pulse of what's happ<:ming in Indian country here" (Shawa 7114/2004).38 He agreed that 
he "would be willing to go," indicating his aunt may have selected him to represent his 
family. He drove from Grand Rapids to the meeting, which was held at the Pellston 
Quonset Hall at "ghost supper time, so it was a chance to see everybody" (Shawa 
7/1412003). In 1977, Martell and her associates had knowledge of the location of many 
descendants of BUi Lake and they knew how to contact them. They did not attempt to 
find all Cheboygan descendants by running advertisements. Rather, they recruited 
individuals known to them. This fact suggests that they formalized an existing Burt Lake 
entity. 

In January 1978, 27 individuals signed a litigation request to NARF for the "Cheboygan 
Band of Ottawa" in a case relating to the group's lands (Cheboygan Band 111411978).39 
Almost two-thirds of the petition signers, like Martell, were from Lansing or Grand 
Rapids. Only two signers indicated they were from communities near Burt Lake, one each 
from Brutus and Pdlston. In November 1978, 34 individuals, about one-third from Brutus 
or Pellston, signed a. second petition requesting legal representation by NARF and 
Michigan Indian Lega.l Services (MILS) (BLB 1111811978). Around the same time, 
documents mentioned a "Committee for [the] Burt Lake Band of Ottawa Indians." In an 
obvious attempt to model their organization after NMOA, nine committee members 
represented six geographical areas: Burt Lake, with two representatives, Grand Rapids, 
with three representatives, and Petoskey, Cheboygan, Lansing, and Detroit, with one 
representative cad (BLB ca. 1978). 

To organize the petitioner between 1977 and 1980, Margaret Martell drew on personal 
contacts. At least half of the 27 signers of the 1978 litigation request were close relatives 
of Martell and her husband, including their own siblings, and their sibling's children or 
grandchildren. AlSJ present were some of their relative's in-laws. Persons involved in the 
petitioner's activitieB in earlier and later periods attended. At least ten of the 18 

individuals who wculd become most active between 1978 and 1983 attended this meeting. 
Gary Shawa, who would become executive director in the 1990's, and several of his 

relatives attended. Ida (Cabenaw) Shananaquet signed. In 1935, she had signed the 
Cheboygan County pe:tition requesting benefits under the IRA. The son of MID A member 
John Parkey attend~d. Peter Shewanasige's (Shenoskey) descendants, including Loretta 
(Massey) Parkey, who would eventually become very active, were not present. 

38 Because the interview was in Brutus, "Here" in this context most likely referred to the Brutus area 
and not Lansing. 

39 There is SOnl{: confusion about this list of signatures. An identical list, including smudges and 
cross-outs, is attached to another document from a different date. The petitioner should clarifY the record on 
this list. 
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NARF attorneys laid out two possible litigation strategies at the first meeting, one based 
on Federal law to eject the present occupiers of the land, and the second based on State 
law to fore;: the Governor to fulfill his obligations as a trustee ofIndian land. NARF 
reported it would complete legal research, make a written recommendation, and only then 
discuss whl~ther to represent the group (Locklear 1012611977). Between January and July 
1978, Mid.igan Indian Legal Services (MILS) and NARF prepared the case, while a 
historian researched BLB's history (Ashenbrenner 2124/1978; Locklear 4/1978; White 
711978). Eventually, "the band decided to pursue the possibility ofa suit against the 
Governor of Michigan for breach of trustee responsibility," which NARF decided was a 
"realistic possibility" (Locklear 6/1/1978). According to MILS attorney James Bransky, 
NARF and MILS worked for five years on this case (Bransky 9/9/1994; Cornell 
9/911994), The record only shows that in November 1978, Margaret Martell and 310thers 
signed an agreement, or "resolution," with NARF and MILS to pursue a legislative 
resolution from the State (Petitioner 1111811978; Locklear 711811979).40 

At least 1] names on this November 1978, resolution are also among the 27 names on the 
earlier litigation request, but the composition of the resolution signers is more diverse. 
Margaret Martell's relatives remain well represented, but added are descendants of 1935 
IRA signer, lPeter Shewanasige (Shenoskey). They lived in Brutus and Grand Rapids. A 
core group of 11 persons appears on both lists. They rarely, if ever, attended Irene 
Massey's gloSt suppers (1982-1994), although Massey and her daughter signed the 
resolution. 41 In July 2003, Gary Shawa, the youngest signer on these lists, characterized 
the group as "the major families who had been always involved in these activities along the 
line ... just Burt Lake people" (Shawa 7/2112003). The only exceptions to Shawa's 
characterization were two women from the Kishigo family, who attended the Governor's 
conference with Jonas Shawanesse in 1956. However, neither woman attended 
subsequent m~~etings or joined BLB. The other signers descended from Indian Road 
residents between 1910 and 1960. No descendants of John B. Vincent appeared on any 
list. 

The petitiort(~r submitted an undated document probably from the same period. Typed at 

40 Tbis request was written on Commission on Indian Affairs stationery, with Governor Milliken's name 
at the top There are early references to the group using the commissions' offices at the invitation of Louise 
Reznik, a conmission staffer and BLB member. 

41 T rus points out one characteristic of the petitioner that needs noting. Many of the most active BLB 
members never attended a Ghost Supper, and some of the most faithful attenders of Ghost Suppers at Irene 
Masseys nevt:r attended a BLB meeting, even though they are descendants of the Indian Road settlement. 
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the top was "Connlittee for Burt Lake Band of Ottawa Indians Cheboygan County" 
(Petitioner n.d.) and listed "by area" below were nine names, two from Burt Lake, three 
Grand Rapids, and one each from Petoskey, Cheboygan, Lansing and Detroit. All signers 
appeared also on t he November 1978 resolution. These area representatives were 
primarily Martell's kin and in-laws. They included a woman who stopped participating at 
once, others who r ardy participated, and a person who became active in the organization, 
but had no genealogical link to a Cheboygan ancestor who lived in Indian Village at Burt 
Lake. Gary Shawa represented Grand Rapids. He felt he "was young and could pick up 
and go" (Shawa 7114.12003). 

Current members Hnd past members who now belong to LTBB recognize not only that 
Martell's work formalized the group's organization, but also that her initial goal was to 
rectify the loss of their lands in the burnout. The petitioner's current executive director 
believes that before 1978, the Burt Lake group was a "real non organized entity" (Shawa 
711412003). The group "knew who we were and what we were," but there had never 
"been a concerted effi:>rt to go after inequalities and injustices and get retribution for those 
events" (Shawa 7ll4/2003). The record supports Shawa's contention that the group's 
earlier attempts on the issue of the burnout "never seemed to be making any progress" 
(Shawa 7114/2003). Margaret Martell's actions focused the group's efforts and 
established a BLB organization. 

The Composition ({Participants in Petitioner's Activities 1978 - 1983 

Because the petitioner submitted no membership lists for this time, reconstructing of 
known participants in the petitioner's activities by extracting their names from documents 
is the only way to define the group in the early 1980'S.42 OFA compiled a list of 
individuals involved in the meetings or appearing on documents. Some 160 different 
names appear on tre: sign-in sheets for eleven meetings between January 1980, and March 
1983, and on the November 1978, resolution. Unfortunately, about a third of the names 
were illegible, not in the petitioner's genealogy database, or on their later membership 
lists, even though many of the unidentified surnames were similar to identified surnames. 
These data indicate that a core group representing some 10 percent of the names (17 of 
160) attended more than five meetings, 34 percent (55 of 160) attended 2 to 4 meetings, 
but a 54 percent majority (87 of 160) attended only one meeting. In many instances, an 
apparent family grcup attended a single meeting, and never returned. 

42 Only two applications for membership before 1992 are in the record, both for LeClair children. A 
record of applications .vould also indicate the group's composition and size. 
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The core gJ'Oup of high attenders included seventeen people: Margaret Martell, her 
brothers Harry and Thomas Nongueskwa, and her sisters' daughters Roseanna (Dashner) 
DeLand, Ifi~n€:: (Mandosking) Howard, and Darlene Rowland. Also in this category are 
Anna Mass~y, her son James Lavendowski and sister Margaret Massey Swartout. 
Margaret ~[artell's husband's father Charley Martell, and his neice Carol Shananaquet, and 
her husband Lawrence Shananaquet attended numerous meetings, as did Irene Shenoskey 
Massey, he~ daughter Loretta Parkey, and granddaughter Renae Parkey. Finally, Helen 
Brown Mell(!fee, who is not identified by the petitioner in the genealogical database and 
Gary Shaw;! attended more meetings than most people did from 1978 to 1983. 

The composiition of the group which was most active appears to have been based at least 
in part on kinship. Almost 60 percent of the people who were most active were also close 
kin or in-laws of Margaret Martell, or their spouses. 43 Within that group, 7, or 41 percent, 
of these high attenders were Margaret Martell's brothers and sisters and a handful of their 
descendant!;, a.ll descendants of John Nongueskwa. Three high attenders, 18 percent, 
were two of Margaret Martell's husband's relatives, who descended from Charley Martell, 
and one in-law. Five, or 29 percent, were Charles Massey's descendants, including 
Loretta Parkey, the long-time enrollment officer of the BLB. Gary Shawa, the executive 
director of:3LB since 1991, and Helen Menefee, whose relationship to the group is 
unknown, made up the remainder of the high attenders. These people, with a few 
exceptions, remained active with the BLB until after the Federal recognition ofLTBB, 
when eight enrolled there. One who relinquished and joined LTBB has since died, as have 
five other high attenders, leaving 11 possible members ofBLB. Only five remain members 
ofBLB, and seven have enrolled in LTBB (one person is enrolled in both entities). The 
four BLB members who have not enrolled in L TBB are Margaret Martell, and the paid 
employees of the petitioner, which leaves the impression that some of the most committed 
members of the petitioner have relinquished their memberships. 

These high attenders primarily descended from people whom the Federal Censuses 
showed living near to one another in 1910 (Households 17, 18, 19, and 20 on Burt 
Township hdian Schedule), in 1920 (Households 31,32, 33 and 36 in Burt Township) 
and in 1930 (Households 38,42,43, and 44 in Burt Township). Margaret Martell (nee 
Nongueskwa) lived up in one of these households as a child, but her family moved to the 
u.P. by 1927. Photo captions, marriages and other evidence indicate that the families of 
Charley Martell and John Nongueskwa maintained contact with one another after the 

43 Be:cause so many members descend from Antoine Shawwawnonquqot and Louis Nongueskwa, the 
members are generally related to one another. However, in this situation, Margaret Martell's relatives referred to 
here are relat vely close and include brothers, sisters, their children, and her spouse's sister, father, etc. 
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Nongueskwas mOH:d to the UP. and their children married. It appears that when, in 
1978, Margaret Martell asked people to work for the BLB and attend meetings, the 
people who grew lip in these neighboring households or who were in these families were 
the people she recruited and the people most likely to attend. It follows that, considering 
that the base community for recruiting the petitioner's membership was the Indian Road 
settlement, the stated purpose of the group's first meetings in 1978 dealt with righting the 
wrong of the tax sales. Also attending at this time and acting as mainstays until recently 
were several women who had lived in Cedarville on the UP., including Irene Howard, 
Melvina Vertz, Ka1:y Beech and Margaret Martell. This breakdown indicates that the 
descendants of Cheboygan annuitants who did not move to the Indian Road settlement 
were not active in 1 he group organized in 1978 by Margaret Martell. This is not to imply 
that everyone who moved to Indian Road was immediately listed as attending BLB 
meetings in 1978 to 1983. Many of the households present on Indian Road in the first 
thirty years of the ct:mtury were not present or active at these meetings and had no 
descendants present 

Martell also appear s to have recruited from people who were still living in the Indian Road 
settlement or had until very recently lived there. Thus, some of the people who attended 
the early BLB meejngs had ties to the oldest remaining residents of the Indian Road 
settlement, includirg Peter Paul Shenoskey's daughter Irene Massey (and her daughter and 
granddaughter). N:argaret Martell and her husband visited Indian Road at least through 
the 1950's and probably later, because her father-in-law Charley Martell, who died in 
1982, still lived there. Irene Massey hosted the annual Ghost Suppers at her home on 
Indian Road for twenty years until her death, although no evidence indicates that Margaret 
Martell attended them. Also represented were Sam Shananaquet's son and his wife, 
Martell's sister-in-law. Some of Sam Shanananquet's descendants still live on Indian Road 
at present. Also, Gary Shawa's grandparents had raised him there, although he spent 
significant time at a boarding school in Harbor Springs. Gary Shawa and Loretta Parkey 
live there now, and Inme Massey lived there until her 1992 death. 

No descendants of John B. Vincent attended these meetings. 

Meetings ofBLB 1980 - 1983 

The location of the rm!etings was only shown on three of the sign-in sheets, but cross
referencing the met:ting minutes with other documents shows that they met in Pellston 
near Burt Lake, in L.ansing, and in Grand Rapids, apparently rotating around a circuit. 
The urban characte:~ of the petitioner evident in 1977 and 1978, when Martell began 
working with NARF, had shifted by April 16, 1980, when a group met in Pellston to 
"formally organize ~:he 'Burt Lake Band of Ottawa and Chippewa Indian's" (Petoskey 
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News-Review 5/1/1980). Attendees approved a motion to have a board of directors of 
nine members, thus replicating the form of the 1978 committee (BLB 4/26/1980). They 
then approv(:d a pair of motions to require that five of the nine board members be from the 
Burt Lake area (i.e., the northern lower peninsula), that one board member be from 
Lansing and one from Grand Rapids, and that two members be elected at large. The 
voters elected a board of directors at this meeting. Three of the nine members were from 
Petoskey, while the other members were from Brutus, Boyne City, Cheboygan, Lansing, 
Grand Rapids, and Wayland. Some 40 people signed in, but a newspaper account placed 
the attendance at 60 to 70 individuals. The group's NARF attorney claimed elsewhere 
that the bard had 350 to 400 members (Locklear 4/24/1980). 

A local newspaper noted the meeting in Pellston and election of officers: 

Descendants of a small band of Ottawa and Chippewa Indians who 
inhabited the shadowy woodlands of the Burt Lake area more than a 
century ago have decided there is strength in unity ... On Saturday they 
met at the Quonset Hut in Pellston to formally organize the Burt Lake 
Band of Ottawa and Chippewa Indians. (Not identified, 5/1/1980) 

The article:lamed Floyd Harrington ofPetosky, who was elected chairman of the "newly 
organized band at the organizational meeting," and Margaret Martell of Lansing, who was 
elected Vicl~ Chairman. Brutus resident Donald Naganashe was elected treasurer; and 
Loretta Parkey, also of Brutus, was elected secretary. The board members were "Jim 
Naganashe, P(:toskey; Bob Swartout, Wayland; Gary Shawa, Grand Rapids; Julia 
Borowicz, Brutus; [and] Anna Willis, Petoskey." All of these people or a sibling signed 
one of the two 1978 documents during the early negotiations with NARF. 

Incorporation of July 16, 1980 

When, on July 16, 1980, the group, with the same nine directors, filed Articles of 
Incorporation with the State of Michigan as a non-profit corporation called the "Burt Lake 
Band ofOtta.wa and Chippewa Indians, Inc.," it extended its goals to coordinate funding, 
disperse in~)rmation, raise and manage funds, "regain a land base for the Burt Lake 
Band," "seEk federal acknowledgment of the Burt Lake Band as an Indian entity," and 
promote thl: self-sufficiency and self-determination of the Burt Lake Band (BLB 
7/16/1980).purpose beyond the land issue. BLB was organized specifically to meet the 
needs of the "the Burt Lake (a/k/a Cheboygan Band) Band ... and its members" (BLB 
7/16/1980). Between 1977 and 1980, the group evolved from a one-issue committee, 
coalesced a~()und a specific land claim, to a multi-purpose "Burt Lake Band." A news 
article statd that this "band hopes to convince Indians who have left the area to return 
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home; seek Feder:!.11 Recognition of the Ottawas as a tribal band; trace blood line; and 
improve relations \V'ith the white community" (Not identified 5/1/1980), The group that 
Margaret Martell had spearheaded since 1977 emphasized the land issue, The group now 
turned toward recognition and band formation. The BIA set up the acknowledgment 
process in 1979. This petitioner was not one of the first 40 petitioners who sent in a letter 
of intent to the BIA, after the Federal Acknowledgement Project's (F AP) locator project 
contacted them Grand Traverse Bay Band petitioned, but this petitioner did not submit a 
letter of intent until 1985. 

The petitioner claimed that all of the incorporators, except Margaret Martell, were from 
the upstate commLnities, which conflicts with residence information on sign-in sheets, 
Louise Reznick signed in from DeWitt (near Lansing), and Floyd Harrington from Grand 
Rapids. In additio 1, the purported upstate majority does not reflect the make up of the 
group as defined b V those who signed-in at meetings in general. The record of sign-ins 
demonstrates that 61 percent of participants lived in Lansing, Grand Rapids and other 
locations in southern Michigan. Specifically, 6 percent of participants came from 
Petoskey according to sign-in sheets, and 16 percent came from Lansing. Grand Rapids, 
with no incorporatJrs, was home to 26 percent of the people who signed-in The 
petitioner's empha;;is on upstate communities seems misleading. 

The First Board of l)irectors 

All of the incorpontors except Louise Reznick are also on the first Board of Directors 
with an additional j:>ur other people: Gary Shawa and Robert Swartout from the Grand 
Rapids area, and Julia Borowicz and Anna Willis from Upstate locations. Two people on 
the board do not (h;cend from the Burt Lake band allottees or annuitants, but are from 
the part of the Martell family that moved to Burt Lake beginning in 1903 but did not 
marry into the community, The Martells, whether or not they can demonstrate ancestry 
from Cheboygan annuitants, have been active in the petition. Their presence, as in-laws of 
Margaret Martell, reinforces the impression that Martell recruited most successfully from 
her own and her hLSband's close relatives. 

The descendants of Joseph Martell's son Abraham become involved in the BLB in 1977, 
and many are mem:)ers of the current petitioner. According to the petitioner's 
genealogical database, the founding ancestor, Joseph Martell was born in 1825 in Canada, 
but by 1845, his children were born in Bapt St. Ignace, Mackinac County Michigan on the 
Upper Peninsula, before his younger children were born in Ontario, indicating that he 
moved between the U.S, and Canada. Some of his children, including Abraham Martell, 
permanently settled in the U.S. Abraham Martell, whose daughter described him as 
"mixed blood" on he 1930 Federal census, married an Indian woman, whose daughter said 
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was "Ottawa," on the 1930 census. She was from Hessel, Mackinac Co. Some of their 
children settled in Pellston, Emmett County and married Burt Lake descendants of 
Cheboygan annuitants Louis Nongueskwa and Antoine Shawwawnonquot, both residents 
of Burt Township in the 19th century. 

Characteristics of the Group's participants and modes ofleadership 1980-1983 

The nature and composition of the leadership during the organization's first five years 
(before any of the descendents ofJohn Vincent participated) show that the council 
members and others who attended at high rates were often older women living in "down
State" cities. A composite listing of individuals who signed in at meetings between 1978 
and 1983 identified some 164 individuals who attended at least one meeting or sighed the 
1978 resolu tion to hire N ARF to represent their interests. Most signers were adults. 44 

The age of people who attended meetings five or more times was generally more than 45 
year old in 1980. They grew up in the settlement located on or near Indian Road. 

The middle-aged character of most of the individuals who attended meetings at the highest 

44The 17 people who attended more than 5 meetings: 

Dashner, Roseanna Nongueskwa 
Deland, Ros,!* 
Howard, Irene Massey* 
Lavandoski, Anna I Massey 
Lavandoski, James M 
Martell, Charles 
Martell, Margaret* 
Menefee, Hele:n (not in genealogical database) 
Nongueskwa, Harry N. 
Nongueskwa, Thomas 1. 
Parkey, Lore:ta* 
Parkey, Renee* 
Rowland, Darlene* 
Shananaquct. Carol* 
Shananaquet Lawrence* 
Shawa, Gary ~ 
Swartout, Margaret 

*Among the: leadership (see chart above) 
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rates and their clmeness to parents who lived in Indian Village at Burt Lake reflects their 
focus on regaining the lands lost in tax sales. When Margaret Martell first organized the 
BLB in 1978, the correspondence with NARF indicated that loss ofIndian Village at Burt 
Lake was the prinnry issue motivating the group. These people cared greatly about the 
loss of Indian Village because their own parents had experienced that loss and they felt the 
loss personally, and they believed that an injustice had occurred which should be righted. 
However, they, themselves, did not experience the loss personally during their own 
lifetimes. 

Only three individla.ls, under age 35 participated on committees or the board, and their 
grandparents lived in Indian Village at Burt Lake in 1900. The lack of continuous 
participation by other young people points to their being less closely tied to other 
members than older people, and implies that the linkages between members are weakening 
as generations are :-aised away from Burt Lake. Gary Shawa believed that Martell 
encouraged him because "they saw there was an older population and their intent was to 
involve at least Ont: young person." As he remembers, his explicit role was to make links 
to young people: "l was to get the word out among young people ... in Grand Rapids, at 
powwows" (Shawa 7/1412003). 

When signing into :neetings, individuals gave their addresses, providing a rough indication 
of their geographic distribution. Virtually everyone lived in Michigan with the exception 
of one man who lived in Chicago and another man who lived in Indiana. However, a large 
percentage of the individuals attending lived in urban areas, including 42 percent who lived 
in either Grand Rapids or Lansing. A lower percentage, 3 1 percent, still lived in the area 
near Burt Lake, even though only a handful of families still lived on Indian Road in 1978, 
and there was no lc,nger a geographical settlement where the BLB members lived 
exclusively (See Appendix C-l). Only 22 people signed in from "Brutus," a cross-roads 
community less than five miles from Indian Road and the location of the post office 
serving Indian Road residents. Oral history indicated that Kenny and Loretta Parkey, 
Irene and Doris Mass(~y, Roy Parkey, and Sam and Nancy Shananaquet still lived on or 
very near Indian Road, and some of these households included other relatives (Parkey 
711812003; Shawa 1995). Thirty-one percent of the people who signed-in to meetings 
lived within thirty miles of Indian Village at Burt Lake. 

Three descendants of Abraham Martell, who attended meetings at a high rate and served 
on the board durin!:; this period, did not descend from Indian Village on Burt Lake in 1900 
or from any Cheboyga.n annuitant. They were sisters and first cousins of Margaret 
Nongueskwa Martell's husband, Garland Martell, and therefore in-laws to descendants of 
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residents of Indian Village at Burt Lake in 1900.45 However, they did live near Indian 
Road in the 1920's, 1930's and later, and were viewed as part of that settlement by 
individuals interviewed in 1995 (Shawa 1995). 

There is no documented instance ofa descendant ofJohn B. Vincent attending a meeting 
during this period. 

The evidenct~ that the petitioner submitted allows little analysis of the modes of decision
making for the group at any time. Mapping the leaders' associations with one another 
demonstrates that a relatively small, closely related grouping of middle-age women 
dominated the group's leadership from 1978 to 1983, before Donald Moore became 
chairman. This group included Margaret Martell and Irene Howard primarily. 
Periodically, other women such as Helen Menefee, Eleanor Barber or Carol (Martell) 
Shananaqu{:t also participated at board meetings where issues were presented and 
discussed. Whether the board actually voted on what to do or merely accepted the 
presentations is unclear. The impression is that if Margaret Martell wanted something to 
happen, it generally did happen. Irene Howard acted as her deputy, vigorously writing 
and signing letters about obtaining a land base, Federal recognition, or small orders of 
beads for the crafts project. Gary Shawa highlighted the role of women as important in 
the 1980's: 

The women seemed to keep it alive. There always seemed to be Indian 
women, matriarchs ... in addition to Margaret Martell, Roseanna Martell, 
Roseanna Shawa. There were others like Louise Reznik, who was very 
strong ... Women seemed to figure most prominently in it. .. in many 
instances they kept the issue alive .... (Shawa 7/14/2003). 

Also during this period, the petitioner may have been reacting at times to some events 
happening outside of their organization, such as the recognition of Grand Traverse Bay 
Band and pDlitical activities at urban Indian centers. Thus, they organized as a non-profit, 
they began a recognition petition, and they wrote development grants. Evidence 

45 Heir background should be kept in mind, as they later corne to control the emollrnent committee 
during a period when the definition of who is a Burt Laker becomes a major issue. Like Margaret Martell, they 
had substantial connection to Indians living in Mackinac, the Upper Peninsula, or with French Canadian 
ancestry. These characteristics may have colored their views of the rights to membership. At any rate, their 
presence and lhcir close relationship to Margaret Martell, the recognized founder of the incorporated BL8, set 
the stage for tll<: inclusion of the Vincents beginning with Don Moore in 1985 and with the remainder through 
the 1990's. 
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demonstrated a slow' increase in the group's activities during the five years before 1984. 
They held social activities, such as group picnics, campouts, fundraisers, and dinners in 
Brutus, Lansing and Grand Rapids. The older members had grown up together in or near 
Indian Road before World War II, and in 1978, most adults had many and diverse 
previous interactions with other Burt Lake families, even after migrating away from Indian 
Road. They did not deal with treaty fishing or refer to the Northern Michigan Ottawa 
Association (NMOA.), even though their members had previously been part of the latter 
organization, the cl :lims were still outstanding, and the demands of treaty fishing litigation 
monopolized the at lention of authorities and other Michigan Indians. 

us. v Michigan 

us. v Michigan din:ctly effected descendants of John B. Vincent who were commercial 
fishermen, but not descendants of Indian Village on Burt Lake, The latter had not gone 
into commercial fishiing. The Vincent family had fished the Great Lakes for "five 
generations," and as one man said, it was "no hobby" (Moore 712211903) "They always 
fished on and off" i 1 an occupation passed from father to son, according to another 
descendant of John Vincent, Carl Frazier, who described ice fishing with his father from 
shacks 20 miles out on Lake Michigan. He first watched his father spear lake trout, selling 
for 5 cents a pound, when he was a child in 1947. "Everybody did it" (Frazier 7/17/2003). 
As adults, Carl Frasier and his brother "bought the boat ... and the State license from" 

their father, and gill-netted until the early 1980's, when the State closed parts of the 
fishery. The Frasie~s and their Vincent relatives then began "trap netting" and finally, 
became "caught up in the fishing issue, the consent order and eventually put out of 
business in 1985" (Frazier 7117/2003), From Vincent descendant Donald Moore's 
perspective, the State was "trying to get rid of fishing completely in ... Michigan" 
(Moore 712212003). In fact, the State took the side of the commercial fishing and fought 
treaty fishing for almost tcn years. 

As this court batth: was waged in the late 1970' s and early 1980' s, evidence shows that 
the Vincent fishermen tried different approaches to protect or extend their participation in 
commercial fishing with no success, and to become eligible for treaty fishing with little 
success. They participated in a non-treaty commercial fisherman's association and in an 
organization of non-tribal Indians. They also fished with Federal Tribes, as official guests 
or as tribal members" before possibly being removed from the tribe's roll when a 
discrepancy surfaced over their ancestry, They attempted to become members of Federal 
tribes, which were managing treaty fishing for members, and of at least two different 
acknowledgment petitioners, who stood to gain the right to manage treaty fishing in the 
future. As close relatives, they may have worked together on these different attempts to 
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maintain their position or reenter commercial fishing. 

As the BLB t)rmalized its organization, a fishing stand-off between the Indian fishermen 
who were not members of recognized tribes and the State progressed in the courts. 
Members cf"NMOA had continued to fish until 1983, when the Us. v. Michigan court 
decided thHt only recognized tribes could continue commercial fishing during the duration 
of the trial and ordered NMOA to revoke its licenses. NMOA began to explore applying 
for fishing rights for "individual bands" along the lines of recognized tribes (Opalka 
5/611983). NMOA reasoned that it "is the business committee, or council, which 
component parts are those bands of Ottawa Indians refusing to petition the Bureau of 
Indian Affairs for "acknowledged" status which would enable them to receive certain 
statutory and regulatory benefits on the one hand and enforce a socialistic government 
upon them on the other" (Justian 10/1711983). This statement implies that some parts of 
the N0I1ht:rn Ottawa objected to filing recognition petitions, a controversy not reflected in 
the Burt U.ke submissions. The recognized tribes of Bay Mills, Sault Ste. Marie, and 
Grand Traverse, the latter acknowledged in 1980 under 25 CFR 83, exerted "extreme 
pressure" to have the Ottawas removed from the Great Lakes (Opalka 5/6/1983). 

As summer closed, a second order removed any ambiguity of the original order, "Any 
other[s than members of Federal tribes] fishing in the areas closed by this Order shall cease 
such activities immediately upon notice of this Order" (Enslen 10/511983). This Order 
removed lehn B. Vincent's descendants from many areas of the commercial fishery, 
especially the southern shore of the u.P. Ron Paquin, who earlier met with State officials 
and claimed to represent some 2,500 off-reservation members wrote, "We have 16 
fisherman, w"ith wives, and children a total of 62 people affected by this order just in St. 
Ignace area, and we are all pleading with you to help us, and the other fisherman and their 
families (Paquin 10/1811983). Attached to this letter is a petition with 16 signatures, 
including Vincent descendant William Frazier. His name is on the petitioner's 1994 

membership list, and he is the current chairman's cousin (Petitioner'S genealogical 
database).4t In November, the State began to seize the equipment of fishermen who were 
not Federal tribal members. 

Sixty-six ncn-treaty commercial fishermen attempted to intervene in US. v Michigan. In 
November 1983, they filed in U.S. District Court to become interveners in Us. v 
Michigan (RG 92-427 Executive Lansing). Among these 66 petitioners were two future 

46 There are two William Fraziers in the genealogical database. One has no descendants in the 
petitioner end a second is himself a member and has three children who are currently members. 
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BLB chairmen, a councilman and their brothers. 47 A descendent of John Vincent who was 
part of the suit said, "Most of the license holders were Native Americans to begin with" 
(Frazier 7/17/2003), apparently meaning that some of the fishermen who signed on to the 
suite were unenrolled Indian descendants like his own family. The petitioners did not 
support the positio1 of the tribes, State, or Federal government in Us. v Michigan. They 
described themselves as "non-treaty users exercising rights and privileges conferred, 
protected and regu :ated under the laws, rules and regulations of the State of Michigan." 
They described the investments they had made in "land, buildings, vessels, nets and other 
equipment and gea:- necessary to the conduct of their enterprises," and attempted to 
position themselve!. to receive compensation when commercial fishing ended. 

The US v. Michigan litigation was settled in 1985. In April 1985, the State began sending 
out "quota letters" to companies owned by Carl Frazier, the current chairman and cousin 
to Donald Moore. Their letter said that the parties in the case had settled treaty related 
issues about Great Lakes commercial fishing and that on April 10, 1985, District Court 
Judge Enslen had incorporated their agreement into a Court Order (United States of 
American, et. al. V~. State of Michigan, et al. United States District Court, Western 
District of Michigan, Northern Division, File No. M2673CA). The letter told the Fraziers 
and others along the southern coast of the upper peninsula that they had to "cease taking 
fish, and ... immediately remove all fishing gear from the water" (Skoog, 517/1985). 

Petitioner's ActiviEs_1983-1984 

During these months in 1983, when fishing was a central and contentious point for so 
many Michigan Ott awa and the Vincents, BLB meetings, activities, and discussions never 
mentioned the topi.:: of fishing. Meetings focused on the petitioner's grant from the 
Michigan Council f()f the Arts for a pilot crafts program to run from September 1, 1983, 
through August 1984. The project would pay four to eight "artisans" $5.00 per hour, rent, 
travel and supplies. A project request, perhaps for a different grant, described 26 "culture 
classes," but it is unclear if the group held these classes. Margaret Martell placed a notice 
in the February 1994 newsletter asking people to place orders with her for needed supplies 

47 They included: "Isaac Frazier and Jim and Jerry Moore, Cedarville Fish, Co .... Frazier Fish Corp." 
Gerald Moore became active in the petitioner beginning in 1987. He and Jim Moore were future BLB 

chairman Donald Moore's brothers. The Frazier Fish Corporation was owned by the current BLB chairman, 
Carl Frazier, who first ~;h()wed up in BLB records in 1986. Also listed was a company called "John Cross, Jr. 
& Jerry Ranville." Rml\rille is common surname among the petitioner's members, but no "Jerry Ranville" 
appears in the petitioner's genealogical database, so his relationship to the petitioner is not known. "Jerry" may 
be a nickname. 
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for "marketable" crafts (Petitioner 6/1/1983; 11/1011983; 211111984). George Cornell, 
who helped Martell and Irene Howard submit a Michigan Council for the Arts proposal, 
(Petitioner 1 1/1 011983) observed in a report to that funding agency that the "impact of the 
project thm far has been upon the Burt Lake Band," which he believed "organized 
around" it He also stated, "members are interested and involved in the implementation of 
this grant," but that "a number of circumstances ... prevented a more rapid 
implementation of the project" (Cornell 4/1911984). There is other evidence confirming 
that the pet tioner held various events, such as spaghetti dinners, dessert auctions, and 
picnics. The organized powwow booths in various places, a float for the Pioneer Days 
parade in Petoskey, a team in the annual Mackinac Bridge walk, a logo contest, and 
numerous drawings for Pendleton blankets and Indian dolls (petitioner 1983-1985). 

However, there is little evidence about levels of participation of the general membership. 
The petitioner did not submit attendance lists for meetings between January 1983 and 
December 1984, but the newsletters named office holders, committeemen, and volunteers. 
Analysis of their participation showed that Margaret Martell and a small group of 

similarly mi:lded individuals influenced activities, group and council composition, and 
significant decisions made by the council. Direction came from her and her close cohorts 
in Lansing. She often acted with her sister's daughter Irene Howard, who then dealt with 
Margaret Martell's sister-in-law, with Roseanna Martell, and with relative newcomers 
Helen MenEfee, and Eleanor Barber, and with other participants. Participation of the 
general membership was not documented. The newsletter indicated that turnout at the 
December 1984 meeting was "poor" (Petitioner 1211984). 

The Descendants of John B. Vincent Join BLB 

In April, 1994, BLB Secretary Irene Howard wrote a memorandum to Donald, or "Don," 
Moore, brol her of a Vincent fishermen involved in the suit to intervene, for the "Burt Lake 
Band of Ottawa and Chippewa Indians, Inc." (Howard 4/5/1984). She stated the 
petitioner had "to replace some ... board members," and asked ifhe "would be interested 
in being nom:inated" (Howard 4/5/1984). This memo was the earliest document in the 
record to show a Vincent descendant associating with the petitioner Oral history and 
documents about events leading to the Vincent family's joining the petitioner reveal that 
both the Vincents and the petitioner had motives supporting the Vincent's membership, 
despite no pr:ior relationship. The Vincents were trying to join an Indian entity to fish 
under treaties. The petitioner had leadership and organizational needs, especially 
regarding it~: relationship to local, State and Federal agencies, which the board felt were 
not being m~t. Board members, particularly Margaret Martell, believed that Vincent 
descendant Don Moore could fill these needs. 
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Donald Moore said that after serving in the Marines, he returned to Michigan in 1979 and 
fished with his brother (Moore 7122/2003) and live on the UP. He also fished with non
Indian Dick Johnson, who introduced him to BLB member Roy Parkey, who lived on 
Indian Road. Through Roy Parkey, he learned that "Margaret and them were doing their 
meetings" (Moore 7/22/2003) and met Indian Road residents Kenny Parkey and Sam 
Shananaquet. In (!arly 1984, he "wrote a letter to Margaret Martell and told them who 
[he] was ... about [his] grandmother and ... [asked] would they object to [his] attending 
a meeting (Moore 7/22/2003). Don Moore said he trod carefully: "I was on my own 
agenda, and I didn't want to step on any toes" (Moore 7/2212003). In 2003, Margaret 
Martell and Donalcl Moore recalled their first meeting. Margaret Martell said that "he 
came down [to Lansing] one time to introduce himself and he was showing me his papers. 
When I saw his papers, I knew a lot of the ones that he was talking about. So that's how 

I knew him" (Martdl 7/2312003). Moore showed Margaret Martell allotment documents 
concerning his ancestor John Vincent (Moore 7/22/2003). He apparently became a 
member of the group following this meeting. 

Simultaneously, an,)ther Vincent descendant was seeking membership in newly recognized 
Grand Traverse Bay Band (GTBB) and may have been consulting with his relatives. Don 
Frazier, the current chairman's brother and second cousin to Moore, applied to GTBB. 
The BIA wrote in M:ay 1984, to that tribe's enrollment officer that in "reviewing Mr. 
Frazier's file, it has been determined that John Vincent, his great-grandfather, is listed on 
the Cheboigan Band land allotment schedule of November 9, 1900 ... The allotment 
schedule does not have the information available to determine blood degree. However, 
the documentation does ascertain Donald Frazier is a descendant of the Cheboigan Band 
of Chippewa Indians." (BIA 5/1811984), which was apparently inaccurate. Considering the 
time it would take for the BIA to research this issue and respond to GTBB, it appears that 
Donald Frazier48 h2.d approached GTBB about the same time that Don Moore met with 
Margaret Martell. 

Margaret Martell's approval of Donald Moore not only opened membership to other John 
Vincent descendants but also transformed how the group determined its membership from 
personal knowledge to documentation. Previously, they had depended on shared 
knowledge of mem Jers, especially of older people, who remembered individuals 
associated with Indian Road before 1950. As Melissa Moses said, "I believe in the past 

48 Donald Fra2ier and his children are on the current BLB membership list and enrolled with Sault 
Ste. Marie. 
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we hadn't used the allotment schedules. It was just who we knew" (Moses 711 412003). 
This metill)d had already brought in members of a Martell family with no direct 
genealogical link to Indian Village on Burt Lake. In contrast, Don Moore joined, based 
on docum~ntation alone, even though the petitioner's members did not recognize him, his 
parents, grandparents, or other relatives, and he did not even argue that they had lived at 
Indian Village on Burt Lake in 1900. Oral histories taken in 2003 contain many 
statements by persons in the pre 1984 membership, that they had no memory of Donald 
Moore's family, other living Vincent descendants or their ancestors. Fewer people 
worried that if the descendants of other UP. people allotted Cheboygan land near John 
Vincent presented their papers, BLB would have to enroll them too (Moses 7/1412003; 
Shawa 7114/2003; Shananaquet 711812003; Teuthorn 711812003). 

The Petitioner claimed that the Vincents were known to the group, because "[i]n a 
telephone conversation with Margaret Martell in 2000, Margaret told ... researcher, 
Barbara Madison, that [Margaret's] father John Nongueskwa knew the Vincent family was 
a part oftte: Burt Lake Band" (Littlefield 2002c). John Nongueskwa died twenty years 
before Moore met Martell, so any discussion between Martell and her father would have 
occurred before 1964. John Nongueskwa, born in 1879, may have known John Vincent, 
himself, or his children. Vincents lived in St. Ignace and other lakeshore and UP. locales, 
sparsely pcpulated regions well known to John Nongueskwa. Documentary evidence 
does not show that he viewed them as "part of the Burt Lake band." 

The Petitioner described Moore's "ties to other Burt Lake families," as "trips to Burt Lake 
with a non-Indian friend and Burt Lake supporter, Rich Johnson, to fish with tribal 
member Roy Parkey" in Lake Huron on Hammond Bay, Cheboygan County (Littlefield 
2002c), evidence not used my Margaret Martell when she approved Moore's membership 
(Martell 7/2312003). Interaction betwccn two men, in this case Indian Road resident Roy 
Parkey and Moore, does not show that Moore had a relationship with an entity of 
descendant:; of Indian Village on Burt Lake. Their relationship was not based on 
numerous and regular interactions as part of a larger Indian entity. Merely knowing 
someone, even an active BLB member,49 does not reveal the kind of on-going significant 
relationships, which characterize members of Indian tribes, and does not demonstrate "ties 
to other Burt Lake families." 

49~oy Parkey was involved with the BLB's fonnal organization throughout the 1980's and often took 
on jobs to fij( and maintain property. For example, he was described in 1986 as the sexton of the Indian 
cemetery. F.e:cently, he has lived on Indian Road. 
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Shortly after meeLng Don Moore sometime before April 1984, but after evaluating his 
membership qualifications, Martell decided that the board should ask him to run for a 
council position because he was young and "could handle himself' (Martell 7/23/2003). In 
2003, the board nominated him and 32 voters elected him to the council. He said in 2003, 
"[b]eing from CheJoygan band I was eligible to be a part of the band. I felt Indian and I 
was related to the 'Soo' tribeSo, and I was elected over other Indians" (Moore 7/22/2003). 
He decided to take the job. Nothing in either Margaret Martell's or Donald Moore's 

accounts indicate that they had known each other previously. Neither person said that 
Moore had long-term relationships with BLB or with Margaret Martell's family and 
friends from Indian Road. 

Why the BLB council nominated and 32 members voted for a person they did not know, 
rested on Moore's personality, communication talents, and political skills, according to 
Gary Shawa and Martell. Shawa, who was not active in the petitioner at this time, 
believed that Moore: was "young, aggressive, and told the council what they wanted to 
hear ... to make things happen. And they put their stock in him" (Shawa 7114/2003). 
Margaret Martell said that she found Moore "very smart" and believed that "he knew what 
he was saying and .. [she] knew that he was right." She had a "great deal of trust with 
Don [Moore]" (Martell 7/23/2003). When Irene Howard asked MooreS! ifhe wanted to 
run for office, she also wrote a memo to Indian Road resident Loretta Parkey about an 
"emergency meeting" on April lOin Lansing to replace three board members. She asked 
Loretta either to run, herself, or to find someone else to run. Asking a previously 
uninvolved stranger to run for the board, and, after 1981, abandoning the geographical 
representation envisioned during the first two elections indicates that the group was 
having difficulty fir ding and keeping reliable, working board members. This problem 

50 It is unclear what Don Moore means by this statement. He is currently enrolled in Sault St. Marie, 
but when recounting hi~; lif,~ history in 2003, he emphasized his poor upbringing and his interactions with Bay 
Mills and Sault Stc. Marie individuals, including his "Aw1t Margaret" who lived with members of that tribe 
after the death of her husband. She also fished there. T1uough her, Don Moore says he became acquainted with 
various influential Indians such as Abe Lamanc one of the leaders in the treaty fishing rights movement in 
Michigan (Moore 7/22/2(03). 

51 Loretta Parkt:y wrote about Donald Moore's election in June, 1991 and his Vincent relatives who 
would become active afer him: "Matter of fact, I have never heard of these peoplc until 1984-1985 which lists 
the dates on their farnily tree charts (applications). They enrolled after our former Chairman (Don Moore) was 
accepted in the tribe at !i meeting held in Lansing. I wasn't present at this meeting. (His Grandparents are of 
the Cheboygan Band w,.s the reasoning) ... I will have some explaining to do, regarding their enrollments" 
(parkey, June 4, 1991). 
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would characterize the petitioner's political organization in most years,52 and in 1984, they 
turned to an outsider to deal with it. 

Don Moore attended the April 10, 1984, board meeting (Petitioner 4/30/1084). Others 
who attended included primarily the high attenders from earlier years, including Martell's 
siblings, other relatives and in-laws and Helen Menefee. The minutes identified all of them 
as an officer or as "band member," even though two attendees were non-Indian spouses. 
The minutes also identified MSU researcher George Cornell and MILS Attorney Michael 
Petoskey. Only Don Moore was not labeled or identified (Petitioner 4/30/1 984). 

The newsletter announced the May 12 "all-band" member meeting at St. Mary's Church 
on Indian Road to hold a special replacement election for board members (Petitioner 
4/30/1 984). The three nominations coming from the council, apparently for three 
positions, were Donald Moore, who received 32 votes, Loretta Parkey, who also received 
32 votes, and Katy Beech, who received 20 votes (Petitioner 4/30/1 984). The vote tally 
sheet showed that a woman identified only as "Doris" received 19 votes, Sam 
Shananaqu~lt and Henry Shenoskey both received 1 vote each. Donald Moore was 
surprised that at the meeting, "[r]ight out of the blue they asked me if! was interested in 
being chairTLan," in front of70 or 80 people (Moore 7122/2003). The board appointed 
council members to offices. Between the April and May meetings, Moore believed, 
"They'd all discussed [his nomination] among themselves ... for a thirty day period ... 
Margaret [/v'Iartell], Sam Shananaquet, Louise Reznick, Nongueskwas, Parkeys had their 
own private deal and met ... in between and discussed it thirty days before I was elected 
chairman" (Moore 7/22/2003). Don Moore believed that his participation bothered Indian 
Road resident Sam Shananaquet and others: "Some of the other members of the board 
were not as open," and he "got the feeling that there was dissension among the group just 
from Sam's [Shananaquet] actions ... didn't like the color army skin or something" 
(Moore 7/22/2.003). Henry Shenoskey may have agreed with Shananquet, because he, like 
Shananquet, ran against Moore. 

52 At this time, the council members may have believed it was particularly important for the group 
to have leackrs in place. Officials from the governor's office were planning to attend an April 10 meeting 
about a land transfer but cancelled. However, when the officials were unable to attend the 'first meeting" 
because of illness, they requested that the minutes and the BLB development plan be sent to them in the 
Governor's office (Howard 4fl Ofl984). As a follow-up to this meeting, Irene Howard sent a copy of the 
minutes and the BLB deVelopment plan to George Navarette, who was now their contact in the Governor's 
Office, and copied George Cornell and Arlinda Locklear at NARF (Howard 4/19/1984) 
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The three new officers would become very active. 53 The board appointed Donald Moore 
as chairperson and Margaret Martell to her traditional position as vice chairman. Irene 
Howard was secretary, Rosemarie DeLand treasurer, Loretta Parkey, tribal registrar, Katy 
Beech sergeant-at-arms and Roseanna Martell, trustee. The board consisted of Martell's 
cohorts and relatives, all involved since the late 1970's, with the exception of Moore. 

These events demonstrated Martell's influence on group members. She inspected 
Moore's records, Clpproved his membership, and then apparently encouraged Irene 
Howard and other board members to nominate him, and, when he won, to offer him the 
chairmanship. Irer.e~ Howard often played the role of making things happen for the 
petitioner during this period. Whether she took the initiative or responded to other's 
direction is unclear, although it appears that she often undertook actions at Martell's 
direction. It seems clear that in 1984, a group of women ran the organization from 
Lansing, a situation that Moore would attempt to change. 

Donald Moore deals with Alledged Embezzlement 

The petitioner had discovered 10 months before Moore's election that an officer allegedly 
stole as much as $2,000. When Moore met the board, they were dealing with these 
events, which may have caused, in part, the three empty positions on the board. The 
accused embezzler was from Pellston, near Burt Lake, and a close relative of Martell's 
husband. 54 After her election to the board in June 1983, she wrote grants, raised money, 
made links to other organizations, and elevated the petitioner's public profile from her 
positions on the puhl.ic relations and fund-raising committees. She applied new 
administrative pract ic(~s to the petitioner's non-profit operations. The June 1983 
newsletter reported that she was "updating [the MCIA] directory for Michigan Indians" 
and would send each board member a copy. She was researching how to hold BLB 
functions in the tri-county Indian Center in Petoskey. She also provided camping to 
members on her own property, thereby supporting the petitioner's new emphasis on 
powwows and social activities. 

The apparent theft was first detected when discrepancies appeared in the group's bank 
balance in the summer of 1983. At the September 4, 1983, meeting, the council learned 

53 Donald Moo~(~ would give up his leadership after about two years. He remains on the membership 
list, but has also enrolle.: in a recognized tribe. Enrollment Clerk Loretta Parkey has remained very active to 
the present. She is an employee of the BLB. Katy Beech remained somewhat active until 200 I, when she 
relinquished her membership to enroll in a recognized tribe. 

54 Of this wo 11.an's siblings and their descendants, only two are represented in the current group. 
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that the ac:::used had already written a letter. In it, she apologized primarily to BLB 
chairman Carol (Martell) Shananaquet, the embezzler's first cousin, and the chairman's 
husband, board member Larry Shananaquet. She asked for a chance to pay back the 
money. At an emergency meeting called in September, the board turned down her request 
for leniency and "passed a resolution to bring charges against [the woman] for 
embezzlement of ... funds" (Howard 7/20/1984). By October, an undefined "we" had 
"appointed a temporary treasurer replacing [the accused] who has resigned" (Petitioner 
10/1983). In February 1984, letters were sent to the prosecuting attorney in Cheboygan 
County. The newsletter reported that the group may have to hire an attorney to press civil 
charges in rhe case, indicating that public prosecutors were not eager to bring the case to 
court (Petitioner 2/1984). 

The council dealt with the embezzlement problem for more than a year. In August 1984, a 
few month!: after Donald Moore became chairman, a report on the affair in the BLB 
newsletter :;tated, "letters have been sent to the Prosecutor of Cheboygan," who told them 
to contact the Police in Petoskey, the jurisdiction where the offense occurred. A 
Petosksey detective looked into pressing charges but never acted. Irene Howard also 
wrote a letter to the Michigan State Police on September 7, 1984, indicating that she had 
telephoned them in August about the "breach of duty" and that at the "Burt Lake Band all 
band members meeting of September" the accused had been "blacklisted from our band 
until restitu tion has been made" (Howard 91711984). Two months after writing to the 
Michigan S:ate Police, Irene Howard wrote a letter to the woman, saying that since the 
band did "o.Jt have record of any bills or copies of the checks that you wrote, we cannot 
prove whether you're guilty or innocent" (Howard 11115/1984). She ended in a 
conciliatory manner, "We all enjoyed working with you and are sorry the breach of Duty 
[sic] had to happen" (Howard 1111511984). 

The petitioner's attorney cited this incident as "a modern example of the band's use of 
banishment and restitution to direct or control behavior," and states that "although the 
Band first considered pressing charges, it ultimately decided to handle the matter in a 
traditional manner." Documentation did not support this interpretation of events. It 
showed that the board first attempted to press charges, soon after discovering the 
embezzlement. It also showed that only after the prosecutors refused to indict, did they 
"blacklist" hl~r. According to Margaret Martell's recollection, the woman paid back some 
money, but not a significant portion (Martell 7123/2003). The documentation did not 
reveal whether people disagreed on how to handle the situation, whether some believed 
that going outside the group to the police was wrong, and whether the woman's relatives 
and close as:;ociates applied any pressure to drop the charges and, when failing, left the 
group, as ha; been the case for other petitioners in similar straits. 
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Finally, no reference in the documents or oral histories indicates that banishment was 
invoked because it was "traditional." Ifmaterials could show that parts of the membership 
took opposing sid~.s or became dissatisfied with the way the situation was handled, and 
actually discussed their views so as to influence decision-making, analysis of this incident 
could provide sigrificant insight into the petitioner's political processes, whether 
"traditional" or not 

Land Transfer 

Four days after M,)ore's election, a letter to the Governor concerning a meeting scheduled 
for May 17, 1984, with the governor's aide George Navarette struck a tone more strident 
than previous commuinications from the group. Although signed by Irene Howard, the 
letter's change in Hpproach coincided with Don Moore's election and raised "fishing 
rights," a topic of ;;pecial interest to the new chairman: 

At Mr. Na'larett's meetings with the Attorney General's office and legal 
advisors they have mentioned problems with this land transfer, such as 
Mullet Lake in 1904-1906, ifland is given back to our band, what are [we] 
going to give up, such as "Fishing Rights", and a prerequisite that the Burt 
Lake Band has to be Federally recognized before this land can be returned 
to us .... 

This all sOlnds like (pardon the expression) Hogwash! If this was land 
formerly owned by Governor Rockafellow [sic], believe me there would 
not be stipulations, such as "What are you planning on doing with this land 
if we return this land to you," or "You must give up a right before we can 
even consicl(~r this transfer" [sic] (Howard 5/16/1984). 

This land initiative was part of on-going negotiations, which Margaret Martell began in 
1978 with NARF's advice. In 1984, the group had applied for "State recognition," a State 
imposed precondition to land negotiations (Howard 6/411984 7/12/1984). George had 
already cancelled a meeting on June 9th because BLB was not State recognized (Howard 
6/411984). The State then wanted the group to obtain a "Federal exemption," from the 
IRS, which Irene Boward obtained. In November 1984, Donald Moore, as the 
"Chairman" of the "'Burt Lake Band ofOdawa and Chippewa Indians" signed a contract 
with the Federal Administration for Native Americans (ANA) for a $20,000 grant, but 
Irene Howard cont tnued to sign correspondence. 

Howard played ap:votal administrative role, even before Donald Moore's chairmanship. 
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She attend e:d every meeting, sat on numerous committees, published the newsletter, sent 
out notice), and kept meeting minutes. She continued in that role after Donald Moore 
became chairman. Don Moore relayed that his "first step as chairman was to directly 
work with Margaret and Irene ... with the board." He "found out that some of the stuff 
was not bE:ing done and ... [he] went to Irene Howard. Loretta had papers at her house . 
. . went to George Cornell's office ... George had a file cabinet. Phil Alexis had a file 
cabinet" (Moore 7/22/2003). He wanted to set up a central office in Burt Lake, not 
Lansing, and bring together "what people were hording" (Moore 7/22/2003). Don Moore 
said that he shook up the status quo and "everybody was in an uproar [asking] who is this 
Don Moore?" Don Moore believed that "Sam and Rita Shananaquet" were behind this 
"uproar" Ov[oore 7/2212003). 

Donald Moore, Margaret Martell, Irene Howard and George Cornell met with 
representatives from the governor and his attorney general's office on August 15, 1984, 
even though BLB was not recognized by the State. They discussed three options for land 
acquisition, including l.) draft legislation in cooperation with the Governor's office to 
transfer pal1 of section 29, all of section 30 and 31 (not the original lands lost in tax sales) 
to the BLB; 2.) draft their own legislation; and 3.) "sit with our lawyers and appeal and 
fight over the return of our original land (Indian Point) thru Indian Claims Act" (Petitioner 
811984). T he governor's office supported the first option but believed that "if this land is 
held in trust by the Federal government, there should not be any problems, such as, land 
filling and whatever other land development plans that will be needed in order for our 
Band to do anything with this property" (Petitioner 811984). However, BLB did not 
immediatel~, petition for Federal acknowledgment, and Federal trust status for the land 
was a long way off at best. 

The tribal council had already made a decision to support the first option, but the 
newsletter reported "we are awaiting word from [the governor's office] concerning our 
next meeting. [They guarantee] this will not be another Cache [sic] 22" (Petitioner 
811984). No indication that any of the group's members opposed this decision to pick the 
first option is in the record. The governor's aide had suggested that BLB update their 
tribal history and genealogy to include the 20th century. Committees prepared this and 
other matemls to lobby, acquire a Land Base, and seek Federal Recognition. On 
November 12, 1984, council members met with a Michigan State legislator (Howard 
711211994). These negotiations led the group to believe that the State would soon 
transfer lands to them. BLB Trustee Katy Beech sent a memo to Gov. Blanchard 
attaching a "brief condensed version ethno-historical report" and indicating that they "have 
scheduled another meeting [with Governor Blanchard's administration] to draft a 
legislative hIll to return land back to the Burt Lake Band" (Beech 1112611984). The 
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report directed readers wanting "More Details Concerning this Burt Lake Band Ripoff 
[to] Contact: Gecrge Cornell, Donald Moore, Margaret Martell, Irene Howard, and Katy 
Beech" (Beech 11126/1984). Similar document sets were sent to Indian organizations, 
band members and others, as the council attempted to rally interest and exert political 
pressure outside the organization to garner support for legislation. There is little in the 
record to show that anyone other than the board was involved in discussions about the 
land options. 

On November 17, 1984, the BLB held an "All Band Member Meeting" in Pellston to 
discuss, among other things, the "Land Transfer Resolution." However, other than asking 
members to conta::t Indian agencies and distribute the lobbying materials, the Petitioner 
documented no vote or open discussion either on the land transfer or on dropping earlier 
claims that NARJ~ worked on. The minutes stated only that on November 21, 1984, the 
governor's aide, th(: local State representative and the tribal council planned to meet. On 
December 18, 1984, Donald Moore gave up all claims to the Indian Point land in a signed 
letter, which stated,. "The Burt Lake Band of Ottawa & Chippewa Indians, Inc. agree [sic] 
to release claims to the following sections of/and within the State of Michigan" It 
referred to the 611 .02 acres described in the Governor's 1901 address to the State 
legislature (Moore 12118/1994). The chief of the State lands division acknowledged 
receiving this letter (Harmes 12/18/1984). He noted that at a November 29, 1984, 
meeting of State officials, he did not have BLB's December 18 letter, but related that 
Moore's letter wa!; in the decision maker's hands (Director Skoog), and "a course of 
action" was planned for January 1985. The record contains no evidence to suggest that 
anyone opposed dropping previous claims to the old village site, which may reflect 
changes in the membership to make it younger or to include people without former 
associations with Indian Village on Burt Lake, such as the descendants of John Vincent. 
Younger people and Vincent descendants probably were not as invested in retribution for 
the loss ofIndian Village at Burt Lake as older Burt Lake descendants. 

Although Margare: Martell, at 66, attended BLB meetings and met with the Governor's 
office, her role diminished in public importance, as Donald Moore and Irene Howard 
stepped forward. lv.[any people who had grown up on Indian Road were more than 60 
years old. The pettioner's evidence focuses almost entirely on the activities of a small 
group on the council and on Donald Moore and Irene Howard, and virtually ignores the 
role of the larger rre:mbership and its possible influence on BLB's leadership. More oral 
history and documentation of the membership's changing composition and their political 
activities and attitudes is necessary to describe the membership's political role and to 
determine if they pmiicipated in significant ways. 
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Changes in_Membership after Moore becomes Chairman 1984-1985 

The group's expanding membership is undocumented, and thus, the composition of the 
group in 1985 is not known. At the same time as the membership expanded, the 
newsletter ib(~gan to carry articles about the group's history, indicating that some of the 
new members may not have had personal familiarity with BLB's past (Petitioner 111985). 
Six months after Moore became chairman, a notice announced an "all band meeting" for 
November and advertised for the first time for members: 

AIUE YOU A DIRECT DESCENDENT OF THE BURT LAKE BAND 
OF OTT AW A & CHIPPEWA INDIANS BURN OUT OF 1900? OUR 
ORGANIZATION IS SEARCHING FOR DESCENDANTS OF THIS 
UnFORTUNATE HISTORICAL EVENT. WE ARE NOW STATE 
RECOGNIZED AND OUR NEXT GOAL IS TO BE FEDERALLY 
RECOGNIZED. YOU MAY BE ELIGIBLE FOR MEMBERSHIP TO 
Olm. TRIBAL BAND (BLB 11112/1984). 

The contact was Margaret Martell in Lansing. Despite the new chairman's lack of 
connection to Indian Village at Burt Lake in 1900, band members continued to look to 
that settlement in defining membership, rather than to an allotment list, which Moore had 
used to gain membership. 

In late 1984, the newsletter also referred for the first time to a $5.00 annual membership 
fee (Petiticner 12/1984). Considering the prevalent Burt Lake attitude to such fees 
demanded by other Indian organizations, asking for dues may also signal a policy change 
(Martell 7/23/2003; Shawa/1995). However, the record documents no dissent on this 
issue. Membership cards were distributed only after individuals paid their $5.00 dues, and 
these cards were used to attend fish fries, to vote, and to run for office. That such 
identification was needed, implies that the membership had grown beyond its 1978 base 
membershi J of people who had a long history together (Petitioner 3/2111985). The 
petitioner submitted none of these records of payment, which would be useful for tracking 
the group'~, composition and participation. 

By August, 1985 the petitioner reported: "Please note, our membership roll is steadily 
increasing ... We have had some problems in getting your membership cards returned to 
you, due to tremendous response all at once" (Petitioner 8/1985). The petitioner 
submitted ro records about membership cards. Other evidence indicates that demands of 
processing membership applications was exhausting the volunteers who work on them. A 
plea went out for "band member participation. It is next to impossible for only a few 
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dedicated member s to keep our band members [sic] needs fulfilled. Our membership is 
growing in leaps and bounds, which means a lot of additional work involvement. Most of 
our present tribal ,;ouncil members also have our own job responsibilities and family 
involvements ... it all boils down to the fact that we need more community involvement 
in order to keep t1~s organization going!!!" (Petitioner 1111985). 

Several events, effecting enrollment, may have converged. First, publicity surrounding the 
impending land tr2.nsfer may have galvanized a certain number of members who had stood 
on the sidelines. ~,e:cond, Federal recognition work, a project begun by the group in 1983, 
involved writing a constitution and compiling a membership list. Third, a newly arrived 
group of John Vincent descendants may have applied for membership. Finally, the BIA 
was preparing a payment roll on "Docket 58 and 18E," a topic raised at the November 17, 
1984, meeting The group distributed an undated questionnaire concerning whether to 
request per capita or tribal disbursement (Petitioner 1111984), the first indication in the 
record of the group dealing with the claims. Larger groups would receive larger 
disbursements (Peritioner 1985; Petitioner 12/1984). 

Moore Increases Administrative oversight during first year in office 

Moore said that during his first year, DLD had "become State Recognized and formulated 
into a cohesive and coherent Indian Tribal Organization whose membership has grown and 
has progressively obtain[ ed] the goals outlined in [the] Tribal Program Narrative" (Moore 
211511985). The strident tone of his first letters moderated to businesslike. He believed 
that the land "negctiations [were proceeding] well" (Moore 2115/1985). For the first time, 
the newsletter refeTed to the 1836 and 1855 treaties and to the treaty chief of the 
Cheboygans "Big ~;ail" (Petitioner 311985), and Donald Moore alluded to the 1903 
legislation for a reservation on Mullet Lake, rather than the "burnout" (Moore 2/15/1985). 

In this way, he extended the identity of the group back to the treaty and emphasized a 
previous State relationship, rather than the burnout. The petitioner's newsletter, "Turtle 
Talks," recognized the chairman's contribution and thanked "Don Moore for all his efforts 
and interest in the welfare of his people. Since he was elected to our Tribal Council, we 
have been moving forward in a steadfast and determined manner, just as our logo 'The 
Tortoise' represents" (Petitioner 311985). 

The newsletter shows that the group has formalized many procedures, but no indication 
that these changes r(~sulted from concerns from the membership. The council planned to 
appoint a new "election board." The minutes reviewed the constitution's election 
procedures, and pointed out that candidates running for office must be current with their 
dues (Petitioner 2/19/1985). The council imposed a system of numbered resolutions and 
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required that council members actually vote on all decisions, rather than depending on 
consensus. This initiative may be in response to seeing the tribal resolutions supporting 
their acknowledgment, which Sault Ste. Marie and Keeweenaw Bay Tribes sent to them 
two month s earlier. 55 Donald Moore referred to other tribes to justifY some of the 
administrative changes he imposed on BLB, "I know a little about what the other tribes 
arc doing" (Moore 712212003). The first resolution voted on by the council was to submit 
a petition for acknowledgment under 25 C.F.R. 83 (Petitioner 312111 985). There is a sense 
that the group observed other organizations, such as Indian tribes, other petitioners, 
community action groups, etc., and initiated similar practices they observed in other Indian 
organizatic>flS, which sponsored powwows, meetings, political lobbying activities, and so 
forth. Donald Moore related in 2003, that "everybody in every tribe was trying to use 
each other ... intertribal meetings ... so much stuff going on" (Moore 7122/2003). 

During the spring of 1985, Moore signed numerous letters to State officials concerning 
the land transfer. Irene Howard no longer signed these types ofletters as she had a year 
earlier. Moore became convinced that MILS attorneys and other consultants moved too 
slowly, and that BLB was not "staying up with the other tribes going through the 
[acknowledgment] process" (Moore 7122/2003). He felt the group relied too much "on 
[MILS Attorney Mike] Petoskey and these lawyers and [consultant] Bill Church." He was 
convinced that the "Chairman had to represent the tribe .. _ couldn't be sending a lawyer, 
a paid representative," because politicians wanted to hear directly from a "member of Burt 
Lake" (Mo,xe 7122/2003). In sum, Don Moore encouraged the council to take control: 
''I'm going through it with Margaret and them, and I says, we can do this ourselves" 
(Moore 7122/2003). 

Land Transft~[ Fails 

As BLB council made efforts to formalize administrative, electoral, membership and other 
procedures, a new issue concerning their possible land transfer arose. An environmental 
organization, the Little Traverse Conservancy, targeted an old growth stand of rare Red 
Oaks near Ue land under discussion, as a worthy conservation goal. (Cheboygan Daily 
Tribune 2/6/1985; Grand Rapids Press 2/7/1985). When environmentalists tried to clear 
title and buy the former site of Indian Village at Burt Lake from a lumberman who owned 

55 Sault Ste. Marie Tribe sent a tribal resolution supporting Federal recognition IIl9fl985, but did 
not refer to th,~ land transfer (Sault Ste. Marie Tribe 111911985). Keeweenaw Bay Tribe also sent a tribal 
resolution supporting Federal recognition of Burt Lake (Keeweenaw Bay Indian Corrununity lII21I 985). These 
docwnents indicate that simultaneous activities may be moving Federal acknowledgment forward. 
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it, they discoverer the claims of the Burt Lake people, and the negotiations between the 
BLB and the govtmor. The publicity that followed began unraveling BLB's hopes for a 
State land transfer at Maple Bay. 

At the end of FeblUary, the Straitsland Resorter reported, "for the past year, without a 
great amount of publicity, the band has been able to gain apparent support from the office 
of Governor James Blanchard" (Straitsland Resorter, 2128/1985). To find a sponsor for 
their legislation, th::y contacted Democrat Pat Gagliardi, State representative from the 
107th district. He contacted Republican John Pridnia of the neighboring 106th district who 
then brought the BLB's efforts to the attention of Burt township officials and local press 
(Straitsland Resorter 212811985). Rep. Pridnia said he was "shocked at the progress the 
Indians had made ·, .... ithout the matter becoming public" (Straitsland Resorter 2/28/1985). 
This newspaper revealed that the State's AG disagreed with the Governor about his 
authority to deal with Indians, and argued that the U.S. Constitution granted "exclusive 
power and respom:ibility to the federal government in matters pertaining to Indian Tribes" 
(Straits/and Resorrer 212811985). Sportsmen feared that BLB secretly planned to build a 
casino (Straitsland Resorter, 2/2811985). Trout Unlimited became concerned that Maple 
River, a world class trout stream, would lose State protection (Douglas, 3/28/1985). 
Environmentalists pointed out that section 30 contained sensitive wetland habitat. 

The next day, the BLB rushed a copy of their public affairs package to Rep. Pridnia, 
expressing apologies for not contacting him. Moore wrote, it had "recently been brought 
to our attention that the land we are currently negotiating lies within your district" 
(Moore, 3/111985). The same day, Moore signed a garbled letter, 56 unlike most of the 
petitioner'S correspondence, to the Governor and praised his efforts which had brought 
the BLB to the "epitome" of "optimistic objectives" ever reached "since the history of our 
peoples plight [sic]" (Moore, 3/1/1985). Nevertheless, within a week, political pressure to 

end the land deal seemed to succeed because a Governor's aide backed away from earlier 
promises and claimed that no final agreement had been reached. BLB consultant George 
Cornell again rais(:d the possibility of a lawsuit (Petoskey News-Review, 3/811985). The 
Assistant State's Attorney undermined the Governor's earlier position saying: "We're not 
dealing here with individual title to land ... You're talking about sovereignty. This just 
isn't Grandpa's back 40" (Cheboygan Daily Tribune, March 11, 1985). 

The BLB council tricd to force the anti-land transfer forces into retreat. The previously 

56 Because of its grammatical, spelling and typing mistakes, this letter does not appear to have been 
written by the person W10 llonnally \VTotc letters on the I3LI3 stationery, preswnably Irene Howard. 
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scheduled March 21st board meeting, with an all band fish fry,5? fell at the same time the 
chairman met with Rep. Pridnia. The newsletter reported that the chairman would come 
directly f[(lm that meeting to the fish fry, indicating that members were following events 
closely. Tle fish fry notice stated: "See attached news releases, Don has called Pridnia's 
office and has written to him before the news release. Don wasn't aware of any problems 
at that tim(~. Hopefully the meeting of the 21 st with Pridnia will be satisfactory" 
(Petitioner 3/2111985). It is not known whether this denial of Don Moore's culpability in 
leaving Rep Pridnia out of the loop is a response to criticism from board members or the 
general membership. Moore reported at the meeting that Rep. Pridnia was "receptive," 
and that he would consider bipartisan sponsorship if the Governor asked him. 

By May, the newsletter reported that negotiations had stalled, even though "we seem to 
have sincere efforts by the Governor's office and we have had a lot of trips and meetings 
with everyone that we were required to meet with" (Petitioner 5/1985). They feIt that 
they were" getting a lot of lip service and no action" (petitioner 5/1 985). The council set 
a deadline of June 1 for the State to act before going to court (Petitioner 5/1985), but 
there is no indication that they followed up on this deadline. The Burt Lake Township 
Association Ju.ly powwow hosted various environmental leaders and Rep. Pridnia to 
discuss the State's proposal to transfer land on Maple Bay to the BLB (Cheboygan Daily 
Tribune 7/19/85). These plans were reportedly on "hold while State and local officials 
discuss altematives" (Straits Resorter 7/3/1985). 

Donald Moore and others from the board had met with Rep. Pridnia, Burt Township 
Supervisor Babcock and the Governor's aide on May 31. According to Margaret Martell, 
Don Moore had introduced her to the issue of fishing rights, and he raised them at this 
meeting. A State employee told the group that BLB was "not eligible for the fishing rights 
[because] the ones that were, had to be surrounded by water" (Martell 7/23/2003). Even 
though Margaret Martell thought that the BLB people "were not fishermen" she 
responded ",veil we were surrounded by water" (Martell 7/23/2003). She further told the 
State that BLB was not only on Burt Lake but had lived on Mullet Lake, the Cheboygan 
River and used Lake Huron and crossed the Straits ofMacinac, generally arguing for an 
expansive ddinition of the petitioner's historical lands (Martell 7/23/2003). She described 
the meetingn this way: "We had this argument in Gaylord with representatives ... We 
were arguing with them. That's when Don Moore was with me. And I told them, he's 
right about tlat. Don's right He knows everything" (Martell 7/23/2003). That Margaret 
Martell took this strong position on fishing, even though she did not personally identity 
with the issu;!" illustrates the influence that Donald Moore had over the old guard on the 

57 DOH Moore supplied the fish. 
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council and the sUlPport they gave him. 

A month later, the local newspaper stated that "the issue of fishing rights in Burt Lake" 
loomed in the background (Straits Resorter 7/3/1985). Also, some feared that the Indians 
would begin gill netting in the lake. But Representative Pridnia believed lake fishing was 
not their goal because the "Indians have governed themselves to not exercise inland 
netting" (Cheboygan Daily Tribune 712211985). Township Supervisor Donald Babcock 
said that "few Inc!ians live here now" and "[t]he claim, on behalf of the few still here, is 
being pushed by Cl UP Indian group which is anxious to exact campaign promises made to 
Indians by the go'Vernor"S8 (Straits Resorter 7/3/1985). The view that "a UP Indian 
group" influence local Indians may refer to the new leadership of Donald Moore and other 
Vincent descendants. 59 According to Donald Moore, this is exactly what local people 
believed: "We're meeting with Pridnia, Pat Gigliardi, so then we got Don Babcock at wits 
end ... 'Who's this Don Moore coming down and stirring all these Indians up?'" (Moore 
712212003). A birders' newsletter came out against the land transfer "to a dozen or few 
dozen" Indians in am August editorial (North Woods Call 8/1411985). 

Reports on the Township meeting indicated that the Governor's office had changed its 
offer. It lowered the total acreage, removed township 30 with sensitive wetlands habitat 
and Maple River, and offered instead the public campground site without the boat ramp, 
to the east of the original offer. Township residents believed that Federal recognition 
would be expedit~:d ifBLB owned land, and eventually remove the lands from local 
jurisdiction (Cheboygan Daily Tribune 7122/1985).60 After a July meeting with an 
assistant AG, Moore wrote that rather than dealing with a problem with a 40-acre in
holding in private ownership, which was blocking the land transfer, the State should 
substitute 40 available acres, which he specifically described (Levine 8/1/1986). It is not 
known whether Moore consulted with the council. 

The BLB was considering filing suit, and the County supervisors believed a legal fight 
could become "C()~t1y" (Cheboygan Daily Tribune 7/22/1985). The BLB council 
prepared to put bef,Dre the membership the litigation question at the August all-band 

58 The BLH did sign a letter supporting Gov Blanchard's platfonn during the campaign. 

59 Concei\ably it may also refer to Margaret Martell, but that is unlikely 

60 Supervisor Babcock said that before "the township board would approve any transfer, it want[ ed] 
to know if the Indians' IImd will have reservation status, or will they abide by local zoning ordinances, answer 
to local sherilfs and State police departments, and follow other local governing regulations" (Cheboygan Daily 
Tribune 7/2211 98 5). 
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meeting arccl fish fry on Indian Road. Maps of the land under discussion would be 
available. Throughout this period, there are obvious attempts to enlist membership 
participation and to keep the membership informed of events. The newsletter announced 
meetings, :;tep-by-step developments of the negotiations, and contained council meeting 
minutes. The newsletter and local newspapers announced "all band" meetings and council 
meetings. However, the response rate to the claims questionnaire was "poor" (Petitioner 
5/1985). 'Vhile the membership was reportedly increasing, there was no listing in the 
record, sw:h as sign-in sheets, attendance tabulations, dues payment accounts, mailing 
lists, or en~ollment information to indicate exactly who attended "all-band" meetings. This 
deficiency causes problems for evaluating how representative the leadership was, the 
group's basiic composition, and levels and patterns of participation. 

Moore's description of events implies that he routinely sought direction from the board 
and perhaps others. He says he worked with the local Indian Road residents such as Roy 
and Kenny lParkey. He said, "we went all over [the State] property, got the zoning in ... 
I told Mar,5aret we have to have access to the lake. Roy [Parkey], Kenny [Parkey], all of 
them were involved in this. We all walked this area and agreed on which selection ofland 
.. Went to the other side of Maple River and addressed the trout stream issue. According 
to Moore, "'tvfILS refused to act as the group directed them to do" (Moore 7/22/2003). 
MILS attOfJ[H!YS were reluctant to follow through with the land transfer in Township 36, 
because they believed it would endanger land claims disbursement. Moore became angry 
and told them that he had attended "umpteen meetings" and was "tired" offoot dragging. 

At a May l5, 1985, meeting, the band and council voted in favor of Federal 
acknowledgment and a resolution signed only by Don Moore and Irene Howard stated 
that 7 council members and" 150 Band members ... were present at a meeting" and "by 
an affirmative vote of 157 members for, and 0 against, 0 abstaining" passed a resolution to 
petition fo ~ acknowledgment. It is implausible that exactly 150 band members voted for 
the resolution, and difficult to accept that number attended the fish-fry and "all band" 
meeting about the land deal. Meeting attendance, which is documented, rarely passed 40. 
An outsidEr observed that 50 individuals attended the August 1985, annual "all band" 
meeting on Indian Road (Straits/and Resorter 9/5/1985). Why this documentary 
discrepancy and implausible vote count appears in the record is troublesome, and the 
petitioner :;hould attempt to collect more independent oral histories or documents to 
determine what happened at this meeting and how the decision to petition for 
acknowledgment came about. 61 

6' 01her resolutions in the record give the exact same vote count and cast further doubt on the 
credibility of this document as a gauge for determining the rate of participation of members of "all band" 
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The October minu:tt~s noted that the membership was growing "in leaps and bounds, which 
means a lot of addlitional work involvement ... it all boils down to we need more 
community involvement to keep this organization going" (Petitioner 10116/1985). 
Although the Oc:ober council minutes also indicated that the vote was unanimous to 
receive the claim; in a tribal disbursement with no per capita payments, but the number of 
questionnaires received is not indicated. Moore conflicted with NMOA about claims. He 
felt that the NMOA head, "Joseph Genia62 didn't like [him]. He wanted the money from 
the Sault [Stc. Marie Agency] to be distributed to the people on the blood quantum. 
[Moore] said, 'you aren't talking for the people from Burt Lake ... [Y]ou don't 
represent anybody fmm Burt Lake ... The Northern Ottawa weren't representing the 
Burt Lake. '" BLB wrote a letter to its members that they would represent them on the 
Docket, not NMOA. Moore indicated that BLB "had sent out feelers to the tribe. So 
everybody felt good about that. We were finally doing something for ourselves. 
Everybody was happy about that" (Moore 7122/2003). 

On October 10, 1985, the Straits/and Resorter reported that the Little Traverse 
Conservancy's re:;earch to clear title to the Red Oak stand on "Indian Point" (Straits/and 
Resorter 10/10/1985) had uncovered the 1917 court decision and cleared title to the 
property. This la ld, which was not the property involved in the land transfer, was the land 
involved in the bl mout. Publicity about this court case questioned why the Governor still 
felt motivated to transfer land, since the 1917 court had found no wrong-doing on the 
State's part. The township supervisor used this discovery to criticize the State AG's 
competency and doubted if they had "really researched the law" (Straits/and 
Resorterl Oil (/1985). The record was silent as to whether the BLB members became 
alarmed or resporlded to this event, but participation at meetings dropped off The board 
did not reach a qu omm for two consecutive meetings at the end of 1985, and they had to 
replace the treasu ~er. The newsletter related: 

We tried t,) have a meeting on November 8, 1985, and also on December 
23, 1985 and was unsuccessful due to not having a quorum. Members 
present at the November 8, 1985 meeting was: Irene Howard, Roseanna 

meetings. 

62 CWTently of the Grand River Oltawa, a petitioner for Federal acknowledgment. 
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Mc.rt€::l1 and Katy Beech and Guests, Robert Swartout ... and Anna 
Le·{andowski. Members present at the December 23, 1985 Meeting was: 
Irene Howard, Margaret Martell and Katy Beech. Some of the matters 
discussed was appointing Robert Swartout as Temporary Treasurer. Bob 
submi.tted his resume at the meeting of Nov. 8, 1985. (Petitioner 
3/1 4/1986) 

At the February 1986, board meeting in Lansing, however, it was reported that DNR had 
requested tha.t the AG's office issue a "second opinion ... regarding the 1917 court case, 
and whether the Burt Lake Band still had a case." The Governor's aide told Don Moore 
and Irene :~:oward at a meeting that very day, that the Governor has not "back[ ed] out on 
this issue" (Petitioner 217/1986). 

When the land transfer fell through, Moore was frustrated. He believed that the group and 
its MILS cLttorneys only dealt with limited issues, at that time, the claims dockets. He 
posed the question to the group, "Why don't we put five or six candles in the wind? 
Treaty, fishing, hunting, State DNR land ... All these people are with Margaret, Irene and 
myself' (Moore 712212003). The group also dealt with some administrative changes that 
appeared to be attempts at recruiting more workers to the board's inner circle. The board 
explored enlarging the council to 13 members, which would have the effect of allowing 
the long-term councilmen to remain in their positions while opening up opportunities to 
others and ,~nlisting more people to do the work. However, no reason for expanding the 
council was given. When two current council member's terms ran out in April, 1986, they 
were reappointed, reinforcing the appearance that a small group oflong-term members, 
most peer:; of Margaret Martell, monopolized the councilor were the only people willing 
to put forth an effort. When the treasurer stepped down for personal reasons, the board 
appointed Robert Swartout, a cousin of Margaret Martell's husband. Through the fall of 
1985 and :!arly winter of 1986, the group continued to seek money for its various projects 
including the crafts co-op and Federal recognition. They also worked on various 
administrative matters such as obtaining a bulk mailing application, Michigan tuition 
waivers, commodities food, adoptions, revising the constitution, and enrollment, but not 
land acquisition (Petitioner 3/1986). 

At the same time, individual Vincent descendants who would become leaders after 1986 
but were uninvolved in the operations of BLB before 1986, directed their attention to the 
final nego:iations for a settlement for displaced commercial fishermen. On February 19, 
1986, DNR, "various State reps, etc., commercial fishing licensees Carl Frazier and Gary 
Lamb, and licensee representative William Scarbrough" attended a meeting in the House 
Appropriations Committee room (Brown 6/30/1987). Carl Frazier, a John Vincent 
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descendent, is th(: current chairman of the BLB. The State worked with the officers of the 
Michigan Fish Producers (Bill Scarbrough, Carl Frazier, and Leonard Dutcher) to perfect 
a "mutually acceptable final compensation (adjustment) package" (Borgeson, 3/5/1986). 
In March, the compensation packages were announced, and several people who would 
become members of the BLB received commercial fishing compensation, including three 
Frazier brothers, Carl, Donald and Allen; Jerry Ranville who mayor may not be a member, 
Gerald Moore, and perhaps others such as the LeClairs. The payments to these licensed 
commercial fishermen did not extend to the "helpers" and some distributors and buyers 
who dealt primarily with them, who also lost their livelihoods. The June 1986, final 
package awarded Frazier Fish Corporation almost $1.2 million. In spite of on-going 
differences, in Jurw 1986, the State partially paid licensees various amounts totaling 
$1,214,320. The remainder of the money would be distributed later. No descendants of 
Indian Village on Burt Lake were involved in the fishing compensation package. 

During Moore's chairmanship, he focused new attention on Indian Road. For example, he 
took credit or insisting that the petitioner establish headquarters in Brutus, near Burt Lake, 
rather than Lansing. In addition to board members, he often named the Parkeys, Masseys, 
Shananaquets and others still resident on Indian Road and Brutus in interviews, and he 
socially interacted with them and knew their personal concerns. When asked if he was 
expected to intercede in any personal problems of social welfare of individuals, Moore 
recounted that a member living in a house on land belonging to St. Mary's and the 
Diocese asked him to approach the priest because he was attempting to evict the man. 
The priest believed his activities, viewed by congregants out the church window, disrupted 
Mass. Moore interceded with the priest and Sam Shananaquet, who lived across Indian 
Road from the church, also became involved (Moore 7/22/2003). The man was not 
evicted. Moore tllrned to this "local group," and the board, who he believed at the time 
was his primalY constituency, for support when he decided to go against the advice of the 
groups MILS attorm:y and "go after" fishing rights. 

The Burt Lake Fishing Committee 

In March 14, 1986, Donald Moore placed the issue of fishing rights, on the council's 
agenda. At the rne(!ti.ng, Margaret Martell seconded his resolution "to discuss with 
Michigan Indian Legal Services regarding treaty fishing, hunting, mineral rights. The Burt 
Lake Band May EICist under 1836 Treaty. What our tribal rights are." Although this 
quote does not seem to be in the form of a resolution, it is described as such and the 
newsletter reported that the "motion passed" (Petitioner 3/1986). In this way, Martell and 
Moore received permission to talk with MILS and attend a meeting about treaty fishing 
and hunting rights. 
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A few wed<s after Donald Moore introduced fishing rights and a month after commercial 
fishermen had worked out the fishing compensation package, one of the negotiating 
fishermen and future BLB chairman Carl Frazier, paid $5.00 to enroll in BLI3 (Frazier 
4/9/1986) This is the first evidence that Carl Frazier had joined the organization (Frazier 
4/9/1986) The June 29 council minutes related that he donated $100 to the band and that 
his nephew Doug Frazier ofD & D Fish Corps., located in Naubinway, donated $35 
worth of fish for a fish fry (Petitioner 6/29/1986), the first documentation that named 
descendants of John Vincent other than Donald Moore were BLB members or 
associates 63 Donald Moore's activities to establish treaty fishing for the petitioner may 
have attracted them, or they may have encouraged Donald Moore's initiative. The 
relationship between the leaders and the membership may be revealed by further analysis 
and documentation of events at this time. Sometime between the March council meeting 
and the April all-band meeting, Moore and Martell met with MILS about treaty hunting 
and fishint: rights. At this meeting MILS attorney Michael Petoskey indicated that MILS 
would be willing to help the petitioner "develop a treaty-fishing rights test case," but only 
after Federal recognition (Petoskey June 13, 1986). However, after this meeting, Don 
Moore reported to the BLB board that MILS agreed to represent the band in a "test case 
providing l:he Band could assist and put together a monitoring system and set up rules and 
regulation to control it's tribal members prior to such a test case." He then established 
established a committee to manage a fishery. 

The first rre:eting of the "Burt Lake Fishing committee Meeting" was held May 4, 1986, at 
Roy Parkey's64 house near Indian Road to determine if "local membership" was as eager to 
proceed wth a test case as "the other Band membership" was. The "local membership" 
voted to go ahead. Donald Moore, who chaired the meeting, the remaining residents of 
Indian Road, and "some 20 other [unnamed] Burt Lake Band members" attended this 
event (Petitioner 5/4/1986). Carl Frazier attended a meeting of the fishing committee at 
Roy Parkey's house because Don Moore "told about putting it together" (Frazier 
711712003). Six "members" volunteered to serve on a committee to establish such a 
board including five Indians who lived on Indian Road or had parents or siblings there: 
I3ernard, Roy" and Kenneth Parkey, David J.65 and William Massey, and non-Indian "friend 

63 At least 76 people from five generations of Fraziers, descending from Emanuel Frazier (1876-1959) 
belong to ELB at present. 

64 [).)n Moore's old fishing partner and [lrst contact at Burt Lake 
65 Don Moore and David Massey had fished ooder Sault Ste. Marie's sponsorship in 1979 and 

appeared 011 that tribe's list submitted to the BIA. 
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ofBLB" Richard V. Johnson, the man who introduced Don Moore to Burt Lake member 
Roy Parkey. The presence of a number of "local" members may be significant because it 
implies that they may take distinct political positions or have special influence within the 
petitioner. This rlew committee met and each of them took an office. Most unusual, 
perhaps, was the appointment of non-BLB member Richard Johnson as Chairman. 
Donald Moore w~uld act as trustee and vote only to break ties. 

According to Carl Frazier, the committee's entire purpose was "to get Indian fishing ... in 
Lake Huron, Lake ~vfichigan, wherever they fished in the "36 treaty." He said, "The 
committee was basically for dealing with 1836 treaty rights" (Frazier 7/17/2003). This 
group met May 18 to write hunting and fishing regulations and by-laws for the fishing 
board of director:;. The men ignored hunting, but discussed fishing reports, catch report 
forms, fishing board of directors, waters ceded under the treaty, and fishing membership 
acknowledgment forms. During the next two months, the fishing committee met to draw 
up rules and by-Ic.ws. The committee held their last meeting June 8, 1986, when the group 
accepted these documents. The minutes stated the warning: "Do not use fishing cards to 
fish until after test case is solved. Next meeting may be called at any time pending test 
case, ifM.I.L.S. decides not to intervene in behalf of the Band. Then it may be necessary 
for the Board to act on its own" (Petitioner 6/8/1986). Carl Frazier explained the 
"philosophy ... They had drafted up cards ... stuff, and they were going to set a gill net 
and then notify ONR and get taken to court ... It was not about [fishing in] Burt Lake 
because the controversy would basically turn people against them in Burt Lake" (Frazier 
7117/2003). An unsigned "certification" was attached to the new by-laws, but it does not 
appear that this initiative went forward, as the group submitted no subsequent 
documentation about its activities. 

Apparently, BLB had gone ahead of where MILS thought they were going. After 
receiving the docl.lments written and passed by the fishing committee, MILS attorney 
Michael Petoskey wrote that MILS only agreed to help formulate fishing rules and bylaws 
if they "were notified of meetings and activities" to "maximize legal services" to the 
group. He enclo~:E:d copies of the Us. v Washington decision concerning intervener tribes 
which were not federally recognized and pointed out that the Federal government did not 
recognize the BLB. as a successor in interest to treaty fishing and consequently "did not 
have confirmed treaty fishing rights" (Petoskey 6/l3/1986). He also stated: 

As I explc.ined to you over the telephone on June 13, 1986, the Burt Lake 
Band is not ready to take treaty-fishing rights test case into the courts. The 
time to do so would be when the federal government has acknowledged the 
Band's stZltus as an Indian tribe. Short of that, such recognition ought to 
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be imminent. Therefore, MILS strongly suggests that the Band direct tribal 
resources to its Federal Acknowledgment Project (Petoskey June 13, 
1986). 

In 2003, Carl Frazier attended "several meetings" with MILS. He related that at "one of 
the meetings I went to at [MILS Attorney] Petoskey's," the lawyer told the members, "If 
they pursued the fishing as a test, he would not work with us any more." He interpreted 
the District Court order regarding intervener tribes to concern "other Ottawa groups that 
had fished and had intervened and ... [the judge] would allow them to come in but they 
were already in the process of becoming recognized. Burt Lake was not" (Frazier 
7117/2003). 

The BLB council had already come to the realization that Federal recognition would 
greatly facilitate achieving other goals. Soon after the earlier meeting with MILS, Don 
Moore contacted George Cornell about ANA funding, even before the council declared 
recognition the group's "number one priority" in May, 1986 (Petitioner 5/1211986). 
Therefore, it appears that they had understood the MILS position at the earlier meeting, 
but had gone forward with the fishing committee anyway (Petitioner 5112/1986). Moore 
eventually accepted Petoskey'S conditions and in the June council meeting, he told the 
members that treaty fishing, trust, and other such issues would have to wait until after 
Federal recognition (Petitioner 6/2911986). The Burt Lake fishing committee did not meet 
again, and Donald Moore dropped his association with BLB shortly afterward. 

In 2003, Moore expressed antipathy toward MILS and alleged that the interests of the 
MILS attorney in his own band at Little Traverse interfered with his allegiance to Burt 
Lake. Alit.ough not discussed in the group's petition, Moore says that an argument arose 
between Jcseph Genia of the Northern Michigan Ottawa Association and BLB when both 
group's beGame State recognized: "The Northern Ottawa got State recognized same we 
did. Burt Lake said, "Hell No! We're not part of Northern Ottwa, No. No. Never! I 
says, that's Little Traverse. The Federal Government's never going to recognize you as 
Northern Ottawa" (Moore 7122/2003). 

Donald Me'me's Exit 

By the mid,jle of summer, 1986, land ownership continued to elude the group and they 
decided to reopen discussions with the State by making an offer. An MILS lawyer wrote 
to the Assi!.tant AG, to tell him that the group wanted to go ahead without receiving the 
40-acre inholding within the property proposed for transfer. They offered to accept some 
other 40 acres and suggested parcels which they would accept if the State agreed. 
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At this point Irene Howard resigned and retired (Petitioner 612911 986) Her resignation 
had lasting impact on the BLB. After July, 1986, it also appears that Donald Moore 
completely dropp ~d out, without announcing his intentions, communicating with other 
board members, c r returning materials. Associated with his leaving is a drastic drop in 
activity, perhaps exaggerated by the absence of Irene Howard, who, it would soon 
become clear, had produced the newsletter, agendas, meeting minutes, and 
correspondence which traced the group's dealings. Moore claimed he left because he 
realized they would not be going to court over fishing rights. He said, "Margaret 
[Martell] and then came up to rescue me ... My heart was in it but I wasn't fulfilling the 
job. I wanted to go to court" (Moore 7/2212003), a reference to the fishing committee's 
preparations for a "'fish-in." Margaret Martell attributed his leaving to difficulties he had 
getting "the help be wanted" (Martell 7/23/2003). She said that he "didn't have the people 
behind him to help him ... I know I went through the same thing. I don't know what it is" 
(Martell 7/23/20(3). 

Don Moore expressed dismay at his own actions. Of all the people interviewed, only 
Moore discussed the group's internal disagreements He may have alienated some people 
with his aggressiv'~ tactics, certain political positions he took, and his lack of personal 
history with other members, but there is little indication that these factors contributed to 
his leaving. Moore pointed to a current resident of Indian Road, for "back stabbing." 
Moore said, "I like [him] but I found out later about the back-stabbing. There's friction 
among the group. I found out going on my second year as chairman" (Moore 7/22/2003). 
When asked to explain what he meant, he said, "Some of them feel, not all of them: "This 

is our little group ... " He named Indian Road residents Sam Shananaquet, Roy Parkey, 
and Loretta Parkey "at first." He continued, "I do feel that they were comfortable in the 
little pocket" meaning Indian Road. He characterized the Indian Road members' position 
as, "We just want to do arts and crafts." Don Moore felt that Indian Road residents were 
inhibited by a lack of education (Moore 712212003) He referred only to the Indian Road 
and Cheboygan and Emmett County residents. He did not include Margaret Martell and 
Irene Howard and their peers and he did not include people living in the cities or his own 
relatives who are 2.1:50 Vincent descendents. In 2003, Margaret Martell still supported 
Donald Moore because she believed, "It doesn't matter to me who's the chairman, if they 
can run it the way it should be run for the favor of the BLB" (Martell 7/2212003). 

When Donald Moore withdrew, Carl Frazier began participating. According to Frazier, 
his dealings with BLB to this time were "through Donny Moore," his second cousin. 66 

66 Their grandmothers were sisters. 
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Moore denied he purposefully passed off his responsibilities to Frazier, but he realized that 
if he left, others would pick up his duties. He said, "Carl [Frazier] and them were 
attending meetings also. I knew someone could step in" (Moore 7/22/2003). Carl Frazier 
said that during Moore's chairmanship, he first "went to one of the meetings. I went to a 
few Not too many, "but" really got involved in the late 80's" (Frazier 7/1712003). 

Carl Frazier claimed that he first realized in the early 1970' s that his ancestor John Vincent 
was allottt~d land in Tuscarora township in an area set aside for the Cheboygan band 
(Littlefield 2000). However, he did not contact the petitioner until a month after he 
accepted the compensation package giving up commercial fishing. The appearance is that 
he and oHer descendants of John Vincent may have been trying to return to commercial 
fishing by joining a Federal tribe. 67 Failing that, he could join a petitioner, like BLB, for 
Federal re:;ognition. Ifrecognized, BLB and its chairman would be in a position to 
manage a valuable commercial fishery under the treaties. Carl Frazier described how 
Indian fishermen continued to fish commercially after the agreement barred non-treaty 
fishermen: "[T]he 'Soo Tribe' and Bay Mills, even though those folks lost their State 
license, they continued to fish under their Indian license" (Frazier 711712003). 

Both Donald Moore and Carl Frazier admitted in 2003 that treaty fishing was one motive 
for joining BLB. 68 But Frazier realized that some people believed the descendants of 
John Vincent "got involved in the Burt tribe ... for the fishing issue." He admitted that 
his motive at first was fishing, but that after he "got involved there were other things and 
are still thillgs I think are important" (Frazier 7117/2003).69 Another John Vincent 
descendam told the OF A anthropologist in July 2003 that he hoped that if the petitioner 
becomes recognized, he would be able to return to commercial fishing as part of a tribally 
managed fishery. He added that because politically powerful members and their kin 
already own the licenses available to enrolled members of Sault Ste. Marie Tribe, it is 
unlikely that he will ever obtain a tribal license there even though he is a member of that 

67 Another piece of evidence to be considered is Donald Moore's seeking membership in GTBB in 
1984. 

68 Don Moore's last docwnented activity with BLB was to attend a dedication of the historical St. 
Mary's cemetery in July 1986. The first record of Carl Frazier's involvement in BLB was his payment of dues 
in April and tis $100 donation in July (petitioner, July 1986). Don Moore dropped his BLB membership and 
Carl Frazier jo)im:d when commercial fishing ended in Michigan and BLB dealt with fishing as a topic of 
interest for th~ first time. Donald Moore introduced a BLB fishing committee as new business on March 14, 
1986. A wee < later, Carl Frazier met with the State Department of Natural Resources (DNR) and received a 
proposed compensation package for commercial licensees on March 5. 

69 Both men were born in Newbeny, Luce County on the Upper Peninsula. Although Don Moore is ten 
years youne.er than Carl Frazier, they knew each in childhood. 
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tribe. So hid goal is not simply a fishing card, it is control of a tribally managed treaty 
fishery. 

The record conta~ned little evidence about BLB activities in the winter of 1986-87. A 
typed "sign in shEet for April 18, 1987" listed the names and addresses of27 people who 
attended an "all band" member meeting. The petitioner submitted no lists to estimate the 
group's membersrrip at this time, however, 27 is a small fraction of the possible adult 
population of the group, based on the petitioner's genealogical database and the 1994 
membership. It i~ also less than half of the reported attendance during the mid-1980's. 
Because this list was typed, it was not an actual "sign in" sheet. Several descendants of 
John Vincent were listed, but Don Moore was not among them, even though the minutes 
indicated that he opened the meeting. Oral history suggested that he had already dropped 
out of the group. These minutes seemed to use earlier minutes as a model. Board 
nominations from the floor put up for election three John Vincent descendants: Christine 
Vincent, Gerald Moore, and Carl Frazier. To this point, only one Vincent descendent, 
Don Moore, had :;erved on the councilor even appeared in the record. Mary Shawa and a 
descendant of John Nongueskwa, like Margaret Martell, were also nominated. 

Before retiring in 1986 around the time Don Moore dropped his participation in BLB, 
Secretary Irene Howard produced many documents submitted by the petitioner. Irene 
Howard's leaving left a void in the group's administrative capacities. However, evidence 
indicated that the scarcity of documents in the winter of 1986-87 resulted from a lack of 
activity, not merely a lack of documentation of activities that actually occurred. For 
example, in July 1987, Carl Frazier's wife wrote that she no longer received the 
newsletter, that s~e: had not received membership cards for her children, and that a check 
written the year before was only cashed recently. She wanted to know the date of the 
next meeting (Frazier, July 1987). Enrollment Clerk Loretta Parkey acknowledged Mrs. 
Frazier's payment on July 29, 1987, and responded that "since our Secretary Irene retired, 
there has been no one to publish newsletter" (Parkey 712911987), and informed her that 
the next meeting would be August 1,1987. 

Another disturbing element about Irene Howard's leaving is that it reveals how thin the 
layer ofleadership and participators is for this group. No one stepped up and took over 
her many activitie~:. The group was unable to produce a newsletter, meeting minutes, 
agenda, notices, letters, and many other documents. 

Documentation had lapsed for a year when a meeting notice identical to those sent out 
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before Irene Howard left announced a September 1987 council meeting. 70 The topics 
discussed before the summer of 1986 such as Federal recognition, land "restitution," and 
enrollment were listed on the short agenda. The minutes said BLB was moving forward on 
the land package agreed to at the April "all-band" meeting. However, without notes from 
that meeting or the document itself, contents of the agreement are undocumented 
(Petitionc- 1987). 

In 2003, Vincent descendant Carl Frazier noted a pattern ofleadership succession, which 
he believe:! hampered BLB's progress. His said that "in the past -- the 40's and 50's -
the majority of people in the band were very poor people ... somebody would carry the 
ball a number of years and then get mentally, physically, financially exhausted and then 
somebody would step in" (Frazier 7/17/2003). He became a board member in that way. 
Gary Shawa gave the perspective of descendants from Indian Village at Burt Lake: "As 
an observc:.tion, the ... Vincent family appears to be more outspoken, have businesses, 
[and to] be more acclimated to the white society. Those [who are] more Indian looking 
tend to be kss apt to have their own businesses ... less education ... That has hindered 
their development. .. It appears they may have more obstacles in their way" (Shawa 
7/1412003). 

The handwritten, illegible meeting minutes of October 1987 leave the impression that the 
group was inactive. The usual list of attendees was not attached. A BLB listing of 
council members identified relative new-comer Carl Frazier as the delegate to the 
Confederated Historical Tribes (CHT), an organization of "State recognized" groups 
seeking Federal recognition (MCIA1988). However, a listing of the representatives to the 
"Confederation of Four Historic Tribes,,7! put out by CHT in March 1988 named Robert 
Swartout, Karl Frazier [sic] (Vice Chairman), Margaret Martell (Alternate), and Ann 
Fisher (Altl~rnate) (CHT 3/20/88). By CHT's next meeting on April 20, 1988, Moore has 
been absent from BLB functions for at least one year and probably longer. Margaret 
Martell signed into that meeting as "co-chairperson," rather than "vice chairperson," her 
position ac,~ording to the group's newsletter, which indicates that she has stepped into 
Moore's position. 

In June, Christine Vincent wrote to Don Moore "concerning [his] status as the Chairman 
of our Board," and told him that he had "done a great deal to get the Burt Lake Band 
going in the direction of an organized unit, and that the work you have accomplished 

70 Af'parently, the new secretary, Christine Vincent had copies of the old minutes and newsletters. 
She began usi1g them as models. 

71 lncludes Little Traverse Bay Band, Burt Lake, Huron Band ofPottawatomi, and Lac Vieux Desert. 
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and/or had a hand in. starting is not forgotten" (Vincent 612011988). The letter offered him 
the position of "tlUstee" ifhe wanted to resign. It ended, "Please get in touch with us and 
let us know wher~ you stand" (Vincent, 6/2011988). At the July "all band" meeting, 
members learned that Don Moore would be unable to "take on the full responsibilities of 
the chairman oftht! board," and Margaret Martell and Katy Beech were named as the 
"vice-chairperson" (Petitioner 7/9/1989). The transition process from Donald Moore to 
Margaret Martell and Katy Beech is unclear. After Donald Moore dropped out, Martell 
and Beech shared the chairman's position, but only after months of apparent inactivity and 
without evidence of board action. 

By 1988, the lack of record keeping makes it difficult to evaluate BLB' s political 
activities, if they continued during this period. They were also blocked from receiving 
Federal grants be(:ause ofpoar accounting practices and bad record keeping. Irene 
Howard, spending the summer in the Burt Lake area, turned over to the petitioner a 
number of docum~nts, which would be submitted to Federal authorities (Petitioner 
6/1111988). The board learned that "before any other grants are approved for us the 
Federal Government needs the record describing how some specific money had been 
spent. Don [Moore] was contacted with no reply, however Don had explained that many 
of his records both Band and personal records were destroyed in the Chicago flood" 
(Petitioner 6/1111988). The government sought information from part of Don Moore's 
term of office, specifically October 1, 1984, through September 30, 1985 (Petitioner 
6/1111988).72 When CHT was contracted to manage the BLB's recognition efforts with 
an Administration for Native Americans (ANA) grant proposal for $25,000, one stated 
attraction ofutilizlng CHT was that they would manage the grant and financial questions 
would not be raisfd. 

In August 1989, Carl Frazier and Mary Shawa were appointed to the board of directors, 
apparently by the existing board (Petitioner 8/l2/l989). From the fall of 1988 through 
August 1989, the-t:cord was sporadic, and it is now unclear if this was because of poor 
record-keeping or lack of activities. At the end of 1989, Carl Frazier was emerging as a 
leader. For example, in August, he and CHT Consultant Phil Alexis signed the "Summary 
of Work Progress Review" on the $60,000 grant to CHT from the Michigan Department 
of Labor. The November 11, 1989, meeting minutes showed that only five council 
members attended Carl Frazier among them. Phil Alexis and MILS Attorney James 
Bransky also attended as guests. The small group discussed the need for the newsletter to 

72 Although financial irregularities only came to light after Don Moore left the leadership, he was the 
only person interviewed by the OFA anthropologist in 2003 who raised the issue, when he denied taking money 
from the group. 
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come out at least four times a year. It became apparent that Christine Vincent was no 
longer involved (Petitioner 1111111989). Trustee Carl Frazier had managed to retrieve 
various materials from her, including the group's typewriter and stationery. Board 
meetings would now be held regularly on the first Saturday of the month. The group 
tabled the issue of "Helpers Licenses," cards for the members to carry when helping 
commerci,ll fishermen (Petitioner 11/11/1989). Some time in 1989, the group had 
unsuccess :lIlly attempted to buy land from the Catholic diocese which Charles Martell had 
once occupied. It lay next to St. Mary's Church (Petitioner 2/311990). 

Margaret Martell was still chairperson of the BLB in 1990 (Petitioner 1/3/1990). The 
notice for the: January meeting referred to "many issues to discuss that are important to .. 
. remaining a historical band" (Petitioner 113/1990). At the meeting, Consultant George 
Cornell went over the history of the BLB's attempts to acquire land (Petitioner 2/3/1990). 
He described the efforts of the late 1970's with NARF. He called the work with 

Governor Blanchard a "second" attempt, which was "messed up again due to lack of 
Board members at meetings" (Petitioner 2/3/1990). He said that the group had now 
decided to begin a "third" attempt to get land, although the decision-making process is 
undocumci1tcd in the record. Cornell's presentation reveals that there have been 
fluctuations in the level of formal activity by the board and the group in general since 1977 
(Petitioner 2/3/1990). "Special guest" Phil Alexis, ofCHT, told the board to become 
more activ'~ "The Board needs to become very active Organize, it will require a lot of 
time. We will need Lobbyist, people for phone calls, and meetings .... We need someone 
to push and keep the Board going" [sic] (Petitioner 2/3/1990). 

By the end of 1990, the group reclaimed the same issues they had in 1986, including a land 
transfer, Ft:cleral recognition, and powwows and crafts, and two new issues of an ANA 
grant and membership cards (Petitioner 111311990). The minutes stated that a land 
transfer took priority over Federal recognition: "We have to set our priorities, Land Base
Land Transfer - Resources - and when we are organizationally ready go for Federal 
Recognitic);1" "We" is undefined and seems to apply to the BLB in general. This 
restatemellt of priorities came at the same meeting where George Cornell and Alexis 
spoke, making it appear that CHT may have had a hand in setting the priorities. Nothing 
in the record in.dicates that they attended the meeting in response to a grass-roots or 
council insttgated effort to raise enthusiasm for a land transfer and Federal recognition. 
Alexis also advanced the idea that the solution was political, encouraging the group to act 
in concert: 'All Board members need to give the same information concerning the Burt 
Lake Band. We need to have gifts to give to all supportive help" (Petitioner 2/3/1990). 

The tone ar,d Gontent of the meeting, as described in the notice and minutes for the 
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February meeting, indicate that an effort was underway to invigorate BLB's board and 
membership after an apparent four or five year lull in interest and activity. What is not 
clear is the sourC(: of this effort. CRT was involved and Carl Frazier was the contact man 
linking BLB with CRT. However, Carl Frazier denied he had instigated CHT's 
involvement in 200] (Frazier 2003). CRT may have initiated this meeting as part of their 
general purpose of encouraging community development. 

At the April meetirlg, the board members took on various house-keeping tasks to 
reorganize the group, and similar steps continued for the next year. Two months later, an 
"all-member" meeting was held at St. Mary's Church on Indian Road (April 28, 1990). 
The agenda for a board meeting on August 10 indicated that the board would discuss the 
"validity of the bylaws" and the constitution and hear a report from George Cornell. New 
business included "Dedication of the Building" and "Contract with Arlinda Locklear" 
(Petitioner 811 0/1990). These references indicate that somebody was studying the 
constitution and bylaws and hired an attorney. The building dedication was not explained. 
They discussed ,n election to be held in April 1991, and referred to a board meeting in 

the following month. Although they may have met regularly, it does not appear that 
regular minutes and records were maintained through this period, and there is little if any 
evidence in the re ::ord about council activities and the process underlying the various 
activities, such as studying the validity of bylaws. 

October Board meeting minutes indicated that Don Moore had turned over at least two 
boxes of records ':0 Carl Frazier, who returned them to Mary Shawa, the secretary 
(Petitioner 10/19(0). Carl Frazier earlier volunteered to contact John Vincent descendent 
Christine Vincent "'to see about materials that are still missing. Old Minutes plus Land 
Survey Description, and missing money"(Petitioner 2/3/1990). He had earlier retrieved 
the group's typewriter and stationery from Christine Vincent, after she gave up her 
position as Secretary. It appears that Carl Frazier played a role in dealing with the 
descendents of JCI~m Vincent. Clearly, he was associated with them. He may have 
retrieved material s from his close and distant relatives out of convenience because he, like 
them, lived on the Upper Peninsula. They may have acted together as a subgroup, with 
him as their leader. The descendants of John Vincent may have depended on him to keep 
them informed ofBLB activities. Almost none of the descendants ofJohn Vincent 
attended any acti vities of the petitioner and no evidence was submitted describing how 
they were linked to the BLB organization, if at all. 

Although the petitioner submitted significant evidence about the social organization and 
interaction of de!:cendants of Indian Village at Burt Lake for most periods, no similar 
evidence about the interactions, behavior and relationships of the descendents of John 
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Vincent ""ere submitted. The people living near Indian Road, their relatives, and their 
associates who grew up in the Indian Road settlement knew each other well. They talked 
often, interacted socially, and discussed at length issues of importance to the petitioner. 
The exten;ive, long-term social interactions of this subgroup of the petitioner's current 
membership support their involvement in political activities of the BLB. Many of them 
were polit lcally involved with the formal BLB organization, even if they did not attend 
every meeting. However, the evidence available does not describe the social connections 
of the desctmdants of John Vincent. The petitioner submitted virtually no evidence that 
described ;ocial interactions of that group and how they shared information about the 
political activities of the BLB. The descendants of John Vincent did not attend ghost 
suppers, li've near Indian Road, go to funerals and bury their dead at S1. Mary's Church 
and cemekry, grow up with the descendants of Indian Village at Burt Lake in the Indian 
Road settlement between 1910 and 1960, attend or maintain S1. Mary's Chruch, share a 
common identity as Burt Lake Indians before 1984, or seek land to cure a perceived 
injustice their own grandparents experienced. No sign-in sheets or other evidence 
indicates that more than a tiny fraction, sporadically named in documents, ever attended 
BLB meetings No information about their political connections to the BLB organization 
other than their applications, most from 1994, existed in the record No evidence 
concerning their social interactions described a social context, which involved them in 
BLB's political activities. No evidence showed that they influenced events through 
informal s({:ial pressures outside of the meetings, or that the issues of significance to the 
board and I)ther band members were significant to them. The minutes for the next 
meetings in L.ansing in November and December clearly indicated that the council had 
regained some energy it lost when Don Moore and Irene Howard stopped participating in 
1986. The inertia of the organization's political will between 1986 and 1990 indicated to 
some extent that the leadership and commitment of members of the BLB organization did 
not run very deep. The minutes stated that "we need to get organized and follow through 
with what we start," apparently the sense of the board members at this time (Petitioner 
11/3/1990) 

In late 1990, documents showed Gary Shawa involved for the first time since the late 
1970's. The board voted at meetings to pay Gary Shawa $500 for unspecified work he 
performed, and $140 for interviews he conducted, presumably for the acknowledgment 
petition (Pditioner 10/7/1990). In earlier years, there was little indication that members 
were paid, '~ven though board members received reimbursement for food and travel costs. 
Document:; dating to 1990 revealed that members were contracted or paid for providing 

services, which volunteers previously performed. This change may reflect the influence of 
CHT or of :;uccessful businessman Carl Frazier, a veteran organizer (Frazier 7/1712003). 
Frazier referred to "business" when he described his response to a member's request for 
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help in a domestic: issue, "She said that someone threatened to take her kids away. I said 
we don't do business that way. We have a structure" (Frazier 711712003). Grant money, 
which in earlier pl~ri()ds had paid outside consultants and lawyers, would be redirected to 
DLD employees and consultants through CHT. 

By February, 1991, at another meeting in Lansing, the council's efforts to stimulate group 
members to action were becoming evident. Their ANA grant included money for an 
executive director, and they wanted to hire staff by March 1, 1991. Gary Shawa, who 
attended the meeting and was listed with Phil Alexis and George Cornell as a "Special 
Guest" was already looking for office space in the Burt Lake area. The board planned an 
"all band" meeting at Pellston in April. Phil Alexis attended almost every meeting through 
1990 and 1991. MILS attorney James Bransky was working on the BLB constitution. 
The tendency to hold meetings at MSU in Lansing where the consultants worked, meant 
that individuals on the board who lived upstate were not always present at meetings 
(Petitioner 2/2119~ 1) 

On April 6, 1991, the board met to discuss upcoming elections, to set rules about absentee 
ballots, and to appoint an election committee made up of Margaret Martell, Christine 
Vincent, Alice Honson, Doris Massey, and Darlene Rowland. All except Christine 
Vincent were 10nE;-time members from the organizers present in 1978-1980 (Petitioner 
4/611991). On April 27, the group elected Carl Frazier chairman. Katy Beech became 
vice chairman, and her daughter Ann Reed became treasurer. Mary Shawa remained 
secretary, Mary Hoar was trustee and Loretta Parkey continued as registrar. Margaret 
Martell left the board. Also elected as trustees were three John Vincent descendants in 
addition to Carl Frazier. 73 The total number of Vincent family members grew to four out 
of nine board members. At this time, the composition of the board changed permanently 
and significantly. Counting Mary Hoar74 and the four Vincent descendants, for the first 
time, a majority of board members did not descend from Indian Village on Burt Lake and 
a Cheboygan Band annuitant. 

The ANA awarded the petitioner a grant for petition research (Petitioner 2/2/1991). The 
money paid for ne~r positions working for the BLB. After his election, Carl Frazier took 
steps to move the grant forward. Within three weeks the new board met to hire an 
executive director. They planned to interview members Robin Menefee and Gary Shawa 

73 Gerald /v1(x)re, Martha Ranville Darrow and Micheal Vincent 

74 Mary Chiswold Hoar descended from the Martells but had no ancestor related to the pre-burnout 
community. 
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for the posiition75 (Petitioner 412711991). Reportedly, Menefee failed to come for the 
interview, and Shawa did (Petitioner 51511991). The board hired Shawa (Petitioner 
5/5/1991) Within days, Loretta Parkey visited BIA offices in Sault Ste. Marie, where she 
left files f(.II' review by the staff In a letter a month later, she raises the issue of the blood 
quanta of four descendants of John Vincent and states that "we had requested the B.LA. 
to please pursue this matter." "This matter" may refer to the taking of files or the 
Vincent's ancestry, but events surrounding the writing of this letter indicate the latter. 
Finally, she requested a written statement, "as Mr. James Levandoski [an ex-board 
member] will support us in this matter." This statement implies that Loretta Parkey and 
others began seeking support from influential members of the BLB to question the 
presence cf descendants of John Vincent around the time the executive director was hired. 

At the J un e 1, 1991, board meeting, the new chairman removed a number of Loretta 
Parkey's v:Jlunteer tasks from her and transferred them to a "professional genealogist" at 
CHT (Petitioner 611/1991). Whether he took this step because he already knew that 
Loretta Parkey visited the BIA agency office, objected to the Vincent family's 
qualifications, or sought support from other members is not known. Carl Frazier also 
announced that Loretta Parkey would still be the "registrar issuing the cards," but "she 
would no longer research" applicant's backgrounds (Petitioner 61111991). This indicates 
that Carl Frazier had arranged to transfer the enrollment records, which Loretta Parkey 
collected over many years, to CHI before the June board meeting. At the July meeting 
held on "Parkey's Field," the board learned that only eight files were "complete" 
(Petitioner 7/13/91). 

The removal of the files disturbed BLB member Alice Honson, elsewhere identified as 
Loretta Parkey's helper, who wrote the BIA at Sault Ste. Marie on BLB letterhead: "On 
June 1, 19911, Phil Alexis and Christine Vincent confiscated all files of the BLB. As of 
today we havc~ not heard or [sic] when they will return these documents" (Honson 
6/1811991). She then referred to the four Vincent board member's qualifications. "We 
had requested the B.I.A. to please pursue this matter" (Honson, 6/18/1991). She directed 
correspondence to Loretta Parkey at Indian Road. On June 26, Loretta Parkey wrote the 
Agency, "Our files were picked up on June 1, 1991, (to be copied and extras made of 
these). I have been doing some checking into this matter further and everyone that I have 
spoken to has repeated that this should never have happened. They are supposed to be 
held as confidential records and not open to public review" (Parkey 6/26/1991). Clearly, 
Loretta Parkey and Alice Honson worked together on the issue of the Vincent family's 

75 Robin Menefee is the half-brother of Russell Menefee, who grew up on Indian Road. Gary 
Shawa also had childhood associations with Indian Road through his grandparents. 
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qualifications. 

Sometime between the election and the July 13 board meeting, an attempt began to 
remove John Vinct:nt's descendants from the board and perhaps the petitioner. 76 An 
undated list of signatures appeared on a "Petition for Recall" submitted with the petition. 
The petitioner and persons interviewed during the summer of 2003 pointed to rejected job 
applicant Robin Menefee's mother, Helen Menefee, as the recall's leader. The petitioner 
states that Helen Menefee circulated the petition after the board did not hire her son. But 
persons interview~d in 2003 were vague about her motives. Some individuals, who signed 
the recall, denied knowledge of the event when first asked about it (Massey 711412003; 
Parkey 7118/2003). 

BLB Registrar Lcretta Parkey signed the recalL During the time of the recall, she 
researched Vincent family'S genealogy at the BIA area office. Only three days after the 
change in her job description, she wrote to the Michigan Agency asking if the four Vincent 
board members met "the criteria on the proposed Constitution for the Burt Lake Band 
enrollment" and stat(:d she had "questions on their blood degree" (Parkey 6/411991). She 
said that according to her records, "they are not original descendants of the Burt Lake 
Band or havre] any relatives listed ... I have never heard of these people until 1984-85" 
(Parkey 6/4/1991). In late June, some 45 days after the election, the Agency sent Parkey a 
photocopy of a Federal Census Sheet from 1870 showing John Vincent and his family. 
The BIA sent Lo[t~tta Parkey this information because she requested it in her letter of June 
4, 1991 (Bolton 6/25/1991). The cover letter, dated June 25, 1991, stated, "[T]he 1870 
payment schedule is the basis for the Horace B. Durant Roll of 1910. The descendants of 
John B. Vincent have not been documented as the direct lineal descendants of any 
individual whose name is listed on any historic roll pertaining to the Chippewa or Ottawa 
Indians of Michigc.n (Bolton 6/25/1991). 

The somewhat garbled recall petition also referred to the Durant Roll, the subject of the 
Bolton letter. The recall objected specifically to unnamed people on the board who were 
not BLB descendants.. 77 It read: 

76 It should be noted that a grievance committee had been set in motion at the July 13 meeting. This 
may indicate that the recall had already begun. 

77 Trying t,) date the recall document is difficult. The complaint is similar, although more refilled, to 
one voiced by Helen Menefee and Alice Honson in a December 1991 letter to the Administration for Native 
Americans (ANA): 

On behalf (If the membership of the Burt Lake Band of Ottawa & Chippewa Indians we are 
informing your program that the majority of the board of directors are non-natives and are not 
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*****FOR BURT LAKE COUNCIL 
BOARD MEMBERS WHO ARE NOT 1I4! INDIAN 
BLOOD AND DIRECT DESCENDENT OF THE 
HISTORICAL BURT LAKE BAND [something appears to 
be erased with "white-out" here] WHO LINEAL 
ANCESTORS NAME(S) APPEAR ON THE DURANT 
ROLL OF 1910 [words erased with "white-out" here] 
CENESUS, OR RECORD MADE FOR THE BURT 
LAKE BAND BY OFFICIALS, OR AGENTS OF THE 
DEPARTMENT OF INTERIOR OR BUREAU OF 
INDIAN AFFAIRS [as written] (Petition, undated). 

In 2003, E.~mard Parkey said that Alice Honson and Helen Menefee came to his house to 
ask him atout the ancestry of Don Moore, Carl Frazier, and their relatives, basically "who 
the Vincerts were and where the Fraziers came from" (ParkeylReckord 7/18/2003). Alice 
Honson "wanted [the membership] to be the thirteen families that were burned out [of 
Indian Village at Burt Lake in 1900] and the direct descendants from them" 
(ParkeyIReckord 7/18/2003). Bernard Parkey's recollections, therefore, indicate that 
Helen Mene:fee worked with Alice Hanson, Loretta Parkey's associate, and that the recall 
extended beyond a hiring dispute led by a disgruntled mother to the definition of the 
group's membership and historical tribe. 

The 38 signers of the petition represented a specific portion of the band membership, 
primarily the Shenoskeys, Parkeys, and Masseys and others who primarily came from 
three-generation families living on Indian Road or nearby. The population of the total 
number of people in these families, including children, may have represented as many as 
100 individual s. 78 Today, these same families are also well represented in the current 
membership The Masseys and Shenoskeys, related to Loretta Parkey, appear to form the 
core ofth(: signers. Fully 45 percent are descendants of Peter Shenoske/9 and Christine 

descendants of Burt I,ake Band. Our current chairperson Carl Frazier and his relatives ... 
are going under lohn B. Vincent family tree .. " .. The BIA has stated that John B. Vincent is 
non-native. Under the current by-laws, membership criteria requires that your family be 
5111)"'1T1 on the 1910 Durant roll or live on the traditional lands from 1880-1910 (1211 0/1991). 
78 This approximation was made by counting individuals who are closely related to the signers as 

parents, siblings, and children. The count does not include nieces, nephews, aunts and uncles. Not all 100 live 
in or near 13.ut Lake, Pellston and Brutus; however, many do. 

79 This is the same Peter Paul Shenoskey who submitted an rRA petition in 1935. 
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Mixceney,80 including people with surnames Honson, Massey, Odeimin and Shenoskey. 
Five individuals were Loretta Parkey's husband, Kenny Parkey, and his four living siblings, 
meaning that 58 percent are close relatives (siblings, cousins, nieces and nephews) of 
Loretta Parkey and her husband. A large proportion of the signers were born between 
1945 and 1965, Loretta Parkey's age peers. Many of the others have a relationship to the 
people in the Parkey's kin group. For example, Josephine Naganashe is the grandmother 
of several of the Shenoskey's who signed, and she may have been living in their home or 
vice versa. 8l One ofJosephine Naganashe's daughters also signed. James Levandoski, 
who Alice Honsen had tried to influence, did not sign. A relatively large proportion of the 
signers, 53 pcrcelt, (20 signers) lived either on Indian Road, or in Brutus and Pellston. 
Only seven (18 p'~rcent) lived in cities, including Lansing and Grand Rapids. Every Indian 
person named in ,lssociation with the Burt Lake Fishing Committee in 1986 signed the 
recall including Bernard, Roy, and Kenneth Parkey; and David and William Massey. 
Donald Moore refc~rred to them as the "local" membership, when he set up the fishing 
committee in 1986. 

While the ShenoskeylParkeylMassey group signed the recall in numbers, not a single John 
Nongueskwa descendant signed (Margaret Martell's family), or Amos Shawa (Gary 
Shawa's family) de:scendant signed. A single descendant of Abraham Martell (Margaret 
Martell's in-laws) signed, and she was a Massey descendant. No Vincent descendants 
signed it. In explaining why he did not sign the recall, Gary Shawa said that in 1990, when 
he returned to Burt Lake from Grand Rapids to find the people named Moore, Frazier, 
Vincent and Ranville: [descendants of John Vincent] involved in the BLB, he "started to 
become more aware of major families" (Shawa 7/14/2003). He was reluctant to say that 
they had not been involved in the early 1980's, "I can't say with certainty that those names 
didn't come out" in ]980 (Shawa 711412003). 

The lines drawn by kinship and residence set apart those who signed the recall and those 
who did not. The presence of a grouping of members who others view as the "local" Burt 

80 Helen 81d Robin Menefee also descend from Mixceneys; however, her genealogy was scrubbed 
from the genealogical database and the exact relationship of her Mixceney ancestors and Christine Mixceney, 
can not be determined, if such a relationship existed. Helen Menefee is a descendant of the Mixceneys. 
Christine Mixceney was Peter Paul Shenoskey's wife. Thus, Loretta Parkey and Helen Menefee may be distantly 
related, and the appearance of Christine Mixceney's descendants, including Loretta Parkey, on the recall petition 
may indicate that Helen Menefee and Loretta Parkey were working together based on personal issues which 
were both served by qu(!stioning the Vincent family's descent. 

81 The reman for "may" here indicating lack of sureness is that Mrs. Naganashe and her son use the 
same address on the petition, but it is a rural Rt. I address in Brutus, rather than a specific street numbcr. 
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Lake, ma~' explain political processes that go on outside of public view, which are not 
documented by the materials the petitioner submitted. Don Moore seemed to identifY 
them as all important group whose backing he sought when he established a "fishing 
committee" in 1986. Alice Honson and Helen Menefee obtained their signatures when 
they attempted to oust the Vincent family from the board or from the group. Many of 
these "lo<>lll" members have maintained their memberships to the present and appear on 
the current petitioner. 

In 2003, Gary Shawa identified "a certain faction [which] only wanted [membership] 
exclusive to those who had been burned out [ofIndian Village at Burt Lake in 1900). .. 
but others ... were people who had been part of this community and they should be 
entitled to representation" (Shawa 711412003). People were very reluctant to discuss 
these differing perspectives that some believed characterized sub-groupings in the 
membership. Don Moore referred to "the little Pocket" (Moore 2003), the newsletter 
identified "local members," who held a special meeting about fishing in 1986, and 
Margaret Martell implied that a group opposed the presence of descendants of John 
Vincent (Martell 7/23/2003). Melissa Moses mentioned "hard core Burt Lake," meaning 
"just the people at Indian Road" (Moses 7/14/2003). Rita Shananaquet, who relinquished 
her membership after 1994, described the membership as "disorganized factions," by 
which sheTleant "the different families ... the Fraziers, Vincents, and the old time Burt 
Lake peop.e:. Old Indians from Burt Lake and the so-called newcomers, and they won't 
tell us where they came from" (Shananaquet 7/1812003; Teuthorn 7/18/2003) 

More information about internal groupings and competitions would strengthen and explain 
the internal political processes of the BLB. These alliances could help explain political 
processes i:1 the petitioner, not only between the descendants of John B. Vincent and of 
Indian Village at Burt Lake, but also the possible existence of factions within the latter 
group. The recall attempt appeared to be a public actualization and revelation of a split in 
the membership that had simmered since 1985 when Don Moore became chairman. 
Specific analysis of it may help to explain why it became difficult to recruit and maintain 
board members before 1994, why the activity levels of the group dropped for at least four 
years between 1986 and 1999, and why a significant number of members on the 1994 
membership list relinquished after L TBB became recognized. It does not appear that the 
recall argunent was a temporary dispute involving a hiring decision as the petitioner's 
researcher claims, although that incident may have sparked it. The Vincent's membership 
and influenc(: in the group continues to be very controversial at present. Informally at a 
fish-fry and more formally in interviews, current members of BLD who descended from 
Indian Village on Burt Lake made a point of telling an OF A researcher that they had never 
met any of the descendants of John Vincent before they began to join the petitioner in the 
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late1980's. 

In fact, oral histories indicated that discontent with membership requirements predated the 
recall attempt. Gary Shawa said that he remembered that members discussed membership 
criteria in the latl~ 1970's. Donald Moore implied that the issue of blood quantum was 
raised by a man living on Indian Road at his election in 1985. Shawa said that after an 
absence of about eight years, he returned in the 1990' s, and found that membership 
criteria "had been a point of contention in the community for quite some time." 
According to Gary Shawa, "there were segments of the community who felt very strongly 
about who a menber was and who wasn't ... and felt strongly about being a quarter 
blood" (Shawa 711412003). Both he and Margaret Martell independently described a 
"very volatile" meeting about blood quantum requirements in the Pellston Quonsot Hut 
about the recall. The petitioner did not submit documentation about this meeting, and its 
date is not known, but if Shawa attended, it was most likely after 1990 (Shawa 7114/2003; 
Martell 7123120(3). 

Gary Shawa believed that the people supporting the recall "may not have attended all of 
the meetings where we discussed our grandchildren and worried about the unborn of the 
future and protect them ... They intentionally made choices and decisions that would 
safeguard those offspring" (Shawa 7/14/2003). Gary Shawa said that when they "opened 
up the door" for lu.ture low blood offspring, they unintentionally let in people they did not 
know (Shawa 7117/2003). 

Shawa, Martell, and others who did not sign the recall recast the argument as an issue of 
blood quanta and discarded the question of descent from the Durant Roll referred to in the 
recall petition, itself The blood quantum issue dovetailed with the exclusion of the 
descendants of Jo"tn Vincent, because they are the great-great-grandchildren of John 

Vincent and their intermediary ancestors married non-Indians. Few, if any, would meet a 
quarter blood min·lfIlUm. If one accepts the 1875 allotment record as proof of Burt Lake 
ancestry, then a quarter blood requirement becomes the real issue (Shawa 711412003). 

Carl Frazier'S use of ANA grant money to pay for several positions laid bare conflicts 
within the group. The sequence of events tracked in the submissions indicates that Carl 
Frazier's June acti,)n to transfer a large portion of Loretta Parkey's job to a paid employee 
of CHT and the board's decision not to hire Robin Menefee as the paid executive director 
came at the same time as the recall. At the same time, the composition of the board 
changed to a majority who did not descend from Indian Village on Burt Lake. Several 
events followed andl appear connected: first came the election of John Vincent 
descendants Carl Frazier and three others from his family. Almost immediately, the board 
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hired Gary Shawa over Robin Menefee, Phil Alexis removed the enrollment records, Carl 
Frazier announced changes in Loretta Parkey's duties as registrar, Loretta and Alice 
Honson wrote to a BIA Agency concerning John Vincent's absence from the Durant and 
other Federal rolls compiled during his lifetime, and finally, Helen Menefee and Alice 
Honson t:>ok a recall petition citing the membership qualifications of the BLB to residents 
of Indian Road, who signed it. 

The petitioner's researcher labels the racall, "the Menefee Incident" (Littlefield 2000) and 
links it to the service of various John Vincent descendants on the Board of Directors 
between 1984 and 1991. She states that it began "a finger pointing campaign against the 
Vincent tinnily, whom some members charged were not true descendants of Burt Lake." 
She stated that the charges were not true and "the Vincents, had in fact stayed in contact 
with a number of Burt Lake families.,,82 83 Whether John Vincent's descendants are "true 
descendants of Burt Lake" and whether they "stayed in contact with ... Burt Lake 
families" are different issues,84 the first relating to genealogical descent and the second 

-----_ .. _------
82 "A number of Burt Lake families," seems only to refer to Melvina Vertz Nongueskwa, Margaret 

Martell's ~;ister in the 1940's and 1960's (she had children in Cedarville in 1941, in Chippewa Co in 1942, in 
Sault Ste. Marie in 1947). This connection does not appear to be related to joint membership in the BLB, but 
rather wa~ an employment issue, because Melvina Vertz's non-Indian husband hired Indians and others in his 
lumber canp. Another example was that Don Moore's non-Indian grandmother Edna Mae Olmstead 
O'Donnell's (whose birth date is unknown but had a child in 1922) father (in the 1880's it would appear) was a 
commercial fisherman in Cedarville where the Louis Nongueskwa family reportedly had connections. This 
relationship is so remote, amorphous and unproven, it can not provide evidence that the Vincents and 
Nonguesk.va's were part of the same Indian entity. Finally, the relationship of Don Moore to Roy Parkey in the 
late 1970'~ is also mentioned, so it is particularly important to note that Roy Parkey signed the Petition for 
Recall. That Roy Parkey and most of his family signed the petition would indicate that he suspected that the 
Vincents and perhaps others were not Burt Lake descendants and that he had no personal knowledge that they 
were assoc iated with Burt Lake. 

K, However, she referred specifically to the non-Indian husband of Margaret Martell's sister Melvina 
Vertz. He hired Vincents in his UP lumbering enterprise in mid-century. She also cited Donald Moore, who 
fished with Roy Parkey in Lake Huron in the late 1970's. Neither of these examples were relationships based on 
membership in the BLB. Roy Parkey signed the recall petition. She also cited a white ancestor of Donald Moore 
who lived in the same tovm in the 1880s as some Nongueskwas. 

84 On the one hand, it is theoretically possible to descend from a historical tribe, but not be socially or 
politically part of the modern tribe, and undoubtedly there are many people in the general population who may 
fit that description. Alice Littlefield argued that the Vincents were "true descendants" from the Burt Lake 
allotment liSL~ and therefore this issue does not apply to them. On the other hand, there may be others, both 
Indians and non-Indians, who for several generations have interacted socially and politically as members of a 
tribe who do not descend from ancestors who lived in the historical tribe. Littlefield argued that "the Vincents, 
had in fact :;tayed in contact with a number of Burt Lake families," and therefore Were part of the BLB. 
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relating to social a.nd political association and interaction. The genealogy questions are 
dealt with under criterion (e), That the group argued, that its members split into sides 
based on kinship and residence, that some members felt so strongly about events they left 
the group permanently or temporarily, and that the governing body attempted to heal the 
rift by taking steps. in response to specific criticism are issues related to the group's 
politics. The relu ctance of current members to discuss these events, indicates that the 
issues remain significant to members and unresolved. 

The argument die not resolve itself immediately, if ever, and some members interviewed in 
2003 continued to question the Vincent connection to BLB. In 1992, according to 
Littlefield, "Word s became heated and tempers flew when Helen and Robin Menefee 
continued to argue that Carl Frazier and the other members of the Vincent family were not 
actual members of the Tribe, and when she implied that other members of the Council 
were operating outside of their jurisdiction" (Littlefield 2000). The reaction and actions of 
the board of directors, 85 if they did react, appear rarely in the submitted documents, and 
the exact content of Helen Menefee's criticisms, of Loretta Parkey's and Alice Honson's 
actions, were found only in letters to the BIA. The petitioner submitted their response to 
her grievances. Although the recall petition focused on the issue of descent, Helen 
Menefee also raised the issue of governance. In December 1991, she, identitying herself 
as "Representative of the Membership" and Alice Shenoskey Honson,86 identitying herself 
as "Facilitator," wrote at least two letters to Federal agencies that were doing business 
with the BLB, They objected to the" absolute power" of the BLB board of directors, and 
claimed "the membership have tried in the past and continue to try to give more equal 
representative power to the membership" (Menefee and Honson 1211011991). 

The petitioner Subl1itted an unsigned letter to Helen Menefee in response to her 
"grievance letter":Anon. 12/12/1991). Dated December 12, 1991, the letter responded to 
the Menefee and Honson letter of December 10. It stated that John Vincent received an 
allotment with the Cheboygan band, It suggested that in order for her concerns to be met, 

85 Littlefidd says "Ms. Menefee's statements infuriated Roseanna Martell, Mary Shawa and Mary 
Hoar who had all served on the Tribal board for some time and who saw Ms, Menefee's accusations as a 
challenge to their own integrity." (Littlefield 2002c), These women are three of the members of the enrollment 
committee. They are also related to Gary Shawa who was hired as the BLB Executive Director. Gary Shawa 
says that the argument was primarily between Roseanna Martell (Garland Martell's sister and therefore 
Margaret Martell's sister-in-law) and Helen Menefee. 

86 Alice SLenoskey Honson signed the recall petition She had also served on the election committee 
for the 1991 election, 
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she needt:d to enlist the support of a board member. The letter did not answer directly her 
points thc:,f the membership needed a way to recall board members and staggered terms 
would ch,:tnge the board's composition and make it more responsive. They referred her to 
the constitution and bylaws. 87 Helen Menefee and her son Robin were not on the 1994 
membership liSt.88 Helen Menefee's letter to ANA did not result in stopping the flow of 
money, a~: she had requested, as the group received another grant in 1992. 

For several months, the board entertained and passed motions, which may have been 
reactions to Helen Menefee's criticisms concerning governance. For example, in the July 
1991 meeting, Ann Reed motioned "that a Grievance Committee be formed consisting of 1 
Board Member and 3 Band Members" (Petitioner 711991). Mary Hoar, a relative of 
Margaret Martell, seconded this motion and it carried. By the August all-band meeting, a 
grievance committee had been formed and its members included board member Martha 
Darrow of the Vincent family and group members Robin Menefee, Helen Menefee's son, 
and Isabel Scollon, a member of the Martell family with no Cheboygan ancestry89 
(Petitioner 811011991). At the same meeting, James Bransky was "on hand to answer any 
questions :tbout our present By-laws and constitution." (Petitioner 8/10/1991). At the 
September board meeting, the board passed a motion that no member's personal 
information would be distributed without their written permission (Petitioner 9/7/1991). 
Meeting rrJnutes were available only every three or four months during this period, so it is 
difficult to reconstruct the course of the board's reaction to the recall in detail. 

Gary Shawa recalled that his response to the recall dispute was to seek guidance from the 
governing documents of the BLB: 

When I became aware of it, I guess I felt I needed to look at the tribe's 
governing document and I had to contact MILS and find out the current 

87 They wrote: 

o[}'~ point of concern on our part Mrs. Menefee, and that is we are unable to locate a file on 
ei :her you or your son Robin. Please be advised that we need to establish a file on hoth you 
ard your son in order for you both to be eligible for membership in the Burt Lake Band. As 
yeu were at one time, chairperson, you can appreciate the need to follow the rules that are 
established for the good of all. That you for you anticipated cooperation." (BLB, 12/12/1991) 

83 The petitioner scrubbed the genealogical database only one other time, for the woman who 
embezzled "tmds. She and her descendants have a notation reading "after March I, 1991" in "death date." 

89 Only Robin Menefee has BL ancestry. 
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document and the one we were using. It was the same as the one MILS 
had. I felt as the attorneys of the tribe, they would know ... I looked at 
the allegations. They didn't hold up. It had some merits but it had been 
dealt with by previous councils. And to go back and change things would 
require extn:mely serious deliberations ... We have to look at the impact it 
would have;: seven generations from now on our people ... need to take .. 
. time and ib(: serious about changes you contemplate. The council that had 
to deal with. this particular issue ... family members directly affected. When 
these kinds of instances occur, it is not just some isolated part of the 
community. It affects everybody. The council has made very serious 
attempts to deal with these issues (Shawa 7/14/2003). 

Even in April, 1992, the board of directors seemed to be dealing with the aftermath of the 
recall. Loretta Pakey wrote the board a letter, which is not in the submissions. In April 
18, 1992, the minLltes related: 

Letter from Loretta Parkey - After much discussion it was decided that 
Loretta was not to blame for the condition of the Band's files. Due to lack 
of training that was not made available to her to do her job correctly. It 
was then cecided that money be transferred in the New ANA Grant to 
cover hiring a part-time Membership Clerk who will be trained. Gary 
[Shawa] wa.s asked to write a letter of apology from the Board to Loretta, 
for the wa:r she has been treated concerning the files. Also that she be 
given first choice for said position of Membership Clerk, and to help if it is 
her desire 10, to apply for position with her resume (Petitioner 4/1811992). 

That the board moved to apologize to Loretta Parkey a year after the files had been 
removed from her care, and Carl Frazier announced the change in her volunteer job 
description would indicate that Loretta Parkey had supporters. Gary Shawa ardently 
objected to this cl1.lracterization that Loretta "was offered a job to appease a segment of 
the population" Pe believes that the job situation, including his obtaining the executive 
director position over Robin Menefee, was not the basis of the recall dispute. "This 
particular faction," he said looking at the signatures on a copy of the recall document, 
"were following th,~ lead of some of the more ardent believers." (Shawa 711412003). 
Pressed, he said that they were objecting to the descendents of John Vincent, but "they 
were objecting to anyone who did not meet the criteria. They were people who listened to 
the pitch that was made and were won over ... They didn't come to me ... They went to 
their immediate family members" (Shawa 7114/2003). 
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Other circumstances also point to the Vincent family's background and enrollment as an 
issue whid~ may have been connected to the recall dispute. At the May 2, 1992, meeting 
it was revealed that Carl Frazier had made a contract with Christine Vincent "to do work 
on the membership files." No one else on the board of directors was aware of this 
contract llntil Christine Vincent "submitted several bills along with a copy of her 
contract.' The board decided that the checks would be withheld until the contract and 
work were reviewed to see if Christine Vincent had fulfilled the agreement. The board 
eventually voted 7 for and 2 abstentions to pay Christine Vincent $5,000 for this work. 
With no oth(~r information on this contract, there is an appearance that Frazier worked 
around th,~ existing BLB structure on an issue of membership and employed a Vincent 
family member to do it. 

In 2003, Gary Shawa discussed the problems the group had in defining their membership. 
"A celtain faction only wanted it exclusive to [descendants of] those who had been burned 
out [of Indian Village at Burt Lake in 1900] ... but others there were people who had 
been part ohhis [BL] community, and they should be entitled to representation." He said 
that as they tried to "say who was a member and who was not [from] the original families 
from Colonial Point." They had run "into some problems because some of the families 
didn't tracl~ back to those families" (Shawa 711412003) To deal with these issues, "the 
people making policy were trying to be a little more inclusive" (Shawa 7114/2003). 

In July 1992, the argument escalated. Helen Menefee telephoned the group's secretary, 
Mary Shawa, in mid month: 

Mary received a phone call from Helen Menefee on July 16, 1992. At 10 
pm that lasted until 10:30 pm that nite. During this time Helen tried to 
obtlllO information regarding Bank Account number, A.N.A. Grant 
Account Numbers, DC Account Numbers, and copies of past minutes. She 
had also discussed having certain Board Members removed from the 
Boad. Also the possibility of a Lawsuit against the Band. Mary informed 
Helen that she did not have this information available at this time ... After 
much discussion on how we should handle requests of Account Numbers 
and Minutes, including all records of the Band's it was decided that we 
should have Jim Bransky draw up a Resolution to handle this problem" [as 
written] (Petitioner July 25, 1992). 

On July 20, 1992, the board invited Helen Menefee to a meeting in Grayling on July 25, 
1992. She did not attend. But five days later "some members ... went into the Hillsdale 
County Natlonal Band and withdrew funds from our General Account and our ANA 
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Account totaling $5,523.53 .... Richard Shenoskey and Helen Menefee were the ones 
who withdrew tbe money and were issued a Cashiers Check ... in the band's name ... " 
(Petitioner August 15, 1992). By October, Helen Menefee returned the money. 

The BLB pursued legal action against Helen Menefee, Robin Menefee, Alice Honson, 
Richard Shenoskey, and eight other people, mostly Peter Paul Shenoskey descendants. In 
March 1995, the judge in the case enjoined them from "engaging in any activity which 
purports to be th~ operation of Burt Lake Band of Ottawa and Chippewa Indians, Inc., a 
Michigan corporation." They could not "hold meetings [and ... J represent themselves to 
be -- claim to be -" authorized members of the governing board [and] 
implement.. .. decisions or actions which are to be made" by the BLB (Johnson, 
312211995). A group of disgruntled members had apparently been meeting and acting as 
the BLB. Melissa Moses said that Helen Menefee "just assumed her chairmanship," she 
said she was the tribe, and she used the recall petition document to draw the money from 
the bank (MMos{:s, 7/1412003) 

At least 17 of the original 38 recall signers and three of the 12 people who were named in 
the injunction are current members of the BLB. According to Melissa Moses, Robin 
Menefee has appled for membership, but "The board hasn't ever really figured out what 
to do with them" (l\1Moses 711412003). Some of the people who signed the recall, 
including Loretta Parkey, her sister Doris Massey and Bernard Parkey, are currently 
among the most active in the group. The OFA anthropologist interviewed several of the 
recall signers in the summer of2003. She also talked to at least one person whom the 
group sued, Russell Menefee, who attended the July council meeting at Parkey's field. 
One signer of the recall said that he believed the recall was "about the Vincents," because 
that was what oth~r people had told him (Massey, 7122/2003). They were very reluctant 
to discuss the incident, which implied that the issue may have been buried rather than 
resolved and continues to threaten the group's cohesion. 

Since the petitiomr's own lawyers and consultants described Helen Menefee as an 
important leader ill the 1980's, more about this schism, her leadership of it, and who was 
involved with her, would be useful in analyzing non-official or unsanctioned modes and 
channels of communication, minority opinions, subgroup formations, relationship between 
formal board members and the larger membership and other political factors. The analysis 
and discussion of resolving this disagreement appears to have been avoided by the petition 
researchers and group members, even though it has the potential of explaining and 
demonstrating informal political processes of the group. 

The level of participation in 1992 is unknown. The petitioner submitted no comprehensive 
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mailing li:;ts even though they produced a newsletter, no enrollment lists from before 1994 
even thot;gh they sent out membership cards as early as 1982, and very few attendance 
list~ from the early 1990s with few names on them. A band meeting of June 6, 1992, had 
a typed li~;t of "members present" with only 15 members attending. Most of the members 
of the boad of directors were absent, including all the Vincent descendants. Apparently, 
the meeting was in Burt Lake and most of the people attending were from the immediate 
area. The "on-going purchase ofland near St. Mary's church in Brutus" was announced. 

In August, 1992, a newsletter was published for the first time since Irene Howard left the 
group The staff described their jobs (Petitioner 8/1992). The newsletter announced the 
"all band" meeting for mid-August. Some 49 people (some non-BLB spouses) signed in 
on sheets Jrovided. Two were not identified. Of 47 attendees who could be identified, 47 
percent (21) had BLB ancestry from Antoine Shawwawnonquot and others, seven, or 15 
percent, (h;cended from John Vincent, and five, or 11 percent, descended from the Paul 
Moses and were not descendants of the historical band. 90 Fourteen others were not 
members of the group and were probably spouses or friends. It does not appear that 
children si.~ned into the meeting, so a larger group may have attended. The relatively 
sparse attendance at the annual summer "all band" meeting indicated that participation had 
dropped tram the mid 1980's. The extremely low attendance ofVincents, who make up 
48 percent of the current petitioner, indicates low levels of participation of that part of the 
petitioner. 

Only two people who signed the 1991 recall petition signed in at the "all band" meeting. 
They were BLB part-time employee and enrollment clerk Loretta Massey Parkey and her 
sister Dori:; Massey. Other evidence indicated that members were dissatisfied and 
avoiding participation. Edith Teuthorn, who relinquished her membership after 1994, 

90 Only 17 names were of people clearly enrolled at present. Of those, eight are Vincent descendants 
and nine 
are not Vin:;ents. They are: 

I. A sibling group: Ben Shawa, James Shawa and Helen Shawa Kiogima. 
2. Descendents of Abraham Martell's wife's parents, but not necessarily of Abraham Martell: Isabel 

Scott Scollon, Jill Swartout and Melissa Moses. Melissa descends from Margaret Moses' brother Simon; Jill 
descends fmm Abraham Martell and Margaret Moses; Isabel descends from Elizabeth Martell, daughter of 
Margaret and Abraham. Only Jill has BLB ancestry from a latter marriage with a Nongueskwa descendant. 

3. Two sisters: Doris Masscy and Loretta Massey Parkey. Their mother Irene Shenosky Massey was 
a daughter c,f Peter Paul Shenoskey who organized the IRA petition. Their mother hosts the Ghost Suppers. 
They have continued to live on Indian Road to the present. 

4. Katy Beech's daughter Ann Reed. Her mother was very active for years, but she has now 
relinquishec. 
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described her aU ~mpts to organize an election between 1992 and 1994: "I remember ... 
making phone calls. A lot [of people] had already been discouraged and they weren't 
even interested ill mnning for office, and I made a number of calls, and I didn't get 
anywhere. Trying to get people to vote to take back control of the tribe" (Shananaquet 
711812003; Teuthorn 7118/2003). 

In the December 7', 1991, board meeting it was announced that the Catholic Church had 
agreed to donate land to the BLB. This agreement came in the middle of the recall 
dispute, a week before Helen Menefee wrote the "grievance letter" to ANA and another 
Federal agency. rhe BLB had to pay for the survey and donate $100 to the diocese. In 
the first week of ~)ctober, 1992, the Roman Catholic Diocese "returned" the 20 acres to 
the BLB ("Bishop Cooney Returns Land to Native Americans" n.d.). This land abutted 
St. Mary's Church. on Indian Road. Carl Frazier accepted the deed on behalf of the BLB 
in a Mass celebrated in Gaylord, Michigan. (Hughes, n.d.). Irene Shenoskey Massey, the 
woman who maintained the cemetery and held the ghost suppers, apparently died the same 
or previous day, and she was honored at the end of the Mass. Also present were Joseph 
Kishigo who carr ied an eagle staff and "elder Louis Koon of Peshabcetown. ,,91 (Hughes, 
n.d.). Neither of these men had ever been listed on the modern BLB rolls or been a 
participant in the petitioner's activities. They did not descend from Indian Village on Burt 
Lake. From Harbor Springs, Kishigo served on the Governor's Commission in 1956 and 
had attended the meeting with the Governor in 1956 concerning the Burt Lake land. 

At a board meetir:g in November, the board discussed going forward with land transfer 
negotiations with tih{: State again. But they also wanted to look into buying outright the 
old village site on modern-day Colonial point (Petitioner 1111611992). At the December 
board meeting Dcrothy Boda replaced Loretta Parkey, "due to a conflict of interest, her 
working for the band as membership clerk." Mary Griswold Hoar, who had no pre-1900 
Burt Lake ancestors, stepped down because of a family crisis and she was replaced by 
Isabel Scollon, who has the same genealogy and was Hoar's sister's daughter. This would 
indicate that their genealogical background was not at issue (Petitioner 12/5/1992). 

Also throughout 1992, the board was discussing the band's constitution. Gary Shawa's 
oral history clearly related this drive to the Menefee affair and questions about the Vincent 
family'S qualifications for membership. When the issues were first raised after he had just 
taken the new job, he: searched for a copy of the constitution and by-laws. He found 
several versions, and was forced to ask MILS for their opinion of which version was the 
latest official cons1:itution and by-laws. The newsletter stated that "there are at least three 

91 Peshabeetown is part of Grand Traverse I3and, a recognized tribe. 
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versions of the band's constitution that have been worked on in the past." (Petitioner 
12/5/199~:) The board was simultaneously also reading and working on the by-laws 
(Petitioner 12/5/1992). 

The band's proposed 1993 budget was $108,000. Sixty percent was for salaries or 
benefits. "Twenty percent was professional services" for accounting and working on the 
petition fc r acknowledgment. Approximately 10 percent was spent on travel, and the 
remainder Oil rent and supplies. Staff has replaced volunteers. Carl Frazier was now 
running the organization almost as a small business. Rather than exhorting members to 
volunteer :is Don Moore and Margaret Martell did in the 1980's, the board bought the 
services they needed: an executive director, secretary, genealogical researcher and 
research manager through CHT, etc. In 1993, the trend to buy services continued. The 
group hired an accountant (Petitioner 3/611993), and the treasurer's volunteer position 
was delegated to him. The treasurer asked at the November 1993 meeting, "Treasurer's 
Position - What is treasurer going to do? Ann [Reed] has stated that she will complete her 
term of ofHce. Position is now more of a monitoring position" (Petitioner November 6, 
1993). At the same time Melissa Moses transferred from her current job into the 
"organizer facilitator" of the CHD (Community Health) grant (petitioner 1116/1993). 

The group changed character under Carl Frazier to a community action program with a 
paid staff. The amorphous, somewhat disorganized group of volunteers, dependent on 
donated spac(~, raffles and the idiosyncrasies of its leaders of the past had changed. There 
was an inherent difference in the paid organization compared to the volunteer one. The 
more employt~es, the fewer volunteers were needed to do the work and fewer people 
invested th-ough volunteering in the organization. The record between 1990 and 1994 
does not show the same number of opportunities for communication among and meeting 
ofmemben: as it did in the 1980's when a monthly newsletter was published with details 
of board m~c;:tings and monthly invitations to campouts, potlucks, bridge walks, raffles, 
craft sales, etc. The board continued to discuss some of the issues raised first by Helen 
Menefee induding eligibility for membership, establishing a grievance committee, 
instituting an appeals process with MILS attorney Bransky's help, setting up a system of 
staggered terms for trustees. (Petitioner 3/611993,41311993,5/1/1993). However, it was 
just as likely that the board was acting on suggestions for good government from CHT 
consultants as responding to issues raised from the membership 

The diminished interest of members in the group's activities was reflected in low 
attendance at a series of meetings sponsored by the CHD grant. Melissa Moses set up 
meetings with members to "understand your responsibilities as citizens of an independent 
tribal government," to "decide what powers to give that government and what powers to 
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reserve for yourselves" and to "layout a development plan for the tribe's government to 
follow." (Petitiore:r 1111511993) Yet the minutes from one of these meetings did not 
reflect the agenda. It discussed telephone trees and ride-sharing, and seemed more intent 
on explaining the current grants and organizations dealing with BLB, such as MILS, CHT 
and BIA, and fund-raising than sounding out the membership on what kind of government 
they wanted in the future (Petitioner, 121211993). No sign-in sheets or minutes or other 
materials indicated what actually happened at these community meetings. However, in the 
next month's meeting, the group at Mackinac agreed to run an all-you-can eat fish fry in a 
church basement (Petitioner 21311994). They began collecting register tapes from grocery 
stores to receive a set percentage for the BLB and held numerous raffles of Indian jewelry 
and other items were held at every meeting (Petitioner 2/18/1994). The group claimed at 
this point 600 me 11bers but who these members were is unclear from the record. The 
March Newsletter did give a breakdown of attendance at these meetings as shown on a 
chart in appendix £1-1. 

BLB Organizer-F:tcilitator Melissa Moses in 2003 expressed great frustration about lack 
of participation in these meetings. She described her view that the "people in Lansing will 
cry and say we won't have meetings down there. I say, 'we'll find a meeting spot' ... So 
we started the piGi1:lC area and the people failed to show up ... Then we went to the 
historical museum in Grand Rapids .. Just to meet and get together in their area. We tried 
churches, museurrs, [the Indian] Center to get all these people together" (Moses 
7/14/2003). Lack )fparticipation of members from Lansing was notable, especially since 
before 1984, Lansing was probably the most active location. Now the hub of activity 
appeared to be Ml'.ckinac City.92 Although the minutes from the Lansing meeting in 
February, 1994, and other meetings indicated that sign-in sheets were circulated, no sign
in sheets were submitted with the petition (Petitioner 2/16/1994). The petitioner submitted 
photographs of some events, but without identifications of individuals in them, they are 

also not useful for determining who was participating in the group's activities and 
meetings. Without sign-in sheets, there was no way of knowing who was participating in 
any of the meeting; or in the BLB's activities in general. The age of individuals at these 
meetings was "cIo~e: to 40 or older." (Petitioner 41711994). At the April 30, 1994, "all 
band" meeting, two Albert Shananaquot descendants and a woman who was raised on 
Indian Road were added to the board with Doris Massey (Loretta Parkey's sister), long 
term member Gerald Moore, and Carl Frazier, Dorothy Boda, Isabel Scollon and Mary 
Shawa. Virtually l10ne of Margaret Martell's relatives were in this group. No one from 
the original core group of high attenders was on this board. The Mackinac City meeting 

92 Mackinac City is at the south end of the Mackinac Bridge over the Straits of Mackinac. It connects 
the Upper and Lower Peninsulas of Michigan. 
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had managed to raise $697.00 for the general fund at their March fish fry, serving 60 
adults, n s(:niors and 17 children, which the board directed at travel expenses (Petitioner 
11115/1993). 

These CHD meetings may have encouraged some new interest from people who had not 
previously participated in the petitioner's activities. In spring 1994, individuals who had 
not been previously documented taking part in group activities ran for office, including 35-
year-old Mary Powell who grew up on Indian Road, and a few of Albert Shananaquot's 
descendants, who were also in their 30's. However, because no sign-in sheets were 
submitted to indicate who attended these meetings, it is impossible to evaluate 
participation. Carl Frazier asked to be re-nominated for chairman (Frazier, 217/1994) He 
said that Federal recognition was his goal. Most significant about this data is that these 
poorly attended meetings were held before neighboring Little Traverse Bay Band (LTBB) 
was federally recognized, which indicates that members were not participating in activities 
in significant numbers even before the option to join L TBB was offered to them. 

In September, 1994, Congress recognized L TBB headquartered only 20 miles southwest 
of Burt Lc.ke in Petoskey. A number ofBLB members have joined L TBB since 1994. In 
the summer of2003, the OFA anthropologist talked to at least four people who had 
changed memberships since 1994, and to others who have not joined that tribe. Those 
joining LTBB generally said that on the one hand, they were attracted to LTBB by the 
availability of jobs and services in Petoskey, and on the other hand, they were disaffected 
with BLB, in part because of recognition's slow pace. Those people who remained in 
BLB said 1 hat they feIt a personal and familial attachment to it. 

Ancestors of the Burt Lake people on the Durant Roll were also qualifying ancestors in 
LTBB which meant that descendants of the historical Cheboygan band were also eligible 
to join L TBB. This includes all of the descendants ofIndian Village at Burt Lake and 
none of th<: descendants of John B. Vincent. LTBB also requires members to show a one
quarter blood quantum from any of several inter-marrying historical bands. Thus, having a 
one-quarter blood degree made it possible for an individual who descends from Indian 
Village on Burt Lake in 1900 to join LTBB. Blood degree generally predicted who of the 
Indian Village at Burt Lake descendants would leave BLB for LTBB. Those with one
quarter bl())d degree or more joined LTBB, and those without it, remained with BLB. 
BLB did n(lt have a quarter-blood requirement, which had been one of the issues 
underlying the dispute and recall led by Helen Menefee (Shawa 7/14/2003). However, 
high blood degree did not always predict which 1994 members made the decision to join 
LTBB, bee,lUse other considerations colored decisions of some families. Individuals made 
their decisions in close consultation with their three-generation families composed of 
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grandparent, children and grandchildren. The data clearly shows that these small family 
segments, with shared blood degree, often acted together. Second, geographical and 
social proximity to the on-going Indian Road residents provided an incentive to keep some 
people from leaving BLB even if they could demonstrate a one-quarter or higher blood 
degree. Third, the presence in one's family of individuals falling below one-quarter blood 
in the most receIL generations appeared to be an incentive for higher blood individuals to 
stay in BLB, even though they, themselves, met the L TBB membership requirements. 
Fourth, relatively few people living out of Michigan in places like California, Louisiana or 
Texas appeared informed about the choices open to them because they acted on their own 
and often in a way that differed from their close relatives. Finally, the families of the few 
employees of the BLB were more likely to remain with BLB even though they had blood 
quanta higher tha) one-quarter. Some of these variables were related. For example, BLB 
employees tended to live on Indian Road, or people living outside Michigan may also have 
lower blood degre(!s or children with lower blood degrees. 

For example, one family had lived on Mullet Lake since leaving Indian Village on Burt 
Lake in 1900. They had maintained an association with the Burt Lake residents. They 
buried their dead at St. Mary's, they represented the band on land and resource issues, and 
the wider community recognized them not only as Burt Lake Indians, but also as leaders. 
Thirty individuals represented the family on the 1994 BLB list. They included a woman, 
her ten children and their children. Documents showed that the oldest woman, the 
grandmother, had become involved in BLB events in 1993, although she had known the 
descendants ofIndian Village on Burt Lake since childhood. None of this family appeared 
on the current BL B roll. Those showing one-quarter blood or more enrolled in L TBB. 
The family head said that she worried that her grandchildren would not have a tribe in the 
future (Shananaql'ct 711812003; Teuthorn 711812003), and was very pleased to learn that 
L TBB had considered lowering their blood quantum requirement recently. 

A second Burt Lake family, unrelated to John Vincent, was made up of a woman, her 
three children, ten grandchildren and two great grandchildren. The grandchildren and 
great grandchildren's blood degrees fell below quarter-blood. In this family, those with a 
quarter blood or higher switched their memberships to LTBB, but the younger members 
maintained their memberships in BLB. In a third family, two sisters, their brother, eleven 
children and five great grandchildren appeared on the 1994 listing of BLB members. By 
2003, the grandp(n~nts and parents were dually enrolled in both LTBB and BLB; the 
grandchildren wen~ not enrolled in either. As a family group, the adults have reserved their 
memberships for themselves in BLB, even though three family members were sued by the 
Burt Lake Band, along with Helen Menefee after the recall petition and the withdrawal of 
Burt Lake funds from a bank in 1993. In 1995, they were enjoined by the court from 
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"engaging in any activity which purports to be the operation of Burt Lake Band of Ottawa 
and Chippewa Indians, Inc." (Judgment ofInjunction, 3/22/1995). The reason for 
remaining officially a member of the BLB may be to hold a place in the group so that they 
may return if the group is recognized. Another family was able to move everyone to 
L TBB be :;,ause the lowest blood degree for any individual in their family was 
approximately half blood. 

The choices made by all of these families differed based on options available to individual 
family members because of their blood degrees. In these families, most that could joined 
the L TBB. But whether the remaining family members joined BLB or gave up their 
memberships, and whether the high blood individuals dually enrolled, varied and may have 
been influenced by the intensity of their earlier associations with the BLB and their 
associations with others who have joined L TBB. 
Even withlIl families, which have stayed in BLB, some have married into Cross Village or 
Harbor Springs. Their off-spring display some variability within their families. A member 
of the Shawa family married a man from Harbor Springs, one of the other component 
bands ofL TBB and raised a family in that village. Her children primarily joined LTBB, 
but one son, because of his close ties of friendship and family to his Shawa cousins at Burt 
Lake and c. sentimental attachment to that community has maintained his membership in 
BLB, thus choosing his mother's band over his father's. However, he said that he would 
probably emoll in L TBB if he needed a job in Petoskey or if his son decided to go to 
college locally. Others have maintained membership in BLB, but quietly taken on 
membershi p in L TBB to gain employment in its industries, apparently unwilling to give up 
the BLB connection or to admit what they have done to peers and family. 

Because th,~ Vincent descendants apparently did not have the option to join LTBB, almost 
all who were members in 1994, are still members today. At least 22 descendants of John 
Vincent, ar'~ enrolled in Sault Ste. Marie Tribe (SSMT) on the U.P., but only nine of these 
22 are currently enrolled with the BLB, including three men who have served on the board 
of directors of BLB, two as chairman of the petitioner. Six are close relatives of current 
chairman CuI Frazier, including his brother Donald, Donald's two sons, and their sister's 
son and dat.:ghter. Three are close relatives of past chairman Donald Moore, including his 
uncle BLB uustee Gerald Moore and his nephew Bernard Moore. The nine include eight 
men and on~ woman. Their average age is 47. They have given addresses on the Upper 
Peninsula. Documents show that these families were very caught up in the treaty fishing 
dispute in He 1970's and 1980's. Carl Frazier lives in Naubenway, Michigan and is a 
member of Sault Ste. Marie Tribe. On a visit around the small town, Frazier, the current 
chairman, pointed out to an OFA researcher the many SSMT members' homes there and 
the newly built community center, a building paid for by the Sault Ste. Marie Tribe. 
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Frazier referred to this building as "ours." 

In 2003, Margar;~t Martell said, "This group is mostly Shawwawnonquots ... Antoine 
Shawwawnonquot's descendants ... That's what it is." Until the Vincent descendants 
came onto the scene in 1984, almost everyone could trace to Antoine Shawwawnonquot 
in addition to otr.er Cheboygan band ancestors. However, even though Margaret Martell 
made this charac:erization in 2003, it was no longer accurate, since significant numbers of 
Shawwawnonquo1t descendants have relinquished and joined the LTBB after it was 
recognized, leaving a majority of the group descending from either John Vincent or the 
Moses family thr,)ugh the Martells, individuals who could not join LTBB. 

In the summer of2003, an OFA researcher talked with two people who relinquished their 
memberships in HLB after 1994 to join L TBB. One of these women, Rita Shananaquet, 
currently serves on the L TBB board of directors. 93 She believes that an important element 
of her role is to r;:!present the interests of the descendants ofIndian Village on Burt Lake 
within the LTBB tribe (Shananaquet 7118/2003; Teuthorn 711812003). This role definition 
does not necessaliIy mean that she opposes BLB's Federal recognition. In March, 2001, 
she signed LTBB council Resolution #03079904 requesting interested party status in the 
petitioner's evaluation under 25 CFR 83. Although the resolution took the position that 
BLB had misrepresented the history and made claims that overlap with L TBB, it 
supported BLB's recognition, with aproviso: 

Whereas, the Little Traverse Bay Bands of Odawa Indians supports federal 
recognition of the modern day political successor of the Cheboygan Band, 
it must participate in the process of seeking that recognition in order to 
insure th,L the territorial, historical, cultural and political claims of the 
Little Traverse Bay Bands ofOdawa Indians are not encroached upon in 
that process (L TBB, 3/2001). 

In the interview, Rita Shannanaquet said LTBB had discussed reorganizing to insure board 
representation to the subordinate bands, perhaps by dedicating board positions to them 
(Shananaquet 71l1f2003; Teuthorn 711812003). The subordinate bands include the Indian 
communities with which Burt Lake people traditionally married, including Harbor Springs, 
Cross Village, Mi :idle Village, and Petoskey. (It does not include descendants from 
Indian communiti;~s and historical Upper Peninsula bands located across the Straits of 
Mackinac). However, in the summer of2003, this possible reorganization depended on 

93 Rita ShHnanaquet does not appear in documents concerning the BL band before 1993. In that year 
she attended a meeLng on November 5. The first time she signed in at a Massey ghost supper was 1994. 
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further board action. However, a second L TBB enrolled member who was enrolled in 
BLB before 1994 and served on BLB committees as late as April, 1993 (BLB Petitioner 
4/3/93), supported changing to a descendancy standard, as she worried that future 
generatio lS would be blocked from L TBB tribal membership. Both women believed that 
they primarily identified with the Burt Lake Band, a distinct entity, whose members in the 
last ten years have politically joined with the larger LTBB, an organization of several 
separate but related entities. 

Two other variables were somewhat predictive of whether post burnout descendants 
appeared .fl the current BLB membership. First, they tended to have a close relationship 
to a family that remained on Indian Road through the 1950' s and even latter (parkeys, 
Shawas, Masseys). Second, they tended to demonstrate a close relationship to a family 
member who works in the BLB or who has been an important leader in it (Parkeys, 
Shawas, Martells). These variables of living on Indian Road and BLB employment are 
related because the employees of BLB tend to live on Indian Road. One man from the 
area said that although he "kind of' wanted to join LIBB to get a job, he wanted to "keep 
with" his relative who works for the BLB" (Massey 711412003). When asked ifhe had 
discussed I:he issue of relinquishing with his relative, he stated that he had not and "I 
guess, maybe its because everybody's been waiting so long," and then listed various 
individuals hE: apparently believed were leaders beginning with Robert Dominic, NMOA 
head in thE 1960's, Indian Road resident Charlie Martell, ghost-supper hostess Irene 
Massey, and the current BLB organization (Massey 7/14/2003). 

The BLB after 1994 

There is a wide-spread belief that St. Mary's cemetery defines who the Burt Lake Band is 
even today (Shananaquet 711812003; Teuthorn 7118/2003). Rita Shananaquet, for 
example, said that she knew who a Burt Lake person was because they wanted to be 
buried at S,. Mary's. Most, ifnot all, of the portion of the petitioner descending from 
Indian Villz.ge on Burt Lake have relatives and ancestors buried there, but fewer people at 
present are choosing this cemetery. Although burial in St. Mary's may have defined 
community descending from Indian Village on Burt Lake before 1950, few if any families 
of migrants, including Margaret Martell's family, have buried their dead there. Since 
1983, the thirteen people who could be identified as having been buried there and had 
some sort of connection to the petitioning group represent only a small fraction of people 
who were connected to the petitioner at the time of their deaths and died during the last 
twenty years. Primarily, those buried at St. Mary's cemetery were individuals who 
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continued to live on. or near Indian Road and their immediate kin.94 Generally, these 
individuals were closely associated with Indian Road until their deaths and maintained a 
personal connectlon to St. Mary's Church. The church was probably their primary place 
of worship, not a symbolic connection to their Indian ancestors who were interred there a 
generation ago. 3LB Executive Director Gary Shawa and his family, and Membership 
Clerk Loretta Parkey, her husband Kenny and their families, are close relatives of the 
people who were buried in the St. Mary's cemetery in recent years. 

Until 1992, BLB members descending from Indian Village at Burt Lake, which centered 
on Indian Road atter 1910, identified themselves as a single entity, separate and distinct 
from those, including relatives such as the Kishigo and Adams families, who lived in 
Harbor Springs, Grand Traverse, Middle Village, Cross Village, Petoskey, and other 
places in 1900. From their perspectives, they had survived the crucible of the "burnout" 
and kept up their connections, even though the settlement was poor, and its residents were 
sick, sometimes hungry, and without work. After migrating to urban areas, they continued 
to visit Indian Road. BLB members consistently invoked this ideology of the "burnout" at 
certain times in their history to explain why they deserved land to replace the property 
they lost in tax sal e:s and why they were distinct from other Indians in the region who 
organized as a lar;s,er grouping, most specifically the NMOA. However, even within this 
group of burnout descendants, there are people who were discontented not only with the 
presence of the dtscendants of John Vincent but also with the way the petitioner operates. 
When Edith (FeIner) Teuthorn said to Rita Shananaquet in 2003, "I don't think we spoke 

out enough," Shananaquet replied, "You couldn't. We went to some meetings and you 
weren't included. They didn't speak to you, didn't acknowledge you. You sat there like a 
bump on a log. Tre:y just had their little group that talked" (Shananaquet 7118/2003; 
Teuthorn 7/18/20(3). Teuthorn agreed and made a reference, which she did not explain, 
to how another St.ananaquet family member had been "treated." 

The membership lists may denote formal membership connections of individuals to one 
entity or another. However, many descendants of Indian Village on Burt Lake whom 
Margaret Martell called upon when she formally organized the petitioner in the early 
1980's interact so(;ially, despite what entity they are enrolled in. They knew each other 

94 Since 1983, three Shenoskey siblings of Irene Massey were buried there. Irene Massey hosted BL 
Ghost Suppers for many years until her death in 1992. Also there is Ida Shawa, nee Cabinaw, wife of the 
Matthew Amos Shawa who continued living on Indian Road \llltil at least the mid 1960' s. Also buried there 
are several of Edmund Parkey'S children, who still live on Indian Road. They hosted picnics, graduation 
parties, snow snake toumaments (anonymous, 2/21/1987), and BLB meetings at "Parkey's Field." Also buried 
during this time were nvo Charles Hyacinth Martell grandchildren, who were siblings; their mother was also 
buried there. 
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very welt and they keep informed and gossip about each other (Shananaquet 7118/2003; 
Teuthorn 7/1812003). They closely follow events at both BLB and L TBB. In fact, people 
sometimes attend meetings, picnics and activities of Indian entities in which are not 
enrolled, ·)ut of "curiosity" (Parkey 7118/2003). Some LTBB members even attend the 
petitioner's August Feast95 (Littlefield 2002c) and board meetings. 

The peopl e: who have maintained their BLB memberships watch with equal interest what 
is going on with their close and distant relatives at L TBB. They know who has a job there 
and who has received financial help. When an OF A researcher asked individuals who have 
enrolled at LTBB about their band identity, they responded that they continued to identify 
themselves as Burt Lake Indians. Some, but not all, of them maintained that ifBLB were 
recognized, they would immediately return there, as Burt Lake defined their primary 
idcntificat on. Persons who had a parent in another Ottawa band sometimes voiced a dual 
allegiance to Burt Lake and a second band, such as Harbor Springs or Middle Viliage, said 
they probe.bly would remain in LTBB. 

Persons who were interviewed who had not relinquished, believed the only reason most 
who had rdinquished their memberships in BLB since 1994 did so was that they needed a 
job, their ch~ldren needed educations, or their parents or children needed medical help 
(Parkey 7/18/2003; Kiogama 7/21/2003; Massey 7114/2003). However, people not only 
justified leaving BLB because services attracted them to L TBB, but they also claimed that 
discontent had pushed them away from BLB. The presence of the Vincent descendants 
who did not share the "burnout" experience irked Sam Shananaquet and his sister Rita 
Shananaquet (Shananaquet 7118/2003; Teuthorn 7118/2003; Moore 7/18/2003). These 
siblings cUltailed their association with the petitioner before 1994 and relinquished their 
memberships after 1994 (Shananaquet 7/18/2003; Teuthorn 7/18/2003). Rita 
Shananaquet also criticized the petitioner's governing body as unresponsive. 

One man who remained with BLB viewed people who went to LTBB as "turn coat[s] ... 
because they've got federally funded and benetits" (Parkey 7/18/2003). Planning for 
Federal acknowledgment at the July 2003 board meeting, current members in attendance 

9; The OFA staff anthroplogist met several people at a BLB sponsored event at Parkey's field who are 
now known to be enrolled in LTSS. One was introduced as a LIBB member. Documentation also indicates 
others attenkd events, such as Mary Hoar at the August Feast in 1996 (2042), but the documentary evidence 
submitted by th.e petitioner for the period after 1994, names increasingly fewer LIBB enrollees and before 
1994. Whether this is because they have chosen to remove evidence which includes non-BL enrolled members, 
or that these ex-members no longer socialize and interact with the BLB since 1995 is not documented. It is 
wrong to asmme that the people enrolled in LIBB after 1994 not longer interact with the BL current enrollees. 
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but not board members publicly expressed different opinions on this subject. One young 
woman said that people should not be allowed to re-enroll in BLB after recognition. 
Others supported their return because they believed they had left only for jobs, 
scholarships, hOLSing, and health care, which came with membership in LTBB. They often 
referred anecdotally to friends and relatives who belonged to LIBB in justifying their 
position. The board appointed a committee to write amendments to the petitioner's 
constitution concerning the rejoining of those who had relinquished. An elderly appointee, 
who prefaced his remarks by saying that his own half brother and daughter had joined 
L TBB for health reasons, supported their rejoining "under certain conditions," such as 
disallowing their mnning for office or receiving benefits for five years. He volunteered for 
the committee because "there's going to be a lot of them that want to come back" (Parkey 
7IlSI2003). 

After 1994, the b Jard of directors also lost members who were descendants of Indian 
Village on Burt Lake. Left in the BLB board as of early 2002 were members of the 
Vincent family, the: MartelVGriswold family, close relatives of BLB employees Gary 
Shawa and Loret1 a Parkey, and Roseanna Martell who is related to the MartelVGriswold 
family but also has BL ancestry. As members leave BLB, the remaining membership 
descending from lndian Village becomes less diverse. As a result, the board also becomes 
less diverse. At the same time, the numbers of Vincent descendants enrolled remains 
stable. They may not join LIBB (Shawa 7/1412003). They have not joined Sault Ste. 
Marie Tribe in laqe numbers. It is not known if such trends have continued since the last 
genealogical and membership data were received or collected by the BIA in 2003. 
However, based cn anecdotal evidence collected by an OFA researcher in interviews in the 
summer of 2003 (Kiogama 712112003, David Massey. 7/14/2003), there is good reason to 
believe that the tnmd ofBLB members to relinquish has continued. Thus, the proportion 
of the petitioner representing the descendants of Indian Village on Burt Lake may be 
shrinking, and the part representing the descendants of John B. Vincent may be growing 
proportionally greater as a result. The possibility exists that the magnitude of these 
membership chanE;e:s are now so great, the petitioner no longer represents the same entity 
that originally petitioned in 1985 and identified itself as the "Cheboygan" Band (Tribal 
Resolution 5-15-85, 8/23/1985). 
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Criterion (e) as modified by § 83.8 

Identification of Leaders by Knowledgeable Outsiders 

If the petitioner were to be evaluated as a previously acknowledged tribe or band, the 
evaluation under the regulations would ask whether or not there had been "substantially 
continuous historical identification, by authoritative, knowledgeable external sources, of 
leaders anc/or a governing body" for the petitioning group (§83.8(d)(3)).1 There are only 
a few examples of an identification of a named leader of a Burt Lake Indian group by an 
external observer in the available evidence. In 1935, a Cheboygan newspaper referred to 
34-year-old John Parkey as the "chief of the Indian village located in Burt township" and 
as chief of the local council of the Michigan Indian Defense Association (Cheboygan 
Daily Tribwle 3/1311935, 512/1935). In 1993 and 1997, newspapers identified the current 
chairman ,nd executive director of the petitioning group (Anonymous 9/2111993, 
712011997). By acknowledgment precedent, the authors of single newspaper articles or 
items are not considered to be authoritative and knowledgeable sources. 

There also are only a few examples of references to unnamed collective leadership of a 
Burt Lake Indian group by an external observer in the available evidence. Horace Durant 
referred to lhe "chiefs of the Burt Lake Band of Traverse Indians" and the "Cheboygan 
chiefs" in hls 1908 field notes (Durant 1908, p.31, no.28, 32). A Cheboygan newspaper 
referred to "the principal men of the Burt Lake Indians" in 1909 (Cheboygan Democrat 
5/2111909). In addition, there are a few items that imply band leadership. A newspaper 
article in 1985 reported that the Governor's office was involved in negotiations to transfer 
land to a co ltemporary Burt Lake band organization, but without identifying any leaders 
or negotiators (Cheboygan Daily Tribune 711911985). The Michigan Commission on 
Indian Affa rs in 1986 "formally recognized" a "Burt Lake Band of Ottawa/Chippewa 
Indians," irr plying that it had a form of tribal governance (MCIA 812511986). It is not 
clear that these sources were authoritative or that they identified leaders or governing 
bodies, but it is apparent that these few examples have been isolated rather than 
substantially continuous. 

Enos Cabemw's claims to be the "ChiefCounseior," "acting Chief," or "Chief' ofa 
Cheboygan Band at Burt Lake during the 1910's were forms of self-identification not 
made by an external observer (Cabenaw 2/411914,31211914,4/24/1914, 12/2311914, 
2/3/1915,8/29/1916). Letters to Cabenaw from Federal officials at that time declined to 

I The regulations also provide that the petitioner "may demonstrate alternatively that it meets the 
requirements of the criteria in § 83.7 ... (c) from last Federal acknowledgment until the present" 
(§83.8(d)(5». 
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Burt Lake Band (l~llOl): Proposed Finding - Description & Analysis (c) 

identify him as a lriballeader (BIA 2/1011912, 1I30/1914a, 2/20/1914; U.S. Attorney 
3/10/1914,3/14/1914; Justice 211011915,3/211915,9/6/1916). Albert Shananquet 
appears to have presented himself as an attorney for the "the Ottawa and Chippewa 
Indians of Michigan" and as president of the Michigan Indian Organization while 
lobbying in the 1 no's, and as a member of a Burt Lake band in correspondence in the 
191 D's and 1940's, but not as the leader of such a band. Neither Federal officials in the 
1910's and 1920's nor State officials in the 1940's described him as a band leader (BIA 
1112111911, 1I30/1914b, 4/12/1923a; Black 5/18/1948). Peter Shawanasige's letter to the 
Commissioner of [ndian Affairs about a petition from a "Cheboygan Band of Indians" in 
1935 also was a form of self-identification to the extent that it implied any governance by 
a "committee" for such a band (Shawanasige 6/1711935). Federal officials failed to 
identify either Shcwanasige or any committee as leaders of such a band (BIA 7/2311935, 
8/15/1935). 

If the petitioner w~re to be evaluated as a previously acknowledged tribe or band, the 
petitioner would s till be required by the regulations to demonstrate that it "meets the 
requirements of the criterion in § 83.7(c) ... at present" (§83.8(d)(3». The reduced 
evidentiary burden for a previously acknowledged petitioner only applies to the period 
"from the point oflast Federal acknowledgment to the present" (§83.8(d)(3». 
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Burt Lake Band (#101): Proposed Finding - Description & Analysis (d) 

Criterion (d) 

Previous (J'overning Documents 

The petiti')[1cr's Articles of Incorporation were filed with the Michigan Department of 
CommercG on July 16, 1980 (Petitioner 2002 - Exhibits 1980-06). The names and 
addresses of six incorporators and of nine directors or trustees were listed. Five 
incorporator names appear to match five director/trustee names.' This document was 
signed by all six incorporators on May 17, 1980. 

Of the nine directors or trustees named in the 1980 articles of incorporation, four are 
current m~mbers of the petitioning group. Of the six incorporators, only two are current 
members. 

No copy of the by-laws as discussed at the May 17, 1980, meeting was found in the 
petitioner's documentation. However, the minutes of that meeting record the board 
members' agreement that 

full membership be open to all persons who are at least lI4 
(one-quarter) degree, who can trace their ancestry on the 
Durant Roll. Also those who were on the Traverce [sic] 
Band and (or) Cheboygan Band and Mackinaw Bands. 
(Petitioner 2002, Exhibits 1980-04) 

The nlemiJership by-law as amended and accepted two years later expanded the 
requireme nts: 

(a) All persons descended from the Historical Burt Lake 
Band whose lineal ancestors name(s) appear on the Durant 
Roll of 1908 or on any othcr payment roll, ccnsus, or 
record made for the Burt Lake Band by officials, or agents 
of the Department of Interior or Bureau of Indian Affairs, 
or 

(b) All persons and the lineal ancestors who were 
descended from the occupants or resided upon the 

I James Naganashe (incorporator) versus Janes E. Naganashe (director or trustee) constituted the 
only questionable match. 
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Burt Lake Band (# [0]): Proposed Finding - Description & Analysis (d) 

"TKADITIONAL" land held by the Burt Lake Band from 
1880-1910 shall be eligible for membership, or, 

(c) All persons of one-quarter (114) Indian blood quantum 
whe, are legally adopted by a member of the Burt Lake 
Band. (Article II, Section I, Membership in Petition 2002, 
Exhibits 1982--07)2 

The "Bylaws of the Burt Lake Band of Ottawa and Chippewa Indians, Inc.," adopted on 
May 20, 1989, reflect further refinement of the first two requirements, and elimination of 
the third membership option for adoptees: 

Menbership in the Burt Lake Band of Ottawa and 
Chippewa Indians consists of all persons who are: 

(a) descended from the historic Burt Lake Band and have at 
least one lineal ancestor whose name appears on the Durant 
Roll of 1908 or any other payment roll, census, or record 
ma(L~ fix the Burt Lake Band by officials or agents of the 
fedc-al government, or, 

(b) all persons having at least one lineal ancestor who 
resided upon the traditional land held by the Burt Lake 
Band from 1880-1910. (Petitioner 2002, Exhibits 
1980--06) 

That phraseology remained in the by-laws as adopted on March 6, 1993 (Petitioner 2002, 
Exhibits 1993-03). Minutes of the February 3, 1996, meeting document the adoption of 
additional changes, although a contemporary version of the by-laws as amended was not 
found. 3 An undated submission entitled "Article IV, Membership" mayor may not be 
the changed by-law adopted at the 1996 meeting. 

Section 1. All members of the Cheboygan, a.k.a., Burt 
Lake Band of Ottawa and Chippewa Indians are members 
of the Corporation. The membership of the Burt Lake 

2 Although apf'roved at the meeting held on August 14, 1982, minutes of the October 30, 1982, 
meeting show the tablini~ of the adoption of the constitution and by-laws until the election of new officers 

. in 1983 (Petitioner 2002, Exhibits 1982--07 and -10). Minutes of the March 12, 1983, meeting show that 
the final revisions to the constitution and by-laws were accepted (Petitioner 2002, Exhibits 1983--02). 

J "Membershit= By-Law change - More exacting language to clarifY who the BLB membership 
consists of was added to current by-laws" (Petitioner 2002, Exhibits 1996-04). 
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Burt Lake Band (#101): Proposed Finding - Description & Analysis (d) 

Band of Ottawa and Chippewa Indians shall consist of all 
persons who are descended from the Cheboygan, a.k.a., 
Burt Lake Band and have at least one direct lineal ancestor 
of Indian blood whose name appears on: 

A. The Joseph Way-Bway-Dum Band on page 31 of 
the Durant Field Notes (1908-1910) or from the 
Band's land allotments and homesteads made 
pursuant to the 1855 Treaty of Detroit. 

Section 2. The Tribal Council shall have power to 
enact ordinances governing the adoption of members for 
the Burt Lake Band of Ottawa and Chippewa Indians. 

Section 3. The Tribal Council shall have power to 
enact ordinances governing voluntary relinquishment of 
membership, reinstatement to membership and 
disenrollment from membership due to fraud, mistake or 
dural [sic] enrollment in another Indian tribe. 

Section 4. The Tribal Council shall have power to 
enact ordinances closing enrollment to all new members for 
a specified period of time or indefinitely. However, such 
closing shall not act to exclude from future membership 
any child born to a member of the Band. (Petitioner 2002, 
file: Blackwell n.d.) 

Additional amendments to the Article IV Membership by-law occurred at the March 4, 
2000, met ting: 

Section 1. All members of the Cheboiganing/Burt Lake 
Band are members of the Corporation. The membership of 
the Cheboiganing/Burt Lake Band of Ottawa and Chippewa 
Indians shall consist of all persons who are descended from 
the Cheboiganing/Burt Lake Band and have at least one 
direct lineal ancestor of Indian Blood whose name appears 
on: 

a. The Joseph Way Bwaydum Band of the Durant 
Field Notes of 1908-1909, page 31 of the Ottawa 
Chippewa Annuity of 1870's; or 
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Burt Lake Band (#101): Proposed Finding - Description & Analysis (d) 

b. The Cheboiganing/Burt Lake Band's land 
allotments and homesteads pursuant to the 1855 
Treaty of Detroit. 

Sect ion 2. Additionally, every child born to any 
member of the Cheboiganing/Burt Lake Band shall be 
cligi ble for membership. 

Section 3. The Tribal Council shall have power to 
enac t ordinances governing the adoption of members for 
the Burt Lake Band of Ottawa and Chippewa Indians. 

Section 4. The Tribal Council shall have power to 
enaci ordinances governing voluntary relinquishment of 
membership, reinstatement to membership and 
diserrollment from the membership due to fraud, mistake 
or dual enrollment in another Indian tribe. 

Section 5. The Tribal Council shall have power to 
enact ordinances, closing enrollment to all new members 
for a specified period of time or indefinitely. However, 
such closing shall not act to exclude from future 
mem Jership any child born to a member ofthe Band. 

Section 6. The Tribal Council shall have the power to 
estab lish ordinances governing membership procedures and 
processing, Enrollment Committee procedures and policy, 
maime:nance procedures or the rolls and appeal processes. 
(Petitioner 2002, Minutes) 

Current Governing Document 

As its petition entered active consideration, the petitioner furnished OF A a copy of its 
Resolution #2002-14, passed without opposition at the meeting on December 14, 2002, 
by six of the eight members of the governing body then presene 

-----------------------
4 One of the nllte positions on the "Board of Directors" was vacant at that time. The eight

member governing body consisted of three John Vincent descendants, three Antoine Shawwawnonquot 
descendants, and two Mutell/Griswold descendants. Although 166 of 490 currcnt members (34 percent) 
have more than one 187(' annuitant ancestor or more than onc 1875 allottee or 1872 Indian homestead 
ancestor, none of the eight sitting governing body members has more than one ancestor of either type. 
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Burt Lake Band (#101): Proposed Finding - Description & Analysis (d) 

... Therefore be it resolved: That the Tribal Council of the 
Burt Lake Band of Ottawa and Chippewa Indians hereby 
amends Article-IV of said By-Laws to delete all prior 
language and insert in lieu thereof the following: 

Article - IV 
Membership 

A person is eligible for membership in the Burt Lake Band 
of Ottawa and Chippewa Indians if that individual provides 
documentation, through birth certificate(s) or other legal 
record(s) that he/she is: 

(a) a direct descendant of at least one person ofIlldian 
Blood whose name appears on: 

The Joseph Way Bwaydum Band5 of the 
Durant Field Notes of 1908-1909, page 31 
of the Ottawa Chippewa Annuity of 1870 or 

The Cheboiganing/Burt Lake Band's land 
allotments or homesteads pursuant to the 
1855 Treaty of Detroit, or 

The 1910 Federal Enumeration of Indian 
Population Census, Burt Township, 
Cheboygan County, or 

(b) is the biological son or daughter of a person who 
was accepted as a member of the Burt Lake Band or 
Ottawa and Chippewa Indians under Criteria (a) 
above. (Petitioner 2002, cnv.: Governing 
Document) 

The 2002 resolution goes on to certify that an attached copy of by-laws, along with this 
amendment, s.erves its official governing document as of December 14,2002. The By
Laws appclcled to this resolution are those certified on March 6, 1993, which do not 
reflect any of the six sections adopted on March 4, 2000. The 2002 resolution deletes 
"all prior language" in any event, yet does not address, here or elsewhere in the 1993 by-

5 It ,hould be noted that the membership requirements of the legislati vely recognized Littlc 
Traverse Bay Bands includes the Joseph Way-bway-dum band among the 12 Traverse bands specified for 
ancestry (LTi3B 8127/1995,2; 811812002, 2). This situation is also addressed under criterion (C). 
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Burt Lake Band (# 101): Proposed Finding - Description & Analysis (d) 

laws, the issues of adoption, relinquishment, and disenrollment, among others, that the 
2000 by-laws addr{:ssed. 

This 2002 resolution aLso adds a category of qualifying ancestors not delineated in 
previous versions of the membership requirements: individuals appearing on the Indian 
Population schedule of the 1910 Federal Census of Burt Township, Cheboygan County.6 
Earlier versions of these by-laws defined qualifying ancestors as those appearing in any 
"census" of the Burt Lake Band made by Federal officials or agents, but without 
specifying a particular census.7 Adding this 1910 Burt Township Indian PopuLation 
schedule option provided qualifying ancestry for 20 current members whose Indian 
Martell forebear from the upper peninsula or whose Boda ancestor did not marry into 
historical Burt Lake families.s 

6 This new categOlY does not include the extant Indian Population schedule of the 1910 Federal 
Census of Tuscarora Township, Cheboygan County, even though its territory in 1910 included half of the 
allotment area set aside lor the Cheboygan Band (Township 35 North, Range 3 West, Michigan Meridian). 
The 1910 Indian Population schedule of Tuscarora Township enumerated the spouse of Theresa Bourassa 
(who was 1870 annuitan # II and an 1875 allottee ofland in Tuscarora Township), and the adult children 
of Louis Pewabecoonse (1870 annuitant #6 and 1875 allottee of land in Tuscarora Township). No current 
members claim these two as ancestors. 

7 No Federal Census "of the Burt Lake Band" is known to exist. The Indian Population schedules 
of the 1900 and 1910 Federal Census enumerated households "composed mainly ofIndians," without 
ascertaining tribal status: ~Commerce 1979,39 and 49). 

8 That is, 15 CtUTent members who descend from Elizabeth/Isabelle Martell (1890-1968) who 
married Harvey Griswold, and 5 current members who descend from Charlotte Boda (1887-l981) whose 3 
Indian husbands did not include historical Burt Lake individuals. 
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Burt Lake Band (#101): Proposed Finding - Description & Analysis (e) 

Criterion (e) 

In order t(1 meet the requirements of criterion (e), a petitioner's governing body must 
separately certify a list of all of its known members, and document that those members 
descend from a historical Indian tribe or from historical Indian tribes that combined and 
functioned as a single autonomous political entity. 

1. CUlTellL[v[embers 

The petitioner submitted three types of membership evidence: membership lists, I an 
electronic genealogical database, and photocopies of its membership folders. However, 
the three sources did not agree upon the identification of current members. 

Membership List a/September 9, 1994 
Several pages of this list appear in the original petition submission but two missing pages 
were supplied later (Petitioner 1994, v.3, app.13). The complete list of 637 entries 
identified a total of 634 members; however, 43 (of 634 or 7 percent) had no birth dates 
listed, and 125 (of 634, or 20 percent) had no residential address listed. All but 3 of these 
634 memters in 1994 also appeared on the petitioner's December 23, 2002, membership 
list (8(j I entries), even though other petition materials show that 106 had relinquished 
their membership, 170 were enrolled in federally acknowledged North American Indian 
tribes, and 27 had died. Also, 149 persons identified on the petitioner's most current 
membership list were alive on September 9, 1994, but were not members then. 

Undated Alembership List received December J 6, 2002 
The ulldatl~d membership list provided by the petitioner on December 16, 2002, identified 
858 memters. However, insofar as the list did not include a single birth date or 
residential address, OF A advised the petitioner that this could not be considered its 
official membership list, and requested that it submit a membership list that comported 
with the requirements of25 CFR 83.7(e)(2). 

I The regulations require petitioners to submit all former lists of members, as well as statements 
describing tLe circumstances surrounding their preparation, yet the September 9, 1994, list is the only 
"former list of members" submitted. The petitioner's newsletter, The Turtle Taiks, of August 1985 
indicates that membership records were kept before 1994 ("[O]ur membership roll is steadily increasing;" 
p. 3), and that membership changes were significant at that time ("We have had some problems in getting 
your membership cards returned to you, due to tremendous response all at once;" p. 3). The petitioner has 
the opportunity during the comment period to locate and furnish all former lists of members, with 
accompanying descriptions of their preparation. 
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Current Membersh ip List certified as complete through December 23, 2002 
On January 21, 20C3, OFA received a membership list that the petitioner separately 
certified as being complete through December 23,2002. This membership list includes 
column headings fer 
the recording of membership number, member's first, middle, last, maiden, and last 
names, gender, birb date, mother's name, father's name, address, and death date. 

A total of 861 entril~s appear on this list. However, 3 numbered entries consist of the 
word "error," 38 members appear as "deceased," and 1 member is listed twice (#662 and 
#832).2 Removing these 42 entries leaves a total of819 presumably living members on 
the petitioner's membership list. A total of 68 (of 819, or 8 percent) have no birth dates 
listed, 185 (of 819, Dr 23 percent) have no residential address listed, and 59 (of 819, or 7 
percent) give post office mailing addresses rather than residential addresses. The 
regulations do not r::quire that a petitioner's membership list identify the parent(s) 
through whom a mEmber traces his or her Indian ancestry, but, in view of the fact that the 
petitioner included ,;olumn headings for the recording of such information, it is noted that 
122 (of 819, or 15 percent) had neither parent listed. 

Membership Folders 
When active consid~ration began on this petition, it was not clear whether a site visit to 
the petitioner would be possible. Therefore, at OFA's request, the petitioner submitted 
membership folders or, in lieu of folders, place holders with members' names, indicating 
that the folders were missing at the time of photocopying. These 830 folders contain 
photocopies of the f;enealogical documentation the petitioner retains for each member. 

A typical folder includes a signed application, an ancestry chart with handwritten entries 
(perhaps completed by the applicant), a typed version of the ancestry chart (perhaps 
finalized by the membership secretary), and photocopies of evidence documenting the 
applicant's ancestry back to a qualifying ancestor, or, to curtail large-scale repetition of 
the documents photocopied for OFA, to another member whose folder contains 
documentation for the ultimate connection to a qualifying ancestor. The typed ancestry 
charts typically include person-and-page or roll number annotations for those ancestors 
who appeared on (I> any Ottawa and Chippewa 1870 annuity list and (2) the 1910 Durant 
roll, respectively, resardless of band affiliation. Twenty-five living individuals on the 
membership list did not have membership folders, and 35 deceased members did have 
membership folders. 

2 One additional member was can finned to be deceased from infonnation in his membership 
folder, although not listed as deceased all the membership list. 
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Genealogical Database 
The petitioner submitted a compact disc containing its genealogical data as maintained in 
a genealogical software program known as Brother's Keeper ("BK"). OFA imported the 
Brother's Keeper data files into the Family Trce Maker for Windows ("FTW") 
genealogical software program in order to add data fields as necessary to evaluate the 
petitioner's membership. The petitioner's genealogical data encompassed about 7,000 
historical HId contemporary individuals, the vast majority of whom are not current 
members .)f their ancestors. Some of the individuals in the electronic files had been 
annotated with membership numbers, but not all. Some 59 individuals on the certified 
membersr ip list were not in the genealogical database. 

Membershzp total for purposes of the Proposed Finding: 490 
The membership lists, folders, and genealogical database did not present a clear and 
consistent identification of those whom the petitioner considers its current members. It 
would not be possible to analyze members for whom no ancestry information had been 
submitted, nor would it be meaningful to include 38 deceased members in the analysis of 
current members. 

In view of the variety of membership totals, the incompleteness of the membership lists, 
and the in~lusion of deceased members in the official membership list, OFA first 
reviewed:he membership folders to determine a reliable figure of actual members. For 
the purpm;es of the proposed finding, a current member is defined as someone who (l) is 
alive, (2) has a signed application in his or her membership folder, and (3) does not have 
a signed rdinquishment letter or form in his or her membership folder. The individuals 
whose membership folder documentation meets those 3 definitions number 490. 

Thus the membership for the proposed finding analysis is 490 members. This is not to 
say that documentation in the membership folders satisfactorily documented the Burt 
Lake ancestry of all 490 current members, as that was the focus of a second review of the 
membership folders, as described later in this report. The petitioner has the opportunity 
during the comment period following the proposed finding to submit a corrected 
membership list, to submit additional membership folders, and to supplement the 
membership folders already submitted with any heretofore missing documents which 
may resul t in a different membership to be analyzed for the final determination. 

Of the 490 current members, 382 (or 78 percent) appeared on the previously described 
1994 membership list. Of the 108 current members who were not members in 1994, 16 
had been born in the interim, and all but one of them had a parent who was a member in 
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1994. That leaves 92 current members who were not members in 1994 and whose birth 
dates are either prior to September 1994 or unknown.3 

More than two-thirds of the 490 current members reside in Michigan (n=332), but 
residence informaLon is lacking for another 11 percent of the members. Six percent 
reside in Califomia, and the remaining 77 members reside in 20 states except for one 
resident of Canada and another with an Army APO address. None of those 20 states has 
a concentration of members as high as 3 percent of the total membership. 

2. Historical Trib(~ or Tribes that Combined 

Name Variations 
In order to meet criterion (e) under 83.7 or 83.8, this petitioner must document its descent 
from a historical tribe or tribes that combined and functioned as a single autonomous 
political entity. Be~ore reviewing the types of extant evidence considered in this process, 
it is helpful to note that the petitioner claims that its group appears under various names 
at different times. The 1855 Treaty with the Ottawa and Chippewa (at Article I, No.7) 
defined land set aside for the "Cheboygan band" in Townships 35 and 36 North, Range 3 
West, of the Michigan Meridian. 
Land allotment certificates prepared in 1857 and 1864 identify 45 allottees of the 
"Sheboygan" band, at least 15 of whom match the names appearing on an 1865 annuity 
list which did not identify the band by name but only by its chief, Joseph Way-bway-durn 
(LTBB Ex. 22). By 1908, Durant's field notes reference the individuals from Chief 
Joseph Way-bway-dum's 1870 annuity list as belonging to "Burt Lake." Thus, the same 
core group of individuals may be referred to as the Cheboygan, Sheboygan, Joseph Way
bway-dum, or Burt Lake Band. 

3. Evidence of De0..<0mJ: 

The regulations at 83. 7( e)(1) outline the types of acceptable evidence that can be used to 
demonstrate that a petitioner's members descend from a historical Indian tribe or tribes 
that combined and tiHwtioned as a single autonomous political entity. 

83.7(e}{l}{i} Rolls ptepared by the Secretary on a descendancy basis/or purposes 0/ 
distributing claims money, providing allotments, or other purposes. 

, Of those 92 new members, 59 (or 64 percent) have no 1870 annuitant ancestor (48 have Vincent 
ancestry, and 11 have only a 1910 Federal Census ancestor), and 33 (or 36 percent) have ancestors who 
appear in all three categc'ries (1870 annuitant, 1875 allotment, and 1910 Federal Census). 
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The records submitted by the petitioner meeting the definition of Secretarial rolls include 
Horace B. Durant's "Census Roll of all persons and their descendants who were on the 
roll of the Ottawa and Chippewa Tribe of Michigan in 1870, and living on March 4, 
1907," with a 1908 supplement, approved in 1910 (Durant 1910). The petitioner 
provided paper and electronic (JPEG) copies of DuranCs 1908 Field Notes as well as 
electronic (PDF) copies of the 1910 Rolls. However, not everyone on the 1910 Roll 
descendec from the Cheboygan band. 

In his field notes, Durant set up a separate page for each family that appeared in the 1870 
Annuity List of the Ottawa and Chippewa Indians of Michigan. The head of household 
- the only individual named [or each family in 1870 - appears at the top of each 
Durant field note page, and Durant added the names of all known spouses, children, 
grandchildren, or other descendants. Whenever Durant found descendants' spouses or 
offspring appearing in field notes for other bands, he annotated those entries with the 
1870 anmjly family-and-page numeral cross-references to those appearances. For 
example, Albert "Shawwawnonquot's" wife Eliza and daughter Cora are annotated as 
"8-24" and "'7-24," respcctively. These annotations rcference Eliza and Cora's 
appearances in families 7 and 8 on page 24 of the 1870 annuity list. 4 

Durant releITed to the Joseph Way-bway-dum band on page 31 of the 1870 annuity list as 
the "Burt Lake" band. Cheboygan or Burt Lake band descendants appear in the 1910 
Roll annn1 ated with hyphenated numerals that reflect first the order of appearance (I 
through 3:1) and then the page (31) of their ancestor's family in the 1870 annuity list (see 
Tables 1 and 5, and appendix C). 

(ii) State, Federal, or other official records or evidence identifying present members or 
ancestors a/present members as being descendants of a historical tribe or tribes that 
combined and fimctioned as a single autonomous political entity. 

Annuity Liists 

Records submitted by the petitioner matching the definition of official records include 
annuity li~ts, which identified the heads of every family considered to be part of the band 
in those years in which annuities were paid. OF A tracked individuals ancestral to current 
members of the petitioner in annuity lists of 1865, 1868, and 1870, although the 
petitioner supplied copies of earlier annuity lists. Thc 1870 annuity list plays the 
predornimlflt role, as it formed the basis of Durant's efforts to identify descendants of the 
Ottawa and Chippewa Indians of Michigan involved in the Treaty of 1836. The Joseph 

4 Those pages pertain to the Bay Shore band, and show Eliza as the daughter of Simon O-taw
gaw-me-ke (page 8) and Mary Ann Maw-twance (page 7). 
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Way-bway-dum batld appeared on page 31 of the 1870 annuity list, so the field notes for 
the "Burt Lake" band, as Durant termed it, included those 33 families (see Table 1). 

The 1865 annuity list of the Joseph Way-bway-dum band identifies 31 families, 24 of 
which are also on the 1870 annuity list (McClurken 2002, Ex. 22). The 1868 annuity list 
identifies 32 families, 26 of which also appear on the 1870 annuity list (Lantz 1993, 89). 

Among the petition~r's current 490 members, 224 can trace their ancestry to a total of 10 
of these 33 families on the 1870 annuity list of the Joseph Way-bway-dum band. Some 
families are more represented than others on the 1870 annuity list, such, as Antoine 
Shawwawnonquot (3·_31),5 his son Isaac Shawwawnonquot (29-31), and son-in-law 
Awbetawgezhego (g·--3I) [George Shenoskey].6 Ignatus Kawbenaw (33-31), or Enos 
Cabenaw, appears separately from both his father William Mickseninne (18-31) and his 
future father-in-law Non-quaish-caw-waw (2-31), or Louis Nongueskwa. Pawseque 
(22-31) and son-in-law [Joseph] Shaw-waw-ne-quoum (10-31) both appeaL7 A total of 

5 Some evidence in the record suggests non-Cheboygan origins for Shawwawnonquot: two 
depositions sworn in 1922 both claim Shawwawnonquot had been brought to the Burt Lake area from "the 
foot of Lake Michigan" (Waukazoo 3/l7/1922; Petoskey 3/17/1922), and a 1958 newspaper article claims 
Shawwawnonquot was born in Scotland to a Mary Taylor who later married a Shananquet at Beaver Island 
(Straitsland Resorter 1958, photograph caption). "Michigan" is listed as his place of birth in all five 
Federal Census enumemtions in which he appears (U.S. Census 186Gb, 187Gb, 18S0c, 190Gb, 1910b), and 
"Michigan" is listed as his parents' birthplace in the three which requested that type ofinfonnation (1880, 
1900, and 1910). More to the point of the historical band, Antoine Shawwawnonquot was identified in 
BIA records as "Sheboygan" at least as early as 1857 when he made his first selection of an allotment (BIA 
1857, #446), and he wm listed on the 1870 annuity roll of the band. 

6 Durant's field notes for "Aw be taw zhe go way" do not include an English name for him. 
However, the names (hnes, Peter, and Sarah) and ages of the children Durant attributed to "Aw be taw 
zhe go way" match thos.: found as the children of "George Shanasaga," "George Shawanosseka," and 
"George Shawanasigay" in the 1870 Federal Census, the 1880 Federal Census, and the 1881 Manuscript 
Census, respectively. Thus., the English name for "A w be taw zhe go way" appears as "George 
Shenoskey" in this proposed finding. 

7 Durant noted these relationships in his 19G8 field notes, apparently in consultation with leaders 
of the band and descendants themselves, according to his notes. See field notes for 1-31,28-31, and 
32-31 for evidence of consultation. However, some peculiarities are noted. For "Mokechewawnoquay" 
(11-31), or Theresa Catherine Bourassa, Durant lists as one of her children Francis Bourassa as age 58 in 
1908 with a P.O. addres~: of Sutton's Bay, with a cross-reference to his appearance as 7-3\. But the 
"Mawcopaw," or Franci:; Louis Bourassa, who is #7 on page 31, is listed as 66 years old in 1908, with a 
P.O. address of Elk Rapids. Conversely, Durant lists Mrs. Harriet Davenport (26-31) as an infoonant 
providing information Oil Mrs. Wm. 0 'Flynn (20-31), but independent research shows Mrs. Davenport 
(later Mrs. Hurst) was al;o Mrs. O'Flynn's daughter (U.S. Census 185G, no. twp. given, 562/582, and U.S. 
Census 1880, Invemess Twp., p. 128D). Neither did Durant attribute a daughter Maria to Mrs. O'Flynn, 
although a child of this name also appears in Mrs. O'Flynn's 1850 household (U.S. Census 1850, 
562/582). The petitioner's genealogical database shows this "Mariah Flynn" married Joseph Kosequot 
(thus making Mrs. Wm. ,) 'Flynn an additional 1870 annuitant ancestor for 18 current members) but 
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11 of the :3 annuitant families of 1870 had no descendants identified, by Durant's field 
notes, by Ilame and as living by 1908, and, therefore, could not be considered ancestral to 
the petiti01er's members.8 

Allotments 

The allotment records relied upon by the petitioner consisted of a schedule, or list, and 
Indian Re~:ervation Tract Book entries for 45 allottees receiving patents in 1875 for land 
in the Cheboygan band reserve: Townships 35 and 36 North, Range 3 West, Michigan 
Meridian. In 1875, this two-township reserve set aside for the Cheboygan band was all 
considered Burt Township, although in 1877, Tuscarora Township was formed from the 
southern half (T35N, R3 W) (see Table 3). 

OF A's analysis of this list of 45 patentees found that only 5 have descendants in the 
current membership: Joseph Way-bway-dum, Antoine Shawwawnonquot, Louis Shaw
bwaw-sung, Theresa Way-win-ding, and John B. Vincent. John B. Vincent is the only 
one of tho,e 5 who did not also appear as the head of a family on the 1870 annuity list of 
the Joseph Way-bway-dum band, or of any other band. Historical affiliation is not listed 
for John 'v incent, who sold his allotment before it was patented, and there is no evidence 
that he ever lived on it. Acceptable evidence ofJohn Vincent's tribal affiliation has not 
been locat;::d to date. 

The aIloUt:e "Naw 0 quiash cum," who patented land in Section 26 of what is now 
Tuscarora Township, seemed to be a plausible variant spelling for Louis Nongueskwa, 
who headt:d the second family on the 1870 Joseph Way-bway-dum band annuity list as 
"Non-quish-caw-wow." However, research of the 1857 and 1864 allotment records 
showed tint allottee "Naw 0 quiash cum" was, in fact, a Thunder Bay Indian. Louis 
Nonguesbva, as Louis "Nah-quaish-cah-wah," selected an allotment as a Cheboygan, or 
"Sheboygan," band Indian, but his selection was patented in Emmet County, not in the 
Cheboyg:l1 treaty reserve.9 Appendix A summarizes the research into all of the 

without citing evidence for that conclusion. 

8 Curant's field notes listed no descendants living in 1908 for 1870 annuitant families he 
described as numbers 5-31,14-31,17-31,19-31,21-31,24-31,25-31,27-31, 28-31, 30-31, and 31-31. 
However, 2,L] I represented a female "Ne-gause" for whom Durant noted "heirs on roll by themselves," 
without indi·;ating the identities of those heirs. Without identification of her heirs, OFA cannot calculate if 
and how "N!-gause" may be ancestral to current members. Annuitant 28-31, Elizabeth Harris, may have 
had heirs, but she was a Canadian Indian who returned to Canada 30 years previously, so her heirs were 
not sought by Durant. 

9 8~ acres, S lI2, SWlI4, Section 34, T36N, R6W, now Friendship Township, patented on January 
13, 1872 (Michigan n.d., Emmet Co.). 
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Cheboygan band allottees and all of the allotments ultimately patented in the Cheboygan 
band reserve. 

The allottee "Shaw waw naw se gay," who patented land in Section 21 of what is now 
Tuscarora Township, seemed a plausible variant spelling for George Shenoskey, who 
headed the eighth hmily on the 1870 Joseph Way-bway-dum band annuity list, but as 
"Aw be taw zhc go way," not "Shaw waw no se gay." No allotment selection or patent 
nor Indian homestead is found for "Aw ge taw zhe go way," but further research showed 
the allottee "Shaw waw naw se gay" was not identical to George Shenoskey.lo 

Of the 490 current members, 233 descend from John Vincent, 211 descend from Joseph 
Way-bway-dum, Altoine Shawwawnonquot, Louis Shaw-bwaw-sung, or Theresa 
Waywinding, and 33 have no ancestors among the allottees. The remaining 13 members 
have, as their only Hllottee ancestor, Cheboygan annuitant and allottee Louis 
Nongueskwa who s~lected land in Emmet County, and 4 of those 13 also descend from 
Cheboygan annuitant Enos Cabenaw who obtained an Indian homestead (see following). 

Act of June 10, ISn, Indian Homestead Records 

The petitioner did not submit records of Indian homesteads patented in the Cheboygan 
reserve, even though the language in its membership requirements - allowing members 

IO Circumstantial evidence suggests that "Shaw waw naw se gay" was the father of "A w be taw 
zhe go way," a.k.a. George Shenoskey. The 1857 and 1864 allotment records showed "Shaw-waw-naw
se-gay" chose an allotm~nt in what is now Tuscarora Township's Section 21 in 1857, 1864, and 1875, and 
the 1846 Cheboigan River Band annuity list includes him ("Show won ai se gay") with a household 
including I man, I woman, and 5 children, at which time George Shenoskey (born circa 1830-1836) was a 
minor. Both "Shaw-wa1v-naw-se-gay" and "Aw-be-taw-ge-zhe-go" appear as heads of families in the 
annuity lists of 1865 and 1868. The number of men, women, and children in each annuitant household in 
the lists of 1865 and 18(8 reflect the growing family of "Aw-be-taw-ge-zhe-go," whereas "Shaw-waw
naw-se-gay" appeared a one by then. 

"Shaw-waw-naw-se-gay" did not appear in the 1870 annuity list, and may have died hetween 
1868 and 1870. The fact that a patent for his allotment was issued in 1875 does not prove he was alive in 
1875, in view of the allotment patented in 1875 in the name of chief Joseph Kezhegowe who died in 1862. 
Bolstering the possibility that "Shaw-waw-naw-se-gay" was the father of "Aw-be-taw-ge-zhe-go" a.k.a. 
George Shenoskey is the ~;equence in which George's 1880 Federal Census entry appears. The enumerator 
of Tuscarora Township recorded the family of George "Shawanosseka" (dwelling 461 family 49) between 
those of Charles and Th(:r'esa Bourassa (45/48) and Louis Pewabikoose (47/50). The allotments of Theresa 
Bourassa, Louis Pewabe ;oonse, and "Shaw-waw-naw-se-gay" all fall in Section 21. This gives the 
impression that George ~;henoskey then resided on "Shaw-waw-naw-se-gay's" land, and being a surviving 
son would provide a logical reason therefor. 

The Cheboygan County deed book "}" records two grantor deeds in which the land allotted to 
"Shaw-waw-naw-se-gay' was sold on May 20, 1881. The latter deed of sale lists the grantors as "George 
Shaw-wau-naw-se-gay ,[ad Mary his wife, and Win-te-go-quay Shaw-waw-naw-se-gay, and Mary Ann 
Mac-eo-paw his sisters" (Shaw-wau-naw-se-gay et at. 1881). The inference is that these are the surviving 
heirs of "Shaw-waw-naw-se-gay." 
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to trace to someone appearing on the "Cheboiganing/Burt Lake Band's land allotments or 
homesteads pursuant to 1855 Treaty" - encompasses Indian Homesteads obtained under 
the Act of 1872. 

In order to analyze the Cheboygan allotments and homesteads, OF A researchers obtained 
photocopies of surveyor's records, plat maps, and tract book entries for Townships 35 
and 36 NNth, Range 3 West, Michigan Meridian, from the Bureau of Land Management. 
OFA reviewed Cheboygan County deed books and indexes on microfilm from the Family 
History Library in Salt Lake City, Utah. 

Nine Indian homesteads within the Cheboygan reserve were identified by reading the 
tract book photocopies of Townships 35 and 36 North, Range 3 West, for entries marked 
as "H[ omestead] Act June 10/72," with final certificate numbers (see figure 5). Nine 
such land entry case files were located and copied at the National Archives (GLO ca. 
1872)." Ide! of the nine patentees have a parent, or are themselves, on the 1870 annuity 
list for the Joseph Way-bway-dum band, and none later received an allotment under the 
provisions of the Treaty of 1855. 

The home:;tead process did not require the applicants to identify their band affiliations. 
The Indiall homestead applicant under the Act of June 10, 1872, signed a pre-printed 
affidavit 
certifying that he or she was a member of the tribe o(Indians known as the Ottawas and 
Chippewa:; of Michigan, of full age, had never made a selection or purchase of land 
under the Treaty of July 31, 1855, and was choosing land unoccupied by "any other party 
whose settlement thereon existed prior to" January 1, 1872 (GLO ca. 1872). 

The case mes contain completed questionnaires that reveal, among other data, the 
applieant'~: age, family composition, date when actual settlement on the land occurred, 
and corroborating testimony from two witnesses. Four of these nine homesteaders are 
represented in the current membership: Enos Cabenaw (1870 annuitant #33), Moses 
Nongueskwa" and Paul Nongueskwa (sons of Louis Nongueskwa, 1870 annuitant #2), 
and Isaac Shav.rwawnonquot (1870 annuitant #29). 

Therefore, the homestead records furnished evidence of the applicants' descent from the 
Ottawa and Chippewa Indians of Michigan, but not from the historical Cheboygan band. 
The petitioner's members who descend from these homesteaders also descend from an 
1870 treaty annuitant. The latter was accomplished by using these records in concert 
with other records. The homestead records did furnish genealogical evidence which 

II baae Shaw-naw-nun-naw-anot, Final Certificate #3459, Josette Shaw-naw-ne-quom FC#3471, 
Ignus Kaw-be-naw FC#3770, Francis Waw-naw-naw-quot FC#377I, Louis Pewabicoons FC#4031, 
Joseph Nauggaskaw FC#4032, Moses Nag-ga-skaw FC#4033, Anthony Kaw-no-te-mus-kung FC#4404, 
and Paul NOlLgueskwa FC#5461. 
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assisted in documenting the identities of individuals in the line of descent from the 
historical Cheboygan band. 

Federal Census Retords 

OF A consulted Federal Population and Non-Population Census records from 1850 
through 1930. Infonnation found in each entry was added to the genealogical database 
file for each person so located. 

1850 Census 
None of the individuals identified in the 1870 annuity list of Joseph Way-bway-dum's 
band was found in the 1850 population schedules of Michilimackinac County (U.S. 
Census 1850), from which Cheboygan County would be formed in 1853 (Mid-Michigan 
Genealogical Socicry 1972, 9). "Boatbuilder" John Vincent and family, with $60 worth 
of real estate, appear on a schedule for Michilimackinac County that docs not specify the 
town or township. John B. Vincent's obituary claims he arrived in Cheboygan in 1846 
(Anonymous 1903), and a published county history for Cheboygan County identifies 
Vincent and others lIon his same 1850 census schedule page as residents as early as 1846 
of what would become the city ofCheboygan13 (Ware 1876, 15). Thus, based upon the 
1850 population schedule, John Vincent was not then living among any of the persons 
identified on the lat'~r 1870 annuity list of the Joseph Way-bway-dum band. 

1860 Census 
By this census year, the county of Cheboygan and its three townships of Burt, Duncan, 
and Inverness existed under those names (Mid-Michigan Genealogical Society 1972, 
9-10). The enumentor recorded 70 Indian individuals in 17 households in Burt 
Township (U.S. Census 1860b, Burt Twp.). Eight of these individuals also appeared on 
the agricultural schedules: Joseph Windegowish,14 Antoine Shawanonoquot, Elizabeth 

12 The dwellin5/family numbers and names of those appearing on page 482 of this 1850 Federal 
Census schedule, also identified by Ware as arriving in Cheboygan circa 1846, are #554/573 Horatio N. 
Pease, #557/576 John Vincent, #557/577 Alexander McLeod, and #559/579 Lorenzo Backus. 

IJ Ware identilied John Vincent as Cheboygan's first ship carpenter, and states that Vincent 
"came here on or about October 20th

, 1846" (p. 17). 

14 "Windegowish" is an infrequently used alternative name for Way-bway-dum or Webwetum. 
Joseph's daughter Jane ippears with a variation of that surname (transcribed as "Windegonish") in the 
1878 Emmet County record of her marriage to John Grant, per an Internet index 
<www.root<;web.com/·"miemmetiMarriages/marriages2.htm>. The 1922 affidavit of Moses Waukazoo in 
the petition documentation also refers to the Win-de-gowish family (Waukazoo 31l7/l 922). 
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Wawandirg, Louis Nangoshkawa, Louis Shavobwason, Antoine Mesenenee, Joseph 
Kigegoway, and Joseph Ossegun (U.S. Census 1860a).15 

"Ship carpenter" John Vincent and family resided in Inverness Township, Cheboygan 
County, in 1860 (dwelling 615). Vincent was credited with $300 worth of real estate. 
The "color" column recorded "Ind.lm." for John's entry, and "1m" for the rest of the 
members of his family. While instructions to enumerators advise to use "m" in the color 
column to denote "mulatto," the enumerator here may have intended "mixed," insofar as 
the tally in the bottom margin of the sheet reflects the Vincents' inclusion in the 
numerical total for "Indians mixed." 

1870 Census 
The 1870 annuity list for the Joseph Way-bway-dum band included 108 individuals in 33 
families, 1,\'llereas the 1870 population schedule of Burt Township identified 65 Indians in 
12 households (U.S. Census 1870b, Burt Twp.). The decrease in the 1870 Census totals 
from the 1:~60 Census totals, and as compared to the 1870 annuity totals, may be due to 
the pre-I 8'10 migration of some Cheboygan allottees out of the county to reside on 
allotment ~elections they made in Emmet County. 16 The Federal Census confirms that 
other 1870 annuitants resided outside of Burt Township but still in Cheboygan County. 17 

The agricultural schedule for 1870 listed only one person for the entire township: 

J.1d. Webwetum, 85 improved acres,S woodland acres worth $2000, 
2 horses, $500 livestock, $947 total value. 18 

"Ship carp'~nter" John Vincent and family continued to reside in Inverness Township in 
1870 (U.S. Census 1870b, Inverness Twp., dwelling/family 1991199). Vincent's real 
estate holdings are valued here at $2,000. The enumerator recorded John's "color" as 
"Indian" C'I") and that of his wife and children as "white" ("W"). 

15 ":~or the year ending I June 1860, the [agriculture] schedules show the name of the owner, 
agent, or tem nt of farms with an annual produce worth $100 or more. The enumerators also recorded 
information cbout the kind and value of acreage, machinery, livestock, and produce" (NARS 1983,24). 

16 Michael Kaygwaitch (14-31), who selected his allotment in Section 4, T35N, R6W (Little 
Traverse TO\'T[lship, Emmet County) resided in Little Traverse Township, Emmet County, in 1870 
(dwelling/family 48/48). 

17 Mrs. Harriet O'Flynn (20-31) and Mrs. Harriet Davenport (26-31) resided in Inverness 
Township (dwdlings 171 and 172 respectively). 

18 "For the year ending I June 1870, the [agriculture] schedules show the name of the owner, 
agent, or tenant of farms of three acres or more or with an annual produce worth $500. The enumerators 
also recorded infornlation about the kind and value of acreage, machinery, livestock, and produce" (NARS, 
24). 
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1880 Census 
By the time of the 1880 Federal Census, the Cheboygan reserve allotments and most 
Indian homesteads had been patented, and half of that reserve fonnerly in Burt Township 
had been taken to fonn Tuscarora Township. A cluster of 13 Indian households appears 
in schedules of Bu:1 Township, with 2 additional Indian households recorded separately 
in other areas of the township (U.S. Census 1880c, Burt Twp.). These 15 total 
households comprised 79 individuals recorded racially as "Indian." 

Schedules for Tuscarora Township to the south enumerated 3 clusters of 8 Indian 
households, for a total of 28 individuals recorded racially as "Indian" (U.S. Census 
1880c, Tuscarora Twp.). 

John B. Vincent, stiIl enumerated as a ship carpenter, resided with his family in 
Beaugrand Township (U.S. Census 1880c, Beaugrand Twp.), which had been fonned 
from Inverness Township in 1871 (Mid-Michigan Genealogical Society 1972, 10). 
Vincent's previous census appearances of 1850 and 1860 recorded his "color" as Indian 
or mixed Indian, but in 1880 he was recorded as "white." Birth infonnation listed here 
shows he was bom in Michigan, his father was bom in Vennont, and his mother in 
Canada. 

The agricultural schedule for Burt Township recorded nine fanners total, among whom 
was 

Joseph W. 'Vebuetum, owner, 25 acres tilled, 15 acres woodland, worth $600, 
liveEtock worth $300,5 horses, and 1879 fann produce worth $200 
(U.S. Census 1880a, Burt Township, ED 33).19 

Agricultural schedl lcs for Tuscarora Township included 38 fanners total, among whom 
were 

Edward Kis-sh-non-o-quot, owner, 6 acres tilled, 74 acres woodland, worth $600, 
livestock worth $100, 1 horse, and 1879 fann produce worth $150; and 

Louis Pewabicouse, owner, 10 acres tilled, 60 acres woodland, worth $600, 
livestock worth $125, 3 horses, and 1879 fann produce worth $280 
(U.S. Census 1880a, Tuscarora Twp., ED 36). 

19 "The [agriculture 1 schedules pertain to the year ending I June 1880 and show the name of the 
owner, agent, or tenant J f farms of three acres or more or with an annual produce worth $500. The 
enumerators also recorced information about the quantity and value of acreage, machinery, livestock, and 
produce" (NARS 1983,25). 
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In Beaugrc.nd Township, an entry appears for John Vincent: 

John Vincent, owner, 14 acres tilled, 8 acres meadow, 94 acres woodland, worth 
$1200, livestock worth $40, 1 horse, and 1879 farm produce worth $200 
(U.S. Census 1880a, Beaugrand Township, ED 31). 

1890 Veterans Schedule 
Most of the population schedules of the 1890 Federal Census do not survive, but the 1890 
"ScheduleE: Enumerating Union Veterans and Widows of Union Veterans of the Civil 
War" survive for many states, including Michigan. The schedule for Beaugrand 
Township, Cheboygan County, lists John Vincent as a veteran who served in the 3rd 

Michigan Cavalry, Company F, from October 1, 1861, to August 5, 1862, for a total 
service period of 11 months and 25 days (U.S. Census 1890). 

1900 Censds 
The Indian Population schedule of the 1900 Federal Census of Burt Township lists 77 
individuals, all of whom are identified as Indian (U.S. Census 1900b, Burt Twp.}. The 
recorded tribal affiliations total as 65 "Chippewa," 9 "Ottawa," and 3 indecipherable. A 
total of 58 of these individuals appear in the petitioner's genealogical database, and 28 
have descen.dants in the current membership. 

Sixty-six of these Indians in 1900 are known to have survived until 1910, and 47 of them 
appeared in the Indian Population schedule of the 1910 Federal Census of Burt 
Township. 

The Indian Population schedule of the 1900 Federal Census of Tuscarora Township lists 
three houst holds with a total of seven individuals, all of whom are identified as "Indian," 
with the tri bal affiliation of "Chippewa" (U.S. Census 1900b, Tuscarora Twp.). The first 
household I~omprised Charles Bourassa and wife to whom he had been married for 52 
years. She was recorded here as "Grace," but Durant identified her as Theresa (also 
known as Catherine) Bourassa (11-31 on the 1870 annuity list of the Joseph Way-bway
dum band). The next two households contained the three adult children (and two 
grandchildren) of Louis Pewabecoonse (6-31 on the 1870 annuity list of the Joseph Way
bway-dum band). 

Although Theresa Bourassa and Louis Pewabecoonse were considered part of the Joseph 
Way-bway.dum band in 1870, both of them identified their band affiliation as "Anse" in 
1857 and 1%4 when they selected their allotments in what, in 1877, became the 
Tuscarora ~~ownship section of the Cheboygan reserve. Both patented their allotments in 
1875 in Section 21 of Tuscarora Township, although their tracts did not adjoin. No 
current members of the petitioner claim descent from either of them. 
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John B. Vincent survived until 1903, but his entry in the 1900 Federal Census remains 
unlocated, if it exi~ ts. 20 1900 Federal Census entries were found for all of his surviving 
children except his son Alexander, and John B. Vincent was not recorded as residing in 
those households. Current members descend from either John B. Vincent's son John 
Vincent (1848--19(i(~) or his daughter Catherine (Vincent) Sailler (1863-1954). In 1900, 
John Vincent (b. 1 g48) and his nine children resided on Beaver Island in Lake Michigan 
(U.S. Census 1900a, ED 20, p. 3), and Catherine (Vincent) Sailler and her nine children 
in Beaugrand Township, Cheboygan County (U.S. Census 1900b, Beaugrand Twp., ED 
66, p. 11). 

1910 Census (see appendix D) 
One of the three possibilities listed in the petitioner's current membership requirements is 
that a potential member's ancestor appear on the Indian Population schedule of the 1910 
Federal Census ofBuli Township (U.S. Census 1910b, Burt Twp.). Of the 122 "Indians" 
in the 29 householC s enumerated on this schedule, 8 are recorded as "Chippewa" and 114 
as "Ottawa."21 Thi:; reverses most of the tribal affiliations recorded on the 1900 Indian 
Population scheduh. Of the 23 families found on both schedules, 19 that were recorded· 
as Chippewa in 19Ci(~ appear as Ottawa in 1910, and the remaining four families 
maintained Ottawa as their tribal affiliation in both. The enumerator recorded 82 as 
"full-bloods," and ~: who spoke "Indian" instead of "English.,,22 

Of the 77 total indi'!iduals in Burt Township in 1900, and the 128 total individuals in 
Burt Township in 1910, 47 are in both schedules, and 11 appear to have died before 
1910.23 Of the 128 total individuals in Burt Township in 1910,35 were born after 1900, 
47 were in Burt Township's Indian Population schedule in 1900 (of whom 27 have 
descendants in the petitioner's current membership), and 46 were not in Burt Township's 

20 The membership folder of the petitioner's chairman, Carl Frazier, contained a photocopy of a 
1900 Federal Census er try for a John Vincent family in Cheboygan city (Petitioner 1995, folder), but this 
is a different John Vinc~nt, born in 1837, with a wife Mary, son Allen (as well as two nephews and a 
niece), all of whom appear in the 1880 Federal Census of Richland, Montcalm County, Michigan, on page 
InB (Intellectual Rese :-ve, Inc., 2001). 

21 The six individuals categorized as "white" living in Indian families were John E. Boda, Joseph 
Brady, John Dashner, Jarnt::s G. Galloway, Harvey H. Griswold, and his brother Levi Griswold. 

22 "Indian" speakers included James Shenoskey's mother-in-law Elizabeth Kitchebaptist (Durant 
33-20); Mrs. Sarah (Nongueskwa) Massey, Angeline Trombley (Durant 11-52), Thomas (Durant 54-33) 
& Susan Norton, and th~ir adoptcd daughtcr Mary Norton, Stephen Shenoskey, and Sophia (Scngoby?) 
Shawwawnonquot. 

23 Those indiv:duals, and their dwelling/family numbers in the 1900 Census, include III Moses 
Hamlin, 111 Teresa Way-win-ding, 3/3 Rosa and Julia Grant, [?Peter Moses,] 4/4 Lucy (Way-bway-dum) 
Kewekum, 5/5 Susan (vv'inding) Gijogowe, 12/12 Louis Shebastun, 13/13 James Hamlin?, 14114 Wm 
Hamlin, 16116 Christine Miksinini, 19119 Wm Nongueskwa. 
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Indian Population schedule in 1900 (of whom 22 have descendants in the petitioner's 
curren t membership). 24 

The Indian Population schedule of the 1910 Federal Census of Tuscarora Township lists 
three households with a total of six individuals, all of whom are identified as "Indian," 
with the tribal affiliation of "Chippewa," to which Ottawa appears to be added in some 
cases (U.S. Census 1910b, Tuscarora Twp.). Two households consist of one adult each, 
and these ;lre two of the same children of Louis Pewabecoonse (6-31 on the 1870 annuity 
list of the Joseph Way-bway-dum band) who resided here in 1900. The third and final 
household is headed by Madeline Neff, and includes her three sons. Madeline is a 
married adult daughter of the Theresa Catherine Bourassa (11-31 on the 1870 annuity list 
of the Joseph Way-bway-dum band) who resided here in 1900.25 No current members of 
the petitio 1er claim descent from any of these six. 

Among th,~ petitioner's current 490 members, 244 (or 50 percent) have at least one 
ancestor Oll the Indian Schedule of the 1910 Federal Census of Burt Township, and 246 
(or 50 percent) do not (of whom 233 are Vincent descendants, and 13 have no qualifying 
ancestry) .. At this time, the widow and children of John Vincent (b. 1848) continued to 
reside on Beaver Island (U.S. Census 1910a, St. James Twp., ED 25, p. 5B), and 
Catherine (Vincent) Sailler's family resided in Hebron Township, Cheboygan County 
(U.S. Cen~;us 19lOb, Hebron Twp., ED 68, p. 7 A). 

A total of W members (or 4 percent) descend from an ancestor on the 1910 Indian 
Schedule of Burt Township without having ancestors who were annuitants of the Joseph 
Way-bway-dum band or Cheboygan band allottees or Indian homesteaders. These 20 
members descend from either Elizabeth (Martell) Griswold or Charlotte Boda 
(1887--1 % 1 ) .. 

24 This is a generous detennination of 1900 to 1910 cany-0ver, insofar as some are not good 
matches. For example, the only Thomas Norton in each census aged 17 years instead often in the decade 
between cemuses. His wife, who should be Susan in 1900 to whom he was then married for 5 years, 
instead appears as Josephine to whom he had been married for 12 years. However, this Susan did appear 
as "Josette" ,n the 1881 manuscript census and in 1872 Indian homestead records (GLO ca. 1872, Josette 
Shawwawnequom FC#3471). By 1910, Thomas's wife is "Susan," who has aged 28 years in one decade, 
but has been rna.rried to Thomas for 15 years. Also, Joseph Parkey's wife should be Susan 
Shawwawncnquot and instead is listed as "Mary." The census shows an "Albert Shan aqua," born May 
uno, married for 5 years to "Agness," whereas Albert Shawwawnonquot, born 1868, married Eliza 
Otawgawmawke in 1896. Frank "Shanaqua," listed as born 1850 and married to "Margaret" for 20 years, 
appears in tbe petitioner's genealogical database as born in 1847, and married for 4 months in June 1900 to 
Katherine Motwas. Most of these questionable entries occur toward the end of the Indian Population 
schedule, an,i, if the enumerator had not been able to talk to them directly, he may have relied upon faulty 
information from their neighbors. 

25 Theresa Catherine Bourassa's 1910 Federal Census entry, if it exists, has not been located. 
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1920 Census 
In 1916, the last subdivision of Burt Township occurred with the formation of Mullett 
Township. 
The creation of a separate Indian Population schedule in the Federal decennial census did 
not continue past 1<) [0. The racial designation of "Indian" continued to be used, and in 
Burt Township there were 59 individuals so designated, found in 8 all-Indian households 
and in 4 mixed hou:;eholds (U.S. Census 1920a, Burt Twp.).26 The schedules for 
Tuscarora Townshi) recorded only two as "Indian," a brother and sister living in one 
household (U.S. Census 1920a, Tuscarora Twp.).27 Thc schedules for Mullett Township 
recorded six peoplc~ designated racially as "Indian," residing in two all-Indian households 
(U.S. Census 1920a, Mullett Twp.).28 The Vincent descendants did not reside in Burt, 
Tuscarora, or Mullett Townships.29 

1930 Census 
In 1930, the census enumerator recorded 45 dwellings in Burt Township, and 46 families 
(U.S. Census 1930a, Burt Twp.). The 1930 Federal Census endeavored to capture some 
information unique to the Indian population on both its general population schedule and . 
on a "Supplemental Schedule for Indian Population," the latter of which does not survive' 
and was not microfilmed.JO The pre-printed 1930 general population schedule form 
includes columns for places of birth of the person being enumerated, as well as for the 
father and mother 0 :that individual. Instructions to the enumerators directed that, "[f]or 
persons reported as American Indian in column 12 (color or race), columns 19 and 20 
were to be used to indicate the degree of Indian blood and the tribe, instead of the 
birthplace of fathermd mother" (Commerce 1979, 52). 

26 Nine of the :;9 "Indians" are children of a "white" father and "Indian" mother, and are noted in 
the margin of the schedule as being half-bloods (U.S. Census 1920a, Burt Twp., families #29 and #41). 

27 Louis Pewabecouse and Mrs. Kate King (U.S. Census 1920a, Tuscarora Twp., family #67). 
Two households away "ren;~ Madaline Neff and sons, described racially as "white" although they appeared 
as "Indian" in 1910 (UX Census 1920a, Tuscarora Twp., family #69). No current members descend from 
these individuals. 

28 Families of Eugene and Hattie Hamlin (family #55) and Albert and Eliza "Shananaquet" 
(family #71) from whom eight current members descend (U.S. Census 1920a, Mullett Twp.). 

29 The widow end adult children of John Vincent (b. (848) resided in Garfield Township (U.S. 
Census 1 920b, Garlield Twp., ED 204, p. IA-2A) and Hudson Township (U.S. Census 1920b, Hudson 
Twp., ED 206, p. 48), Mackinac County, and the family of Catherine (Vincent) Sailler continued to reside 
in Hebron Township, Cheboygan County (U.S. Census 1920a, Hebron Twp., ED 119, p. 58). 

30 The only cat,!gories of information unique to the Supplemental schedules are "post-office 
address," and "agency INhere enrolled." The other categories of information on the Supplemental 
schedules were transcribed from the population schedules (ColIllIlerce 1979,55). 
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The Burt Township enumerator obtained this type of information about the 56 individuals 
recorded as "Indian" in column 12 who appeared in 9 all-Indian households and the 2 
mixed-IllCiian households. All 56 are designated tribally as "Ottawa," with 40 recorded 
as "mixed blood," and 16 as "full blood." In comparison, Mullett Township to the east 
had nine "mixed blood" Ottawas, and Tuscarora Township to the south had seven "mixed 
blood" Chppewas (U.S. Census 1930a, Mullett Twp.). None of those recorded in Burt, 
Mullett, 0 r Tuscarora Townships were designated as speaking "Indian" instead of English 
(U.S. Census 1930a, Tuscarora Twp.). The Vincent descendants were not enumerated in 
Burt, Tuscarora, or Mullett Townships.3l 

A total of 41 of the 56 Indians in the 1930 Federal Census of Burt Township (73 percent) 
were thems:elv~s, or had lineal ancestors who were, on the 1870 annuity list of the Joseph 
Way-bwa),·-dum band. A total of38 of the 56 (68 percent) have descendants among the 
current n\I~mbers. In 1930, 27 of the 56 had reached age 16, and, therefore, would have 
been at least 21 in 1935, when 13 of those 27 (48 percent) appear among the 41 signers 
of a petition for IRA benefits. Finally, 28 of the 56 (50 percent) had both 1870 annuity 
list ancestry and descendants in the current membership. 

83. 7(e)(J)(~) Other records or evidence identifying present members or ancestors of 
present nk!tnbers as heing descendants of a historical tribe or trihes that combined and 
functioned as a single autonomous political entity. 

The following records do not contain identifications of ancestors of present members as 
being descendants of a historical tribe or band, but instead provide evidence such as 
names, re~;idences, and ages, which helped in the process of documenting the direct 
descendants of claimed ancestors. 

Civil War Service and Pension Records 
Membership folders for some of John B. Vincent's descendants included photocopies of 
document5 found in the military service and pension files resulting from his Civil War 
service in Co. F, Third Michigan Cavalry. OF A retrieved and photocopied the service 
record and pension file of John B. Vincent, as well as selected documents from the 
pension files of Francis Bourasaw (1870 annuitant #7) and Moses Hamlin (whose wife 
Theresa Way-win-ding was 1870 annuitant #16). Francis Bourasaw's pension file 
included his 1915 identification of his wife, marriage date and place, and all of his 
children, plus the pension office's report of his date of death (V.A. 1879). Moses 
Hamlin's pension file contained his information about both of his marriages, and 

II Descendants of John Vincent (b. 1848) were noted in the schedules of Garfield Township, 
Mackinac County (U.S. Census 1930b, Garfield Twp., ED 49-4, p. 4A-5B). Sailler individuals were not 
sought in this unindexed census. 
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identification ofhi~; two children surviving in 1898, as well as the pension agent's report 
of Moses' death (V.A. 1890). 

John B. Vincent's pension file included at least three of his own references to his 
birthplace on Lake Superior ("Kayana Bay," L' Anse, and Marquette), and one reference 
to a full date ofbil1h that matches the birth date given in his obituary (May 14, 1816) 
(V.A. 1880). Neitter John Vincent nor his company were described as "Indian." 

1881 Manuscript Census 
Ten of eleven handwritten pages from the "Jonas Shawandose collection," provided by 
the petitioner withcut further description of provenance, contain a type of census of 25 
families (Shawandose Papers ca. 1880's). Each family is numbered, with all individuals 
identified by name, age, and relationship where known. The unidentified enumerator 
also recorded each family's type of dwelling, acres owned (sometimes including legal 
description and whether it was a homestead or allotment) and acres under cultivation, 
crops under cultiva:iol1, type and number oflivestock, and the family head's occupation. 
This census provides variant spellings and even Indian names for some individuals. The" 
legal land descriptions furnished in this census pertain to Burt and Tuscarora Townships. 

The final and eleventh photocopied page of this submission begins, "Brutus, March 6th 

188[in margin], For U.S. Service - Received of A. 1. Blackbird for board himself and 
horse one dollar & :;eventy five [in margin], Witness - E. Dunbar." None of the four 
families enumerated thereafter appears with a legal land description, although one 
family's dwelling notation lists a frame house followed by "Village Cross," a possible 
reference to Cross Village. None of the four families enumerated on that page appear on 
the 1870 annuity list for the Joseph Way-bway-dum band, nor on the 1880 Federal 
Census of Burt or Tuscarora Townships. However, this page provides some additional 
evidence of when the enumeration on the previous pages was made. By comparing the 
ages of the individuals identified in the first 10 pages of this manuscript census to those 
listed in the 1880 Federal Census of Burt and Tuscarora Township, it seems probable that 
the manuscript census was created in 1881 or early 1882. 

1894 Michigan Census 
Population scheduks of the Michigan State Census of 1894 for Cheboygan County do 
not survive. However, an 1896 three-volume compilation presents information from the 
now-lost schedules, including an identification of Civil War veterans by county and 
township. John B. Vincent appears as a veteran residing in 1894 in Beaugrand 
Township, and vetc~an Moses Hamlin, who married Theresa Way-win-ding of the 1870 
annuity list, resided in Burt Township (Michigan 1896,69). 
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Grand Army of the Republic 
John B. Vincent's obituary noted that his funeral services were conducted under the 
auspices of the Ruddock Post G.A.R. (Grand Army of the Republic), of which Vincent 
was a member. The surviving records of that post, on file at the Michigan State 
Archives, include post-level records (chiefly quarterly reports) sent by the post to the 
state level. Copies of those records obtained by OF A showed John B. Vincent among 45 
members ofG.A.R. Ruddock Post #224 appearing on a muster roll without date but part 
of the Report of Adjutant for 1884-1895. Members John Vincent (age 62), Benjamin 
Vincent (age 40, and John's son)/2 and Jacob Wilson (age 45) are listed as all having 
served in Co. F, Third Michigan Cavalry.33 A muster roll for that post dated February 8, 
1884, includes John Vincent among 26 "charter members" (GAR 1884). A later list of 
members in good standing, which includes an annotation of a member's death as late as 
June 1905 includes John Vincent's name but without reference to his February 1903 
death (GAR 1908). Vincent's son-in-law John Briggs appeared on this later list, marked 
"susp. Dec. 1907." 

1897 McGinn Letter 
The petitiw narrative cites a letter sent by John W. McGinn to the 22 individuals who, on 
December 5, 1897, owned homes on the Burt Lake Village land that McGinn had 
purchased. This letter is not found in the petition documentation, although a transcription 
of it appears in McGinn's county court petition for a writ of restitution, located by OFA 
(McGinn 1/ 1811898). Fifteen of these 22 homeowners, or their survivors, also appear 
among the 24 homeowners identified in the Indian Population schedule of the 1900 
Federal Census of Burt Township, Cheboygan County. Thirteen of these 22 homeowners 
are ancestral to some of the petitioner's current members. John B. Vincent does not 
appear in M:cGinn's letter, and current members who descend from him do not have any 
ancestors identified in McGinn's letter. 

1899 Shananquet "Map" 
The petitic1n narrative also furnishes a replication of a "map" purportedly drafted by 
Albert Shananquet in the 1950's, naming the owners and illustrating the relative positions 
of houses and buildings in Burt Lake Village in 1899 (Shananquet n.d., List ofIndian 
Village re~:idents). Twenty-three homeowners' names plus one church and one 
schoolhou:;e appear in two columns on this "map." Twenty of these 23 homeowners in 
1899 also .lppcar in McGinn's description of22 homeowners in 1897. Sixteen 

32 The most contemporary record of a living Benjamin Vincent identified as a son of John and 
Sophia Vinc~nt is the 1880 Census (U.S. Census 1880c, Beaugrand Twp., ED 31, dwelling 27, family 31). 

JJ Jacob Wilson signed an "Affidavit for Commissioned Officer or Comrade" on May 25, 1880, 
in support ofJohn Vincent's application for an invalid pension (V.A. 1880, 64-65 of 102), and joined 19 
others in signing another endorsement for Vincent that was received by the War Department on September 
15, 188l (V.A. 1880, 11-13 of \02). 
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homeowners here, or their survivors, also appear among the 24 homeowners identified in 
the Indian Populati,Yn schedule of the 1900 Federal Census of Burt Township (U.S. 
Census 1900b, Bur: Twp.). Thirteen of these 23 homeowners are ancestral to some of the 
petitioner's current members. John B. Vincent does not appear on Shananquet's map of 
homeowners, and current members who descend from him do not have any ancestors 
identified on Shananquet's map. 

1935 IRA Petition 
The petitioner furnished a copy of a petition for IRA benefits signed on May l3, 1935, by 
41 adults (Fred Kisl·ego et al 5/13/1935). The petitioner claims that the signers represent 
the Burt Lake membership at that time insofar as "[a]U but one of the signers trace back" 
to the Joseph Way-bway-dum band annuitants of 1870 or Cheboygan allottees or Indian 
homesteaders (Petitioner 2002, Political Influence binder at tab 1930's). The analysis 
prepared by the pettioner's genealogist offers her interpretation of those names, and 
furnishes what she believes to be each signer's qualifying ancestor on the 1870 annuity 
list for the "Burt Lake'" band, using Durant's coding system (the family or sequence 
number of each 18i 0 annuitant followed by the page number of each band as it appears 
on the 1870 Annuity List). 

OFA's analysis fOll1d two signers annotated by the petitioner's genealogist as having 
1870 Burt Lake annuitant ancestors when they did not,34 four signers who did have 1870 
Burt Lake annuitant ancestors annotated with incorrect ancestors/5 and three signers not 
credited with 1870 3urt Lake annuitant ancestors who could have been. 36 Ten signers 
had more ancestors in the 1870 Joseph Way-bway-dum band than had been noted.37 

Overall, 9 of the 41 signers had no blood link to Joseph Way-bway-dum band annuitants: 
7 spouses, 1 in-law, and 1 unknown.38 Of the 32 who had Joseph Way-bway-dum band 

34 Ida (Dufineau) Boursaw ([2-12) and A[ex Antoine (2-42). 

35 George Naganashe ("9-31" not found; 3-3 [ and 8-31 found), Mitchell Midwagon ("15 3 [" 
not found; [2-3 [ found, if Anna's son), Anna (Mixceney) Midwagon ("15-3 [" not found; [2-3 [ found), 
and Peter Shawanasige (" 18-3 [" not found; 3-3 [ and 8-3 [ found). 

36 Nora (Bourassa) Portman (7-3 [ and [1-31), Josephine (Petoskey) Naganashe (20-31, if 
Joseph Kosequot married a daughter of Mrs. Wil1iam O'Flynn), and Elizabeth (Norton) Antoine (15-31). 

37 Agnes (Shawanasige) Naganashe (3-31), Steven Shawanasige (3-3 [,8-31,22-3 I), Wallace 
Shawanasige (3-31 and 8-31), Mary Shawanasige (3-31 and 8-31), Ida (Cabenaw) Shawwawnonquot 
(18-31 and 33-31), Enos Cabenaw (18-31), Hattie (Shenesky) Odemin (3-31 and 8-31), William Patrick 
Bourassa (7-31), Charl(~s Bourassa (7-31), and William Shenoskey (3-31 and 8-31). 

38 Spouses: Bas,il Naganashe, Alex Antoine, Helen (Shawanibin) Dashner, Margaret (Keway) 
Shenoskey, Jonas Mid\\agon [he appears on the Indian Population schedule of the 1910 Federal Census of 
Burt Township]' Ed O(kimin, Ida (Dufinaw) Boursaw. Father-in-law: John Shawanibin. Unknown: 
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ancestry, 21 have no descendants in the petitioner's current membership, and none are 
now living themselves. These 32 signers could trace to a total of 16 of the 33 annuitant 
families of 1870/9 whereas the petitioner's current members can trace to a total of 10 
annuitant families of 1870. Petitioner's members descend from 11 of the 32 signers, and 
these II s ,gners descend from a total of 8 Joseph Way-bway-dum band annuitants. A 
total of 13 of the 41 signers were enumerated as residents of Burt Township in the 1930 
Federal O~nsus, and the petitioner's members descend from 9 of these 13 signers. 

None ofthe 1935 signers were descendants of John B. Vincent, and no current members 
who are d,~scendants of John B. Vincent trace their ancestry to any signer of this 1935 
petition. None of John B. Vincent's descendants resided in Burt Township at the time of 
the 1930 Federal Census. 

Of the petitioner's 490 current members, 66 (or 13 percent) trace their descent from 11 of 
these 41 n.A petition signers. Thus, 87 percent of current members are not represented 
by ancestors who signed this petition in 1935. Removing current members who are 
Vincent (kscendants (n = 233) from the overall membership total raises the percentage of 
current members represented by ancestors who signed the 1935 petition to 26 percent (66 
of257). 

Records via Internet 
Several types of abstracted and indexed records available via the Internet proved useful 
in the anaysis of this petition. The Durant Roll of 1910, provided to OFA by the 
petitioner in PDF format on CD, was not prepared by Durant in purely alphabetical order. 
A purely alphabetical listing of all 1908 descendants of 1870 annuitants is available on 
the InteITl<~t as "The Ottawa and Chippewa of Michigan, 1870 Census, 1908 Durant Roll, 
and the EIIO Durant Supplemental Roll" 
<www.rOO1:sweb.com/~mimadin/ottchipp.htm>.40 This on-line resource includes all the 
data found in Durant's roll. 

Another on-line tool is the searchable index to the 1870 Federal Census of Michigan, 
which also provides the image of the schedule page 
<envoy.libofmich.lib.mi.usIl870_census>. Indexes to and abstracts of marriages and 

Edmund Kagetawan. 

19 rhe seven annuitants represented by the [935 IRA petition signers but not by current members 
are Pe-waw-be-koonse (6-31), Maw-eo-paw [Louis Bourassa] (7-31), Ignatus Ke-zhe-go-we (9-3 I), 
[Joseph] Shaw·waw-ne-quoum (10-3 [), Mo-ke-che-waw-no-quay [Catherine Bourassa] (l [-3 [), Me-se
sow-gway [Louis Mixcenine] (12-31), and Paw-se-que (22-31). The one annuitant represented by current 
members but not by the [935 IRA petition signers is Theresa Way-win-ding (16-31). 

40 Despite the title, the basis for the Durant rolls is the [870 annuity list, not the 1870 Federa[ 
Census. 
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deaths for Cheboygan, Emmet, and Mackinac Counties were accessed at 
<www.rootsweb.cOI!l/~micheboy. ~miemmet/, and ~mimackin/>. The "Surname Index 
to Cheboygan andyfackinac County Ncwspapers" provided citations to 14 regional 
newspapers for the period 1871-1929 <www.rootsweb.coml~micheboy/surcodes.htm>. 
From this index, actual newspaper articles were accessed and photocopied by OF A at the 
Michigan State Archives. 

4. Analysis 

Analytical Tools used by OFA 

Genealogical Database 
As briefly described earlier, the petitioner prepared a genealogical database using a 
commercial program called Brother's Keeper ("BK"). This was submitted to OFA on 
CD-ROM in a fomat that could be, and was, imported into Family Tree Maker for 
Windows ("FTW"), The FTW genealogical database was updated by OFA. Once it 
became obvious thet the petitioner's membership roll included deceased and relinquished 
members, as well a:; members who had never submitted a signed application, OF A 
annotated the membership numbers in the genealogical database so that the OF A 
researchers had a clearer picture of actual membership. 

For example, the petttioner's database included 61 direct descendants of Sam 
Shawwawnonquot ilnd Ida Cabenaw/Lehmar, 38 ofwhorn had membership numbers 
assigned to them even though only 1 of them had signed an application. Of the 37 who 
had not filed applications, 17 had filed written relinquishments and were enrolled 
elsewhere, IS were enrolled elsewhere without filing written relinquishments, and 5 
neither filed written relinquishments nor enrolled elsewhere. The one descendant who 
signed an application, and is considered a current member, was enrolled elsewhere. 

The petitioner's genealogical database includes a tremendous number of individuals who 
are neither memben; nor ancestors of members. For example, 1870 annuitant #11 
Theresa or Catherine (Mo-ke-che-waw-no-quay) Bourassa's descendants in the 
petitioner's genealogical database number 212, but not one is a current member. It is not 
known why these individuals were entered into the petitioner's database, nor what 
sources of evidence were relied upon for their inclusion. 

The OF A genealogi;;1: added several fact fields to the FTW database, citing an 
individual's appearmces in annuity lists, Federal Census population schedules 
(1850-1930) and non-population schedules (1860-1880), 1872 Indian homestead 
records, 1875 allotment schedule, the 1881 manuscript census, the 1897 McGinn letter, 
the 1899 Shanaquet "map," and the 1908 Durant list. Individuals of the modern era have 
fact fields added by OFA to cite their signing of the 1935 petition for IRA benefits, or 
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appearanc ~ on the petitioner's 1994 membership list, and to indicate whether and when 
they fi led written relinquishments, and if and where they were found to be enrolled in a 
federally (,(knowledged tribe. Also noted was whether the individual's membership 
folder wa~ submitted by the petitioner. Modern era individuals also have fact fields for 
their CUlTent residence information, and for a single identification as to whether the 
individual meets the three definitions of a current member for purposes of this proposed 
finding (tbat is, is living, filed a membership application, and has not submitted a written 
relinquishment). 

The addition of these fact fields made it possible to analyze the current and historical 
membership in various ways. An individual member's ancestry chart could be viewed 
and modified to identify ancestors not by name but by the qualifying document(s) on 
which his or her ancestors appeared. Reports on historical individuals could be designed 
to include not all direct descendants but only those who are current members. Groups of 
individuals could be studied for their residence patterns from 1850 to 1930. 

Despite the multitude of persons in the database, and the analytical flexibility of the 
database, ,ldditional databases were needed. Not every individual found in each·ofthe 
three categories of records used for membership qualification appeared in the petitioner's 
genealogical database, and the FTW database is limited in the number of sorting criteria 
it can handle. Therefore, eight additional databases were created in Microsoft Access. 

Microsoft Access Database 
The largc~;t of the 8 databases created by the OF A genealogist is a "Membership Folders" 
table, identifying the 830 persons for whom membership folders, or place-holders, had 
been submitted by the petitioner. This tracked the location of the folder, the member's 
name on the label, whether a signed application was in the folder, the year it was signed, 
whether a written relinquishment was found, and when signed, and whether the person 
was deceased. Columns were added to note whether a current member was enrolled 
elsewhere, the tribe in which enrolled, and his or her specific ancestors on the 1870 
annuity li:;t and 1875 allotment list or group of 1872 Indian homesteads, and the 
dwelling/family number of ancestors in the Indian Population schedule of the 1900 and 
the 1910 Federal Censuses of Burt Township, Cheboygan County, Michigan. 

One column was created to note those persons with no qualifying ancestor. City, state, 
and zip cllde of residence were transcribed, and a column identified the specific OFA
created "relinquished members" chart on which the person appeared. 

Three separate tables were created to record the individuals from each of the three 
documents identified in the petitioner's membership requirement by-law as comprising 
qualifying ancestors: 1870 annuitants, 1875 allottees (and 1872 Indian homesteaders), 
and residents enumerated on the Indian Population schedule of the 1910 Federal Census 
of Burt Township. Eventually, each person's entry in each of the three Access tables was 
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annotated with the number of descendants he or she now has in the petitioner's 
membership, as calculated in the FTW genealogical database. 

Citations to appearances in the Federal Census of 1860,1870,1880,1900, and 1910 were 
noted for each affceted individual in the "1870 annuitant" table, including age and 
spelling of name at the time. If the 1870 annuitant also had an allotment or Indian 
homestead, the township! range! section numbers were noted in a separate column. His 
or her age and P.o. address from the 1908 Durant roll appeared in its own column. 

The "1875 Allottees'" table included columns for the section! township! range of the 
allotment or homestead, certificate number, a cross-reference to any 1870 annuity list 
appearance, and a column for additional notes made by the OF A researcher. Later in the 
process, the tribal affiliations learned from the 1857 or 1864 unfulfilled allotment 
certificates were added. Also added were columns for recording book-and-page citations 
to Cheboygan County grantor deeds for those properties (as learned from a microfilmed 
index), as well as grantee names, sale dates, tribal affiliation or residence at time of sale, 
and date and place at which the grantors acknowledged their deeds of sale. A "GLO 
Tract Book" table helped early in the proposed finding process to distinguish among 
three types of land entries seen in the tract book photocopies. 

The "1910 Burt Tw[) Indian Schedule" table contained data transcribed from the actual 
schedule, which could then be sorted by any category of information. A "1900 Burt Twp 
Indian Schedule" table was also created, even though it is not one of the "qualifying 
documents" for membership in the petitioner. It, too, contained data transcribed from the 
actual schedule. 

A "1908 Durant" table was created, to identify all descendants of the 1870 Joseph Way
bway-dum band annuitants listed in Durant's field notes. All information recorded by 
Durant in his field 11 otes was transcribed. 

The "1935 Petitioners" table captured the names of all the May 13, 1935, signers of the 
IRA petition, as well as the analysis presented by the petitioner's genealogist in her 
Exhibit A, p. 27-29. OFA added columns to cite appearances on the 1930 Federal 
Census, and birth dates as given in the petitioner's genealogical database. The petitioner 
made certain claims about the 1870 annuitants to whom those signers could trace. Those 
claims were included in this table, alongside the results of the OF A genealogist's 
analysis, which incl~des a "notes" field that presents the names in each person's straight 
line of descent from an 187.0 annuitant. OF A also calculated and added the number of 
each signer's descendants in the petitioner's current membership. 
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FAIR Database 
Another database used in the proposed finding for this petition was the Federal 
Acknowledgment Information Resource database (FAIR). This database imported the 
BKlFTW genealogical database once OFA had added the additional fact fields and their 
information. FAIR included images of every document submitted by the petitioner, of 
document~ provided by the DOl's Solicitor's Office from Burt Lake Band v. Norton, and 
of some documents gathered prior to active consideration by BAR. 

Membership Totals 

The following chart illustrates when members signed applications for Burt Lake 
membcrshtp. 

Yr: 198 199 199 199 199 199 199 199 199 200 200 
5 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 

Mbrs 2 64 245 51 29 20 12 16 8 24 13 

Breakdown by I listorical Ancestor 

200 
2 

6 

The 224 current members who have ancestors on the 1870 annuity list can trace to as 
many as I {) such families. 

# Merrbers 
2 

90 
209 

33 
16 
25 
69 
18 
27 
36 

1870 Annuitant Head of Household 
ttl Joseph Web-bway-dum 
,#2 Non-quaish-caw-waw [Louis Nongueskwa] 
#3 [Antoine] Shawwawnonquot 
#8 Aw-be-taw-ge-zhe-go [George Shenoskey] 

#15 [Louis] Shaw-bwaw-sung 
#16 Theresa Way-win-ding 
#18 Wm. Mick-se-min-ne 
#20 Mrs. Wm. O'Flynn 
#29 Isaac Shawwawnonquot 
#33 Ignatus Kaw-be-naw [Enos Cabenaw] 

However, because of marriage within the group both before and after 1870, the same 224 
members can trace to as few as two annuitant families. That is, all 224 current members 
who have 1870 annuitant ancestors can trace to annuitants Antoine Shawwawnonquot 
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and Louis NongueEkwa. The other eight annuitants provided descendants who married 
with Shawwawnonquot's or Nongueskwa's descendants. 

The same 224 cum~nt members above can trace to four 1870 annuitants who selected an 
allotment in 1857 cr 1864 and received it in 1875, one 1870 annuitant (Theresa Way
win-ding) who obtHined an 1875 allotment without participating in earlier selections, or 
four Indian homestl~aders in the Cheboygan reserve who were Cheboygan annuitants, or 
children of Cheboygan annuitants or allottees. Another 233 current members trace to a 
non-annuitant (John B. Vincent) who obtained an 1875 allotment within the Cheboygan 
reserve without participating in the earlier selections of 1857 or 1864. The remaining 33 
current members do not have Cheboygan annuitant or allottee or Indian homestead 
ancestors. 

# Members 
2 

90 

209 
16 
25 

233 

J 875 Allottees Certificate Numbers in 
Joseph Wa-bwa-dum [Way-bway-dum] 
Louis Nah-quaish-cah-wah [Nongueskwa] 

f\llthony Shah-wah-nah-llah-quot [Shawwawllonquot] 

Louis Shah-bwah-sung 
Theresa Way-win-ding 
John B. Vincent 

1857 
452 
438 

446 
433 

1864 
576 
562 

570 
557 

1875 
1424 
[Emme 
t Co.] 
570 
557 
1406 
1415 

1872 Indian Homesteaders Final Certificate Number 
27 [:;aac ShaW-l1aW-IlUIl-llaw-anot [ShawwawIlonquot] 3459 
36 [.~[lUS Kaw-be-naw [Enos Cabenaw] 3770 
53 Moses Nag-ga-skaw [Nongueskwa] 4033 

2 Paul Nongueskwa 5461 

Relinquished Members 

Photocopies of documentation found among 830 membership folders for the petitioning 
group include relinquishments, signed between 1993 and 2002, affecting 114 members.41 

The timing of these relinquishments is depicted below, noting also the number of 
relinquished membtrs now enrolled elsewhere (n = 98) and the tribe where enrolled. 

41 This total indudes individuals with membership folders who both had and had not submitted 
signed application form; to Burt Lake. This total does not include less formal relinquishments found, such 
as HI no longer wish to remain a member" (n = 8) or "no interest injoining Burt Lake" (n = 4), when 
unaccompanied by sigrwcl applications. Neither does it include individuals whose father (n = 12) or 
mother (n = (2) or gramlparent (n = 2) had formally relinquished. 
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Year 

f Number 0 

Members 
Relinqui~t llllg 

f Above Number 0 

Members J 

Enrolled 
Elsewhere 
Tribe Wte 
Enrolled" 

\Tow 

& 
:re 

199 
3 

3 

3 
SS 
M 

* SSM = ~,ault Ste. Marie Tribe 

199 
4 

5 

5 
LT 
B 

L TB = Little Traverse Bay Bands 

199 199 
5 6 

56 20 

42 19 
LT LT 
B B 

199 199 199 200 200 200 
7 8 9 0 1 2 

2 11 9 1 1 6 

2 10 9 1 1 6 
LT LT LT LT LT LT 
B B B B B B 

Criterion (0 discusses the petitioner's 50 current members who have enrolled in federally 
acknowlecged tribes without having submitted written relinquishment to the petitioner. 

Some relir!quishments appeared on standardized forms with Burt Lake Band letterhead, 
first used in 1998. The relinquishment form requests that the member furnish reasons for 
relinquishment, but does not state the ramifications of relinquishment. Thus it is not 
stated whether such relinquished members may ever reactivate their membership in the 
Burt Lake petitioner,42 or, if so, under what circumstances or time frames. 43 Some 
relinquishment letters in the membership files request relinquishment for the requestor's 
minor or adujJ children, and even grandchildren as well. 

The memtership folders and genealogical database show that the relinquished members 
trace to all but three of the historical "Burt Lake" individuals from whom current 
members descend. The three historical "Burt Lake" individuals whose descendants have 
not relinquished membership are 1870 annuitants Joseph Way-bway-dum and [Louis] 
Shaw-bwaw-sung, and 1910 resident Elizabeth (Martell) Griswold. 

42 The November 23, 1994, relinquishment form letter of one member (# 191-Box 5) states, "This 
cancellation of my membership is made freely and voluntarily with the full understanding that henceforth I 
shall cease to hold membership in the Burt Lake Bands of Michigan, and that I will no longer be eligible 
for benefits 1 am entitled to as a member of the tribe" [emphasis added]. 

43 The July 27, 1996, relinquishment letter of one member (#46-Box 4) states, "I know once 
removed r w: an individual shall not be eligible for re-enrollment for a period of five years." 
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Ancestry of Relinquished Members 
(n= 114 of 830t4 

N umber of Descendants 
Historical Ances.~~I Assigned Member Nos. Relinguished Total Percen 

! 
(n = 842 in FTW) (n = 830 folders) 

# 1870 Annuitant 
1 Joseph Way-b'~ray-dum 6 0 
2 Non-quaish-caw-waw 200 50 25 
3 Shaw-waw-no w-now-quot 425 98 23 
8 Aw-be-taw-ge-zhe-go 107 32 30 
15 Shaw-bwaw-sung 21 0 
16 Theresa Way .. win-ding 35 9 26 
18 Wm. Mick-se-min-ne 150 26 17 
20 Mrs. Wm. O'Flyrm 49 22 45 
29 Isaac Shaw-wllw-now-now-quot 126 52 41. 
33 Ignatus Kaw-be-naw 82 21 26 

1875 Allottee 
John B. Vincent 293 3 

1910 Ancestf) only 40 3 8 
Elizabeth/Isabel.a (Martell) Griswold 33 0 
Charlotte Boda 7 14 

No qualifying ancestors 17 0 

Incomplete dOGume,'!lation and potential adoptees 

The OFA genealogist conducted a review of the documentation in the 830 membership 
folders that the petitioner accepted as sufficient to verify each member's descent from 
one or more historical Burt Lake ancestor. Folders for twenty current members did not 
contain documentat on supporting their ancestry as presented on their ancestry charts. 
Three types of prob.ems were noted: (1) a lack of evidence of a natural parent of Burt 
Lake ancestry, (2) the presence of evidence of adoption without identification of a natural 
parent of Burt Lake ancestry, and (3) the presence of evidence of natural parentage 

44 Due to marr ages within the group, some members trace to several historical ancestors, and, 
thus, the total number oJ' relinquished members exceeds I 14 on this chart. 
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conflictinf: with that claimed. These 20 individuals remain in the overall total of 490 
current tmrnbers pending resolution of their ancestry (constituting 4 percent thereof). 

Problem Lines 

John B. Vineent (1816-1903) 
Genealogi~al research conducted by OFA on John B. Vincent involved Federal Census 
schedules, church records, land and vital records, newspaper articles, Civil War service, 
pension, p:rtriotic organizational, and veterans' home records, and published county 
histories. These records identify John B. Vincent as an "Indian" (1860 Census) or 
"Indian mxed" (1870 Census) or "white" man (1880 Census) born in the upper peninsula 
of Michigan, described variously as the "Lake Superior regions" (church record of 
death), "Kayana" [Keweenaw] Bay (Civil War discharge papers), L' Anse (1901 
surgeon's ~e[tificate in pension file), or Marquette (1902 surgeon's certificate in pension 
file). The only census entry found for John B. Vincent in which his parents' birthplaces 
are identiflt:d is the 1880 Census, in which the birthplace of John B. Vincent's father is 
recorded as "Vennont" and his mother's as "Canada." The obituary of John B. Vincent's 
first ktlOWil child, Adelaide, places the Vincents in st. Clair County, Michigan, circa 
1841 (Cheboygan Democrat 7/811921, 1). Vincent's obituary and Ware's 1876 county 
history furnish 1846 as the year in which John B. Vincent and family migrated to 
Cheboygal County (Anonymous 1903; Ware 1876, 15 and 17). 

None oftte records reviewed to date includes John B. Vincent's self-identification or 
identificatlon by others as an Indian of the Cheboygan Band. The fact that John B. 
Vincent obtained an allotment in the Cheboygan reserve continues to be the only 
circumstallce suggesting otherwise, and evidence reported elsewhere in this finding 
confinns that other non-Cheboygan Indians obtained allotments in the Cheboygan 
reserve. Even when selling this allotment - before it was patented to him - John B. 
Vincent did not describe himself as a "member of the Ottawa and Chippewa Indians of 
Michigan," as did five other non-resident allottees who sold their allotments prior to 
patenting (Cheboygan County, Michigan, 1869-1873).45 

John B. Vncent's name does not appear on any of the annuity lists reviewed for the· 
Cheboygail band. No evidence has been found suggesting John B. Vincent ever lived in 
Burt or Tuscarora Townships, and none of his descendants have married into families 

45 Those 1873 grantors who did self-identify as members of the Ottawa and Chippewa Indians of 
Michigan in~lude Shegawashegaw (D:487), Charlotte Lecoylt (0:488), Pauline Bonnoe (D:508), John 
Mishow (D: 513), and Chequesh (D:514). The five 1873 grantors who did not self-identify as members of 
the Ottawa end Chippewa Indians of Michigan include Louis Cadotte (D:506), Jane Stafford (D:510), 
Alexander E asney (0:511), John Vincent (0:515), and Kawgodawasqua (0:532). OFA reviewed a total of 
30 post-18'li deeds of sale by allottees or their heirs, none of whom self-identified as members of the 
Ottawa and :::hippewa Indians of Michigan (Cheboygan County 1869-1883). 
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with Burt Lake ancestry. Circa 1867, John B. Vincent's daughter Adelaide or "Delia" 
married John Briggs, whose name did appear on the 1870 annuity list of the Joseph Way
bway-dum band.46 However, Durant noted that "[t]he Cheboygan Chiefs say John Briggs 
had no right on roll in 1870; is a half-breed" (Durant Field Notes, 32-31).47 Durant also 
noted in 1908 that John Briggs' unnamed wife, who was Adelaide Vincent, was "white." 
This constitutes incire:ct evidence that the "Cheboygan chiefs" in 1908 did not consider 
the Vincents to be 1 ndian, let alone members of their band. Such indirect evidence that 
the Cheboygans did not consider the Vincents to be members exists as early as 1870, 
when, in addition to the absence of John B. Vincent from the annuity list, the annuity 
paid to John Briggs was for John Briggs himself and his two children, but not for his wife 
Adelaide.48 

This John B. Vince:lt, with no demonstrable connection to the Cheboygan band, 
constitutes the sole qualifying ancestor for nearly half of the current members, all of 
whom descend from two of John B. Vincent's nine known children, John (1848-1909) 
and Catherine (186J-t954). 

Martell 
Abraham Martell (J 845-1898) and wife Margaret Moses (1854-after 1900) of Mackinac 
County on the upper peninsula of Michigan never resided in Cheboygan County, but five 
of their children migrated there after 1900.49 One daughter, Esther, married Henry 
Massey in Emmet County in 1902, and another, "Lizzie," married Harvey Griswold in 
Cheboygan County in 1908. In 1908, Durant recorded Margaret (Moses) Martell (and 
her children) and he r brother Simon Moses as the descendants of an 1870 annuitant of the 
Pay-zhick-way-we-dung band of Beaver Island (Durant Field Notes 61-35).50 Durant 

46 John B. Vin~ent and John Briggs both served in the Third Michigan Cavalry during the Civil 
War, but in different companies. Vincent served in Co. F (U.S. Army, Adjutant General 1861-1862), and 
Briggs in Co. D (Hewett 1998, 50). 

47 John Briggs did not appear on the 1868 annuity list of the Joseph Way-bway-dum band (Lantz 
1993,89). 

48 No current members trace their ancestry to John Briggs and Adelaide Vincent. 

49 In 1900, the widowed Maggie (Moses) Martell and her children appeared as Chippewas in the 
Indian Population schedule of Sherwood Township, Mackinac County, Michigan (ED 95, p. 4A). This 
township was renamed Clark Township in 1905 (Mid-Michigan Genealogical Society 1972, 35). 

50 Durant also ists Margaret and Simon's brother Peter Moses as the one who married Eliza 
Nongueskwa of Burt Lake and had a daughter Mary, but the petitioner's genealogical database shows 
different parentage for E.\lza's husband (Joseph Moses and Angie Williams). A Peter Moses with wife 
Eliza and daughter Mary appear in the Indian Population schedule of the 1900 Federal Census of Burt 
Township (dwelling and l~llnily #8). 
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listed the .. 908 residence of all of Margaret's children as Cross Village, except for Esther 
(Martell) lv1[assey who resided in "Burt Lake, P.O. Pellston" (Durant Field Notes 61-35). 

By 1910, II/lartell sisters Esther and Lizzie resided in Burt Township, and three of their 
unmarried and teen-aged siblings - Charles, Abraham Jr., and Jane or Jennie - resided 
with Esther (Martell) Massey. Eventually Charles Martell married a Shawwawnonquot, 
Abraham became the third husband of Charlotte Boda, and Jane married Daniel Boda 
(Charlotte's brother). 

The Massey and Shawwawnonquot spouses of Esther Martell and Charles Martell, 
respectively, provide Burt Lake ancestry for their descendants in the current membership. 
The Grisv, old and Boda spouses of the other three Martell siblings do not have Burt Lake 
ancestry. However, that becomes an issue for the Griswold descendants only, insofar as 
Abraham Ahrtell and Charlotte Boda had no children, and the seven descendants of Jane 
Martell and Daniel Boda for whom the petitioner submitted membership folders also 
filed writll:n relinquishments, and, therefore, are not considered current members for 
purposes of this proposed finding. 

The December 14,2002, amendment to the petitioner's membership requirements added 
those pers )ns enumerated on the Indian Population schedule 0 f the 191 0 Federal Census 
of Burt Tcvvnship as qualifying ancestors. This made it possible for 15 Griswold 
descendants to be considered members even though their ancestors were not Joseph Way
bway-duITl band annuitants llor allottees or homesteaders under the Treaty of 1855.51 

Federal Census records indicate that three of the five Martell siblings who migrated to 
Burt 1o\vnship after 1900 also removed to Emmet County after 1910. Elizabeth "Lizzie" 
(Martell) Griswold and Charles Martell appeared in Burt Township schedules as late as 
1930, alth)ugh Charles Martell's family also appeared in the Pellston schedules that year 
as well. 

Boda 
The children of Daniel Boda (ca. 1858-1889) and Annie Gaffney (1856-1932) appear in 
Federal census records variously as "Indian" and as "white" as their "eolar." However, 
Durant did not include them among his roll of Ottawa and Chippewa. Four of their 
children appear on the Indian Population schedule of the 1910 Federal Census of Burt 
Township three of whom identify their father Daniel Boda's birthplace and mother 
tongue as "Canada-French." Only two of these four Bodas left descendants who are now 
members of the petitioner. One, Margaret, married Lucius Cabenaw whose father and 
grandfather appeared on the 1870 annuity list of the Joseph Way-bway-dum band. The 
other, Charlotte, married three Indian men, but none with Burt Lake ancestry. However, 

51 Neither were the Martells or Griswolds identified as homeowners on the McGinn or 
Shananaquet lists, or enumerated on the Indian Population schedule of the 1900 Federal Census of Burt 
Township, nade just months before the "burnout." 
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since Charlotte app'~ared on the Indian Population schedule of the 1910 Federal Census 
of Burt Township, five of her descendants qualify for membership in the petitioner. 

No Qualifying An(:(:~sb'Y 
Two other groups of current members without "qualifying ancestry" have ties to 
Abraham Martell Sr. and Margaret Moses of Mackinac County. By a previous marriage, 
Abraham had a son Enais Martell (born 1864) from whom two current members claim 
descent. Margaret (Moses) Martell had a brother Simon Moses, mentioned above, from 
whom 11 current members claim descent. Neither Enais Martell nor Simon Moses meet 
any of the petitioner's three current criteria for membership, and their descendants who 
are members (13 of 490, or 3 percent) do not have other ancestors who do meet the 
petitioner's membership criteria. 

Does the petitioner meet its own membership criteria? 

The membership requirements as of December 14,2002, specify descent from an Indian 
individual appearing 

(1) in the Joseph Waybwaydum band from Durant's 1908 field notes, based 
on page 31 of 1870 annuity list; or, 

(2) among Cheboiganing/Burt Lake Band's land allotments or homesteads 
pursuant to 1855 Treaty; or, 

(3) on the 1910 Indian Population schedule of the Federal Census of Burt 
Twp. 

Of the petitioner's 490 current members, 233 descend from John B. Vincent, and analysis 
of this segment of the membership appears at the end of this section. Gfthe 257 other 
current members, n4 claim at least one ancestor on the 1870 Joseph Way-bway-dum 
annuity roll, and the same 224 claim at least one ancestor who was identified as 
"Sheboygan" in the process of selecting his or her allotment. 52 The same 224 current 
members, plus an additional 20/3 can trace to at least one Indian family enumerated on 

52 Theresa Wa:r-win-ding, whose name appears as the first entry the 1875 allotment list, was not 
among the "Sheboygan' Indians who chose allotments in 1857 or 1864. However, all 24 of the current 
members who descend from her also descend from Antoine Shawwawnonquot who was identified as 
"Sheboygan" in his 185'7 and 1864 allotment records, 

5) The additional 20 members descend from an Elizabeth Martell who married a Griswold (n = 

15) or from Charlotte Boda (n = 5), both of whom first appeared on a Federal Census schedule of Burt 
Township in 1910. Neither Elizabeth nor Charlotte, nor the families into which they and their descendants 
intermarried, have ancestors on the 1870 Joseph Way-bway-dum annuity list or the Cheboygan allotment 
records. 
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the Indian Population schedule of the 1910 Federal Census of Burt Township. A total of 
13 current members cannot traee to a qualifying ancestor.54 

More than 47 percent of the petitioner's current members claim descent from John B. 
Vincent (1816-1903), who did not appear on the 1870 annuity list, was not identified as a 
member 0 f the Cheboygan band when allotted land in the Cheboygan band reserve, and 
was not enumerated in the Indian Population schedule of the 1910 Federal Population 
Census of Burt Township. The petitioner may not have been aware of the inclusion of 
non-Cheboygan Indians on the 1875 allotment list at the time it formulated this provision 
of its membership requirements, and, therefore, may have detemlined that John B. 
Vincent's descendants met this membership requirement. 55 However, the evidence 
submitted and the additional OF A research undertaken for the proposed finding, do not 
support Cheboygan band origins for John B. Vincent. 

The language of the petitioner's second membership option as it presently exists, 
however, allows for the inclusion of non-Cheboygan Indians. Thus, on the basis of the 
members~ ip requirements as they currently exist, OF A analysis shows that 224 current 
members meet the first membership option of tracing to the 1870 annuity List of the 
Joseph Way-bway-dum band, 233 current members meet only the second membership 
option, as written, of tracing to Cheboygan land allottees or homesteaders, 20 current 
members meet only the third membership option of tracing to someone on the Indian 
Population schedule of Burt Township in the 1910 Federal Census, and 13 current 
members ;Mve no qualifying ancestor. 

Does the petitioner descend from the historical band? 

Evidence identifying the historical Cheboygan band, and the individuals it comprised, 
includes the 1857 and 1864 allotment records in which applicants' band affiliations arc 
noted individually as "Sheboygan" or "Cheboygan," and the annuity lists of 1870 and 
earlier oflhe Joseph Way-bway-dum band. John D. Vincent does not appear in the 
allotment selection records of 1857 or 1864, nor does his family appear on any Joseph 
Way-bwaf··dum band annuity list. Neither does John B. Vincent appear as a resident of 

54 The five Martell siblings who settled in Burt Township before 1910 are the children of 
Abraham Martell and Margaret Moses: Esther (Martell) Massey, "Lizzie" (Martell) Griswold, Jane 
(Martell) Boda, Abraham Martell Jr., and Charles Hyacinthe Martell. Two of the 14 current members 
without Burt Lake ancestry descend from an earlier marriage of Abraham Martell Sr. 's, and II descend 
from a brother of Margaret (Moses) Martell, none of whom resided in Cheboygan County. 

55 BIA correspondence in 1984 equated John B. Vincent's appearance on the 1875 allotment list 
with his me l1bership in the historical band (Luflcins 1984), but BIA correspondence in 1991 to the 
petitioner's membership clerk cautioned that additional research failed to find John B. Vincent's name on 
any 1870 arnuity list ("payment schedule") for the Ottawa and Chippewa Indians, and noted, "[t]here have 
been instances where non-Indians have been allotted Indian land" (Bolton 1991). 
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the Indian village at Burt Lake in any Federal or manuscript census, or on McGinn or 
Shananaquet's list~;. As stated in the previous section, the evidence submitted, and the 
additional OFA re~earch undertaken for the proposed finding, do not support Cheboygan 
band origins for John B. Vincent. 

Also lacking ancestors in the historical Cheboygan band are the descendants of the 
Martell and Boda women, who arrived in Burt Township after the 1900 burnout and 
married men without Cheboygan band ancestry. Finally, there are the 13 members, 
descended from Enais Martell or from Simon Moses, whose ancestors were not among 
the historical band, and did not reside in Burt Township by 1910, if ever. 

This means that 224 current members (46 percent) can trace to the historical Cheboygan 
band, and 266 members (54 percent; n = 233 Vincent, 20 Martell/Griswold and Boda, 
and 13 with no qualifying ancestor) cannot. 

The following char~ illustrates the ancestry of all 490 current members using the ·Ieast 
number of historical ancestors necessary to do so. For purposes of this chart, the term 
"historical ancestor" is that defined by the petitioner's membership criteria: an 
individual appearing on the 1870 annuity list at page 31, in the records of 1857, 1864, 
and 1875 CheboygHfl allotments or 1872 Indian homesteads in the Cheboygan reserve, or 
in the Indian Population schedule ofthe 1910 Federal Census of Burt Township. 
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# Memb(~rs: 
209 

15 

233 

15 

5 

Historical Ancestor: Found as: 
Antoine Shawwawnonquot 1870 annuitant, 1875 allottee, 1910 

resident 
Louis Nongueskwa 1870 annuitant, 1875 allottee56 

John B. Vincent 1875 allottee 

Elizabeth/Isabella Martell57 1910 
residen 
t 

Charlotte Boda 1910 
residen 
t 

13 None 

Estimation (~lpotential growth 

The abundance of non-member relati ves of members in the petitioner's database provides 
some context for estimates of potential growth, even though the sources used for entering 
those nam(~s were neither seen nor confirmed as reliable by OF A. The current 
membershp figure of 490 used by OF A is much reduced from the total of 830 persons 
for whom Ihe petitioner submitted membership folders, 319 of which lacked signed 
membersh p applications. Twenty seven of those individuals are now deceased, but as 
many as lL~O of the remaining 292 could be added to the 490 total used in OFA's analysis 
by the successful filing of a membership application. 58 The other 152 of those 292 
potential members' names appeared on tribal rolls of the Little Traverse Bay Bands and 
the Sault: Ste. Marie Tribe, and it is not clear how the petitioner deals with members who 
are enrolled in acknowledged North American Indian tribes nor with those who 
relinquish ~heir Burt Lake membership. Both policies will affect future membership 
numbers. 

56 Although not on the list of 45 patentees of allotments in the Cheboygan reserve, Louis 
Nongueskwa, as "Louis Nah-quaish-cah-wah," selected an allotment as a Cheboygan, or "Sheboygan," 
band Indian in 1857 and 1864, and his selection was patented in Emmet County. 

57 Married Harvey Griswold. Other Martell descendants have Cheboygan band ancestry. 

58 C{ those 292 potential members, 75 percent claim descent from the historical band, 16 percent 
from John Vincent, 6 percent from Griswold or Boda ancestors, and 3 percent have no "qualifying 
ancestry<" 
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lfthe non-memben: who are entered into the petitioner's genealogical database represent 
potential members, then it may be significant to note that there are 1,293 individuals in 
the database (including current members) who were born after 1931 (younger than 72) 
and have no information indicating they are deceased. There are 1,450 individuals in the 
database (including current members) who were born in or after 1919 (the birth year of 
the petitioner's oldest members) and have no information indicating they are deceased. 

An analysis was made of just those 13 historical Burt Lake individuals, as permitted 
under the petitioner's current membership criteria, who are already represented by 
current members to see how represented they are, based upon the number of descendants 
identified and appearing (albeit without verification) in the petitioner's genealogical 
database. For example, Antoine Shawwawnonquot and his wife have 786 descendants in 
the database. After subtracting out those with no birth dates given and those listed with 
birth dates prior to 1931 (assuming a 72 year life expectancy), 519 descendants remain. 
Of those 519, 197 are current members (38 percent representation), and the other 322 
represent potential members. The same formula was applied to each of the 13 historical 
ancestors currently represented. 59 Nine of the 13 historical ancestors of the current 
membership have 40 percent or less of their petitioner-identified descendants in the 
petitioner's membe~ship. Whether the other 60 percent is enrolled in an acknowledged 
North American Indian tribe is not known, and was not researched by OF A, except for 
those individuals [oJr whom the petitioner submitted membership folders. 

The petitioner's genealogical database includes historical individuals who are not 
represented in the CLllTent membership, and their descendants. As mentioned previously, 
Theresa Catherine (Mokechewawnoquay) Bourassa appears in the genealogical database 
with 212 of her deseendants. Subtracting out those with no birth dates and those born 
before 1931 leaves ;1 total of 73 potential members. 

If, on the other hanel, the petitioner's review of the allotment documentation presented in 
this proposed finding results in a reworking of its membership criteria dealing with 
allotments, it is pos:;ible that its current membership total would be reduced almost by 
half. 

59 From lowes1: to highest representation: Isaac Shawwawnonquot, 20 percent of his petitioner
identified descendants are wrrent members of the group, Mrs. William 0 'Flynn 21 percent, Enos Cabenaw 
26 percent, Theresa Way·win-ding 28 percent, George Shcnoskey 30 percent, Louis Nongueskwa 34 
percent, William Micks-~lIlinne 34 percent, Antoine Shawwawnonquot 38 percent, Joseph Way-bway-dum 
40 percent, Elizabeth (Martell) Griswold 58 percent, Charlotte Soda 71 percent, John B. Vincent 74 
percent, and Louis ShaHbwawsung 79 percent 
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Criterion (1) 

The petiticner governs itself via a set of by-laws, amended as recently as December 14, 
2002. Article IV of the by-laws addresses membership, and does not include any 
language en the acceptability or unacceptability of members belonging concurrently to 
another Indian group, federally recognized or not. 

The membership application contains spaces for prospective members to identify any 
federally r,:.:cognized tribe or "any tribe which has applied for federal recognition" to 
which they may belong. The application further instructs, "If in doubt, please list tribes 
in which you are affiliated." The application does not state whether enrollment 
elsewhere is acceptable or prohibited. Some membership folders contain letters from a 
federally r:.:cognized tribe, the Little Traverse Bay Bands, asking the petitioner to verify 
whether certain specified people appear on the Burt Lake membership list. 

The by-laws do not state a policy about voluntary relinquishment of membership~ 
Former ve,sions of the by-laws included provisions for the governing body to enact 
ordinanceE governing relinquishment, reinstatement, and disenrollment, but such 
ordinanceE, if enacted, were not among the petition documentation. 

The OFA genealogist made a site visit to the BIA Michigan Field Office in Sault Ste. 
Marie to ,nee-rtain the extent of enrollment of petitioner members in federally recognized 
tribes. Th.) names of the 830 persons with membership folders were compared with 
current tribal rolls of five federally recognized tribes: 

Bay Mills Indian Community (about 1,500 members as of 12/412002), 
Grand Traverse Band of Ottawa & Chippewa Indians (3,831 members as of 
11/15/2002), 
Little Traverse Bay Bands ofOdawa Indians (3,742 members as of 12/1312002), 

Little River Band of Ottawa Indians (2,364 members as of 3/2112003), and 
Saullt Ste. Marie Tribe of Chippewa Indians (30,638 members as of 3/26/2003). 

The tribal rolls did not indicate when each member joined, but evidence in the petition 
shows that enrollment of the petitioner's members elsewhere has occurred since at least 
1994, the first year in which members' written relinquishments listed their reason for 
relinquishlflg membership as "enrollment at Little Traverse Bay Bands." 

Ancestry requirements for the Little Traverse Bay Bands, according to its revised 
enrollment ordinance (1995) and revised enrollment statute (2002), include descendants 
of persons listed on the Durant Roll under "Joseph Way-bway-dum - Burt Lake," among 
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other chiefs and areas of residency (LTBB 8/27/1995, 2; 8/18/2002,2). A total of 224 
(of 490) current mt~rnbers of the petitioner meet this L TBB ancestry provision. I 
However, LTBB membership also requires a one-fourth Indian blood quantum. The 
most recent generajons within the group of 224 Joseph Way-bway-dum band 
descendants who are: current members of the petitioner will not meet the L TBB blood 
quantum requirement, although a precise figure was not calculated for the proposed 
finding. 

In 1994, the petitioner's group consisted of632 members, 174 of whom are currently 
enrolled in federally acknowledged tribes although only 106 have formally relinquished 
membership in the p,~titioner. A total of 50 of the 490 current Burt Lake members appear 
as members ofihe 1ederally recognized Little Traverse Bay Bands (n = 38) or Sault Ste. 
Marie Band (n == 12) by virtue of their appearance on membership lists of those tribes or 
through confirmaticln with those tribal offices.2 Among these 50 members are two 
members of the petitioner's governing body. Evidence in the record includes testimony 
given in 2002 by the chairman of the Sault Ste. Marie Tribe of Chippewa Indians, who 
stated that the petiti::mer's current chairman "is a long time enrolled member of the Sault . 
Tribe" (Bouschor 2002,3). Five of the petitioner's members who enrolled at Sault Ste. 
Marie, and four of bose enrolled with Little Traverse Bay, indicated those dual 
memberships on their application forms. The date upon which anyone became a member 
of either of these two tribes was not apparent in the records reviewed. 

The ancestry of tho~e who are enrolled in acknowledged tribes is as follows: 

I The remain in ~ 266 (of 490) current members do not. That total includes descendants of John 
Vincent (n=233), of Elizabeth (Martell) Griswold (n=IS), and of Charlotte Boda (1887-1981) (n=5), plus 
the 13 current members ·Nithout ancestors meeting the petitioner's membership criteria. 

2 A total of 219 of the 830 membership folder persons appear as members of the Little Traverse 
Bay Bands (n == 193) or ~;ault Ste. Marie Band (n = 26). However, the 830 total includes purported Burt 
Lake members who have died, who never submitted a signed application, or who have formally 
relinquished membership lin Burt Lake Band. Tn that regard, of the 193 Little Traverse Bay Bands 
members, 143 have no signed Burt Lake applications, 5 are deceased, and/or 91 formally relinquished Burt 
Lake membership. Of the 26 Sault Ste. Marie members, 14 have no signed Burt Lake applications and/or 3 
formally relinquished Burt Lake membership. Of the 114 (of830) people whose membership folders 
contained written relinquishments, 98 (or 86 percent) were found by OFA to be enrolled with the Little 
Traverse Bay Bands or S:lUlt Ste. Marie Tribe. The remaining 16 relinquished members have parents who 
relinquished and subsequently joined Little Traverse Bay Bands. 
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Ancestry of Current Members Enrolled Elsewhere (50 of 490) 

# 1870 Annuitant Current Members Enrolled Elsewhere 
Number Percent 

1 Joseph Way-bway-dum 2 0 
2 Non·-quaish-caw-waw 90 8 9 
3 Shaw-'waw-now-now-quot 202 36 18 
8 A w-be-taw-ge-zhe-go [Shenoskey] 33 12 36 
15 Shaw-bwaw-sung 16 0 
16 Theresa Way-win-ding 24 0 
18 Wm, Mick-se-min-ne 69 17 25 
20 Mrs. Wm. O'Flynn 18 7 39 
29 Isaac Shaw-waw-now-now-quot 27 6 22 
33 Ignatlls Kaw-be-naw 36 5 14 

1875 Allottee 
John Vincent 233 9 4' 

1910 Ancestry only 
Marte II/Griswold 15 0 
Chari )tte Boda 5 4 80 

No qualifying ancestors 13 0 

Total l 490 50 10 

The portion of Burt Lake Band members enrolled in acknowledged North American 
Indian trib~s is just over 10 percent (50 of 490).4 

] D u,~ to marriages within the group, some members trace to several historical ancestors, 
Therefore, 011 this chart, the repetitive appearances of such members have been removed from the totals. 

4 A> detailed in a previous footnote, the percentage of Burt Lake members for whom membership 
folders were submitted who are enrolled elsewhere is much higher: 26 percent (219 of 830). 
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Criterion (g) 

The available evidence does not show that the petitioner or its members have been 
explicitly terminated or forbidden a Federal relationship by an act of Congress. 

-1-
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Band 1857 1864 1875 Allottee T., R, Sec. (1857) T., R, Sec. (1864) T., R, Sec. (1875) 

Anse (a) (b) 180 213 213 Isabella Kaw-ca-paw [T35N, R3W, Sec. 17] T35N, R3W, Sec. 17 T35N, R3W, Sec. 17 
Anse (a) 181 214 214 Catharine Waw-co-paw [T35N, R3W, Sec. 20] T35N, R3W, Sec. 20 T35N, R3W, Sec. 20 
Anse (a) 182 215 215 Theresa Bourrasa [T35N, R3W, Sec. 21] T35N, R3W, Sec. 21 T35N, R3W, Sec. 21 
Anse (a) 185 218 218 Pe-waw-be-koonse [T35N, R3W, Sec. 21] T35N, R3W, Sec. 21 T35N, R3W, Sec. 21 

Bois Blanc 266 266 Isabella Karrow T35N, R3W, Sec. 17 T35N, R3W, Sec. 17 

Bois Blanc 267 267 Mary Moran T35N, R3W, Sec. 8& T35N, R3W, Sec. 8& 

Thunder Bay 226 273 273 Naw-o-quaish-cum T30N, R7E, Sec. 25 T30N, R7E, Sec. 25 T35N, R3W, Sec. 26 

Mackinac 241 297 297 She-bye-aw-se-no-quay T35N, R3W, Sec. 17 T35N, R3W, Sec. 17 T35N, R3W, Sec. 17 

Sheboygan 424 548 548 Joseph Ke-she-go-we (chief) T35N, R3W, Sec. 8 T35N, R3W, Sec. 8 T35N, R3W, Sec. 8 

Sheboygan 425 549 Josette Negah-ne T37N, R7W, Sec. 24 T37N, R6W, Sec. 20 

Sheboygan 426 Mary Wah-bah-e-gum T35N, R3W, Sec. 18 [see 550] [see 1408] 

[426] 550 1408 Angclique Hudson [see 426] T35N,R3W, Sec. 18 T35N, R3W, Sec. 18 

Sheboygan 427 551 George Laibell T37N, R6W, Sec. 9 T37N, R6W, Sec. 9 
Sheboygan 428 552 Joseph Laibell T37N, R6W, Sec. 8 T37N, R6W, Sec. 8 

Sheboygan 429 553 Cah-ge-gay T37N, R6W. Sec. 30 T37N, R6W. Sec. 30 

Shcboygan 430 554 Ignatius Kc-chc-go-wc T36N, R7W, Sec. t T36N, R7W, Sec. t 

Sheboygan 431 555 555 O-Shaw-waw-no-quay T35N, R3W, Sec. 17 T35N, R3W, Sec. 17 T35N, R3W, Sec. 17 

Sheboygan 432 556 556 Alexander Wa-win-ding T35N, R3W, Sec. 8 T35N, R3W, Sec. 8 T35N, R3W, Sec. S 

Sheboygan 433 557 557 Louis Shaw-bwaw-sung T35N, R3W, Sec. 20 T36N, R3W, Sec. 18 T36N, R3W, Sec. 7 

Sheboygan 434 558 558 Shaw-waw-naw-se-gay T35N, R3W, Sec. 21 T35N, R3W, Sec. 21 T35N, R3W, Sec. 21 

Sheboygan 435 559 559 Otaw-pe-taw-ge-zhe-go T35N, R3W, Sec. 17 T35N, R3W, Sec. 20 T35N, R3W; Sec. 20 

Sheboygan 436 560 Aish-qua-gc-zhick T'l<;1>.T 01"1 c:~~ 'Ie .... ~o/J..', ~"--' '" tJ"-''-'. £..J T35N. R3W. Sec. 20 
... , , 437 )o! Jolli'1 Aish-qua-ge-zhick T35N, RJW, Sec. 20 T35N, R3W, Sec. 20 .,:,ucuoygan 

Sheboygan 438 562 Louis Nah-quaish-cah-wah T35N, R3W, Sec. 21 T36N, R6W, Sec. 34 \e) 

Sheboygan 439 563 Paul Nah-qua-dah-sung T37N, R6W, Sec. 32 T37N, R6W, Sec. 32 

Sheboygan 440 564 Moses Shah-wah-na-se T36N, R6W, Sec. 30 T37N, R6W, Sec. 30 

Sheboygan 441 565 Luke Me-squah-walk T34N, R5W, Sec. 5 T34N, R5W, Sec. 5 

Sheboygan 442 566 566 Joseph Aw-say-go T36N, R3W, Sec. 19 T36N, R3W, Sec. 19/28 T36N, R3W, Sec. 28 

Sheboygan 443 567 567 Sarah Ah-sa-go T35N, R3W, Sec. 17 T35N, R3W, Sec. 17 T35N, R3W, Sec. 17 
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Band 1857 1864 1875 Allottee T., R., Sec. (1857) T., R., Sec. (1864) T., R., Sec. (1875) 

Sheboygan 444 568 568 Peter J. Pepe-gway T35N, R3W, Sec. 17 T35N, R3W, Sec. 17 T35N, R3W, Sec. 17 
Sheboygan 445 569 Michael Ka-gwaich T35N, R6W, Sec. 4 T35N, R6W, Sec. 4 
Sheboygan 446 570 570 Anthony Shaw-waw-naw-naw-quot T35N, R3W, Sec. 20 T36N, R3W, Sec. 11 & T36N, R3W, Sec. II 
Sheboygan 447 571 Anthony Sah-gc-ton-de-wa T36N, R3W, Sec. 28 T35N, R5W, Sec. 34 T35N, R5W, Sec. 34 
Sheboygan 448 572 James O-ca-dah T35N, R3W, Sec. 18 T35N, R5W, Sec. 17 T35N, R5W, Sec. 17 
Sheboygan 449 573 573 Joseph Aw-be-taw-own T36N, R3W, Sec. 19 T36N, R3W, Sec. 18 T36N, R3W, Sec. 8 
Sheboygan 450 574 Gabriel Ne-gah-ne-gah-beh-we T37N, R6W, Sec. 31 T37N, R6W, Sec. 31 
Sheboygan 451 575 Louis Ching-gwa T34N, R6W, Sec. 14 T34N, R6W, Sec. 14 
Sheboygan 452 576 1424 Joseph Way-bway-dum T36N, R3W, Sec. 28 T35N, R3W, Sec. 17 T36N, R3W, Sec. 20 & 
Sheboygan 453 577 Etienne Wah-ke-zoo T34N, R5W, Sec. 8 T34N, R5W, Sec. 8 
Sheboygan 454 578 Mary Louisa Pa-ke-nah-ga T34N, R5W, Sec. 8 T34N, R5W, Sec. 8 
Sheboygan 455 579 John B. Pe-zhe-bish-kah T35N, R3W, Sec. 17 T35N, R3W, Sec. 17 
Sheboygan 456 580 Mary Pena-se-we-ge-zhick T35N, R3W, Sec. 19 T35N, R3W, Sec. 19 [see 580] 

[456] 580 Edward O-ge-zhe-aw-no-quot [see 456] [see 456] T35N, R3W, Sec. 19 
Sheboygan 457 581 Pe-tah-bah-no-qua T35N, R3W, Sec. 19 T35N, R3W, Sec. 19 
Sheboygan 458 582 Skah-bose T35N, R3W, Sec. 19 T35N, R3W, Sec. 20 
Sheboygan 459 583 Joseph Wah-kezoo T35N, R3W, Sec. 19 T34N, R7W, Sec. 11 T34N, R7W, Sec. 11 
Sheboygan 460 584 Anthony Cah-no-te-no-skung T35N, R3W, Sec. 17 T36N, R3W, Sec. 21 
Sheboygan 461 585 John B. Ogah-ba-ah-no-quot T35N, R3W, Sec. 20 T35N, R3W, Scc. 20 
Sheboygan 462 586 586 Sophia Ogaw-bay-aw-no-quot T35N, R3W, Scc. 20 T35N, R3W, Sec. 17 T35N, R3W, Sec. 17 
Sheboygan 463 587 O-me-zhah-quah-do T35N, R3W, Sec. 19 T35N, R6W, Sec. 3 T35N, R6W, Sec. 3 
Sheboygan 464 588 Pontius O-mc-zhah-quah-do T35~, R3W, Sec. 21 T35N, R6W, Sec. 11 T35N, R6W, Sec. 11 
Sheboygan 465 589 589 Louis Me-se-son-quay T35N, R3W, Sec. 20 T35N, R3W, Sec. 20 T35N, R3W, Sec. 20 
Shcboygan 466 590 590 John B. Kay-kay-koonse T35N, R3W, Sec. 20 T35N, R3W, Sec. 20 T1'>1\T D"lUJ c~~ '">{\ 

.I..~-'.l"l~ .1.,,-,...1", J'-'\.... "t..v 

Shehoygan 467 591 Agatha Quacheo et al. (orphans) T35N, R5W, Sf'''. )( T"l"N R"W IO:Q~ 8 ----., ~-- ,., ...... __ . 
Sheboygan 592 592 Aw-say-naw-quay T36N, R3W, Sec. 11 T36N, R3W, Sec. II 

1358 Mary Ann Karrow T35N, R3W, Sec. 8 
1391 Mis-naw-be T35N, R3W, Sec. 31 
1406 Theresa Way-win-ding T35N, R3W, Sec. 7 
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Appendix A: Land Selections under the Treaty of July 31, 1855 

Band 1857 1864 1875 Allottee T., R., Sec. (1857) 

1409 * Jane Stafford 

1410 * Louis Cadotte 

1411 * Alexander Busseay 

1412 Archange Alair 

1413 Kah-goo-dah-ah-qua 

1414 * Pauline Bonnoe 

1415 * John Vincent 

1416 * Charlotte Lecaylt 

1417 * John Mishow 

1418 * She-gaw-a-she-gaw 

1419 * Chequech 

1420 * Kaw-go-daw-aw-qua 

1421 Joseph O-taie-gwa-che-wan 

1422 Nancy McGulphin 

1423 Francis Bourassa 

1425 John B. Ogaw-bay-aw-naw-quot 

SOURCES: BIA 1857-64; BIA 1857; BIA \864; BIA 1875a; BIA 1875b; Cheboygan County 1854-1903. 

T., R., Sec. (1864) T., R., Sec. (1875) 

T35N, R3W, Sec. 27 

T35N, R3W, Sec. 28 & 

T35N, R3W, Sec. 28 

T35N, R3W, Sec. 30 

T35N, R3W, Sec. 31 

T35N, R3W, Sec. 33 

T35N, R3W, Sec. 33 

T35N, R3W, Sec. 33 

T35N, R3W, Sec. 33 

T35N, R3W, Sec. 33 

T35N, R3W, Sec. 33 

T35N, R3W, Sec. 34 

T36N, R3W, Sec. 7 

T36N, R3W, Sec. 7 

T36N, R3W, Sec. 7 

T36N, R3W, Sec. 21 

NOTE: There is a good deal of variation in the spelling of these names in different records. For those allottees on the 1875 schedule, the apparent spelling on that record has been 
used; for others, the apparent spelling on the 1857 schedule has bcen used. 

a The 1840 annual report of Superintendent Schoolcraft listed "Ance·s Band" with "Ance" as band chief (BIA 9/24/1840, Table 6). Hinsdale and Tanner both show an "Aince's" 
or "Ainse" village on the upper peninsula on Lake Michigan (Hinsdale 1931; Tanner 1986, Map 24). Most "Anse" band allotments were in T36N, R6W. 

b A handwritten note on the 1864 certificate stub reads "Garden Island" (BIA 1864). 

C This land selection in Emmet County was patented in 1872. [This probably is true of other land selections in Emmet County as well.] 

& Plus a land selection outside ofT35N and T36N, R.3W. 

* These allottees sold their lands [certificates?] in 1873 (Cheboygan Co. dced index 1854-1903); #1409-19 sold to Herbert Hoyt of East Saginaw, Mich. 
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Appendix B: Burt Township in Plat Book of Cheboygan County, 1902 

Fig. 7 Landowners with houses Section House? 

"' Boda, Jos. 18 SW/SE Yes I 

x Butler, J.A. 8 NE/SE Yes 

2'. Cabenaw, E. 20 SW/SW Yes 

church 29 EY:z church & cemetery 

x Foreman, J. 17 NWINE Yes 

x Galloway, W.J. 8 SWINE Yes 

x Galloway, Wm. F. 8 SEINE Yes 

Gedge, B.H. 28 SW/SW Yes 

x Gerou, G.C. 17 SWINE Yes 

I Grant, Mrs. J. 20 SE/SW Yes 

3 Hamlin, Wm & E. 19 SEINE Yes (2) 

Henry, C.D. 28 SW/SW Yes? 

hotel 33 NY:z hotel wi pier 

Johnson, F.M. 29 SWINW Yes 

5 Nongueskwa, M. 18EY:zISE Yes (3) & school 

10 Norton, T. 8 NW/SW Yes 

6 Massey, Chas. 7 NE/SE Yes 
)( McDonald, Mary 19 SWINE Yes 

McGinn, John W. 29 NE/SE Yes 

S Mixnene, L. 20 NWINW Yes 

~ Nixon, E. 19 SEINW Yes 

·t Parkey, Jos. 19 NEINE Yes (2) 

Plymouth Shingle Co. 29 EY:z INW Yes & shingle mill 
:( Ruch, David 17 NWINE Yes 

II Thawanasge [Shenosky?], Jas. 8 SEINW Yes 
I) Wasson, P. 8 NW/SW Yes 

~;OURCE: Plat Book o/Cheboygan County, Michigan, Bentley Historical Library, Ann Arbor, Mich. 
(Myers 1902). 
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Appendix C: Burt Lake Band Descendants on the Durant Roll, 1910 
Durant # 1870 # Name Residence (ca.1908) Age Child a Notes Adult? 

255 4-31 Joseph Antoine Boyne Falls 70 A 
257 11-31 Mary Ann Ance Elk Rapids 64 A 
393 4-31 Isaac Antoine East Lake 25 A 
785 7-31 Peter Bourassaw Canada 36 A 

* 833 1-31 Mary Waybwaydum Brady Brutus 45 also 2-31 A 
834 3-31 Annie Parkey Boda Brutus 23 A 
835 7-31 Francis Bourassaw (Mawcopaw) Elk Rapids 66 son of I 1-31 A 
836 7-31 John Bourassaw Cheboygan 39 A 
837 7-31 Joseph Bourassaw Cheboygan 30 A 
838 7-31 Patrick Bourassaw Cheboygan 28 3 A 
843 11-31 Catherine Bourassaw (Mokechewawnoquay) Alanson 80 A 
844 11-31 Louis Bourassa Sutton's Bay 58 A 
845 23-31 Simon Boyd Harbor Springs 42 A 
846 23-31 John Boyd Harbor Springs 32 A 
847 26-31 Eliza [Hurst] Ball Mullett Lake 52 A 
848 33-31 Louisa Deshner Boda Brutus 17 M 
850 33-3 I Rosie Cabanaw Burrel Brutus 21 as 33-21 A 
889 32-31 John Briggs Cheboygan 69 A 
890 32-31 Charles Briggs Cheboygan 29 A 
891 32-31 Flora Briggs Cheboygan 38 A 
930 7-31 Francis Bourassaw [Jr.] Sturgeon 41 2 A 

'" 1419 33-3 i Enos Cobenaw Brutu.s en 
.JV as 33-21: son of 18-31 A 

-'" 1420 L-j 1 !',1ar; Nonquaishcawwaw Cobenaw Brutus 56 A 

* 1421 33-31 Lucius Cobenaw Brutus 30 4 A 

* 1426 33-31 Emma Cobenaw Brutus 24 A 
1429 9-31 Victoria Waso Cooper Harbor Springs 40 A 
1805 29-31 Clara Shawwawnawnonquot Davis Omena 28 A 

* 1806 33-31 Alice Kawbenaw Deshner Brutus 36 as 33-21; daughter #849 A 
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Appendix C: Burt Lake Band Descendants on the Durant Roll, 1910 
Durant # 1870 # Name Residence (ca.1908) Age Child a Notes Adult? 

1938 20-31 Maria O'Flynn Enault Mullett Lake 20 A 
2081 11-31 Eliza King Feathers Namah 22 2 A 
2084 20-31 John Flint [Flynn] Harbor Springs 60 1 A 
2344 1-31 Jane Waywaydum Grant Brutus 56 3 A 
2345 1-31 Joseph Grant Brutus 22 A 
2349 1-31 Agnes Gabriel Brutus 13 M 
2350 20-31 Ollivan O'Flynn Gower Harbor Springs 30 1 son #4207 A 

* 2539 29-31 Hattie Shawwawnonquot Hamlin Pellston 33 3 A 

* 2566 16-31 William Hamlin Brutus 40 A 

* 2567 3-31 Eliza Shawwawnawnawquot Hamlin Brutus 46 3 A 

* 2571 3-31 Agnes Hamlin School, Genoa, Neb. 18 A 
2572 1-31 Harry Hoig Topinabee 9 M 
2573 1-31 Louisa Hoig Topinabee 7 M 
2574 1-31 Fred Hoig Topinabee 0 M 
2575 26-31 Harriet Davenport Hurst Mullett Lake 70 daughter of 20-31 A 
3037 11-31 John King Cross Village 29 A 
3131 18-31 Sarah Mickceninne Kosequot Goodheart 39 2 A 
3181 6-31 Kate Pewabiscaunce King Alanson 46 A 
3182 6-31 Guy King Alanson 25 A 
3184 9-31 Susan Kezhegowe Brutus 70 A 
3185 9-31 Samuel Kezhegowe Brutus 39 5 A 
4138 2-31 Eliza (Nonquaishcawwaw) Moses Pellston 42 A 
4168 18-31 Henry Mixcenene Harbor Springs 36 A 
4169 18-31 John Mixcene Harbor Springs 111 

J"T A 
AI'i/\ TO') 1 Barbara Mixcene Q ..... 'hn. ..... l ll .... _t... ..... _ 0 __ ,'"\ M "'1'1 IV 10-.) 1 ............ .1..1.'-''-'.1, .I..l.o..Ll U'--'I Up.l. 1"-

* 4188 2-31 Charles Massey Brutus 49 A 
4190 2-31 Francis Massey Brutus 19 A 

* 4191 2-31 Henry Massey Burt Lake (Pellston) 21 A 
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Appendix C: Burt Lake Band Descendants on the Durant Roll, 1910 
Durant # 1870 # Name Residence (ca.1908) Age Child a Notes Adult? 

* 4194 15-31 Louis Massey Brutus 27 A 

* 4195 2-31 Mary Brady Massey Brutus 26 A 

4197 8-31 Sarah Moses Allenville 30 A 
4199 11-31 Margaret Anee Mark Elk Rapids 58 A 
4200 12-31 Frank Mixeenena Brutus 52 2 A 

4205 13-31 Sophia Ogeshenawnawquot Maggesetay Harbor Springs 50 A 

4693 6-31 Mary Ann Pewabiseaunee Naskaw Elk Rapids 52 A 

4695 18-31 Hattie Mixeenne Namega St. Ignace 22 A 
4696 2-31 Christina Nonquaisheawwaw Harbor Springs 67 A 

* 4697 2-31 Moses Nonquaishcawwaw Brutus 60 A 

* 4698 3-31 Eliza Shawwawnawnawquot Nonquaisheawwaw Brutus 44 A 

* 4699 3-31 John Nonquaisheawwaw Brutus 28 3 A 

4705 15-31 Angeline (?) Norton Brutus 39 2 A 

* 4715 3-31 Aggie Shawwawnawsegay Naganashe Harbor Springs 20 [also 8-31] A 

4943 7-31 Laura Bourassaw O'Brien Cheboygan 25 A 
4968 25-31 Joseph Ogawbayawnawquot Brutus 60 no heirs A 

* 5236 3-31 Susan Shawwawnawnawquot Parkey Brutus 44 2 A 

* 5239 3-31 Edmund Parkey Brutus 18 A 

* 5292 3-31 Thomas Parkey Cheboygan 25 2 A 

5296 6-31 Louis Pewawbiseaunee Indian River 54 A 

5297 11-31 Mitchel Parrow Sutton's Bay 58 2 A 
5303 i i -31 Elizabeth Parrow .. A Janson AO A -'0 

5304 l~<H Mary' Mixcennc Partman Petoskey 30 2 A 

5712 7-31 Mary Bourassaw Russell Elk Rapids 33 6 A 

6061 3-31 James Shawwawnawsegay Pellston 48 3 A 

6066 8-31 Stephen Shawwawnawsegay Brutus 14 [also 3-,10-,22-31] M 

6118 9-31 Agatha (Kezhegowe) Stafford Petoskey 13 M 
6132 29-31 Agnes Shawnonquot Traverse City 17 M 
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Appendix C: Burt Lake Band Descendants on the Durant Roll, 1910 
Durant # 1870 # Name Residence (ca.1908) Age Child a Notes Adult? 

* 6156 29-31 Albert Shawwawnonquot Aloha 36 A 

* 6186 3-31 Amos Shawwawnayse Brutus (Burt Lake) 24 A 

* 6211 3-31 Antoine Shawwawnawnawquot Brutus 87 A 
6213 3-31 Francis Shawwawnonquet Burt Lake 60 A 

* 6214 29-31 Isaac Shawwawnonquot Traverse City 58 son of3-31 A 

6216 29-31 Dennis Shawwawnonquot Fox Island 23 A 

6217 29-31 Levi Shawwawnonquot School, Mt. Pleasant 21 A 

6219 3-31 Josephine Shawwawnawnonquot Brutus 6 also 8-31 M 

* 6220 8-31 Peter Shawwawnawsegay St. Ignace 30 A 
6224 31-31 Joseph Shawbwawsung Brutus 70 as 21-31; son of 15-31 A 

* 6225 29-31 Jonas Shawwawnawnawquot Brutus 38 5 A 

6761 20-31 Viola O'Flynn Trudo Cheboygan 32 A 

7094 12-31 Annie Mixcenine Wawbegaykake Brutus 22 A 

SOURCES: Durant Roll (Durant 1910) and Durant field notes, p.31 (Durant 1908). 

NOTE: Durant's linkage of roll # 6187 to 5-31 has been treated as a misprint, in that Durant said that Say-nin-quaw-day (5-31) had no living descendants. His linkage 
of Enos Cabenaw (# 1419) and two of his daughters (# 850 and # 1806) to 33-21 has been treated as a misprint for 33-3 L His linkage ofJoseph Shawbwawsung 
(# 6224) to 21-31 has been trcated as a misprint for 31-31. Durant's roll linked roll # 6066 only to 8-31, but his field notes also link # 6066 to 3-31, 10-31, and 22-3 L 

NOTE: Although 1870 annuitant 20-31 (Mrs. O'Flynn) is a possible ancestor of somc of thc petitioner's members, those members do not have ancestry from an 
individual listed on Durant's roll as a descendant of 20-31. Some of the petitioner's members descend from three allcgcd grandchildren of 20-31, but those 
grandchildren were listed by Durant (#s 2329, 3135, and 3146) not as descendants of 20-31, but as descendants of 1870 annuitant 2-28. 

* An ancestor ofa member of the petitioning group. 

a Number of minor children listed with a parent. 
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Appendix D 

ANNOTATED EXTRACTS OF THE INDIAN POPULATION SCHEDULE OF 
1910 FEDERAL CENSUS OF BURT TOWNSHIP, CHEBOYGAN COUNTY, MICHIGAN 

The following list ccntains the dwelling number, name, relationship, and age extracted for every person 
from the Indian Population Schedule of Burt Township in 1910. OF A has added an asterisk (*) to the 
entry for any person who (I) was enumerated in the Indian Population Schedule of the 1900 Federal 
Census of Burt Towllship, or (2) has descendants in the current membership. Maiden names of married 
women or corrected lames appear in brackets, and are based upon information presented by the petitioner 
in its genealogical dctabase or as documented by OFA. The names of the six persons recorded as non
Indian ("white") app ~ar below in italics. 

#Dwelling Name 

Josc/7h Brady 
Mar;' I Way-bway-dum] Brady 
AgIH~S Brady [Gabriel] 

2 Albert Shananquot 
Eliza [Otawgawmawke] Shananquot 
Cora Shananquot 

3 Paul Wasson 
Jane [Norton] Wasson 
Loui:;a Wasson 

4 Jose~,h Parkey 
Susall [Shawwawnonquot] Parkey 
Char; es Parkey 
John Parkey 

5 John Wenagishake 
l\1ary [BodaJ Wenagishake 
Cecelia Wenagishake 
Agnes C. Wenagishake 
Irene N. Wenagishake 
Esther Wenagishake 
ScharloHe [Boda 1 Pete 

6 Samuel Keshigowe 
Catherine [Crandall] Keshigowe 
Enos Keshigowe 
Ellen Keshigowe 
Mary Keshigowe 
Fredc'ick? Keshigowe 

7 John Dashner 
Alice [Cabenaw] Dashner 
John Dashner 
Maud Dashner [Boda] 

Relationship Age 

Head 49 
wife 43 
adopted dau IS 

Head 36 
wife 29 
dall 9 

Head (?) 48 
wife 41 
dau 22 

Head 45 
wife 46 
son ('1) 19 
son 10 

Head 32 
wife 28 
dau 9 
dall 8 
dall 5 
dau 2 
sis-in-Iaw 23 

Head (?) 38 
wife (?) 34 
son 11 
dall 9 
dau 6 
son 112 

Head 37 
wife 3~ 

son 6 
step-dau 12 

1900? Members? 

* * 

* * 
* * 

* 
* 
* 

* 

* 

* 
* * 

* 
* 
* 

* 

* 

* * 

* * 
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#Dwelling Name Relationship Age 1900? Members? 

8 James G. Galloway Head 31 
Mary [Boda] Galloway wife 18 
Tho Tlas Parkey boarder 27 * 

9 Jaml~s Shenoskey Head (?) 48 
Rosie [Agawwawnegay] Shenoskey wife 36 
Samuel Leo step-son 16 
Barbara Shenoskey dau 11 
Benjamin Shenoskey son 8 
Frank Shenoskey son 4 
Elizabeth Ketchebaptist? rno-in-law 80 

10 Charles Massey Head 52 * * 
Sara1 [Nongueskwa] Massey wife 53 * * 
Fran ~:.S P. Massey son 20 * 

11 HellI y Massey Head 26 * * 
Esther [Martell] Massey wife 28 * 
Maggie Massey dau 2 * 
Charlie Martell bro-in-Iaw 13 * 
Abraham Martell bro-in-Iaw 15 
Jane Martell sis-in-Iaw 18 

12 Eliza [Nongueskwa] Moses Head 42 * 
Mary Moses dau 17 * 

13 Hmy?y H. Griswold Head 30 
Lizzi ~ [Martell] Griswold wife 20 * 
Mable F. Griswold dau 3/4 * 
Levi Ciriswold brother 17 

14 Loui~ Massey Head 29 * 
Mary J. [Nongucskwa] Massey wife 27 * * 
Lena M. Massey dau 2 

15 Angeline [-?-] Trombley Head 58 * * 
Joseph Nekeg? son 40 

16 Thomas Norton Head (?) 67 * 
Susan [Misquado] Norton wife 70 * 
Stephen Shenoskey servant 16 
Mary Norton ad. dau. 6 

17 Mose:; Nongueskwa Head 61 * * 
Elizab~th [Shawwawnonquot] Nongueskwa wife 48 * * 
Agne~: Nonglleskwa grdau 6 
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#Dwclling Name Relationship Age 1900? Members? 

18 John Nongueskwa Head 30 * * 
Jenrie [Solis] Nongueskwa wife 28 * 
Emr1El Nongueskwa dau 6 
Den1is Nongueskwa son 5 
Harry Nongueskwa son 3 
Luc:r Nongueskwa dau 1/3 

19 Amos Shawa Head 25 * 
Eliza [ShawwawnonquotJ Hamlin mother 49 * * 
Agll~s Hamlin step-sis 19 * 
Amll Hamlin step-sis 16 * 
William Hamlin step-bro 13 * 
Mar:! Hamlin step-sis 11 * * 

20 Jonas Shanonquet Head 40 * 
Susan [NegakeJ Shanonquet wife 39 * 
Susan Shanonquet dau 15 
Samuel Shanonquet son 13 * 
Mar~r Shanonquet dau 11 * 
Robert Shanonquet son 5 
Mariha Shanonquet dau 4 

21 Mos<:s Shanonquet Head 21 
MariDn rKewayJ Shanonquet wife 25 
Stephen Shanonquet son 1 
Frank Shanonquet father 63 * 

22 Eugene F. Hamlin Head 34 * * 
Hat1i~ [Shawwawnonquotj Hamlin wife 32 * * 
Maggie Hamlin dau 10 * 
Richard M. Hamlin son 7 * 

23 Ant\',i ne: Shananq uet Head 89 * * 
Sofie [Sengoby] Shananquet wife 88 * * 
Joser bine Shananquet gr-grdau 5 

24 Johll Boda Head 24 
Anna [Parkey] Boda wife 24 
Blanch Boda dau (?) 4 

25 Enos Cabenaw Head 59 * * 
Mary [NongueskwaJ Cabenaw wife 58 * * 
Emma Cabenaw dau 26 * 
Ida Cabenaw grdau 5 * 
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#Dwelling Name Relationship Age 1900'! Members? 

26 LUC,lS Cabenaw Head 32 * * Maf,gie [Boda] Cabenaw wife 31 * * Nellie Cabenaw dau 10 * 
Leo E. Cabenaw son 8 
Henry D. Cabenaw son 6 * Paul Cabenaw son 4 
Lernantie E, Cabenaw dau 2 * 

27 John Kewaycum Head 48 * 
Coo eHa Kewaycum dau 10 * 
Rosel [?Jane Waybwaydum] Grant sis-in-law 48 
Verc,nica Kewaycurn dau (?) 18 * 
LOllis[l Kewaycurn dau 13 * 

28 Frank Mixcene Head 53 * 
Mar~i [Munson] Mixcene wife 48 * 
Annie Mixcene dau 24 
Fran < Mixcene son 13 
Ste!l.l Mixcene dau 8 
Jona:; Midwagon son-in-law 28 
Joseph Cabanquet boarder 60 

29 Joseph Norton Head 48 
AngC:\ine [Wongezhick?] Norton wife 40 
Lizzie Norton dau II 
Edward Norton son 5 
Enos r\orton son 4 
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Appendix E: Burt Township in Rural Property Inventories, 1938 

Fig., 8 N arne (assessed to) Section Acres House? 

bank 7 NE/SE 40 Yes 

Bauerle & Densmore 20 lots 1,2 42 N 

Bauerle & Densmore 20 lot 3, part 15 Yes 

Bauerle & Densmore 20 E12 INW 80 N 

Bauerle & Densmore 20 SWINW 40 N 

Bauerle & Densmore 20NE/SW 29 N 

Bazant, Irving J. 17 lot 1, part 1 Yes 

Bell, Lucerns 17 lots 3,4 93 N 

Bell, Lucerns 17 W12/SW 80 N 

Bell, Luciens 17 lot 2 52 N 

:( Brandes, E.W. 17 lot I, part IO Yes 

Bremerman, John W. 18 N12 INE 80 N 

Brill, F.J. 19 NWINE 40 N 

Brill, F.1. 19 SEINW 34 N 

Brill, Martha 19 E12 ISE 80 N 

Brubaker, Daniel 8NW 159 N 

Butler, Clawdia 8 SEINW 1 N 
,. Butler, Joseph A. 8 lot 3 47 Yes 
" 

Cabenau, Emma 7 fraction (2) 32 N 

(~ Cabenau, Eno & Mary 20 SW/SW 2 Yes 

Cabenau, Henry 20 SW/SW 40 N 

(~ Cabenau, Lucius 20 NW/SW 29 Yes 

(~ Cabinaw, Ida 18 SW/SE 39 Yes 

church & cemetery 18 E12/SE 5 N 

Duma[n], Jas. & Annie 19 SWINW 26 N 

Farnsworth, Henery 19 SYz ISW 66 N 

Farnsworth, Herman 8 lots 1,2 57 N 

Farnsworth, Herman 8 WY2/NE 80 N 

Farnsworth, Herman 19 SEINE 40 N 

Government 18NEINW 40 N 

0 Grant, Mrs. Jane 20 SE/SW 40 Yes 

x Griswold, Harvey 1710t 1, parts 49 Yes 

Griswold, Harvey 17 W12 INW 80 N 

~) Hamlin, Mrs. W. 19 NEINE Yes 

Hinkley, Sara H. 7 fraction 16 N 

"Indian Reserve Land" 18 SW/SW 27 N 

Keller, Johanna 19 W12/SE 80 N 

Logan, Mrs. Thomas & 8 NW/SW N 

x Martin, Michal 19NEINW 40 Yes 

Massey, Mary 7 SE/SE 16 N 

Massey, Chas. 7 SE/SE 24 N 

Massey, Chas. 8 SW/SW ? 

McDonald, Mrs. M.E. 19 SWINE 40 N 
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Appendix E: Burt Township in Rural Property Inventories, 1938 

Fig. 8 Name (assessed to) Section Acres House? 

McGuellon, Mrs. M. 18 SWINE 20 N 

McGuellon, Mrs. M. 18 S'Iz INW 67 N 

McGuellon, Mrs. M. 18 NE/SW 40 N 

McGue lion, Mrs. M. 18 NW/SE 20 N 
~) Monguskura, Mrs. Mose 1& EY2/SE 73 Yes 
)( Mundt, Ralph 20 lot 3, part 15 Yes 

Norton, Joseph 19 NW/SW 13 N 

Parkey, Edmund 18 SEINE 40 N 

Parkey, Edmund 18 SWINE 10 N 
Parkey, Joseph 18 SWINE 9 N 

I( Putnam, Geo. F. 8 lot 4 32 Yes 
Reid, W.S. 7 E'Iz INE 80 N 

school 18 SW/SE N 
<§) Shananaquit, James 18 SE/SE Yes 
@ Shawa, Amos 18 SWINE Yes 

Shenoskey, James 8 NE/SW 40 N 
@ Shinskey, Steve 8 NW/SW 38 Yes 
@ Shinskey, Steve 8 S'Iz ISW 77 Yes 
:( Stall, Henny 19 NE/SW 40 Yes 

State 7 fraction 16 N 

State 7 fraction 16 N 
State 7 SWINE 40 N 
State 18 NWINW 27 N 

State 18 NW/SW 27 N 

State 18 NW/SE 20 N 

State 19 NWINW 26 N 

State 19 SEINW 6 N 
State 19 NW/SW 13 N 

State 20 NW/NW 40 N 
State 20 SE/SW 2 N 
Swanson, John A. 7 NWINE 40 N 

Turner & Murphy 18 SE/SW 40 N 
): Yeaman, H.C. 20 lot 4 17 Yes 

Wallace, J.M. 19NEINE 39 N 

Williams, Louisa 8 NW/SW 2 N 

~;OURCE: Rural Property Inventories, Records of Cheboygan County, RG 94-380, State Archives of 
Michigan, Lansing, Mich .. (Cheboygan County 1938). 

NOTE: Sections 7, 8, 17, 18, 19,20 only; there were no dwellings in W'h. of Sec. 7. 
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TABLE 1 

THE BURT LAKE BAND ON THE TREATY ANNUITY LIST OF 1870 

# Household Head 

* 1-31 
* 2-31 

* 3-31 
4-31 

5-31 

6-31 

7-31 

* 8-31 

Joseph Way-bway-dum, Chief 
Non-quaish-caw-waw [Louis Nongueskwa] 

(Antoine) Shaw-waw-naw-naw-quot (father of 29-31) 
Saw-ge-ton-de-way 

Say-nin-gwaw-day 

Pe-waw-be-koonse 

Maw-co-paw (Francis 1. Bourassaw) 

Aw-be-taw-ge-zhe-go [George Shenoskey] 
Ignatus Ke-zhe-go-we 

Shaw-waw-ne-quoum 

9-31 

10-31 

11-31 

12-31 
13-31 

14-31 

Mo-ke-che-waw-no-quay (Catherine Bourassaw) (mother of 7-31) 

Me-se-sow-gway 

* 15-31 

* 16-31 
17-31 

* 18-31 
19-31 

? 20-31 

21-31 

22-31 

23-31 

24-31 

25-31 

26-31 
2:7 -31 

28-31 

* 29-31 
30-31 

31-31 
32-31 

* 33-31 

O-ge-she-aw-naw-quot 

Michael Kay-gwaitch 

(Louis) Shaw-bwaw-sung (father of 31-31) 
Theresa Way-win-ding 
James Kay-daw 

William Mick-se-min-ne (father of 33-31) 
Kaw-no-te-nish-kung 

Mrs. William O'F1ynn (mother of 26-31) 

O-taw-ne-me-ke-zhe-go-quay 

Paw-se-que [female] 

Sophia Shaw-waw-ne-quom 

Ne-gause [female] 

Joseph O-gaw-by-aw-now-quot 

Mrs. Harriet Davenport 
Aw-se-now-quay 
Elizabeth Harris a 

Isaac Shaw-waw-now-now-quot 

John May-se-ninne 

Joseph Shaw-bwaw-sung 
John Briggs b 

Ignatus Kaw-be-naw (Enos Cabenaw) 

SOUF.CES: Durant field notes, p.31 (Durant 1908) and Durant Roll (Durant 1910). 

NOTE: Person-page coding and parenthetical remarks made by Durant; bracketed information 
supplied by OFA. 

* A current member of the petitioning group descends from this annuitant. 

? A Clirrent member of the petitioning group may descend from this annuitant. 

a Our< nt's field notes described Elizabeth Harris as "a Canadian Indian" (Durant 1908, p.31, 
no.:~8). 

b Dun nt's field notes recorded that, "The Cheboygan chiefs say John Briggs had no right on roll in 
1870" (Durant 1908, p.31, no.32). 
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TABLE 2 

CHEBOYGAN BAND ALLOTTEES, 1857 

Band 1857 1875 Allottee T, R, Sec. (1857) T, R, Sec. (1875) 
Sheboygan 424 548 Joseph Ke-che-go-we (chief) T35N, R3W, Sec. 8 T35N, R3W, Sec. 8 
Sheboygan 425 Josette Negah-ne T37N, R7W, Sec. 24 
Sheboygan 426 Mary Wah-bah-e-gum T35N, R3W, Sec. 18 [see 1408] 
Sheboygan 427 George Laibell T37N, R6W, Sec. 9 
Sheboygan 428 Joseph Laibell T37N, R6W, Sec. 8 
Sheboygan 429 Cahge-gay T371\, R6W. Sec. 30 
Sheboygan 430 Ignatius Ke-che-go-we T361\, R7W, Sec. 1 
Sheboygan 431 555 O-Shah-wah-no-qua T35N, R3W, Sec. 17 T35N, R3W, Sec. 17 
Sheboygan 432 556 Alexander Wa-win-ding T35N, R3W, Sec. 8 T35N, R3W, Sec. 8 
Sheboygan 433 557 Louis Shah-bwah-sung T35N, R3W, Sec. 20 T36N, R3W, Scc. 7 
Sheboygan 434 558 Sha-wah-nah-se-ge T35N, R3W, Sec. 21 T35N, R3W, Sec. 21 
Sheboygan 435 559 Otah-pe-tah-gezhe-go T35N, R3W, Sec. 17 T35N, R3W, Sec. 20 
Sheboygan 436 Aish-qua-ge-zhick T35N, R3W, Sec. 25 
Sheboygan 437 John Aish-qua-ge-zhick T35N, R3W, Sec. 20 
Sheboygan 438 Louis Nah-quaish-cah-wah T35N, R3W, Sec. 21 * 
Sheboygan 439 Paul Nah-qua-dah-sung T37N, R6W, Sec. 32 
Sheboygan 440 Moses Shah-wah-na-se T36N, R6W, Sec. 30 
Sheboygan 441 Luke Me-squah-walk T34N, R5W, Sec. 5 
Sheboygan 442 566 Joseph Ah-sa-gon T36N, R3W, Sec. 19 T36N, R3W, Sec. 28 
Sheboygan 443 567 Sarah Ah-sa-gon T35N, R3W, Sec. 17 T35N, R3W, Sec. 17 
Sheboygan 444 568 Peter John Pe-pe-gwah T35N, R3W, Sec. 17 T35N, R3W, Sec. 17 
Sheboygan 445 Michael Ka-gwaich T35N, R6W, Sec. 4 
Sheboygan 446 570 Anthony Shah-wah-nah-nah-quot T35N, R3W, Sec. 20 T36N, R3W, Sec. 11 
Sheboygan 447 Anthony Sah-ge-ton-de-wa T36N, R3W, Sec. 28 T35N, R5W, Sec. 34 
Sheboygan 448 James O-ca-dah T35N, R3W, Sec. 18 T35N, R5W, Sec. 17 
Sheboygan 449 573 Joseph Ah-be-tah-one T36N, R3W, Sec. 19 T36N, R3W, Sec. 8 
Sheboygan 450 Gabriel Ne-gah-ne-gah-beh-we T37N, R6W, Sec. 31 
Sheboygan 451 Louis Ching-gwa T34N, R6W, Sec. 14 
Sheboygan 452 1424 Joseph Wa-bwa-dum T36N, R3W, Sec. 28 T36N, R3W, Sec. 20 & 
Sheboygan 453 Etienne Wah-ke-zoo T34N, R5W, Sec. 8 
Sheboygan 454 Mary Louisa Pa-ke-nah-ga T34N, R5W, Sec. 8 
Sheboygan 455 John B. Pe-zhe-bish-kah T35N, R3W, Sec. 17 
Sheboygan 456 Mary Pena-se-we-ge-zhick T35N, R3W, Sec. 19 [see 580] 
Sheboygan 457 Pe-tah-bah-no-qua T35N, R3W, Sec. 19 
Sheboygan 458 Skah-bose T35N, R3W, Sec. 19 
Sheboygan 459 Joseph Wah-kezoo T35N, R3W, Sec. 19 T34N, R7W, Sec. 11 
Sheboygan 460 Anthony Cah-no-te-no-skung T35N, R3W, Sec. 17 
Sheboygan 461 John B. Ogah-ba-ah-no-quot T35N, R3W, Sec. 20 
Sheboygan 462 586 Sophia Ogah-ba-ah-no-quot T35N, R3W, Sec. 20 T35N, R3W, Sec. 17 
Sheboygan 463 O-me-zhah-quah-do T3SN, R3W, Sec. 19 T35N, R6W, Sec. 3 
Sheboygan 464 Pontius O-me-zhah-quah-do T3SN, R3W, Sec. 21 T35N, R6W, Sec. 11 
Sheboygan 465 589 Louis Me-se-son-gwa T3SN, R3W, Sec. 20 T3SN, R3W, Sec. 20 
Sheboygan 466 590 John B. Ka-ka-koonse T35N, R3W, Sec. 20 T35N, R3W, Sec. 20 
Sheboygan 467 Agatha Quacheo et al. (orphans) T35N, R5W, Sec. 8 

SOURCES: BI<\' 1857-64; BrA 1857; BIA 1875a. 

NOTE: Allotm:nts in bold typeface were outside of the Cheboygan treaty reserve (T35N and T36N, R3W). 

* Land selectioll on 1864 certificate outside ofT35N and T36N, R3W. 

& Plus a land se1e'~tion outside ofT35N and T36N, R3W. 
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TABLE 3 

ALLOTTEES IN THE CHEBOYGAN RESERVE, 1875 

Band 1857 1875 Allottee T, R, Sec. (1857) T, R, Sec. (1875) 
Anse (al 180 213 Isabella Kaw-ca-paw [T35N, R3W, Sec. 17] T35N,R3W, Sec. 17 
Anse (al 181 214 Catharine Waw-co-paw [T35N, R3W, Sec. 20] T35N, R3W, Sec. 20 
Anse (a) 182 215 Theresa Bourrasa [T35N, R3W, Sec. 21] T35N, R3W, Sec. 21 
Anse (a) 185 218 Pe-waw-be-koonse [T35N, R3W, Sec. 21] T35N, R3W, Sec. 21 
Bois Blanc 266 Isabella Karrow [1864 certificate] T35N, R3W, Sec. 17 
Bois Blanc 267 Mary Moran [1864 certificate] T35N, R3W, Sec. 8 & 
Thunder Bay 2.26 273 Naw-o-quaish-cum T30N, R7E, Sec. 25 T35N, R3W, Sec. 26 
Mackinac 241 297 She-bye-aw-se-no-quay T35N, R3W, Sec. 17 T35N, R3W, Sec. 17 
Sheboygan 424 548 Joseph Ke-she-go-we (chief) T35N, R3W, Sec. 8 T35N, R3W, Sec. 8 
Sheboygan 431 555 O-Shaw-waw-no-quay T35N, R3W, Sec. 17 T35N, R3W, Sec. 17 
Sheboygan 432 556 Alexander Wa-win-ding T35N, R3W, Sec. 8 T35N, R3W, Sec. 8 
Sheboygan 433 557 Louis Shaw-bwaw-sung T35N, R3W, Sec. 20 T36N, R3W, Sec. 7 
Sheboygan 434 558 Shaw-waw-naw-se-gay T35N, R3W, Sec. 21 T35N, R3W, Sec. 21 
Shcboygan 435 559 Otaw-pe-taw-ge-zhe-go T35N, R3W, Sec. 17 T35N, R3W, Sec. 20 
Sheboygan 442 566 Joseph Aw-say-go T36N, R3W, Sec. 19 T36N, R3W, Sec. 28 
Sheboygan 443 567 Sarah Ah-sa-go T35N, R3W, Sec. 17 T35N, R3W, Sec. 17 
Sheboygan 444 568 Peter 1. Pepe-gway T35N, R3W, Sec. 17 T35N, R3W, Sec. 17 
Sheboygan 446 570 Anthony Shaw-waw-naw-naw-quot T35N, R3W, Sec. 20 T36N, R3W, Sec. 11 
Sheboygan 449 573 Joseph Aw-be-taw-own T36N, R3W, Sec. 19 T36N, R3W, Sec. 8 

[456] 580 Edward O-ge-zhe-aw-no-quot [see 456] T35N, R3W, Sec. 19 
Sheboygan 462 586 Sophia Ogaw-bay-aw-no-quot T35N, R3W, Sec. 20 T35N, R3W, Sec. 17 
Sheboygan 465 589 Louis Me-se-son-quay T35N, R3W, Sec. 20 T35N, R3W, Sec. 20 
Sheboygan 466 590 John B. Kay-kay-koonse T35N, R3W, Sec. 20 T35N, R3W, Sec. 20 
Sheboygan 592 Aw-say-naw-quay T36N, R3W, Sec, 11 

1358 Mary Ann Karrow T35N, R3W, Sec, 8 
1391 Mis-naw-be T35N, R3W, Sec. 31 
1406 Theresa Way-win-ding T35N, R3W, Sec, 7 

[42fi] 1408 Angelique Hudson [see 426] T35N, R3W, Sec, 18 
1409 Jane Stafford T35N, R3W, Sec, 27 
1410 Louis Cadotte T35N, R3W, Sec, 28 & 
1411 Alexander Busseay T35N, R3W, Sec. 28 
1412 Arehange Alair T35N, R3W, Sec. 30 
1413 Kah-goo-dah-ah-qua T35N, R3W, Sec. 31 
1414 Pauline Bonnoe T35N, R3W, Sec. 33 
1415 John Vincent T35N, R3W, Sec. 33 
1416 Charlotte LecayJt T35N, R3W, Sec. 33 
1417 John Mishow T35N, R3W, Sec. 33 
1418 She-gaw-a-she-gaw T35N, R3W, Sec. 33 
1419 Chequech T35N, R3W, Sec. 33 
1420 Kaw-go-daw-aw-qua T35N, R3W, Sec. 34 
1421 Joseph O-taie-gwa-che-wan T36N, R3W, Sec. 7 
1422 Nancy McGulphin T36N, R3W, Sec. 7 
1423 Francis Bourassa T36N, R3W, Sec. 7 

Sheboygan 452 1424 Joseph Way-bway-dum T36N, R3W, Sec. 28 T36N, R3W, Sec. 20 & 
1425 John B. Ogaw-bay-aw-naw-quot T36N, R3W, Sec. 21 

SOURCES: B1A 1857-64; BIA 1857; BIA 1864; BIA 1875a; B1A 1875b. 

NOTE: Allotm<:nts in bold typeface were outside of the Cheboygan treaty reserve (T35N and T36N, R3W). 

a The 1840 ann wi report of Superintendent Schoolcraft listed "Ance's Band" (BIA 912411840, Table 6). Hinsdale and 
Tanner bot 1 show an "Ainee's" or "Ainse" village on the upper peninsula (Hinsdale 1931; Tanner 1986, Map 24). 

& Plus a land selection outside ofT35N and T36N, R3W. 
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TABLE 4 

INDIAN VILLAGE HOUSEHOLDS, ca. 1897-1900 

McGinn Shananquet 
Name 1897 ca. 1899 

* Cabinaw I Cobenaw, Enos x x 

Chipp, Mar garet lorl Chips x x 

* Hamlin, Eugene x x 

* Hamlin, Moses x x 

* Hamlin, W lliam x x 

Kewaquorn, Esaul x 

Kishigowe, Susan lorl Sam x x 

* Massay, CI" aries x x 

Miksini, Lcuie x 

Mixeny I N iksini, Frank x x 

* Nongueskwa I Nangeshkwa, Paul x x 

* Nonguesk"a I Nangeshkwa, Moses x x 

* Parkey, Jos ~ph x x 

* Shananqu(:t, Albert x 

* Shanonaqlwtte I Shananakwat, Antoine x x 

Shanonaqudte I Shananakwat, Francis I Frank x x 

* Shanonaqudte I Shananskwat, Jonas x x 

* Shebwasinf / Shibwasong, Joseph x x 

Shebwasing / Shibwasong, Louis x x 

Shianasgay I Shawanasige, James x x 

* Shianasgay I Shawanasige, Peter x x 

Singoby I S ingobe, Simon x x 

* Tromblay, Angeline x 

Wasson, Pal:! I&j Jane x x 

SOURCES: MeG inn 12/511897; Shananquet n.d.; U.S. Census 1900, Cheboygan Co., ED 68. 

* An ancestor 0 f a member of the petitioning group. 

a Household number on the Indian schedule for Burt Township. 

U.S. Census 
1900 a 

7 

13 

1 (Sf.) I 10 (Jr.) 

14 

(4 ?) 

5 

17 

16 

2 (widow Mary) 

19 

23 

21 

11 

20 

12 

12 

6 
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TABLE 5 

BURT LAKE BAND DESCENDANTS ON THE DURANT ROLL OF 1910 

1870 1870 --------- 1910 Durant Roll ---------
Household H{~ad List Roll Descendant Total @Brutus 

* Joseph Wa;r-bway-dum 1-31 No Yes 3 3 

* Non-quaish-caw-waw [Louis Nongueskwa] 2-31 No Yes 8 6 

* [Antoine] Shaw-waw-naw-naw-quot 3-31 # 6211 Yes 13 9 

Saw-gc-ton-de-way 4-31 No Yes 2 0 
Pe-waw-be ·koonse 6-31 No Yes 4 0 
Maw-co-paw [Francis Bourassaw] (son of 11-31) 7-31 # 835 Yes 8 0 

* Aw-be-taw·ge··zhe-go [George Shenoskey] 8-31 No Yes 2 Oe 

Ignatus Ke-zhe-go-we 9-31 No Yes 3 2 

Mo-ke-che- waw-no-quay [Catherine Bourassaw] 11-31 # 843 Yes 8 0 
Me-se-sow·gway 12-31 No Yes 2 2 

O-ge-she-aw-naw-quot 13-31 No Yes 0 

* [Louis] Shaw-bwaw-sung 15-31 No Yes 2 2 

* Theresa'vVLy-win-dun 16-31 No Yes 

* William Misk-se-min-ne 18-31 No Yes 5 Oe 

? Mrs. William O'Flynn 20-31 No Yes 4 0 
Sophia ShaN-waw-ne-quom 23-31 No Yes 2 0 
Joseph O-gaw-bay-aw-naw-quot 25-31 # 4968 No 

Harriet Davenport [Hurst] (daughter of20-31) 26-31 # 2575 Yes 2 0 

* Isaac Shaw·waw-naw-non-quot (son of 3-31) 29-31 # 6214 Yes 7 

Joseph Shawbwawsung (son of 15-31) 31-31 c #6224 No 1 

John Brigg~ 
b 

32-31 # 889 Yes 3 0 

* Ignatus Kaw··be-naw [Enos Cabenaw] (son of 18-31) 33-31 d # 1419 Yes 5 5 

SOURCES: Durant Roll (Durant 1910) and Durant field notes, p.31 (Durant 1908). 

NOTE: Durant's field notes indicate that 22 of the 33 household heads on the 1870 annuity roll had living descendants 
in 1908. However, Durant's roll did not link 2 of those annuitants (10-31 and 22-31) to a descendant on the roll 
(although both.vere ancestral to # 6066, a minor, who was linked on the roll only to 8-31). This table includes the 20 
annuitants linked to a descendant on the roll and 2 annuitants who had no descendants but were listed on the roll 
themselves. Dt.rant's linkage of roll # 6187 to annuitant 5-31 has been treated as a misprint, in that Durant's field 
notes say that Say-nin-quaw-day (5-31) had no living descendants. 

* An ancestor of a member of the petitioning group. 

? A possible an,;estor of a member of the petitioning group. 

a The number 0 f adult descendants and still-living annuitants. The total at Brutus also includes those individuals with a 
Burt Lake adjress. Some of these descendants and annuitants could trace back to more than one individual on the 
1870 list; they have been assigned here only to one ancestor in order to avoid double counting. 

b Durant's field notes recorded that, "The Cheboygan chiefs say John Briggs had no right on roll in 1870" (Durant 
1908, p.31, nD.32). 

C Durant's linkage ofJoscph Shawbwawsung (# 6224) to 21-31 has been treated as a misprint for 31-31. 

d Durant's linkage of Enos Cabenaw (# 1419) and two of his daughters (# 850 and # 1806) to 33-21 has been treated as 
a misprint for 33-31. 

e Annuitant 8-3 I ha.d a 14-year-old descendant at Brutus; 18-31 had descendants at Brutus through his son 33-31. 

a 
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TABLE 6 

INDIAN POPULATION ALONG INDIAN TRAIL ROAD, 1930's 

1930 Census 1938 Survey 
Name age / household section / house? 

* Cabemu, Henry 20 No 

* Cabinaw, Enoch / Eno 84 #40 20 Yes 

* Cabinaw, Ida 25 #38 18 Yes 

* Cabinaw, Louis / Lucius 53 #41 20 Yes 

* Cabinaw, \1arg[aret], ill. Louis 52 #41 [20] [Yes] 

* Cabinaw, \1ary, m. Enoch 83 #40 20 Yes 

Grant, Jane 67 #37 20 Yes 

* Hamlir, Eliza / Mrs. W. 69 #42 19 Yes 

* Kagebitang, Emma Cabinaw, m. [?] 47 #40 7 No 

* Martell, Charles 29 #44 

* Martell, Mary Shananaquet, ill. Charles 29 #44 

* Massey, Charles 70 #43 7/8 ? 

Massey, Mary [Nongueskwa, m. Louis ?] 7 No 

* Nagam.ska, Agnes [Shenoskey], m. Basil 41 #39 

* Nagam.ska, Basil 50 #39 

* Nagam.ska, [George] 22 #39 

* Nongueskwa, Elizabeth / Mrs. Mose[s] 70 #43 18 Yes 

Nongue~,kwa, Harry 23 #43 

Norton, Joseph 19 No 

* Parkey. Edmund 40 #28 18 No 

* Parkey, John 29 #42 

* Parkey, Joseph 67 #42 18 No 

* Shananaquet, Jonas / James 62 #44 18 Yes 

* Shananaquet, Sam 33 #38 
* Shawa, Amos 46 #42 18 Yes 

* Shenosk,~y, Christine, m. Peter 47 #45 

Shenoskey, James 8 No 

* Shenoskt~y, Peter 52 #45 

Shenoskt~y, William 19 #45 

Shinskt:y [Shenoskey], Steve 8 Yes 

SOURCE~: Federal population census 1930, and Rural Property Inventories, Cheboygan County, 1938 
(Cem,us 1530; Cheboygan County 1938). 

NOTE: In addition, Lizzie Griswold, the Indian spouse of Harvey Griswold, was enumerated on Burt Lake 
Road (#30 I on the 1930 census, and Harvey Griswold was included on the 1938 survey as the owner of a 
dwelling a ong the lake in section 17, but the Griswolds neither lived nor owned property along Indian Trail 
Road (in Co)!ltrast to Edmund Parkey, who lived on Burt Lake Road in 1930, but was assessed for land along 
Indian Tra I Road in 1938). 

* An ance~.tor of a member of the petitioning group. 
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1120/1948 
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1987 
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Mar. 28, 1836. Statutes 7:491; Kappler 2:450. 
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6/22/ 1911 
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3/14/ 1914 
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National Archives II.] OFA folder re: previous Federal acknowledgment. 
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Uf'ited States of America v. John W. McGinn and A.L. Agate, Equity 94, Eastern 
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McClurken Ex. 28. 

1857 VCllumes labeled "Land Certificates 1 [Ottawas and Chippewas]," 2 vols., containing 
nll rnbered individual certificates, dated May 1, 1857. Unissued Allotment Certificates 
Issued to Ottawa and Chippewa, Land Division (Entry 393), RG 75, National Archives. 
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Se :e:ction Applications, Land Division (Entry 391), RG 75, National Archives. Copies 
of selected pages in OF A historian's files. 

1864 Inclividualland certificate stubs, most dated Sept. 1864, some dated 1865. Stubs for 
Al otment Certificates, Land Division (Entry 394), RG 75, National Archives. 
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311111873 Acting Commissioner oflndian Affairs H.R. Clum to Agent George Betts, Mar. 11, 
18"73. Letter book, p. 516, roll 110, microfilm M-21, National Archives. 

411111873 Commissioner ofIndian Affairs E.P. Smith to Special Agent John Knox, Apr. 11, 
18'73. Letter book, p. 108, roll 112, microfilm M-21, National Archives. 

6/2111873 ReJort of Agent George Betts and Special Agent John Knox, June 21, 1873. [Note: 
ThiS report should be contained in BIA records at the National Archives in Entry 389, 
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9115/1873 Annual report of the Michigan [Mackinac] Agency, by Agent George Betts, Sept. 15, 
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80-82:, roll 415, microfilm M-234, National Archives. 
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1/3011914a Assistant Commissioner ofIndian Affairs E.B. Meritt to Enos P. Cabenaw, Jan. 30, 
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RG 75, National Archives. 
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1994, App. 4. 
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Petitioner 2002, "Recognized by Third Parties" binder; and OFA genealogist's files. 
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1999. OFA genealogist's files. 
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Archives. Excerpts in OFA genealogist's files. 
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National Archives. Excerpts in OFA genealogist's files. 

Af:ricultural census, Michigan, Cheboygan County, roll 17. Microfilm T -1164, 
National Archives. Excerpts in OF A genealogist's files. 

Population census, Michigan, Cheboygan County, roll 669. Microfilm M-593, 
National Archives. Excerpts in OFA genealogist's files. 
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Archives. Excerpts in OFA genealogist's files. 
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Archives. Excerpts in OF A genealogist's files. 
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u.s. Court of Claims 
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u.s. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census (cited as: Commerce) 
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Govemment Printing Office. 
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